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Foreword
When the Committee on Motion Pictures in Education of the American Council

on Education undertook the study of problems related to the use of motion pic-

tures in general education it quickly discovered that lack of essential information

on available films was one of the obstacles to effective, integrated use in the

curriculum. The survey of 16-mm. films available to schools and the evaluation

of those films under actual classroom conditions were inaugurated by the Com-

mittee under a grant of funds from the General Education Board. In this publi-

cation the results of the survey and evaluation are presented in the form of a

descriptive encyclopedia of approximately 500 films which have met the criteria

of evaluation set up by the Committee hi its early deliberative meetings.

The film evaluation program was carried on over a three-year period with the

cooperation of schools and school systems, representing various parts of the

country and various viewpoints on the curriculum. The Committee has operated

through the staff of the Motion Picture Project, Charles F. Hoban, Jr., director.

BEN G. GRAHAM

Chairman, Committee on Motion

Pictures in Education

March 1, 1942
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Introduction

This encyclopedia has been prepared and published under the direction of the

Committee on Motion Pictures in Education of the American Council on Edu-

cation to facilitate the effective utilization of films in the curriculum of American

schools and colleges.

WHAT Is THE ENCYCLOPEDIA?

The encyclopedia contains essential information on approximately 500 16-mm.

motion pictures that have been evaluated in curriculum terms by competent

judges. This volume is a compendium not of the 500 best films for general

education, but of 500 films that have been reported as valuable when used

for specific purposes. In other words, all the valuable films available to schools

may not be included, but all those that are included have been reported as

valuable.

The encyclopedia is selective, not exhaustive. Of the thousands of films avail-

able to schools, only those are included which (1) have been reported as effective

in the curriculum by at least five teachers, (2) have a wide range of usefulness

in the curriculum, (3) are nationally available, (4) conform to minimum technical

standards, and (5) were produced prior to January 1941, with a few exceptions.

An attempt has been made to include all appropriate information on these

films so the classroom teacher may make an intelligent selection of motion pictures

which will contribute to the curriculum objectives, fit into the subject matter of

the unit, and be appropriate to the age and grade level of the class. Conse-

quently, the full title, appropriate grade levels, running time, primary source,

release date, and rental sources introduce the material on each film. This

information is followed immediately by the evaluation of the film and the judg-

ment of technical quality. A complete, but concise, objective description of

content completes the information on each film.

In setting out to secure the material found in this volume, the Motion Picture

Project went directly to the classroom. Films were evaluated by teachers and

students in cooperating schools, school systems, colleges, and universities. These

films were used as integral parts of the units being studied and were evaluated in

terms of the specific objectives for which they were selected. Reports on the

use of films were secured from Tower Hill School, Wilmington, Delaware; the

General College, University of Minnesota; the public schools of Denver, Santa

Barbara, Minneapolis, Rochester, and Pittsburgh; and a group of schools and

colleges in the southeastern states organized through the Division of General

Extension, University System of Georgia. The films for this program were

secured from all major educational motion picture sources.

The judgments of the teachers using the films and students seeing the films

in class were relied upon most heavily in determining the educational effective-

ness of the films. About 5,500 teacher judgments and 12,000 student judgments
were collected and used in this process. Teachers were asked to give each film
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a rating on its educational usefulness; only films rated "good" or "excellent"

were considered. These films were brought to Washington where they were

further examined by the preview panels, and where descriptions of content were

prepared.
1

Preview panels were organized hi the central office to look at films and appraise

their educational usefulness. The panels were composed of from three to ten

qualified educators.

As a check on the judgments of the teachers, students, and preview panels,

directors of the leading film libraries of this country were asked to indicate the

films they believed should be included in a selected list of educational films.

The titles of the films that had been used in the cooperating schools, as well as

some additional films that had been previewed in Washington, were sent to these

directors. They were asked to check the films they considered excellent or good,

and to add titles of other films that they believed should be included.

The information from teachers, students, members of preview panels, and

directors of film libraries was assembled. With this information at hand the

staff of the Motion Picture Project was able to apply the criteria of selection.

The films included hi this volume are the films that survived this rigorous sifting

process. A few films which came to the attention of the Motion Picture Project

too late to receive a thorough test in the classroom have also been included.

This was done only in cases when the panels agreed unanimously on the educa-

tional usefulness of the film. These films may be identified by the omission of

the word "Reported" hi the appraisal and the use of all lightface type in indicat-

ing suitable grade levels.

Plans are now being formulated for the continuation of the systematic evalu-

ation of educational motion pictures. It is hoped that supplements may be

issued periodically, thus insuring the continuing usefulness of the encyclopedia.

While future issues will be chiefly concerned with current films, films issued prior

to January 1941 will be included if new evidence justifies this action. The policy

of including only those films with high educational ratings will be continued.

This volume is an encyclopedia of 16-mm. films. All information concerning

the films included in it applies to the 16-mm. width only.

How TO USE THE ENCYCLOPEDIA

The 16-mm. motion pictures described in this volume have been arranged

alphabetically by title; an index number has then been assigned in the order of

alphabetical succession. These numbers have been used in the Index of Film

Contents instead of film title or page number. Thus, the film, The Passenger

Train, is found to number 312 in the encyclopedia when placed in alphabetical

order. This number then becomes the index number and is used throughout

the Index of Film Contents (see page 353) ;
this Index is based entirely on the

contents of the films. Thus if this Index were consulted for films on "Railroads,"

1 For a discussion of the reliability of judgments secured in this way, see Charles F. Hoban, Jr.,

Focus on Learning: Motion Pictures in the Classroom (Washington: American Council on Education,

1942), Chap. V.
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The Passenger Train would be found listed by index number in the subentry

"trip by train." The index number of this same film would appear under

"Transportation," in the subentry "trains."

In response to a demand from teachers and administrators, the films have also

been classified by conventional subject and curriculum areas (see Subject Classifi-

cation of Films, page 343). When a film may be used in several subjects, it is

included under each. For example the film, The Plow That Broke the Plains, is

listed by title under "Geography" as well as "Agriculture."

Immediately following the title, the suitable grade levels have been indicated.

These are the maturity levels at which the films may be used. Abbreviations

appearing in boldface type indicate the levels on which the film was actually

used with success hi the classroom. Other grade levels have been included upon
the recommendation of the preview panels. The symbols following each title

may be interpreted thus:

k kindergarten

pri primary
hit intermediate

jh junior high school

sh senior high school

c college and adult

This key to the symbols used is given at the bottom of every left-hand page

throughout the Film Appraisals and Descriptions section of the encyclopedia.

Referring to the film, Bicycling with Complete Safety, we find, for example, that

the title is followed by the symbols "pri-int-jh-sh.
" The use of boldface type

indicates that this film has been used successfully on the first three levels and

the use of lightface type indicates that the panel previewing the film believed

it could well be used on the senior high school level also, although no reports

on such use are available.

The abbreviation "min" for minutes and the number preceding it indicate the

running tune of the film. When both sound and silent versions of the same film

are available, only the sound running tune is usually given. Silent versions

generally run a few minutes longer than sound.

Sound films are identified by the abbreviation "sd" and silent films by "si."

When the film is available in sound and silent versions, both abbreviations are

given. If sound and silent versions are available from different sources, the

names of the respective distributors are indicated. Thus, Aluminum: Mine to

Metal is available hi both the sound and silent versions. The silent version is

obtainable from the United States Bureau of Mines; the sound, from the Alumi-

num Company of America.

The primary source (or sources) from which a film may be bought or rented

is indicated by a name or abbreviation given just before the date. For the film,

Aluminum: Mine to Metal, the primary distributors, as indicated above, are the

United States Bureau of Mines for the silent version, the Aluminum Company
of America for the sound. A key to the abbreviations for sources is given on
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page 337. The primary source from which the film may be acquired is not

always the original source. In this event, the original source is indicated in

parentheses.

Immediately following the primary source, the date is given. In most cases,

this is the year during which the film was released for distribution. However,
lack of standard practice among the producers of educational films in reporting

dates made it impossible to secure the release dates for all films. In these

instances the copyright date or the production date is given. In a few cases no

reliable dates were available. When it is known that the film has been revised,

both the original and revision dates are given.

Other sources from which the films may be rented or borrowed are indicated

by abbreviations given immediately preceding the beginning of the film appraisal.

For the film, The Passenger Train, fourteen sources are listed in addition to the

primary source. This information enables the teacher or administrator to select

a source convenient to his institution when placing his order for the film. Al-

though most of the large educational film libraries were surveyed, it should not

be concluded that the listed sources are the only sources of the film. A key to

the abbreviations for sources is given on page 337.

Pattern of the Appraisal

Each appraisal has been prepared on a carefully designed pattern. The

teacher who becomes familiar with this pattern will be able to use the encyclo-

pedia more quickly and more effectively.

In each case the appraisal begins with an educational rating of the film. The

terms used are : good, very good, and excellent. (It should be remembered that

films with lower ratings were excluded.) When the term "reported" precedes

the educational rating, this indicates that the appraisal is based upon actual

classroom experience with the film. The first sentence presents the primary

purposes for which the film may be used and suggests what is actually in the

film. For example, the first sentence of the appraisal of the film, Adventures of

Bunny Rabbit, is: "Reported excellent for (1) telling an interesting story about

Bunny Rabbit and (2) giving information concerning appearance and habits of

rabbits and other animals shown."

The second sentence of the first paragraph of the appraisal indicates purposes

for which the film may be useful; these purposes are usually in terms of attitudes,

appreciations, and understandings. It often happens that these latter purposes

are not apparent in the content of the film, but may be drawn out of the film by
inference. This is demonstrated by the second sentence of the appraisal of

Adventures of Bunny Rabbit: "Found useful in encouraging kindness to animals

and in providing the basis for creative expression in writing, painting, music,

and rhythmics." Additional purposes of a secondary nature may be indicated in

further statements, as in this case, "Some teachers thought that it could be used

in the primary grades in developing an understanding of child-parent relation-

ships, and in stimulating observation of animal life."

The second paragraph of the appraisal contains incidental information taken

[4]



from teacher, student, and preview panel judgments. When the film has

unusual strengths or weaknesses, these features are mentioned. Teacher and

student responses to the film are included when they may be a cue to good usage.

The second paragraph of the appraisal of Adventures of Bunny Rabbit reads as

follows: "The reaction to the film was generally enthusiastic. Children said

that they liked the 'story' and were disappointed when it was over. The dra-

matic development and commentary have qualities that appeal to elementary
school children."

The last paragraph and final line of the appraisal expresses a judgment con-

cerning the excellence of the photography and sound (or titles). For this film the

line is, "Photography and sound are good." This is not a judgment of artistic

quality. The photographic rating was given on the basis of the ease with which

the viewer could see what he was supposed to see. The sound rating is on the

basis of the clarity and distinctness of the sound. Titles are rated on the ease

with which they make the film comprehensible.

Pattern of the Content Description

In each case the lines immediately following the word "Contents" present
the general topic or topics with which the film is concerned. Thus, for the film,

Adventures of Bunny Rabbit, the initial lines are "Events in the life of young

Bunny Rabbit as he explores the world about him in search of a meal of tender

lettuce."

The next paragraph of the content description describes the first major film

sequence; each paragraph thereafter represents a major sequence. Each edu-

cationally significant scene is described as briefly and accurately as possible.

Statements of the commentator are included when they seem essential to an

accurate impression of the film's contents. An effort was made to convey hi

words the impression created by the film. Some films, however, admittedly
defied the verbal process, thus, perhaps, proving their unique function as educa-

tional tools.

DOES THE ENCYCLOPEDIA Do THE JOB?

The encyclopedia was planned and prepared with two purposes clearly hi

mind: (1) to provide teachers reliable and complete information about the

contents of films and (2) to assist teachers in using films effectively by suggesting

specific educational objectives for which the individual films would be appro-

priate. In other words, the workman must know his tools to turn out his best

work. To what extent does this encyclopedia fulfill the stated purposes? It

will be most valuable to the Committee on Motion Pictures in Education to have

the answer to that question. Comment, criticism, and suggestions are requested
from all users of this volume.

[5]





Film Appraisals and Descriptions
1. Abraham Lincoln int-jh-sh 30min si Eastman

1932. Reel 1, "The Pioneer" (ISmin); Reel

2, "The Statesman" (ISmin)

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif, Colo,

ETexBur, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, PaCW, PaMil, SD, Syr, Tenn,

TexCW, TexTech, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for furnishing im-

pressions of important events in the life of Lincoln.

Found useful in (1) giving insight into the char-

acter of Lincoln, (2) furnishing a basis for an under-

standing of the period before and during the Civil

War, and (3) developing an appreciation of respect

for individual personality in a democracy.

Teachers reported very favorably on the sim-

plicity of the film, its historical accuracy, and the

selection of incidents in Lincoln's life. A number

of teachers said that the presentation was consider-

ably weakened by the lack of sound, and by the

outmoded style of acting. Students should be

prepared for these technical limitations before

seeing the film. The two reels of the film are so

organized that they may be used separately.

Photography and titling are fair.

Contents. Reel 1. "The Pioneer." Lincoln's

life before he became president.

A title states that Lincoln was born February 12,

1809, in the Kentucky wilderness. Inside a fron-

tier cabin, Thomas Lincoln is congratulated on the

birth of his son. In 1816 the family load their

belongings into a covered wagon and set off for

Indiana. A title states that Lincoln's mother

died soon after their arrival in Indiana. His step-

mother became very devoted to him. Young
Lincoln is shown studying by the light of the fire-

place. His father thinks that his son should not

waste his time studying. A title states that the

family moved to Illinois when Lincoln was 21.

Lincoln's trip down the Mississippi on a flatboat

and his impressions of the New Orleans slave

markets are dramatized.

Lincoln's work as a clerk in a general store, his

election as a captain in the Black Hawk War, his

unsuccessful campaign for the state legislature,

and his work as a postmaster are indicated by
brief scenes. Lincoln is shown in his law office in

Springfield. His lack of social grace is suggested

by a scene in which he is dancing with his future

wife, Mary Todd. A title states that their mar-

riage took place in 1842. The character of his

home life is suggested by a scene in which he has a

pillow fight with his sons, Willie and Tad. The

pillow breaks, and his wife indicates her dis-

pleasure.

Lincoln's unsuccessful campaign for United

States Senator is suggested by views of his debate

with Douglas. A title states that Lincoln was
determined to restrict slavery, and, though de-

feated for the Senate, became a national figure.

Lincoln's endorsement for the presidency at the

state convention and his notification of the nomi-

nation are shown. Lincoln bids farewell to his

friends in Springfield from the rear platform of the

presidential tram.

Red 2. "The Statesman." The life of Lincoln

as president of the United States.

A title states that the South accepted Lincoln's

election as a challenge. A southern planter is

shown angered by the election. At a cabinet meet-

ing, Lincoln states that help must be sent to Fort

Sumter. The firing on the Fort is dramatized.

There are views of marching Union soldiers as a

title states that Lincoln called for volunteers.

The suffering of the President at the horrors of

the war are suggested as Lincoln visits wounded
soldiers. Lincoln pardons a man about to be

court-martialed for falling asleep on sentry duty.
The signing of the Emancipation Proclamation,
the Battle of Gettysburg, and Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address are indicated in brief sequences. General

Grant is shown, and the Battle of Five Forks is

dramatized. The surrender of Lee at Appomattox
Courthouse is re-enacted and Grant's giving the

southern soldiers permission to keep their horses

to work their farms is indicated.

The President greets a torchlight parade cele-

brating the end of the war with the request that the

band play "Dixie." The assassination of Lincoln

is dramatized. The film closes with views of the

Lincoln Memorial in Washington.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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2-3

2. Adventure Bound int-jh-sh-c 30min sd Ford
1937

Other sources: Bos, Colo, ETexBur, Idaho,

Mich, NH, Okla, OreSt, SamHous, SC, Tenn,

Tex, VaBdE, WashSt

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-
sions of the Southwest its scenery, rock forma-

tions, methods of transportation, and Indian

customs and dwellings. Found useful in stimulat-

ing interest in the southwestern United States.

Its spirit of adventure made this film "just the

type that junior high school students like," and
stimulated a wide range of activities, such as col-

lections of Indian materials, reading and library

research, reports, creative writing, and visits to the

museum. Since the film was not made especially

for school use and is not organized in terms of

educational objectives, care should be taken that

it is related to class purposes. Teachers raised

some objection to the commentator's emphasis on

the sturdiness of Ford trucks.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. An archeological expedition to Monu-
ment Valley in Utah and Arizona.

Begins with several airplane views of the region

of Monument Valley, which the commentator

states is within motoring distance of all America.

College students prepare for a motor expedition
into this desert area. There are several views sug-

gesting the journey across the country. Their

progress across Monument Valley is impeded by
stubborn mules, quicksands, rough roads, and steep

hillsides. Collapsible boats are carried in trucks.

There are several views of strange formations

carved in stone by desert sand and winds.

When the expedition reaches the San Juan

River, the boats are unfolded and made ready for

the use of a river exploration party. The men
take to the boats and shoot the rapids. A boat

camp is made at night. The men amuse them-

selves by using their air-filled sleeping mattresses

for tobogganing in the sand. The boats are again

launched, and the party continues downstream.

There follow several views of activities of the men
at the base camp as they get their hair cut, bathe,

and wash their clothes. Navajo Indians watch

the explorers with interest. There are views of

Navajo handicraft and the Navajos' winter and

summer homes. Navajos are shown grinding

grain and weaving rugs.

A motorized expedition continues on to Monu-
ment Valley. Along the way they stop to dig in

ancient Indian burial grounds. Ancient imple-
ments and skeletons are uncovered in the search.

There follow views of the remains of a Pueblo
Indian sidehill village, containing many relics of

the early peoples who once lived there. Further

investigations reveal pieces of broken pottery.

The next stop is at a Hopi Indian village. The
commentator describes the relation of the Hopi
to the Pueblo Indians. One young Indian girl

feeds a hawk. There are views of a Hopi woman
as she makes pottery and decorates it by hand.

The journey continues by burro train through
the desert toward the expedition's destination

Rainbow Bridge. There follow several views of

surveyors climbing this natural formation and

mapping its position.

3. Adventures of Bunny Rabbit k-pri-int llmin sd

Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo,
NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SC, SD,
Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,
Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) telling

an interesting story about Bunny Rabbit and (2)

giving information concerning appearance and

habits of rabbits and other animals shown. Found
useful in encouraging kindness to animals and in

providing the basis for creative expression in

writing, painting, music, and rhythmics. Some
teachers thought that it could be used in the pri-

mary grades in developing an understanding of

child-parent relationships, and in stimulating

observation of animal life.

The reaction to the film was generally enthu-

siastic. Children said that they liked the "story"

and were disappointed when it was over. The

dramatic development and commentary have

qualities that appeal to elementary school children.

Photography and sound are good.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound

[8]



3-4

Contents. Events in the life of young Bunny
Rabbit as he explores the world about him in

search of a meal of tender lettuce. (The only

voice heard is that of the commentator as he tells

the story.)

Inside Mrs. Gray Rabbit's home her young
children are wrapped in a soft blanket of fur.

Some of them climb hesitatingly out of the hole,

and Mrs. Gray Rabbit watches over them care-

fully. She sees to it that they are safely tucked

in the nest before she goes out to find a meal of

buds and leaves.

One morning White Rabbit, her cousin, comes

hopping over to invite her to the farm for a dinner

of tender, green lettuce. Mrs. Gray Rabbit

accepts and makes her way with White Rabbit

through the woods. Suddenly the two stop, sniff

the air; they smell a fox, their worst enemy.
White Rabbit hops quietly back to the farm, but

Mrs. Gray Rabbit sits still, hoping the fox won't

find her. She pricks up her ears when she hears

the crunch of the fox's sharp teeth. Then the fox

sees her and starts after her, but Mrs. Rabbit runs

home to safety. The fox makes several attempts
to enter the hole, but finds it too small.

Many days go by, and Mrs. Rabbit's family

grows up. Their fur grows longer and darker,

until it is nearly the color of the nest. Mrs.

Rabbit finally decides that it is safe to let her

children come out and play. They stay close to

the hole, and Mrs. Rabbit shows them where to

find food. But Bunny Rabbit has heard his

mother talk about the lettuce on the farm, so the

buds and twigs do not satisfy him. He leaves his

family and starts out to find the lettuce patch.

On his way he meets Mr. Frog, Mr. Squirrel, and

Mr. Turtle. Mr. Turtle directs Bunny to the

farm.

When Bunny reaches the farm, he enters the

barn. He nibbles at the cows' bran until he is

driven away. In the chicken yard, he inquires

of the baby chicks about the lettuce. They send

him to their father, the rooster, who sends him to

the puppies. But the puppies are eating and do

not want Bunny to have any of their food. Bunny
watches the turkeys and pigeons as they eat their

grain. He asks Mr. Turkey where the lettuce is

and is told that it might be across the barnyard.

Bunny runs over to the greenhouse, climbs up on a

window, sees the lettuce, and finds his way in

through a hole near the ground. He nibbles at the

crsip, green lettuce leaves until the farmer comes

to water the plants. The farmer picks him up and

puts him in a dollhouse. Bunny is still hungry,
so he samples some of the doll's food. Then he

scrambles about to find his way out, pushes open
the dollhouse door, and runs back home.

4. Air Waves int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd Ganz (Na-

tional Broadcasting Co., Inc.; Radio Corp. of

America; RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.)

1939

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Colo, Ga, Idaho, HI,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Mich, Minn,

NH, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, SamHous, SC, SD,

Tenn, Tex, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) tracing

improvements in radio reception and transmission

in the past few decades, (2) showing operations

involved in radio broadcasting and the complex

organization necessary for the production of a

radio program, and (3) indicating vocational

opportunities in radio. Should be useful as a basis

for the discussion of radio's influence in modern
life.

Teachers reported that the film clearly shows

the cooperation necessary in producing a radio

program, but that the treatment is sketchy. Sev-

eral students noted that the work of women in

radio broadcasting is not shown. The film does

not deal with the technical aspects of radio en-

gineering.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The development of radio receivers

and procedure of a network program from its early

stages to final production.

Views of radio receivers in earlier times are

followed by views of improved models. The
commentator says that today radio knows no

national boundaries and that the world is brought
to the living room.

Some of the work that goes on behind the scenes

in producing a radio program is shown. Visitors

enter New York's Radio City to tour the National

Broadcasting Company's studios. They see and

hear a demonstration of sound effects given by one

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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of the guides. From an observation gallery they

watch a broadcast rehearsal, while the commenta-

tor explains the necessity for accurate timing and

proper position before the microphones. Other

parts of the studio toured by the visitors include the

control room and the announcer's room, where

well-known announcers are shown relaxing before

going on the air.

Some of the details that must be cared for in

preparing and broadcasting a symphony concert

are shown, beginning with a production staff

meeting in the program conference room. There

follows a series of scenes showing activities in-

volved in coordinating the work of artists, writers,

conductors, and script men. Following a final

rehearsal, musicians tune up, the conductor takes

the platform, and the program is "on the air."

5. An Airplane Trip pri-int-jh llmin sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, NM, OhioDptE, OreSt, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, Tenn, TexCW, VaBdE,
Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) provid-

ing an interesting, vicarious, air-travel experience,

(2) suggesting the work of the ground crew and the

pilot in air transportation, (3) showing the accom-

modations that are provided for passengers on

large commercial airplanes, and (4) giving impres-

sions of the appearance of mountains and cities

from the air. Found useful in developing an

appreciation of the importance of air transporta-

tion and in stimulating language and art activities.

Teachers of the elementary grades reported

that the story of the girl and her mother making a

trip added interest for children. At the upper

grade levels the commentary proved to be some-

what juvenile, and students expressed a desire for

more detailed information.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The experiences of Dorothy and her

mother on an airplane trip from Los Angeles to

Salt Lake City.

Begins with Dorothy and her mother on their

way to the airport. There they buy tickets, hear

their plane announced, and go out to the field to

wait until the plane is ready to take off. Mechan-

ics are working on the plane to make it safe for

flying. After gasoline has been put in the wing

tanks, the motors are started for a warm-up.
Soon it taxis into place on the landing stage.

Baggage is stowed away, the pilot and stewardess

precede the passengers into the plane. The
stewardess takes passengers' coats and assists

passengers in fastening their safety belts prepar-

atory to the take-off. The plane's motors are

speeded up, the plane gathers speed, leaves the

field, and climbs into the air. The airport and the

city are seen below as the plane climbs higher.

In a tiny kitchen the stewardess prepares food

which she takes forward to the passengers. The

pilot and copilot watch their instruments care-

fully. A speed indicator shows that they are

traveling 190 miles an hour. Soon the plane

reaches San Francisco, turns eastward, and skims

tree-covered hills. As the plane goes through and

over clouds, the pilot inquires about the weather

over his radiotelephone. Evening comes and the

commentator states that this pilot knows how to

fly by night as well as by day. The stewardess

makes up the beds for those passengers who will

stay on the plane overnight. Soon the lights

of Salt Lake City appear in the distance, and the

pilot brings the ship down safely. Dorothy, her

mother, and other Salt Lake City passengers

disembark. The plane takes off for New York

City.

6. Alaska int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1930

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,

PaMil, SD, Syr, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-

sions of Alaska's people, industries, natural re-

sources, climate, size, and location.

Teachers found the film particularly valuable

for showing natural resources, and for dispelling

the "ice and snow" concept of Alaska. Some

thought that parts of the film were not up to date

and that more adequate titling would have been

helpful.

Photography is fair.

Contents. Impressions of the geographic fea-

tures of Alaska and of the principal Alaskan

industries.
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Opens with several agricultural scenes and a

map of North America on which the location of

Alaska is indicated. There are several views of

portions of glaciers crumbling and falling into the

sea. Placer miners wash ore-bearing soil down
sluice boxes; dredges recover ore deposits from

river beds. A title states that costly stamp mills

are sometimes used to crush the hard quartz

rock. There are several views of a stamp mill.

A sequence dealing with the sea as a source of

much of Alaska's wealth is introduced by views of

salmon tenders removing salmon from nets. The

fish are taken to a cannery. The Pribilof Islands,

important sources of seal pelts, are indicated on a

map. There are several views of seals on one of the

beaches. A title stating that only a small number

of seals are killed each year is followed by views of

a government official inspecting seal pelts. Whal-

ing activities are illustrated by views of men har-

pooning, landing, and cutting up a whale.

The next sequence deals with native life in

Alaska. Eskimo Indians are shown emptying

kayaks, weaving baskets, feeding their young,

dancing, herding reindeer, attending a government

school, and making various articles of clothing.

A sequence dealing with the American settlers

hi Alaska is introduced by an animated map of the

world that points out the similarity in the latitude

of Juneau and several European cities. There are

views of Juneau 's water front and main streets,

and of Alaskan farms and farm products. There

are also views of logging operations in an Alaskan

forest.

7. Alaska's Silver Millions pri-int-jh-sh-c 34min

sd-si Am. Can 1936

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Idaho,

LI, IntFB, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,
Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH, NM, Okla,

OhioDptE, OreSt, PaCW, PaMil, SamHous,
SC, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexTech, VaBdE,
WashSt, Wis, WTex, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) pre-

senting facts concerning the life cycle of the sal-

mon, (2) portraying procedures in the catching,

canning, and shipping of salmon, and (3) indicat-

ing the size, climate, and physical geography of

Alaska. Found useful in developing an apprecia-
tion of the economic importance of Alaska.

The beauty of the scenery shown, the effective

use of maps, and the dramatic quality of the story

of the salmon resulted in enthusiastic reception of

the film by teachers and students. Some teachers

felt that the film gave an exaggerated sense of

importance to the salmon industry in relation to

the total economy of Alaska, and others noted

that the tundra should not have been classified

with the Yukon Valley. Teachers reported that

this film contained no objectionable advertising.

The sound is good, photography excellent.

Contents. The geography of Alaska, the life

cycle of the salmon, and the salmon industry.

There is a view of the treaty between Russia and
the United States that resulted in the purchase of

Alaska. The commentator says that thousands

of United States citizens protested this purchase,

calling it "Seward's folly." Father Bernard

Hubbard, the "glacier priest," is shown and

states that on his first trip through Alaska he

thought it a worthless land, but that he now ap-

preciates its true value. An animated map con-

trasts the size of the United States with Alaska.

Father Hubbard says that Alaska is divided into

three areas: (1) the Yukon Valley, (2) southeastern

Alaska, and (3) the Alaska Peninsula and the

Aleutian Islands. A map indicates that the

Yukon is on about the same line of latitude as

Greenland. Views of snow and ice, dog teams,

Eskimos, reindeer, and ice floes are accompanied

by Father Hubbard's remarks that these represent

the popular conception of the whole of Alaska.

Southeastern Alaska is shown to be in the same

latitude as the British Isles. There follow scenes

of Alaska's "inside passage," gold mines, govern-
ment roads, dairy farms, waterfalls, and mountains

that surround Juneau. Glaciers are shown at the

sea's edge, and Father Hubbard explains that

tremendous pressure causes them to break off and
fall into the sea and float away as icebergs. An
unusual method of iceberg formation is shown as

a huge mass of ice rises from the depths of the

ocean.

The third area, the Alaska Peninsula and
Aleutian Islands, is depicted as volcanic and
mountainous. Steamy air moves across the

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, which is devoid

of plant and animal life. A view of a snow-

covered mountain is followed by views of a smok-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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ing volcano. Father Hubbard observes that this

is an unstable area and that the day is far off

when it will be permanently formed.

The film's second section, the life cycle of the

salmon, begins with an animated map tracing the

route of the young salmon from Alaskan streams

into the Gulf of Alaska where they vanish in the

Pacific. A map indicates the route followed by
the adult salmon in their return to their native

streams. Salmon struggle upstream, their backs

flashing in shallow water. Father Hubbard ob-

serves that in fresh water their color changes and

that they are then unfit for human consumption.

Mouths of the salmon develop curved jaws to

facilitate digging in the gravel and mud where

eggs are laid. Salmon are shown spawning and

fanning mud over the eggs. The commentator

explains that after spawning the adult salmon die.

Hundreds of salmon are shown dead on the banks.

The third section begins with the preparation

for a salmon run. Men stretch nets on salmon

traps built on pilings. When salmon begin to run

they are caught in the nets. The fish are emptied
from the nets, transferred to the holds of a tender,

and taken to the cannery.

The last section shows the processing of the

fish after they arrive at the cannery. They are

taken from the tender's holds to a fishhouse by
means of a conveyer. At the fishhouse they are

cleaned and sorted. They are then floated in

water troughs to the cannery. A short sequence

indicates the methods used to assemble cans from

partially manufactured stock. Sharp knives cut

the fish into sections, which disappear into a

filling machine to emerge later packed in open

cans. From the filler the cans travel on belts to

a clincher where they are hermetically sealed.

They are placed on trays, wheeled to a retort, and

cooked under high pressure. Later the cans are

cooled, labeled, boxed, and loaded in ships' holds

to be carried to world markets.

8. The Alimentary Tract jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi
1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ColFC, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, KanCity, Ky, La-

DptE, Mich, Minn, NC, NM, OhioDptE,

OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous, Tex,

TexCW, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing the

structure and functioning of the alimentary tract.

Found useful in developing a better understanding
of the interdependence of the body systems (e.g.,

the relationship of the digestive tract to the

nervous system), and should be useful in explaining

how body functions are measured and studied.

Peristaltic movement was reported as being

particukrly well shown. The film is a compact,
technical treatment of the subject. The vo-

cabulary was reported as somewhat difficult for

students on the lower grade levels.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A demonstration of the motility of

the esophagus, the stomach, the small intestines,

and the colon.

In the opening sequence, swallowing action of

the esophagus is demonstrated by pictures of a

horse drinking water; the contracting action in

swallowing is shown with the exposed esophagus
of a goose.

A recording instrument is used in studying

alimentary tract motility. The instrument is

made up of a rubber balloon which releases air

when the organ contracts; this varies the water

level in a manometer, and the movement is

recorded on a moving paper. The balloon is

placed in a man's stomach shortly after he has

eaten a light meal. Large crests on the graph
result from gentle stomach contractions. These

characteristic early digestive movements are also

shown with the exposed stomach of an anesthe-

tized animal. Regular peristaltic waves sweep
downward over the lower half of the stomach,

while the upper half remains quiet.

To demonstrate that, although the stomach is

an automatic organ, it is controlled by the central

nervous system, vagus nerves are stimulated by
an induction current. This results in severe

stomach contractions. The commentator dis-

cusses hypermotility as it may result from an

abnormal condition of the nervous system, too

little sugar in the blood, or use of certain drugs.

While the stomach is in normal action, its sym-

pathetic nerves are stimulated, thus causing the

contractions to die out. The commentator ex-

plains that movement may be inhibited when

adrenaline in the blood stream is increased greatly

or when there is strong emotional stress. An
intestinal strip suspended in a normal salt solution
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is relaxed when adrenaline is injected into the

solution. In another series of scenes, anti-

peristalsis vomiting is demonstrated. Con-

tractions in the stomach of a hungry man are

graphed on a chart. Similar contractions are

shown experimentally with the empty stomach of

an anesthetized frog.

Strong peristalsis of the stomach occurs as its

content becomes more fluid. The content of the

stomach is forced into the duodenum. Rhythmical

segmentation follows. As food is moved forward

by peristaltic action, the commentator states that

most of its absorption takes place in the lower part

of the small intestines. Motility of the villi

inside the lining of the small intestines is shown

by photomicrography. In constant motion, they

sway from side to side and engage in a pumping
action.

Colon motility is demonstrated as the commen-

tator describes its function in absorbing and con-

serving much of the water from digested food.

As views of severe colon contraction are shown, the

commentator states that irritating drugs cause

violent movements. Colon antiperistalsis is shown

and discussed. Contraction of the colon asso-

ciated with defecation is shown.

The film concludes with several scenes of people

at work as the commentator says that the ali-

mentary tract is a healthy machine and that it

will function automatically and well on a moderate

amount of good food.

9. Alloy Steels A Story of Their Development

sh-c 20min sd U. S. Bur. of Mines (Climax

Molybdenum Co.) 1940

Other sources: Ga, Kan, PaMil, WashSt

Appraisal. Good for (1) tracing the develop-

ment of alloy steels, (2) indicating the discovery of

new techniques and alloy materials contributive

to this development, (3) suggesting the part of the

laboratory scientist in the development of alloy

steels, and (4) indicating the interrelation of new

tools and industrial progress.

The re-enactment of old methods of making
steel and steel tools is excellent, and dramatized

portions of the film add materially to the reality

of the presentation. Many scenes are merely

suggestive of the commentator's remarks rather

than explanatory, and some later scenes move so

rapidly they are confusing.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The development, importance, and

uses of alloy steels.

Commentary and views of an old toolmaker

plying his trade suggest that the development of

alloy steel was given impetus by industry's in-

sistent demands for better tools. As the tool-

maker performs such fundamental operations as

forging, heating, and tempering steel tools, the

commentator describes the early use of Swedish

blister steel in the tool industry. Production of

such steel by placing alternate layers of carbon

and wrought iron in a furnace is shown. The

commentator says that this type of steel had many
limitations among which were a variable carbon

content and uneven carbon distribution. Ben-

jamin Huntsman, a watchmaker, discovers crucible

steel when he melts blister bar fragments in a

crucible in an effort to overcome the limitations of

blister steel. Subsequently, Robert Mushet adds

manganese and tungsten to form an even harder

steel that could be manufactured by the Bessemer

and open-hearth processes.

The effect of the development of alloy steels in

speeding up lathe operations is described and

illustrated. The commentator says that the

development of heat-treated tool steel opened a

new era of experimentation. Statements by
steelworkers suggest their reluctance to accept

developments made by others, but reflect their

interest in carrying on experiments in their own

way. There follows a series of scenes suggest-

ing important steps in the development of

steel in various countries of the world. The
men who were responsible for the developments are

named, and the dates of the discovery of various

alloy metals are indicated. Industrial scenes

accompany the commentator's statement that

as newer and better tool steels were developed,

industrial installations were greatly changed,
tools were redesigned, and new machines to use

the tools were constructed.

The advent of the automobile influenced the

steel industry by its demand for materials suited

to its various parts. A conversation between two

men interested in the industry suggests automobile

manufacturers' determination to have a voice in

the composition of the steel they purchase.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Early in the development of the automobile in- process. It is indicated that the metal is used in

dustry a group of automotive engineers invited a

group of millworkers to discuss chemical specifi-

cations for automotive steel. From this meet-

ing arose the iron and steel unit of the Society

of Automotive Engineers. Its contribution of a

numbering system for identifying carbon and alloy

steels is suggested by views of a portion of this

table.

The rise of metallurgical science is the subject

of the final sequence. A metallurgist invites a

millworker into his laboratory and asks him to

bend a newly developed steel rod. When the

millworker is unable to do so, the metallurgist

tells him that the rod is a new development from

the laboratories. He then shows the worker some

of the modern equipment used in the laboratory.

The following scenes briefly suggest the develop-

ment of various types of alloy steel in which

molybdenum is used, and indicate their importance
in automobile parts and high-speed cutting tools.

10. Aluminum: Mine to Metal int-jh-sh-c 30min

si U. S. Bur. of Mines 1938; 22min sd

Aluminum 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Colo, Fla, 111, Ind,

Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Mo, NH, Okla,

OreSt, PaMil, Syr, Tex, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) presenting

impressions of the processes of mining, milling,

and reducing bauxite ore, (2) indicating the prin-

cipal bauxite fields of the world, and (3) showing
the principal uses of aluminum. Found useful in

metal work classes in developing an appreciation

of materials.

Teachers reported that certain sections of the

film (e.g., the section dealing with the electrolytic

process) were too technical for elementary and

junior high school students.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Aluminum from the principal bauxite

fields to its modern industrial uses, presented

through straight photography and animation.

Several views suggest aluminum's usefulness

in the construction of streamlined trains, air-

planes, vacuum sweepers, pots and pans, buildings,

scoop shovels, automobile engines, and trans-

mission lines. Titles describe Charles Martin

Hall's work of developing a cheaper method of

recovering aluminum through the electrolytic

industry because it is light, resists corrosion, is a

good conductor of electricity and heat, reflects

light, and is easily worked. Aluminum is found

in practically all common rocks, in clay banks, in

most soils, and in foods; one-twelfth of the earth's

crust is aluminum. Further titles state that

aluminum is never found as metal, and that in the

United States it is extracted only from bauxite.

The location of principal bauxite deposits is in-

dicated on a map of the world. Methods of

mining bauxite ore are suggested by views of

miners at work in tunnels and in open-pit mines.

A sequence dealing with the milling of bauxite

ore begins with views of the ore arriving at the

crushers. The ore is crushed, washed, dried in

kilns, and separated from impurities by a chemical

process. Powdered bauxite is mixed with a

caustic soda solution, pumped into digesters, and

transformed into sodium aluminate. Impurities

form a red mud which is filtered out. Clear sodium

aluminate solution is pumped into tanks where

solid aluminum hydroxide is precipitated. The
aluminum hydroxide is removed, washed, and

heated in kilns. The residue, alumina, is a pow-

dery white substance.

A title states that alumina must be shipped

where electric power is cheap. A map indicates

the location of possible sites at Niagara Falls

and Massena, New York; Badin, North Carolina;

and Alcoa, Tennessee. There follow views of the

aluminum plants at Alcoa, where power is obtained

from a series of hydroelectric plants on the Little

Tennessee River system. There are further ex-

terior and interior views of the aluminum reduc-

tion plants. Coke and pitch are mixed, and

molded to form the electrode for use in the re-

duction process. Electrodes are adjusted in

cells, the aluminum bath's crust is broken at

regular intervals, the bath is stirred thoroughly,

and more alumina is added as needed. There

follows a cross-section drawing of the electrolytic

cell in which aluminum is made. Animations

indicate the cell's functioning as the electric

current breaks up the dissolved alumina into its

component parts of aluminum and oxygen, setting

free the molten aluminum on the bottom of the

cell. Molten metal is tapped from the cells, cast

into pigs, remelted, and cast into ingots. Alloys

are added during the remelting process. A title

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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states that the aluminum is now ready for fabrica-

tion into primary products.

11. The American Way jh-sh-c lOmin sd Bell &
Howell (The Defenders, Inc.) 1937

Other sources: Calif, Colo, Fla, Ga, Kan,

NH, SamHous, SC, SD, Tex, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) explaining

the theory of "divisions of power" in our three-

branch system of government, and (2) for contrast-

ing democratic with dictatorial governments.

Found useful in developing an appreciation of

democracy.
The presentation is brief and some of the as-

sumptions presented will need to be carefully

examined. Some teachers complained of lack

of unity in the pictorial material.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Explanation of the operation of the

check and balance system in our federal govern-

ment and an appeal for its preservation.

Views of the signing of the Constitution, and the

Declaration of Independence symbolize the foun-

dation of our democratic form of government.

The commentator says that the rules of democracy
as written in the Constitution protect the common
man from both the dictator and the mob. Views

of the Capitol, the White House, and the Supreme
Court buildings illustrate the three branches of

government. Alternate views of the Supreme
Court Building and a baseball umpire symbolize

the commentator's statement that the function

of the judiciary is not to make laws, but to in-

terpret them. Chief Justice Hughes speaks on

the function of the Supreme Court.

Views of the Constitution, portraits of the

"founding fathers," and a balloting scene ac-

company the commentator's statement that under

democracy only the people have the power to

"change the rules." The statement that amend-

ments to the Constitution may be passed quickly is

illustrated by scenes attending the passage of the

woman suffrage amendment and the repeal of the

prohibition amendment.

The commentator says that twenty years ago

European democracies were established after the

overthrow of Czar Nicholas, Kaiser Wilhelm, and

King Alfonso. Following an enumeration of

social and economic losses of the World War,
the commentator points out that even now religion

is defiled, churches are destroyed, and two-thirds

of Europe lives under dictatorships. The com-

mentator says that only in Great Britain, the

United States, and a few other countries are the

rights of free speech, trial by jury, freedom of

religion, peaceable assembly, and possession of

property left to the common man. This state-

ment is illustrated. Scenes of various activities

of American people accompany the statement that

"the American way" has provided both opportuni-

ties and individual liberty a liberty ensured by
our government of checks and balances.

12. Angel of Mercy (The Passing Parade Series)

jh-sh-c lOmin sd Teaching Film Custodians

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 1939

Other sources: Bos, Ga, 111, Ind, Mich, Okla,

PaCW, Tenn, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) telling the story of

Clara Barton's service during the Civil War and

her efforts to secure acceptance by the United

States of the Red Cross, and (2) suggesting the

difficulty that women have had in getting recogni-

tion in "a man's world." Should be useful in

developing an appreciation of unselfish behavior.

The film treatment is dramatic and appealing.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. A dramatization of the life of Clara

Barton as related to the development of the Ameri-

can Red Cross.

Opens with views of a "Victorian" home.

Women are shown painting china and sewing as

the commentator states that in those days ladies

were supposed to engage in "ladylike" activities.

The scene shifts to the Civil War. When
Clara Barton, a spinster schoolteacher, visits an

army hospital, she comes upon a former student

weeping at the bedside of a brother. Miss

Barton tries to comfort the girl. She learns that

the boy was only slightly wounded and died of

neglect. Determined to try to prevent such

tragedies, she offers to enlist in the hospital corps,

but her offer is rejected.

She goes to other women and asks them to help.

Many of them consider her conduct "unladylike,"

but others go with her to hospitals and battlefields

to care for the wounded. One day a shell wrecks

a hospital and kills one of the nurses. General

Garfield tells her that the battlefield is no place

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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for a woman. Determined, she continues to

help relieve the pain and suffering of war.

Failing health causes her to seek a cure in

Switzerland. There she becomes associated with

a group of people who organize the Red Cross.

She returns to the United States to urge Congress
to ratify the convention bringing the United

States into the Red Cross. Unsuccessful with

her pleas to Congress, she goes to President

Garfield. He promises her help, but is assassi-

nated before anything can be done. A great fire

conies to one of the nation's large cities and Clara

Barton calls on the Canadian Red Cross to assist.

This incident brings the Red Cross to the attention

of the whole nation and recognition is assured.

The film concludes with scenes of disaster, the

symbol of the Red Cross, and a close-up of Clara

Barton.

13. Animals in Modern Life k-pri-int-jh-sh llmin

sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, LaDptE, Mich, Mo,
NC, Okla, OhioDptE, OreSt, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, SD, Syr, Tenn, TexCW,
VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing (1)

the uses man makes of animals in supplying food,

clothing, and transportation, and (2) the physical

characteristics of a large variety of domesticated

animals.

Some primary teachers reported that the film

was too complicated for their purpose. This

criticism was not noted at other grade levels.

Teachers and students expressed interest in the

chart showing that out of the 500,000 species of

animals only 50 have been domesticated.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. Contributions of animals to the life

of modern man.

Begins with views of prehistoric man, as the

commentator describes his need for defense against

larger animals. As scenes of a herd of goats and

of a prehistoric man gnawing a bone are shown,
the commentator says that animals have long

been a source of food. A man is shown riding a

horse this advance enabled him to travel great

distances. Following pictures of a variety of

animals, graphs contrast the 50 domesticated

animals with the 500,000 species in existence.

Chickens are seen as the commentator describes

their part in providing man with food. Milk

from goats and cows illustrates another source

of man's food. Beef cattle are shown in a Chicago

stockyard on the way to the slaughterhouse.

Meat products are loaded into trucks and re-

frigerator cars to be sent to all parts of the country.

That the sea provides man with large amounts

of food is illustrated by scenes of fish being hauled

aboard a vessel. They tumble to the deck, are

sorted and packed in ice. Cans of salmon are

shown on a conveyer and on store shelves. The
work of the bee in furnishing man with honey is

illustrated by views of these insects filling beehive

combs. A harmful animal, the fly, rests first on

a garbage can and then on a baby's milk bottle.

Silkworms are shown as a source of material

for cloth. Mature cocoons are heated in water,

softened, and unwound. The chief silk-producing

and silk-manufacturing countries of the world are

pointed out on the globe. Silk is unloaded and

sent to a factory, where it is made into various

products.

Sheep are sheared as the commentator states

that for many centuries people have used wool

as a material from which to make warm clothing.

Types of such clothing made for different weather

conditions are shown. Sheep dogs aid a shepherd
in caring for his flocks. Other dogs point game,

guide blind men across streets, and pull carts and

sleds. Reindeer, donkeys, ponies, and race horses

are shown. Draft horses, camels, cows, oxen, and

water buffaloes are shown doing the heavy work

of plowing and carrying burdens.

As views of a flat map of the world are shown,

the commentator states that even today nearly

four-fifths of the people of the earth depend upon
animal power to assist them in their work. The

film concludes with scenes that indicate the manner

in which powerful machines may be used to re-

place animals.

14. Animals of the Zoo pri-int-jh lOmin sd Erpi
1933

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Ky, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SC,

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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SD, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,
WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for indicating

the physical characteristics, dietary habits, and

structural formations of certain wild animals to be

seen in the zoo. Found useful for (1) enlarging

vocabulary- meanings and (2) stimulating and

providing background for oral and written ex-

pression. It was also used in pointing out the

necessity for the right food for men and animals.

The simple vocabulary used by the commentator
was liked by teachers. Art students found scenes

long enough to give impressions of the structural

forms and movements of the various animals.

Some primary grade teachers reported that the

children were most interested in those animals

with which they had had some previous ac-

quaintance.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The appearance and dietary habits

of several zoo animals.

Following a close-up of its paws, a shaggy male

lion is shown eating raw meat. A restless Siberian

tiger paces up and down behind the bars of its

cage, eats raw meat for dinner, and later rests

contentedly with his mate. A Tasmanian wolf,

a sheep killer in his native country, holds a bone

with one foot while he tears off meat with his

sharp teeth. Eland almost as large as horses are

shown having their meal as the commentator states

that in Africa, their native home, nearly all of them
have been killed. A giraffe stretches his long

tongue between cage bars to gather in bits of food.

When some scraps of food are thrown on the

ground, he has a difficult time bending down to

reach them, but nibbling leaves and branches of

trees is easy. In contrast to the long-necked

giraffe, grass-eating bison are shown, built so that

their heads stay naturally close to the ground.
The hippopotamus is shown in close-up as he en-

joys his bath. The rhinoceros walks back and
forth as the commentator describes the construc-

tion of his heavy, thick coat of armor. An ele-

phant, largest of all land animals, is shown eating
some of his daily six hundred pounds of hay.
A chimpanzee and a gorilla eat oranges and
bananas. The keeper gives them some cough
medicine which they appear to relish. A mother
lemur in the monkey cage carries her baby on

her back. When mealtime comes, several of

them gather to eat vegetables. Sea lions are

shown in their open-air swimming pool catching
fish thrown to them by the keeper. The com-
mentator explains that they are rather clumsy
when they try to walk on land, but that their legs,

somewhat like the fins of a fish, are a great help
to them in the water. The film concludes with

views of Alaskan brown bears, European black

bears, and polar bears as the commentator de-

scribes the food which each type likes.

15. Aphids jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1933

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

111, Ind, Kan, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE,
Okla, OreSt, PaCW, SamHous, SanAnt,

Syr, TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

life cycle of the aphid, its feeding habits, and
natural enemies. Found useful in developing an

understanding of plant parasites and the depend-
ence of animal upon plant life.

The film makes good use of photomicrography.
The extent of damage done by the aphid is in-

dicated, but not developed.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The life cycle of the aphid.

Opens with an outline of the life cycle of the

aphid. Wingless females hatch in the spring;
several generations of wingless females follow.

Occasionally winged females are born; these fly

away to start new colonies. In autumn male

aphids are born. Mating takes place and eggs
are laid which will hatch the following spring.

Aphids are shown on the stems of plants. As
a female aphid is shown, the commentator says
that after the first generation in the spring the

young are born alive. A family of aphids is

shown as the commentator tells of the rapidity
with which they multiply. Rapid growth is

indicated by views of molting. A winged aphid
is shown molting. As the winged aphid flies away,
the commentator states that she will start a new

colony. A group of aphids which have settled

on the underside of a leaf, plunge their beaks into

the leaf and cause it to curl.

There are views of both male and female aphids,

aphids laying eggs, and close-ups of the tiny eggs.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Animation again outlines the stages in the life attempts to kiss a girl. Smith is shown in a night

diving exhibition, and Bobby conies out of the

water dressed in evening clothes.

cycle of the aphid. Aphids are shown feeding on

a bud. Greatly enlarged views show an aphid

sinking its beak into a bud. An ant seizes an aphid
and strokes it to get it to give up a drop of the

sweet substance which it has in its body.

The larvae of the syrphus fly and of the ladybird

beetle are shown and described as natural enemies

of the aphid. The commentator says that well-

informed gardeners will take care not to harm the

ladybird beetle. Plants are sprayed to destroy

the aphid.

16. Aquatic Artistry (Sports Parade Series) int-

jh-sh-c 8min sd Teaching Film Custodians

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 1936

Other sources: Bos, Ga, 111, Minn, Okla

Appraisal. Good for demonstrating diving

form. Should be useful in teaching diving skill

and in developing an appreciation of diving as a

sport.

If the film is used in connection with teaching of

diving, the instructor will need to have thorough

knowledge of the film in order to adapt it to his

teaching. The comic elements, while not ob-

jectionable, add little to the educational use-

fulness of the film,

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. A diving exhibition by Harold

Smith, an Olympic champion, presented by
straight and slow-motion photography.

Smith demonstrates standing dive technique

to a girl swimmer. Smith jumps on the diving

board as the commentator says that the first

essential of springboard diving is to get the rhythm
of the board. The next step, says the com-

mentator, is to learn to control the body in the

air. Smith is shown doing exercises in body
control on the board. Bobby, a small boy who
falls off the board for comic effect at several

points in the picture, does a very poor dive.

Slow motion is used for Smith's diving exhibition

which includes the running front, cutaway somer-

sault, full twist, forward one-and-one-half, back-

ward one-and-one-half, forward two-and-one-half

pike, half gainer, half gainer with twist, front

with half twist, and swan. Underwater pho-

tography shows that the diver does not skim under

the surface of the water, but goes to the bottom

of the pool. In an underwater sequence, Smith

17. Argentina int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1933

Other sources: ArkTC, Buck, Calif, Colo,

ETexBur, 111, Ind, IntFB, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, PaMil, SD, Syr, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good to furnish im-

pressions of the regions topography, resources,

industries, cities, and people of Argentina. Found
useful as background material in developing an

understanding of current events bearing on the

diplomatic and economic relations between the

United States and Argentina.

Teachers and students made favorable mention

of the organization of the film around geographic

concepts and the use of maps to locate each region.

Several students indicated a desire for more in-

formation on the people, customs, and natural

resources of Argentina.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Impressions of the regions, people,

products, and cities of Argentina, presented

through straight photography and maps.

Opens with a map of South America showing
the location of Argentina. Patagonia is located

on the map. Titles state that wool, practically

the only product of Patagonia, must be hauled

long distances to shipping points. A large flock

of sheep graze under the trees. Other sheep are

herded into a corral and are sheared with me-

chanical clippers. The wool is placed in bags and

hauled away on oxcarts.

The arid eastern uplands are located on a map.
Goats graze among the desert vegetation at the

foot of the Andes. A title states that mountain

streams are diverted to water fertile valleys.

There are views of irrigation ditches and a map
showing the location of the irrigated areas. A
title stating that Tucuman is surrounded by fields

of sugar cane is followed by views of cane being

cut, transported on a narrow-gauge railroad, and

fed into a conveyer at the mill. A title states that

Mendoza is the center of the wine industry. This

area is located on a map. Grapes are picked and

carried to the presses in carts. There are views

of barrels of wine ready for shipment.

The pampas are indicated on a map of Argen-

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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tina. Life on the pampas is suggested by views of

Gauchos, cattle, estancias, cattle feeding on

alfalfa, and men cutting alfalfa hay. A view of

flax fields in bloom follows a title stating that

flax is grown as a source of linseed oil. The wheat-

growing areas of the pampas are indicated on a

map. Wheat is harvested with binders and com-

bines, and hauled in high-wheeled wagons, trucks,

and trailers. The network of railroads that

serves the pampas is indicated on a map. A
title states that the port of Baha Blamca provides

a southern outlet for the products of the pampas.
This city is located on the map and there are views

of wharves there. At Buenos Aires there are

views of passenger trains arriving at the station,

grain elevators, and trains loaded with barrels of

wine. The route of the trans-Andean railroad

from Buenos Aires to Valparaiso is traced on a

map, and there are several scenes along this road.

More views of the activities in the harbor of

Buenos Aires follow a title stating that most of

Argentina's foreign commerce is handled there.

There are views of the capitol, the Plaza del

Congreso, Avenida de Mayo, Argentina's Statue

of Liberty, and other points of interest.

18. Argentina (People of Buenos Aires) int-jh-

sh-c llminsdErpi 1941

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Calif, Cen-

Wash, ColFC, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky, Me, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, SamHous, SC,

SD, Syr, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) giving impressions

of the city of Buenos Aires and of the people who
live there, (2) showing the operation of a great

packing plant in that city, (3) giving glimpses of

the people, the land, and the products of the

pampas, and (4) suggesting Argentina's importance
as a great trading nation. Should be useful in

developing a better understanding of some eco-

nomic problems involved in the development of

commercial and cultural relations among the

Americas.

This film on the life of a packing plant employee
leads to a feeling of acquaintance with the people
of Buenos Aires. Use of Spanish dialogue gives

a "feeling" of their language. There are excellent

indications of the commercial importance of

Argentina, of its great wealth in cattle and wheat,

17-18

and of its imports and exports. The immensity
of the pampas is well conveyed in the picture.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of the people, cities,

pampas, products, and commerce of Argentina.

Opens with views from the air of the city of

Buenos Aires. The harbor is shown as the com-

mentator states that it is the center of commerce

and industry. Senor Campos, a packing plant

employee, leaves his home, goes to work by sub-

way; other workers make use of streetcars and

busses. On his way to work Roberto Campos
reads the morning paper.

Senor Rodriguez, a grain broker, leaves his

modernistic apartment for a drive to the office.

Passing through the downtown area, he arrives

at his office where (in Spanish) he briefly dis-

cusses the wheat market with an associate.

More of the city is shown by views of banks,

stores, and government buildings. Roberto Cam-

pos arrives at the packing plant for work. Meat
is cleaned, cut, washed, wiped, inspected, stamped,
and placed in refrigerated storage. At noon

Senor Campos returns home for lunch. After

grace has been said, the meal of boiled beef and

vegetables is served. The family discuss (in

Spanish) a projected trip to the zoo.

Senor Rodriguez dictates a letter for the pur-

chase of an automobile., There are views of cars

being unloaded at a wharf as the commentator

says that automobiles are but one of the many
imports that pass through the harbor at Buenos

Aires. Many products are shown on the wharves

as the commentator stresses the importance of

manufactured goods in Argentina's imports.

The next sequence deals with the pampas, the

source of Argentina's agricultural wealth. Horse-

drawn plows, as well as modern tractors, are shown

turning the soil. There are views of fields of

wheat and alfalfa, herds of cattle and sheep,

ranch headquarters, and the Gauchos who ride

the ranges. Cattle and hogs are shown on their

way to market by railroad. There are views of

a great grain elevator and of a busy city street as

the commentator states that the pampas make the

financial and commercial life of Argentina possible.

On Sunday the Campos family enjoy their

promised trip to the zoo. The children feed the

animals, and the Campos' daughter takes a

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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ride on a llama. At home in the evening the

family reads and listens to the radio. Father

Campos sips a cup of mate.

19. The Arid Southwest int-jh-sh 15min si East-

man 1929

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

Colo, 111, Ind, IntFB, Iowa, lowaA&M,

Kan, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,

OhioDptE, PaMil, Tenn, Tex, TexTech,

WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

plants, animals, and Indian life of the arid south-

west region of the United States. Found useful

in developing an understanding of plant, animal,

and human adaptations to desert environment.

Teachers reported that the map locating the

deserts of the world was helpful, and that the

views of plant and animal life were good.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Plants, animals, and Indian life

of the Great American Desert.

Begins with general views of a dust storm in

a desert area. An Indian examines petrified

trees. The location of the world's deserts along

the Tropics of Capricorn and Cancer is indicated on

a relief globe, and the location of the Great

American Desert is pointed out on a map of

North America. There are views of several

types of cacti. A diagram suggests the relatively

extensive root systems of small cacti. A man digs

a hollow in the top of a barrel cactus and dips out

liquid. Several desert animals are shown in their

native habitat, including the Gila monster, horned

toad, scorpion, rattlesnake, sidewinder, tortoise,

prairie dog, badger, skunk, ring-tailed cat, wildcat,

and coyote.

A sequence on the Navajos begins with several

scenes of Indians herding cattle and sheep. Views

of a family gathered outside a hogan, cooking and

eating, are followed by scenes of a squaw combing

an Indian man's hair. There follow several views

of Indian women spinning, carding, and weaving

wool. A general view of winter quarters of the

Navajos is followed by scenes of a woman weaving

inside a hogan, and of a family having its meal

indoors.

20. Arts and Crafts of Mexico int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1939

k kindergarten ; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif, Cen-

Wash, ETexBur, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, NC, NM,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous,

SanAnt, SD, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW,
TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for showing the

manufacture of scrapes, baskets, glassware, and

pottery by Mexican family groups. Found useful

in (1) developing the realization that beautiful

things can be made without elaborate and expen-

sive equipment, (2) developing an appreciation of

the art and culture of Mexico, and (3) stimulating

a desire to engage in some type of handicraft.

This film not only shows art and craft tech-

niques, but places them in their cultural setting.

Household production and the almost complete

use of crude hand tools contrast interestingly with

more industrialized types of production. Teach-

ers generally agreed that procedures were clearly

shown. Some teachers suggested the use of maps
to indicate the areas in which these arts and crafts

are most commonly found.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Scrape weaving, basketry, glass blow-

ing, and pottery making with an emphasis on the

family nature of these arts and crafts in Mexican

life.

The first of the Mexican crafts to be introduced

is that of scrape weaving. The commentator

explains that Mexican crafts are hand and family

crafts. Mexicans are shown herding and shearing

sheep, spinning wool into thread, and weaving

scrapes on crude hand looms. Close-ups and

comments explain the operation of the spinning

wheel. The weaving of the scrape is shown in

some detail with close-ups of the manipulation of

the bobbins. While the household group works

on scrapes, the commentator tells how the process

becomes a kind of family rite. The sequence

closes with views of natives wearing serapes.

In the basketry sequence there are views of

fields of bamboo and loads of bamboo reeds being

taken from the field. A whole family is shown at

work two daughters clean the bamboo stalks, the

son splits the stalks into strips, and the father

weaves the basket. This sequence closes with

views of baskets designed for various purposes.

The process of making a glass pitcher is shown

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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in the next sequence. There are views of the

molten glass, the pulling of a blob of glass from

the furnace, and the gradual blowing and shaping

of the pitcher. In the final stages the glass is

reheated, the bottom flattened, the lip formed,

and the handle attached. The commentator

says that the art of glass blowing is passed down

from father to son, that it is an ancient art in

Mexico, and that Mexicans have achieved con-

siderable fame for the beauty of their product.

This sequence ends with a display of beautiful

glassware.

The next domestic occupation shown is pottery

making. Two sons pound the lumps of clay into

a fine dust. After the clay dust has been sifted,

it is mixed with water and kneaded into uniform

consistency. The father takes a lump of the

kneaded clay and, with the use of a mold, shapes

it into a beautiful jar. Such processes as rubbing

the surface to impart a smooth finish and cutting

and shaping the edge are shown in some detail.

There are views of the popular Mexican pottery

pigs. Artists are shown applying elaborate

designs on large jugs. The film concludes with

views of a display of Guadalajara pottery.

21. Atmospheric Pressure jh-sh ISmin si Eastman

1928

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Colo, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,

OhioDptE, PaMil, Syr, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) demonstrat-

ing the existence of atmospheric pressure, (2)

suggesting some of its mechanical and natural

applications, (3) showing how air pressure is

measured, and (4) explaining the operating princi-

ples of fans, vacuum cleaners, and lift pumps.
Teachers reported that the animation was good,

and that the demonstration of the Magdeburg

hemispheres was particularly interesting. The

film required explanation, but when adequately

explained stimulated student experimentation.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. A demonstration of the existence of

air pressure and some of its applications.

A man demonstrates the existence of air currents

by holding a bunch of tissue paper streamers in

front of a fan. A blacksmith turns the crank of the

rotary blower that supplies air to his forge. An
animated diagram of the blower and forge shows

that the blower works by developing air pressures.

A title states that a revolving fan drives air before

it. A woman uses a vacuum cleaner; animation

shows that it works on the same principle as did

the blacksmith's rotary blower. A man in a lab-

oratory pours a little water in a large tin can, and

places it over a Bunsen flame. When the water is

boiling, he removes the can, puts on the lid, and

runs water over the can. The walls of the can are

forced inward by air pressure. A title states that

the atmosphere presses about fifteen pounds to the

square inch.

A glass tube is exhausted with a suction pump
and one end of it is immersed in mercury. The mer-

cury rises in the tube; from this the atmospheric

pressure is determined. Large metal hemispheres

are sealed together and the air removed from

them. Two teams of horses are unable to pull the

hemispheres apart, but, when air is allowed to

enter, they fall apart due to their own weight. A
boy pumps a pail of water; animation shows the

operation of the lift pump.
A title stating that a flexible disk registers

pressure changes is followed by a laboratory

demonstration in which one end of a tube is cov-

ered with a rubber sheet and placed in a bell jar

into which air is pumped. The rubber diaphragm
bends inward. A barograph is used to measure

changes in air pressure due to altitude. A title

stating that warm air is lighter than cold air is

followed by a demonstration of convection currents

over a bonfire. A title states that land heats and

cools more rapidly than water. Animated dia-

grams show that this fact causes seaward breezes

at night and landward breezes during the day.

Views of the course of smoke from beach fires

further support this generalization.

22. Automotive Service (Your Life Work) jh-sh

llmin sd Vocational Guidance 1940

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,

OhioDptE, OreSt, PaCW, SamHous, SD,

Syr, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) indicating some types

of work and opportunities in automotive service

and (2) suggesting the training necessary for

entrance into and advancement in the vocations

shown. Should be useful in assisting vocational

choice.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Information is included on preparatory opportu-

nities in high school. The pictures seem to be

organized around the commentary.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of the different jobs in

automotive service and suggestions on training

leading to entrance and to advancement in the

trade.

Views of an ancient car, contrasted with scenes

on busy streets and highways, illustrate the com-

mentator's statement that with the growth of the

automobile industry has come an increased demand

for skilled automobile workmen. A mechanic

replaces a camshaft, and grinds valves on an

L-head and a valve-in-head engine as the com-

mentator points out that in engine repair the

tradesman must keep informed of new develop-

ments. Another mechanic works on a metal lathe

as the commentator says that sometimes parts

must be made in the shop. Still another mechanic

welds a broken fender. An automotive electrician

tests a coil. Other adjustments that the automo-

tive serviceman is called upon to make are indi-

cated by views of mechanics adjusting brakes,

repairing an ignition switch, checking wheel

alignment, and soldering a leaky radiator. Spe-

cialists in automotive service are indicated by
views of an engine repair shop, fender and body

shop, battery and electric shop, and brake and

wheel alignment shop. The commentator says

that in large garages there are opportunities for

advancement for those who have technical knowl-

edge, skill, and ability to meet the public. A
salesman is shown talking to a prospective buyer
as the commentator says that mechanics who
become salesmen benefit from their knowledge of

the operation of the motorcar.

The next sequence is on training for entrance

and advancement in automotive service. Jobs

open to beginners are suggested by views of a

mechanic's helper and a worker in a parts depart-

ment. The commentator emphasizes the im-

portance of study for the man trying to advance in

automotive service. Some training and study

plans are suggested: service manuals, motion

pictures, night school courses, trade schools, and

correspondence courses.

The final sequence deals with opportunities for

high school training for automotive service. A
physics class studies the principles of the gas

engine. In a mathematics class students work a

problem in horsepower. The commentator em-

phasizes the importance of taking all the mathe-

matics possible in high school. Views of classes

in mechanical drawing and of automotive and
machine shops are accompanied by brief com-

mentary descriptions of the contributions of each

to the training of the prospective automotive

worker. Views of shop managers and mechanics

at work and of an automobile assembly line are

shown as the commentator says that with the

steadily increasing output of motor vehicles there

is considerable demand for automobile servicemen.

23. Baby Beavers k-pri-int-jh 8min si Eastman
1930

Other sources: 111, Ind, IntFB, lowaA&M,
Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, PaMil, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing a mother

beaver and her babies eating, swimming, and play-

ing in their natural habitat. Found useful in

developing an appreciation of wild animals.

The activities of the baby beavers proved to be

particukrly interesting to children in the kinder-

garten and primary grades. At the upper grade
levels teachers wished more detailed information

had been given on life activities of beavers.

Photography is good, titles adapted to elemen-

tary grades.

Contents. The appearance, habitat, and some

activities of beavers.

A family of baby beavers are shown climbing

about on the bank of a pond. An adult beaver

swimming around in a pond splashes with his tail

as he dives. A title stating that baby beavers

spend most of their time in the water is followed by
several views of baby beavers swimming with their

mother. The mother eats a green twig that has

been growing on the bank. Baby beavers climb

upon their mother's back and later comb their fur

in the sun. There are several views of baby
beavers playing on the bank and some close-ups

showing their flat, paddlelike tails. Several half-

grown beavers approach a log dam and scramble

over. The film closes with views of the mother

beaver diving and swimming with her babies.

24. A Backward Civilization (The Berbers of

Northern Africa) int-jh-sh-c 22min sd Erpi

1937

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, Ind, LaDptE, Me, Mich,

Minn, NC, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt,

SamHous, SD, TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

food, domestic animals, agriculture, tools, religion,

and customs of the Berbers, and (2) suggesting the

topography and plant growth of the Atlas Moun-
tain region of North Africa. Found useful in

indicating how isolation and physical environment

have resulted in the retardation of a civilization

and in providing the basis for comparison of a

simple culture with our own complex way of life.

The Berber tradition that women should do

most of the heavy work proved to be a point of

interesting contrast with our own attitude toward

appropriate work for women.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. Some of the ways in which environ-

mental conditions have served to perpetuate

ancient institutions and ways of living.

Views of a relief globe indicate the location of the

Atlas Mountains, home of the Berbers. A narrow

valley, the only entrance to the region, is shown,
followed by views of dwellings scattered on a

mountainside. The commentator points out the

value of this location as a natural protection

against enemies.

Goats are driven through the streets to pasture

outside the village. The commentator describes

their importance to Berber economy as a source of

milk, hair, and hides. He says that they endure

the hot, dry climate much better than do sheep.

Cheese is made in a goatskin churn. Goatskin

water bags are used for carrying water. A water

clock is used to determine the apportionment of

water used in irrigation.

A man is shown cutting dates from the top of a

tree. They are carried to the village storehouse

where they are sorted, weighed, and stored.

A man uses a crude plow made from a forked

tree branch. Berber methods of grinding flour

from grain, mixing and baking dough, and pre-

paring a dish of cracked wheat are shown. Juniper

twigs are ground for incense. Steps in the making
of pottery are indicated. Goats are sheared, and

the wool is carded and spun. The loom is set up
and the yarn woven into a fabric. Heavy bags,

mats, and neck cords made of goat hair are shown.

Several Berbers are shown making sandals and

baskets of tough esparto grass. A skilled lock-

smith using crude tools fashions a lock from a piece

of wood. A barber sharpens his knife and shaves

his friend's head in accordance with Mohammedan
custom. Clothes are washed at the edge of a

stream.

Views of cave dwellings accompany the com-

mentator's statement that in the spring the Berbers

take their goats to higher mountain areas. Small

boys are shown receiving instruction in the Koran

and playing hockey. Several girls play jacks,

which the commentator explains is an old Roman

game. One girl dances a Berber dance, and an-

other has her fortune told by an old woman. Sev-

eral Berber children participate in a rain ceremony.
As donkeys and women are shown carrying heavy

burdens, the commentator says that Berber women
and girls have never heard that men are generally

expected to do most of the heavy work.

25. Bacteria jh-sh-c 12min si Eastman 1930

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Colo, ETexBur,

Ind, 111, Iowa, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, Mo,

NC, OhioDptE, PaMil, Tenn, TexTech,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) demonstrat-

ing elementary techniques for the study of bac-

teria, (2) showing microscopic views of several

types of bacteria, and (3) indicating the process

and conditions of bacterial growth. Found useful

in developing an interest in the study of bacteria

and an appreciation of the correct laboratory

technique in bacteriology.

Teachers stated that the film gave a complete
and accurate picture of the technique of making

microscopic slides and simple stains. The scene

of the growing and dividing bacteria is especially

good. The film would have been improved by
some examples of helpful and harmful bacteria.

Photography is good, titles fair.

Contents. Demonstration of elementary lab-

oratory techniques for studying bacteria and

illustration of some types of bacteria, presented

through straight photography and photo-

micrography.

A title states that bacteria are the smallest

plants known. A laboratory worker weighs,

measures, and mixes quantities of beef extract,

agar, water, and sodium hydroxide for culture

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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media. The mixture is heated, filtered, placed in

test tubes, and sterilized in an autoclave. A title

states that the "soil" is heated to kill "weeds."

The next sequence is on growing bacteria. Cul-

ture medium is poured into Petri dishes and test

tubes. A title states that, when the "soil" (agar

medium) is hard, the "gardens" are ready to plant.

Agar plates are contaminated with vinegar, tap

water, soil, and dust, and placed in an incubator.

A title states that bacteria multiply by cell division.

A highly magnified time-lapse view shows rod-

shaped bacteria growing and multiplying. The

agar plates on which colonies of bacteria have

formed are removed from the incubator. A title,

"Planting a new 'garden'," is followed by views of

transferring a bit of a colony from a test tube

culture to a sterile agar slant.

The final sequence is entitled "Examining

Bacteria." A "hanging-drop" slide of cider

vinegar is prepared and placed under a microscope.

There is a highly magnified view of living acetic

acid bacteria. A title states that staining the

bacteria makes them more visible. A glass slide

is marked with three circles and a drop of distilled

water is placed inside each. Then bits of three

different cultures are placed in the circles. The

slide is passed through a flame and stained. After

a short time the stain is washed off, the slide dried,

and a cover glass put on. A drop of oil is placed

on the cover glass before the slide is placed under

the lens to be viewed. There follow highly mag-

nified views of cocci, bacilli, and spirilla. A title

states that most bacteria are harmless; a few,

harmful; and some, very useful.

26. The Battle of the Centuries (Battle for Life

Series) jh-sh-c 9min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Educational Films Corp. of

America) 1932

Other sources: Mich, OhioDptE, Okla

Appraisal. Good for (1) giving impressions of

the appearance, habits, and adaptations of ter-

mites, and (2) showing a battle resulting from an

ant invasion of a termite colony. Should be useful

in developing the concepts of the struggle for

survival in the animal world and of the interde-

pendence of animal life.

The emphasis is on the struggle to survive. The

commentary is at points facetious. Close-ups and

photomicrography are effectively used.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Group life, physical characteristics,

and fighting habits of termites, presented through

photomicrography and straight photography.
A colony of termites is revealed when the bark

is pulled from an old stump. There are close-ups
of termites showing their heads and antennae as

the commentator states that, since they live in

total darkness and are entirely blind, they com-

municate by touch. A soldier termite with

strongly developed mandibles guards an entrance

to the colony. Another watches over young
termites and the commentator says that these

insects develop into either workers or fighters.

There are views of winged termites as the com-

mentator says that these members of the colony
will go out and start new colonies.

The commentator states that the termite's diet

of wood is digested by Protozoa in their alimentary
canal. There are several photomicrographic views

of the Protozoa in which wood particles are seen

as small dark spots in the termite's alimentary
tract. The commentator states that these ani-

mals are so numerous in the termite's alimentary

tract that they constitute nearly half its weight.

Views of common ants accompany the com-

mentator's statement that these insects are the

natural enemies of the termites. A termite guard
is attacked by a group of ants. Finally, the ants

are able to drag him out, kill him, and invade the

colony. A terrible battle follows. A worker

termite, unable to defend himself, is killed by a

fighter ant. Wounded and dead ants are carried

off the battlefield. The battle ends as the com-

mentator states that such conflicts are inevitable

and never-ending in nature.

27. Beach and Sea Animals k-pri-int-jh-sh lOmin

sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

CenWash, Colu, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Mich, Minn, NC, NH,
NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, SamHous,

SC, SD, StAmb, TexCW, VaBdE, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

appearance and adaptations of several common
k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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animals of the seashore. Found useful in stimu- snapping it shut. A starfish stalks, captures, and

kting observation and study of these animals.

Strong points of the film mentioned by the

teachers included the selection of common types,

the showing of activities in the natural habitat,

the portrayal of protective adaptations, and the

effective use of close-ups. Excursions to the

beach, the collection of shells at the seashore, and

reading about marine life were activities stimu-

lated by the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The characteristics of a number of

simple animals commonly found in the shallow

water along the seashore.

A scene on the beach at ebb tide introduces the

film. Several starfish are shown as the com-

mentator says that these animals move by means

of many small suckerlike feet. A close-up shows

how the starfish eludes its enemies by burying

itself in the sand. As a view of the spine-covered,

spherical-shaped sea urchin is shown, the com-

mentator says that ten large tentacles surrounding

its mouth aid in feeding. A crab buries itself in

the sand, but leaves a periscopelike feeler above the

sand.

A close-up shows the mouth of the cuttlefish.

As the cuttlefish darts off, the commentator ex-

plains that this locomotion is accomplished by the

forceful expulsion of water from its mouth. An

octopus prowls among the rocks. A close-up

shows the opening through which the octopus
draws water to its gills. Suction discs lining its

arms are shown as an octopus clings to the side of

an aquarium.

Lobsters and sea crayfish are shown as the com-

mentator points out their distinguishing char-

acteristics. When disturbed, the lobster swims off

backward. Prawn and shrimp dart about as the

commentator explains that their agility is made

possible by their light exoskeleton. A hermit crab

crawls along, carrying the empty snail shell which

is its home. A spider crab is shown as the com-

mentator states that it camouflages itself by plac-

ing bits of seaweed on its shell.

Whelks and snails glide over rocks. One snail

is shown with its breathing tube projecting above

the water. The commentator says that when the

snail wishes to sink he does so by withdrawing
within his shell and expelling a bubble of air. The

scallop moves by slowly opening his shell and

devours a scallop. Crabs, acting as scavengers,

feast on the remains of the scallop.

A sea cucumber is irritated and throws out a

mass of white threads. The commentator ex-

plains that this is a defense adaptation in which

the organism throws out its respiratory organs,

and that these organs will grow again in a few

weeks.

28. Beavers pri-int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman 1930

Other sources: Buck, Colo, 111, Ind, IntFB,

lowaA&M, Kan, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo,
OhioDptE, PaMil, SD, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing the

appearance, adaptations, habitat, homes, and work

of beavers. Found useful in (1) providing the

basis for language and art activities, (2) suggesting

the value of beavers in flood control and soil

conservation, (3) encouraging an interest in and a

desire to protect wild life, and (4) indicating a level

of group cooperation in animal life.

The film was found natural and realistic.

Teachers reported children were "delighted" with

it. The animated diagram indicating the con-

struction of the beaver home was thought par-
'

ticularly effective.

Photography is good.

Contents. Appearance and activities of beavers

in their native habitat.

The first sequence deals with beaver dams.

Beavers swim toward a break in a dam, and pack
sticks and mud into the damaged portion. Follow-

ing a title, "Time out for lunch," a beaver is shown

picking out a piece of brush and swimming off a

short distance to eat it.

Trees near a beaver pond have been cut down by

beavers, and beaver-made canals lead to the pond.
Tree branches have been stored for food in a

nearby pond. A beaver crawls from the water,

combs itself with its claws, and basks in the sun.

There is a close-up of the forepaw. A beaver walks

across a field, passes through the edge of a wood,
and enters the pond. Views of a musk heap

precede a title stating that it is a guidepost for

traveling beavers. With a warning slap of his tail,

a floating beaver dives. There are views of a

beaver's webbed hind feet.

Views of a beaver lodge surrounded by water

introduce a sequence on beaver homes. Anima-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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tions indicate the structure of the home above the

water level and the manner in which a beaver gains

entrance to it through an underwater tunnel.

Several young beavers are shown with their

mother. Others are shown at the age of one week,

a few weeks, and three months. Several young
beavers swim upstream and crawl over a log.

29. Beavers at Home pri-int-jh-sh 30min si U.S.

Agric. 1934

Other sources: Calif, ColFC, Colo, Ga, 111,

lowaA&M, Ky, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for showing (1)

the appearance and activities of beavers (building

homes and dams and caring for their young) and

(2) the method used in trapping beavers for re-

moval to understocked areas. Found useful in

furtheringan appreciation of wild life and an under-

standing of the use of beavers in conservation.

Students reported close-ups gave a good impres-

sion of the activities of beavers. There was some

complaint that the titles were not clear because of

confusing backgrounds.

Photography is excellent, titles fair.

Contents. The life and habits of the beaver in

his native habitat.

Close-ups of beavers in the water and on land

are accompanied by titles stating that these

valuable fur-bearing animals, once plentiful, are

now scarce. A title indicates the beaver's adapta-

tions to life in the water warm fur and webbed

hind feet. General views of a beaver pond with

dams and beaver houses are accompanied by a

title expkining that beavers fell trees, eat the bark,

and use the trunks for building material. A title

states that sometimes beaver dams must be broken

to prevent flooding of valuable meadowland.

Beavers are shown cutting trees and repairing a

hole in their dam. Several beavers bring "arm-

fuls" of mud to plaster the inside of the dam.

Several scenes indicate the size of trees that

beavers fell. A title explains that the trees usually

fall toward the water because they lean that way.

A beaver skull is used to call attention to the large

incisors so useful in cutting trees. A title states

that beavers store tree trunks under the ice for

winter food. Beavers float logs down a canal to

the main pond.

Reel 2 opens with the statement that beavers

deposit musk on the shore near trails and dams and

cover it with mud. An inventor demonstrates

his wire-cage trap for beavers. There follow

scenes of setting the trap, catching the beaver, and

carrying him to a new home. A man pets a

beaver, demonstrating that it is a gentle animal.

A close-up indicates that the female beaver may be

distinguished by the four prominent nipples on the

breast. Following scenes of a beaver den that has

been cut open for study, a title states that beavers

usually bear from four to six young. The size of

beaver homes is indicated by a view of a man
curled up inside the nest chamber. Scenes of the

baby beavers nursing are accompanied by a title

stating that beavers do not like sunlight. A baby
beaver rides on his mother's tail. The mother bea-

ver then carries her young just as a cat carries her

kittens. A title explains that in addition to their

natural food, beavers like apples and sweet pota-

toes. Several close-ups of young beavers are

followed by a title stating that beavers make

delightful pets. A close-up shows beavers comb-

ing their fur with the toes of their front feet. A
beaver dives into the water with a splash of his tail.

30. Beetles int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, Colu, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, Mo,

NC, NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, SC,

StAmb, Syr, TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) present-

ing the life cycles of the tiger, Japanese, and ladybird

beetles, (2) indicating the economic importance of

beetles the destructiveness of some and the value

of others, and (3) indicating some methods of

beetle control.

The four stages of development in the life of the

beetle were made clear to students. Some teachers

felt that the film did not make clear that the three

beetles shown are representatives of a large order of

insects.

Photography and sound are very good.

Contents. Life cycle of the beetle and method

of beetle control.

A view of a tiger beetle larva is shown as the

commentator states that this beetle is found

throughout the United States wherever there is dry

sandy soil. The larva is shown making its burrow.

A caterpillar, a spider, and a centipede wander into

k kindergarten; pri primary ; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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burrows of a colony of tiger beetle larvae and are

seized by the larvae. The commentator says that,

when the larva has reached the proper stage in its

development, it closes the entrance to its burrow

and pupates. A time-lapse views shows the pupa

wriggling out of the old larval skin. Time-lapse

photography shows the adult beetle as it emerges
from the pupal case. The commentator explains

that the beetle does not dig its way out of the

burrow until after winter has passed. As the

beetle captures a centipede, the commentator says
this animal is a renowned hunterand devours many
insects.

An animated map of the United States shows the

spread of the Japanese beetle since its appearance
in this country. A view of a government experi-

ment station introduces scenes depicting the

efforts to control this pest. A close-up shows

larvae under several inches of sod. The com-

mentator says that the adult has laid the eggs

there in the fall and that now the larvae are feed-

ing on the roots of grasses. Scenes on a golf course

show the damage done to grass by Japanese beetle

larvae. A crew of men spray the sod with lead

arsenate. The commentator states that this will

partially protect the grass. A section of sod is cut

away revealing the beetles in the pupal state which,
the commentator explains, will extend over a

period of from two to three weeks. The adult

beetle feeds on the leaves of a tree. A close-up
shows the damage done to the leaf. A view of a

trap indicates another way in which the Japanese
beetle is controlled.

Plant leaves are shown covered with lice. The
commentator states that, because it eats these lice,

the ladybird beetle is of great benefit to the gar-

dener. Time-lapse scenes show ladybird larvae

emerging from eggs. The commentator states

that these larvae will feed on plant lice for about

three weeks before they pupate. Larvae fasten

themselves to the underside of leaves where they
will remain throughout the pupal stage. An adult

ladybird emerges from the pupal case. The
commentator states that beetles are the only type
of insects having a pair of wings to act as a shield

for their flying wings. The ladybird folds the

flying wings under the shield wings. The adult

ladybird beetle feeds on destructive plant lice.

31. Behind the Shadows int-jh-sh-c 12min sd-si

Nat. Tuberculosis Assn. 1936

Other sources: Calif, Colo, ETexBur, Ga, Ind,

Kan, Ky, Mich, Mo, NC, OhioDptE,

PaCW, SD, Tenn, Tex, VaBdE, Vt

Appraisal. Reported very good for demon-

strating how tuberculosis is spread, how the

tuberculosis germ works in the body, how tubercu-

losis may be detected, and how it may be cured.

Should be useful in improving students' health

habits as related to the spreading of germs.
Teachers and students thought that the ani-

mated diagrams, the microscopic views, and the

story treatment in the film improved its effec-

tiveness. Students were particularly impressed

by the explanation of the pneumothorax treatment.

Some students said that they learned to be more

careful about putting things in their mouths and

kissing people. The film should be effective when
used in connection with a tuberculosis testing

program.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. How tuberculosis may be commu-

nicated, and how it may be diagnosed and treated,

told by narration, animation, and straight pho-

tography.

A medical adviser seated at a desk surrounded by

boys and girls tells how tuberculosis has long been

an enemy of man. As he proceeds with his

description of the disease and of the germ that

causes it, the scene dissolves to a laboratory where

a technician is preparing a slide of tuberculosis

germs. A greatly magnified close-up of the slide

shows the tuberculosis germ. The commentator

says that germs may be killed by boiling water or

sunshine, but that they thrive in the human body.
The adviser's comments concerning the com-

municable nature of the disease are illustrated by
views of a child licking a lollipop, a mother eating

from the spoon with which she is feeding her baby,
a telegraph boy putting a pencil in his mouth, and

boys exchanging harmonicas. The medical adviser

says that direct lip contact is even more dan-

gerous.

The next section of the film introduces the nar-

rative element which continues throughout the

film. John, a small boy, and his family are visited

by Aunt Alice, who has what she thinks to be

"chronic bronchitis.
" Aunt Alice kisses John good

night and thus infects him with tuberculosis. The

adviser identifies on a drawing the spot in the lung

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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where the infection occurred. A diagram shows

how the body cells formed around the infected

area and enclosed the germs with a tubercle, thus

stopping the progress of the disease. The tubercle

is shown in an X-ray picture. The adviser ex-

plains that the formation of this tubercle enabled

John to overcome the disease.

Some years later when John is of high school age,

the aunt comes to live with the family. John is

again exposed to infection. As John is shown in

the locker room of the school gymnasium, the

commentator says that John has used too much of

his energy in work and play and has again con-

tracted the disease. Fortunately for John, a

tuberculin test is administered at school. When it

proves positive, his lungs are X-rayed and the

picture is sent to the family physician. The X-ray
reveals a small infection. The commentator

explains that John will be able to overcome the

disease by spending a short time in bed.

The family physician then sets out to discover

the source of John's infection. After other mem-
bers of the family have proved to be free of the

disease, Aunt Alice is examined. The X-ray
reveals that she has tuberculosis. She agrees to

go to a sanitarium for treatment.

An animated drawing shows how the disease

might have spread in John's lungs if it had not

been diagnosed and treated. Beginning from a

very small point, the infected area grows until

most of the lung has become diseased. The

adviser says that even these very serious condi-

tions can be successfully treated by the pneumo-
thorax method. A patient in an operating room

is shown being treated by this method. The

principle of pneumothorax collapsing the lung by

forcing air into the chest cavity, thus resting it and

permitting healing is shown in an animated

drawing. The adviser tells the boys and girls

that early discovery makes cure more certain and

that prevention makes cure unnecessary.

32. Beneath Our Feet (Battle for Life Series)

int-jh-sh 9min sd Teaching Film Custodians

(Educational Films Corp. of America) 1933

Other sources: Calif, Ga, 111, Mich, Minn, NC,
OhioDptE, Okla, SC, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for furnishing im-

pressions of the appearance, activities, and adapta-

tions of ants, aphids, beetle larvae, trap-door

spiders, crickets, and centipedes. Found useful in

developing the concepts of the struggle for exist-

ence and the "survival of the fittest" in nature, and
in developing an interest in the observation of

animals in their natural environment.

The film presents a variety of interesting scenes

which are plainly shown by the use of excellent

close-ups. It may be thought that there is too

great an emphasis on the struggle in nature, and

that the commentary makes the parallel to human
life unnecessarily strong. Students appeared to

have been deeply impressed by the scenes of fight-

ing and the spider's construction of a trap door.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. The appearance, habitat, and some

activities of several arthropods.

A bee crawls over wild flowers. An ant drinks

from a droplet of dew. An aphid, which the com-

mentator states lives on plant juices, is captured
and devoured by the larvae of a ladybird beetle.

The commentator says that there is no peace in

nature, that each animal has its natural enemies.

A caravan of ants carry seeds to their colony. A
female cricket eats a bit of grass. Two male

crickets fight, and the victor courts the female.

A trap-door spider emerges from its den. It

repairs the entrance to the den by adding silk from

its spinnerets. The commentator says that the

spinnerets are vestigial legs. A cricket wandering

along in search of food comes face to face with a

spider, jumps at it, and then moves off rapidly.

As it passes a centipede, however, it is captured
and stung to death.

33. The Beneficent Reprobate int-jh-sh-c 42min

si-sd YMCA (Woman's Christian Tem-

perance Union) 1936

Other sources: Ga, lowaA&M, OhioDptE,

OreSt, Tex

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-

sions of the effect of alcohol on the human body.

The film was generally used to build an unfavor-

able attitude toward drinking alcoholic beverages.

Some teachers reported the treatment of the

subject to be scientific and effective, others re-

ported the film pseudoscientific and the student

reaction negative.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Dramatization of the discovery of

ethyl alcohol, suggestions of its uses in industry,

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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and demonstration of its effects upon the human

body.

An alchemist boils a vial of wine, recovers its

vapors in a wool cloth, and squeezes the con-

densed alcohol into a small dish.

The next sequence shows the presence of alcohol

in plant life. There are views of an orchard in

bloom, of mature fruit on the trees, and of an apple

falling to the ground. The commentator describes

this apple as a "chemical laboratory" in which

decay transforms sugar to alcohol. Animated

charts indicate atomic reorganization involved in

the change of sugar to alcohol. Formation of

alcohol through fermentation is illustrated by
views of an animated figure, representing yeast,

that enters poorly sealed jars of fruit.

A sequence dealing with the properties of alcohol

is introduced by views of a laboratory technician

placing water and alcohol in separate containers.

The commentator states that, although alcohol

looks like water, its chemical properties are almost

the opposite. That alcohol is an anesthetic hav-

ing a tendency to put nerve cells to sleep is demon-

strated by placing a live frog in a mixture of 95

per cent water and 5 per cent alcohol. A series of

demonstrations show that chlorophyll is dissolved

from a geranium leaf when it is submerged in

alcohol, that sugar is dissolved by water but not by

alcohol, and that oil is dissolved by alcohol but not

by water. The commentator says that nerve cells

contain a fatty substance, called lipoids. Because

alcohol will dissolve lipoids, it is a narcotic. Egg
albumen mixes readily with water but is coagulated

by alcohol. That alcohol is also a dehydrant is

demonstrated by the hardening of alcohol-covered

bread and meat.

The production of alcohol is suggested by views

of wheat fields, grain mills, fermenting vats, and

distilleries. Some of its industrial uses are indi-

cated by views of extracts, perfumes, liniments,

tonics, cleaning preparations, insecticides, films,

imitation leather, artificial silk, etc.

The next sequence deals with the effects of

alcohol upon the human body. The commentator

says that the normal human body contains no

alcohol. The chemical constituents of the human

body are presented in analogous form. As a

man wields a whitewash brush, the commentator

says that the human body contains enough lime

to whitewash a small chicken coop. The nail he

uses to tack on a loose board is compared to the

iron in a human body. He glues a leg on a chair

as the commentator says there is enough gluten in

the body to make nearly seven pounds of glue.

The commentator further states that there isenough

phosphorus in the body to put the heads on 2,200

matches, enough sulphur to de-flea a small dog,
from eight to ten gallons of water, enough fat for

seven cakes of soap, enough salt for a meal, and

enough glycerin to fire a heavy gun.

Two girls enter a doctor's office. One of the girls

complains of pains in her arm. The doctor sug-

gests it might be neuritis. The girl states her

belief that neuritis is a disease only for the old.

The doctor replies that it may result from a variety

of causes, one of which may be alcohol. When the

girl says she believes there could be no harm in one

cocktail, the doctor answers that a small amount
of alcohol has a measurable effect on the nerves.

He uses a pictorial diagram of the human nervous

system to explain alcohol's effects upon will power,

judgment, sight, hearing, and balance. He reads

a statement that alcohol irritates and destroys

cells and is therefore a protoplasmic poison. The

girls conclude that they want no more alcohol.

At Northwestern University's medical school

experiments are conducted to determine students'

performance on tests taken both with and without

alcohol. Students draw geometric figures, insert

rods in a series of holes of decreasing diameter,

press buttons at given signals, touch a swinging

pendulum to both sides of an arc, and balance on a

teeterboard. The decreased efficiency on the same

tests after drinking 45 cubic centimeters of alcohol

is noted and charted in graph form. Closing scenes

of automobile accidents suggest disastrous effects

of alcohol.

34. Bicycling with Complete Safety pri-int-jh-sh

lOmin sd Bell & Howell and Calvin 1938

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, Colo, Fla,

111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

LaDptE, Mich, Mo, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, Syr, Term, Tex, WashSt,

Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) demon-

strating rules for safe bicycle riding and (2)

illustrating the reasons for these rules and the

results of their infringement. Found useful in

developing a favorable attitude toward traffic

For explanation of abbreviations ued for "other sources," see p. 337.
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regulations in general, and in instilling better

relationship between community safety authorities

and children.

The natural situations, the use of children as

actors, and the dignified treatment of the responsi-

bilities of children made the film seem real and

pertinent. Some girls resented the omission of

their sex from the film. Primary grade teachers

found the vocabulary somewhat advanced, and

felt the film might have been stronger with a story

organization.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. An appeal for safe bicycling and a

demonstration of several safety rules for bicycle

riders.

Views of groups of boys and girls crossing

streets, automobile traffic, and police officers direct-

ing pedestrian traffic symbolize the commentator's

statement that safety is of prime importance. A
police officer is shown making an appeal for coop-

eration between officers and children.

A boy riding along the street on his bicycle is

eating popcorn and not heeding traffic signals.

He is struck by an auto and his leg is broken. In

contrast, another boy traveling down the same

street observes traffic laws and makes appropriate

signals. A boy cuts off the street and over the

curb, falling and damaging his bicycle. Another

rides up on the sidewalk, narrowly missing some

pedestrians. He is stopped by a policeman and

warned against this practice. A view of several

boys riding their bicycles in circles on the street is

accompanied by the commentator's statement

that this is very dangerous. The danger of dash-

ing out of a driveway to the street is dramatized.

The commentator states that good brakes, a horn,

and a light are necessary bicycle equipment. An
officer is shown inspecting bicycles. An officer

demonstrates proper riding practices to a group of

boys. As a view of a young man and his wife and

child are shown, the commentator suggests that

the boys of today will have children of their own

some day and will want them to be careful.

35. The Bill of Rights int-jh-sh 20min sd Teaching

Film Custodians (Warner Bros. Pictures,

Inc.) 1939

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ColFC, ETexBur,

Ga, 111, Ind, IntFB, Ky, Mich, Minn,

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

OhioDptE, Okla, PaCW, SamHous,
TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) giving an impres-
sion of one of the causes of the Revolution, (2)

tracing the development of the Bill of Rights in

America, and (3) making a period in American

history more vivid. Should be useful in develop-

ing an appreciation of civil liberties and in arousing
a determination to preserve them.

The film covers a great deal of history in a rela-

tively short time and, therefore, gives only a very

hazy impression of many of the incidents. It

probably throws a disproportionate emphasis on

the violation of civil rights as a cause of the

American Revolution.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Violations of civil rights and causes

for the American Revolution; events leading to the

adoption of the Bill of Rights.

The Royal Governor of Virginia is giving a re-

ception in Williamsburg. Madison and Jefferson

argue with the Governor over the "doctrine of

equal rights." While the party is in progress, a

message arrives asking Virginia to help Massa-

chusetts in its struggle against General Gage. The

Governor hears of the message and announces that

he will permit no seditious activities in his house.

The party breaks up in confusion.

A series of scenes suggest the violations of civil

liberties in Massachusetts no freedom of religion,

no freedom of speech, no freedom of the press, no

security against search and seizure, and no trial

by jury.

Before the English Parliament Edmund Burke

pleads for the colonists. He says, "English

privileges have made America all that it is. Eng-
lish privileges, alone, will make it all that it can

be." George III, who has been listening to Burke

through a crack in the door, says that he intends

to use force to put down rebellion.

The Governor of Virginia issues an order for the

seizure of all arms. Speaking before the House of

Burgesses, Jefferson urges that Virginia send all

arms possible to Massachusetts. The Governor

enters and dissolves the assembly. Jefferson says,

"We can't be blamed for what happens now."

Several members of the House agree to meet at

Raleigh Tavern that evening. At the meeting the

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Fairfax Resolves are read and approved, and a

meeting of a Continental Congress discussed.

The Governor orders his military forces to con-

fiscate the colonists' powder store which they con-

sider vital to their liberties. The powder is taken

from the powder house and placed on an English

vessel. A gun is arranged so that, when the door

of the empty powder house is opened, it will fire

in the direction of the open door. When the

colonists get word that their powder has been

seized, they go the Governor and ask for an expla-

nation. He promises to return it, but later says

that he has no intention of doing so.

In St. John's Church in Richmond, Patrick

Henry is making his famous speech. The people

have become aroused, and the Governor prepares

to flee. The colonists become even more angry
when they read the proclamation ordering the

surrender of their arms. A mob gather at the

powder house. The man who set the gun is seized

and forced to open the door. He is killed by his

own device.

A messenger brings the news that the British

regulars have been defeated in Massachusetts.

The signing of the Declaration of Independence is

suggested. The Constitution is adopted, but

there is dissatisfaction because it does not contain

guarantees of civil liberties. In 1789 Madison

introduces the first ten amendments and speaks in

support of them.

36. Bird Homes pri-int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman

1930

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind,

IntFB, lowaA&M, Kan, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, PaMil, TexTech,

Vt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

appearance of several birds, their nests and their

activities in feeding the young. Found useful in

stimulating student observation of bird life.

Teachers reported that the film gave students

an unusual opportunity to observe birds on their

nests. It was somewhat more successful in the

elementary school than on the upper grade levels

where more detailed treatment was desired.

Titles are adapted to the elementary grades;

photography is fair.

Contents. The nests and appearance of several

birds.

The first series of nests shown are those built in

the marsh or on the beach. The film opens with

views of the tern on its nest in the sand of the

beach. A killdeer is shown with its nest among
stones. The stilt nests in the grass. A gull

settles down on the eggs in her nest. A grebe's

nest is in the marsh. There are views of the nests

of the gallinule and the marsh hawk.

The homes of meadow birds are shown next.

There are views of the bobolink feeding its young
in a meadow nest. The spotted sandpiper and

the horned lark are seen with their nests. The

nest of the meadow lark is shown to have a roof

of grass. The meadow lark feeds its young.

"Skyscraper homes" are suggested by views of

the nests of the cormorant on a high cliff above the

water. The puffin's nest is in a burrow in the

earth. A duck hawk builds its nest close to a

waterfall. The flicker feeds its young in a home

in a tree trunk. The nests of the sharp-shinned

hawk, red-shouldered hawk, crow, and bald eagle

are also shown.

"Homes near the ground" are introduced by a

view of the snowy heron's nest which is made of

sticks. The cuckoo and veery are shown feeding

their young. A title stating that the wood thrush

binds its nest with mud is followed by scenes of the

wood thrush on its nest. There are views of the

nests of the yellow warbler, redstart, and red-eyed

vireo. The film concludes with views of the hum-

mingbird feeding its young in its tiny nest.

37. Birds of Prey int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Ind, IntFB, HI,

LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, SD,

Syr, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

appearance and habits of common North Ameri-

can birds of prey. It will be useful in stimulating

interest in and observation of bird life.

The value of the film is enhanced by generous

use of close-ups. The film organization seems to

lack clarity and emphasis.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents., A study of several common North

American birds of prey.

A sequence on hawks is introduced by scenes of a

man tossing a bone in the air and releasing a trained

goshawk which flies after the bone and catches it

in mid-air. A female peregrine feeds her young in

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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the nest. A marsh hawk nesting among the

reeds lights on a limb and later feeds her young on

the ground. There follow several scenes of marsh

hawks attacking a stuffed owl. There are close-

ups of the head and legs of the rough-legged hawk.

There follow several views of young rough-legged

hawks on a cliff near their nest.

The characteristics of owls are presented in the

next sequence. A close-up of a barn owl is fol-

lowed by scenes of a boy climbing a tree to a barn

owl's nest and lifting out a baby owl. A title

states that the young of the same brood are of

various ages. The boy strokes a young down-

covered barn owl. Several half-grown barn owls

peer from their nest in a hole in a tree. Close-ups

reveal the down-edged wing feathers that enable

the owl to fly silently and the sharp ears which, a

title states, can hear the footsteps of a mouse.

The hooked beak and sharp talons of the great

horned owl are seen in close-ups. A title stating

that owls have eyes that can see in the dark is

followed by close-ups of the owl's eyes. An owl

swallows a mouse and later disgorges a pellet.

A close-up of a hand breaking the pellet apart

reveals that it is made up of bones, feathers, fur,

and other undigestible material. The protective

coloration of the great horned owl is suggested by

close views of this bird in the foliage of a tree.

A sequence on vultures and eagles is introduced

by scenes of vultures in the air and perched in the

top of a tree. A close-up of the black vulture is

followed by scenes of down-covered young vultures.

Views of the bald eagle and its nest are shown.

Two men climb to an eagle's nest high in a pine

tree. The film closes with views of the nest and

of adult bald eagles.

38. Birds of Prey pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, Ind, 111,

Iowa, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, NC, NM,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous,

Syr, TexCW, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing phys-

ical characteristics, adaptations, habits, and range

of several American birds of prey. Found useful

in developing interest in and observation of bird

life.

The film is natural and effective. Teachers

reported that close-ups were effective but that the

film did not show enough of any one bird.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. A study of several American birds of

prey.

Introductory scenes show the general character-

istics of birds of prey their talons for grasping and

carrying prey, and their curved beaks for tearing

flesh. The commentator classifies these car-

nivorous birds as owls, vultures, hawks, and eagles.

The barn owl, great horned owl, screech owl,

and snowy owl are shown as representative of their

group. Animated maps indicate the range and

migrations of the several species. As a barn owl

is shown flying after a field mouse, the commen-

tator describes the former's keen eyes, sensitive

ears, and fringed wings. The commentator states

that the fringe on the wings enables the owl to fly

silently. Young barn owls and great horned owls

are shown. A view of a screech owl in her nest in a

hollow tree illustrates this bird's protective

coloration.

The range and migrations of the turkey vulture

and the black vulture are shown by maps. Black

vultures feed on a carcass. The commentator

explains that they are scavengers. Several views

follow of the young being fed.

Four species of hawks are illustrated the spar-

row hawk, the marsh hawk, the rough-legged hawk,
and the red-tailed hawk. Range and migrations

of these hawks are shown by animated maps. The

sparrow hawk and its young are shown nesting

in a hollow tree. The marsh hawk is shown feeding

its young in its nest in marshland reeds. The

young of the rough-legged hawk and those of the

red-tailed hawk are shown in their nests. A red-

tailed hawk wheels high in the air.

39. Birds of the Seacoast int-jh-sh 15min si East-

man 1931

Other sources: Buck, Calif, 111, Ind, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing appear-

ance, adaptations, nests, eggs, young, and feeding

habits of several birds of the seacoast. Should be

useful in stimulating interest in the study of bird

life in the student's immediate environment.

Teachers reported that children were interested

in the film. There was some demand for a more

detailed treatment. Much supplementary infor-
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mation can be provided from the teacher's guide

which accompanies the film.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The following birds of the seacoast

in characteristic activity: gulls, terns, black skim-

mers, murres, cormorants, and pelicans.

The opening sequence deals with gulls. There

are views of gulls feeding in shallow water, young

gulls hatching, and gulls flying.

Terns are seen in flight and in the water. A
woman picks up a tern egg. Black skimmers

change places on the nest. There are views of

both young and adult skimmers. The parent
birds dig holes in the sand for the protection of the

young birds.

Colonies of murres are shown on a rocky point
of the coast. Nests are placed on a rock ledge for

protection. A title states that each pair of murres

has a single egg. There is a close-up of a murre

egg; the eggshell is broken and a young bird

emerges. Cormorants are shown in large colonies.

Cormorants fly over the sea looking for fish. The
film concludes with several views of pelicans.

40. Black Bear Twins k-pri-int llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,
Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Mich, Minn, NC,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SamHous, Syr, TexTech,

VaBdE, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) telling

an interesting story of the experiences of the

Thomas family with two black bear cubs and (2)

showing the appearance and habits of bear cubs.

Found useful in stimulating language and art

activities, and interest in nature study.
The use of the Thomas family in telling the

story made it particularly interesting and stimu-

lating to small children. Bears are interestingly
and well photographed in a series of situations.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Story of two black bear cubs seen

on a camping trip.

While hiking through the woods, the Thomas
family comes upon the tracks of two bear cubs.

Father Thomas looks at the tracks and says that

the bears are evidently without their mother.
The Thomas children, a boy and a girl, wonder if

they are hungry. Mother suggests that they put

out food for the orphan cubs. From the bushes

the bear cubs watch the family returning to camp.
One cub overturns a small rock and eats the cricket

he finds underneath. Both lap up ants uncovered

by ripping open an old log. The commentator

says that the bears are still hungry.
At the Thomas' camp mother gets out some

bacon. Father and son hang strips of it on a small

tree near the camp. The next morning the cubs

arrive and eat the bacon while the family watch.

One morning the family fails to clean up the

dishes and put the food away before going fishing.

The bear cubs raid the camp, eating strawberry

jam and leftovers. After they have eaten, the

cubs have a wrestling bout before exploring the

inside of the Thomas' tent. Here one gets tangled

up with a blanket and the other chews a hole in a

beach ball. Soon they move off into the forest,

still hungry. Discovering a bee tree, one bear

climbs up and laps up the honey until the bees

sting hun so hard that he is forced to retreat and
soothe his wounds in a mudhole.

The bears are shown playing near the tent, and
the commentator says that, as time wore on, the

cubs became accustomed to finding scraps of food

near the tent. When the boy emerges from the

tent, the bears make off for the lake. After swim-

ming around for some time, the bear cubs disap-

pear in the woods as the little boy and girl bid

them good-by.

41. Blessing of Grass int-jh-sh 22min sd U.S.

Agric. 1940

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, Fla, Ga, HI,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD, Term, Tex,

TexTech, VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) indicating the need for

government regulation of ranges, (2) suggesting
work involved in the operation of ranges in na-

tional forests, and (3) giving impressions of ranch

activities. Should be useful in developing an

appreciation of the need for planned use of natural

resources.

The short dramatic sequences add warmth to the

film.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Range management in the national

forests and its benefits to cattlemen and their

communities.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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There are views of wagon trains and of a battle

between a homesteader and a cattleman as the

commentator states that range management
became necessary only when the country became

thickly settled. The results of overgrazing are

suggested by contrasting scenes of good grassland

with scenes of barren ground. The commentator

says that when the government first started range

management it was often difficult to prevent con-

flicts between government rangers and stockmen,

but that soon there arose a spirit of cooperation

that has developed into permanent local stock-

men's associations. At a meeting of such an

association stockmen and a ranger discuss problems

of range allotment and management. A man who

wishes to get an allotment of grazing land for

temporary use is classed as an "in-and-outer," and

refused consideration by the ranger who says that

government grazing land is reserved for permanent
settlers.

The next sequence deals with regulated grazing

on government ranges. A ranger examines grass

in a national forest to determine its readiness for

use. Ranchers round up their cattle, separate the

cows from the calves, brand and inoculate the

calves, and drive the whole herd to the range. At

the entrance of the range area a ranger counts the

cattle as the commentator explains that only the

number that the range can support are allowed to

enter. Views of cattle grazing accompany the

commentator's statement that in the national

forest the stock have plenty of water, shade, and

grass while their home range is recouping its

strength. Men distribute salt as the commentator

explains that it is purposely placed some distance

from water to force the cattle to spread out and

graze the range more uniformly. A ranger on an

inspection trip makes sure that cattle stick to their

own range and that herds do not mix. He also

repairs drift fences, checks experimental plots, and

confers with a cowboy who has been hired cooper-

atively by several farmers to look after their stock.

The commentator says that grazing is not allowed

to interfere with other uses of the national forests.

There are views of cattle fenced off from young

trees, and views of signs suggesting the use of

national forests for game preserves, watershed

protection, flood prevention, soil erosion control,

and recreation. Views of mountain scenery and of

cattle grazing accompany the commentator's

statement that as the season progresses cattle

move to higher and higher pastures.

On the home range haying is in progress. There

are views of mowing, raking, and stacking meadow

hay. As the mower is operated by the light of

headlights, the commentator explains that haying

is so important that work progresses into the night.

In the fall cattle drift toward the home range,

are rounded up and loaded on trucks to be taken

to market. There are views of a residential street,

church, school, store, bank, railroad depot, and

light and telephone offices in a cattle town as the

commentator states that sound range management
results in permanent communities, protected

watersheds, plentiful wild life, and profitable

employment.

42. A Boat Trip k-pri-int-jh llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, NC, NM,
OhioDptE, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, Tenn,

TexCW, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing (1) the

experiences of children taking a trip on a river boat,

(2) various types of boats, their operation and use,

and (3) some of the activities in a large port.

Found useful in stimulating art and language

activities, and the building of model boats.

Teachers in the primary grades reported that

the film was particularly well adapted to their

purposes; at the upper grade levels it was some-

what less satisfactory. Students were interested

in the great variety of boats shown. In criticism

of the film, several teachers said that the children

shown in the film were allowed in sections of the

boat not commonly open to the public. The use

of such sound effects as the boat whistle and engine

noise added realism to the presentation.

Sound and photography are good.

Contents. The story of a trip down the Hudson

River from Albany to New York.

Roger and Nancy, two children about 10 years

old, board the "Alexander Hamilton," climb to the

upper deck, and watch activities on the dock as

the gangplank is raised and hawsers are cast off.

The whistle blows and they start on their journey.

As they move smoothly along, Roger and Nancy

see ways in which people use the river. First,

they see a large freighter being loaded with lumber.
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Then, across the river they see a huge rock quarry

where barges are loaded with stone and pulled

downstream by strong tugs. The lighthouses and

lifeboats that they see indicate some of the ways
in which passenger safety is cared for. Soon they

meet the "Hendrick Hudson," another boat on its

way up the river from New York.

Roger and Nancy become interested in the ways
in which the boat is operated. They see the cap-

tain in the wheelhouse and decide to visit him.

The captain greets them pleasantly, answers their

questions, and explains the use of the wheel to

steer the boat and of the signaling apparatus

connected to the engine room.

The boat passes under a high railroad bridge

and approaches a town. Ferryboats wait for the

"Alexander Hamilton" to pass. Various kinds of

boats are shown on the river kayaks, canoes

equipped with sails, and large sailboats. By this

time, Roger and Nancy are wondering what makes

their boat run, so they go below to watch the huge

engine in operation. They also watch the engi-

neer operate levers that control the direction in

which the boat travels.

Returning to the deck, Roger and Nancy are

just in time to see the Palisades near New York

City. They meet another freight boat, a brightly

finished motor yacht, a cabin cruiser, and an out-

board motorboat.

Soon they pass under the huge George Washing-
ton bridge, and near by they see a fireboat prac-

ticing as it throws streams of water high into the

air. A barge carrying gasoline is moved along by a

tugboat. Roger and Nancy see an old sailing

ship lying at anchor in the river, its masts bare of

sails. They watch a ferryboat on its way to New
York from New Jersey and a police patrol boat.

An ocean liner is helped to a pier by tugs. Bags of

sugar are unloaded from a freighter from Cuba.

The film ends as a huge liner, the "Normandie," is

pushed into the stream with the help of tugs and

starts its long journey to Europe.

43. Body Defenses against Disease jh-sh-c llmin

sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colo, ETexBur,

Fla, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE,
Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH, NM,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, SD, Syr,

Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,
WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for developing

an understanding of the three lines of the body's

defense against disease the skin, the lymph nodes

and phagocytic cells, and the circulatory system.

Found useful in stimulating interest in the main-

tenance of personal health to aid the body in its

defense against disease, and in developing an

appreciation of the contribution of science to the

conquest of disease.

At the college level some instructors used the

film for orientation purposes. One teacher re-

ported that the film could be best used after there

had been some consideration of the nature of in-

vading organisms. The vocabulary was reported

as somewhat difficult for junior high school

students. Teachers liked the effective use made
of animated diagrams and photomicrography.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Some of the protective systems of the

human organism as they operate in the body's

defense against disease.

The commentator discusses social and economic

tragedies resulting from infectious diseases. As a

bacteriologist is shown at work, the commentator

says that ultimate victory in the fight against

disease requires continued study of the organisms

causing disease and of the complicated interplay

of defensive mechanisms operating within the

body. Accompanying a view of the skin, the

commentator states that, as long as this protective

coating remains uninjured, bacteria cannot break

through easily. The commentator says that the

mucous membrane that lines walls of breathing

channels and digestive passages is a part of the

body's primary defense. Animation shows a

blanket of sticky mucus riding on cilia beneath.

An object is carried by ciliary action along the

mucous membrane of a frog's throat. There are

views of nasal passages through which mucus

passes to the stomach. As a section of the stomach

is shown, the commentator explains that the

mucous membrane acts as a barrier to bacteria.

Accompanying a drawing of the viscera, the com-

mentator states that the mucous lining continues

through the intestines and that injury to this deli-

cate membrane may result in local inflammation.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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That such inflammation in the region of the

appendix may result in appendicitis in human
beings is illustrated by contrasting views of normal,

inflamed, and ruptured appendixes.
Protective and defensive mechanisms that

operate after the skin is punctured are illustrated

by drawings of leucocytes leaving capillary walls

to move toward bacteria. Microscopic views

show the manner in which phagocytes surround

and devour the bacteria. A pus-filled abscess

forms as blood fluids leak through the vessel wall

and support the walling-off action of the phago-

cytes.

By drawings of the lymphatic passages, the

beginnings of the second line of defense are shown.

Bacteria from a nail wound enter lymphatic

passages and are carried in the lymph to filtering

bodies called lymph nodes. Within these are

mazelike passages lined with phagocytic cells.

The following scenes show the distribution of

these nodes in various parts of the body.
The third line of defense is introduced by a

drawing of the circulatory system. There follow

views of bacteria passing through the circulatory

system, finally reaching the liver and the spleen.

Here they are engulfed as they run the gantlet of

devouring kupffer cells.

A title states that during all these processes the

body tissues have been stimulated to produce
invisible chemical substances called "antibodies"

which enhance the capacity of the body to resist

further attacks by bacteria of the same kind.

There follow scenes that demonstrate the action

of serum upon typhoid bacteria as it causes them
to agglutinate, thus facilitating phagocytosis.
This same process is demonstrated with the use of

cholera germs. Vaccination, by which antibody

production is artificially induced, and antitoxin

injection, by which antibodies are injected into the

blood stream, are demonstrated.

44. Body Framework int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman
1930

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif, Colo,

ETexBur, Fla, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, Okla, PaMil, Syr, Tenn, Tex,

TexTech, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

uses of the body framework, its general structure,

and the nature of its growth and repair processes.
Found useful in stimulating pupil interest in good
posture.

Teachers reported that the different types of

joints were particularly well presented. The film

presents basic information rather than the appli-
cation of that information in functional situations.

It was used most effectively at the junior and
senior high school levels.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Structure and function of the

skeleton.

A view of a giraffe is followed by a title stating
that the skeleton supports the softer parts of the

body and gives it shape. Views of an elephant,

giraffe, rhinoceros, and mouse are followed by
views of their skeletons. A title states that the

skeletons of higher animals are very much alike.

There are views of the skeletons of the horse, dog,

monkey, gorilla, and man. A title stating that

the skeleton furnishes protection is followed by a
view of a football player in action. Close-ups of

the ribs and skull of a skeleton follow.

A scene in a meat market shows a man trimming
meat from a bone. He indicates the points at

which blood vessels enter and leave, and the

periosteum. After a bone is sawed through

lengthwise, the hard dense bone, the soft spongy
bone, and the marrow are indicated. On a

diagram the blood vessels and nerve canals, the

layers of bony substances, and spaces for living
cells are shown. Mineral substance is removed
from bone by placing it in nitric acid. A man
removes a wishbone from a piece of chicken,
demonstrates that it cannot be broken easily,

drys it on a radiator, and shows that when dry
it is brittle. Bone is burned, and the remaining
mineral matter is shown.

A sequence on the growth and repair of bones is

introduced by a view of three boys, each standing
with one arm outstretched, to indicate the differ-

ences in length. On a diagram of the bones of the

arm a label points out that it is the ends of the

bones that grow. A diagram shows the ap-

pearance of an adult bone. There are diagrams

showing bone breaks typical in children and in

adults. A doctor shows how a broken arm is

set. Diagrams suggest the manner in which

bones knit. The thickening of a bone around a
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break is demonstrated on a femur. The effect of

insufficient sunlight and of improper diet on normal

bone growth is illustrated by a view of a rachitic

child. Scenes of feeding a baby cod-liver oil and

of a baby playing in the sun suggest preventatives

for rickets.

A view of a boy flexing his knee dissolves into

animation illustrating the structure of a hinge

joint. A dissection of an animal limb reveals the

ligaments which hold the bones together at the

joints. The action and structure of the pivot

joint in the forearm is demonstrated in pictures

and in animation. A model of a spine is attached

to the bare back of a man to show the flexibility

of these joints. An athlete demonstrates the

flexibility of his spine. A title stating that the

ball-and-socket joint permits the greatest motion

is followed by views of a baseball pitcher in action.

45. Bolivia int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Ky, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for providing im-

pressions of resources, products, people, industries,

climate, and topography of Bolivia. Found useful

in providing a background for a better under-

standing of Latin America, and problems of inter-

American relations.

Students criticized omission of scenes dealing

with people. Lack of detail suggests that the

film will be most useful as an overview or summary.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Impressions of the topography, geo-

graphic regions, cities, people, and products of

Bolivia.

There are views of a glacier and of a llama

caravan. The Western Andes, Eastern Andes,
Central Pkteau, Eastern Lowlands, La Paz, and

Lake Titicaca are located on a map. Steamers

and native balsa boats are shown on Lake Titicaca.

On the shore of the lake, Indians bind bundles of

reeds. Routes and distances from La Paz to

Mollendo, Arica, and Antofagasta are indicated

on a map. Scenes of the countryside are followed

by a map on which the route of the 2,250-mile

railroad from La Paz to Buenos Aires and the

2,150-mile pack train and steamer route to Para

are traced. There are views of a pack train on a

mountain trail and of river steamers.

The Yungas region is located on a map. Llamas

feed on the high plateau. An Indan plows with

an ox and a primitive plow. Natives pick coca.

Sacks of potatoes are dumped into long rows and

sorted by native women and children. Barley is

cut by hand and threshed with flails. An Indian

stamps adobe into a mold. Clay is kneaded,

made into a jar on a potter's wheel, and fired in an

outdoor kiln. Indian women are shown spinning

and weaving.

A sequence on mines and cities begins with a

map showing the location of the copper center near

Corocoro. There are views of mining and smelt-

ing operations. Silver- and tin-producing regions

are located on a map, and the cities of Oruro and

Potosf are indicated. Electrically drawn cars

emerge from a tin mine. Indian women sort the

ore. Silver ore is carried across a valley on an

aerial tramway, crushed, and concentrated by the

primitive jig method. There are several scenes of

streets, buildings, statuary, and markets in La
Paz. A title states that it is hot in the sun, cool

in the shade. Indians in holiday attire dance in

the streets during a festival. There are views of

the homes of some of the descendants of the

Spanish conquerors of Boh'via. A Spanish-

Bolivian trims the shrubbery in his garden;

another paints a landscape.

46. The Brass Choir int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi
1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowa-

A&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous,

Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,
WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good (1) for in-

dicating the appearance and tonal qualities of the

instruments of the brass group, (2) giving im-

pressions of the techniques of playing these in-

struments, (3) illustrating the place of the brass

choir in a symphony orchestra and the type of

music commonly played by these instruments.

Found useful in stimulating interest in and ap-

preciation of symphonic music, and interest hi

learning to play an instrument of the brass group.

Teachers reported that the selections used had

wide appeal. Some felt that information on the

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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origins of the different instruments and diagrams

indicating how the sound is produced would have

increased the value of the film.

The photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The appearance, tonal quality, tech-

nique of playing, and types of music commonly

played by each of the members of the brass group.

A symphony orchestra plays a portion of the

final movement of Beethoven's Symphony No. 5,

in which the brass choir has a leading part. Views

of the trumpet section accompany the commen-

tator's statement that this important group
carries the dramatic soprano parts. There follows

a short selection by the trumpet group. The

"Nocturne" from Mendelssohn's Midsummer

Night's Dream demonstrates the mellow, mysteri-

ous quality of the French horn. During this

selection several close-ups of the French horn

player indicate the technique of playing this

instrument. The commentator says that the tonal

quality of the French horn blends nicely with

that of the wood winds, and that these instruments

are frequently played together.

A trombone ensemble playing the "Pilgrim's

Chorus" from Tannhaiiser indicates the technique
of playing and the appearance of this instrument.

The commentator explains that the "basso

profundo" of the brass choir is the tuba whose

full round tones portray massiveness and power.
A close-up indicates the technique of playing this

instrument. The commentator says that the

qualities of the instruments of the brass choir

combine brilliance and power and therefore this

group is frequently used in building up climaxes.

The playing of Wagner's overture to Tannhaiiser

illustrates this statement.

47. Brazil (People of the Plantations) int-jh-sh-c

llmin sd Erpi 1941

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

111, Ind, Iowa, Ky, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, SamHous, SD, Syr, TexCW,
TexTech, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) indicating the

life of plantation workers in Brazil and their

varied racial ancestry, (2) showing some of the

activities on a large fazenda, (3) demonstrating the

processes of picking, processing, and shipping

coffee, (4) suggesting the living conditions of

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

wealthy Brazilians, and (5) giving impressions of

the major cities, different regions, and the size of

Brazil. Should be useful in giving an under-

standing of the people of Brazil and the economic

significance of the country, as well as in develop-

ing an understanding of inter-American problems.
This film gives a well-balanced presentation of

the products and people of several sections of

Brazil. Impressions are given of the life of both

the wealthy and poorer classes. The many races

making up Brazil's population are brought out

by some excellent close-ups of the people. The
occasional use of Portuguese dialogue is an in-

teresting feature of the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Life of the people of Brazil with

special emphasis on plantation activities.

On a map of South America the size of Brazil

is compared with that of the United States. The
Amazon basin, northeast region, and the southern

and central uplands, and the cities of Rio de

Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and Santos are located. The
chief products of each region are indicated. The
size and importance of Rio de Janeiro is empha-
sized as scenes of its harbor, shore line, and airport

are shown.

An airplane lands at the airport, and Senhor

Azevedo, a wealthy plantation owner, leaves the

plane. He enters his automobile, and drives to a

residential section of Rio de Janeiro. Seated in

his study, Senhor Azevedo carries on a telephone
conversation with his agent concerning the han-

dling of the produce of his plantation, the Fazenda

Francisco.

The next sequence begins with scenes of the

fazenda. The commentator explains that it

comprises well over 40,000 acres and is located

some 600 miles inland from Rio de Janeiro. Mem-
bers of a Portuguese family, the Silvas, are shown

at work in the coffee groves of the plantation.

The father strips the coffee berries from the

branches. Pedro, a son, rakes the fallen berries

into piles. A daughter, Chiquita, cleans the

coffee by tossing it into the air over a sifting

screen.

Paulo, the oldest Silva boy, sets out for school

on horseback with his younger brother, Zaquinha.
The commentator says that Paulo has a horse to

ride because he is an errand boy on the plantation,

and that Zaquinha is fortunate for usually only
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the children of plantation foremen and managers

are permitted to go to school the others must

work. In the kitchen Mother Silva prepares the

midmorning meal for the members of the family

who are working in the coffee groves. The racial

backgrounds of the coffee workers are shown by

close-ups of men, women, and children representing

northern and southern Europeans, mestizos, and

Negroes. A foreman signals the rest period by

blowing a horn, and the Silvas along with the other

workers stop for lunch and recreation.

Zaquinha's class is an out-of-doors session near

the schoolhouse. The teacher addresses the

students, and some of them are shown reciting.

Paulo, the errand boy, calls at the office of the

fazenda manager and receives a message that he

is to deliver to the sugar-cane weighing shed. On
his way Paulo passes the homes of plantation

foremen, cane fields, and a number of workers

cutting and tying cane. The commentator says

that sugar cane, which was once Brazil's basic

crop, is again becoming highly important.

In the late afternoon Chiquita fills a sack with

sifted coffee berries, and her father carries it to a

donkey cart. Carts loaded with coffee pass

from the groves, and arrive at a central station

where they are unloaded and the coffee washed in

a trough. On hand trucks the berries are moved

to the drying areas where they are spread out in

the sun. As the day closes, tarpaulins are placed

over the piles of coffee to protect them from mois-

ture.

The Silva family attends a Wednesday evening

church service. The commentator says this

offers a change from the monotony of the workaday
routine.

The final sequence shows coffee being unloaded

from trucks at Santos. Conveyer systems, steve-

dores, and cranes load ships with coffee. There

is a closing view of Santos harbor at sunset.

48. Breathing int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman 1929

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Colo, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn,

Mo, OhioDptE, PaCW, PaMil, Syr, Tex-

Tech, VaBdE, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

structure and function of the respiratory system.

Found useful in developing an understanding of the

process of breathing under various living condi-

tions, and an appreciation of the importance of the

respiratory system to general health.

Teachers and students commented on the clarity

of the diagrams and the good use of animation and

models. Student reactions indicated that many
of the processes shown require more adequate

explanation than is provided in the titles.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The organs, structure, and functions

of the respiratory system, shown through straight

photography, animation, and diagrams.

Opens with scenes of a track meet and a football

game. An animated diagram indicates the move-

ments of the ribs and diaphragm in breathing.

Apparatus, consisting of a bell jar and two balloons

on a Y tube, demonstrate the manner in which

the capacity of the chest cavity is increased by
the action of the diaphragm. A demonstration

of artificial respiration further explains the mechan-

ics of breathing.

The breathing passages are located and named in

several diagrams of the head and skull. A title

stating that breathing passages are lined with

ciliated epithelium is followed by microscopic

views of the cilia in the passages. The location

of adenoids and tonsils is shown on a diagram.

On another diagram the location of the larynx,

pharynx, esophagus, epiglottis, and vocal cords

is pointed out. These organs are outlined on a

model, and animation is used to illustrate the

working of the vocal cords.

A sequence dealing with the structure and

function of the lungs is introduced with cutaway

diagrams of ventral, side, and dorsal views of the

human thorax. An animated diagram shows that

in breathing the lungs fill the chest cavity. That

the lungs are more completely filled during vigor-

ous exercise is demonstrated by animated dia-

grams and views of a man at a lung-testing ap-

paratus. The trachea, bronchi, and alveoli are

pointed out on a series of diagrams. An animated

diagram shows blood flowing through the network

of capillaries surrounding an alveolus and the

exchange of carbon dioxide and oxygen between

the red corpuscles and the air. A series of dia-

grams suggests the huge number of alveoli that

make up the lungs. The film closes with views of

a crew race and a swimming meet.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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49. Britain's Undernourished jh-sh-c 7min sd

March of Time 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Iowa, Minn, Ohio-

DptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) suggesting

British concern over the discovery in 1937 that

many of the young men of army age were under-

nourished, (2) showing some of the steps taken to

restore health and physical fitness, and (3) indicat-

ing British dependence on food imports and fear

that in tune of war these imports may be cut off.

Should be useful in developing the understanding

that national strength depends upon the strength

of the citizenry.

The film is clearly and effectively organized.

Though this film deals with the British situation

in 1937, some of the issues that it raises are also

of importance in the defense of the United States.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. England's concern over the dis-

covery that many of her young men of army age

were undernourished.

There are views of characteristic English foods,

roast beef and plum pudding. Freighters are

shown as the commentator says that England is

dependent upon imports for more than one-half

of her food supply and that without imports

Britain's population would starve in three months.

The commentator says that Britain fears that in

time of war her food supply may be cut off.

Alfred Duff Cooper is shown asking for recruits for

the British army. Recruits receive medical

examinations as the commentator explains that

out of three applicants two fail one because of

disease, the other because of undernourishment.

A thin boy is examined and is told that he is

underweight. He apologizes for his condition,

says that he is unemployed and that it is difficult

for hun to get proper food. Scenes of blighted

industrial areas indicate that economic distress

is largely responsible for the failure of the people

to secure adequate food.

An authority on diet and health reports that

twenty-two million people are undernourished in

Britain. Julian S. Huxley, Secretary of the

London Zoological Society, says that the animals

in London's zoo are better fed than the British

people. Sir Kingsley Wood claims that the poor

physical condition of the British people is not due

to lack of food, but to their failure to eat the right

food and to take enough exercise. The com-

mentator says that a campaign is undertaken to

sidetrack criticism of the government's food policy

and to initiate a campaign for fresh air and physi-

cal exercise. There are views of bicyclists and of

men and women taking exercises.

The Archbishop of York states that the trouble

is lack of proper food and not lack of exercise.

The commentator says that, as a result of the

agitation, health centers were established where

people could get cheap well-balanced meals,

dietary advice, and exercise. There are several

views of one of these centers in operation.

The ministry of war also takes action. The

commentator says it was announced that hence-

forth there would be four meals a day in the army
instead of three. There are views of conditioning

camps established for young men in poor physical

condition who wished to join the army. Children

of parents on relief are shown receiving free meals

at school.

SO. Broad Stroke Drawing int-jh-sh-c llmin sd

Ideal and Spot 1939

Other sources: Calif, ColFC, Ind, IntFB,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing the essential

techniques of broad stroke drawing, and some of

the subjects adapted to this medium. Should

be useful in giving an understanding of the freedom

of movement needed in some types of drawing,

and stimulating a desire to try broad stroke draw-

ing as a medium of expression.

The characteristics of this art medium are made

clear with the aid of simple narration. The

lilting music enriches the creative atmosphere of

the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Illustration and explanation of the

techniques of broad stroke drawing.

The art instructor is seated at a drawing board.

He opens a desk drawer and selects drawing ma-

terial. The commentator explains that carbon,

graphite, or wax may be used for this type of

drawing. A simple illustration shows that the

long edge of the crayon is used for wide strokes

and the short edge for narrow strokes. An even

line is produced by pressure on the center of the

crayon and a shaded line by pressure at one end.
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Proceeding with freedom, the artist makes simple

strokes on a piece of drawing paper. The com-

mentator says that the choice of paper and kind

of stroke affect the quality of the work. Simple

decorative designs become more complex as the

deft hand of the artist develops and embellishes

them. As the paper is turned from time to time,

the commentator explains that the artist is working

on a drawing table with a revolving center. A
graphite stick is notched so that when applied to

the paper it gives the appearance of three distinct

strokes. Here, as in other sections of the film,

a soft musical background accentuates the rhyth-

mic quality of the drawing.

The artist now uses the broad stroke technique

in drawing common objects. He quickly draws a

book using broad treatment of light and shadow.

He works rapidly and with great freedom. As

the artist draws a water can, the commentator

says that general impressions are more important

than detail in this type of drawing. The com-

mentator warns that hands must be kept off the

surface of the paper in order to avoid smudging,

and says not to erase if serious mistakes are made,

just start over. The artist makes a few simple

lines which, as they develop, prove to be the face

of a "sad-eyed cat." As the artist works on a

basket, the commentator explains that paper

should be selected to match the texture of the ob-

ject that is being drawn. In the final episode a

girl is shown at work; her drawing develops into

a playful treatment of "Jo-Jo, the jovial giraffe."

The pupil hands the work to the instructor, and

the commentator invites his listeners to try a

hand at broad stroke drawing.

51. The Builders int-jh-sh 20min sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: ETexBur, Ga, 111, Ind, Mich,

NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, SC, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) sug-

gesting possible vocational opportunities in the

building trades, (2) showing actual steps in the

construction of a large building, and (3) indicating

the wide variety of materials used in construction

work. Found useful in developing an appreciation

of the skill required in the building trades and

showing the extent of interdependence among the

various trades in building construction.

It was used with greater success in the junior

and senior high schools than in the intermediate

grades. The film was orderly in its presentation

and included processes otherwise difficult to pre-

sent directly to students because of industrial

hazard. Some teachers commented on the wide

variety of occupations shown; others, however,

thought that the film attempted to cover too much
in the limited time available.

Photography is good, sound fair.

Contents. The work of men in several building

trades in the construction of skyscrapers.

An engineer views a large building under con-

struction. He states that in such work thousands

of men, each a specialist in his own trade, function

as a single unit upon one tremendous building

feat. Several scenes depicting building achieve-

ments in other areas are followed by scenes in a

drafting office where architectural plans for a large

building are being prepared.

As wrecking and excavating activities are shown,
the commentator describes the work of several

specialists who have received subcontracts for

their part in completing the building. Structural-

steel workers fit huge girders into place. Others

install plumbing and heating equipment. Car-

penters instah
1

floor arch forms, lathers stretch

reinforcing wire over wood forms, and concrete

workers pour the concrete. After electrical

conduits are laid, skilled cement finishers apply
the final smooth finish to the floor. Bricklayers

work on exterior walls, and marble setters and

finishers cut and fit marble slabs for interior walls.

Plumbers install pipes that supply water or remove

waste. Masons erect interior terra-cotta parti-

tions.

The work of the tile setters is demonstrated.

Several men lay a roof surface on a specially pre-

pared base. A mason lays a mosaic floor. The
commentator discusses recent changes in this

work. Plasterers apply rough and finishing coats

to walls, and a terrazzo floor is smoothed and

polished.

On the exterior, large stones are set into place

according to blueprint specifications, metal window

frames are installed, and roof surfaces are weather-

proofed with copper sheeting. After elevators are

installed and window panes set into place,

painters apply finishing touches to the work of the

men preceding them. The film concludes with

a montage of skyscraper construction as the com-

mentator emphasizes the necessity for cooperation
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among the members of building trades in creating mentator says that ichneumon fly larvae will

feed on butterfly larvae and kill them.

An adult swallowtail is shown. The com-
mentator says that it lays its eggs singly instead

of in clusters. A microscopic view shows a larva

eating its way out of an egg. As the larva crawls

on a plant, the commentator states that, since

all butterfly larvae eat leaves, the adult butterfly

unfailingly lays its eggs on the plant upon which

the larvae feed. The larva of the swallowtail

molts three times. It eats its discarded skin.

A close-up reveals the sidewise action of the jaws.

When irritated the larva extends two hornlike

projections on its head which, the commentator

explains, exude a bad-smelling substance which

drives away its enemies. A close-up shows the

larva attaching itself to a silken button. It also

makes a girdle of silk to support the fore part of its

body. Time-lapse views show the emergence of

the adult from the chrysalis and the body juices

flowing into and distending the wings.

The film ends with views of several butterflies

among flowers as the commentator describes their

valuable service in carrying pollen.

a new structure.

52. Butterflies pri-int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colo, Colu, ETexBur, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky,

LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil,

SamHous, SanAnt, SC, StAmb, Syr, Tenn,

Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt,

Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing
the life cycle of the butterfly, (2) indicating the

economic importance of butterflies some harmful

and some beneficial types. Found useful in

developing an understanding of the natural control

of insects through parasitism, and in stimulating

an interest in insect life.

Although some teachers found the commentary
too advanced for the primary grades, the film

motivated both language and pictorial expression

at this level. Teachers noted the care taken in

presenting the complete life cycle in the case of

each of the butterflies shown. Time-lapse and

close-up photography were effectively used in the

film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The four stages in the metamorphosis
of insects depicted in the life cycle of two common
butterflies.

Opens with an animated diagram of the egg,

larva, pupa, and adult stages. A cabbage butter-

fly lays its eggs on the underside of a leaf. Follow-

ing a close-up of an egg cluster, the commentator

says that each egg is yellow and about as large as

a pinhead. A highly magnified time-lapse view

shows larvae emerging from the eggs and having
their first meal their own eggshells. Subsequent
views of larvae feeding on a cabbage leaf indicate

the damage they do to farmers' crops. One larva

spins a girdle of silk and fastens itself to the under-

side of a leaf. Its skin splits and the chrysalis

emerges. An adult emerges from a chrysalis.

A time-lapse view shows the body juices flowing

into' and distending the crumpled wings of the

newly emerged cabbage butterfly. The adult of

the ichneumon fly lays its eggs in the larvae and

in the eggs of the cabbage butterfly. The com-

53. Canals of England int-jh-sh 20min sd Erip
1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

Ind, Iowa, Kan, Mich, Minn, NC, Ohio-

DptE, Okla, OreSt, SamHous, TexCW,
TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) in-

dicating the importance of canals in the English

transportation system, past and present, (2)

demonstrating the operation and maintenance of

the canal system, (3) providing impressions of the

life of families living on canalboats in England.

Found useful in pointing out the values of trans-

portation by canal and indicating the effect of the

Industrial Revolution on transportation. Should

be useful in developing the generalization that

services arise to meet specific needs and begin to

decline when those needs diminish or are met by
more efficient means.

Students were particularly interested in the

people who live on the canals, their speech, and

their home life. The type of boat used, the cargo
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carried, and the working of the locks were effec-

tively presented.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Development, operation, and main-

tenance of the canals of England, the life of the

people who operate the canalboats, and the rela-

tion of canals to modern transportation.

Cargo-kden boats move along the canals

through the English countryside. Animated maps
show the development of the canals beginning in

1761; later development of the railroads is im-

posed upon the same map.
In London Harbor river barges take on cargoes

of steel, wood, and paper, then proceed on their

way up the Thames to the canals. As a boat

passes through a tunnel, the commentator ex-

plains that the canal builders had to solve the

problem of providing a level route through an

uneven country. A Diesel-powered boat is

contrasted with an old-fashioned horse-drawn

boat. It is shown that concrete bank linings were

built to prevent erosion. A dredge removes

eroded soil from the channel. As a canalboat

moves through a lock, the commentator explains

the operation of the lock. A pumping station,

a reservoir, and an artesian well indicate the

sources of water needed to operate the canals.

The first reel concludes with a treatment of some

of the problems of maintenance and construction.

A Diesel boat is refueled. At a boat works ac-

tivities of scraping, painting, repairing, and

launching are shown. A boat that has broken

down is repaired by a service man who arrives on

a motorcycle. Construction problems are sug-

gested as aqueducts are shown over streams, rail-

roads, and roads.

The second reel opens with views of the living

quarters on a boat. A woman is shown cooking
a meal on board the boat. Children are asleep

in quarters below deck. All members of the

family join in scrubbing the boat and shining the

brass. Children are shown playing with their

pets, studying, and helping operate the boat.

The commentator says that it is only during stops

at the terminals that the children have a chance

to go to school. At a terminal women purchase
food at the market and men visit the tavern.

As the boat moves along, landmarks along the

bank are identified.

At Birmingham boats unload their cargoes of

steel, paper, and lumber. The children leave the

boat to attend school. The boatmen discuss their

work. Boats and barges with their varied cargoes

move along the canals. Factories are located

along the canal routes. There are views of trains

which, the commentator explains, carry cargoes

once handled by the boats. A graph shows the

canals' declining cargo tonnage. Trains, trucks,

and airplanes are shown as more modern means of

transportation. A horse-drawn barge is con-

trasted with a Diesel boat, and an old castle with

a modern industrial plant.

54. Cancer Its Cure and Prevention jh-sh-c

6min sd March of Time 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Iowa,

Kan, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Okla, Syr,

Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) giving

an over-all view of work being done by private

and governmental agencies in fighting cancer, (2)

exposing quacks who prey upon victims of cancer,

and (3) emphasizing the fact that cancer, to be

cured, must be diagnosed and treated in its early

stages. Found useful in illustrating the method

of attack upon an important health problem, and

in developing an appreciation of the efforts of

medical scientists to discover a cure for cancer.

Teachers reported that students were intensely

interested in the film. The film treatment is non-

technical.

Sound and photography are excellent.

Contents. The work of medical researchers in

their efforts to discover the causes and cures for

cancer, and of organizations in combating popular

ignorance and fear of cancer.

Opens with views of medical students in class-

rooms, laboratories, and operating rooms as the

commentator says that the highest ambition of

every medical student is to add to the sum of

medical knowledge.

A title states that cancer is still a mystery to

medical science. Patients who are victims of

cancer are shown in long rows of hospital beds.

The commentator states that in cancer "body cells

once normal, run wild." There is a microscopic

view of cells in rapid motion. Some important
researchers in cancer are shown at work in their

laboratories. Dr. Thomas Parran, Surgeon Gen-

eral of the United States, is introduced. He says
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that less than a half million dollars was spent in

1936 on cancer research. He deplores the fact

that so much money was spent for quack cures.

Dr. Morris Fishbein of the American Medical

Association is introduced. He warns against

quack cancer cures. There is a scene in a quack
cancer sanitarium where the doctor promises a cure

for an additional fee. There is also a view of a

radio station located in Mexico from which adver-

tising for fraudulent cancer cures is broadcasted.

Accompanying scenes of medical researchers in-

terested in cancer cure and prevention is the com-

mentator's statement that America's doctors and

surgeons are uniting to urge the need for public

information concerning cancer. Grace Morrison

Poole is introduced as heading a group of women
who are working with the American Society for the

Control of Cancer. X-ray and radium equipment
illustrate new methods for treating cancer. The

commentator tells of an appropriation made by
the Rockefeller Foundation for the study of cancer

at the New York Memorial Hospital. There are

views of the New York Memorial Hospital and of

some of the laboratory equipment being added for

for the study. The commentator states that the

American College of Surgeons recorded 24,000

actual cancer cures in 1934. A cancer patient,

accompanied by her family, is shown leaving a

hospital.

55. Carbon Monoxide: The Unseen Danger int-

jh-sh 15min si U. S. Bur. of Mines (Mine

Safety Appliances Co.; Hupp Motor Car

Corp.) 1928

Other sources: Bos, Colo, 111, Ind, Kan,
PaMil

Appraisal. Reported good for indicating the

situations which may lead to carbon-monoxide

poisoning, and demonstrating correct procedures

when asphyxiation occurs.

The out-of-date clothing and automobiles con-

siderably weakened the film's effectiveness.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Dramatization of a case of carbon-

monoxide poisoning and of situations in which such

poisoning occurs; demonstration of first-aid treat-

ment for carbon-monoxide victims.

Newspaper headlines tell of cases of carbon-

monoxide poisoning. A title states that this gas

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

is colorless, odorless, and tasteless, and that it

gives no warning.

A man enters his garage. The wind blows the

doors shut, but the man does not go back to re-

open them. He starts the motor and lets it warm

up. In the house his wife and son wait for him

to drive the car around to the front door. After

some time they grow anxious, go out to the garage,

and find the man unconscious. The son directs

his mother to call a doctor, drags his father out-

side, and begins artificial respiration. The doctor

calls the fire department and asks them to bring

their oxygen equipment. The boy continues to

give artificial respiration as the firemen administer

oxygen. Soon the father is moved into the house

where the doctor says he will recover after a few

hours' rest. A title states that this man was

saved by prompt discovery and correct treatment.

The following dangerous situations are drama-

tized in ensuing scenes: tinkering with a running

motor in a garage, charging the battery by running
the engine in a closed garage, poorly ventilated

garages and repair shops, poorly adjusted gas

heaters, leaky gas connections, water heaters

without flue connections, and gas burners that

have accidently been put out with the gas still

flowing. Closing titles list safety rules for dealing

with carbon monoxide.

56. The Carbon-Oxygen Cycle jh-sh ISmin si

Eastman 1937

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, 111, Ind,

IntFB, lowaA&M, LaDptE, Mich, Minn,

Mo, OhioDptE, SD, Wis

Appraisal. Good for illustrating the carbon-

oxygen cycle as it relates to plants, the human

body, decaying foods, fish, and plants in an aquar-

ium. Should be useful in showing the importance

of carbon and oxygen in living forms.

The animation is somewhat uneven in quality.

The use of the film in class should be preceded by
some study of the carbon-oxygen cycle.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Important phases of the carbon-

oxygen cycle, presented through natural pho-

tography and animation.

A view of trees is followed by an animated

drawing that shows how leaves use carbon dioxide.

In the drawing carbon dioxide and water symbols

enter the leaf, sunlight falls on the leaf, oxygen is
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released into the air, and carbon compounds pass

from the leaf to the stem. Lumbermen cut down

a tree and saw it into suitable lengths for firewood.

One of the lumbermen starts a fire. The fire

fades into an animated drawing showing the chem-

ical breakdown that takes place in burning. The

sequence concludes with an animated drawing of

the complete carbon-oxygen cycle as it relates to

the use of wood for fuel.

The next sequence deals with carbon compounds.
A housewife is seen at her kitchen table putting

slices of bread into an electric toaster. She is

called from the room and returns to find the toast

burned. She scrapes the carbon surface from the

toast. This indicates that bread is a carbon com-

pound. An episode in which a boy picks and

eats an apple is used to demonstrate the function

of the human body in the carbon-oxygen cycle.

Superimposed animated symbols represent carbon

compounds entering the apple through a twig.

A boy picks the apple and bites into it. As he

chews the apple, animated symbols representing

oxygen pass from the air into the boy's nose and

mouth. This is followed by drawings showing

blood circulation in the human body. In the

muscle fibers red and white corpuscles are pictured

passing through the capillaries. The exchange of

oxygen and carbon dioxide is shown by moving
black and white dots. The passage of blood from

the heart to the capillaries of the lungs is shown

in another animated drawing. Again, the boy

eating the apple is shown. Symbols indicate that

he is exhaling carbon dioxide. Animation shows

the complete carbon-oxygen cycle as it relates to

food.

Following the title, "Decaying foods and fuels

also return carbon dioxide to the air," a man is

shown poking a stick into a decayed log and pick-

ing up a handful of decayed vegetable matter.

This is followed by an animated drawing of a log

on which the terms "bacteria" and "oxygen"
come together and are replaced with "carbon

dioxide." Views of an aquarium show fish nib-

bling at plants. Superimposed titles and anima-

tion indicate that oxygen travels from the plant to

the fish and that carbon dioxide passes from the

gills of the fish back into the green plants.

57. Care of the Teeth pri-int-jh-sh ISmin si

Eastman 1930

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

Fla, 111, Ind, IntFB, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

PaMil, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexTech, VaBdE,
WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

structure of the teeth and the nature of tooth de-

cay, (2) indicating the work of the dentist and the

dental hygienist, and (3) demonstrating rules for

the proper care of the teeth. Found of some use

in illustrating the importance of correct diet to

good health.

The demonstration of proper brush techniques

and the diagrams of tooth structure were con-

sidered effective. Reports seem to indicate that

the film is most effective at the intermediate and

junior high school levels.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The proper care of the teeth, pre-

sented through diagrams, X-ray views, and

straight photography.
A title states, "Teeth are built from the food we

eat." Scenes of a girl eating suggest a diet con-

ducive to the formation of healthy teeth. Arrows

on a diagram indicate the parts of a tooth, and

titles give the proportion of each part that is

composed of organic material. A title suggests

the value of vigorous chewing in making strong

teeth.

Preventive measures against tooth decay are

introduced by close-up views of one child's badly
stained teeth. Scenes of a boy having his teeth

cleaned include a close-up of a dental hygienist

removing tartar from the inside surfaces of the

teeth. An approved method of brushing teeth

is demonstrated by the dental hygienist. A title

stating that decay usually starts in places hard

to keep clean is followed by an animated diagram

indicating danger points between the teeth and

on the crown. Further animation describes the

spread of the decay through the enamel and den-

tine and toward the dental pulp. A title states

that dentists can repair decayed teeth. There

follow several scenes in which a dentist locates a

cavity, removes the decayed material, and fills the

cavity. A title states that, if a tooth is not re-

paired in time, it may die and an abscess may form

on the root. Animated diagrams indicate the

four stages of tooth decay and the formation of an

abscess. An X-ray view of an abscessed tooth

follows.
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The harmful results of mouth breathing and

finger sucking are demonstrated. Several close-

ups illustrate a title stating that bad teeth may be

caused by childhood diseases. Straightening of

crooked teeth is indicated by views of crooked

teeth, the same teeth braced, and the straightened

teeth. A girl demonstrates the proper home care

of the teeth, brushes her teeth carefully, uses

dental floss, and rinses her mouth with salt

solution.

58. Carlsbad Caverns int-jh-sh ISmin si U.S.

Interior 1936

Other sources: Bos, Colo, ETexBur, Ga, 111,

IntFB, Iowa, lowaA&M, Elan, Mo, Ohio-

DptE, OreSt, PaMil, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) providing

impressions of the appearance of the Carlsbad

Caverns and surrounding country, (2) explaining
the origin of the Caverns, (3) presenting informa-

tion concerning geologic formation of caves,

stalagmites, stalactites, and helictites. Found
useful in indicating the work of the government
in developing national park areas.

Teachers and students were particularly in-

terested in the sequence dealing with the formation

of caves.

Explanatory titles are somewhat lengthy,

Some scenes in poorly lighted sections of the

Caverns are underexposed. Otherwise, photog-

raphy is good.

Contents. Carlsbad Caverns and the sur-

rounding area.

Views of the Guadalupe Mountains in south-

western New Mexico are shown. A map indicates

the location of the Caverns. In the town of

Carlsbad several tourist cabin camps are shown.

A title indicates that the Caverns, originally under

water, resulted from uplifting movements that

formed the Rocky Mountains. Various types of

desert plants which have adapted to a dry climate

are shown.

Entrance to the Caverns is made from a trail.

A party of visitors listen to a ranger's explanation

of the Caverns' formation. An animated diagram
shows that in the first stage of the Caverns'

formation, water seeped through the limestone

to form large roomlike cavities. In the second

stage, water seeped through the tops of the rooms.

A title states that water gave off carbon dioxide and

lost its ability to hold minerals in solution. As
a result, deposition took place and stalactites and

stalagmites were formed. These are shown in

various shapes and sizes. Twisted forms, or

helictites, are also shown.

A crowd gathers for lunch at an underground
restaurant. A drawing shows that one of the

Caverns' rooms is large enough to house the

"Normandie." Many daggerlike stalactites are

shown suspended from the ceiling.

59. Catalysis sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ColFC, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

111, Ind, Iowa, Elan, LaDptE, Mich, Minn.

NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
PaKutz, SamHous, SanAnt, Tenn, Tex-

Tech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) ex-

plaining the nature of catalytic action and (2)

indicating the importance of positive and negative

catalysts in making possible many chemical

processes essential to modern life.

It was reported that the animated diagrams

presented concepts dealing with catalysis more

clearly than they could have been presented by
other mediums of instruction. Since the subject

and its presentation is somewhat advanced, some

study of the topic should precede the showing.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Properties of catalysts, and several

industrial applications of catalytic action, demon-

strated by animation and straight photography.

Begins with views of a chemical plant as the

commentator calls attention to the use of catalysts

in modern industry. The effect of a catalyst,

manganese dioxide, upon heated potassium chlo-

rate is demonstrated. The phenomenon of ad-

sorption is demonstrated with the use of metallic

palladium and hydrogen gas. The commentator

states that in most cases the catalyst not only

adsorbs but activates the molecules.

Catalytic activation and surface reaction are

demonstrated by animated diagrams. A catalyst

is introduced into two substances that normally

react very slowly. The substances are repre-

sented by units shaped like bar bells, and the

catalytic agent is represented by peaklike units at

the bottom of the drawing. The commentator

states that because molecules tend to be ad-
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sorbed on the peaks their atoms may be pulled

farther apart by the catalyst, thus weakening the

bonds that hold them together. Further anima-

tions illustrate how the reaction is stopped by the

poisoning of the catalyst.

Catalytic action in gases and solutions is demon-

strated by the addition of cupric ions to sodium

sulphite and oxygen. The commentator states

that in reactions of this type the catalyst often

acts in the formation of intermediate compounds.
This analogy is demonstrated by showing that in a

basketball game it is sometimes quicker to pass

a ball through an intermediate player than to pass

it directly. Further animation shows the function

of a catalyst in forming intermediate compounds
and facilitating reactions. The use of negative

catalysts in preventing rapid oxidation and harden-

ing of rubber is described. The effect of an in-

hibitor, hydroquinone, on the rate of reaction be-

tween benzaldehyde and oxygen is demonstrated.

More complex chain reactions are demonstrated

with the use of hydrogen and chlorine. In a

darkened room this mixture does not react; but,

when it is exposed to light, it explodes. Anima-

tions indicate the steps by which this chain re-

action occurs and is broken. The use of tetraethyl

lead to eliminate gasoline engine knock through

breaking chain reactions is demonstrated. The
film closes with views illustrating practical appli-

cations of catalytic action.

60. Cattle int-jh ISmin si Eastman 1928

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, 111, Ind,

Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Syr, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving

impressions of important aspects of cattle raising

and (2) furnishing impressions of the appearance
of the range country and the activities of the people
who live and work there. Also used to provide

background for reading and language activities.

Both teachers and pupils said that the film made
the literature of the West more meaningful. The
film is illustrative rather than dramatic in its

organization. Children were especially interested

in the dipping and branding processes shown.

Titles and photography are fair.

Contents. Impressions of activities on a western

cattle ranch.

Views of cowboys tending cattle on the range
are shown. A title stating that a brand is a mark

of ownership is followed by a close-up of a brand

on a calf. A camp cook prepares a meal and serves

it to the cowboys who eat while sitting on the

ground.

Activities connected with the roundup begin

as cowboys saddle their horses, mount, and ride

out on the range. Cowboys close in on the cattle,

drive them into a corral, separate the calves from

the herd, and force them to swim through a tank

of disinfectant. Feed for the winter is cut from

the hayfields. Hay is mowed, raked into wind-

rows, and moved to the stacker.

A title states that cattle 4 years old are ready
for market. There follow views of cattle being
driven from the range to stockyards near a rail-

road. The cattle are driven into the waiting

stock cars and started on their way to market.

Recreational activities of the western cowboys
are indicated by views at a rodeo. Cowboys ride

bucking horses and steers, bulldog steers, and

demonstrate trick roping. The film closes with

views of several cowboys gathered around a camp-
fire after sundown.

61. The Cattleman pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi
1939

Other sources: Bos, BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur,

Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, KanCity, Me, Mich, Minn, NC,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SamHous, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for furnishing im-

pressions of life and work on a cattle ranch, and

useful in giving an understanding of an important
source of meat. Should be useful in providing

background for the study of cowboy music.

Students were particularly impressed by the

singing and the roundup scenes. Some teachers

may feel that the film's treatment is romanticized.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Impressions of life on a cattle ranch.

General views of the landscape and ranch

buildings are first shown. A cook beats a steel

triangle to call the men to breakfast. Mr.

Christenson, the owner, and his family, eat with

the men. As they enjoy a bounteous breakfast the

day's work is planned. Young Tom Christenson

and his sister, Helen, mount horses and ride off

as the commentator remarks that they need an

early start to get to school many miles away.
Mrs. Christenson drives to the general store hi
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a nearby town to purchase food supplies. Cow-

boys repair a fence and drive cattle to the range

in the foothills. A crop of meadow hay is irri-

gated with water diverted from a nearby mountain

stream. The ranch bkcksmith shoes a horse.

A herd of half-wild horses is driven into a corral.

One horse is singled out, roped, thrown, saddled,

and ridden into submission.

In early summer the hay is mowed, raked, and

stacked. A derrick is used to lift each load of hay
to the top of the stack. The commentator says

that the hay will be used to feed the cattle that

remain on the ranch during the winter.

At the end of the summer the roundup is begun.

Mr. Christenson gives directions as the general

preparations get under way. The start of the

roundup is signaled by the departure of the chuck

wagon. Cowboys drive herds down to the plains

from the high ranges. At the close of the day the

cowboys loll around the chuck wagon eating and

resting. One cowboy sings and plays his guitar

by the light of the campfire. (Several stanzas

of the song are sung.) Finally, the Christenson

herds are assembled and driven into corrals.

Animals with long horns are dehorned with a large

pair of clippers. Calves are branded with hot

irons, and immunizing serums are administered

under government supervision. Finally, the mar-

ketable steers are culled out, driven to the nearest

railroad, and loaded on a cattle train. Their

work finished, the cowboys start for home singing

a cowboy song.

62. Central America int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman

1929

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, VaBdE, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for furnishing im-

pressions of the climate, topographical features,

crops, and industries of Central America. Found

useful in furthering a realization of the primitive

ways of living that persist in some parts of Latin

America.

The information given by the film on mahogany,

bananas, cacao, and coffee was of particular in-

terest. Students expressed a desire to see more

of the people, their homes, and their customs.

The film might be used in connection with a dis-

cussion of our commercial relations with Central

America.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Location of mahogany, banana, coffee,

and cacao regions of Central America and im-

pressions of the methods used in growing and

processing these products.

There are views of palm trees along the coast,

a tropical forest, and a street in Guatemala City.

A map outlines the states of Central America

and indicates the location of the capital of Gua-

temala. Scenes of natives in an open market

place are followed by views of the highland around

Guatemala City. Views of higher arid country

are contrasted with those of the tropical coastal

plain with its luxuriant vegetation. Scenes of

natives plowing suggest agricultural activities on

the coastal plain.

A sequence on logging of mahogany is introduced

by a map on which the areas of mahogany forests

are indicated. A native climbs a tall tree to

locate mahogany trees large enough for cutting.

Having spotted one, he descends and guides other

workers to it. An area around the tree is cleared

of vines and underbrush, a scaffold is built, and the

tree is felled. The tree is cut into lengths and

skidded to the bank of a stream. Logs are rolled

into the water and a native rides one downstream.

A map indicates the location of the banana-

growing areas of Central America. A jungle area

is cleared preparatory to planting bananas.

Close-ups show the rootstalks from which banana

plants grow. There follow views of young banana

plants and later scenes of plants about ten months

old which have already developed buds. A title

stating that bananas are gathered for shipment

while green is followed by scenes of cutting the

bunches of bananas from the trees, carrying them

to the siding, and loading them on freight cars for

shipment to the port.

The location of cacao-producing areas is in-

dicated on a map. There follow views of cacao

pods on the trees. A close-up reveals the appear-

ance of the cacao pod as it is cut open.

The coffee-producing area of Central America

is located on a map. Scenes of the picking of

coffee berries are followed by a close-up of the

berry as its hull is removed, revealing the two

beans inside. A map indicating Limon is followed
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by views of the loading of coffee and bananas at this

port.

63. Chaparral int-jh-sh 30min si U. S. Agric. 1935

Other sources: Calif, Mich, OreSt, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported good for showing that

chaparral coverings for a watershed help prevent

floods and soil erosion. Found useful in showing
the necessity for water conservation in California,

and in developing an appreciation of the impor-

tance of conservation.

The film stimulated discussion of the causes of

forest fires and related conservation problems.

It was of particular interest to classes in California.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The importance of preserving the

chaparral on the mountains of southern Cali-

fornia in order to maintain the flow of irrigation

water, and to prevent excessive erosion and

floods.

General scenes of Southern California are ac-

companied by a title stating that here nature has

been lavish with all her gifts save one water.

Views along the great California aqueduct are

followed by a title explaining that even with this

source of water Southern California still must

depend on the nearby chaparral-covered moun-

tains for 80 per cent of its water. There are

general views of the chaparral in rain and in

snow. A title states that this is a natural res-

ervoir. Dams and irrigation canals are shown.

Animated diagrams depict the "check-dam"

method of irrigation. Reel 1 ends with scenes

in irrigated orchards.

There are views of mountain lakes and forests,

automobiles loaded with campers and camping

equipment, and people swimming and boating.

A title states that more than a million people
each year use the national forests for recreation;

it is pointed out that a burning match or cigarette

carelessly thrown aside by any one of these

visitors may start a conflagration. A big fire

sweeps rapidly over the mountains; fighters and

equipment rush to combat the fire. Scenes of

destruction after the fire has passed are shown.

A close-up of rain drenching the denuded ground
reveals small gullies forming. Larger and larger

streams flow to the ocean. A title states that

this water is lost forever. Views of a flooded

cornfield, a deep gully in an orchard, a wrecked

house, and general flood damage indicate the

havoc caused by floods. The film closes with air-

plane views over the mountains and cities of

Southern California.

64. Chemistry and a Changing World jh-sh-c

llmin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, Colo, ETex-

Bur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Ky,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, PaCW,
SamHous, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for giving an impression
of the work of the chemist and for suggesting the

importance of chemistry in the modern world.

Should be useful in stimulating interest in chem-

istry as a vocation.

The film uses the manufacture of phosphoric
acid as an illustration, and gives an over-all im-

pression of the processes rather than a detailed

explanation. It moves at a very rapid rate, and

some preliminary study of the procedure in the

production of phosphoric acid should be made in

preparation for its showing.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The work of the research chemist

and the chemical engineer, and the scope and
influence of chemistry in modern life.

The opening sequence gives impressions of the

use of chemistry in testing steel; making ceramics;

testing the purity of water; making drugs; manu-

facturing soaps and paints; refining petroleum;
and making synthetic rubber, dyes, and plastics.

The research chemist is shown at work in the

laboratory. As the periodic table is shown, the

commentator says that around it all chemistry
centers. A group of chemists confer on the prob-
lem of making concentrated phosphoric acid from

electric furnace phosphorus. First, they decide

to read what has been written on the subject.

For this work they need a reading knowledge of

French and German. Other abilities essential to

success as a research chemist are suggested.

The chemical engineer works at his desk as the

commentator explains that the engineer takes the

processes worked out by the research chemist

and devises methods for commercial production.

He constructs a miniature of the plant for pro-

ducing phosphoric acid. Calculations are made on

maps to discover the best point at which to locate

the plant. Location is studied in relation to raw
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materials, power sources, and economical distribu-

tion. Draftsmen prepare flow sheets of material

and equipment. Finally, the structural blueprint

is prepared.

Brief scenes suggest the construction and com-

pletion of the plant. There are views of the phos-

phate pits where giant shovels load the matrix

into trucks. The matrix is carried to the washer

where it is classified and separated. Sand is re-

moved and the clay-bearing phosphate is mixed

with coke and fused into lumps. The lumps are

again mixed with coke and conveyed to the elec-

tric furnace. The commentator explains that

phosphorus vapors pass off and are condensed into

a liquid. The molten residue, calcium silicate,

is tapped off. The commentator says that it is

used as roadbed material. Ferrophosphorus,

another by-product, is used in the making of

steel. Carbon-monoxide gas is burned as a waste

product. The analytical chemists analyze the

new product. Tank cars are shown as the com-

mentator says that the final product is shipped to

other plants.

There are views of phosphorus burning in a

blast of air and views of Cottrell precipitators as

the commentator briefly explains the procedure

by which concentrated phosphoric acid is made

from elemental phosphorus. Many of the uses of

this acid are suggested by views of products.

65. Child Care Bathing the Infant sh-c 15min si

Eastman 1940

Other sources: 111, IntFB, Kan, Me, Minn,

OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) demonstrating proper

procedures in bathing an infant, and (2) showing

the equipment needed and its use. Should be

useful for instruction in one phase of infant care.

Bathing equipment is elaborate, but the tech-

nique may be adapted to use on lower economic

levels.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Demonstration of proper procedures

in bathing an infant.

There are views of several types of equipment
suited for use in bathing babies enameled tub,

spray tray, folding tub, and canvas table. Prep-

aration for the baby's bath is made as a mother

checks room temperature, towels and baby clothing

are arranged on a rack, water is drawn and placed

in the rubber tub, water temperature is checked,

and a large towel is placed on the baby's dressing

table. The baby is taken from her crib, placed

on the dressing table, undressed, and wrapped in a

towel. Cotton swabs are dipped in boiling water

and a light lubricant, and used to clean the baby's

nostrils and ears. The mother gives the baby a

sponge bath before placing her in the tub for a

regular bath. A title states that, when the baby
is a few weeks old, a little cold water is added to

the warm bath water. The baby is thoroughly

dried in the large towel, dressed, and returned to

her crib.

66. Child Care Feeding the Infant sh-c ISmin si

Eastman 1940

Other sources: 111, IntFB, Kan, Me, Minn,

OhioDptE, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) demonstrating meth-

ods of preparing babies' food, (2) suggesting ac-

ceptable techniques for feeding infants, and (3)

emphasizing the importance of cleanliness and

proper diet in child care. Should be useful for

instruction in this phase of infant care.

The film was particularly good for emphasizing

the necessity for cleanliness and care in feeding

infants.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Types of infant foods and their

preparation, and accepted practices in feeding

infants.

A title states that infants are fed at regular

tunes and that if they are asleep at feeding time

they are awakened. A mother takes her baby
from his crib, removes his diaper, and puts a clean

diaper on him. Following a title stating that the

best food for an infant is mother's milk, a

mother is shown nursing her baby.

In the next sequence a bottle-fed baby's formula

is prepared and fed to him. Bottles, nipples, and

other equipment are washed with soap and water,

rinsed, and boiled. Nipples are dipped in a

solution of boric acid before using. A title states

that formulas are prepared according to doctors'

prescriptions. Boiled water, prepared baby food,

and milk are combined in carefully measured

proportions. Milk is scalded and strained before

being used. The prepared formula is poured in

bottles and placed in the refrigerator. When it is

time to feed the infant, a bottle of the food is
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taken from the refrigerator and warmed to proper the amendment was submitted; Hoover, who

temperature. The mother washes her hands

before feeding the baby. The temperature of the

food is tested by sprinkling a little of it on the

forearm. The bottle is held for the baby as he

feeds in order that the nipple may be kept full of

milk. When empty the bottle is filled with cold

water and the nipple rinsed. The mother demon-

strates the manner in which she helps the baby
to raise air bubbles.

Several different foods are given to babies in the

final sequence. Orange juice is given from a

bottle and cod-liver oil is given from a spoon.

Grain cereal is prepared and fed to the baby with

a spoon. Cooked fruits and vegetables are

strained before being fed to babies. A title states

that additional foods may be prescribed by doctors.

67. The Child Labor Amendment int-jh-sh-c

7 min sd March of Time 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, Ind, Kan,

Minn, OhioDptE, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) presenting

the arguments for and against a child labor amend-

ment to the Constitution and (2) developing a

realization of the importance of the child labor

problem in the United States. Found useful in

suggesting a study of the procedure required in

amending the Constitution.

Some teachers mentioned that the film is now

out-of-date. This fact, however, does not alter

the validity of the issues presented. The argu-

ments of the film are presented verbally, not

pictorially. Teachers reported the film stimukted

student discussion and research in child labor laws.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Conditions of child kbor in some

places in the United States, historical review of the

Child Labor Amendment, and treatment of some

issues involved.

Child kborers are shown making artificial

flowers. Following a view of the Library of

Congress there is a close-up of the Constitution of

the United States which, the commentator ex-

pkins, is housed there. The commentator says

that the Constitution has been amended twenty-

one times, and that the Child Labor Amendment
is today (1937) before the states. The history of

the amendment is briefly traced as views are

shown of Coolidge, under whose administration

endorsed the amendment; and Roosevelt, who

undertook another campaign to secure its adop-

tion. Maps show the number of states that

adopted the amendment under the administration

of each of the presidents. Some of the unfavor-

able conditions under which children work today

are shown boys working with dangerous ma-

chinery, child turpentine tappers of the South,

children working in sweatshops, and children

doing piecework in the home.

A Massachusetts legisktor is shown making an

address in which he argues that the amendment

goes too far, that it gives too much power to the

federal government. The kte Cardinal Hayes
is shown as the commentator says that he opposed

the amendment on the basis of its unnecessary

extension of federal power. As boys are shown

doing farm work, the commentator states that

those who oppose the amendment say that most

child workers are in agricultural districts where

federal control is almost impossible. There is a

close-up of Governor Aiken of Vermont as he

speaks against the adoption of the amendment.

As boys chop wood, mow kwns, deliver papers,

and work as Western Union messengers, the com-

mentator says that some oppose the amendment

because they fear it will destroy parental authority

over children. James Roosevelt is shown speaking

on behalf of the amendment.

68. Children of China int-jh llmin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan,

Ky, Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla,

VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) giving impressions

of Chinese family life, (2) showing the experiences

of Chinese children at home and at school, (3)

indicating the character of agriculture and com-

merce in western China, and (4) showing the

appearance of the vilkge of Kwan Shin its sur-

rounding farms, homes, market pkce, and school.

Should be useful in developing an understanding

of and respect for the Chinese people.

Children provide a center of interest for the

film. For this reason it is best adapted to use in

the elementary grades and junior high school;

however, much of the film material will be of

interest even to adults. China's great social and
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political problems are not directly presented by
the film, but, if the maturity of the students war-

rants a consideration of these problems, the film

would serve very well as a background for such a

study.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents, A typical day in the life of a Chinese

family living in a village in western China.

Opens with views of the village of Kwan Shin.

It is early morning and farmers are on their way to

the village with their products. Ducks are driven

along the road, grain is hauled in barrows, and a

pig is carried suspended from a shoulder pole.

People pass through the gate of the ancient village.

Some of them are walking, some are in rickshas,

and some of the well to do ride in sedan chairs.

In the village, the shops and markets have opened
for the day. In a nearby lumberyard wood is

being sawed. Among the farmers who have made
their way to the village is Grandfather Lee, a

well-known farmer of Kwan Shin. Grandfather

Lee's land is now farmed by his sons and their

families.

Out on the farm Lee Wing Kwong, the eldest

son, is at work in a garden patch. Mei Lan, a

sister-in-law, is drawing water from an old well.

In the kitchen Lee Wing Kwong's wife is preparing
the morning meal. The son, Lee Shiu Ming, is

brushing his teeth before he goes to school. His

sister is playing with baby brother, while Grand-

mother Lee sits near by knitting. The morning
meal is served and the members of the family sit

down to eat together. The commentator calls

attention to Chinese eating customs.

Now the day's work starts. Farmer Lee, his

brother, and a helper start for the rice fields with

their crude tools and a water buffalo. On their

way they pass a small shrine housing the local

gods of the fields. Meanwhile, Shiu Ming and his

sister, Mei Ling, are on their way to school. The
Lee children stop at a neighbor's house for their

little friend King Chan who goes to school with

them. They make their way through the streets

of the village to the school where other children

are already at play in the schoolyard.

When lessons begin, King Chan is the first to be

asked to read. The reading lesson, says the com-

mentator, teaches the importance of loyalty to

parents. As King Chan reads, his father who is a

silk merchant is shown calculating his accounts

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

with an abacus. As a girl reads, her father is

shown to be the village miller. The next reader's

father is a maker of musical instruments.

Father Lee and his brother are at work in the

field. Mother Lee brings them a refreshing drink

of hot tea. In the village Grandfather Lee has

employed a scribe to write a letter. At school his

grandson is learning to write letters for himself.

The teacher places a character on the board and

the children copy it. At recess there are games
in the schoolyard, and after school King Chan and
Shiu Ming play a game of checkers.

As evening approaches Grandfather Lee returns

from the village, and Father Lee comes in from the

fields. The baby, Ah-Liang, is put to bed with

fond good nights from the family. Father Lee

must yet make a trip to the village to purchase salt,

and Mother Lee must prepare the evening meal.

The children sit in the courtyard and listen to the

melodious strains played by a neighboring violinist.

69. Children of Holland pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1939

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, lowaA&M,
Kan, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous,
SD, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing rural

life in the Netherlands, (2) giving impressions of a

Dutch town with its market place, and (3) sug-

gesting the activities of children at home and at

school. Should be useful in developing an appre-
ciation of the activities common to children in all

lands, and an "at-homeness" with the Dutch and

their low country.

Characterization, story, and dialogue are excel-

lent. There is a mixture of the old and new of

Holland, and the film reflects the warmth of the

land and of its people. Teachers should bear in

mind that this film was made before the Nazi

conquest of Holland, and that much of the warmth
and plenty of the picture no longer exists in the

Netherlands.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A visit with the Van Wijk family,

who live in a rural section of the Netherlands.

At the Van Wijk farm, Mother Van Wijk and

her two children, Hendrick and Anna, are feeding
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the chickens. Father Van Wijk pours fresh milk

into a large container. Inside the family home,

Mother Van Wijk, dressed in her native costume,

opens a cupboard which discloses a bed built into

the wall. Father loads the milk on a small deliv-

ery cart. Mother calls the family to breakfast.

Wooden shoes are left at the door as the members

of the family step inside the house. They sit

down to breakfast, Father Van Wijk removes his

cap and says grace. Mother Van Wijk cuts a

large loaf of bread, and Anna pours tea. The

commentator says that cheese, meat, bread, and

tea make up the breakfast. Father speaks to the

children. The commentator translates the dia-

logue which concerns a visit to be made to Middel-

burg on the following day.

Hendrick and Anna visit Uncle Willem, who

operates a grain mill. In response to the children's

question, Uncle Willem says he would like them to

bring him some tobacco and cigars from Middel-

burg. Uncle Willem's mill is run by wind. He

dumps grain into the grinding wheels.

In the village, children enter the school. There

is a lesson in geography in which the children

identify the Netherlands and the United States

on a wall map. At recess the children play in the

schoolyard. The commentator calls attention to

the clothes worn by the children, some of which

are native costumes and others are similar to those

worn in the United States. At the close of school,

the children bicycle down the village street.

The Van Wijks prepare to go to Middelburg.

Now carefully dressed for the occasion, the family

climbs into the wagon and drives off. They pass

the canal and come into the square of Middelburg.

They sell eggs in the market, look about the square

and the city hall, and buy the tobacco and cigars

for Uncle Willem.

At home, the children examine some of the

purchases made in Middelburg. Uncle Willem

smokes his cigar contentedly as he reads the news-

paper, and Mother cooks the evening meal.

70. Children of Japan pri-int-jh 1 Imin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

Harvard, 111, Ind, Kan, Ky, Me, Mich,

Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, VaBdE,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing the life of a

Japanese family its home, clothing, food, school,

customs, and religion. Should be useful in devel-

oping an understanding of Oriental culture, and in

contrasting Oriental culture with our own.

The film centers about the experiences of two

Japanese children in a family setting. It is simple,

friendly, and covers a variety of aspects of Japa-

nese life. The Japanese speech heard in the film

adds to its effectiveness.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A visit with a Japanese family.

Fujiyama, the sacred mountain of Japan, is

shown. On their way to school children walk

through terraced rice and tea fields. In a fishing

village children pass by boats and nets.

The Yamada family lives in an industrial area.

Taro and his sister Yukiko put on their shoes as

they get ready for school. Taro wears the school-

boy's uniform and Yukiko wears the standard

dress for girls. Father finishes lacing his shoes.

At the doorway the children and Father say

"good-by" to Mother Yamada and start on their

way. (The farewell greeting is recorded in

Japanese.) They go down the street, past the

post office where Taro mails a letter, to the railroad

station where Father works. The children tell

their father "good-by" and continue on their way
to school.

It is almost time for school to start. At the

door the children exchange greetings with the

teachers. Shoes are removed and placed in cup-

boards near the door. Taro and Yukiko read

when the teacher calls on them.

At the Yamada home the maid buys soybean

curd from a street vendor. Mother arranges

flowers and places them on the family's ancestral

shrine. Grandmother watches the baby while she

works on a new kimono. At the station the Tokyo

Express has arrived and Father writes out the train

report.

At school the children are trying to learn to

write the difficult Japanese language. At recess

Taro plays baseball. Boys in another part of the

schoolyard are fencing.

The family decide to make an excursion to the

cherry blossom festival. Yukiko puts on her fine

silk kimono for the occasion. On their way they

stop at a shrine, toss their offerings into a box, clap

their hands as a sign of their presence, and bow

reverently. At the festival, Father has his camera

to take pictures of the beautiful cherry blossoms.
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A storyteller, who uses picture cards to illustrate

his story, interests the children. (The story is

recorded in Japanese.) Sea-foam candy is a treat

at the festival.

Back home the Yamadas sit about a very low

table for dinner. They have meat, raw fish, and

cooked vegetables, all eaten with chopsticks. The

maid watches the rice steamer in the kitchen and

adds fuel to the fire that is heating water for the

household bath.

Taro takes his bath first. After soaping and

rinsing, he gets into the tub for a restful soak.

Mother and the maid prepare the beds on the floor

while Father reads the evening paper.

71. Children of Switzerland pri-int-jh llmin sd

Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Me, Mich,

Minn, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

SamHous, SD, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) telling

some experiences of a family living in a little village

in Switzerland, (2) suggesting some of their agri-

cultural activities, and (3) showing the appearance

of the Swiss Alps.

The simple treatment of the subject makes it

particularly effective with children. Teachers

stated that the mountain scenes were very beauti-

ful, and the characterization effective.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The life of a family in rural Switzer-

land.

Opens with views of the Swiss Alps and of a

train approaching a little Alpine village. Several

tourists arrive by train. Trudi and Hans Naegeli,

two Swiss children, watch the tourists with interest.

They are also interested in the wood carvings dis-

played in a shopwindow. They go into the shop

to look at the carvings and the clocks displayed

there. The clocks remind them that they must

hurry home for lunch.

At home Grandfather is spreading freshly cut

grass to dry in the sun. Grandfather tells the

children that tomorrow they are to go to the upper

pasture where Father and Brother Hermann are

tending the cows and making cheese. (The con-

versation recorded in all parts of the film is in

German.) Mother is in the kitchen making

preparations for the trip. She selects a slab of

bacon to take to Father and Hermann. As the

members of the family eat their simple lunch, they
listen to the radio.

In the upper pasture Father and Hermann are

tending the herd. Father pours a pail of milk

into a large container. The commentator explains

that the milk will be made into cheese. Hermann
is harvesting hay which will be used to feed the

cattle during the winter months. Father Naegeli

is busy making the milk into cheese.

Early the next morning Mother, Trudi, and

Hans set out on their journey from the village to

the mountain pasture. Grandfather is left behind

because he is too old to climb. Along banks of

delicate flowers, past fields where villagers are

harvesting hay, and through cool pine groves they

climb to the upper pasture. Now and then they

stop to rest. Hermann, who is working in the

field, is the first to spy the approaching family.

He calls to Father and soon they are all exchanging

greetings. They take the supplies to the little

mountain hut, then sit down for a picnic meal.

72. Chile (People of the Country Estates) int-

jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1941

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Calif, ColFC,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, lowaA&M,
Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, Okla, SamHous, SD, Syr,

TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for giving impressions of

(1) the life of the family of a wealthy landowner in

Chile, (2) the agricultural activities on an estate

in the Central Valley, (3) the appearance of

Valparaiso and Santiago, (4) nitrate and copper

mining in Chile, and (5) the appearance of various

parts of the country. Should be useful in giving

an understanding of the life on a Chilean estate and

the economic importance of the country.

Scenes of the cities, schools, and colleges, and of

the home of the estate owner indicate many modern

technical and cultural advances in Chile. The

occasional use of direct speech in Spanish is an

interesting feature of the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of the life of the family

of an estate owner in Chile, the appearance of
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several large cities, and some of the mining and

agricultural activities of the country.

As the Andes, the Pacific Ocean, and a glacier

are shown, the commentator points out that Chile

extends more than 2,700 miles from well within the

Tropical Zone to the cold regions of South America.

The importance of nitrate and copper mining in

Chile is discussed in connection with scenes of

mining and refining operations. Other aspects

of the country are shown by views of the port of

Valparaiso and the Central Valley.

Members of the McKenna family and a friend

are introduced as they ride on horseback across the

estate. They are Sefior McKenna; his wife;

Carlota, his daughter; and Juan Velasco, a visitor.

Sefior Velasco says that it is a beautiful view over

the estate, and Senora McKenna replies that he

should see it in November. Carlota tells him to

wait until he sees the view of Santiago from San

Cristobal, and Sefior McKenna says that they

must go there on their return to Santiago on the

following day. (The Spanish dialogue is inter-

preted by the commentator.)

Scenes of a man driving cattle; of irrigation

activities; and of workers in fields, orange groves,

and vineyards are shown as the commentator says

that life is not all leisure for those who work on the

estate. He points out that the valley estates are

cultivated the year round to supply food to the

cities and nonagricultural areas of Chile. Views of

school children are shown, and the commentator

says that the government provides an elementary
education to the children. A part of the wealth of

the McKenna estate is indicated by scenes of

cattle and sheep.

In the kitchen of the estate house women prepare
dinner. Views of the dining room indicate the

wealth of the McKennas. As the family strolls

about the estate, they approach some stately old

trees. Sefior McKenna remarks that they were

planted by Duncan McKenna shortly after he

acquired the property in 1760. The family enters

the estate house. Carlota reads a magazine, her

mother works on some embroidery, and the two
men discuss a portrait.

Jose, the son of the family, is shown at work in

the laboratory of a medical school in Santiago.

Scenes of the exterior of the medical school, the

Art Academy, and Santiago College indicate some
of the institutions of learning in the city. Jose

appears on the steps of the medical school, and
is greeted by Fred Ramsey, an American exchange
student. The two young men walk away together.

On the following day, the McKenna family,

accompanied by Sefior Velasco, leave their town

house in Santiago and proceed by automobile

through the streets of the city. Sefior McKenna

stops off to make a business call at the Santiago
Chamber of Commerce. Other members of the

family and Sefior Velasco are seated at a table on

the promontory of San Cristobal listening to an

orchestra. Carlota tells Sefior Velasco that she

is going to show him the view that she spoke of the

day before. Leaving Senora McKenna at the

table, they go to look down upon the city and out

on the Andes looming in the distance.

73. China and America (China Our Neighbor)

int-jh-sh ISmin si Harmon Found. 1932

Other source: Calif

Appraisal. Reported good for contrasting

Chinese and American culture, resources, and

industrial development. Found useful in further-

ing an understanding of and an interest in China.

It should be noted that the film does not in any

way discuss the cause or result of the Japanese
invasion of China. Teachers reported that the

film lacked vivid appeal.

Titles are unusually long; photography is fair.

Contents. Contrast of the culture and resources

of China and the United States.

A title calls attention to the influence of vast

natural resources in facilitating the economic

advance of the United States, and states that

China is a responsibility people of the United

States dare not shirk. Picture maps are used to

contrast the populations of China and of the

United States. A line graph of the lifetimes of the

most important cultures of the world reveals China

to be one of the oldest. "Tree" graphs contrast

the ancestral lineage of China and America.

The importance of Chinese philosophers who
established schools of thought that guide millions

of people today is indicated in a title. Views of

Chinese books call attention to Chinese contribu-

tions to the world's literature. Several views of

Chinese temples and priests suggest the dignity of

Chinese religious life. Views of paintings, sculp-

ture, and pottery follow a title stating that in

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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China such arts were well established by the time

of Christ.

China's relatively retarded industrial progress is

suggested. China's industrial facilities are con-

trasted with those of the United States. Views of

harnessed waterfalls in the United States suggest

the power that goes into production; China's

water-power resources are still largely undeveloped.

Views of several American oil fields and coal mines

are followed by a title that states that rich mineral

deposits still lie buried in China. American

mechanical transportation facilities are contrasted

with China's use of human and animal carriers.

Views of foreign concessions in Hong Kong,

Shanghai, and Macao follow a title that states

that for centuries China has been exploited by
Western nations seeking commercial profit through

military power. Views of newly constructed

railway lines, the business section in Canton, and

Chinese science students at work suggest China's

efforts to compete with Western civilization and

assume a position of leadership in world affairs.

74. Choose to Live jh-sh-c 18min sd U.S. Agric.

1940

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, CenWash, Colo,

Fla, Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich,

NC, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, SD, Tenn,

Tex, VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal, Good for indicating the extent to

which scientific research is being employed in the

detection, treatment, and cure of cancer. Should

be useful in developing awareness of the dangers

of cancer and of the measures that may be taken

in the fight against it.

The film makes effective use of a dramatic inci-

dent in which Mrs. Brown discovers that she has

cancer, is treated for it, and recovers.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A plea for early diagnosis in cases

where cancer is suspected and illustrations of

modern treatments for that disease.

At the United States Public Health Service

building in Washington, D.C., Dr. Thomas

Parran, Surgeon General, describes the activities

of various organizations in the unremitting war

against cancer. He states that this disease, no

respecter of persons, now ranks second among
fatal diseases in this country.

Mary Brown and her family are at breakfast.

Mrs. Brown, the commentator says, loves her

children and her husband. She harbors within

her the dread that she has cancer. Worried, she

decides to attend the women's club that afternoon

to hear a doctor lecture about the disease. The

doctor's discussion begins with the statement that

each year three times as many people in this

country are killed by cancer as were killed during

the World War. He further states that a third of

those who do die could be saved by prompt
treatment. The fight against cancer is described

as being waged on three fronts: (1) the attempt
of research workers to find ways of preventing and

curing cancer, (2) the actual treatment of cancer

with the use of X-ray machines, and (3) the use of

radium for treatment. The points of his lecture

are illustrated by views of such activities being

carried on in various parts of the country. When
the doctor urges members of his audience to consult

their doctors for complete physical examinations,

Mary Brown decides to comply. Her family

doctor administers a preliminary checkup and

recommends that she go to the hospital for further

investigation. A tissue removed from her breast

is frozen, sliced, stained, and examined under a

pathologist's microscope. When he reports that

carcinoma is present, Mrs. Brown is operated upon

immediately. There are views of Mrs. Brown

as she leaves the hospital. The commentator says

that she must return to the doctor for occasional

checkups, but that the dreaded disease has been

conquered through prompt medical attention.

She enlists her services with the Women's Field

Army of the American Society for the Control of

Cancer to aid in the fight against cancer.

Dr. C. C. Little is shown as he states that cancer

challenges every man and woman, that it presents

a test of our civilization in its quest for health and

happiness, and that the disease must be met with

the resolution, "I choose to live!"

75. Choosing Your Vocation jh-sh llmin sd Erpi

1931

Other sources: Calif, CenWash, ETexBur, Ga,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, KanCity, Mich, Minn,

NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaMil,

SC, Syr, Tenn, TexTech, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) directing

student attention to problems in selecting a voca-

tion and (2) indicating some of the steps that
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may be taken in choosing a vocation. Found of

some use in suggesting the need for planning the

school program in line with probable vocational

choice.

The film was particularly valuable for calling

attention to the need for self-analysis, job analysis,

and adequate training. It was suggested that

some scenes should be brought up to date.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Bill, a typical high school boy,

chooses a vocation.

Opens with a brief discussion by Harry D. Kit-

son, Columbia University, of the problems of

choosing a life's work. The typical romanticism of

high school choices is emphasized in some of Bill's

wanderings and discussions with friends. Bill

walks idly down a street during vacation; he is

attempting to reach a decision concerning his

choice of vocation. He stops at a machine shop

and, after watching the whirring machinery for a

moment, shrugs his shoulders and moves on down

the street. Stopping in front of a pawnshop, he

sees a camera he would like to own. He counts

ish money and decides to postpone his purchase.

Bill finally wanders up to the public library, sits

down on the steps, and makes a list of possible

occupations that he might enter. He decides to

rate himself on a self-analysis blank that his

teacher gave him. He decides that he is honest,

dependable, not too prompt, has a sense of humor,
etc. After eliminating several jobs from the list,

he enters the library and reads a number of articles

on jobs in which he has an interest.

Upon deciding to become a banker, Bill goes out

and finds a job as a helper in a bank. At the end

of the first pay period he finds a discharge slip in

his pay envelope. However, while at the bank he

has earned enough money to purchase a camera.

Because of his interest in this hobby, he decides

to try for a job in photography and is taken on as a

photographer's assistant. He combines this train-

ing with his interest in airplanes and becomes an

aerial photographer.

76. Cicada int-jh-sh-c 8min sd Am. Film Center

(U.S. Agric.) 1937 (edited 1939)

Other sources: Calif, Ga, IntFB, OhioDptE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for showing the

life cycle of the cicada.

Teachers and students reported that details of

the life cycle of the cicada were clearly shown,

largely due to excellent use of close-ups and time-

lapse photography. Students were particularly

interested in the manner in which the cicada

produces its call. This subject is treated in even

greater detail in the film, The Cicada, from which

this film was edited.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Life cycle of the cicada, commonly
called the 17-year locust.

The sound of the cicada is heard re-echoing from

the walls of an old colonial house. The com-

mentator explains that this particular brood of

cicadas was first heard in 1715 and has been heard

at 17-year intervals since then. Adult cicadas are

shown moving over the branches of a plant. The

commentator indicates that they appear only for a

few weeks in the early summer. Microscopic

views of the drumlike membrane under the wing

accompany an explanation of the way in which the

male cicada produces its song. Close-ups indicate

that when the abdomen is raised, the Pharaoh

note is heard. When the abdomen drops, the note

ceases abruptly.

A female cicada deposits eggs under the bark of a

small twig. Close-ups show the eggs evenly

spaced in a double row. Close-ups of eggs hatch-

ing show the larvae emerging. The commentator

explains that they drop to the ground and burrow

down to the roots of plants where they live for 17

years. A cross section of a piece of earth shows

the temporary cells in which the cicada undergoes

changes preparatory to life above ground.

Nymphs emerge from turretlike holes at the sur-

face. The commentator indicates that they

emerge only at night. A nymph moves along a

tree trunk, anchors there, and begins the process

of discarding its old case. The emergence from

the old case is shown in detail. The final develop-

ment of the adult is shown as a cicada acquires a

black coloring and as the wings develop. The film

closes with hordes of adult cicadas in flight.

77. The Cicada int-jh-sh-c 20min sd U.S. Agric.

1937

Other sources: Calif, Ga, 111, Kan, OhioDptE,

OreSt, Tenn, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. For an evaluation of this film see

Cicada, a shorter version.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Contents. The life cycle of the cicada, com-

monly called the 17-year locust.

The sound of the cicada is heard echoing and

re-echoing from the walls of an old colonial house.

The commentator explains that the brood heard

at this old house was first heard in 1715 and has

been heard at 17-year intervals since then. On a

map of the United States the areas in which

various broods have appeared are located.

The story of the life cycle begins as a cicada is

shown working its way from its underground home

to the surface of the earth. Numerous holes in

the ground indicate the places from which nymphs
have already emerged. One nymph emerges from

a turretlike opening. A nymph anchors to a tree

trunk and sheds its old shell. When it is free

from the old shell, it waits for its body to harden

and for its wings to expand.

Reel 2 opens with views of fully grown cicadas

swarming over plants and flying in swarms through

the air. Microscopic views of the drumlike

membranes under the wing accompany an explana-

tion of the way in which the cicada produces its

song. Close-ups indicate that, when the abdomen

is raised, the Pharaoh note is heard. When the

abdomen drops, the note ceases abruptly.

The fully developed female is shown depositing

eggs under the bark of a tree twig. Close-ups

show the egg-depositing organs. Bark is peeled

from a twig to disclose the eggs evenly spaced in

double rows. The leaves on the branches of a tree

are shown to have wilted as a result of the injury

to the bark. The commentator explains that this

does not result in permanent injury. In close-ups

young cicadas are shown emerging from the eggs.

The commentator explains that, after they have

hatched, they fall to the ground; that they make

their home in the ground for 17 years; and that

they come out only after they have undergone

physiological changes.

78. Circulation jh-sh-c 15min si Eastman 1929

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Colo, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NH, OhioDptE, PaMil,

Syr, Tenn, TexTech, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) tracing

the course of the blood through the body, (2) indi-

cating the structure and function of the organs of

the circulatory system, and (3) suggesting the

k kindergarten ; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

function of the blood in supplying food and oxygen
and in removing waste from the body cells.

Animation and photomicrography are effectively

used.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The circulatory system presented

through diagrams, animation, photomicrography,
and straight photography.
The course of the blood through the body is

traced in an animated diagram. Following a title

that states that circulation may be studied in the

developing chick, a chick embryo is removed from

an egg and placed under a microscope. A mag-
nified view shows the chick's heart beating and

blood flowing through the embryo. More highly

magnified views reveal blood flow in capillaries,

veins, and arteries.

A sequence on the structure and action of the

heart is introduced by views of a model of the

human heart. The large blood vessels connected

with the heart are pointed out. A diagram indi-

cates the inner structure of the heart, and a scene

of a dissected frog's beating heart suggests the

external appearance of the heart in motion. An
animated diagram of a cross section of the heart

shows the action of the valves.

The circulation of the blood from the lungs to

the heart is depicted hi the next sequence. An
animated diagram traces the pulmonary circula-

tion. A diagram of a highly magnified air sac

is followed by an animated diagram showing the

exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between

the air in the alveoli and the blood. The return

of the blood from the lungs to the heart is shown.

In the final sequence the course of the blood

through the body is traced. An animated diagram

shows the blood flowing from the heart to the

various parts of the body. The pulsations result-

ing from heart action are seen in a magnified view

of arteries. Animated diagrams of muscle cells

and blood and lymph capillaries suggest the man-

ner in which the exchange of oxygen and food for

carbon dioxide and other waste products takes

place. Diagrams show how capillaries join to

form veins. A highly magnified view shows the

steady flow of blood in the capillaries and veins.

The film closes with animated diagrams showing

the flow of the lymph.

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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79. The City jh-sh-c 30min sd Museum of Modern

Art and World (American Institute of

Planners) 1939

Other sources: ColFC, Dart, Ind, IntFB, Kan,

Minn, NH, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for (1) contrasting New

England village life in the late eighteenth century

with modern metropolitan life, (2) suggesting the

undesirable urban living conditions produced by

industrialization, and (3) indicating the achieve-

ment of a more satisfactory life through resettle-

ment of metropolitan populations in planned

suburban communities. Should be useful in

giving an understanding of (1) some of the human

problems associated with the change from a pre-

dominantly agrarian to an industrial society and

(2) the part science and engineering may play in

restoring an environment favorable to good living.

The film deals in a dramatic way with an im-

portant social problem. Bold photographic con-

trasts and powerful commentary and music

emotionalize the problems. It should be recog-

nized that the film's presentation of the problems
and their solutions is oversimplified.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A plea for community planning,

which contrasts the awesome conditions of human

living in a modern industrial city with (1) the

serenity of life in an eighteenth-century New

England village and (2) the architect's and en-

gineer's concept of the model community, as

typified by the federal government's resettlement

experiment at Greenbelt, Maryland, and the

privately developed one at Radburn, New Jersey.

Life in the New England village of the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth century is de-

scribed. There are slowly unfolding views of an

old water wheel, a covered bridge, the swimming

hole, and other scenes characteristic of the period.

A town meeting is shown in session
;
the speaker at

the meeting talks of the village way of life and his

remarks are illustrated by views of people at simple

handicraft tasks.

The transition to the modern industrial city is

made by the merging of a shower of sparks from

the smithy's forge with those from a Bessemer

converter in a modern steel mill. The scenes

change to smokestacks against the sky, to molten

slag flowing down the dump, and to the miserable

company houses. Children walk along the crude

wooden sidewalks. One child narrowly escapes

death when he and his companions run across a

railroad track in front of a train. A woman pumps
water a few feet from an outdoor toilet, hangs the

washing in a smoke-filled atmosphere, and shovels

coal into an outmoded kitchen stove. Such sym-
bols of industrialism as smokestacks, locomotives,

and steam shovels are shown as the musical tempo
is accelerated and the commentator echoes the

phrases "better and better" and "faster and

faster."

Now attention is turned to the great metropolis,

New York. Dwarfed by the skyscrapers, human

beings mill through city streets, push out of sub-

ways, and squeeze through seemingly endless lines

of mid-town traffic. The music works up to a

screech symbolic of the nervous tension and speed
of life in the metropolitan business center. An
office scene of long rows of girls at typewriters is

accompanied by a chorus of dictation mechanical

and impersonal. The environment in which

children live and play is depicted by scenes of a

street accident in which an ambulance takes away
the victim, of boys who play stick ball in the street,

steal rides on trucks and streetcars, rummage
through garbage, and dive from a dock for a swim

in a dirty river.

At the lunch hour people gulp coffee and eat

sandwiches in an atmosphere of confusion sand-

wiches are slapped together, toast bounces out of a

toaster, and pancakes pour automatically on an

automatic griddle. Workers return to work

through streams of traffic. Long lines of people

wait at clinics and dispensaries. At the end of the

day the crowds begin to pour out of buildings and

start home. Crowds of pedestrians, a traffic jam,
traffic officers, traffic signals, together with a shrill,

wrenching musical score, create a sense of con-

fusion and tension.

Then comes Sunday. The business district is

deserted, but on the highway cars move in a con-

stant stream. Caught in a traffic jam a driver

sits and waits. A family picnics on the roadside

as the traffic whizzes by. Cars crash bumpers; a

car plunges over a cliff.

The next section of the film is the architect's and

engineer's solution to the problem. Scenes of

Boulder Dam, power lines, research laboratories,

airplanes, and streamlined trains convey the im-

pression that science in modern society can provide

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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a way to better living. Modern highway designs

are shown as new developments in beauty and

safety. There is an aerial view of a well-patterned

community which the commentator calls "a green

city" built away from crowded metropolitan condi-

tions. In a modern factory employees are shown

in a leisurely conducted dining room. Employees
walk happily to homes of modern design with

adequate lawn space. Recreation facilities are

symbolized with views of horseback riding, bi-

cycling, softball games, swimming, gardening, and

fishing. An electric stove and an electric washing
machine show that much of the drudgery has been

taken from housework. The community news-

paper comes off the press and is delivered to the

front porch. Shopping is done at a modern

market; the vegetables, the commentator explains,

come from nearby farms. Families leave "the

green city" by automobiles for recreation at the

golf course, the swimming pool, the skating rink,

and the ocean beach. A concert platform, a

medical clinic, and a school are shown as parts of

the community facilities. Views contrasting

"model" housing with crowded tenements, and

children pkying in large playgrounds with children

playing in the dirty street are accompanied by the

statement, "Take your choice." Scenes of "cities

in which people are always getting ready to

live ..." are followed by scenes of the life that the

picture suggests is possible in "a green city."

80. City Water Supply int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1941

Other sources: Calif, ColFC, Ga, Harvard, 111,

Ind, Ky, Mich, NC, OhioDptE, PaCW,
SamHous, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for (1) indicating the

importance of water to living things, (2) showing
New York City's water-supply system, and (3)

demonstrating some of the procedures used in

safeguarding a water supply from pollution and

disease. Should be useful in developing an appre-
ciation of a most important public service, and in

stimulating detailed study of the local water-

supply system.

Animation is cleverly used in clarifying many
points in the film. The film will be of particular

interest to classes in the areas contributing to or

served by the New York City water-supply system.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. How New York City gets its water

and how that water is protected from pollution,

shown in animation and straight photography.
As views of animals drinking are shown, the

commentator says that water is essential to all

living things. There follow views of rain, streams,

forests, grasslands, and deserts as the commentator

explains the importance of rainfall to vegetation.

The sources of water used by man are indicated.

Water is dipped from a spring and drawn from a

well. It is shown that large wells used by cities

tap underground water supplies. Lakes and rivers

are shown as sources from which some cities draw

their water supply.

The remainder of the film explains the operation

of a large city water-supply system. Watersheds,

lakes, and aqueducts are shown, and their place in

the water system explained. There are views of a

grade tunnel that carries water through a moun-

tain, and of the pressure tunnel that carries the

water under the Hudson River. The various

watersheds, lakes, and aqueducts are identified

by name.

A sewage treatment plant is shown as the com-

mentator says that such plants reduce the pollu-

tion caused by sewage and industrial waste. In a

laboratory, microscopic examination is made of a

water sample. A measured amount of water is

placed in a culture medium, incubated, and the

resulting colonies of bacteria observed. Tests

for alkalinity, solids, and excessive nitrogen con-

tent and turbidity are briefly suggested. It is

shown that, when water stands for some time in a

lake or reservoir, the suspended matter settles

out. The use of alum in precipitating suspended
matter is demonstrated. Lime is added to reduce

the acidity caused by the alum. The use of sand

filters, the addition of carbon, aeration, and

chlorination are also shown as means of safeguard-

ing the water supply.

Beginning with the tunnels that lead the water

into the city, the system that distributes the water

to the consumer is shown. The water continues

on its way through risers and mains. The com-

mentator says that, while gravity flow brings the

water into the city, at some points pressure pumps
are required. There is a view of the pressure

pumps. A series of views indicate the many uses

of water in a city.

81. Clothing int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,
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Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE,
Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil,

SamHous, SanAnt, SC, SD, Syr, Tenn,

Tex, TexCW, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for sketching an

over-all view of clothing worn by people of different

cultures, under different climatic conditions, and

for different purposes; and for suggesting different

materials and processes used in the manufacture of

textiles. Found useful in developing the con-

cepts that (1) the type and amount of clothing

worn by primitive peoples is determined by their

immediate environment, (2) machinery has largely

replaced hand methods in textile manufacture,
and (3) modern transportation, communication,
and mass production are standardizing clothing

throughout the world.

Teachers stated that the film was particularly

good for contrasting machine and hand methods

of production and for indicating the many sources

of textile fibers. Several teachers stated that it

was too elementary for high school students.

Both students and teachers thought that it at-

tempted to cover too many aspects of the subject.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. Important factors that condition

clothing customs, both primitive and modern.

Two scenes of people getting off a train are

contrasted one is of modern times, the other of

"grandfather's day." The commentator calls

attention to the difference in dress. From modern
civilized clothing worn in this country the film

moves to a treatment of clothing of other cultures

the costumes of African natives whose bodies

are accustomed to the hot sun, and of Eskimos who
use fur to provide protection from the cold. Arabs

are shown clipping hair from camels and putting it

into bags, spinning wool, and weaving cloth.

Navajo Indians of the Southwest perform primi-

tive spinning and weaving operations. The
commentator calls attention to the fact that In-

dians have adopted modern clothing. Silk as an

important clothing material is suggested by views

of silk cocoons and a silk mill. Primitive hand

weaving is contrasted with machine weaving in a

modern textile mill.

A sequence dealing with the adaptation of mod-

ern civilized clothing to a great variety of needs

begins in a clothing factory where cloth is being
cut for garments. Clothing is bought in a modern

department store. Seasonal clothing differences

are indicated in contrasting summer and winter

scenes. The variety of clothing worn in our work
and play is indicated in views of a businessman

and his secretary, a street cleaner, a fireman, a

dentist, bathers, etc.

Current style influence is suggested by advertise-

ments showing new designs and by models dis-

playing wearing apparel. In a Japanese street a

mixture of Western and Oriental clothing is worn.

Dutch farmers and natives of Algeria are shown
dressed in native costume. The commentator

says that unique types of clothing are disappear-

ing and that clothing is becoming more alike

throughout the world. A mixture of native

clothing with modern clothing is pointed out in

the costume of an American Indian. It is sug-

gested that the motion picture has been influential

in changing clothing customs. There are views

of modern modes of transportation, as the com-
mentator states that transportation has been

instrumental in effecting more uniform clothing

design.

82. Cloud in the Sky int-jh-sh 18min sd Nat.

Tuberculosis Assn. 1940

Other sources: Calif, ColFC, IntFB, Ky,
OhioDptE, Tex, Vt

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing how tubercu-

losis may be detected, (2) suggesting that early

diagnosis followed by proper care is essential to

successful treatment of tuberculosis, and (3) indi-

cating precautions that should be taken to prevent
the spread of the disease.

The chief emphasis of the film is upon the work

being done among Spanish-speaking people of the

United States. The content and organization of

the film are designed to appeal to Spanish Ameri-

cans. Both English and Spanish versions of this

film are available. In the English version, the

Spanish accent of the cast is sometimes difficult

to understand.

Photography is good, sound fair.

Contents. Detection, diagnosis, treatment, and

prevention of tuberculosis among Spanish-speaking

people of the United States.

An opening montage shows some of the activities

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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of these people of the Southwest as the com-

mentator states that they bear more than their

share of tuberculosis. At a lively fiesta, Consuelo

and other senoritas and cabatteros dance to the

music of a tipica orchestra. Seated at a nearby

table, a doctor and a priest watch the festivities as

the latter remarks that these are a very happy

people. A young child, Consuelo's sister, comes

to the priest's table to call him to her home where

her mother is dying of tuberculosis.

A year passes and Consuelo, who is taking her

mother's place in caring for the family, worries

her father because she has the same symptoms of

tuberculosis which her mother had a cough, no

appetite, and an exhausted feeling. Although
Consuelo says it is nothing, she later visits the

church where she confides in the priest, tells him

she is afraid she has the disease which caused her

mother's death, and asks for his help. He advises

her to go to the doctor at once, and not to use

patent medicines.

Consuelo's doctor discusses her case with her and

her father. She is X-rayed as the doctor remarks

that every young person, no matter how well,

should be X-rayed. At home, Consuelo's father

talks to her fiance and laments the fact that he did

not take his wife to the doctor.

The next day, the doctor explains to Consuelo's

father that the X-ray picture reveals a little cloud

in one lung and that that means trouble. The

doctor refutes the father's statement that the

disease is inherited, and explains how it is spread

from one person to another. He states that

arrangements may be made to send Consuelo to a

sanatorium for treatment, and that her younger

brother and sister must be tested to see if they,

too, have the disease.

Some time later, Consuelo's father is shown

seated on the steps of his home talking to some of

his friends, one of whom is skeptical of the value

of Consuelo's stay in the sanatorium. As his

friend spits upon the sidewalk, Consuelo's father

calls attention the danger of such carelessness, and

takes him into the house to explain the manner in

which tuberculosis spreads. A nurse stops by to

talk with the family, explains that Consuelo's

health is improving, and requests that the brother

and sister report to the doctor's of&ce for another

test. In the sanatorium, Consuelo is told that she

will soon be going home. Outside the sanatorium

at evening, her fiance serenades her, despite a

guard's gentle urge to "move on."

A few years kter, Consuelo and her fiance are

shown in the doctor's office where they are told

they may now be married. After the services

have been performed at the church, a happy group

gathers for the wedding feast.

83. Clouds jh-sh-c llmin sd U.S. Agric. 1939

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, Ga, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Ky, Mich, Mo, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD, Syr, Tenn, Tex,

VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving a

graphic presentation of the weather cycle and the

cloud formations that accompany the various

phases of the cycle and (2) developing an aesthetic

appreciation of cloud formations. Was also used

in showing the value of weather maps.
At the junior high school level some teachers

reported that the technical aspects of the subject

as presented were too complex for the students to

understand. This indicates that the film should

be used only after some study has been made of the

weather cycle. The last section of the film deals

with the beauty of cloud formations. Teachers

not wishing to present this phase of the subject

should use the shorter version of the film, Clouds

and Weather.

The quality of the animation is excellent except

for the fact that the movement is very rapid.

The sound is good.

Contents. The phases of the typical weather

cycle, the types of clouds which accompany the

various phases of the cycle, and clouds as beautiful

natural phenomena, presented through animation

and direct photography.

Scenes show cloud formations as the commenta-

tor says that clouds are not only beautiful and

inspiring objects of nature, but they also indicate

the kind of weather likely to follow. An animated

diagram shows the phases of the true cyclone,

factors of barometric pressure, and the movement

of warm and cold air masses. The commentator

gives some explanation of the phenomena.

Using an animated diagram superimposed on

natural photography of cloud forms, the cyclone

movement is presented in another way. The

commentator says, "Starting where the air pressure

is high, let us watch for three or four days while the
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cyclone passes." The movements of the air

masses, the barometric pressure areas, and the

precipitation periods are designated in the diagram
and given some explanation by the commentator.

The cyclone is shown in still another way by
cloud types that mark the progress of the cycle.

The cycle begins with cirrus clouds seen after

the passing of a cold front and continues with

cirro-stratus, alto-cumulus, alto-stratus, nimbus,

cumulus, cumulo-nimbus, and fractocumulus

clouds. The commentator indicates the phase of

the cycle marked by each type of cloud and the

kind of weather to be expected at each phase.

The concluding section of the film deals with the

beauty of cloud formations clouds hanging over

a mountain peak, clouds banked in the sky at

sunset, white clouds over the sea, clouds over fields

of ripening grain, clouds as a background for

graceful trees, and clouds during a summer
thundershower.

84. Clouds and Weather int-jh-sh-c 6min sd

Am. Film Center (U.S. Agric.) 1939

Other sources: ColFC, Ga, IntFB, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) presenting a

verbal and pictorial explanation of the phases of the

true cyclone and (2) giving examples of the types
of clouds that accompany each phase of the

cyclone. Found useful in developing an under-

standing of the basis for weather prediction and an

understanding of weather maps.
The use of diagrams superimposed on actual

cloud backgrounds was thought to be particularly

effective. Teachers at the intermediate and

junior high school levels reported that, because

the film was somewhat technical and moved at a

very rapid pace, more than one showing was
desirable. This film was edited from the longer

film, Clouds.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The phases of the typical weather

cycle and the types of clouds that accompany the

various phases, presented through animation and
direct photography.

Scenes show cloud formations as the commenta-
tor says that clouds are not only beautiful and

inspiring objects of nature, but they also indicate

the kind of weather likely to follow.

An animated diagram shows the phases of the

true cyclone, factors of barometric pressure, and

the movement of warm and cold air masses. The
commentator gives some expknation of the natural

phenomena presented.

Using an animated diagram superimposed on

natural photography of cloud forms, the cyclone

movement is presented in another way. The
commentator says, "Starting where the air pres-

sure is high, let us watch for three or four days
while the cyclone passes." The movements of the

air masses, the barometric pressure areas, and the

precipitation periods are designated in the diagram
and given some explanation by the commentator.

The cyclone is shown in still another way by the

cloud types that mark the progress of the cycle.

It begins with cirrus clouds seen after the passing

of a cold front and continues with cirro-stratus,

alto-cumulus, alto-stratus, nimbus, cumulus, cu-

mulo-nimbus, and fractocumulus clouds. The
commentator indicates the phase of the cycle

marked by each type of cloud and the kind of

weather to be expected at each phase.

85. Coast to Coast by Plane int-jh-sh 30min si

United Air Lines 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Colo, Idaho, Iowa,

Kan, NM, SD, Tex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing

airplane transportation, covering the work of both

the ground and flying crews, and (2) giving an

impression of the appearance of the country from

the air. Should be useful in (1) providing an

overview of vocational opportunities in the avia-

tion industry and (2) developing an understanding
of the unique contribution of aviation to trans-

portation.

Maps give an excellent indication of the extent

to which the airplane has "shortened distances."

It was suggested that sound would have made
the film more "real." The organization of the

film is at some points confusing. Advertising was
unobtrusive.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Conditions of air travel, and impres-
sions of the work of radio engineers, ground crews,

and inspection and repair staffs.

A view of a modern transcontinental plane is

followed by a title saying that 1937 marked the

tenth anniversary of coast-to-coast air travel. A
view of the plane in which travelers rode in 1927

is followed by a title stating that this plane

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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spanned the nation in 35 hours, shrinking the

continent to one-third its former size in terms of

travel time. An animated map of the United

States illustrates this reduction in size. In con-

trast to the small plane of 1927, a 12-ton twin-

engined airplane is shown. A title indicates that

this plane reduced the continent in travel time to

less than one-half its 1927 size. This fact is also

illustrated by an animated map.
A sequence concerning the work of the ground

personnel opens with mechanics checking the

retractable running gear of a large passenger plane.

The plane is rolled out of the hangar and fueled.

Pilots and weather experts work over maps as

they plan the flight. The latest weather reports

are studied carefully.

In a downtown ticket office in New York a

woman purchases a ticket. She is given a special

container for her dressing gown and toilet articles.

Passengers are taken by auto from the downtown

terminal to the airport. At the airport they board

the "Continental." Passengers' baggage is placed

in a compartment especially provided for that

purpose. Airway traffic officers working in a glass-

enclosed structure on top of the airport terminal

give the pilot his clearance, the airport traffic light

flashes "Go," and the "Continental" takes off.

The large plane gains altitude. New York

City can be seen far below. Inside the plane,

where the passengers are comfortably seated, the

stewardess prepares and serves a hot meal. The

pilot receives radio communications from a ground

station. A title states that the plane cruises at

192 miles an hour. An animated drawing shows

the operation and use of the radio beam in guiding

a plane. At Chicago the plane lands, and the

passengers alight.

Reel 2 opens with scenes at Cheyenne, Wyoming,
where engines are removed, disassembled, checked,

and replaced. Mechanics test the engines, pro-

pellers, electrical apparatus, radio, instruments,

and automatic pilot. In the sheet metal depart-

ment the metal work is repaired. Instruments are

tested in a flying laboratory. A test pilot takes a

plane into the air for its final O.K.

Passengers board the plane at Chicago. The

stewardess prepares the berths for the night jour-

ney. A mother and her small daughters retire.

In the lounge compartment, a card game is fol-

lowed with a midnight supper. There is a view

of the plane's modern dressing rooms and lavatory.

A title indicates that the sleeper is silent and air-

conditioned. Meanwhile, constant contact with

weather experts is indicated by scenes in which

United States Department of Commerce weather

experts release a balloon to check the upper air

currents and examine instruments used in predict-

ing weather conditions.

As the plane prepares to land at Salt Lake City,

the Mormon temple and the capitol of Utah can

be seen below. A map indicates the various

United Air Lines routes from Salt Lake City.

One route goes to Southern California. Aerial

views characterizing this route include mountains,

canyons, Boulder Dam, Los Angeles City Hall,

and the Union Air Terminal at Los Angeles.

Another division of the line goes to the Pacific

Northwest. This route is suggested by views of

Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, Vancouver, and

Spokane. The "Continental" takes still another

route Salt Lake City to San Francisco. In the

morning the passengers prepare for the day. Some

are served breakfast in bed, others in the lounge.

As the plane prepares to land at San Francisco,

the Oakland and Golden Gate bridges can be seen

below. The passengers alight, and the radio

operator flashes the message, "On time," back to

New York.

86. Coffee pri-int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, 111, Ind, IntFB,

Iowa, lowaA&M, LaDptE, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, OhioDptE, PaMil, SD, Syr, Wis,

WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

location of the coffee-producing areas of the world

and (2) furnishing impressions of the procedures in

coffee production from planting coffee seedlings in

Brazil to roasting the coffee beans in New York.

Found useful in developing understandings of the

interdependence of nations and types of transpor-

tation used in some South American industries.

There was approval of the step-by-step portrayal

of coffee production, but some teachers thought

that the individual processes should have been

explained more thoroughly. The film suffered

from lack of close-ups. Some students failed to

understand the fermentation process in removing

the coffee bean from the berry.

Photography is good, titles adequate.
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Contents. Growth, transportation, and process-

ing of coffee.

Following scenes in a cafeteria where coffee is

being served, a map indicates the principal coffee-

growing areas of the world. A title stating that

coffee grows in highland regions is followed by
scenes of coffee plantations. Coffee trees are

started as seedlings and later transplanted. Pick-

ers gather coffee berries, the appearance of which

is shown in close-ups.

The coffee berries are transported to a central

market on the backs of oxen and burros. A dia-

gram shows that each berry contains two beans.

The berries are fed into a machine that crushes the

hull. Then they are agitated in water. A title

states that after fermentation the hulls are washed

off and the beans are spread to dry in the sun.

Native girls sort the beans before they are sacked

and transported to the seaport by mule caravan

and train. The routes by which coffee is shipped

to New York are indicated on a map.
The final sequence suggests steps in preparing

the coffee bean for use. Coffee is removed from a

roasting oven, and a title states that alternate

roasting and cooling improves the flavor. Scenes

in a tin can factory are followed by views of coffee

being packed in vacuum cans.

87. Coffee From Brazil to You int-jh-sh 20min

sd Pan Am. Union (A. & P. Food Stores)

1938

Other sources: Bos, Colo, Ga, Ky, Minn, Tex,

Wis

Appraisal, Good for showing the growing,

processing, and marketing of Brazilian coffee.

Should be useful in giving an appreciation of the

great variety of processes involved in coffee pro-

duction, and in developing an understanding of

inter-American economic relationships.

The presentation is logically organized and well

edited. Advertising is unobtrusive.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Story of coffee from the tree to the

consumer.

Brazil is located on a map of South America and

the coffee-growing portions of that country are

indicated, as the commentator points out the

necessity of proper climatic conditions for growing
coffee. Views of Sao Paulo, Santos, and the

Brazilian countryside show the nature of the

country.

The care of the young coffee tree and the devel-

opment of a large coffee plantation are shown.

As the commentator indicates the conditions

necessary for growing coffee, there are views of a

mountain plateau being cleared of brush and

prepared for planting. There are views of the

planting of seeds in sheltered beds, the small

sprouts, the first transplanting of the small seed-

lings, and the final transplanting of the 6-month-

old trees to their permanent locations. Coffee

trees of various ages and coffee blossoms are

shown.

The next sequence deals with the picking of the

coffee berries and their preparation for market.

Large mats of canvas are placed on the ground
beneath the tree, natives strip the berries from

the limbs, drop them onto a canvas, separate the

twigs and leaves from the berries, and dump the

berries into bags. Berries are dumped into tanks

of water where they are soaked. In this stage

they are constantly washed and agitated. The

washed berries are then dumped and spread on

concrete drying platforms. The coffee beans are

graded according to size by automatic machinery.

Graded beans are placed in bags, loaded on a

truck, and taken to Sao Paulo.

The marketing of the coffee is indicated by
views of the buildings and streets of Sao Paulo,

and of the professional coffee tasters sampling the

coffee. In New York the coffee is blended, roasted,

cooled, and packed. As the packaged coffee is

removed from the conveyer, the brand names are

discernible. The commentator points out the dis-

tinctive characteristics of each of the three grades

of coffee pictured. A woman prepares coffee in a

glass coffee-maker and serves it at breakfast.

88. Colloids sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

KanCity, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, OreSt, PaCW, SamHous, SC,

Term, TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) ex-

plaining characteristics of simple suspensions,

emulsions, and colloids and (2) illustrating several

domestic and industrial colloidal suspensions.

For explanationjof abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Animated drawings and the experimental evi-

dence shown in the film contributed to its effective-

ness. Teachers found the film particularly strong

in its blending of scientific principles and their

application to life situations.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Colloids and their industrial ap-Contents.

plications.

Ocean waves lash the shore. The commentator

calls attention to the fact that here sand which has

been carried in suspension settles to the beach

when the water becomes quieter. This action is

simulated in a glass jar and followed by a similar

experiment with clay. In the latter case, much
of the clay remains in suspension even after a

passage of considerable time. Two suspensions

one of sand and the other of clay are filtered.

The sand grains are completely separated from the

water, while some of the clay passes through the

filter. Microscopic views contrast the structure

of sand and clay particles. There follows a

demonstration of the Tyndall effect whereby

partial reflection of a beam of light reveals the

presence of gold particles in suspension in a liquid

that to the unaided eye appeared perfectly clear.

Several examples of colloidal suspensions are

introduced by views of fog, a suspension of a liquid

in a gas. Whipped cream is shown as an example
of a dispersion of gas in a liquid. India ink is

described as a solid dispersed in a liquid. The

black smoke from a coal-burning river steamer

represents a colloidal suspension of a solid dis-

persed in a gas. Microscopic examination of

smoke particles reveals continuous quivering

motion the Brownian movement which the

commentator attributes to the air molecules

pushing the suspended smoke particles about.

Gold particles suspended in water show similar

movement.

The tendency of smaller particles to coalesce

with larger ones is illustrated by bringing together

drops qf mercury. When water and olive oil are

shaken together, a suspension of oil in water is

formed. That this suspension is unstable is

demonstrated when the oil particles coalesce,

rise to the surface, and form a separate continuous

layer. The manner in which such suspensions

may be made stable is shown in the mixing of

mayonnaise. A similar phenomenon is demon-

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh

strated with the use of gelatin to prevent the

coagulation of a silver chloride solution.

The electrical properties of colloidal suspensions

are considered in connection with their stabiliza-

tion. Clay is stirred in water and an electric

current passed through it. That the mixture

moves toward the positive pole is interpreted by
the commentator as indicating that the particles

carry negative charges. He states that the

negatively charged particles of clay repel each

other and therefore cannot get close enough

together to coagulate. A solution of aluminum

chloride is added to a colloidal suspension os

arsenious sulphide. The commentator describef

the resultant coagulation of the suspension as

being due to the counterbalancing of the negative

charges of the arsenious sulphide by the large

positive charge of the aluminum ions. In a

similar fashion, the mixture of a negatively

charged colloidal suspension of arsenious sulphide

and a positively charged colloidal suspension of

ferric hydroxide results in the coagulation and

settling out of both suspensions. The film closes

with a demonstration of the Cottrell process of

reducing factory smoke by means of ionizing

gas molecules with a high electrical potential.

89. Colonial Children pri-int-jh llmin sd Erpi

1939

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,

Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaMil,

SamHous, SD, Term, Tex, TexTech, Va-

BdE, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for indicating

dress, household equipment, manners, and family

relations of a well-to-do family in colonial New

England in the late seventeenth century. Found

useful in stimulating a comparison of colonial

life with life today.

The economic activities shown are chiefly those

that are centered in the home. Children were

particularly interested in the family relations:

the children and their reactions to parents, the

predominant role of the mother in the household,

the manners of the children, the assistance of the
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neighbors in quilting, and the religious life of the

family.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Dramatization of the events of one

day in the life of a New England colonial family.

A colonial house is shown as the commentator

says that the time is 1680; the place, the Adams

house in Massachusetts. Mother finishes cooking

breakfast over the big fireplace as Father enters

carrying two buckets of water on a yoke across his

shoulders. Mother dishes out hasty pudding into

wooden trenchers held by her oldest daughter,

Rebecca. The commentator explains that the

fireplace is the center of the household activities.

Rebecca and her younger sister move the table

near the fire while their mother dips milk from a

wooden bucket with a ladle made from a gourd.

The commentator says that Mr. Adams is a well-

to-do Massachusetts farmer, and a devout one.

Rebecca, Cynthia, and their brother, Jonathan,

stand respectfully at their places while their father

says grace. As they sit to eat, the commentator

says that milk is a most important food now that

summer is over and there are no more fresh vege-

tables. There are close-ups of various members

of the family eating in silence as the commentator

says that children are to speak only when

spoken to.

After breakfast Cynthia tends her baby brother

and Jonathan makes a broom for his mother.

Father Adams chops wood for the fireplace.

Cynthia studies with a hornbook, and Jonathan

reads from his New England primer. While the

children are at their studies, they sight a fox

outside the house. Jonathan quickly seizes the

musket and shoots the fox. Mr. Adams tells

him that now he can claim the bounty. Jonathan

makes out a list of things he will buy with the

money.
In the afternoon some women of the neighbor-

hood arrive to assist Mrs. Adams with Ihe making
of a quilt. They spread a decorated cloth from

India on the quilting frame, mark it off with a

chalked line, and begin to sew. While their

mothers are quilting, the girls play cat's cradle,

weave tape for binding homespun clothing, and

work on samplers. The commentator says that

the girls will someday make clothes, sheets,

towels, and many other necessary household

articles.

In the evening Mother Adams lights a home-

made candle with a brand from the fireplace.

Father Adams lights his pipe and rests from his

day of work. Rebecca spins wool while her mother

works at the loom. Jonathan shells corn to be

ground into meal. Finally, Rebecca fills the

wanning pan with coals and goes to warm the beds

upstairs. The day ends as Father reads from the

Scriptures.

90. Common Salt int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman

1930

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Ga, HI, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Ohio-

DptE, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) suggesting

physical and chemical properties of salt, (2)

showing operations involved in recovering salt by
surface evaporation, shaft mining, and hydraulic

mining, and (3) furnishing brief impressions of

salt-refining processes.

Students and teachers liked the film's use of

animation to explain hydraulic mining. They
were disappointed with the brevity of the se-

quences dealing with salt refining and salt uses.

After seeing the film, students in some classes

performed the experiments shown in the film.

Photography is good, but additional titles would

greatly clarify the action in the film.

Contents. Chemical properties of salt and the

recovery of salt in commercial quantities by

evaporation, shaft mining, and hydraulic mining.

A sequence dealing with the nature of salt is

introduced by views of salt being sprinkled on

grass. A title, "Salt kills grass," is followed by
several views of the dying grass. That salt is

also a preservative is indicated by views of fresh

hides being covered with salt. The use of salt

and ice for freezing ice cream is demonstrated.

A laboratory experiment is performed to show that

water takes salt from the soil. A title stating that

evaporation from a lake without an outlet leaves

the water salty is followed by views of bathers

floating in Great Salt Lake.

A sequence dealing with surface salt begins with

an animated map of Great Salt Lake and vicinity.

The Jordan and Bear rivers are shown to flow

into the lake. A title on a map reads, "Great

Salt Lake has no outlet." There follow several

views of settling beds, piles of salt, and salt being

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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loaded into cars. Salt is conveyed to ovens,

placed in drums, heated, dried, and bagged.

A map indicating the location of rock salt beds

in the state of New York and vicinity introduces

a sequence on shaft mining. Miners enter a shaft

car, descend, and enter the workings. A diagram
indicates the location of salt beds, the mine shaft,

and mine workings. After the salt has been

blasted, it is mechanically loaded into mine cars,

conveyed to the crusher, and dumped. There are

views of the mine breaker and of salt being screened

and bagged.

A sequence dealing with the hydraulic mining of

salt begins with views of brine pouring from a

tank into a trough. Animations are employed to

illustrate the functioning of the pipes that force

water into the well and brine out of it. There are

views of several settling tanks. The brine is run

from the settling pans to a refinery where it is

crystallized, raked from the tank, dried, and

barreled.

91. Conquest of the Air int-jh-sh-c 40min sd

Films, Inc. (Path6 News, Inc.) 1940

Other sources: Calif, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) tracing

the development of heavier-than-air and lighter-

than-air craft, (2) identifying and explaining the

function of various parts of an airplane, (3)

furnishing graphic explanations of some of the

principles of heavier-than-air flight. Found use-

ful in (1) furthering an appreciation of the courage

and initiative of men who sought to develop and

improve air transportation, (2) indicating voca-

tional opportunities in aviation and giving some

understanding of pilot training, and (3) pointing

out some contributions of air transportation to

modern living.

Students and teachers thought that the film's

extensive, accurate, and well-organized treatment

of the subject was especially good, and that close-

ups, animation, and historical sequences were

used effectively. The scenes of early flights are

of the newsreel type, and their technical quality

is characteristic of the period in which they were

made.

Photography (excluding old newsreel material)

and sound are good. ,
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Contents. The history of aviation, traced by
use of straight photography, prints, models, maps,
and drawings.

The first sequence deals with the development of

lighter-than-air craft. A print of a hot-air

balloon in which two Frenchmen made the first

human ascent is shown. The Archimedean prin-

ciple by which heated air is used to carry weights
aloft is explained with diagrams. There follow

views of the first demonstration of the lifting

properties of hydrogen, the first steerable balloon,

a steam-propelled balloon, and a gasoline-driven

dirigible. Views of Count von Zeppelin's early

rigid airships are followed by scenes during the

World War in which captive balloons, blimps, and

dirigibles were used for military purposes. Later

lighter-than-air craft developments are illustrated

by views of the British dirigible "R-34" and the

American "Shenandoah," "Los Angeles," "Akron,"
and "Macon." The substitution of helium for

inflammable hydrogen and the United States

monopoly on helium are indicated. The de-

struction of the giant German "Hindenburg"
is shown.

A sequence on the development of heavier-

than-air machines and the science of aerodynamics

begins with views of a model of the pterodactyl,

the first flying reptile. Views of Chinese kites

precede sketches of flying devices found in Leo-

nardo da Vinci's notebook. Views of a feather-

winged helicopter are followed by views of Cayley's

steam-propelled helicopter. A monoplane with

a wing span of 150 feet and powered with a 30-

horsepower steam engine is shown as the com-

mentator states that it did not fly. The first

successful demonstration of the principles of

dynamic flight is illustrated by views of a flying

model plane which in 1848 flew 120 feet. There

follow views of box kites, wing-flapping flying

machines, and German gliders. Chanute, an

American engineer, devises stability and control

mechanism's to facilitate handling machines in the

air. Langley's power plane model is shown before

and after its crack-up on the Potomac when,

powered by steam but pilotless, it flew to a height

of 3,200 feet. The activities of the Wright
brothers at Kittyhawk, North Carolina, are

portrayed as they make the first sustained flight

in an engine-driven airplane. Animation is used

to show the function of various parts of the air-
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plane in lifting and controlling it in the air.

Santos-Dumont is shown making his first European

flight. The work of Curtiss, Lavasseur, and

Bleriot is discussed. Theodore Roosevelt is

shown in an early airplane as the commentator

describes his influence in converting skeptics to

the possibilities of aviation.

The rapid development of aviation to an es-

tablished form of transportation is treated in the

next sequence. Experiments with gyroplanes,

triplanes, flying boats, seapknes, and amphibians

are illustrated with views of early craft. Ac-

celerated airplane construction during the World

War is illustrated by factory views. Description

of the increase of flying speed from 70 to 160

miles an hour accompanies views of English pur-

suit planes in flight. There follow views of planes

used on the first air-mail route and on transat-

lantic, around-the-world, and polar flights. The

flights of Lindbergh, Chamberlain, Byrd, Costes,

Earhart, Balbo, Gatty and Post, and Howard

Hughes are suggested.

Recent scientific advancements that have

effected greater flying efficiency and safety are

illustrated by views of aeronautical laboratories,

wind tunnels, light beacons, radio communication,

and landing beam equipment. Ground crews

service and overhaul airplane engines. Views of

men in the control tower at a transport field are

accompanied by the commentator's description of

their important work.

Some results of the government's increased pro-

gram of air preparedness are introduced by views

of airplane factories in which government orders

are being filled. Several young men receive

instruction in the operation of glider controls.

Scenes at Randolph Field show army cadets

receiving instruction. There follow several views

of modern pursuit ships and flying fortresses.

A map of the world indicates routes of American

commercial air lines. Views of the "China Clipper"

and the "Yankee Clipper" are followed by pic-

tures of a Lockheed substratosphere plane.

92. Conquest of the Hudson: The Story of the

Lincoln Tunnel int-jh-sh 20min sd-si Port

of N.Y. Authority 1938

Appraisal. Good for showing construction

activities involved in building an underriver

vehicular tunnel to relieve urban traffic congestion.

For explanation of abbreviations

Should be useful in giving an appreciation of (1)

the amount of work necessary in large-scale tunnel

construction, (2) the conditions under which such

work is carried on, and (3) one of the problems of

urban congestion.

The organization of the film is clear and logical.

The alternating views of actual construction and

explanatory animated diagrams serve to clarify

the steps in tunnel building.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The work of The Port of New York

Authority and the construction of a vehicular

tunnel beneath the Hudson River.

Pictures of the Hudson River and views of the

heavy traffic through the Holland Tunnel, across

the George Washington Bridge, and over the

Pulaski Skyway are shown as the commentator

calls attention to the congested traffic conditions

in the metropolitan area, traffic difficulties caused

by the river, and the need for some sort of inter-

state control, namely, The Port of New York

Authority.

Members of the Authority discuss the need for

and decide upon the construction of a traffic

tunnel beneath the Hudson and between the

George Washington Bridge and the Holland

Tunnel. A detailed model is shown of the pro-

posed Lincoln Tunnel as the commentator ex-

plains that it will be 100 feet below the surface

of the river and 31 feet in diameter.

The great care that is exercised in the selection

of the workers is indicated as applicants are given

a thorough medical examination and are tested

in air compression chambers.

The actual beginning of construction is depicted

with views of derricks, steam shovels, drillers, and

surveyors at work as the commentator explains

the first operations of sinking shafts for caissons

on both sides of the river. Animated diagrams
show the function of the two shafts and the manner

in which the tunnel is built from both sides until

it meets in the middle. Animated diagrams of the

cutting shield, interspersed with actual views of

the cutting shield, show the manner in which the

shield works, the action of the hydraulic jacks in

forcing the shield forward, and the use of the

mud chamber to take care of the mud forced

through the shield. The work of the men digging

the tunnel is portrayed as men enter the air lock,

go from the air lock into the tunnel proper, dig

used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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the mud away from the mud chamber, place new source, the commentator makes a brief statement

sections in the "ring" or wall of the tunnel, force

the shield ahead to make room for a new "ring,"

and bolt the sections of the new "ring" in place.

The commentator explains the significance of

each step and some of the details of construction.

The completion of the tunnel is delineated in

the closing sequence. The meeting of the two

sides of the tunnel in the middle of the river is

shown as men climb through the shield from the

other side. Men clear the river silt from the rough

tunnel, cover the sides and ceiling with white

tile, build the concrete roadway, and construct

the ventilating ducts. Animated diagrams of the

ventilating system show the manner in which fresh

air is supplied and the foul air withdrawn. The
film closes with scenes of traffic at the two ap-

proaches.

93. Conservation of Natural Resources int-jh-sh

llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Mum,
Mo, NC, NM, OhioDptE, OreSt, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, SD, Syr,

Tenn, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt,

Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for giving a

factual overview of the waste of natural resources

and some methods used to conserve resources;

useful in developing an awareness of the need for

conservation and appreciation of the value of

natural resources.

The film left students with a constructive point

of view. Because of its survey treatment, the

film was particularly useful at the beginning of

a unit. Some teachers and students expressed a

desire for a more detailed treatment of each of the

resources shown.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. The problem of conservation as it

relates to soil, water, coal, forests, and oil.

There are opening views of a waterfall, an oil

gusher, a train of coal cars, a polluted stream, a

farmer plowing a field, eroded fields, a virgin

forest, and a large burnt-over forest. In con-

nection with pictures of each great natural re-

concerning the conservation problem.

Description of the waste of forests begins with

a map of the United States showing the original

forest areas. An animated drawing depicts the

decline of our original forest area. Views of

lumbermen at work in the forest indicate the

period of great exploitation. A hunter starts a

forest fire by carelessly discarding a lighted cig-

arette. Views of a raging forest fire are followed

by smoldering ruins of what was once a wooded
area. Steps taken to conserve our natural forests

are indicated by forest fire lookouts, fire trails,

fire-warning signs, campers putting out their fire,

and workers cleaning out underbrush in the forest.

Scenes indicate that lumber mills at one time

wasted a considerable portion of each log, but

that now many useful articles are made from what
used to be waste material. Men plant young trees

to replace those that have been destroyed.

A sequence opening with views of a deforested

area and a plowed field shows the effect of water

erosion. Water is shown running rapidly through
a field cut with gullies. The commentator ex-

plains that, after the land has been deforested and

plowed year after year, it is left unprotected and

is, therefore, easily washed away. Refugees are

shown escaping from a flooded area. This se-

quence concludes with scenes of the care taken to

prevent water erosion dams to check the flow of

water, catching and releasing of beavers to build

dams in small streams, and contour plowing.

Soil erosion due to wind is shown by dust storms,

dust piled against a house in the dust bowl, and

a family leaving the dust bowl. On a map of the

United States the dust-bowl areas are indicated.

One of the efforts undertaken to prevent wind

erosion is shown to be planting of soil-anchoring

vegetation. Scenes of sheep grazing in a pasture

are accompanied by the commentator's remark

that the government purchased much of the land

and returned it to grazing.

Waste of mineral resources is indicated by an

oil gusher and an oil well fire. There are views of

an oil refinery as the commentator says that the

most effective means of saving oil is to make full

use of its by-products. Various products of oil

are shown gasoline, fuel oil, lubricating oil,

mineral oil, paraffin, and asphalt.

A sewage disposal plant is shown as a means of
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preventing stream pollution. Views of a water-

fall, a forest, a wheat field, a hydroelectric plant,

and a picnic ground are related by the commenta-

tor to the problem of conserving our natural

resources.

94. Construction That Endures int-jh-sh ISmin

si U.S. Bur. of Mines (Universal Atlas

Cement Co.) 1931

Other sources: Bos, Colo, 111, Iowa, Kan,

Minn, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

ingredients and mixing of concrete, (2) indicating

the qualities of concrete as construction material,

and (3) suggesting several uses of concrete.

The use of the animated-cartoon technique in

some sections of the film appealed to children.

There is some advertising, but it was not reported

objectionable.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The ingredients of concrete and

illustrations of its use as a building material.

A high school lad is attempting to write a theme

on the uses of concrete. As he ponders the sub-

ject, a "little man" appears on his desk, opens a

book, and proceeds to give him information on

concrete.

Following a title, "Concrete, a building material

that endures," the "little man," the chief char-

acter in an animated cartoon, illustrates some

uses of concrete by building a highway, a bridge,

and an underpass. A chart reveals the ingredients

of concrete to be one part cement, two parts sand,

two and one-half parts stone, and water to the

extent of six and one-half gallons per sack of

cement. A graph shows that too much or too

little water weakens the cement. A view of the

Panama Canal, which was built of concrete more

than a quarter of a century ago, follows a title

stating that concrete defies time. Some uses of

concrete are suggested by views of a swimming
pool, a stadium, a tennis court, a highway, and a

paved street built in Bellefontaine, Ohio, in 1892.

A graph shows the growth of the use of concrete

for paving in the United States from 1910 to

1930. Scenes of a traffic jam, followed by scenes

of a modern street system with approaches and

underpasses, illustrate the use of concrete in

eliminating traffic hazards. An airplane lands on
a concrete runway.

Several uses of concrete on the farm are in-

dicated. The indestructibility of concrete struc-

tures is demonstrated by a concrete silo that was

left standing after a tornado. The value of con-

crete as a building material is illustrated by views

of skyscrapers and of a house built of concrete in

1872. Fire and time, represented by animated

figures, attack a concrete wall without success,

and the "little man" says, "You can't hurt that,

that's concrete."

A title stating that the world's highest building

rests on a concrete foundation is followed by a

view of the Empire State Building. Railroads'

uses of concrete are suggested by scenes in a rail-

road yard and views of a permanent concrete

roadbed. The use of concrete in art is indicated

by views of a replica of the Parthenon and of

Lorado Taft's Black Hawk monument. Views

of the exterior of the Field Museum and of a

decorative floor illustrate the artistic use of con-

crete in architecture. The film concludes as the

boy completes his theme.

95. The Continent of South America int-jh ISmin

si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, Colo, Ga,

111, Ind, IntFB, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, SD, Syr, Term, TexTech,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

position and size of South America as related to

the United States and (2) giving an overview of

climatic conditions and topographical features of

the main geographic regions of South America.

Found useful in developing an understanding of the

relation of geographic features to social and

economic life.

The film was used most successfully as an in-

troduction to the study of South America since it

deals with general features. The maps, illus-

trated by views of areas indicated, are helpful in

developing geographic orientation.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. A brief overview of the main geo-

graphical regions of South America.

There are several introductory views a herd of

Peruvian llamas, a Chilean lake, and a river in

Colombia. The first sequence deals with the

location of South America on the globe. A title

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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states that all continents tend to be triangular in

shape, tapering toward the south. This statement

is borne out as the shapes of the continents are

marked off on the globe with a pointer. The place

at which the equator crosses South America is

shown on a map. An outline map of the United

States is superimposed upon the map of South

America, indicating relative sizes of the two areas.

Further animations compare the distances from

South America and United States cities to im-

portant world ports. A title stating that most of

South America lies east of North America is

accompanied by map demonstration.

The second sequence deals with characteristics

of the Andean highlands. There are views of

mountains, snow, rivers, and glaciers in the region

of the Andes. The Andes are pointed out on a

relief map. There are several views of a mountain

railway, a mountain road, and steep highlands of

Ecuador. Views of waterfalls and rivers follow a

title stating that rivers of this region are short and

swift. Views of several west-coast ports follow

a title which states that they are poor. There

are views of the fiords along the coast of Patagonia.

The final sequence deals with the eastern high-

lands and lowlands. The location of the Brazilian

highlands is indicated on a map; there are several

views of waterfalls, trains, mountain scenery, and

cattle grazing. The La Pkta basin, lying between

the Andes and the Brazilian highlands, is pointed

out on a map; there are views of Iguassu Falls,

a jungle scene in the La Plata basin, and land along

the La Pkta River. The Guiana highknds are

located on a map; there are views of the Potaro

River and the mountains of the highlands. The

Orinoco basin between the Andes and the Guiana

highlands is pointed out on a map and illustrated

by views of rivers, the jungle, a native village, and

a highland road. The film closes as the region

of the Amazon basin is located on a map and il-

lustrated by several jungle, river, and plantation

views.

96. Cooperative Wool from Fleece to Fabric

int-jh-sh-c 30min sd U.S. Agric. 1937

(revised 1941)

Other sources: Calif, ColFC, 111, IntFB,

Kan, OhioDptE, OreSt, Tenn, TexTech,

VaBdE, WashSt

Appraisal. Good for showing processes in-

volved in growing, shearing, packing, shipping,

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

sorting, inspecting, and processing wool. Should

be useful in (1) indicating the place of science in its

relation to wool production and processing and

(2) developing an appreciation of the labor and

skill required to produce articles made of wool.

Although the film is somewhat repetitious, it

shows a wide variety of processes in wool and

fabric production.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. The production, cooperative market-

ing, spinning, and weaving of wool.

Sheep are shown on the open range. A map
indicates centers of the cooperative-range sheep

industry in the western states. Activities on a

western sheep range begin at lambing time as

young lambs are branded. Electric- and hand-

shearing operations are contrasted. Fleeces are

tied, packed, and stacked. The sheared sheep

are branded with black paint. Woolsacks are

loaded on trucks and hauled to a railroad ware-

house. The commentator states that some wool

finds its way to eastern markets by rail and that

the rest goes by boat.

Flock areas of central and eastern United

States are indicated on a map. Views of grazing

sheep are followed by demonstrations of shearing

methods. The use of paper twine instead of

fiber binder twine for tying fleece is emphasized.

Views of the Boston wool market are accompanied

by the commentator's description of this city's

importance in the wool industry. Wool is taken

from a ship's hold, transported to the cooperative

warehouse, piled, and tiered. Sample bags are

laid out and their contents appraised. Wools of

the same grade are stacked in the same piles.

A sequence on the production of wool cloth

begins with views of wool buyers bargaining for

the product. Some of the wool is transported to a

mill where it is untied, sorted, dusted, and scoured.

After it is dried, it is carded, combed, and wound

into balls. Then it is dyed, drawn into small

strands, and wound on cones. Giant looms are

used to weave worsted cloth. The finished cloth

is inspected as it is drawn over rollers. The nap

is sheared to assure a smooth quality.

Uses for wool cloth are shown in the concluding

section. A close-up of a garment cutter is followed

by views of people wearing various types of wool

clothing. Various uses are illustrated by car

upholstery, felt hats, evening clothes, blankets,
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baby buntings, bathing suits, cruise clothes,

golf clothes, baseball uniforms, and ski suits.

97. The Corn Farmer (Corn, Hogs, Beef Cattle)

pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

Harvard, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Me, Mich,

NC, OhioDptE, Okla, SamHous, VaBdE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) locating

the chief corn-producing area in the United States,

(2) suggesting the way in which corn is planted,

cultivated, and harvested, (3) indicating the

economic interrelation of the corn crop and hog
and beef production, and (4) showing something of

the character of farm life in the corn belt. Should

be useful in developing an understanding of

economic and social problems of rural life in the

corn belt.

Teachers reported the film as "intimate and

friendly." However, some thought that it min-

imized farm problems, and others that it should

have included more uses of corn. The organiza-

tion and "acting" were reported effective for the

purpose of the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of life on a corn farm.

A map locates the corn belt, hog-raising region,

and cattle-fattening region. This map shows that

these regions practically coincide.

There is a view of the farm home of Mr. White

who, the commentator says, is a typical corn

fanner. In the spring Mr. White pours seed corn

into the seeder. Another compartment of the

seeder holds fertilizer which goes into the ground
with the seed. In the field the seeder is pulled by
horses. A knotted drag wire insures straight,

evenly spaced rows. Mr. White's son, Ed, feeds

corn to the hogs. Mr. White cultivates the grow-

ing corn with a tractor-drawn cultivator as close-

ups and commentary indicate that this keeps

down weeds and loosens the soil around the roots

of the corn. Ed feeds skim milk to the hogs.

The corn reaches the stage where it needs little

more cultivation. Mr. White also raises alfalfa,

a rotation crop, which, the commentator says, is

used for feed and soil improvement. There are

views of the alfalfa being cut, loaded on a hayrack,
and hoisted into the mow by a large hayfork.

Mr. White feeds ear corn to a brood sow with a

litter of very young pigs. The commentator says

that the sow has two litters of pigs each year.

Another important use of corn is for ensilage.

Mr. White is shown cutting green corn for this

purpose. The corn is fed to a shredder and blown

up a pipe to the top of the cylindrical silo. The
commentator says that it will ferment before it is

fed. Meanwhile, Ed picks tomatoes for his

mother and sister to can. When Ed brings in the

last basketful, he says that his father is ready to

go to town. There are views of the Whites'

car and trailer as they pass between fields of corn

on their way to town. Impressions of a corn-belt

town are furnished by views of the school, the

courthouse, and the main street. In town Mr.

White meets a politician who is running for county

supervisor. He tells Mr. White that, if elected,

he will equalize the tax burden.

The main purpose of the visit to town is to allow

Ed to buy some calves with the money he has

saved. At an auction Ed bids on a pair of calves

and finally gets them for ten dollars. Ed and his

father load the calves into their trailer and the

family drives home.

In the autumn the corn crop is ripe. A neighbor

picks and husks corn by hand and tosses it into

a wagon that is driven alongside. Mr. White,

however, uses a tractor-drawn corn picker, which

takes two rows of corn at a time, picks, husks, and
loads it into a wagon. Ed drives a wagonload of

corn from the field. The corn is unloaded into a

conveyer that carries it to the top of the crib.

The commentator says that any corn remaining
after the stock is fed will be sold. Corn is removed

from the crib and carried to a sheller that separates

the corn from the cob. Another machine grinds

up the entire ear for feeding to beef cattle. There

are views of beef cattle being fed corn. The com-

mentator states that the corn may also be fed to

pigs. Mr. White and Ed are shown driving their

hogs into a large truck that will transport them to

market.

98. Cotton Growing int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman
1928

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Colo, 111, Mo,
OreSt, SC, SD, Tex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

steps in planting, cultivating, picking, and ginning

cotton, (2) indicating the location of the chief

cotton-producing areas of the United States, and

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," sec p. 337.
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(3) showing the life cycle of the cotton boll

weevil, how it damages the cotton plant, and how

it is controlled.

Teachers reported that the sequence dealing

with the boll weevil was particularly clear. The

process of cotton ginning is not clearly shown in

the film. The film makes effective use of close-ups

of the cotton plant.

Photography and titling are fair.

Contents. Planting, cultivating, picking, and

ginning of cotton.

Several introductory scenes show close-ups of

a cotton boll and cotton being picked. The cotton-

growing belt of the United States is indicated on

a map.
The first sequence deals with the planting and

cultivation of cotton. Land is broken up by a

disk harrow in the early spring. Rows are

"bedded up," and a planting machine drops the

seed. A field of young plants is shown several

days later. The superfluous plants are chopped

out. While the plants are less than a foot in

height, they are weeded with a cultivator.

A sequence dealing with the boll weevil is in-

troduced with views of portable dusters and air-

planes spreading poison powder on the growing

plants. An animated drawing shows the weevil

entering a square, puncturing a bud, and laying

eggs. The infested cotton boll drops from the

plant before the developing weevils have left it.

There follow several views of healthy cotton

plants in blossom.

There are views of cotton blossoms, the young

boll, the mature boll, and the boll fully opened.

Negroes pick cotton and empty it onto sheets.

Bundles are weighed and loaded into wagons.

There are several views of Negro laborers and of

children playing.

The final sequence shows the preparation of

cotton for market. It is hauled to the cotton gin

in wagons. The wagons are unloaded by suction

pipes. The cotton is then sent through the gin

and baled. Close-up views contrast unginned

with ginned cotton fibers. An inspector removes

samples from each bale. Bales are trucked from

the warehouse to the shipping dock. The film

closes with views of the cotton bales being loaded

aboard steamships.

99. Cover to Cover jh-sh-c 20min sd Bell & Howell,

Gutlohn, Lenauer, and Pictorial (England:
The Strand Film Co., Ltd.) 1938

Other sources: ColFC, 111, IntFB, Mich,

PaCW, SC, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

processes in making and selling a book, (2) sketch-

ing the history of written communication, and

(3) suggesting the importance of machinery in

making modern mass communication possible.

Also used to develop an appreciation of books.

The film is characterized by a clear portrayal

of book-publishing processes. As indicated above,

the history of communication is given only a brief

treatment. The British accent of the commenta-

tor made it difficult for some students to under-

stand him.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. The development of written language

and printing, and steps in the publishing of books

from author to bookstand.

Museum models of groups of cave men are

shown as the commentator describes early oral

communication of cave men. Views of drawings

found on cave walls and pieces of bark are followed

by samples of hieroglyphics and cuneiform writing

from later civilizations. There are views of

Grecian temples as the commentator describes the

advance of culture. Several pages of an early

Bible are shown, and the commentator describes

the manner in which its teachings were carried

from land to land. The commentator summarizes

by stating that for 30,000 years man conveyed his

thoughts by word of mouth and by pictures; for

10,000 years he has been able to write down his

thoughts; and only for the past 500 years has he

employed printing. There follow several samples

of the early printing of Caxton and Gutenberg.

A sequence containing a discussion of the place

of books in life begins with views of children

checking out books from a library. The com-

mentator says that today everyone who can read

inherits the knowledge of the past and that the

world is ours within the pages of a book. The

work of authors is discussed by W. Somerset

Maugham, Rebecca West, and Julian S. Huxley.

The next sequence traces a fictitious book,

Mountain Journey, from author's manuscript to

the bookseller's shelves. After the author finishes
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his manuscript, he sends it to the editorial offices

of a publishing house. Here it is read, discussed,

and approved for publication. The fabrication

of paper is briefly traced from raw materials to the

printer. At the printing office the manuscript

is cast into type. Rough proofs are taken off

and sent to the proofreaders for correction.

Printers make the necessary alterations. The

galleys of the type are then broken into pages,

locked in forms, wheeled to the printing room, and

set into position in the beds of printing presses.

Ink is spread on the rollers, paper placed in posi-

tion, and the presses started. Printed sheets

are stacked and sent to the warehouse. At the

bindery the large sheets are folded into small

folios, trimmed, and placed between book covers.

There are views of finished books on bookstore

shelves as the commentator discusses the im-

portance of advertising, reviewing, and appraising

in determining a new book's success.

The commentator says that everywhere people

read to forget the world they live in or to see it

more clearly than they have before. Blind people

are shown reading books printed in Braille. The
film closes with views of various types of books.

100. Crime and Prisons jh-sh-c lOmin sd March

of Time 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, Ind, Kan,

Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for presenting im-

pressions of prison conditions in the United

States today and contrasting old and new peno-

logical methods. Should be useful in developing

an awareness of the need for prison reform.

The film is impressionistic in character. It

should lead into a more complete consideration of

the problems of penology.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A case for prison reform in the

United States, contrasting conditions in the old

and new type of penal institution.

The first sequence is a summary treatment of

crime prevention among youth and indicates the

importance of better recreational facilities and

home conditions. J. Edgar Hoover is shown as

the commentator explains that his office has

played a part in crime detection and prevention.

His influence is indicated by children's Junior

G-Men badges and clubwomen volunteering for

fingerprinting by the F.B.I.

The section dealing with prison reform begins

with scenes of men and women in prisons as the

commentator states that 250,000 criminals are

crowded into the nation's 4,000 penal institutions.

Sanford Bates, Boys' Clubs of America executive

and onetime chief of federal prisons, says that

the crime problem cannot be solved simply by

rounding up the criminals and sending them off

to jail, but that prisons must help to send back to

the community men who will make useful citizens.

A title indicates that the concern of United States

penologists today is not the hardened criminal,

but the novice in crime. One of these first-timers,

a youth, is brought before a judge, sentenced, and

taken to prison. The commentator states that

what happens to him depends largely upon where

he serves his sentence. Youthful lawbreakers are

shown in cells with hardened criminals from whom,

explains the commentator, they pick up antisocial

skills and attitudes. As several freed convicts

leave the prison gate, the commentator states that

out of prisons every day come embittered men

ready to try out their lessons in crime.

A chain gang is shown working within range of

a guard's gun. After work, the men are locked in

a portable bunkhouse. The commentator says

that no effort is made to segregate the well from

the sick. Another group of prisoners breaks

stones in a prison yard. The commentator states

that one of the chief problems of prisons today is

to find work for inmates. Several idle convicts

sit in their cells and stare into space; one has be-

come insane and is handcuffed to his cell door.

Penologists, empowered to advise in prison reform,

are shown first in conference and later surveying

prisons. James Bennett, United States federal

prison system director, states that a possible 20

per cent of criminals are incorrigible, but that the

other 80 per cent need help. Scenes of Alcatraz

Island federal penitentiary are followed by the

comment that this is the home of hardened crim-

inals. At a modern industrial reformatory men
are given intelligence and aptitude tests, physical

examinations, and dental care. Prisoners are

shown at work producing articles for state use that

do not compete with private industry. Some

prisoners are shown reading in the library, others

playing ping-pong. Sleeping quarters shared by

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," sec p. 337.
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several men are shown as a contrast to the older

cell system.

As several men finish their terms and leave the

gate to seek work, the commentator states that

part of society's responsibility is to aid these men
in obtaining jobs and in adjusting themselves to

normal life.

101. A Criminal Is Born (Crime Does Not Pay
Series) sh-c 21min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic-

tures) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Ga, Mich, Minn, NC,
Okla, PaCW, Tenn, WashSt

Appraisal. Reported excellent for giving the

ease history of the criminal careers of three boys

whose parents neglected to provide an adequate

home life. Found useful in developing an under-

standing of the causes and responsibility for crime.

The film deals in a dramatic way with an im-

portant social problem and contrasts good with

poor home environment. The high emotional tone

of the film and the character of the problem seem

to indicate that it should not be used below the

high school. It should not be used at all without

careful preview and planning.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The story of the criminal careers of

a gang of high school age boys whose parents failed

to give them the attention they needed.

The crime reporter introduces Judge Marshall

who speaks of the high crime rate among youth

under 21 years of age. He then tells the story

of the case in which four middle-class families

were involved.

One boy comes home to find that his mother and

father are leaving for a social function. They
instruct the boy to prepare his own food. In

another home, a boy comes in to find that his

parents are quarreling. When he attempts to

make a suggestion, he is threatened. Jim, still

another boy, comes home to find that his father

is too busy reading about civic reform to be

bothered with his son's conversation. Tom, the

fourth member of the gang, is shown going out for

the evening although his father had suggested

that they take a walk together.

At the neighborhood drugstore the boys are

seated at the counter finishing sodas. When the

druggist goes to the prescription department, the
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boys pick up candy and other loose articles. One

boy drops an article, thus attracting the attention

of the druggist who pursues them. While chasing

them, he falls and breaks his arm. The boys

escape in an old car.

In the boys' homes the next morning, newspaper
stories of the crime are read. Some of the parents

express the opinion that the younger generation

are a worthless lot. Tom's father senses that

something is wrong and asks his boy to go fishing

with him on Sunday.
The gang meets before going to school to discuss

the happenings of the night before. One of the

boys suggests that they skip school and go have

some fun. All agree, except Tom. Tom says

that his father has promised to take him fishing

and he doesn't want to skip school. The others

go without him. Their trip is marked by stealing

of milk, fruit, and automobile parts.

One evening, at a neighborhood meeting, the

gang goes systematically through the parked cars,

taking all loose articles. At a junk yard they get

$3 for the articles. Somewhat disappointed at

the return from their crime, one of the boys states

that he knows where they can get "some stuff

that is really worth dough."
That evening the gang breaks into a grocery

warehouse. One of the boys finds a revolver in the

drawer of a desk. They fill their arms with goods

and start to leave. The night watchman sees the

boy with the gun and, frightened by the situation,

the boy fires at the watchman. At the hospital

it is discovered that the watchman has only a

minor wound.

The boys get together for a conference and

decide to continue their criminal careers, but to

be more careful. In the meantime, parents'

interest in the three boys has not increased. One

evening the boys spot the owner of a small cafe

as the possible victim for a holdup. They decide

to ask Tom to join them, but Tom, who has not

been with the gang since the affair at the drug-

store, refuses to join them. They beat him up
and threaten him with death if he reveals their

plans. When Tom returns to his home, his father

observes that he is upset. Tom reluctantly re-

veals the boys' plan to hold up the cafe owner.

The parents of the other boys are notified and so

are the police. The boys arrive at the scene of the

planned crime. The owner resists; he is shot but
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lives long enough to seize the gun dropped by his

assailants and kills one of the boys.

In the city morgue one father identifies his son.

The remaining two boys are tried and sentenced.

Before dismissing the court, the judge tells the

parents that they are to blame because they

neglected their children.

102. Dashes, Hurdles and Relays int-jh-sh 20min

sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan,

KanCity, Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE,

OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous, Tenn,

Tex, TexCW, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for demonstrat-

ing form and skill in running the dashes, hurdles,

and relays. Found useful in (1) developing an

appreciation of the necessity for good form in

athletics and (2) stimulating an interest in track;

it should also be useful in developing spectator

appreciation of track events.

Some teachers used the film to clarify teaching

that had preceded the film showing. The use of

slow-motion photography makes an important

contribution to the effectiveness of the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Style and form in the dashes,

hurdles, and relays.

The start, run, and finish of the IOC-meter dash

are shown. A start is then shown in slow motion.

The commentator says that one of the chief

dangers is "jumping the gun." This is illustrated

by a scene in which a runner "jumps the gun."

A sprinter's start is shown in slow motion. The

commentator calls attention to the crouched body
and the gradual rise. Other sprinters are shown

starting in slow motion as the commentary

analyzes the elements of style in each start.

One sprinter is shown using a starting block.

The commentator calls attention to the bad form

of another sprinter whose feet are too close together

and hips too high. Other items of style in running

the 100-meter race are shown in slow-motion

photography.

The second athletic event is the 200-meter race.

Runners are set in their respective lanes waiting

for the gun. As the finish is shown, the com-

mentator explains that top-drive sprinting must

be shaded down to store up a burst of speed for

the finish. A part of the race is shown in slow

motion as the commentator calls attention to the

form of the runners. The next event is the 400-

meter race. The start and finish are shown in

normal photography, then in slow motion, as the

commentator calls attention to the advantages of

the various styles. Particular attention is called

to improper pacing.

Reel 2, which deals with hurdles and relays,

opens with scenes of the running of the 1 10-meter

high hurdles. The start, run, and finish are

shown. A hurdler demonstrates form as the com-

mentator calls attention to the fact that he bends

forward at the hips in an exaggerated way in order

to clear the hurdles. The style is further analyzed

from a still of the runner just as he clears the

hurdles. The commentator calls attention to the

fact that this hurdler throws one arm forward and

the other back. Another hurdler is shown who
throws both hands forward at each hurdle leap,

and still another is shown who puts one arm for-

ward and the other partly back. A race is shown

in slow motion, as the commentator calls attention

to the various styles.

The next event is the 200-meter low hurdles.

As the race is shown in slow motion, the com-

mentator calls attention to the fact that, since the

hurdles are low, the form is not so important as in

the high hurdle race. The last hurdle event is the

400-meter hurdle race, shown both in normal and

in slow-motion photography. >

The section of the film dealing with relays opens

with a lesson in passing the baton. Good and bad

form in baton-passing is demonstrated. The baton"

passing in the 1 ,600-meter relay is shown at normal

speed and in slow motion.

103. Declaration of Independence jh-sh 19min sd

color Teaching Film Custodians (Warner

Bros. Pictures, Inc.) 1938

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ColFC, ETexBur, Ga, 111, Ind, IntFB,

Ky, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Okla, Sam-

Hous, SD, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing events re-

lated to the preparation and signing of the Declara-

tion of Independence and (2) providing background

for the study of the Revolutionary War. Should

be useful in giving an appreciation of the condi1

For explanation of abbreviatiotos used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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tions under which the Declaration of Independence
was written.

The story of Rodney's trip to cast the necessary
vote in favor of independence is highly dramatized

but brings out the importance of this vote.

Photography is good, sound fair.

Contents. An account of the preparation,

ratification, and signing of the Declaration of

Independence.

A title states that had the Revolutionary War
been lost, the Declaration of Independence would

have become a death warrant for the men who

signed it. John Hancock sends out an urgent
summons to delegates to come to the convention

at Philadelphia. Representatives from the various

states go to the convention by stagecoach and

horseback. As they travel to Philadelphia, they
discuss the advisability of breaking with England.
The meeting is called to order in Independence

Hall by Hancock. A note from George Wash-

ington is read. In the note Washington states

that he is now convinced that the colonies must

separate from England. A Virginia delegate

proposes a resolution that the colonies break with

the British. This proposal is cheered by many;
one member, however, objects to the resolution

and cautions moderation. Franklin seconds the

resolution, and it is passed.

Jefferson, aided by Franklin and Lee, draws up
the Declaration. The three discuss the document,
read portions of it, and remove an antislavery

clause to which the southern states would object.

Rodney, a delegate from Delaware who has

returned home, goes to visit his sweetheart. Her

father, who has Tory sympathies, orders Rodney
to leave the house. Before he can do so, a mes-

senger arrives with a note for Rodney. The
note requests him to return to Philadelphia at

once since his vote is needed for the approval of

the Declaration of Independence. A Tory who
is also in the house forces Rodney at the point

of a pistol to hand over the message. However,
he seizes the pistol and escapes. On his way,
he is fired upon but escapes injury.

Meanwhile, the polling is taking place at the

convention. The members from New York report

that since they have not received their instructions,

they are unable to vote. When Rodney's vote is

called for, it is discovered that he has not yet

returned. A few minutes later he rides up,

quickly enters the hall, and casts the deciding vote.

Jefferson, Franklin, and others stand at a table

at the front of the hall. The Declaration is

shown with John Hancock's signature affixed.

As Franklin signs, he remarks that they must all

hang together or most assuredly they will hang
separately.

104. Desert Demons (Battle for Life Series)

jh-sh-c 9min sd Pictorial and Teaching
Film Custodians (Educational Films Corp.
of America) 1933

Other sources: Ga, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

appearance, habitat, and food getting and defense

activities of several animals of the desert. Should

be useful in developing the concept of the survival

of the fittest.

The emphasis is on the "battle for life" rather

than on other less spectacular aspects of animal

life in the desert. Vivid scenes show the vicious

struggle between several animals. There are

unusually good close-ups of the animals.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. The struggle for life among the

animals of the desert.

Opens with views of the desert at evening.
The commentator says that there are few signs of

life during the hot day, but that at evening life

begins to stir in the desert. The tortoise, owl,

king snake, horned toad, and other desert creatures

come forth "to hunt and be hunted." Desert

tortoises gather at a small pool of water to drink

as the commentator explains that the tortoise can

go for a long time without water. The badger
sees the tortoise and goes near the animal to

investigate. The commentator says that the

badger is motivated by curiosity, a characteristic

of all the higher animals. The badger returns to

the task of digging the hole in the ground that is

to become his home.

On a cactus, a lizard snatches an insect and
swallows it whole. A king snake approaches a

lizard, throws its coils about it, and crushes it to

death. The orb weaver spider expertly spins her

web; the commentator says that she has instinctive

knowledge of important engineering principles.

An insect is caught in the spider's web, stung to

death, and carried away for food.
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A nesting quail is driven off the nest by a Gila

monster which eats the quail's eggs. The com-

mentator says that the Gila monster is found only

in the southwestern United States and Mexico.

A snake and tarantula come face to face. The

tarantula seizes the snake back of the head and

injects the poison which kills. Thus, says the

commentator, the snake which has destroyed other

creatures becomes food for the tarantula.

105. Design and Construction of Three Small

Homes int-jh-sh-c 20min sd 60min si

Federal Housing 1939

Other sources: ETexBur, 111, NH, Tex,

TexTech, WashSt

Appraisal. Good for (1) explaining and show-

ing many of the important items -a prospective

owner should watch for in house construction,

(2) explaining and illustrating actual techniques in

house construction, and (3) giving impressions of

the character and variety of work in the building

trades. Should be useful in developing (1) an

understanding of the need for good materials and

expert workmanship in house construction and

(2) an interest in the work of the Federal Housing

Administration.

This film was prepared for use with prospective

homeowners but is adaptable to school use. It

was designed to supplement the Federal Housing
Administration's Technical Bulletin No. 4, copies

of which may be obtained from the U. S. Govern-

ment Printing Office. Both photography and

sound move at a rapid pace.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Approved practices in the con-

struction of small houses.

A chart shows that 70 per cent of all personal

incomes in this country range from $500 to $2,000

annually. Against the background of an automo-

bile production line, the commentator explains

that the automobile industry brought automobiles

within the price range of the masses by employing

capable engineers and developing efficient means

of production. Architects are shown designing

small houses. Plans of three small houses are

shown and briefly discussed by the commentator.

The nature of the community and neighborhood

in which the houses shown were built is indicated

by brief scenes.

The remainder of the film is concerned with

specific construction problems. As men are

shown staking out the location of the house, the

commentator says that the architect is best quali-

fied for directing the work. Several views show

excavation, foundation construction, construction

of the first floor platform, location of studs, and

the insertion of ribbons for sustaining joists.

As side frames are raised into place, the com-

mentator emphasizes the desirability of using

stock lengths in frame construction in order to cut

construction costs. The framing of window open-

ings in exterior walls, the application of sheathing,

and framing the chimney opening are shown in

a series of brief scenes. Cross bridging is recom-

mended for floors where joists are more than 8

feet in length. As a carpenter closes an opening

with a fire stop, the commentator says that

firestopping slows up the spread of flames and

prevents rodents from circulating in the walls.

A brief scene shows desirable corner framing.

Workmen select plumb material for roof rafters,

mark and cut the rafters, set the rafters and ridge-

poles in place, and erect gable studs.

The priming of frames to prevent warping and

the procedure hi setting a window frame are shown

in some detail. A carpenter inspects shingles to

make sure that they are edge-grained. Flue

lining in chimney construction and the use of

flashing where the chimney intersects the roof

structure are illustrated and discussed. Stair

construction, partition framing, and framing of

large openings are presented with some of the

precautions necessary in good construction.

Application of building paper and siding are next

shown. The commentator calls attention to a

termite shield placed around a water faucet.

Some of the steps in the installation of plumbing

are shown along with some precautionary meas-

ures. It is recommended that all electrical wiring

should pierce building studs at the center. A
carpenter is shown installing a double-hung

window sash. Grading the site, painting the

exterior wall, and lathing and plastering the ul-

terior wall are treated briefly.

As the house nears completion, the floors are

kid and the door jambs installed. While a work-

man is shown doing interior trim, the commentator

describes the care and expert craftsmanship re-

quired in this type of work. The hanging of doors

and installation of heating equipment are shown

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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in a few short scenes. As the paper is applied,

the commentator says that paper with a small

figure gives a small room greater scale. Finally,

the floors are sanded and finished. A series of

interior views show some of the completed rooms.

106. The Development of a Bird Embryo jh-sh-c

15min si Eastman 1932

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Harvard,

111, Ind, lowaA&M, Ky, Mich, Minn,

OhioDptE, PaMil, Syr, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing the

development of a bird embryo and suggesting the

laboratory techniques used in the study of em-

bryology. Should be useful in developing an

appreciation of the wonders of new life.

The use of diagrams in connection with micro-

scopic views greatly enhanced the value of the

film. Students expressed considerable interest

in the techniques used in the study of the develop-

ing embryo.

Photography is excellent, titles good.

Contents. The development of the embryo
of a bird, presented through straight photography,

photomicrography, and diagrams.

On a diagram of an egg are indicated the air

space, albumen, and the spot where the embryo

develops. A title stating that the embryo of the

bird is similar to other vertebrate embryos is

followed by diagrams of a one-day-old chick

embryo, a 14-day-old pig embryo, and a 19-day-

old human embryo. A diagram of a one-day-old

chick embryo reveals the presence of the head,

tail, and muscle blocks. A microscopic view

shows that the first sign of life is the beating heart.

A man removes an egg from an incubator, cuts

away a section of the shell, severs the supporting

strands, and removes the embryo. Following

this actual demonstration the technique is re-

peated in animation. The embryo is sealed in a

thin glass chamber, kept at body temperature,

and photographed as it grows.

In the following sequence the embryo is seen at

various stages of development. Diagrams are

used to call attention to certain stages in growth.

The heart of the embryo is seen to beat and the

blood to circulate at 38 hours. In the embryo of

41 hours arteries and veins are distinguishable.

Slow-motion photomicrographic views reveal
|;he
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flow of the blood inward from the tissues surround-

ing the embryo. At 60 hours the blood vessels

of the embryo show a definite pattern, the gill

arches are discernible, and the body becomes

"C"-shaped. After 4 days limb buds and brain

have appeared.

The development of the amnion, a fluid-filled

membrane in which the embryo is gently rocked,

is observable at 5 days. At this same stage a

highly magnified view shows the flow of the blood

in the vessels of the allantois. A title states that

in this manner carbon dioxide is expelled and oxy-

gen taken in by the embryo. The embryo is

nourished by the yolk sac. The increasing opacity

of the embryo is indicated in a view of a 6-day-old

embryo. Feathers forming under the skin and

the beginnings of a beak are discernible in the

8-day-old embryo. A wren embryo the day before

hatching shows spasmodic body movements. The

film ends with scenes of a bird emerging from an

egg-

107. The Development of Transportation int-jh-sh

lOmin sd Erpi 1932 (revised 1939)

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich,

Minn, NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous,

SanAnt, SC, SD, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW,
TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) tracing the

development of transportation in the United

States, (2) indicating the barriers overcome by

transportation systems, and (3) indicating the

scope and importance of modern transportation.

Found useful in furthering an understanding of the

effect of rapid transportation on social and eco-

nomic life.

It was reported that the film showed the barriers

to the westward movement particularly well.

Teachers and students commented on the excellent

use of maps. The film may best be used as an

overview or summary. It proved most effective

in the intermediate grades and the junior high

school.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Some of the ways in which trans-

portation facilities in the United States have been
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developed to assist the interchange of people,

products, and ideas.

Views of mountains, deserts, and broad plains

are shown as the commentator describes their part
in isolating Indian tribes and in causing early

white settlers to remain on coastal areas. Wide
rivers and oceans are shown as further barriers to

transportation. A map of the Western Hemi-

sphere is accompanied by the commentator's

explanation that in it may be found all these

barriers. A map indicates the gradual territorial

expansion from the Atlantic seaboard to the Pacific.

The Appalachian Mountains are shown as the

pioneer's first barrier. Views of crude, winding
roads are followed by a map of the route of the

Erie Canal which, the commentator says, also

helped the westward movement. Views of a

model of Watt's steam engine, early railroad loco-

motives, and modern streamlined trains indicate

the development of the railroads. The spread of

a network of railroads is indicated on an animated

map showing developments from 1830 to the pres-

ent.

The importance of the gasoline engine is indi-

cated in a sequence which begins with an animated

diagram illustrating the manner in which it oper-
ates. Early automobiles are contrasted with more
modern ones; views of poor roads are followed by
scenes of broad cement highways and an animated

map showing the growth of federal and state

highways.

Transportation's part in the industrial develop-
ment of the United States is indicated by views of

raw materials and manufactured products being

transported to manufacturing and distributing
centers. Ships are loaded to carry these goods
where land transportation ends. That cities

have created other needs for transportation is

illustrated by scenes of streetcars, taxicabs, private

automobiles, underground and elevated railways,
commuters' trains, and trucks.

That many onetime barriers to transportation
have been eliminated is illustrated by views of

highway and railway tunnels which have been cut

through mountains. Scenes of bridges, ferry-

boats, and river tubes indicate ways in which river

barriers have been overcome. The seas, last

barrier to travel and commerce, are conquered by

great ships. Both land and sea obstacles have

been overcome by the airplane. A map of air

routes in the United States is superimposed upon
those of railways and highways.

108. Diesel The Modern Power jh-sh-c 20min

sd Gen. Motors 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Idaho, 111, Ind, Mo,
NH, Okla, SanAnt, Syr, Tenn, Tex,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) demon-

strating the principles of the two-stroke- and four-

stroke-cycle Diesel engine, (2) showing the essential

parts of the Diesel engine, and (3) indicating some

applications of Diesel power to modern transporta-

tion. Found useful in developing an appreciation

of industrial and social progress through applica-

tion of scientific principles, and of industrial

research necessary for such progress.

Teachers and students commented favorably
on the careful, step-by-step development of the

structure of the engine and the principles of its

operation. The film was most effective where

some understanding of internal-combustion en-

gines had already been developed.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The principles of two- and four-

stroke-cycle Diesel engines and the uses of these

engines.

A sequence on the principles of the Diesel engine

begins with views of primitive ways of making fire.

The action of the East Indian fire syringe is demon-

strated and shown to embody the principle by
which the gas is ignited in the Diesel engine. An
animated diagram of a piston in a cylinder shows

that as air is compressed its temperature rises.

Heating a beaker of water with a rubber diaphragm
stretched over the mouth demonstrates that air

expands when heated. The commentator sug-

gests that in the Diesel engine these two principles

are applied to produce useful energy.

To a diagram of a piston in a cylinder are added

a manifold, valve, injector unit, crankshaft, fly-

wheel, and a motor housing. The intake, com-

pression, power, and exhaust strokes are then

demonstrated in animation. A diagram indicates

that the Diesel engine operates on a compression
ratio of 16 to 1. The commentator emphasizes
the importance of the injector unit which must
drive a spray of oil into all parts of the combustion

chamber against pressures of from 500 to 600

pounds a square inch. Diagrams show that this

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources." see p. 337.
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part is constructed so as to supply the spray of oil

and to control the speed of the Diesel motor.

There are views of injector unit parts being made.

A human hair is compared in size to the openings

in the nozzle of the injector unit. Diagrams indi-

cate that Diesel engines are made with from 1 to 12

cylinders.

A sequence on the two-stroke-cycle engine is

introduced by several views of Diesel engines and

the commentator's explanation that the need for

more power per unit of weight led engineers to try

to eliminate the intake and exhaust strokes. An
animated diagram shows how the addition of a

blower at the base of the cylinder made this pos-

sible. Animated diagrams of the two types of

engine side by side illustrate the commentator's

statement that the two-stroke-cycle engine de-

velops almost twice as much power as a four-stroke-

cycle engine of the same size. Views of the

two-stroke-cycle engines displayed at Chicago's

Century of Progress Exposition in 1933 accompany
the commentator's description of the research re-

quired to perfect this engine.

Some of the uses of the Diesel engine are dealt

with in newsreel style in the final sequence. Light-

weight, Diesel, streamlined trains establish new

speed records. General Motors establishes a

factory to manufacture locomotives for stream-

liners. Automobile stylists design both exteriors

and interiors of streamlined trains. Views of

coast guard cutters, tugboats, cruisers, and yachts

suggest recent applications of Diesel power. In

discussing the future of Diesel engines, General

Motors' Charles F. Kettering states that several

problems remain to be solved before Diesel motors

can be installed in pleasure cars.

109. Digestion int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1929

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Colo,

ETexBur, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

PaCW, PaMil, Syr, Tenn, VaBdE, Vt,

Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) providing

information on the functions of the organs of the

alimentary canal and (2) giving impressions of the

processes of digestion and absorption. Found of

some use in developing an understanding of the

transformation of food into energy.

Teachers reported that the use of X-ray pho-

tography was effective. Several teachers reported

insufficient treatment of the digestive functions

of the large and small intestines.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Processes of digestion and absorp-

tion, presented through animation, straight

photography, and X-ray pictures.

An animated diagram traces the alimentary

canal and names its parts. The essential parts of

the mouth, throat, and esophagus are indicated

on a drawing. The names and locations of the

salivary glands are designated. The digestive

function of saliva is demonstrated by contrasting

the action of water and saliva on starch. An
animated diagram illustrates the action of the

various organs in chewing and swallowing.

A diagram indicating the general divisions of the

stomach is followed by several diagrams portraying

the appearance of highly magnified cross sections

of the stomach walls. Animation shows the

location of the gastric glands in the lining of the

stomach and their manner of secretion. The

digestive function of gastric juice is demonstrated

by contrasting the action of water and gastric

juice on cooked lean meat. X-ray views reveal

the peristaltic motions of the stomach and show

the passage of food through the pylorus.

Animated diagrams show the juices of the pan-

creas, liver, and gall bladder pouring into the small

intestine. Several diagrams indicate the appear-

ance of highly magnified cross sections of the small

intestine. There follow several animated diagrams

showing the structure of the villi and the manner

in which digested food is absorbed into the blood

stream. A title states that by peristalsis food is

moved along the small intestine; this process is

shown in a dissected animal. A diagram indicates

the location of lymph ducts in relation to the

intestines and the heart.

The parts of the colon are shown on a drawing.

Several diagrams indicate the appearance of a

highly magnified cross section of the colon wall.

A title, stating that mucus lubricates the walls of

the colon, follows animation portraying the

secretion of the glands of the large intestine.

HO. Digestion of Foods jh-sh-c lOmin sd Erpi

1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,

Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich,

Minn, NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil, SanAnt,

SC, SD, Syr, Tex, TexCW, TexTech,

VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WTex, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing

digestive organs, their functions and their opera-

tion, (2) demonstrating the chemical action of

digestive juices on foods. Found useful in devel-

oping an appreciation of the complexity of the

digestive process and an understanding of the

nature of scientific method and proof.

Teachers and students commented on the effec-

tive use of diagrams, demonstrations, and dissec-

tions. The film was rated somewhat higher on the

senior than on the junior high school level, and

reported most effective where previous study had

been made of digestion. One high school class

reported it "the best film yet seen." It was also

reported excellent with nonacademic groups on the

high school level.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Some of the mechanical and chem-

ical actions of the digestive system in the process

of absorbing food into the human organism.

Begins with views of many foods that the body

needs to maintain itself and to provide energy for

vital activities. A drawing of the digestive sys-

tem is followed by views of food being taken into

the mouth where it is ground by the teeth and

mixed with saliva. Drawings of the salivary

glands are followed by a scene of an exposed animal

salivary gland in the duct of which a glass tube

has been inserted. A drop of vinegar placed on the

tongue of the animal produces a reflex action of the

secretory nerves in the glands. There follows a

sequence that shows the chemical effects of saliva

upon foods. Two identical starch suspensions are

shown. When saliva is added to one, its enzyme,

ptyalin, converts the starch hito soluble sugars

and in a few moments causes that solution to

become clear.

In another sequence, food is masticated and

collected upon a plate. As it is examined, the

commentator states that coarse food particles

stick together because of the presence of mucin in

the saliva. Demonstrations are made of the

relative viscosity of saliva and water and of the

lubricative effects of mucin upon food.

The movements of the esophagus in swallowing

are demonstrated by a view of the exposed esopha-

gus of an anesthetized animal. A drawing indi-

cates the manner in which successive parts of the

esophagus contract in peristaltic waves. Egg
white is drawn into a tube and is coagulated in hot

water. Sections of the tube are placed in a dish

containing gastric juice. Views taken at two-hour

intervals reveal that the egg white is dissolved at

both ends of the tube by the pepsin and hydro-

chloric acid in the gastric juice.

Accompanying scenes of the exposed stomach of

an animal, the commentator states that its func-

tions are essentially controlled by automatic

chemical and nerve factors. Stomach motility is

demonstrated as food is reduced to semiliquid

consistency by the gastric juice before it passes

to the duodenum where it is mixed with bile and

pancreatic juice. By means of animation, the

functioning of the pancreatic ducts is shown.

Accompanying a view of a liver, the commentator

states that it secretes a bile which aids in the

digestion and absorption of fats. Bile is added

to two samples of cream, and pancreatic juice is

added to one of them. Over a period of hours the

sample containing pancreatic juice clears up,

demonstrating pancreatic juice's power to split

fat molecules. The breakdown of fat molecules is

also shown by animation.

By means of photomicrography, the villi of the

small intestines are shown hi rhythmical con-

tractions. The commentator explains that they

aid hi the absorption of food, and assist in the

forward flow of lymph. Animation demonstrates

this function of the villi in absorbing the products

resulting from digestion. Peristaltic movements

of the intestines are shown as the commentator

states that these aid the absorption of foods and

their movement through the intestines.

Indigestible material enters the large intestines

where much of the water is absorbed. There

follow scenes showing the motility of the colon,

both peristalsis and antiperistalsis.

The film concludes with a review of the processes

of digestion. Scenes of a well-nourished and an

undernourished boy are accompanied by the

commentator's statement that improper function-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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ing of the digestive system may result in serious

malnutrition.

111. Distance Races jh-sh-c lOmin sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, ETexBur,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, KanCity, Mich, NC,

OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, SamHous, Tenn,

TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

form in distance races. Found useful in (1) de-

veloping an appreciation of the necessity for good

form in athletics and (2) stimulating an interest

in track. Should be useful in developing spectator

appreciation of track events.

Use of slow-motion photography and stress on

warm-up and protective techniques were noted

favorably by teachers.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Various running forms used in 800-

meter, 1,500-meter, and 5,000-meter distance

races, and in the 3,000-meter steeplechase.

As an athlete is shown warming up, the com-

mentator explains the importance of this pro-

cedure. The 800-meter race is shown in slow

motion and followed by views at normal speed

during and at the finish of a race.

In the 1,500-meter event, racers crouch at the

starting line and are off for the long turns around

the track. The commentator's description of their

pronounced forward lean and their arm action is

illustrated by several medium and close-up views

of the runners.

A 5,000-meter runner is shown in slow motion

as the commentator calls attention to his smooth

stride and foot action. Long-distance runners

using different styles are shown rounding a turn

as the commentator says that one of them is a fair

example of the school of thought that contends

that a form or style most natural to the athlete is

most effective.

A 3,000-meter steeplechase is shown in the con-

cluding section of the film. Runners jump five

3-foot hurdles every 400 meters. Several are

shown using various techniques in clearing a water

barrier. One runner clears the hurdle, lands on

the ground at the side of the water hazard, and is

disqualified.

sd

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Me, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaKutz, SamHous, SD, Syr, Tenn,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis,

WVa

Appraisal. Very good for (1) indicating the

primary sources of fuels, (2) demonstrating the

principles of convection, conduction, and radia-

tion, and (3) showing the application of these

principles to hot-air, hot-water, and steam-heat

systems in the home.

The simplified drawings and animations of

heating systems contribute to an effective pre-

sentation. There is a short sequence on the con-

struction of the vacuum bottle. The first section

of the film requires elaboration.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Demonstration through natural pho-

tography and animation of the various types of

fuels, the use of fuels in home heating systems, and

the principles of heat transference.

The first part deals with the sources of heat

energy coal, gas, oil, electricity, and wood.

There are views of a coal train, a coal truck, and

coal being unloaded at a home. At a gas plant

coal is dumped into a huge hopper, and views of

large tanks at the plant illustrate the commenta-

tor's explanation of gas fuel as a product of coal

fuel. This is followed by a view of a kitchen gas

range. Coal is unloaded at a steam power plant,

and electric lines leading from the plant indicate

another indirect use of coal as a source of heat

energy. A small waterfall and a hydroelectric

plant show another method for generating electric

power. A truck is loaded with fuel oil at the

refinery and unloaded at a home where an oil

furnace is in operation. As a woodcutter is shown,

the commentator remarks on the advance from

days when wood was our principal source of fuel.

The principles of home heating systems are

developed by pictures and diagrams of coal, oil,

and gas furnaces. A drawing of a hot-air furnace

shows air entering through the intake duct, being

heated in the jacket which surrounds the firebox,

then rising through ducts into a room where the

heated air circulates. The commentator explains

the principle of convection which causes the air to

112. Distributing Heat Energy jh-sh llmin

Erpi 1938

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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circulate. The hot-water furnace is similarly

demonstrated with the use of water coils, pipes,

and radiators. In the steam furnace, the com-

mentator explains, the water is changed into steam

when it comes into direct contact with the walls

of the firebox. The principles of convection are

explained by the commentator as air currents are

shown in animated drawings.

Conduction is illustrated by animated drawings

of a heated bar, showing the rapidly moving mole-

cules at the heated end of the bar as they cause the

molecules next to them to move more rapidly. As

a match is lighted from a copper rod heated in a

blacksmith's forge, the commentator explains that

all metals are good conductors of heat. A man

thrusts a hand gloved with asbestos into hot coals

to show that asbestos is a poor conductor. As ice

is removed from sawdust packing, the commenta-

tor explains that wood and the air space between

the flakes of sawdust are poor conductors of heat.

The use of insulating materials in house construc-

tion is explained as insulating materials are forced

between the walls of a house.

Radiation is illustrated by using an electric

heater to ignite a piece of film held at some distance

from the heater. The principle of the vacuum

bottle is explained. A cross section drawing shows

the vacuum space, the reflecting surfaces, and the

glass lining. The film closes with scenes of a pic-

nic group pouring a drink from a vacuum bottle.

113. The Dodder int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

SamHous, Term, Tex, TexCW, TexTech,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing

(1) the life history of the dodder, (2) how it secures

its food from host plants, and (3) some of the dam-

age that it does. Found useful in giving an

understanding of the damage done by parasitic

plants.

Teachers reported that the photomicrography
and time-lapse photography were especially valu-

able features of the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The life history and feeding activities

of a parasitic flowering plant, presented through

photomicrography and time-lapse photography.

The dodder is shown attaching itself to an aster

plant; the dodder uses the sap for food. The

leaves of the aster droop as it is weakened by the

loss of sap.

The next sequence begins with a time-lapse

scene of the young dodder emerging from its seed-

case. It develops roots, which anchor it to the

ground, and begins to wave about as it grows. A
dodder is shown attacking a flax plant. It firmly

grasps the plant in such a way as to avoid the

leaves of the host and, sinking its suckers into the

plant, absorbs the sap for its own use. The

dodder's connection with the earth withers after

it has established a hold on its host. The parasitic

nature of the dodder is further shown by its lack

of leaves. Additional scenes show the dodder

twining about its victims. Yellowish flowers

which produce the seeds appear on the stem as the

parasite reaches its full growth.

The final sequence shows the dodder attacking

and overcoming a nettle plant and a morning-

glory.

114. Early Settlers of New England (Salem 1626-

1629) int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, CenWash,

Ga, Harvard, HI, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky,

Mich, NC, OhioDptE, SD, Syr, VaBdE,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing the homes

and their construction, the crude agricultural

methods, the wide reliance on fish and game for

food, and the primitive household equipment of the

New England settlement at Salem (1626-29).

Should be useful in developing an understanding

of (1) the hardships of colonial life, (2) the social

organization of a colonial community, (3) the

importance of religion in the life of the people, and

(4) some of the motives which brought the colonists

to the New World.

The film gives a great deal of attention to the

common tasks of life. It should motivate further

study.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of the life of the settlers

in a New England colony.

Views of the New England coast are followed

by a view of a bark wigwam at Naumkeag. The

commentator explains that in 1626 the population

of the community was about thirty. Robert

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Trent, a fisherman, has built a wigwam with the

help of Albert Sims and Jason Conway. One of

the men hangs up a bed and another prepares

kindling wood for the fire. Near the Fox home,
which is a dugout, Mr. Fox is hewing timber,

Lucinda Fox is grinding Indian corn, and brother

Oliver is milking the family goat.

Jason Conway calls at the Fox home to borrow

a live ember to light his fire. When he enters the

home, he inquires about Robert, the son who is

sick. He speaks encouragingly to the sick boy.

As the fireplace is shown, the commentator says

that it doesn't give adequate heat, especially when

there is sickness in the family.

There is a full schedule of work ahead for the

day. Mr. Fox and Oliver leave for the fields.

From their clearing on a ridge overlooking the sea

they can see their neighbors, the fishermen, haul-

ing in a plentiful catch. Their corn crop has

begun to mature. After looking at the crop, they

turn to clearing more land. Meanwhile, Jason

Conway is repairing the roof of his wigwam, and

Albert Sims is cutting his tobacco crop.

At the Fox home fish is being prepared for din-

ner. Lucinda cuts pitch-pine splints as substi-

tutes for candles since tallow is scarce. When the

family sits down for the evening meal, John Fox

says a prayer.

By 1629 a number of craftsmen from England
have joined the settlement. The commentator

explains that the settlement is now called Salem.

Sawyers cut boards for building houses. Shingles

are split from logs. Bricks are made with crude

tools. The blacksmith beats out nails, and

carpenters build new cottages. There are views

of the village street and of the stocks and pillory.

The older settlers help the newcomers get

started. Mrs. Fox helps a recent arrival prepare

a kettle of soap. John Fox instructs a man in the

use of fish for fertilizer in the planting of corn.

Robert Trent is shown at work as the com-

mentator says that many of the fish he catches and

dries are now sent to England. Children dig

clams. Views of ducks and turkeys suggest the

reliance on wild game for food. A herb garden is

shown, as the commentator says that herbs are

used for medicinal purposes. Mistress Lane

prepares a herb broth and takes it to the Perry
home where Mistress Perry is ill. Harold Perry
is at work on a letter to be sent to England. Sev-

eral of his neighbors listen as he reads. He writes

of the variety of motives that have brought men
to the New World, and concludes, "We form one

body politic, joined by common consent."

115. Early Social Behavior sh-c lOmin sd Erpi
1935

Other sources: Bos, ColFC, NC, Okla, OreSt,

PaMil, TexTech, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for showing how
babies respond to a stranger, parents, siblings, and
their own reflection in a mirror. Found useful in

indicating the early development of personality in

children.

Particularly noted by students were the reactions

of the child to the mirror. The film was most

successful in upper high school classes studying
child psychology. It is limited in usefulness for

developing concepts of emerging personality

because of lack of contrasted reactions among
various children.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Depiction of infants in early stages

of social reaction and indication of individual

differences in early personality development.
An 8-weeks-old infant smiles in social response

to his mother. At 12 weeks the infant chuckles

and moves his arms and legs in social reaction. A
girl of 16 weeks moves her mouth in imitation of

her mother's talking. A boy of 20 weeks is held

by his mother; his growing alertness to his environ-

ment is described by Dr. Arnold Gesell (Director,

Yale Clinic of Child Development). At 28 weeks

the boy protests violently when he is removed

from the bath. An infant's reaction to a mirror

situation at 32, 36, and 52 weeks is shown in

considerable detail. Dr. Gesell says that the

mirror confuses but that it also promotes self-

knowledge.

In a sequence preceded by the statement, "In-

born factors determine the basic individuality and

keep it from being submerged by social pressure,"

several infants are shown as Dr. Gesell describes

the individual personality pattern of each. As the

film concludes, infants are shown in several stimu-

lating social situations, playing with older brothers,

greeting a stranger, and responding to parents.

116. The Earth in Motion int-jh-sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1936

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,

OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, PaMil,

SamHous, SanAnt, SC, Syr, Tenn, TexCW,

TexTech, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

the motions of the earth and its relation to other

members of the solar system, (2) explaining the

causes of the seasons and the succession of day and

night, and (3) providing proof of the earth's

spherical shape.

Teachers reported that the film's use of anima-

tion greatly facilitated the presentation of the

difficult concepts of earth movements. Though
somewhat technical, the film was used successfully

in the intermediate grades when a study of the

topic had preceded the film showing. It was

rated higher in junior and senior high school than

in elementary school.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Demonstration through animation

and straight photography that the earth is a

sphere, that it has certain motions, and that these

motions affect conditions on the earth.

Successive views of a ship going out to sea show

that it appears to descend below the horizon. An

animated model of the earth as it would appear if

viewed from increasingly higher altitudes further

supports the fact that the earth is a sphere.

Photographs of star trails and views of the

motions of a Foucault pendulum are offered as

evidence of the earth's rotation. A view of the

rising sun is followed by the statement that the

turning of the earth on its axis causes the succes-

sion of night and day.

Animated drawings show the apparent motion

of the sun in relation to the constellation Leo and

finally in relation to the other zodiacal constella-

tions. This apparent motion of the sun is further

explained by animated drawings showing the illu-

sion of motion that results when three stationary

lights are photographed by a motion picture

camera mounted on a revolving platform.

Animation is used to show how the earth's orbit

would appear if viewed from a nearby star. The

commentator points out that the earth's orbit is

elliptical and, therefore, the earth is nearest to the

sun in January and farthest from the sun in July.

It is further shown that the earth moves fastest

when it is nearest the sun.

Animation indicates that the earth's axis is

inclined from the perpendicular to the plane of its

orbit. The commentator states that this inclina-

tion is always the same direction in space, but that

as the earth revolves the inclination changes in

relation to the sun. Further animation shows

how this results in the shifting of the vertical rays

of the sun back and forth between the Tropic of

Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. Scenes of

typical seasonal activities and landscape are pre- .

ceded by the explanation that the seasons are

caused by the shifting of the vertical rays of the

sun north and south of the equator.

117. Earthquakes (Structure of the Earth) sh-c

12min sd-si Films of Commerce (Pathe Ex-

change, Inc.) 1928 (sound added 1939)

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, Colo, Ga,

m, Kan, Minn, Okla, Tex, TexTech

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) explaining

the causes of earthquakes and (2) demonstrating

the instruments used in recording earthquakes and

locating their centers. Found useful in giving

impressions of the damage done by earthquakes

and should be useful in developing an appreciation

of scientific advances.

The value of the film is enhanced by the use of

animation and by extremely vivid scenes of de-

struction caused by earthquakes. Some teachers

reported that there should have been more expla-

nation of the location of the centers of earthquakes.

Photography is good, titles are long but ade-

quate.

Contents. Causes of earthquakes and instru-

ments used to locate their centers and record their

movement.

Scenes of earthquake destruction in Tokyo,

Yokohama, and Santa Barbara are shown. A title

stating that some earthquakes are the result of

volcanic eruption is followed by views of active

volcanoes. A title states that tectonic earth-

quakes, those caused by the fracturing of the

earth's rock shell, may shake an entire continent.

Views of cracks resulting from such an earthquake

indicate the type of destruction common to this

type of earthquake. A diagram shows the move-

ments of rock strata preceding and during an

earthquake. A title states that rocks are slightly

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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elastic and may bend slowly for centuries, but

eventually may break with a sudden movement

and cause an earthquake.

A title states that an instrument used in the

scientific study of earthquakes is called a seismo-

graph. A view of a modern seismograph reveals

that it stands on a concrete pier separate from the

building in which it is housed and consists funda-

mentally of a long boom that records the earth

movements on a revolving drum. Following a

view of the revolving drum upon which a ticker

makes a dot every minute, a title states that the

actual movement of the boom on the paper is very

slow. A title states that the earth tremors are

transmitted through the rock by different types of

wave motions known as P, S, and L waves. An
animated drawing traces the path of these waves

from the center of a hypothetical earthquake. It

is shown that the center of the earthquake may be

located by a study of the travel time of the various

waves. A map shows how this is done. A title

states that the majority of earth vibrations occur

within fifty miles of the earth's surface and that

they travel throughout the globe. On a cross-

sectional diagram of the earth the passage of the

waves from an earthquake is indicated.

118. The Earth's Rocky Crust jh-sh 12min sd

Erpi and si-sd Harvard 1931

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Kan, Ky, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NM,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, SamHous, SC,

Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, WashSt,

Wis

Appraisal. Good for suggesting (1) the original

formation of mountains by cooling of the earth

and their subsequent erosion by wind and weather,

(2) the appearance and formation of igneous, sedi-

mentary, and metamorphic rock, and (3) the

erosive action of forces of changing temperature,

freezing water, and growing plants. Should be

useful in developing the concept that continual

change in the physical features of the earth results

from conflicting forces of mountain building and

erosion.

The film's value is enhanced by the use of ani-

mated diagrams and models, followed by photo-

graphs of the natural features being considered.

The exposition depends upon the commentary to a

very great extent.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Demonstration of the original shaping
of the earth's crust, the water cycle and its effect

on the land, the formation of the three main classes

of rocks, and the erosive forces of temperature

change and growing plants; presented through

straight photography, animation, and models.

As views of a star cluster and a model of the

earth whirling in space are shown, the commenta-

tor says that in previous aeons the earth was much
hotter than it now is. As the outer covering of

the model wrinkles, the commentator explains that

the contraction of the earth on cooling formed

mountains and valleys. "While this was going

on," he continues, "atmosphere was forming; rain

was falling, running into depressions, and cutting

gullies as it went." Views of small streams, rivers,

the ocean, clouds, and rain accompany the com-

mentator's description of the water cycle and its

erosive action.

A sequence on the three main types of rock

begins with views of an earth bank and snow-

capped peaks. The commentator says that the

earth's crust is made of rock, and that igneous

rocks are formed far beneath the surface of the

earth. A layer of molten rock in an animated

diagram pushes toward the surface, stops short of

it, cools, and crystallizes. The commentator says

that the process shown probably takes hundreds

of years. Views of a granite cliff and a close view

of a granite specimen follow the commentator's

statement that this common rock sometimes

composes whole mountain ranges. In another

animated diagram the formation of another type

of igneous rock is shown as the molten rock works

its way to the surface and forms a volcanic cone.

There are views of an erupting volcano, of flowing

molten lava, and of hardened lava.

The commentator says that sedimentary rocks

are formed by the gradual deposition of sediments

and their subsequent hardening into rock under

tremendous pressure. The deposition of lime-

stone is suggested by sea shells dropping through

water. There are views of limestone cliffs and a

close-up of a piece of limestone formed of large

shells. The commentator points out that the

deposition of shells and their hardening into rock

takes centuries. The formation of sandstone is
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demonstrated in a similar manner as the com-

mentator says that the deposition of sand is the

work of streams.

The commentator says that sedimentary and

igneous rocks are often changed to metamorphic

by the heat and pressure of movement of the

earth's crust. The folding of rock strata is demon-

strated in a pressure box. There are views of

metamorphic rock specimens and of a large

anticline.

The final sequence is on forces that oppose the

building up of the land. Mechanical crumbling

is suggested by views of talus slopes and crumbling

rock strata. Columnar jointing is shown and

explained as the result of the cooling of igneous

rocks. Exfoliated slopes are shown as an example

of crumbling due to temperature changes. The

action of ice in joints and cracks of rocks is sug-

gested by views of cracked boulders. The work

of plants is indicated by views of rocks split by the

roots of trees. Jagged rock pinnacles are shown

as the commentator says that they are the parts

that remained after the softer portions had worn

away.

119. Electrochemistry sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colo, ETexBur, Fla,

Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan,

KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn,

NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
PaKutz, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, Syr,

Tenn, TexCW, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) demonstrat-

ing the transformation of chemical energy into

electrical energy and the reverse process (elec-

trolysis) and (2) showing the application of these

processes in the storage battery, electroplating,

electrorefining, and the production of chemicals.

Should be useful in familiarizing the students with

the terms and concepts employed in the explana-

tion of electrochemical phenomena, and in giving

an appreciation of the importance of electro-

chemistry in modern society.

Since the film is largely made up of animated

diagrams employing symbols, and deals with ab-

stract concepts, it should be used only after the

students are familiar with the nature of electrons

and the principles of electrostatics and dynamics.

Photography and sound are excellent. j t

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Contents. Processes of producing chemical

changes through the use of electrical energy and of

using chemical changes to produce electrical

energy; and the application of these changes in

industry.

Opens with views of an electrochemical labora-

tory, silver-plating operations, and a bank of

storage batteries. A diagram of an electrolytic

cell is shown with two electrodes submerged in

water and attached to a meter. The commentator

explains that distilled water is a very poor con-

ductor. Hydrochloric acid is poured into the

cell; the needle on the meter moves, and by means

of animation the current is shown going through

the solution. It is explained that the hydrogen
chloride acts to produce positive and negative ions

which are shown as symbols moving toward

opposite poles of the cell.

The action of the electrons at the negative and

positive poles, and the tests for hydrogen gas and

chlorine are illustrated. The commentator de-

scribes the action and explains that this process

is an example of electrolysis.

The next sequence demonstrates the electronic

action and ionic changes which occur at the two

poles of a galvanic cell when the process of elec-

trolysis is reversed by the union of hydrogen and

chlorine. The electrodes are connected, but a

view of a galvanometer indicates that there is not

the expected flow of current. A salt bridge is

inserted and the flow of current is apparent. It is

explained that connecting the two vessels with a

tube containing both negative and positive ions

eliminates the restraining forces which are holding

back the electrons at the hydrogen electrode. This

allows the current to flow and results in transfor-

mation of energy.

With symbols and animation the changes that

occur in discharging and charging a storage battery

are demonstrated. The commentator explains

the electronic action that takes place, and points

out that recharging the battery is a process of

electrolysis.

In the same fashion the process of electroplating

is illustrated, using a silver bar and a spoon as

electrodes.

The electrolytic refining of copper is introduced

with views of an impure copper plate serving as an

electrode and a number of electrorefining cells.

Another diagram using animated symbols is shown
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and the ionic action by which copper and zinc are

purified from silver, and copper from zinc, is

explained. Silver particles are precipitated while

both copper and zinc ions migrate toward the

negative pole, but only copper is deposited. It is

explained that a high voltage is necessary to dis-

charge zinc ions. The pure copper is then shown

being removed from the cell.

The final sequence opens with views of Niagara

Falls and an electrochemical plant. By means of

an animated diagram and symbols the changes

involved in the electrolysis of sodium chloride to

produce hydrogen and chlorine are shown. The

commentator points out that in this process the

electrodes remain unchanged while the water of the

solution plays the important role. A view of a

drinking fountain accompanies the statement that

among many uses chlorine is used to sterilize our

water supply. The film closes with scenes sug-

gesting the importance of oxygen in welding, and

the contributions that electrochemistry has made

to technological advances. These include views

of an ocean liner, aluminum train, and a balloon

gondola.

120. Electrodynamics sh-c lOmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan,

KanCity, Ky, LaDptE,"Me, Mich, Minn,

NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaMil,

SamHous, SC, Syr, Term, TexCW,

TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) pre-

senting principles of current electricity, (2) demon-

strating the induction of electric currents and

indicating application of induction in the generator

and transformer, and (3) indicating the relationship

between electricity and magnetism.
Teachers and students reported that the anima-

tion used in the film was especially well adapted

to the subject. Students reported the film

clarified points that had not been made clear by
the lecture or by reading. This is a somewhat

technical treatment of the subject and should be

preceded or accompanied by a study of current

electricity.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Principles and applications of current

electricity, illustrated by animation and straight

photography.

Opens with views symbolizing our many uses of

electricity. A scene of frog legs twitching on a

brass hook hung from an iron fence illustrates

Galvani's fundamental observation of current

electricity. The commentator points out that the

frog-leg situation approximated the principle of a

galvanic cell.

A sequence illustrating the properties of electric

current begins with the demonstration of the

presence of lines of force around a current-carrying

wire. Animation shows that lines of force "ex-

pand" outward from the wire as the charges of

electricity begin to move and "collapse" back into

the wire as the current is shut off. The com-

mentator points out that, as the strength of the

current is increased, the lines of force expand and

increase in number. A compass needle is used to

demonstrate that a coil of wire behaves like a

magnet. Animated scenes show that the magnetic

field is intensified by increasing the number of

charges flowing through the coil or by increasing

the number of turns in the coil. A soft-iron core

inserted into a coil of wire demonstrates the electro-

magnet. Views of a telephone bell and of a huge

industrial electromagnet indicate the commercial

applications of the electromagnet. The hypothesis

that electric current is moving electrical charges

is supported by showing that a compass needle is

deflected by charges of electricity being whirled

on the edge of an insulated disk.

A sequence depicting the relationship between

magnetism and electricity is introduced by ani-

mated drawings showing the changes in alignment

of the atoms when a piece of iron is magnetized by

lines of force around a coil. A demonstration

showing that iron loses the property of being

attracted by a magnet as its temperature is raised

is offered as further evidence of the relationship

between atomic alignment and magnetism. Views

of a magnet being alternately thrust into and with-

drawn from a coil of wire connected to a galva-

nometer demonstrate the fact that lines of force

cutting a coil will produce an electric current. An

animated diagram of an alternating current gen-

erator in action furnishes an example of an appli-

cation of Faraday's principle. Further animation

indicates the difference between alternating current

and direct current systems.

The induction of electric currents by moving a

current-carrying coil in a second coil is demon-

strated. The commentator emphasizes the fact
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that only the rektive motion between the coil and

the lines of force result in induced current. The

principle of the transformer is illustrated. Views

of industrial transformers are shown as the com-

mentator explains that these devices transform

high voltage currents which are economical to

transmit to lower voltage currents which are safer

to use.

The film closes with portraits of Galvani,

Oersted, and Faraday as the commentator de-

scribes the contributions each has made to our

knowledge of electricity.

121. Electrons sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous, SC, Syr, Tenn,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis,

WVa

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) dem-

onstrating the conduction of electricity in liquids,

gases, and vacuum, (2) presenting proof that

electricity is composed of unit charges, (3) showing
how valence is calculated, and (4) explaining the

operation of the photoelectric cell and the vacuum

tube. Found useful in giving a better under-

standing of the atomic theory.

Teachers reported excellent use of animation.

The film assumes that the class will have some

knowledge of the subject. Teachers, particularly

at the high school level, should plan to use the

film more than once since a large mass of technical

information is condensed in the film.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Evidence that electricity consists

of unit elementary charges and demonstrations

of conduction through solution, gases, and vacuum;

presented through animation, time-lapse, and

straight photography.

By means of time-lapse photography a "silver

tree" is shown being formed by the electrolysis

of a silver salt. The commentator states that an

exact relationship exists between the weight of the

silver deposited and the amount of current elec-

tricity used. As an electroplating experiment
is performed in which the silver deposited, the

quantity of current, and the time are measured,

the commentator explains that this relationship

is the product of the current and the time. An

analogy is made between the measurement of the

flow of water through a pipe and the flow of

electricity. The commentator states that if the

same amount of electric current is used in the

electrolysis of water as was used in the electrolysis

of the silver, only 1/108 the weight of hydrogen is

liberated. As the hydrogen is weighed, the com-

mentator points out that evidently equal amounts

of current released equivalent numbers of hydrogen
and silver atoms. Animation shows the electroly-

sis of zinc chloride. This and other data are

interpreted to show that the atoms of all elements

carry simple, whole number multiples of the electric

charge carried by the hydrogen atom.

Scenes of transmission lines and a charged

electroscope accompany the commentator's state-

ment that air does not normally conduct electricity

to any extent. Scenes in which an electroscope is

discharged by heat and by X-rays furnish excep-

tions to this statement. These exceptions are

explained by animated diagrams which show that

the air is ionized and that the ions cause the dis-

charge of the electroscope. Millikan's oil drop

experiment in which the charge of ionized particles

is measured is shown by animation.

The conduction of electricity in a vacuum is

introduced by a demonstration of the Edison

effect in which current is shown to flow from the

hot filament of a vacuum tube to an electrode.

Accompanying a view of a cathode tube, the

commentator states that when the filament is no

longer heated, the flow of electricity stops. This

is the principle of vacuum tubes used in radios

and phonographs. Electrons striking a luminous

screen in an evacuated tube are deflected by a

magnet. It is demonstrated that with a suitable

magnetic field the electrons may be swung around

in circles.

Animation shows the production of current by

X-rays falling on a metal in an evacuated tube.

The commentator states that a similar phenomenon
is used in the photoelectric cell. A drawing
illustrates how light, made to vary in intensity

by a sound track, shines on a photoelectric cell,

producing variations in current which are trans-

lated into sound. The film closes as the com-

mentator states that whatever the source of the

electrons may be, their mass is always the same,

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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and that they constitute the fundamental building

blocks of the atoms.

122. Electrostatics jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1933

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colu, ETexBur, Fla,

Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Me,

Mich, Minn, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, SanAnt, StAmb,

Syr, Tenn, TexCW, TexTech, WashSt,

Wis, WVa

A ppraisal. Reported good for ( 1 ) demonstrating

some principles of the behavior of static electricity

and (2) explaining the phenomenon of lightning

and the use of lightning rods.

Students reported that the film gave them a clear

understanding of the nature of positive and nega-

tive charges of electricity, Coulomb's law, and the

use of the electroscope. This was probably due to

the excellent use of animation in presenting the

subject. The film was used more successfully at

the senior high school and college levels than in the

junior high school.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Explanation of principles of static

electricity, using animation and straight photog-

raphy.

As views of lightning over a city and of activities

in a power station are shown, the commentator

indicates the difference between static and current

electricity. A demonstration with two insulated

balls, glass and amber rods, silk, and fur show

that there are two kinds of static electricity

positive and negative. It is further demon-

strated that like-charged objects repel each other

while unlike attract. The commentator says that

rubbing glass with silk produces negative electri-

fication. Animation of charging rods shows that

electrification occurs through migration of unit

charges of negative electricity. The commenta-

tor says that all matter is composed of negative

and positive electricity in equal amounts. Anima-

tion shows that charges of electricity remain

localized on insulators, but tend to move toward

the pointed end of conductors. The commentator

says that only insulated conductors can be charged.

A series of animated diagrams shows how an

electroscope is used to determine the kind of

electrification on a charged body. An electrom-

eter is shown and an animated diagram shows

how it works. Coulomb's law is demonstrated

with animated drawings of the electrometer.

A static machine builds up charges of electricity.

Animation shows that these charges are stored in

condensers until there is sufficient potential

to cause an explosive discharge. The commenta-

tor says that the earth and clouds constitute a

great condenser. Animation is used to demon-

strate that an updraft may cause the upper part

of a cloud to become negatively charged while

the lower part becomes positively charged. A
discharge lightning takes place between them.

The commentator says that, when the upper half

of the cloud is blown away or dissipated, the earth

below may become charged by induction and thus

the discharge may take place between the cloud

and the earth. It is further stated that a large

measure of protection is afforded through the use of

lightning rods. Animated drawings show that elec-

trification leaks off the sharp points of lightning rods

as fast as it piles up by induction in the ground.

The commentator warns that lightning rods must

be so installed as to make contact with ground

water if they are to be effective.

123. The Elephant Devil or God pri-int-jh

llmin sd Bell & Howell 1939

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Calif, Ohio-

DptE, Okla

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing the general

appearance of African and Indian elephants, (2)

giving impressions of the methods used to do-

mesticate these animals, and (3) suggesting the use

of the Indian elephant in ceremonial processions.

There is good contrast between the African

and Indian elephants, but very little treatment

of the economic importance of the animals.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. African and Indian elephants both

in their natural habitat and domesticated states.

Opens with a view of a large crater in East

Africa which is described by the commentator

as "The Elephant Bowl." Views of an elephant

herd and close-ups of a member of the herd ac-

company the commentator's explanations of the

African elephant's characteristics and habits.

There are views of an elephant farm where ele-

phants are chained in rows. With their caretakers

on their backs, the elephants go to a nearby river
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for a bath and drink. The commentator explains

that the African elephant does not take kindly to

captivity and is very difficult to domesticate.

For centuries the Indian elephant has been

known as man's faithful friend. Indian elephants

are shown carrying howdahs filled with tourists.

Evidence of the Hindu's regard for these animals

is shown by elephant statues and carvings which

decorate temples and palaces. Some wild Indian

elephants are shown in their native habitat. As a

family group is shown, the commentator explains

that baby elephants are captured for training.

The commentator gives information concerning

the elephant's diet and habits.

Elephants are shown in the stables of an Indian

prince. As the commentator explains that the

royal elephants are cared for by Rajput nobles and

their serfs, there are views of the keepers with the

elephants. One elephant lets his keeper down

and then lifts the keeper to his back with his

trunk. Elephants are shown in a procession on

the occasion of the birthday of a maharaja. There

is a close-up of the elaborately painted head of an

elephant. The commentator says that this proces-

sion in which each elephant carries a quarter of

million dollars in jewels and trappings serves to

impress the maharaja's subjects with his wealth

and power. The film concludes with a fight be-

tween two elephants as a part of the maharaja's

birthday celebration.

124. Elephants pri-int llmin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Ky, Me,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) showing the ap-

pearance and some of the habits of elephants,

(2) suggesting methods used in training elephants,

and (3) telling the story of a small boy's experi-

ences on his father's animal training farm.

The narrative element is slight but sufficient to

hold together a number of interesting child experi-

ences. The emphasis is not on the elephant as a

useful domestic animal, but rather as a curious

and amusing animal in which children are tradi-

tionally interested.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A small boy's experience with ele-

phants on an animal training farm.

Bob Bradford is pitching hay to a large elephant
named Mumbo. Bob's father arrives with Mr.

Thompson who is interested in buying Mumbo.
As a close-up of Mumbo's ear is shown, the com-

mentator says that elephants hear very well. A
close-up of an eye is accompanied by the remark

that elephants have very poor sight. Another

view sho\vs that elephants' hides are thick and

rough.

With her trunk Mumbo takes a lump of sugar
from Bob's hand. Then she feels around in his

pockets for another lump. As Mumbo's feet are

shown, the commentator says that her feet must

hold up 8,000 pounds. The number of toes on the

front and hind feet are indicated. At the end of

Mumbo's tail there is a tuft of coarse black hair.

Mr. Thompson says that he is pleased with

Mumbo, but that he would like to see how well

she is trained.

A truck driver asks Mr. Bradford for help in

getting his truck out of a ditch. Mumbo is led

to the truck. She places her head against it and

pushes it back onto the road. Mr. Thompson
decides to buy Mumbo, but says that he won't be

able to take her for a few days.

One day Mr. Bradford and Bob miss Mumbo.
When they find her, she is in the pond spraying

water through her trunk. Mr. Bradford calls to

her twice before she leaves the bath. When she

comes out, she scratches herself and throws dust

over her body with her trunk. The commentator

says that the dust will protect her skin from insects.

One day Bob's little sister is crying because she

is lonesome. Bob brings Mumbo into the yard to

amuse his little sister. Bob has Mumbo do sev-

eral tricks. The little sister becomes so interested

that she forgets about her troubles.

When Mr. Thompson comes for Mumbo, he

brings with him two baby elephants for Mr. Brad-

ford to train. Bob feeds the elephants sugar to

help get acquainted.

Three weeks later the training is well under way.

Bob circles them around and directs them to take

their positions on large tubs. Bob has also trained

the elephants to walk the plank. One elephant

has been trained to eat bread while she is seated

at a table. When this elephant has finished her

trick, Bob gives her a lump of sugar.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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125. Empire of the West int-jh-sh 30min sd Bell & needy Southern California areas, a water district

Howell (The Metropolitan Water District

of Southern California) 1937

Other source: Calif

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) illustrat-

ing regional planning in the construction of a large

water-supply system and (2) indicating the impor-
tance of machinery and mechanical skill in large

engineering projects. Found useful in developing
an understanding of the need for long-term plan-

ning and cooperation between the local and na-

tional governments in the conservation of our

natural resources.

In some classes a discussion of the place of public

works in relieving unemployment followed the film

presentation.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Steps in the construction of an aque-
duct that supplies water from the Colorado River

for the use of several cities in the Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California.

A prologue describes the settlement of California

and cites the lack of water as an important factor

in making grazing the area's chief industry. An-

other title sets the year at 1840. Two horsemen,
one a native Californian and the other a New Eng-
land Yankee, meet and discuss the region. The
Yankee says that California's rich soil and sun-

shine should enable its people to produce the finest

grams and fruits in all the world. To this the

Californian agrees, but states that the area's lack

of water makes it impossible. The Yankee's en-

thusiasm for California is evident as he states that

it is a land of destiny, that new people will come to

build homes, and that some day aqueducts will

be built which will make it the "Empire of the

West."

The next sequence opens with views of California

orchards and cities. The commentator states that

constant use of ground water has resulted in a

shortage. An animated diagram illustrates the

manner in which the water level was lowered. It

was necessary to find another source of water.

The Rocky Mountains were regarded by some as a

source of water for California. Scenes trace the

Colorado River from its source high in the snow

fields to its emergence on a lower level as a raging

torrent that floods the land despite protective

levees. To divert some of this wasted water to

was formed. The course of the Colorado River

and the boundaries of the Metropolitan Water
District are indicated on a map. Accompanying
views of Boulder Dam, the commentator de-

scribes the federal government's action in checking
flood conditions on the Colorado River. The

transportation of water 300 miles to Southern Cali-

fornia areas required the construction of a huge

aqueduct. Water needed for the district would be

released from Boulder Dam to flow 150 miles down
the Colorado River, thence through the aqueduct
to California. There follow scenes of vast stretches

of desert wasteland through which the aqueduct is

to run. Preparation for its construction is indi-

cated by views of men, machinery, trucks, and

construction equipment.
There follow scenes of construction activities on

cofferdams for diverting the course of the river to

facilitate work on Parker Dam. Sealers hang from

canyon walls as they prepare anchorings for con-

crete forms. In the stream's bed workmen dig to

bedrock for the dam's foundation. Scenes of the

dam's intake pumping plant are followed by views

of electric lines which, the commentator states,

are used to bring power from Boulder Dam.

Steps involved in the construction of one of the

canals are indicated. Earth and rock are exca-

vated, steel ribbings are laid, and the concrete

lining is poured. Caravans of trucks move across

desert roads as they bring load after load of pre-

mixed concrete to pour into the waiting forms.

Steps in the construction of covered conduits and

tunnels are suggested.

A mail carrier delivers a letter to parents whose

son works on the aqueduct. They read of his

enthusiasm for his new job, find his enclosed pay

check, and comment on the benefits which the

project will bring to their city. There follow views

of several types of workers employed in construct-

ing the aqueduct. The chairman of the Metro-

politan Water District's board of directors enu-

merates benefits that will accrue to Southern

California upon completion of the project.

126. Endocrine Glands sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

ColFC, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky, Mich,

Minn, NC, NH, OhioDptE, PaCW, Tex,

TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WVa
k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Appraisal. Good for (1) showing the location

and function of the endocrine glands, (2) suggesting

some effects of endocrine secretions on growth and

behavior, and (3) briefly indicating methods used

to treat endocrine abnormalities. Should be useful

in developing an appreciation of the interrelation

of body mechanisms and of the role of endocrine

glands in growth and development.

The use of dissection and other laboratory tech-

niques to show the appearance and functioning of

the glands is particularly effective. The para-

thyroid, pituitary, pancreas, thyroid, and mam-

mary glands are considered in the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The location of certain endocrine

glands, normal and abnormal functioning of endo-

crine glands, and some of the techniques by which

abnormal functioning can be overcome; presented

through straight photography, animation, and dis-

section.

Opening scenes show a family at dinner. The

commentator says that such processes as nutrition,

defense against disease, reproduction, and growth

are partly dependent on the secretions of internal

glands. The location of the parathyroid glands is

indicated on a diagram of a human being. The

parathyroid glands are removed from an anes-

thetized goat, placed in a mortar, and treated with

diluted hydrochloric acid. Several days after the

parathyroid glands have been removed the goat

loses control of his legs. A sample of the goat's

blood when analyzed shows a deficiency in calcium.

When a calcium salt solution is injected intra-

venously, the goat recovers temporarily. When
the effects of the calcium injection have worn off,

a further injection of an extract made from para-

thyroid glands again rejuvenates the goat tem-

porarily.

The location of the pituitary gland at the base

of the brain is shown in a diagram. The com-

mentator says that it consists of two parts, each of

which manufacture several substances which are

carried away by the blood stream. An animated

diagram shows the pituitary secretion being car-

ried throughout the body. The commentator

states that certain of these secretions affect repro-

ductive organs. An animated diagram of a section

of an ovary explains the effect of pituitary secre-

tions on growth of eggs and follicles. The com-

mentator says that the secretions of endocrine

glands are called hormones.

A sequence on the pancreas begins with a dissec-

tion showing this organ. The commentator says

that when the pancreas does not secrete enough
of its hormone (insulin), the storage, production,

and utilization of sugars and fats are defective.

The test for sugar in the urine, one indication of

diabetes, is demonstrated. There are views of

several processes in the production of insulin from

glands of domestic animals. A little girl gives her-

self an insulin injection. The commentator says

that before the discovery of this substance a

diabetic child could hope to live for only one to

three years.

The location of the thyroid is indicated on a

diagram. The commentator states that this gland

partially controls the consumption of oxygen. It

is demonstrated that a mouse with an overactive

thyroid uses more oxygen, and one with the thyroid

removed uses less oxygen, than a normal mouse.

The commentator points out that the thyroid must

secrete its hormone in just the right amounts if

the organism is to function normally, and says that

an enlargement of the thyroid that does not affect

the gland's output is called simple goiter. There

are views of goiter cases and a map of the world

showing the relative incidence of simple goiter.

The commentator says that seaweed is rich in

iodine, the essential ingredient of the thyroid hor-

mone. A map of the United States shows the area

where iodine deficiency commonly results in simple

goiter.

The final sequence begins with an animated

diagram showing the stimulation and growth of

the mammary glands. The commentator says

that this process occurs during pregnancy as the

result of ovarian and pituitary hormones. There

are views of abnormal and normal growth condi-

tions brought about by the balanced or unbalanced

secretion of the endocrine glands.

127. Energy and Its Transformations jh-sh-c

llmin sd Erpi 1933

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colu, ETexBur,

Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, LaDptE, Me,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil,

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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SamHous, SanAnt, SC, StAmb, Syr, Tenn,

Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt,

Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) demon-

strating the types of energy, potential, kinetic, and

radiant, (2) demonstrating ways in which energy

may be transformed, (3) showing operation of

simple machines, (4) giving meaning to the terms

"energy," "work," and "power," (5) indicating

present and possible future sources of energy, and

(6) illustrating the law of conservation of energy.

High school students reported that the film

helped them clarify some of their concepts about

energy; they said, however, that the film moved at

too rapid a pace. The technical nature of the

film indicates that some introduction should be

made to the topic before the film is shown.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Differentiation of potential, kinetic,

and radiant energy; indication of the manner by

which they are transformed from one type to an-

other; and demonstration of the law of conserva-

tion of energy.

As random views of objects and activities of the

physical world are shown, the commentator says

that each is an example of some form of energy or

of its transformations. As men raise a load by
means of pulleys, the commentator says that they

accomplish work as they pull the weight up a

certain distance against the force of gravity.

The transformation of potential to kinetic en-

ergy is illustrated by the pile driver. As the ham-

mer is lifted, the commentator explains that its

potential energy is equal to the weight of the

hammer multiplied by the height to which it has

been lifted. When the hammer is released, poten-

tial energy is transformed into kinetic energy or

energy in motion as it exerts a force on the pile.

Another type of energy transformation is illus-

trated by views of a dam and animated drawings

of the operation of turbines and generators which

convert the energy of falling water into electrical

energy. Sticks of dynamite are described as con-

taining large amounts of potential chemical energy.

Views of the sun, a greenhouse, and vegetation

accompany the commentator's description of a

third type of energy, "radiant energy."

An explanation of the transformation of energy

with the accompanying phenomenon of friction is

introduced by views of a moving train. A close-up

of a hot bearing is accompanied by the statement

that some of the energy of the fuel used in the

train's engine is diverted into unusable heat energy

in the wheels and rails through friction. This

diversion by friction is demonstrated quantitatively

with Joule's experiment using two brass cups.

The inner cup is filled with water which heats when

the cups are mechanically revolved and rubbed

against each other.

The conservation of energy is illustrated with

an energy balance on which "original energy" is

found to equal "used energy" plus "wasted en-

ergy." The commentator says that energy is

never created or destroyed. The use of the lever

is shown as further illustration of this principle.

A horse and a man lift objects of equal weight.

The weight that the man lifts is attached to a

block and tackle. The weight lifted by the horse

is fastened to a simple pulley. It requires more

time for the man to lift the weight than for the

horse. The commentator explains that power

rating is derived by computing in "horsepower"
the amount of work done in a given time. Views

of oil wells, coal strata, coal-mining activities, and

the firing of a steam boiler indicate potential

energy originally derived from the sun. Additional

sources of power are symbolized by views of water-

falls, trees waving in the wind, and ebbing tides.

128. Enough to Eat? jh-sh-c 22min sd Museum of

Modern Art (England: Gas, Light, and

Coke Co.) 1936

Other source: Minn

Appraisal. Good for (1) suggesting the effects

of poor diet on health and growth, (2) indicating

that body-building and protective foods are the

most common diet deficiencies, (3) explaining the

relationship between income and poor diet, and

(4) suggesting methods of aid and education used

to promote better dietary practices.

While the film deals with the British population,

the principles stated are almost equally applicable

in the United States. Interviews with people who

have difficulty in getting proper food increase the

effectiveness of the film. The British manner of

speech may make it difficult for some groups

to understand.

Photography and sound are good.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Contents. Straight photography, charts, and

commentary tell of the work being done in England

to insure proper diet for the British people; in so

doing some of the fundamental principles of good

diet are indicated.

Opens with a view of a newspaper article stating

that half of the British people are undernourished.

The opening sequence indicates the work of British

scientists who have contributed to knowledge of

British diet and dietary practices. One doctor

studies the diet and growth of boys at Christ's

Hospital School views of boys being examined

and taking exercise. The commentator says that

their height, which is considerably above average,

is due to their good diet.

The next sequence presents by chart the three

chief classifications of food. First, the energy

foods, which contain large amounts of carbohy-

drates and fats; next, the body-building foods

eggs, cheese, and milk; and last, the protective

foods, which contain important minerals and vita-

mins. The commentator explains that the body-

building and protective foods are most neglected

in the diet. Bread, he says, is a filler but alone

does not supply all necessary dietary elements.

Another series of charts shows the amount spent

by the several income groups for the various classes

of foods. Here it is indicated that the people of

the lower income brackets spend almost as much
as those in the upper for the energy foods, but

that they spend much less for the body-building

and protective foods. The chart clearly indicates

lack of calcium and iron foods among lower income

groups. Several doctors state their concern over

the deficiencies in the British diet.

Several interviews are conducted with women in

the lower income groups. In every case they indi-

cate inability to buy the proper food. Julian

Huxley states that, as director of the London zoo,

he wouldn't dare to feed the animals the poorly

balanced diet that many of these people have.

Some of the steps taken to relieve the situation

are indicated by scenes of school children receiving

milk, nursing and expectant mothers receiving mid-

day meals, children under 5 years of age being fed

at a health center, and housewives receiving in-

struction in foods.

The international aspect of the malnutrition

problem is discussed by Viscount Astor before the

League of Nations. He indicates that there is no

oversupply of food and that poverty is the main

cause of poor nutrition.

An English authority states that women have a

kind of "rule-of-thumb" method of arranging the

family diet and that if their income permitted,

they would be able to get a fairly good diet. As

the film concludes, the commentator says that

recognition of the existence of the problem of

undernourishment is in itself an achievement.

129. The Etcher's Art (Demonstrating the Arts)

jh-sh-c 30min si Bell & Howell and Harvard

(Boston Museum of Fine Arts) 1929

Other sources: Bos, ColFC, Ind, IntFB,

Iowa, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for giving a step-by-

step description of how an etching is made. Found

useful in developing an appreciation of etching as

an art form.

Teachers reported that techniques used in mak-

ing an etching were clearly and adequately pre-

sented. The emphasis is on the mechanics of

etching.

Photography and titles are adequate.

Contents. An impression of the history of etch-

ing and a demonstration of the production of an

etching.

A title states that the art of etching arose in

the fifteenth century from the armorer's practice

of biting designs in metal with an acid. Following

a title stating that many of the great painters were

also etchers, there are views of etchings by famous

artists Van Dyck, Rembrandt, Millet, Whistler,

and others.

In the workshop of Frank W. Benson in Boston,

the steps in making an etching are traced. Mr.

Benson first makes a drawing of his design with a

soft pencil. A copper plate is heated, polished, and

covered with a wax ground. Then the plate is

smoked so that the lines may be clearly seen when

they have been drawn. The plate is covered with

shellac to protect it from the acid. The pencil

drawing is soaked in water preparatory to placing

it on the plate. When the wet pencil drawing is

placed on the plate and a roller passed over it, a

faint image remains.

The artist traces the design with a needle. This

lays bare the surface of the copper. The artist

then prepares the etching bath. A title states that

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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the acid bites the parts of the plate that have been

exposed by the needle. The plate is placed in the

acid bath. Bubbles formed by the chemical

action are brushed off so that the action of the

acid will continue. After a few minutes the plate

is washed and dried. Fine lines are "stopped out"

with shelkc to prevent further biting. Strong

acid is applied to certain sections of the plate to

obtain additional accent. When the biting is com-

pleted, the ground is removed, the plate is heated,

and ink rubbed on so that the lines are completely

filled. The surplus ink is wiped away, and the

plate is ready for printing.

Paper on which the etching is to be printed is

soaked for several hours and placed between blot-

ters. The damp paper is placed on the etching,

pads are placed about it, and it passes through the

press. A title states that the pressure of the roller

forces the damp paper into the lines where it seizes

the ink. The first print is removed and examined.

The examination shows that changes are required,

so alterations are made with the graver. When
the alterations have been completed, other impres-

sions are made. A title states that after each

edition the plate is destroyed. Mr. Benson

scratches the plate so that it cannot be used again.

130. Evolution of the Motion Picture int-jh-sh-c

23min sd-si Bell & Howell 1936 (edited

1940)

Other source: OhioDptE

Appraisal. Reported excellent for sketching the

history of the development of the motion picture

from the time of the ancient Egyptians until recent

years. Found useful in (1) contrasting early silent

films with modern sound films, (2) showing that

the development of a great invention often is the

result of the work of many people, and (3) giving

an appreciation of the contribution of scientists to

an important medium of education and enter-

tainment.

The advent of color films is not included in this

film. The film was edited from the longer film,

March of the Movies.

Photography is good for the periods represented;

sound is good.

Contents. The evolution of the motion picture

from 1600 B.C. to the advent of the sound motion

picture.

"The first movie idea" is said to have been the

silhouette shows of the ancient Egyptians. There
are views of an Egyptian ceremony in honor of the

goddess Isis. Silhouettes of Isis are painted on
columns. When the viewers ride past in chariots,

the silhouettes appear to be in motion.

Leonardo da Vinci's invention of the camera

obscura, is re-enacted. Light coming through a

lenslike piece of glass accidentally falls on his

canvas. He observes that the images are upside
down. A diagram shows that da Vinci used a

mirror to turn the image right side up.
In 1640 in Germany, Athanasius Kircher in-

vented the magic lantern. There is a view of his

crude equipment in which a bottle of water was
used as a condenser. Some of his slides picturing

devils, demons, and skeletons are shown. Motion
is simulated by moving one slide back of another.

In 1804 Peter Mark Roget of London demon-
strated the principle of persistence of vision. A
disk with a bird painted on one side and a cage on
the other is rotated so that the bird appears to be

in the cage. In 1835 Joseph Antoine Ferdinand

Plateau of Belgium applied Roget's idea to a device

which later became known as the zoetrope. A
view of the device in operation is shown.

In 1850 Louis Jacques Daguerre invented the

photographic wet plate. There are views of a

couple sitting for a daguerreotype. Several ex-

amples of daguerreotypes are shown. Coleman
Sellers of Philadelphia succeeded in simulating
motion by using a series of posed photographs. A
series of his photographs are shown. Eadweard

Muybridge furnished Governor Leland Stanford

with photographic proof that at one point in move-
ment a trotting horse has all four feet off of the

ground. There is a diagram of the battery of 24

cameras which was set up along the race track,

and a series of "instantaneous" pictures was
offered as proof.

There is a view of the "moving picture talking
machine" which was invented by Thomas A. Edi-

son. In 1889 George Eastman invented the flexi-

ble celluloid film base. The commentator says
that Edison ordered some of the film and experi-

mented with it. There are views of some of his

first efforts, and of Edison's "Black Maria," the

world's first motion picture studio, which was

built in 1893. There follow views from one of

Edison's early pictures. The mutoscope which

k kindergarten; pri primary ; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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made use of a series of pictures on cards is shown

as the commentator says that it was thought that

this machine would become a rival of Edison's

Kinetoscope. A scene on the mutoscope shows a

gathering which included Edison and J. Stuart

Blackton.

Mr. Blackton describes his invention of the

animated cartoon in 1906. He says that it was a

combination of the "chalk talk" with the camera.

There are views of the first animated cartoon.

Some of the technical advances of the motion

picture are illustrated and briefly explained slow

motion, fast motion, and photomicrography. Pic-

tures and commentary call attention to the simi-

larity between the lens of the eye and that of the

camera.

The next step in the development of the motion

picture was the addition of sound. Scenes from

silent pictures are shown as the commentator

points out that they lacked one important ele-

ment sound. In 1928 the "talking picture" was

introduced. There are scenes from sound motion

pictures.

131. The Evolution of the Oil Industry int-jh-sh-c

60min si U.S. Bur. of Mines (Sinclair Re-

fining Co.) 1939 (revision of earlier film)

Other sources: Bos, Colo, Fla, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NH, Okla, OreSt, PaMil, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) tracing the

development of the oil industry and (2) indicating

steps in the processes of oil drilling, pumping,

refining, transporting, and testing. Found useful

in developing an appreciation of progress that has

been made in drilling and refining oil, and of the

importance of machinery in increasing the output

of oil.

Teachers and students liked the historical de-

velopment of the film, its clear and orderly treat-

ment, its contrasts of new and old in the oil indus-

try, and its use of diagrams and statistics. The

film is most appropriate for junior and senior high

school.

Photography is good, titles adequate.

Contents. Dramatization of man's early uses of

oil and of the evolutionary development of the

modern oil industry.

A title states that some form of petroleum has

been used by man since the dawn of history.

There follow dramatizations showing Noah cover-

ing his ark with pitch, Russian fire worshippers

tending sacred petroleum fires, Babylonians de-

fending their city by pouring burning pitch on

attackers, and early American Indians and pio-

neers using oil for medicinal purposes. E. L.

Drake's successful efforts in 1859 to drill for pe-

troleum near Titusville, Pennsylvania, are drama-

tized. Several close-ups show the crude machinery

employed in the work. There follow several views

indicating the oil boom which resulted in the dril-

ling of many new wells with various types of crude

machinery.

Reel 2 begins with views suggesting the rapid

development of the oil industry and its spread from

Pennsylvania to other parts of the United States.

The early "cheesebox" stills used for distilling kero-

sene and a poor grade of gasoline are contrasted

with modern refineries. A glass bubble tower

demonstrates the manner in which oil refining is

accomplished. There follow views of sheet stills,

compressors, and control rooms, and of absorption,

cracking, polymerization, and paraffin plants.

Laboratory technicians conduct investigations to

determine the quality of and new uses for refined

petroleum products. Animated graphs are em-

ployed to compare 1930 yields of useful crude oil

products with those of 1918. Conservation of once

wasted products is illustrated by views of a plant

that extracts gasoline from natural gas.

Reel 3 begins with views of pumping equipment
and pipe lines used in transporting gasoline and

oil products to various parts of the United States.

Modern machinery is employed in digging trenches

and laying pipe lines. An animated map indicates

the extent of pipe-line construction in the United

States. Several views of intermediate pump sta-

tions are followed by views of electric and Diesel

engines in use there. Other means of transporting

oil products are indicated by views of seagoing oil

tankers, tank cars, and tank trucks and trailers.

The next sequence deals with processes in re-

covering oil from its underground source. Views

of several wasteful gushers are followed by scenes

of rotary drill equipment in operation. Earlier

cable-tool drilling devices are contrasted with a

modern drill. There are views of offshore drilling

from a barge. A gun perforator used to shoot

holes through the well casing is lowered into a

wellhole.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Reel 4 begins with views of rock samples taken

from the drill. These are analyzed in a laboratory

to determine their porosity, permeability, and oil

content. Instruments are used to obtain measure-

ments of pressure and temperature in wells. There

are views of pumps in action at nonflowing wells,

vaportight tanks which are used to store crude oil

before shipment, and pressure-maintenance plants

which conserve oil and gas. Several techniques

and machines now employed to detect oil deposits

are shown. Some of the uses of petroleum products

in modern life are shown.

132. The Expansion of Germany, 1870-1914

jh-sh-c lOmin sd-si Visual Library (Eng-

land: Gaumont British Instructional Films,

Ltd.) 1936

Other sources: Ariz, CenWash, ColFC, Ind,

IntFB, Syr, VaBdE, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) tracing the German

and British rivalry for markets and raw materials

prior to the World War of 1914-18, (2) indicating

Germany's attempt to break British sea power,

(3) suggesting the formation of the Triple Alliance

and the Triple Entente, and the building of the

Berlin-Bagdad railroad. Should be useful in de-

veloping an understanding of the present war.

The film is a somewhat sympathetic presenta-

tion of the German case for economic expansion.

Extensive use is made of maps.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The story of the rise of Germany from

1870 to 1914, with emphasis on domestic industrial

development, imperial development in Africa,

building of the Berlin-Bagdad railroad, develop-

ment of the German navy, conflict of Germany
with England, France, and Russia in the Balkans,

and opening of the World War in 1914; presented

by map, animation, and commentary.

The Germany of 1870 is shown on a map of

Europe. Alsace and Lorraine, acquired in 1871

from France, are added.

Positions of the coal and iron deposits in the Saar,

Westphalia, Saxony, and Silesia are sketched on

the map, and the development of coal, steel, and

electrical and chemical industries in the Ruhr and

the Saar is symbolized. Population growth in

these same areas is indicated by shading. Lines

and dots indicate the development of the German

railroad and canal systems, and movement of dots

along the railroad and canal lines indicates carriage

of goods for export.

The commentator indicates that by 1884 indus-

trial development in Germany had reached the

stage where new markets were needed. A map of

Africa is shown. European holdings in Africa are

indicated on the map showing four undeveloped

regions acquired by Germany in 1884. In these

four regions were established the German colonies

of Togo, Cameroons, German East Africa, and
German Southwest Africa. Through these colo-

nies, Germany acquired rubber, hardwood, cocoa,

wool, cotton, coffee, and ivory.

The commentator notes that to protect her trade

routes, Germany decided to enlarge her fleet. The
relative sizes of the British and German fleets, as

affected by the German navy bills of 1898, 1900,

and 1906, are indicated by diagrams. Compara-
tive sizes in 1912 are also indicated.

Formation of the Triple Alliance in 1882 of Ger-

many, Italy, and Austria-Hungary, and the impor-
tance of this alliance to the development of the

Berlin-Bagdad railroad, are pointed out by the

commentator, who indicates that Germany's fleet

was not large enough for her empire and that the

development of the Berlin-Bagdad railroad was

undertaken by Germany. The railroad is indi-

cated by dots on the maps. The commentator

says that for the success of this railroad it was

necessary for Germany to establish friendship with

countries along the route, and Serbia, Bulgaria,

and Turkey are indicated by arrows as such coun-

tries. Construction as far as the Balkan oil fields

in 1914 is indicated by animation. Meanwhile,

the commentator says that English and French

money had developed these oil fields, and that

England and France showed growing anxiety for

the safety of their interests.

Great Britain, France, and Russia formed the

Triple Entente as an answer to the Triple Alliance,

and then, says the commentator, the possibility

of Germany's achievement of objectives by peace-

ful methods became remote. Italy, says the com-

mentator, was an uncertain ally. Germany was

diplomatically isolated, the commentator con-

tinues, and when Austria-Hungary declared war

on Serbia, Germany declared war on France and

Russia.
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133. Exploring the Coffee Continent int-jh-sh

20min sd-si YMCA (A & P Coffee Service,

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.) 1936

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) furnishing

impressions of how coffee is picked, processed, and

transported in Colombia and Brazil and (2) giving

brief impressions of several South American cities.

Found useful in furthering an understanding of

South America and its contributions to our life.

The film does not deal to any extent with the

people and their way of We. The pictorial organi-

zation suffers from an attempt to include a great

deal of material in a relatively short time. Teach-

ers reported that the commentary by Lowell

Thomas contributed to the film's effectiveness.

There is some advertising, but it is relatively

unobtrusive.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. Brief views of several South Ameri-

can cities as seen on an airplane tour of the conti-

nent and depiction of the coffee industry of Brazil

and Colombia.

Lowell Thomas, the narrator, is shown as he sips

a cup of coffee. To learn more about the coun-

tries from which coffee comes, an aerial trip to

South America is begun. A large flying boat takes

off from Miami and lands at Rio de Janeiro. Here

passengers alight for a brief tour of the Brazilian

capital. They see the aerial railway to Sugar Loaf,

the Avenida Branco, people sipping coffee at side-

walk cafes, workmen laying sidewalk stones in

colorful mosaic patterns, races at the Jockey Club,

beaches, the zoo, the poorer sections of the city,

and the giant statue of Christ atop Corcovado.

The next sequence opens with views of the coffee

plantations in the highlands near Santos. Native

workers gather the berries, sift the leaves from

them, wash them, and float them in canals to the

drying floor. Here they are drained, spread out,

and sun-dried. After the hulls are removed, the

dried beans are placed on trucks and hauled to the

coffee-grading plants in Santos. Inspectors re-

move a few beans from each bag. Coffee tasters

sample coffee made from each lot. Coffee beans

are sorted, bagged, carried to the docks, and loaded

for shipment to the United States.

The tour of South America continues as the air-

plane takes off for Buenos Aires. There are brief

views of the city as the plane circles overhead.

After it has landed, the passengers tour the city.

There are views of the Palacio del Congreso, the

Avenida de Mayo, and several parks. The pas-

sengers soon take off in a land plane to fly above

the Andes to Chile. There are several views of the

mountains as seen from the plane. From Santiago,

the plane heads northward to fly over Peru to

Colombia. Here the passengers view native

market places, a bullfight, and coffee plantations.

The commentator states that there is no seasonal

change here, and that coffee gathering goes on the

year around. Natives are shown picking, pulping,

drying, grading, bagging, transporting, and loading

the coffee into the holds of ships.

The final sequence indicates the processes in-

volved in roasting, grinding, and bagging coffee

for A & P stores in the United States. The film

closes as Lowell Thomas drinks a toast in coffee

to Colombia and Brazil who supply the United

States with most of her coffee.

134. Exploring the Universe jh-sh-c lOmin sd

Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, CenWash, Ga,

Idaho, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaMil, SamHous,

SC, Syr, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) demonstrat-

ing the motion of the stars and planets, (2) showing
the principles of the telescope and suggesting the

discoveries that have been made possible by it,

and (3) furthering an understanding of astronomi-

cal distances and the galactic systems.

The chief contribution of the film is that it

shows motion which could not otherwise be shown

without very expensive equipment. Since the

vocabulary is rather technical and the material

somewhat complicated, some study of the subject

should precede the showing.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The concept of the expanding uni-

verse and the relative motions of its component

parts, depicted through telephotography, anima-

tion, and straight photography.
Pictures of a jungle trail and of the arctic are

shown in the first sequence while the commentator

states that explorers have mapped most of the

earth's surface, but that exploration with the

microscope and telescope has just begun.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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The types of telescopes and the principles by
which they work are shown by still pictures and

animation. Pictures taken through the telescope

reveal that many more stars can be seen through

it than are visible to the naked eye. A telephoto

view shows that a fuzzy star in the sword of Orion

is in reality a gigantic gaseous cloud.

By artificially accelerating the motion of the

stars, the transitory nature of the configurations

is demonstrated. The same technique is used to

demonstrate the fact that the solar system is mov-

ing away from that part of our galaxy occupied by
Sirius and toward the part occupied by Altair

and Vega. In the same manner, the fact that the

sun is a star is emphasized by showing how it would

appear if one could remain behind and view the

sun as it travels toward Vega.

Animated drawings show the motions of two-,

three-, and four-star systems. The motions of

stars in multiple systems are shown. In this case,

the commentator says, the stars move about a

common center. Animation shows further that,

when a dark and a bright star revolve about a

common center, the bright one may be partially

eclipsed. This motion, the commentator says,

results in the periodic fading of the bright star.

It is shown that the stars in a galaxy revolve

around a common center. The commentator ex-

plains that it requires 250,000,000 years for our

galaxy to complete one revolution. Galaxies other

than ours are shown in a still picture.

The sun is shown as the center of our solar

system. The motions of the planets around the

sun are briefly depicted by animation. This se-

quence also illustrates the progression in magnitude
of the earth, the solar system, the galaxies, and

the universe.

135. The Farm pri-int ISmin si Eastman 1931

Other sources: ArkTC, Buck, Calif, Colo, 111,

IntFB, Ky, OhioDptE, PaCW, PaMil,

Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-

sions of farm animals, farm activities, and the

experiences of children on the farm. Also used in

developing an appreciation of the dependence of

the city on the farm for food.

It was reported that children particularly en-

joyed the views of farm animals. The captions

are adapted to the lower and middle elementary

grades. The film gives the impression of many
activities in a relatively short time.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Things that a group of school children

saw on a trip to several farms.

School children enter a bus that is to take them

to the country. A farmer plowing his field and

several cows grazing in a pasture are shown.

Views of the farmer's large house and barn are

followed by a close-up of the farmer in the field.

A title, "Looking around the Farm," precedes

views of children feeding chickens, ducks swim-

ming in a pool, pigs in their pens, ewes and lambs

in the pasture, and a man feeding horses. Another

title, "Playing at the Farm," is followed by scenes

of farm children gathering fruit, riding ponies,

watching work horses, inspecting some millet, feed-

ing grass to a sheep, and eating strawberries.

Work on the farm is indicated by scenes of farm

hands gathering corn, hauling corn to a silo, and

picking apples. Views of melons, squashes, toma-

toes, potatoes, cantaloupes, carrots, corn, and

pumpkins suggest some of the food that is grown
on the farm. At milking time, cows are driven

to the barn and locked in stanchions. Several men
milk the cows, put the milk in cans, load it on

trucks, and haul it to market.

136. Farm and City pri-int-jh-sh 9min sd Am.
Film Center (U.S. Agric.) 1937 (edited

1939)

Other sources: Calif, Ga, HI, Ind, IntFB,

lowaA&M, NH, OhioDptE, Tenn, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) il-

lustrating the interdependence of farm and city

and (2) giving impressions of a variety of farm

activities in various sections of the United States.

Found of some value in developing an apprecia-

tion of the nature and importance of the work of

the farmer.

Students almost unanimously reported that

the film made them aware that city dwellers are

dependent on farmers; reports, however, do not

indicate that the film was successful in showing
that farmers are also dependent on city dwellers.

The film is illustrative rather than developmental.

Several teachers and students reported that the

film was too short. It was edited from the longer

film, Salt of tlie Earth.

Photography and sound are good.
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Contents. The interdependence of farm and

city.

As a view of the Empire State Building is

shown, the commentator says, "If you lived in

the Empire State Building, you would have a

fine view but you would get pretty hungry if it

were not for the farmer." A farmer drives his

cows into a barn and milks them. The milk is

strained into cans and loaded on a truck that hauls

it to a pknt where it is pasteurized and bottled.

The commentator remarks that the enforcement

of sanitary regulations protects the milk from

dust and dirt. The final destination of some of

the milk is shown as a baby is given a bottle of

milk.

The theme of interdependence continues with

views of farmers at work, followed by newspaper
headlines of crop news, carloadings, etc. Farmers

are shown harvesting wheat, baling hay, picking

cotton, herding cattle, cutting corn, etc. De-

pendence of the city on the farm for bread is

shown as scenes of binding, threshing, and sacking

wheat are followed by a view of a city boy eating

a piece of buttered bread. Scenes of cowboys

rounding up a herd of cattle are followed by a

view of a steak cooking on a grill. Another source

of the city's meat supply is indicated by a view

of a farmer feeding his hogs, followed by scenes

in a sandwich shop. Views of a girl feeding

chickens and of a farmer gathering eggs are fol-

lowed by a scene in a city hospital where a patient

is being served a soft-boiled egg. Scenes from

various cities in the United States accompany
the commentator's continued emphasis on the

city dweller's dependence on the farm.

The dependence of the city on the farm for

clothing is explained by the commentator as views

of sheep being sheared and of activities in the wool

market are followed by a scene in a clothing store

where a customer is purchasing a coat. Cotton,

another source of clothing for the city dweller,

is picked and later spun into thread to be made
into doth. Views of the cereal mills at Min-

neapolis and the stockyards at Chicago accom-

pany a repetition of the picture's central theme.

Pictures of 4-H Club boys and girls are used to

illustrate the commentator's statement that rural

youth replenish the city population. The film

closes with a quotation from George Washington,

"With reference to individual or national welfare,

agriculture is of primary importance."

137. Farm Animals k-pri-int llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,
ETexBur, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NM,
OhioDptE, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, SC,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for showing
animals commonly found on a farm what they
eat and how they are cared for. Found useful in

developing an appreciation of the contribution of

animals to man's well-being and in providing a

basis for art and language activities.

The vocabulary and method of presentation were

well suited to primary grades. Children were

fascinated by the animal pictures and by the con-

tinuity of the story of Farmer Brown. Some
teachers reported that the film covered the subject

completely, others expressed a desire for more in-

formation on draft animals and poultry. The
film was used effectively in preparing for an ex-

cursion.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Some farm animals and ways in

which they are cared for cows, horses, pigs, and

sheep.

After being awakened by an alarm clock,
Farmer Brown goes to the barn to feed and care

for his animals. He feeds the milch cows, washes
their udders carefully, and starts to milk them.

One cow gives a bucketful of milk which weighs
28 pounds. On some farms, however, automatic

milking machines are used; one is shown in opera-
tion. The cows are then loosed from their

stanchions and let out into a pasture to graze.
Over in another part of the barn a newborn calf

is having its first meal. Other calves, a little

older, drink from a bucket containing milk and
meal.

Then it is time to feed the horses. A mare
and her colt watch from a box stall as Farmer
Brown climbs to a loft to toss down some hay
for them. The mare eats heartily, while the colt

suckles. Fanner Brown gives the horses grain
to make them stronger for the day's work in the

field, and a drink of water which has been pumped
into the barn by a windmill.

A mother pig eats a meal of vegetables and
For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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scraps while her little pigs suckle. After all have

had their fill, they curl up contentedly for a nap.

Outside, Mr. Brown inspects a horse's hoof to

see that the shoe fits well. Then the horses are

bridled, harnessed, and hitched to a wagon. A
little boy climbs up on the back of one horse and

rides to the field with his father.

Cows graze in a pasture and some contentedly

chew their cuds. Goats frisk with their kids in

tall grass. Sheep graze with their lambs and

are later sheared with electric clippers.

As evening nears, the farmer boy drives the

cows back to the barn for another milking, more

hay and grain are fed to the horses, and the sow

and her pigs are fed. Two farm children watch

the evening shadows creep across the countryside.

138. Finding Your Life Work (Your Life Work)

jh-sh 22min sd Vocational Guidance 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, Colo,

ETexBur, Fla, Ga, HI, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, Mo,

NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, PaCW,
SamHous, Syr, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

steps in a systematic selection of a vocation, (2)

suggesting the character traits helpful in obtaining

and keeping work, and (3) indicating the possible

vocational contribution of various school subjects

to vocational training. Found useful in directing

students' attention toward the selection of a

vocation.

It was indicated that the film would be most

useful as an introduction to or an overview of the

problem of vocational choice. Some guidance

consultants may consider the film overoptimistic

concerning job opportunities for youth.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The necessity for a planned ap-

proach to vocational choice, personal qualities

necessary for vocational success, and the impor-

tance of school training as a basis for occupational

success.

The first sequence presents an analogy of fish-

ing and job-hunting. As a fisherman lands a

catch, the commentator describes the special bait

employed for game fish. As a man scans the

"Help Wanted" column, the commentator says

that searching for work is "fishing" for a job and

that what is obtained will be determined by the

bait offered training, experience, and education.

The second sequence begins with a title stating

that as a job searcher you should "know yourself"

your weaknesses, likes, and dislikes. Students

are shown taking aptitude tests. The com-

mentator's discussion of the importance of find-

ing a job that one can do well is illustrated by
views of workers at several types of jobs. Another

phase of self-examination is illustrated as a boy
consults his school record and talks to his coun-

selor. A failure in mathematics suggests that the

student would probably be unsuccessful in the

occupations closely connected with that subject.

Further views emphasize the commentator's

statement that in life, as in school, people are

graded by what they do. The importance of

character is illustrated by views of a Boy Scout

being decorated in a Court of Honor. Further

inquiry into personal qualities begins as the com-

mentator asks, "Do you like to work with ideas

or things?" Both types of work are illustrated.

Then the commentator asks, "Do you prefer going

with a crowd, or would you rather spend the day
alone?" Scenes of a boy who prefers to work in

his basement laboratory are contrasted with

scenes of a picnic crowd. There are views of

chemical laboratories as the commentator says

that the research worker is generally the type who

prefers to work alone. Determination to succeed

is described as another important factor in voca-

tional success. Thrift is stressed as one means of

assuring the achievement of life goals. Hobbies

are described as important means of affording

relaxation and as possible profit-making occupa-

tions in time of need.

The next sequence concerns the study of occu-

pations to determine those in which the individual

is interested. The commentator's statement that

each individual can do several things success-

fully is illustrated by a drawing of a boy at a

crossroads. The commentator states that a

definite plan should be followed in studying occu-

pations and that ideas should be obtained from

wide reading, talking with successful people, and

viewing movies. Those vocations chosen for

further study should be viewed from the stand-

point of advantages and disadvantages. A series

of titles follow which ask significant questions

concerning the nature of the work and its probable

rewards.

The value of school work in preparing for voca-
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tional work is indicated. English and literature

are described as affording a means of learning to

speak and write correctly and to obtain pleasure

in reading. The statement that the social sci-

ences enable one to better understand conditions

of today is illustrated by views of modern govern-

ment functions and transportation facilities. The

mathematics department is described as effective

in showing people how to solve problems that

come up in everyday life. The science department
offers appreciation of the place of science in our

lives. Physical training helps build healthy

bodies. The fine arts department develops an

appreciation of great works of art and music and

cultivates the talents of those who have artistic

ability. Commercial work prepares students with

skills that may enable them to obtain employ-

ment. The homemaking department trains girls

to be good housewives and efficient buyers. The

industrial arts department acquaints students with

industrial processes, tool work, and the need

for buying with discrimination. In agriculture,

matters important to owners and operators of

farms are taken up.

The next sequence concerns types of jobs. A
chart illustrates the commentator's statement that

of every 100 workers, only 13 have jobs based

entirely on mental skill, 18 have jobs based en-

tirely on manual skill, and the remaining 69 do

work which requires that the hand and mind

work together in perfect coordination.

The final sequence which is concerned with the

various individual aspects that contribute to

success in life employs a building block analogy.

Blocks representing health, character, general

education, citizenship, special interests and abil-

ity, ambition, willingness to work, and special

training are assembled and crowned by a block

representing "Success." The commentator's

statement that there are employment opportunities

in this country today is illustrated by views of

young people calling at employment bureaus and

of business houses where "Help Wanted" signs

are displayed.

139. Fingers and Thumbs jh-sh-c I7min sd

Gutlohn (England: The Strand Film Co.,

Ltd.) 1938

Other sources: Ga, NH, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for showing homology
of the human hand and the corresponding ap-

pendage in lower animals. Should be useful in

indicating the increasing efficiency with which

animals, from lower to higher forms, manipulate

objects in their environment.

This film should be particularly valuable in

communities where there are no zoos. The se-

quence dealing with insects and crustaceans

violates the logic of the film since they are inverte-

brates and, while their appendages are functionally

analogous to those of higher animals, are not

structurally related.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Development of the hand through

increasingly complex forms of animal life, begin-

ning with the fish fin as a forerunner of the hu-

man hand.

As a strong pair of hands tears a telephone book,

the commentator states that man has always

depended upon his hands for a livelihood. As

fish are shown, attention is called to the pectoral

fins, which, the commentator states, were the

forerunners of human hands. The mudskipper

displays fins that have developed into flippers.

There are several views of amphibians as the com-

mentator explains that they were the first to

have real hands with wrists and fingers. Tad-

poles, which lose gills and tail and develop lungs

and limbs, are shown in various stages of growth.

A full-grown tree frog with hands for grasping is

shown in a close-up.

The commentator states that in the reptile the

forearm has assumed different forms. A giant

tortoise is shown with powerful arms for support-

ing its heavy body. The sea turtle has a seagoing

fin. The lizard has long fingers. The chameleon

has fingers in groups of two and three for grasping

tree twigs and branches. The snake has lost its

hand in a close-up the claw, which is the vestigial

remains of a hand, is shown on the body of a boa

constrictor. As birds are shown, the commentator

explains that their forearms and hands have de-

veloped into wings. A drawing shows the bony
structure of the wing.

At this point the film shows the handlike de-

velopments of crustaceans and insects. There are

views of many-limbed insects, lobsters with their

pincers, spiders with hairy-looking legs, and

scorpions with their poisonous stingers.

Reel 2 deals with mammals and opens with a

diagram of the hoof of the zebra. In the ele-

phant a different adaptation is evidenced in the

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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massive pedestal-like forearm. The meat eaters,

represented by the lion, have developed hands for

holding and tearing their food. Sea lions have

arms and hands which serve both on land and in

water. Sloths are shown with hooklike hands.

In the bat the forearm becomes a wing. A
kangaroo with its short, powerful forearms is

shown boxing with the keeper. Bears and other

animals able to hold their food in a vicelike grip

are shown.

Monkeys are able to pick up things, but, as the

commentator explains, they are not able to close

their thumbs properly. The commentator states

that the ape developed a thumb which would

close around its fingers. A chimpanzee is shown

holding a spoon and jug, opening a lock, writing

his name, lighting a match, and performing other

acts which require considerable dexterity.

In the closing sequence the hand of a human

baby is shown. The baby's hands grasp clumsily,

but the commentator explains that with the rapid

development of the brain the human being quickly

gains control of the hands. A potter's hands are

shown deftly shaping a vase. The film closes

with a view of a fish whose pectoral fins are

described as the forerunner of the human hand.

140. Fire Weather int-jh-sh 20min sd U.S. Agric.

1936

Other sources: Calif, Colo, Ga, 111, Ind, Ky,

NC, NH, OreSt, SC, SD, Tex, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

cooperation between the United States Weather

Bureau and the Forest Service in preventing and

combating forest fires and (2) suggesting the use

of weather reports and of modern inventions in

fighting forest fires. Should be useful in develop-

ing an appreciation of our forests as a great na-

tional heritage which must be preserved.

The film was reported as showing particularly

well the important use of radio communication in

fighting forest fires.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. Activities of the United States

Weather Bureau in preventing and combating

fires in the national forests.

Views of forest floors show that in early spring

and fall the ground is covered with dry leaves and

underbrush. The commentator says that days

of low humidity and high winds are dangerous.

The United States Forest Service is on the alert.

Weather information is distributed by radio and

teletype throughout the danger zone. Observers

in lookout towers watch for telltale columns of

smoke. The United States Naval Radio Station

cooperates with other radio stations in transmit-

ting reports. The procedure in gathering this

information and preparing it for broadcasting is

shown. The commentator says that data from

all sources are gathered in the forecasting office.

These data come from forest rangers and mete-

orologists whose duty it is to make routine and

systematic observations. Lumber camps located

in danger zones observe rigid rules of fire preven-

tion.

The commentator says that, unfortunately, the

tourist season and the fire season arrive at about

the same time. In spite of precautions taken

by government agencies, some vacationists are

careless with fire in the woods. People arrive at

summer resorts in national forests. Scenes indi-

cate that observers must watch for fires set by

lightning.

The final sequence of the film shows procedures

in fire fighting. An observer sights a column of

smoke and immediately reports his observation

to a coordinating station where the exact location

is plotted on a map. Then begins the race be-

tween the spreading fire and the federal, state,

and local fire-fighting agencies. The radio truck

which is part of the standard equipment for

fighting fires moves into the fire area. Fighters

with field radio sets call in from time to time

giving information on the progress of the fight.

141. The Fireman k-pri-int-jh llmin sd Erpi

1939

Other sources: Bos, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Kan, Mich, Minn, NC,

OhioDptE, Syr, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for suggesting

the duties and activities of the fireman. Found

useful in (1) providing a basis for studying the

contribution of the fire department to the safety

of the community and (2) demonstrating fire-

fighting techniques.

The film is particularly effective when used in
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connection with the planning of a trip to the fire

station.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Some of the duties and activities of

firemen.

Firemen report to the chief for day duty. The

men set to work polishing, inspecting, and testing

equipment as the commentator states that the

engines are always ready in case of fire.

Firemen are shown practicing in order to he

prepared for emergencies. An extension ladder is

raised and slowly brought to rest against a third-

floor window. The engine truck is driven up;

firemen unload the hose and carry it up the ladder.

The ladder truck is maneuvered into position, its

aerial ladder is raised, and firemen climb to the

roof of the building. From the roof a fireman

tosses a rope to the ground. The large hose is

attached to it and pulled up over rollers. Another

group of firemen demonstrate the technique for

entering a burning building behind a curtain of

water. Several firemen practice the fireman's

lift. A rescue squad practice administering oxy-

gen and artificial respiration to victims overcome

by smoke.

The last sequence shows some of the firemen's

work at an actual fire. An alarm is turned in

from a corner box by a policeman. A gong

sounds in the firehouse as the address of the fire

comes in on the ticker tape. Firemen hastily

slide down brass poles and take their places on the

engines. The patrol car leads the way, followed

by the engine truck and ladder truck. When they

arrive at the burning building, hoses are unreeled,

ladders are erected, and hoses are connected to

fire hydrants. Windows are broken to provide

ventilation. After the fire is brought under con-

trol, the men leave the building. The men re-

place the hoses on the trucks, lower the ladders,

and drive back to the firehouse.

142. First Aid Control of Bleeding int-jh-sh

llmin si Eastman 1932

Other sources: Calif, ETexBur, Fla, Dl,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, PaCW,
PaMil, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

methods of controlling bleeding from arteries and

veins. Found useful in developing a realization of

the need for first-aid knowledge.

It was reported that the film gave a sense of

confidence rather than of horror and distress.

Simple photography, together with diagrams,

contributes to a clear presentation of the subject,

although the use of the tourniquet was not ade-

quately explained.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The blood flow in arteries and veins,

and techniques for controlling bleeding.

A title stating that the blood flows out from the

heart is followed by an animated diagram of the

arterial system. The blood is shown flowing

through an artery with a pulsating motion. Di-

agrams and demonstrations show control of ar-

terial bleeding in the forearm, side of the head,

face, throat, shoulder, and leg. The use of the

tourniquet for stopping bleeding is demonstrated.

Attention is called to the fact that the tourniquet

should be loosened every 15 or 20 minutes. A
title stating that a sterile dressing helps the blood

to clot is followed by a demonstration of the appli-

cation of a simple dressing.

A sequence dealing with venous bleeding begins

with a diagram showing that veins carry the

blood back to the heart. It is shown that blood

flows steadily through the veins. A title states,

"Venous bleeding is controlled by compress and

bandage." A bandage is placed on a man's arm.

The arm is elevated to help stop the bleeding. A
title advises, "In any case of serious bleeding, keep

the patient quiet and call a physician."

143. First Aid Life Saving and Resuscitation

int-jh-sh-c 15min si Eastman 1932

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

ETexBur, Fla, Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M,
Kan, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE,

Okla, PaCW, PaMil, Syr, Tex, TexTech,

VaBdE, Vt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

methods of approaching, carrying, and reviving

drowning persons.

Methods of carrying and of prone pressure

resuscitation were reported as being very well

shown. Good use is made of slow motion and

diagrams. Characters shown throughout are

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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men. There was some demand for greater detail

than the film offered.

Photography is fair.

Contents. Methods of rescuing drowning per-

sons and applying artificial respiration, demon-

strated through straight photography, animation,

and slow-motion photography.
A lifesaver rescues a person from a swimming

pool. A title states that the safest way to ap-

proach a drowning person is from the rear. Such

an approach is demonstrated. A title states that

the underwater approach may be used in clear

water. This approach is demonstrated in the

water, then in regular and reduced speeds out

of water, and finally again in the water. The

cross-chest carry is used. The direct surface ap-

proach, which a title states should be used only

when the victim's eyes are under water, is demon-

strated in the same manner. The cross-chest

method of carrying a drowning victim is demon-

strated in regular speed and slow motion outside

the pool, then in the pool. The hair carry, head

carry, and tired swimmers carry a're demonstrated

in the pool. The method of breaking death grips

is demonstrated in the next sequence. The

methods of breaking front and rear strangle holds.,

double wrist grips, and of separating two people

clutching each other in the water are demon-

strated in both regular speed and slow motion.

The next sequence deals with artificial respira-

tion. Techniques for turning the patient over,

placing his head and arm, taking the position to

administer artificial respiration, and administer-

ing artificial respiration are demonstrated. An
animated diagram of the chest cavity a"nd dia-

phragm shows the principle of artificial respiration.

A title stating that the patient must be kept

warm and quiet is followed by a demonstration of

the technique of wrapping the patient in a blanket

without losing the rhythm of the artificial respira-

tion. Changing operators without losing the

rhythm is also demonstrated. A title states that

after he is revived, the patient must be kept warm.

The patient is wrapped in a blanket and rubbed

to restore his circulation. The use of an inhalator

is demonstrated. A title states that its use is

continued after the victim has been revived and

that it is particularly useful in cases of gas

poisoning.

144. First Century of Baseball int-jh-sh 40min sd

Am. League and Fisher Body 1939

Other sources: Tex, VaBdE, WashSt

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) tracing

the history of baseball and (2) demonstrating the

batting, catching, pitching, and base running

techniques of famous baseball stars. Found use-

ful in developing an interest in and appreciation
of baseball.

It was reported that student interest was high.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. History of the development of base-

ball and portrayal of present-day "stars" of the

game in action.

Scenes are shown at the ball park where a game
is under way. An elderly man with his two

grandsons in watching the game. The old man

says that he has been a fan for over 50 years.

When the boys start asking questions about the

game, he says that he can show them a book that

will tell them all about it.

At home in an easy chair grandpa opens the

book, The First Century of Baseball. There

follow pictures of the presidents of the American

League from 1901 to 1938. As the commentator

states that the idea of baseball was born in the

brain of the boy, boys dressed in old-fashioned

clothing are shown playing "one old cat." From
that point, says the commentator, it was logical

to add more bases as more boys wished to play.

At Cooperstown, New York, in 1839, a game of

"three old cat" is in progress; the game halts

because of confusion. Abner Doubleday steps

onto the diamond and straightens out the game
by offering the boys some rules regarding playing

positions.

Following a statement by the commentator that

boys still play baseball, there are views of high

school, college, and sand-lot teams. There are

also views of one of the baseball schools operated

by the major leagues for young players.

The next sequence returns to some of the early

developments of the game. There is a view of

the first baseball club, organized by Alexander J.

Cartwright in 1845. A scene that might have

happened in an old-time game is re-enacted. The

umpire tells the pitcher that he must throw the

ball where the batter wants it. While watching a

billiard game, Will Cummings gets the idea for
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throwing curves from the "English" which players

put on the ball with the cue. When Cummings
throws a curve, the umpire and spectators are

mystified, but the pitch is declared legal. Some

of the outstanding pitchers of today are shown

in action Johnny Allen, Ted Lyons, Emil

Leonard, Spurgeon Chandler, Monte Pearson,

Buck Newsom, George Caster, and Bob Feller.

At home in the easy chair grandpa tells the boys

about batting. He says that at first batters

tried to use long bats, but that the length of the

bat was finally limited to 42 inches. Close-ups of

the eyes, arms, wrists, and legs of a batter empha-
size the commentator's remarks on their impor-

tance in batting. The following batters are shown

in action: Joe Cronin, Cecil Travis, Charley

Gehringer, Joe DiMaggio, Joe Gordon, Lou

Gehrig, Hank Greenberg, and Babe Ruth. Green-

berg advises young players to use short bats

suited to their height and weight.

In discussing fielding, grandpa says that gloves

were not used in the old days. Marvin Owen of

the Chicago White Sox holds seven balls in his

hand at one time. George McQuinn of the St.

Louis Browns makes a difficult double play.

The section on base running is introduced by a

scene in which Robert Addy slides into base.

The commentator says that this was the first time

that the runner had ever gone into base in this

unorthodox fashion. The hook and stand-up
slides are demonstrated.

Grandpa says that the National League was

formed in 1876, the American League in 1901,

and that the first World Series was played in

1905. At an all-star game some of the famous

players of today and yesterday are shown. Sev-

eral informal views of famous players follow.

Grandpa says, "Now that we have seen the

stars, let's look at some of the star makers."

There are views of Connie Mack and Clark Griffith

discussing old times. They say that training

practices are much different today than they were

in the early days of baseball. There are several

views of the Yankee training camp.
The important and difficult work of the umpire

is presented by a series of plays on which the com-

mentator asks the audience to make the decision.

After each play is shown at normal speed, it is

repeated in slow motion to make it possible to

check the accuracy of the decision.

The film concludes with scenes from the 1938

World Series. Several important people in base-

ball (including Judge Landis) are shown in the

stands. Joe McCarthy, manager of the whining
New York Yankees, speaks in behalf of neigh-

borhood playgrounds.

145. Five Faces sh-c 30min sd Gutlohn (England:
The Strand Film Co., Ltd.) 1938

Other sources: ColFC, IntFB, Minn, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving impressions of (1)

the racial composition and natural resources of

British Makya, (2) the culture of the different

Malayan races, and (3) the work of the British

in developing the natural resources and moderniz-

ing the country. Should be useful in demonstrat-

ing the British colonial policy.

The general organization of the film is excellent

though the - treatment of the culture of the five

races is sketchy. Credit is given by the film to

the British for developing the country's natural

resources, bringing the benefits of modern science,

and organizing the government so that the five

races live together in peace. For this reason some

may believe that the film has a subtle imperialistic

point of view. The sequence on the history of

British Makya is made up principally of stills and

is somewhat weak.

Photography is excellent, sound fair.

Contents. Characteristics and unique contri-

butions of the five races that inhabit British

Malaya.

Opens with scenes in the heart of the Malay
Peninsula mountains, jungles, and jungle ani-

mals. The Sakai, a primitive people who in-

habit the interior, are shown hunting with poison

arrow guns. Rafts are shown to be one of the

Sakai's important means of transportation. Life

hi a Sakai village is portrayed in scenes of semi-

nude women carrying water, starting a fire by a

simple friction method, and preparing food.

The second race to be presented is a mixed

race, the Malay. Chieftains are shown paying

homage to their sultan. Their most important
economic activity is indicated in scenes of fishing

vessels and of fishermen mending their nets. A
primitive water wheel used to irrigate the rice

fields is shown. There are views of the harvesting
and threshing of the rice.

An historical sequence is developed chiefly by
For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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maps, stills, and commentary. It mentions im-

portant dates in the history of British Malaya,
and tells of the coming of the Portuguese, the

Dutch, and the British.

The remainder of the film is concerned with the

influence of the British and the development of

British Malaya's natural resources. Views of the

harbor of Singapore are shown. The commen-

tator says that the British drove the pirates from

the sea and made the waters safe for trade.

The third race shown is the Chinese, brought in

to work in the tin mines. Three methods of min-

ing tin are shown: digging, dredging, and hydraulic

mining. The sluices through which the ore

passes are shown.

The fourth race, the Indians, work the rubber

plantations. Men cut the rubber trees, and the

latex which runs into small cups is collected by

women who carry it to the factory. At the factory

the latex is coagulated and rolled into sheets of

rubber. There are views of Malay soldiers as the

commentator explains that wealth needs protec-

tion.

The fifth race of British Malaya, the European,

is shown as Englishmen participate in leisure

activities. The commentator gives much credit

to the British for the modernization and develop-

ment of the country. In addition to the products

already mentioned, tea, pineapples, coconuts, and

timber are shown.

Some of the advances made are indicated by

views of medical and public health buildings, mod-

ern means of transportation, and electric power

lines. There are views of children on their way
to school and of native police. Continuance of

old traditions is indicated by a ruler walking

under an umbrella (a symbol of royalty), a

Mohammedan mosque, and a Malay wedding

ceremony. Games and amusements shown in-

clude sliding on banana leaves, a hollow-ball

game, boxing (Malay fashion), and dancing.

(The dancing sequence is quite long and includes

both men and professional women dancers.) As

the film closes, representatives of the five races

are shown and the commentator states that they

live together in harmony.

146. Flagships of the Air int-jh-sh 25min sd Am.
Airlines 1939

Other sources: Minn, Okla
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Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

comfort and convenience of air transportation

and (2) indicating the contributions that improved
methods of transportation have made to American

life. Found useful in indicating the decreasing

importance of distances.

This film was reported as "good advertising"

for air transportation. The advantages of air

transportation rather than the work involved in

running the air lines are emphasized. There are

some excellent views of cities from the air.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Impressions of air transportation

facilities and their operation in the United States.

On a map of the United States views of chang-

ing forms of transportation are superimposed.
The size of the map of the United States "shrinks"

as modes of travel change from foot to canoe,

from canoe to wagon, from wagon to railroad,

from railroad to auto, and finally to airplane.

At the Chicago airport, planes land and leave.

Air mail and express are loaded in a plane's nose.

Passengers check their baggage, purchase tickets,

and go aboard a liner that is loading for New
York. Motors are started, the radio control

room gives the "All Clear!" sign, the plane taxis

into the wind, and takes off.

In the plane, an elderly lady discusses her first

plane trip with the stewardess. She is impressed

by the fact that people can write while riding.

The stewardess tells her that many editors and

writers work on manuscripts in their free time

aloft. A man shaves in a dressing room. Soon

the plane passes over Dearborn and Detroit,

Michigan. There are views of planes flying over

other regions served by the American Airlines

Washington, Boston, Nashville, and El Paso.

The captain of the New York bound plane ex-

plains to two passengers how the radio beacon is

used to keep the plane on its course. By this

time the plane is over Niagara Falls. There are

several views of American Airlines planes on the

West Coast routes, flying over California beaches

and valleys. Two men discuss the fact that

airplane stewardesses must be registered nurses.

A plane takes off on a night flight. Passengers

prepare for a night's rest on one of the "air

sleepers."

That air travel is one means of saving time is

suggested by several dramatized incidents. One
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man uses the time saved by air transportation to

play golf. A company president arranges for a

conference of his agents on short notice. One

man complains that train travel spoils his rest,

and another says that air travel allows him more

time at home with his family.

The plane circles the Statue of Liberty as it

approaches the landing field at New York City.

As the elderly lady leaves the plane, she says "the

trip was too short."

147. Flood Weather int-jh-sh 30min sd U.S.

Agric. 1937

Other sources: Calif, Colo, Ga, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Ky, Mich, NC, NH, OhioDptE,

OreSt, SC, SD, Tex, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

weather conditions that result in floods, (2) indi-

cating the loss of life and destruction of property

resulting from floods, and (3) indicating the im-

portance of the work of the United States Weather

Bureau in reporting flood conditions as warnings

to navigators and people who live in flood areas.

There are excellent scenes of flood conditions.

It was reported that only the immediate causes of

floods were shown. The commentary was some-

what difficult for elementary school students, and

the film is somewhat repetitious in organization.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Weather conditions that cause floods,

and activities of the United States Weather Bureau

in forecasting floods.

Snow scenes indicate a source of floodwaters as

the commentator states that one of the duties of

the Weather Bureau is to make a daily record of

precipitation and of river stages. A map indi-

cates the location of the 66 district forecast centers

which, the commentator states, are on all im-

portant rivers and tributaries. Several river

gauges are shown. Close-ups of the Cincinnati

automatic recording gauge are accompanied by
the commentator's explanation of its operation.

Views of rivers at flood stage and of river boats

indicate the importance of river reports. An
animated map shows how reports are collected

along the Ohio River Valley. Views in a Weather

Bureau and of a girl at a switchboard indicate the

sending of flood warnings.

Several scenes of the opening and closing of

wicket dams illustrate the cooperation of the

Weather Bureau with the Engineer Corps in river

navigation work. The commentator states that,

when the river is high, these obstacles are not

needed, but that, when the river subsides, they

are needed to provide sufficient head for navi-

gation.

A sequence illustrating the causes and effects of

the great Potomac River flood of 1936 begins with

snow scenes on the upper Potomac and ice fields

at Great Falls. The commentator states that the

river was frozen over with heavy ice for most of

its length. A map of the Potomac basin indicates

the rain-measuring stations and river gauge

stations. The commentator describes the deep
snow which covered the river basin when a period

of warm weather and heavy rains began. Im-

pressions of the rising flood and increasing danger

are given by views of telegraphed reports from

weather observation stations alternated with scenes

of surging floodwaters. Levees are built and rein-

forced in preparation for the crest of the flood.

Numerous scenes of the high water are followed

by views of the great damage done by the flood.

The causes and effects of the Ohio River flood

of 1937 are depicted in much the same way.
The commentator indicates that some of the

lives and property lost might have been saved if

more heed had been paid to Weather Bureau re-

ports and warnings. Scenes of the lower Missis-

sippi River indicate the successful preparations

made for the flood in that section.

148. Flowers at Work int-jh-sh-c 11mm sd Erpi
1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, Colu, ETexBur, Fla,

Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, KanCity, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt,

SC, StAmb, Syr, Tenn, TexCW, TexTech,

VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) show-

ing the parts of flowers and their function in re-

production, (2) illustrating the various types of

pollination, and (3) providing a basis for develop-

ing an appreciation of the interdependence of

plants and animals.

Scenes of pollination were found particularly

good. Students reported that the information

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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provided was useful to them in their observations

of plants. The film received highest rating in

junior and senior high schools. Time-lapse pho-

tography and photomicrography were effectively

used.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The structure of flowers, their

pollination and fertilization, and devices employed

by various flowers in accomplishing cross-pollina-

tion; presented through straight and time-lapse

photography, photomicrography, and animation.

As a tulip opens, the commentator describes its

beauty. The seed-producing function is men-

tioned as the tulip closes. As animations of a

plant are shown, the commentator describes the

function of its roots, stem, leaves, and flower.

As a drawing of a flower is shown, the com-

mentator describes its sepals, pistil, stamens,

anthers, pollen grains, stigma, style, ovary, pollen

tubes, and ovules. By means of time-lapse

photography, a flower is shown unfolding and

displaying long stamens and anthers in which

pollen grains develop. There is a close-up of an

anther as the commentator describes the manner

in which pollen is protected from the weather and

placed in the path of visiting insects. A snowdrop
flower emerges; its white petals open over the

pollen-bearing anthers. A bee visits the flower,

brushes against the protected pollen, and carries

some of it away. The spiderwort goes through a

series of odd movements in protecting its delicate

parts. The monkshood protects its pollen with a

waterproof hood. A bee alights upon a snap-

dragon and forces its way through the tightly

closed petals to the nectar and pollen within.

The catapult action of the poor man's orchid

illustrates an unusual pollination method. An-

other device for bringing insects to its aid in carry-

ing pollen is illustrated by animations of the

lupine's pistil action. The trigger action of the

meadow sage is demonstrated as its anthers

strike the back of a visiting bee.

Members of the composite family bachelor's-

button, daisy, dandelion, and globe thistle are

shown as the commentator says that they possess

the most highly developed flowers. The carline

thistle is shown and the commentator explains

that it has shutterlike parts. Closing views

show the opening of a modified everlasting flower
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developed for beauty but lacking both pistil and
stamens.

149. Football Giants (News World of Sports)

jh-sh-c lOmin sd Teaching Film Custodians

(Columbia Pictures Corp.) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, OhioDptE,
Okla, SC, Wis

Appraisal. Good for demonstrating the train-

ing routine and playing form of professional foot-

ball players. Should be useful in developing an

appreciation of the skill and practice required to

play the game well.

Slow motion scenes of various plays make de-

tailed observation possible. Coaches who wish

to use this film for teaching skills will need to

study the film carefully and make adaptations to

that use.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Training routine of the New York
Giants.

A series of views of the 1938 team and several

close-ups of prominent members of the team are

shown. Warm-up begins with calisthenics and is

followed with practice in open-field running and

signals. Coach Steve Owens watches the prac-
tice. There are several views of kicking practice,

some of which are in slow motion. Close-ups
show the position of the foot when hitting the

ball. Place-kicking practice follows, and ac-

curacy in place-kicking is demonstrated.

Form in passing and pass receiving is next

demonstrated. A close-up shows how the ball is

held for a pass. Accuracy in passing is demon-

strated by throwing the ball through a hoop.
Dummies are used in tackle practice. Slow

motion is used in showing several plays: an un-

balanced line play with a shift to the left, a spinner,

a fake pass, and plays involving lateral and for-

ward passes.

150. Forest Fires Or Game? pri-lnt-jh-sh llmin

sd-si U.S. Agric. 1931 (sound added 1934)

Other sources: Calif, Colo, Fla, Ga, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC,
NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, SC, SD,

Syr, Tenn, Tex, Vt, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

damage done to forests and forest life by fire and

(2) suggesting some of the techniques used in
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stocking forests and streams with wild life. Found

useful in developing an appreciation of and de-

sire to conserve our forests and their wild life.

This is a brief and simple presentation. Teach-

ers thought that a more dramatic presentation

would have been more effective.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Damage that fires do to the forest

and its wild life.

Views of deer, birds, and fish are shown as the

commentator explains that the forest and its

streams provide homes for game and fish. As a

forest fire is shown, the commentator says that

fire destroys these homes. A quail sits on her

nest of eggs which later is destroyed by fire. The

commentator says that forest fires, vermin, and

unrestricted hunting makes restocking necessary.

Some of the activities in restocking forests are

indicated in the next sequence. Young fawns

are taken from a pen, loaded into trucks, and

hauled to the forest where they are released in

understocked areas. There is a view of a deer

that had been burned to death in a forest fire.

Scenes of trout fishing are accompanied by the

commentator's explanation that trout require

cool water in which to live and that forest fires

and unwise lumbering activities are often responsi-

ble for their destruction. Fish hatchery scenes

show the eggs hatching and small fish being

loaded into cans for transportation to under-

stocked streams. A man removes a can of fish

from the back of his horse and, after making sure

that the water is the proper temperature, releases

them in the stream. A sign is posted to close the

stream to fishing. The commentator explains

that the stream will be reopened when the fish

are large enough to furnish sport to fishermen.

The commentator explains that much of this

constructive work is lost through forest fires.

Rains following forest fires cause silt and the lye

from wood ashes to be washed into the stream.

An underwater scene shows the water being

clouded with silt. The silt, says the commentator,

destroys eggs, and the lye may even kill fish.

There is one scene of a man starting a forest fire

through carelessness; another man is shown being

scrupulously careful in putting out a fire. The

film closes with scenes of wild life in the forest.

151. Formation of the Soil int-jh-sh ISrnin si

Eastman 1933

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Ga, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn,

Mo, OhioDptE, PaMil, Syr, TexCW,
Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for indicating

forces of erosion and weathering, and useful in

developing the concept of the changing character

of the earth's surface.

Teachers reported that the film was logically

organized and showed most of the processes of

soil formation either through animation or demon-

stration. The film showing should be preceded

by some study of the subject of soil formation.

Photography is fair, titles good.

Contents. Action of the agents of erosion, pre-

sented through straight photography and anima-

tion.

Mountains are shown and a title states that in

nature's laboratory rock is changed to soil.

The effect of changing temperatures is demon-

strated by pouring water on hot rocks. An ani-

mated diagram indicates the manner in which

water freezing in cracks may split rocks. There

follow views of a talus slope, formed by the com-

bined action of temperature changes and gravity.

Scenes of waterfalls and streams flowing between

canyon walls suggest the erosional work of run-

ning water. Animation shows how streams erode

headward by undercutting their beds at water-

falls. Rock fragments, the cutting tools of run-

ning water, are seen in a stream bed. Sand

particles settle to the bottom of a cylinder filled

with water. A title stating that streams build

up the soil as well as tear it down is illustrated by
views of a river overflowing its banks and of the

silt deposit left by receding waters.

The geological work of glaciers is suggested by
views of these "rivers of ice." A title states that

glaciers carry rocks and soil. Views of sand

dunes, of waves beating on the shore, and of

strange rock formations on the seashore indicate

the work of wind and waves.

A sequence describing the geological work of

rain and air is introduced by a demonstration of

the reaction between hydrochloric acid and lime-

stone. An animated diagram suggests the forma-

tion of carbonic acid as rain falls through the air

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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and the resulting chemical action as this acid

seeps through the soil. A title states that soil

may be formed by the weathering of bedrock.

An animated diagram indicates the part played

by roots in soil formation. Views of roots that

have split rocks and of earthworm burrows sug-

gest ways in which plants and animals help to

pulverize soil. Views of leaf mold follow a title

stating that plants add humus to the soil. Scenes

of grazing cattle and of fields of ripening grain

illustrate a title stating that soil provides plant

food.

152. Found in a Book jh-sh 25min si Bell &
Howell (American Library Association)

1936

Other source: Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

use of an encyclopedia, card catalogue, Readers'

Guide to Periodical Literature, and number classi-

fication of books. Should be useful in (1) de-

veloping an appreciation of the services of the

library and (2) stimulating a desire to study

efficiently.

This film, produced by the library school of the

University of Illinois, deals with a topic on which

there is very little visual material available.

Although some teachers disapproved of the scenes

showing the student splashing ink on the floor,

marking books, and replacing them on shelves,

the film was reported very useful in explaining

library facilities.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Dramatization of Jerry White's suc-

cess in finding material for a theme by consulting

sources in the school library.

Jerry emerges from a classroom with an assign-

ment for a theme on puppetry. His roommate

who has a similar assignment decides to go straight

to his room and try to write it "out of his head."

Jerry says that he plans to go to the library to

get some ideas from books and magazine articles.

Jerry's efforts to find library information on

puppetry begin as he consults the encyclopedias.

He uses the index volume to locate the informa-

tion. After he takes notes on the contents, he

copies the bibliography attached to the article.

He finds the correct call numbers in the card

catalogue and fills out library slips for the books.

The librarian takes his slips and finds the books

for him. Titles indicate the book classification

system employed in the library. The librarian

suggests that Jerry consult the magazine files for

recent material on puppetry and leads him to the

reference librarian.

Jerry consults the Readers' Guide to Periodical

Literature, chooses several likely articles, copies

titles and sources on slips of paper, and hands

them to the reference librarian who finds them for

him. Jerry reads the articles he has chosen, takes

card notes on their contents, and is soon ready to

begin the actual writing of his paper. There are

several views of his roommate as he tries unsuc-

cessfully to write his theme at home. But Jerry

finds it easy, soon completes his theme, gathers

up his paper, and starts home. On the way he

meets a girl friend and makes a date for the

evening. The film closes as Jerry is shown leaving

his room to keep the date while his roommate

still struggles for an "inspiration."

153. Four-Stroke-Cycle Gas Engine jh-sh ISmin

si Eastman 1929

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, 111, Ind,

Iowa, lowaA&M, Ky, Minn, Mo,
OhioDptE, PaMil, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) demon-

strating the operation of the four-stroke-cycle

gas engine intake, compression, power, and ex-

haust and (2) suggesting the operation of the

fueling, ignition, and cooling systems.

Teachers reported that the animation made a

valuable contribution to the explanation of the

principles of the gas engine. Some students

noted that the automobiles shown were quite

old. It was reported that the operation of the

carburetor was not clearly shown.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Principles of the four- stroke-cycle

gas engine, demonstrated by straight photog-

raphy and animation.

Views of trucks and of a truck motor are shown.

A title stating that the steps in firing a cannon

suggest the action of a single-cylinder motor pre-

cedes animation showing the explosion of a charge

of powder, the swabbing of the cannon barrel,

the reloading of the cannon, and the compression

of the charge. The cannon then dissolves to a

cylinder with a piston and flywheel. Continued
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animation demonstrates the intake, compression,

power, and exhaust strokes. Attention is called

to the fact that the piston gets an impulse once

every four strokes and that the crankshaft makes

two revolutions to each impulse. Valve springs,

timing gears, and cams are added to the diagram,

and the action of the cams in timing the opening

and closing of the valves is explained by a dia-

gram showing only the valve system.

The fuel tank, fuel line, and carburetor are

indicated on a diagram of a truck. An actual

view of a carburetor is followed by a diagram of

the whole fuel system upon which arrows trace

the path of the gasoline. This is followed by a

diagram showing the parts of the carburetor.

A man cranks a truck, and the action of the

carburetor in regulating the flow of fuel from the

gasoline tank and the mixing of the gasoline with

air is shown in animation. The diagram of the

carburetor is added to the diagram of the rest of

the motor.

A sequence on the ignition system begins with a

close-up of a spark from a spark plug igniting a

small pile of powder. The flow of electricity in a

plug is shown in animation. A spark coil is

assembled in animation and the principles of in-

duction by which it operates are explained by

title and animation. This is followed by close-ups

of an actual timer cam and breaker points in a

distributor. A title stating that the distributor

directs the high-voltage secondary current to the

proper spark plug is followed by a close-up of a

distributor cap showing four contact points.

An animated diagram shows the passage of elec-

tricity from the distributor to the spark plugs.

The gearing that connects the crankshaft to the

distributor is shown in animation.

The final sequence is on the cooling system.

There is an animated diagram of the circulation

of water through the motor, water pump, and

radiator. A side view of a Franklin car dissolves

to an animated diagram showing the flow of air

in an air-cooled motor. Views of airplanes,

motorboats, and trucks suggest uses to which gas

engines are put.

154. The Fourth Kingdom: The Story of Bakelite

Resinoid jh-sh-c 30min sd-si YMCA(Bake-
lite Corp.) 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Colo, Ga, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Minn, Mo,

Okla, OreSt, Syr, Tenn, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) demonstrat-

ing some of the basic chemical processes in the pro-

duction of phenolic resinoids and (2) indicating

the great variety of uses for bakelite products.

Should be useful in furthering an appreciation of

the importance of science and scientific research

to industry.

The film was particularly strong in showing the

great variety of uses that may be made of plastic

materials. Classes interested in chemistry indi-

cated that they would like to have had more scien-

tific detail, and that some of the processes were

hard to follow. The film contains some advertis-

ing but it is relatively unobjectionable.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Demonstration of essential chemical

processes involved in the production of bakelite

resinoid and illustration of numerous types and

uses of this substance.

In a prologue the commentator points out that

due to the demands of modern industry there has

been added to animal, vegetable, and mineral

materials a fourth classification, the plastics.

A chemist and a reporter discuss Leo Baekeland's

discovery of bakelite. The chemist demonstrates

the production of phenolic resinoid "A" by

heating phenol and an aqueous solution of formal-

dehyde with a catalyst. The chemist says that

in this stage the resinoid is melted, thinned,

pulverized, or otherwise treated to facilitate the

fabrication of various products by molding, casting,

etc. A diagram of a furnace in which heat and

pressure can be controlled is used to demonstrate

the process of casting resinoid rods. Animated

diagrams demonstrate the combination of phenol

and formaldehyde molecules to form the primary

resinoid and the polymerization resulting in the

formation of the final hard, insoluble, infusible

resinoid "C."

A sequence on the uses of synthetic resins

begins with views of the bakelite factory and scenes

of manufacturing activities. The commentator

says that many raw materials other than those

originally used by Baekeland are now employed

to make primary resinoids of different properties

for various uses. Bakelite molding materials
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are prepared as powders, molding flakes, and other

forms. Molded products are drilled, buffed, and

otherwise worked into desired shapes. Automobile

distributor heads, funnels, radio cabinets, switch

panels, bottle tops, telephones, cameras, micro-

phones, and other objects of molded bakelite are

displayed. The commentator says that these

products resist heat, water, electricity, and chemi-

cals. Transparent materials produced from pure
resinoids without fillers are molded and worked

to make pipestems, jewelry, vials, burettes, and

other products.

Bakelite laminated products are made from

resinoid pressed with layers of paper or fabric.

Objects made from this material include radio

chassis, switches, refrigerator breaker strips, and

gears. A view of a store front suggests the use of

the product for building purposes. Bakelite

lacquers are used as insulation in coils and brake

linings. Resinoid cement is used in the bases of

electric lights and radio tubes. Bakelite abrasive

wheels are used in tool and die making. Resinoid

is used as a bond in plywood for furniture. A
dentist demonstrates the process of making resinoid

dentures. Revolite, a fabric treated with flexible

resinoid, is used for household coverings, wearing

apparel, and packaging material. Resinoid paints

and varnishes, the commentator says, are particu-

larly durable, lustrous, abrasive-resistant, and

fade-proof.

155. French-Canadian Children pri-int-jh llmm
sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, Cen-

Wash, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard, HI,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt,

Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) suggesting the

character of the home life of a French-Canadian

family, (2) showing the cutting of ice from a river,

(3) showing the gathering and boiling down of

maple sap, and (4) showing activities of children

on a farm in the province of Quebec. Should be

useful in developing a better understanding of

our Canadian neighbors.

The incidents included in the film are simple
and well chosen in terms of their interest to

children in the elementary school. The bits

of French dialogue add charm to the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A day in the life of a family living

in rural Quebec.
The home of the Dufour family is almost hidden

behind a huge snowdrift. Inside, Mother Dufour

is helping Lorette, Rachel, and Hector get ready
for school. They are dressed warmly for the zero

weather. Mother Dufour tells them to be good
and study well. (All of the dialogue included in

the film is in French.) Father takes the children

to school in a horse-drawn sleigh.

Roger, who is not old enough to go to school,

piles a load of wood onto his little sled and pulls

it to the house.

Father and the three children arrive at school.

A snow fight is in progress so the Dufour children

join in the fun. Inside the rural school the children

participate in a reading lesson.

Father is crossing the St. Lawrence River on the

ice when he meets a sled loaded with ice blocks.

Some of the steps in cutting the huge ice blocks

from the river are shown. The commentator

says that the ice blocks will be packed in sawdust

for use during the summer.

At home Mother Dufour is working on a hooked

rug, and Mariette, an older daughter, is making
a braided rug. The commentator says that these

rugs will be sold to passing tourists or to a dealer

in the city of Quebec.

In the evening Roger comes to the school with

his dog sled to take the older children home. With

the four children on the sled the dog has a hard

time getting started, but once he gets the sled

under way it moves easily over the hard snow.

When they arrive home, Mother places fresh

wood on the fire. Rachel is knitting a pair of

woolen mittens. Father is putting the horses and

sleigh in the big barn. Mother pumps water from

the well which is located in the house to keep it

from freezing. Supper is being prepared on the

kitchen range. Mother serves the soup and

Lorette acts as waitress. The family is seated,

but, before they start to eat, Father says grace.

In the spring Father Dufour gathers sap from

maple trees and boils it down. He bores a hole

through the bark of a tree, drives a spile into

the hole, and hangs a can in place to catch the

dripping sap. Snowshoes are worn for this work.

A helper assists in emptying cans. Sap is placed

in a container on an ox-drawn sled. The family

arrives to visit Father Dufour while he is at work.

They go into the small hut where the sap is being
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boiled down to sirup and sugar. The children

ask their father to make la tire. This is done by

pouring hot maple sirup on the snow. The

commentator says that la tire is very much like

taffy. A kettle of sirup which is being boiled

down to sugar is placed on the snow to cool.

When it has thickened, Father places the sugar in

molds. The commentator says that this sugar

will be sold in the city or to summer tourists.

On Sunday the Dufours get in their sleigh and

start for church. On their way they are joined by

other families. As they arrive at church, the

commentator says that attendance at church

gives these people a sense of calm and security.

156. Friend Indeed (Pete Smith Specialties

Series) Int-jh-sh lOmin sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic-

tures) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Ga, HI, NC, PaCW,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for telling the

story of a Seeing-Eye dog and his master, and of

efforts to secure legislation to permit Seeing-

Eye dogs to ride in passenger coaches. Found

useful in (1) developing an appreciation of the

value, intelligence, loyalty, and friendliness of

dogs, (2) encouraging a helpful attitude toward

the handicapped, and (3) suggesting that handicaps

may be overcome.

The story is unusually appealing to children

because of the animal subject. There was some

surprise that a male dog was used as the hero of

this film, since it was thought that female dogs

were most often trained for the Seeing-Eye

service.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Story of a blind man and his Seeing-

Eye dog.

Dr. Cameron is blinded while rescuing children

from his burning charity hospital. After he is

blinded, he is unable to carry on his charity work

and becomes disconsolate.

His housekeeper urges him to try a Seeing-

Eye dog. Dr. Cameron goes to investigate the

possibilities of owning such a dog. At first he

is suspicious of the dog but the friendly dog wins

his confidence. While walking with Sparky,

the doctor strikes the limb of a tree; the dog notices

the accident and avoids another similar occurrence.

In an effort to protect his master from a drunken

driver, Sparky is injured. After treatment the

dog recovers.

Dr. Cameron receives notice that he is to be

recognized for his valor in saving the children from

the hospital fire. On the way to Washington,

Sparky is not permitted to ride in the passenger
car so Dr. Cameron rides with him in the baggage
car. The committee which meets Dr. Cameron
at the train find it surprising when he gets off the

baggage car. One member of the committee

is a congressman. He decides to propose a bill

that will permit Seeing-Eye dogs to ride with their

masters. Dr. Cameron goes before a committee

hearing to plead for the bill. Things look rather

bad until Sparky begins to make friends with the

congressional committee. The success of the bill

is assured. Both Dr. Cameron and Sparky shake

hands with friends as the train leaves Washington.

157. The Frog pri-int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd Erpi
1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colu, ETexBur, Fla,

Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

Kan, KanCity, LaDptE, Me, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt,

SC, StAmb, Syr, Term, Tex, TexCW,
WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing
the life cycle of the frog, (2) indicating physical

characteristics, habitat, and adaptations of amphib-
ians to their environment, and (3) suggesting the

economic importance of frogs in destroying harmful

insects. Found useful in developing an interest

in nature and stimulating scientific observation.

Use of close-ups and photomicrography contrib-

uted to an effective presentation of the step-by-

step development of the frog. Children of the

elementary school were much interested in the

film although it was reported that the vocabulary
and camera technique were somewhat advanced

for primary groups. At the college level there

was some criticism that the film was not sufficiently

technical.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The We cycle and adaptations of the

frog and its importance in destroying harmful

insects.

After an initial panoramic view of a pond, several

scenes indicate the development of the frog from
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the egg to adulthood. Time-lapse and photo-

micrography show the tadpoles hatching and

escaping from the jellylike mass of eggs. The

commentator draws attention to the similarity

between the early stages of the tadpole and the

fish. A microscopic view of the external gills of

the tadpole is followed by a more highly magnified

view showing the blood coursing through the gills.

General views of groups of tadpoles are accom-

panied by the comment that tadpoles soon lose

their external gills and develop lungs. As the

larva of a water beetle is shown capturing a

tadpole, the commentator says that the young

frog has many natural enemies. The development
of the hind legs is shown by time-lapse photog-

raphy. As a view of the head of the tadpole is

shown, the commentator describes its round shape

and suckerlike mouth. Successive time-lapse

views show the development of the forelegs and

the absorption of the tail into the body.

The commentator says that the frog's chief

defense against its enemies is its ability to jump.
Slow-motion views show the frog's graceful

movements in jumping. A close-up of the frog's

head shows the pulsating breathing motions. The

commentator says that since the frog has no ribs

it must breathe by swallowing air. The frog's

head is contrasted with that of the tadpole. The

commentator says that the frog is called an amphib-
ian because part of its life cycle is completed in

the water and part on land. Close-ups of its

head show that the frog is able to retract its eyes,

and that transparent membranes further protect

the eyes from injury.

The commentator says that frogs are of great

value to the gardener and farmer. In a slow-

motion scene a toad flicks out its sticky tongue to

capture live insects for food. The commentator

says that the frog's tongue, like that of the toad,

is fastened in the front of its mouth instead of the

back. A view of a frog removing a watch glass

to get a worm illustrates its use of its front legs

in feeding.

158. Frogs, Toads, and Salamanders pri-int-jh-sh

15min si Eastman 1932

Other sources: Buck, Calif, 111, Kan, Ky,

LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

PaMil, SD, Syr, TexTech, Vt, Wis,
WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing
the appearance of several amphibians, (2) in-

dicating the life cycle of an amphibian, and (3)

suggesting the physiological adaptations of amphib-
ians to their water and land habitats.

Teachers reported that the film held the atten-

tion of the students and stimulated interest in and

study of amphibians.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The appearance and life cycle of

several amphibians.

A sequence on frogs opens with views of a small

pond. There are views of a tree frog and of a man

scooping up frog eggs from a pond. Close-ups

reveal the appearance of the eggs and show the

development of the tadpoles in the jellylike mass.

A title stating that newly hatched tadpoles

breathe by means of external gills is followed by a

close view of a tadpole. A view of a white heron

feeding in a marsh suggests one enemy of the frog.

A title stating that the hind legs of the tadpole

appear first is followed by views of tadpoles with

only hind legs and later with both forelegs and

hind legs. There follow several views of the tad-

pole showing stages in the absorption of the tail.

Close-ups reveal that only the hind feet of the

frog are webbed and show the appearance of the

frog's ear.

A view of a toad hopping about is followed by

close-ups of toad eggs in which tadpoles are

developing in the gelatinous mass. A close view of

a toad shows the warts which secrete a protective

fluid. Further close-ups show a toad "swallowing"

air and withdrawing his eyes at the approach of a

pencil. A toad seizes an earthworm and devours

it. A title stating that toads absorb water

through the skin is followed by views of a toad in a

shallow puddle. A close-up of a toad's hind feet

reveals the spurs used for digging. A toad buries

himself in the earth to hibernate for the winter.

Children are shown examining salamanders in

an aquarium. A title stating that the newt begins

life in the water is followed by views of newt

tadpoles. A title stating that blood circulates in

the featherlike gills is followed by views of the

newt tadpole in a more highly developed stage.

Newts migrate to land and are shown crawling

along the ground. Views of newts in an aquarium
follow a title stating that the adult newt develops

a broad tail when returning to water. A title
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stating that the mud puppy retains external gills

throughout life is followed by close-ups of this

animal. A man's hand lifts a hellbender, and a

title states that this animal is the largest American

amphibian.

159. From Clay to Bronze (Demonstrating the

Arts) jh-sh 45min si Bell & Howell and

Harvard (Boston Museum of Fine Arts)

1929

Other sources: Bos, ColFC, IntFB, Mich,

Minn, OhioDptE, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

processes in making a clay model and reproducing

it in bronze by the plaster cast method. Should

be useful in developing some appreciation of the

art of the sculptor and the skill of the plaster and

bronze craftsman.

The film's most important contribution was the

step-by-step presentation of the processes in

making a bronze casting. The casting was re-

ported as very "conventional" work.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Steps in making a bronze statue

from a clay model.

Katharine W. Lane is shown observing the

greyhound that is to be the subject of her statue.

In the studio a small model is made first; then

construction of the armature to support the large

model begins. Plasticine is put on the armature,

and calipers are used to verify the proportions.

There are views of Miss Lane working on the clay

model in various stages of completion.

Reel 2 deals with making the plaster cast. A
title states that the artist relies on skilled artisans

to render the work in permanent form. Leo

Toschi prepares for the casting. Ears and tail

are removed to be cast separately. Thin sheets

of brass are inserted in the clay model to form the

section edges for the mold. Plaster is mixed in

small quantities and dripped over the model.

When the plaster has been built up somewhat,
iron braces are inserted to support the mold and

more plaster is added. The mold is removed in

sections after drying for several hours. The in-

sides of the sections are thoroughly soaped and

iron leg braces are inserted. In pouring the

plaster, care is taken to see that all sections of the

mold are completely filled. A title indicates the

passage of one day before the mold is chipped off

with a hatchet and chisel. The tail and head

which have been cast separately are added to

make the plaster reproduction of the clay model.

Reel 3 shows the steps in casting the model in

bronze. Anton Kunst packs a specially cohesive

French sand in a box, places the plaster model

in place, and works the sand around it. Sections

of the mold are formed with bone dust. After

separate sections have been made of all projecting

parts of the model, the mold is assembled and a

false core is added so that the bronze cast will be

hollow. Both mold and core are baked and

painted with graphite. The core is suspended in

the mold by iron rods, channels for the molten

bronze are made, the whole is smoked to prevent
the sand from adhering, and the molten bronze

is poured in. While the casting is still hot, the

sand is removed. The casting is cleaned with

nitric acid and washed with water. The core is

removed, the ribs left by the edges are buffed

off, the casting is colored with a torch and treated

with acid to give it a finish.

160. From Flax to Linen int-jh-sh 15min si

Eastman 1930

Other sources: Buck, Calif, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Mich, Minn, Mo, Ohio-

DptE, PaMil, Tenn, Tex, TexTech,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving

impressions of growing flax and of the processes in

preparing it for spinning and weaving, (2) suggest-

ing the procedures in spinning, weaving, and

bleaching linen, and (3) indicating the areas in the

United States where flax is grown. Should be

useful in developing an appreciation of the im-

portance of plants in providing raw material for

clothing.

Processes are shown quite completely but will

probably require further elaboration when used

with groups unfamiliar with the steps in making
linen cloth. The sequence dealing with the grow-

ing of flax is very sketchy.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The work involved in growing and

harvesting flax, spinning flax, and weaving and

finishing linen cloth.

Views of a display case full of articles made
from linen are shown. A title stating that linen

is the oldest textile known to man is followed by
For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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views of the linen wrappings of an Egyptian

mummy. There follow views of a flax plant and of

a field of flax. An animated map indicates the

location of flax-producing areas in the United

States. There are several views of flax blossoms

and of seeds breaking from the capsules.

There are several views of flax planting and

harvesting. A title states that the plants are

pulled by hand to avoid breaking the fibers. A
whipper is used to thresh the seeds from the flax

stems. The flax is spread for retting. The

retted flax is turned, bundled, and loaded on

wagons. Flax fibers are broken and "scutched."

Fine fibers are separated from each other by a

process known as "hackling."

The next sequence showing processes involved

in spinning flax begins with views of flax being fed

into drawing frames. A rope rove is passed over

wheels to a spinning machine. Whirling spindles

twist the rove to yarn. A title stating that air

in the spinning room must be warm and moist

is followed by close views of dials recording heat

and moisture. Skeins of yarn are reeled from

bobbins.

The work of weaving linen cloth begins with the

threading of the loom. Animations are used to

demonstrate the operations in weaving. There

follow views of looms which weave finished cloth.

One operator tends two looms. The linen cloth

is removed from the loom, loose threads and knots

are cropped off, and the cloth is inspected.

The cloth is passed through rollers to the bleach-

ing vat. After some time the cloth is removed

and spread out in the sunlight. A title states

that this process is repeated many times to bleach

the cloth. After bleaching, the cloth is stretched,

beaten, and ironed. Workers fold finished linen

cloth. The film concludes with views of a display

of articles made from linen.

161. From Flower to Fruit jh-sh-c ISmin si

Eastman 1933

Other sources: Buck, Colo, Ga, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, PaCW, PaMil,

Syr, TexTech, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) identifying

the parts of flowers and (2) demonstrating the

process of reproduction in flowering plants.

Should be useful as an introduction to the study of

sex and reproduction, and as orientation in funda-

mental life functions common to plant and

animal.

Teachers commented on the effectiveness of the

scenes showing pollination and fertilization, the

clarity of the animation, and appropriate use of

time-lapse photography. Considerable student

interest was reported on the junior and senior

high school levels where study preceded use of

the film.

Photography is excellent, titles good.

Contents. The parts and structure of a flower

and the process of reproduction in flowering plants,

presented through straight and time-lapse photog-

raphy, photomicrography, and animation.

Views of a bush of roses are shown. Sepals

and petals are pointed out on a drawing of a rose.

A title states that sepals and petals protect the

inner parts of the flower. The opening of a rosebud

is shown by time-lapse photography. Petals,

stamens, and pistils are indicated on a drawing.

Time-lapse photography shows that the stamens

and pistils remain after the petals have dropped off.

A view of a bee entering a lily suggests the

process of pollination. A title states that the

flower opens when its inner parts are ready for

pollination. A time-lapse scene shows the opening

of a lily bud. Close-ups and drawings show the

pollen-producing anthers of two different flowers.

A man cuts an anther from a lily, and close-ups

show him scraping the pollen grains from it.

There follows a highly magnified view of pollen

grains. Insects are shown visiting different

kinds of blossoms. Diagrams and close-ups

show the stigma where pollen is deposited. A
title states that artificial pollination develops

new plants and improves old ones. A man opens

a lily bud, cuts away the stamens, brushes pollen

from a related plant on the pistil, and covers the

flower with a paper bag.

A sequence on fertilization begins with a drawing

on which is indicated the pistil, ovary, style, and

stigma. There are microscopic views showing the

formation of pollen tubes and the sperm nucleuses

moving through the pollen tubes. In an animated

diagram of a lily, pollen tubes grow down the style

to the ovary. In another diagram the ovule,

tube nucleus, sperm nucleuses, embryo sac, polar

nucleuses, and egg nucleus are indicated, and the
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union of one sperm nucleus with the egg nucleus

and of the other sperm nucleus with the polar

nucleus is shown.

The development of the fruit is the subject

of the final sequence. Time-lapse photography

shows the maturation of a rose. There is a cuta-

way section of the rose fruit showing seeds inside.

A time-lapse scene of the opening of a lily is

followed by a view of its mature seed pod. A
title states that the development from flower to

fruit is a pknt's way of producing seeds for a new

generation. Views of apple orchards in bloom

are followed by time-lapse scenes of the opening

and withering of an apple blossom. Animated

diagrams show the parts of the apple blossom and

suggest the development of the fruit.

162. From Mine to Consumer: The Story of

Anaconda jh-sh-c 30min si color Am.

Brass 1940 (revision of earlier film)

Other sources: Colo, Kan, Minn, NC,
Okla, PaMil, Tex, WashSt

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

mining and purifying of copper, (2) indicating some

of the steps in the manufacture of copper alloys,

and (3) showing modern methods of rolling and

shaping copper alloy products.

The film is made up of two reels which may be

used separately. The first reel is in black and

white and deals with the mining and refining

of copper. The second is in color and is concerned

with the making and shaping of copper alloy

products. The advertising is not objectionable.

Photography is fair; titles are excellent.

Contents. The mining and refining of copper

and the manufacture of copper alloy products.

Reel 1 shows copper mining, smelting, and

refining. A title tells of the history of copper

and its importance to man. A group of men are

shown waiting at the entrance to a mine shaft.

Some of them enter a lift and descend. Tubes

that provide air conditioning for the mine are

shown. Men with automatic drills pierce holes

in the ore bed. After the dust has been blown

out of the holes, charges of dynamite are placed in

them. The fuses, which are carefully cut so as to

fire in proper sequence, are lighted.

After blasting, loose pieces of ore are pried down

with bars. Cars are loaded by air-powered shovels.

The blasted area is timbered before the mining

operations are continued. Battery-operated loco-

motives haul cars to shafts where the ore is con-

veyed to the earth's surface and placed in storage

tanks. From here the ore passes into railroad

cars and is carried to Anaconda, Montana, for

further processing. A rotary car dumper over-

turns the cars. Belt conveyers take the ore to a

crusher where it is broken into one-inch pieces.

Water carries the ore to trommels or revolving

screens where it is graded for size. Successive

grinding processes reduce the ore to smaller

particles. The flotation process is shown and a

title states that a concentrate is skimmed off

of which 27 per cent is copper. After settling

and drying, the concentrate goes to roasting fur-

naces where most of the sulphur is burned out.

The resulting product, about 30 per cent of which

is copper, is melted in a reverberatory furnace.

Matte, about 45 per cent of which is copper, is

charged into converter furnaces. The product of

this process, blister copper, is carried to refining

furnaces and further purified. The copper, now
99 per cent pure, is cast into 740-pound anodes

and shipped to electrolytic refineries. Following

electrolysis, which requires about three weeks, the

cathodes of 99.9+ per cent pure copper are trans-

ported to furnaces for casting into commercial

products. The casting of several different com-

mercial shapes is shown.

Reel 2 deals with the manufacture of copper,

brass, and bronze. A man is shown putting

materials into a casting furnace. A title states

that copper may be alloyed with zinc to make

brass, with tin to make bronze, and with zinc

and nickel to make nickel silver. Large bars of

brass are cast and the primary rolling under great

pressure is shown. A title states that rolling

hardens the metal. Sheets are put in annealing
furnaces to soften them for further working.
Additional rolling reduces the thickness of the

brass, lengthens it, and coils it. Cold rolling to

final gauge is shown. The three methods of

making pipe, casting hollow shells, piercing hot

bullets, and extrusion are shown. The making
of seamless tubes, flexible tubes, and rods is

shown. Wire is pulled through successively

smaller dies. Irregular shapes are produced by
pressure die casting. The film doses with views

of finished products.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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163. Fuels and Heat jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi
1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Mich,

Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaKutz, SamHous, SD, Syr, Tenn,

TexCW, VaBdE, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) in-

dicating the sources and heat properties of common

fuels, (2) explaining how plants, the original source

of fuels, manufacture carbohydrates, (3) demon-

strating molecular action as it relates to tempera-

ture and fuels, (4) indicating the principles of the

steam and gasoline engines, and (5) showing that

energy is transformed when fuels are used.

The film received a higher rating on the senior

high school than on the junior high school level.

Reports on use in junior high school indicate that

some study of the topic should precede the showing

of the film and that the film can profitably be

shown more than once. In some classes the show-

ing of the film was followed by laboratory work.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The source of many of our common
fuels and explanation of the physical processes by
which these fuels are transformed into heat energy;

presented through natural photography, anima-

tion, and narration.

Animated representation of photosynthesis in a

tree leaf illustrates the combination of carbon

dioxide with water in the presence of sunlight

to form carbohydrates. A tree is sawed and placed

on a fire. By the use of animated symbolic dots,

the burning process is shown to be one in which

the carbon of the wood combines with the oxygen
of the air to form carbon dioxide. The commenta-

tor explains that this chemical process gives off

heat.

By animated drawings the formation of coal

is shown. Giant tropical plants flourish, die, then

fall to give way for new growth. Layers of

decayed vegetable matter are covered by other

layers, and the commentator explains that when
the decayed vegetable matter was subjected to

pressure and underground heat it was transformed

into coal. Natural photography shows surface

mining of coal with a giant steam shovel. Views of

a railroad locomotive and a long train of coal cars

accompany the commentator's account of the

extent of coal deposits.

By animated drawing a prehistoric reptile

is shown feeding on dense tropical vegetation. As

the commentator states that oil was formed

from the bodies of these animals, the structure of

an oil dome is shown in a cross-section drawing of

the earth's surface. When a shaft is sunk into

the dome, gas and oil gush to the surface. Views

of a tank train and a pipe line illustrate methods

of transporting oil; a Diesel tractor indicates

its use.

In an explanation of heat and temperature,

ice cubes are transformed into steam. Animation

shows the change in rapidity and direction of

molecular vibration as the temperature changes.

A thermometer indicates temperature changes as

ice is transformed into steam. Steam is shown to

be the result of molecules of water flying off into

air.

The operation of a locomotive cylinder is shown

in animation. The drawings show steam enter-

ing the cylinder through the intake valve and

then driving the piston backward and forward.

The intake, compression, power, and exhaust

strokes of the four-stroke-cycle gasoline engine

are pictorially demonstrated. As the film closes

with a view of the setting sun, the commentator

indicates that the sun is the source of all energy.

164. Fundamentals of Acoustics jh-sh-c llmin

sd Erpi 1934

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Fla,

Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous,

SC, StAmb, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW,
TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) dem-

onstrating the principles of sound resonance,

refraction, and reflection and (2) showing how the

human ear functions.

Teachers commented favorably on the effective

use of animation and sound effects, and on the

appropriate illustrations from real life situations.

While the film explanation is clear, the subject is

a technical one. The film was reported most

effective at the college and senior high school
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levels. It was used successfully in music and

radio as well as physical science courses.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A presentation of the fundamental

principles of acoustics through animation, straight

photography, and sound.

A liner is shown going out to sea. Steam from

the whistle is seen and after a short interval the

sound is heard. The commentator says that the

speed at which sound waves travel, about 1,100

feet a second, is slow compared to the speed of

light.

Animation is used to show refraction and con-

sequent focusing effect of sound waves traveling

over a still body of water after sundown.

A scene of a sidewalk speaker haranguing a

crowd introduces an explanation of the way in

which air waves cause the sensation of sound.

Animated diagrams of the human auditory ap-

paratus are accompanied by an explanation of the

transmission of sound waves to the brain.

A consideration of the sensitivity of the human

ear is introduced by an animated chart of the

audibility range. The results when various

frequencies are eliminated are demonstrated by
both voice and music. Attenuation due to dis-

tance and the interference of crowd noise is illus-

trated by views of a street parade and by the

contrast in distinctness of the sound when a band

is near and when it is distant.

A bugler illustrates the echo phenomenon. The

reflection of sound waves is illustrated by a view

of waves reflected from the bank when a stone is

tossed into the still waters of a lake. The com-

mentator says that echoes occur indoors also.

The voice of the commentator is used to contrast

the sound of speech under conditions of extreme

reverberation and extreme absorption, while

animation shows the path and magnitude of sound

waves under each of these conditions.

The final sequence of the film illustrates the

statement by the commentator that our increasing

knowledge of sound is constantly contributing

to our enjoyment and convenience.

165. Fungus Plants jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, Colu, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, HI, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE,

OreSt, SamHous, StAmb, Tenn, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

growth, structure, and reproduction of fungus

plants, (2) indicating the usefulness of certain

fungi, and (3) showing several different types of

fungi.

Photomicrography and time-lapse photography
are well used in the presentation of the subject.

Teachers expressed a desire to have more types
of fungi presented in the film and more emphasis
on their economic importance.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The growth and characteristics of

several types of fungi.

Tune-lapse views of growing mushrooms are

shown. There is a microscopic view of the spores

by which fungi reproduce. A needle is passed

among them to indicate their extreme minuteness.

A fungus plant develops from a spore and its

filament grows and branches. A magnified view

of a fungus filament shows protoplasm streaming
in its cells.

Another type of fungus is shown among decaying
leaves. The commentator says that the roots

which obtain moisture will grow afresh if cut.

When available moisture is exhausted, the plant

breaks through to the surface. A crop of mold

develops on a decaying banana skin.

The common edible mushroom is shown to

possess spore-bearing gills. The gills discharge

singled-celled spores that are scattered by the wind.

The commentator says that few will find suitable

germination and growth conditions. There follows

a brief description of the inky cap mushroom,
the spores of which reach the ground in tiny drops

of black, inky liquid. The force exerted upwards

by a growing mushroom is demonstrated by time-

lapse photography as a plant pushes its way to the

surface and moves a rock many times its size.

The film closes with views of several fungi as the

commentator says that these growths compose
more than a fourth of the known plants of the

world.

166. Furniture Craftsmen jh-sh llmin sd Erpi
1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur,

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Ga, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Mich, Minn,

NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, SamHous,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) giving impressions

of the procedure in constructing a fine chair and

(2) suggesting the high level of craftsmanship

required in the making of furniture. Should be

useful in stimulating interest in the study of

furniture and design, and, where tools are avail-

able, motivating the construction of simple articles

of furniture.

Though there is considerable detail, this is not

a "how to do it" film. The techniques shown

should be followed by further study. The teacher

may wish to call particular attention to the differ-

ent types of joints used.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Steps in the design and construction

of a dining-room chair and some procedures in

the construction of a table.

The designer prepares preliminary drawings to

be approved by the purchaser. After the approval

has been secured, the drawings are made in full

size. From the full-sized drawings patterns of

thin wood are skillfully cut with a band saw.

Planers are used in preparing a piece of mahog-

any to be used in making the chair. Patterns

for the back legs of the chair are traced on the

wood. The splats and crosspieces are cut out of

thinner wood than that used for the legs. Curved

parts are sawed to the desired shape. The com-

mentator says that bending wood is not a good

practice.

Since the mortise joint is to be used in joining

the chair, the craftsman shapes the mortise and

tenon, and makes sure that they are true.

Another craftsman is working on a dining table.

A square block of wood that is to form one of the

pedestals is placed on the lathe and turned to the

appropriate dimension.

The front legs of the chair are placed in a mold-

ing machine that cuts them to the desired shape.

The pieces for the back of the chair are glued

and clamped, and the splats fitted into place.

A mortise joint is used in this construction.

The wood carver starts to decorate the chair.

There are close-ups of operations in cutting the

delicate designs on the wood. The chair is then

returned to the original craftsman where it is

sandpapered and the assembling completed. A
dowel joint is used in joining the front and side

rails of the chair.

In making the drawers for a pier table, a third

kind of joint, the dovetail, is used. There are

several views showing the construction of the

dovetail joint. The drawer is glued together and

slipped into place to make sure that it fits.

After aging and mahogany stains have been

applied, the chair is shellacked. It is sandpapered

again and a glazing oil stain is applied. Further

shellacking and sandpapering are followed by
rubbing first with a rag then with steel wool.

Powdered pumice and oil are applied and the

finish is rubbed still more. Finally, the completed

pieces of the set are brought together.

167. Game Birds int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman
1930

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, 111, Ind, lowaA&M,
LaDptE, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

appearance in flight and at rest of several game
birds, and giving glimpses of their nests, eggs,

and young. Should be useful in stimulating
interest in the observation of birds in the immedi-

ate environment, and in wild life conservation.

There are very good pictures of a number of

birds but detailed treatment is not given any one.

Teachers reported that student interest was high.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Mallards, pintails, teal, wild geese,

coots, Franklin's grouse, ruffed grouse, California

quail, bobwhites, pheasant, and wild turkeys.

The first sequence of the film deals with water-

fowl. Mallards are shown feeding in shallow

water. There are views of young mallards and
mallard nests. Pintails dabble in the water look-

ing for food. A teal removes down from its body
for use in covering the nest. There are views of

wild geese flying, resting on the water, and pre-

paring the nest. Young goslings leave the nest

and take to the water. Coots are shown swim-

ming and there is a close-up of their feet. A title

states that the lobes on the coot's feet adapt
them to swimming.
There are views of Fanklin's grouse and ruffed

grouse. A California quail takes a dust bath.

Bobwhites are shown on the nest and feeding on

the range. There are also views of very young
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quail. Pheasant are shown in a large enclosure.

Pheasant eggs are placed under a hen for hatching.

Baby pheasant are transferred from the nest in

which they have been hatched to the rearing field.

Full-grown pheasant feed in the snow. Several

views of wild turkeys are shown.

168. Gardening pri-int-jh llmin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

111, Ind, Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE,

SamHous, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for telling a simple story

of the work of two children in raising a garden.

Should be useful in stimulating interest in gar-

dening.

The variety of details and activities makes this

film particularly interesting to children. It should

not be considered a technical presentation on the

techniques of gardening. It is simple and effective,

although some of the conversation is stilted.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. How two children planned, planted,

cultivated, and harvested a small garden.

Betsey and Bill Allen are looking at the seed

catalogue. When their father arrives, they tell

him of their plans for a garden.

A site is selected and a diagram made of the

proposed garden. Bill and Betsey submit their

garden plan to their father who approves it. In

the spring Mr. Allen and Bill do the spading. On
a trip to the seed store many different types of seed

and a good fertilizer are selected. The fertilizer

is raked into the soil. The seed rows are kid out

in straight lines by the use of a string marker. A
shallow furrow is made for radish seeds. Bill

plants the seeds and Betsey covers them. A few

weeks after the radishes have been planted, pota-
toes are cut for planting. Bill pulls the weeds and
waters his growing garden.

When the first radishes are large enough to use,

Bill pulls them and proudly takes them to his

mother. Beans have begun to twine about the

poles provided for them. Beetles have appeared
on the potato plants, so they must be sprayed.

In July Bill and Betsey harvest a fine crop of

carrots. The lower branches are pruned off the

tomato plants so that the tomatoes will grow larger.

A tomato worm appears but Bill destroys it before

damage is done. The pumpkin vines are growing

rapidly and the corn is in blossom.

In early August the garden gets a much needed

rain. Bill looks at the calendar to calculate the

number of days before he will harvest the corn,

potatoes, and onions. He also works on the gar-

den ledger. Finally the pumpkins, potatoes, and

corn are harvested. The Aliens gather in their

back yard for a harvest feast cooked at their out-

of-door fireplace. Mr. Allen says, "Now, you
understand why the Pilgrims had a Thanksgiving
feast after their first harvest .

" B ill replies,
''When

you have raised corn like this, it's worth cele-

brating."

169. The Geological Work of Ice jh-sh-c lOmin sd

Erpi 1935

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colo, Colu, ETexBur,

Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky,

LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz,

SamHous, SC, StAmb, Syr, Tenn, TexCW,
TexTech, WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing
erosive action of seasonal ice, glaciers, and con-

tinental ice sheets, (2) explaining the formation

and movement of glaciers and continental ice

sheets, and (3) showing the characteristics of

glacial valleys.

It was reported that the animations showing the

movement of glaciers and the formation of a ter-

minal moraine were particularly effective. The
section dealing with continental ice sheets was

reported as not being clearly presented. The

vocabulary is technical.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. How ice modifies the surface of the

earth, shown by straight photography and ani-

mation.

Views of glaciers on Mount Rainier are shown

as the commentator states that glaciers are now
found chiefly on high mountains, but that wherever

water freezes and melts it has an effect on the

earth's surface. An animated diagram shows how
water cracks rocks by freezing in crevices; there

are several views of rocks that have been split in

this manner. As a view of a rock-strewn cornfield

is shown the commentator says that alternate

freezing and thawing causes a new crop of stones

to come to the surface each year. Diagrams and

commentary explain why water freezes first at its

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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surface, and how the frozen surface of a lake is

crowded by alternate contraction and expansion

of the ice sheet. There are several views of rocky

lake shores.

A sequence on valley glaciers is introduced by

close-ups of snow in various stages of turning into

glacial ice. The commentator explains that gla-

ciers may form wherever the annual snowfall ex-

ceeds the annual melting. Views of valley glaciers

are followed by an animated diagram showing how
a glacier flows. Diagrams show that the center of

a glacier moves more rapidly than its edges, that

the surface of the glacier moves more rapidly than

its bottom, and that these differentials result in

fissures. Scenes of the surface of a glacier and of a

man removing glacial debris suggest the work of

glaciers in transporting earth material. Two close-

ups show the striation of the rock strata over

which a glacier has moved. There are views of

streams flowing on the surface of a glacier, tum-

bling down through crevasses, and running through

ice caves.

There follow views of a deposit of rocks left after

the glacier has melted. A view of a valley train is

followed by an animated diagram showing how
terminal moraines are formed when the rate of

melting balances the rate of advance of a glacier.

There are actual views of rocks tumbling down the

lower end of a glacier. Several views of cirques

are shown as the commentator says that these

formations demonstrate the plucking action of the

ice. Views of Yosemite valley show the U-shaped
and hanging valleys characteristic of glacial val-

leys. The V-shape of the alluvial part of a valley

below the terminal moraine is contrasted with the

U-shape of the glacial part of the valley above the

moraine. Scenes in a fiord illustrate the commen-
tator's statement that these formations are gla-

ciated valleys that have been partially drowned

by the sea.

The work of continental ice sheets is the subject

of the final sequence. The commentator states

that the latest of the earth's many ice ages began
at least a million years ago. An animated diagram
of the successive advances and recessions of the

three major North American icecaps shows some

of the geologic changes of each period. The com-

mentator describes the changes in the course of

the Missouri River, the formation of lakes, the

changes in drainage of the Great Lakes, and the

formation of Niagara Falls. A model of the world

shows the location and extent of the antarctic and

Greenland ice sheets. Views of icebergs breaking
off the Greenland ice sheet and floating in the sea

are shown.

170. George Washington, His Life and Times

pri-int-jh-sh 60min si Eastman 193 1 . Reel

1, "Conquering the Wilderness" (I5min);

Reel 2, "Uniting the Colonies" (ISmin);

Reel 3, "Winning Independence" (ISmin);

Reel 4, "Building the Nation" (ISmin)

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

Colo, ETexBur, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaMil,

Term, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, Vt,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reel 1. "Conquering the Wilder-

ness." Reported good for giving impressions of

Washington's boyhood, his experiences as a sur-

veyor for Lord Fairfax, and his disastrous expedi-

tion with Braddock to drive the French out of

the Ohio valley.

Reel 2. "Uniting the Colonies." Reported good
for (1) giving an impression of Washington's activi-

ties as an Indian fighter, his meeting with Martha

Custis, and his rise to commander in chief of the

Continental army and (2) suggesting causes of the

Revolution and some early incidents in that war.

Reel 3. "Winning Independence." Reported

good for (1) suggesting Washington's activities as

commander in chief of the Continental army and

(2) indicating the military equipment and principal

military strategy of the Revolution.

Reel 4. "Building the Nation." Reported good
for (1) showing some aspects of a critical period

in American history, (2) suggesting the forces

which made the drafting and adoption of the Con-

stitution necessary, and (3) giving impressions of

some important events of Washington's adminis-

tration as president of the United States.

This series was found useful in developing an

appreciation of the life and character of Washing-

ton, and the period of our national history in

which he lived. It was also useful for showing
colonial homes and furnishings, colonial costumes,

and military equipment of the period.

These films deal with a period in American his-

tory on which there is very little other film mate-
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rial. While teachers criticized acting and pho-

tography, they reported that the films gave more

realism to the subject than was possible through

reading materials alone. The films cover the

period at a rapid pace and are therefore best used

as an introduction or review.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Reell. "Conquering the Wilderness."

Washington's boyhood and experiences as an

Indian fighter.

The great tidewater Virginia plantation on which

Washington lived as a boy is shown. With his

sister, Betty, Washington crosses the Rappahan-
nock to attend a small school. Some time later,

George listens to tales of adventures told by British

seamen and plans to enter the navy. His mother

refuses to allow him to leave home.

Washington goes to live with his brother, Law-

rence, at Mount Vernon, where he comes under the

influence of Lord Fairfax. He is shown receiving

a commission to survey the Fairfax lands. There

follow several views of the survey party cutting

through the wilderness and recording transit read-

ings upon blazed trees.

Washington is sent to notify the French to leave

the Ohio country. A map indicates the French

and English claims. Washington journeys through
the frontier wilderness; friendly Indians go with

him to French headquarters. The French com-

mander notifies Washington that the French plan
to remain in the Ohio region. Virginia's Governor

Dinwiddie is stirred to action by Washington's

report. Braddock, accompanied by Washington,
is sent with an army to drive out the French.

Braddock fails to heed the advice of frontier scouts

who offer to precede the army to prevent ambush.

His army is fired upon by French and Indians and

dispersed in wild disorder. Washington reads

funeral services over Braddock 's grave, then leads

the expedition's survivors to safety.

Reel 2. "Uniting the Colonies." Washington as

a pre-Revolutionary leader.

There are views of widely scattered frontier

homes. Indians attack one settler's home; he

escapes with his family and warns a nearby fort.

Washington is appointed commander in chief of

the Virginia regiment and exercises strict disci-

pline among its members. He urges colonial

governors to act together against the French.

Scenes depict Washington's first meeting with

Martha Custis. Washington becomes a member
of the House of Burgesses. He is moved and
embarrassed when members of the House laud his

frontier exploits. Washington signs an agreement
not to import goods from Engknd as colonial feel-

ing grows against the Stamp Act. Paul Revere
rides to warn the countryside of the approach of

the British. Minutemen respond to the call and
meet the B ritish a t Lexington and Concord. News
of the beginning of the war reaches the House of

Burgesses. Washington declares he will equip a

company of men and lead them to Boston. He
leaves Mount Vernon and attends the congress at

Philadelphia. Washington is appointed com-
mander in chief of the Continental army.

ReelS. "Winning Independence." Washington
as commander in chief of the Continental army.
Washington is shown en route to Boston to take

command of the Continental army. When told of

the colonists' resistance at Bunker Hill, Washing-
ton says that the liberties of the country are safe.

After arriving at Boston, Washington equips and
drills his nondescript army and superintends erec-

tion of the Dorchester Heights breastworks which
forced the British to leave Boston. There follow

views of colonial leaders signing the Declaration

of Independence in defiance of the British.

Animated maps trace the route of the British

pursuit of Washington after he is driven out of

New York. The American retreat across the East
River is aided when British officers halt their pur-
suit to attend Mrs. Murray's tea party. Wash-

ington's men continue their retreat through New
Jersey and surprise the British at Trenton on
December 25, 1776. Views of Washington cross-

ing the Delaware are followed by animated maps
indicating his attack on the British at Princeton,
their retreat to New York, and Washington's en-

campment at Morristown during the winter of

1776-77.

The British plan to separate the colonies is

shown by animated maps indicating proposed
routes of Burgoyne from the north, St. Leger from
the west, and Howe from the south. Animated

maps indicate St. Leger's defeat at Oriskany and

Burgoyne's surrender at Saratoga. English and
Indians continue to terrorize frontier settlements.

Several scenes of Washington's winter encamp-
ment at Valley Forge portray the suffering endured

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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by his ill-equipped men. Franklin is successful in

obtaining French support. Washington attacks

the British at Monmouth. The British go inland

from Charleston to engage Greene's forces. The

strategy employed in trapping and defeating Corn-

wallis at Yorktown is indicated on animated maps.
There follow several views of Cornwallis' final

surrender which ended the Revolutionary War.

Washington bids farewell to his officers.

Reel 4. "Building the Nation." Washington's

services to the nation following the Revolu-

tionary War.

Disorder breaks out at the conclusion of the war.

Courts are closed, judges are driven out, many
refuse to pay taxes, unpaid soldiers threaten Con-

gress, and trade between states is impeded by cus-

toms regulations. Urged to use his influence to

curb disorder, Washington attends a conference

to discuss conditions. After long debate, a consti-

tution is drawn up for the new nation.

A large crowd cheers Washington as he is

inaugurated first president of the United States.

He selects a cabinet and travels throughout the

states to learn of conditions. Animated maps indi-

cate the route he took through the southern and

the New England states. A title states that Wash-

ington believed the new nation needed time, peace,

and united effort to develop its resources. Further

animations indicate the division of opinion between

the various states concerning the assumption of

state debts. A title states that a compromise was

established when the southern states voted iof the

debt payment in return for the establishment of

the national capital at Washington, D. C. Wash-

ington stands firmly for peace with all nations,

but Citizen Genet incites American sympathy for

France. Frontier disputes continue between Brit-

ish and Americans. Against public sentiment

Washington approves Jay's treaty. Closing scenes

and titles cite characteristics of Washington that

enabled him to perform invaluable services for his

country.

171. George Washington's Virginia int-jh-sh

40min sd Bell & Howell and Va. Conserva-

tion Comm. 1937

Other sources: Kan, OhioDptE, TexTech,
VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing his-

toric Jamestown, Yorktown, Williamsburg, Mount

Vernon, and other points of interest in Virginia

connected with the life and times of George Wash-

ington and (2) showing authentic architecture,

furniture, and costumes of colonial times. Found
useful in stimulating interest in the history of the

period.

The teachers commented on the beauty of the

scenes, the suitable quality of the music, and the

authenticity of the furniture and other objects

shown; they thought the film somewhat static in

character, however, and would like to have had

more action. Shorter versions of this film are also

available.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of historical spots in Vir-

ginia in which Washington lived and worked as a

citizen, soldier, and retired president of the United

States.

Introductory views of several portraits and stat-

ues of George Washington and of several scenic

areas in Virginia are followed by views of the

Jamestown memorial and the Jamestown church.

The commentator states that the first General

Assembly met in Jamestown in 1619. There are

views of Washington's birthplace in Westmoreland

County. A family graveyard is shown a short

distance from the mansion. The commentator

says that many members of the Washington family

are buried here. Views of a farm near Fredericks-

burg are shown and the commentator says that

most of Washington's boyhood days were spent

here. The plaque commemorating the famous

"cherry tree" incident and the building in which

he worked at the time he received his appointment
as surveyor of a Virginia district are shown. Views

of the Shenandoah Valley are followed by views of

the Natural Bridge. Washington and Lee Uni-

versity campus is described as the "West Point of

the South." There are views of Poplar Grove,

where he met Martha Custis who later became

his wife.

The next sequence begins with views of Mount
Vernon. There follow scenes at Williamsburg

the Governor's Palace, the House of Burgesses,

Raleigh Tavern, and the College of William and

Mary. St. John's Church at Richmond, where

Patrick Henry delivered his famous speech, is

shown.

The historical Battle of Yorktown is indicated

by views of the monument at Yorktown and the
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fusilier's redoubt. There are exterior and interior

views of the Fredericksburg home of Washington's

mother. The grounds, colonnades, servants' quar-

ters, and gardens of Mount Vernon are shown.

The design and furnishing of rooms inside the man-

sion are treated in detail. There are views of

Washington's gristmill, a school which he endowed

in his will, the Masonic shrine in Alexandria,

Gadsby's Tavern where the basis for the First Con-

stitutional Convention was laid, the church often

attended by Washington, and Fairfax courthouse

where Washington's will was found. On the

second floor of the mansion at Mount Vernon are

shown the rooms of Nelly Custis and the room in

which Washington died. There are views of a

room on the third floor in which, states the com-

mentator, Martha Washington secluded herself

after Washington's death. The tomb of Washing-

ton is shown. There are closing views of the

Potomac and of statues of Washington as the com-

mentator states that Washington's memory will

endure forever.

172. Germany Invades Austria (News Parade)

sh-c llmin sd-si Castle 1938

Other sources: Calif, ColFC, Harvard, 111,

IntFB, Ky, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving impressions of the

German invasion of Austria, and suggesting the

attitudes of Czechoslovakia, Italy, France, Russia,

England, and the United States at the time of the

invasion. Should be useful in giving an under-

standing of the events leading up to the war in

Europe.

The sequence dealing with Czechoslovakia's de-

termination to resist German invasion is of unusual

historic interest. The use of this film should be

accompanied by other background materials.

While there is a flat quality to the print, it is prob-

ably one of the best photographic records of the

events shown.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. A newsreel account of events related

to Germany's seizure of Austria.

Kurt Schuschnigg is shown on his return from a

visit to Hitler. The commentator reports that

Schuschnigg asserted Austria would remain Chris-

tian and free.

German occupation of Austria is represented by
scenes of marching men, rolling guns, and advanc-

ing tanks. German soldiers lift the border gates.

Austrian crowds cheer and salute the invading
forces. Hitler parades in the street, rides in an

open automobile, and paces back and forth on the

balcony of the old imperial palace. As the inva-

sion is reviewed in newsreel scenes, the commenta-
tor interprets the effect of the invasion, calls it

"the death of a nation" and "the triumph of a

dictator."

An animated map of central Europe shows the

territorial significance of the event. Czechoslo-

vakia's peril is described by the commentator, and
is illustrated by a close-up of President Benes, and

by views of machine guns and of marching men.

French concern over the situation is indicated by
scenes of Premier Blum, French soldiers wearing

gas masks, soldiers on bicycles, and infantry on the

march. Soviet Russia is brought into the picture

with scenes of her air force and a picture of Stalin.

Conflict over the English foreign policy is described

as Neville Chamberlain and Anthony Eden are

shown. The Italian position is briefly stated as

Mussolini is shown talking with King Victor Em-
manuel. A close-up of Cordell Hull is accom-

panied by a recorded section of a speech in which

he condemns armed violence. A concluding mon-

tage of marching men, airplanes, and artillery ac-

companies the statement that peace-loving people
all over the world know that might does not make

right.

173. Getting Your Money's Worth, No. 3 sh-c

lOmin sd Garrison, Lenauer, and Pictorial

1939

Other sources: IntFB, Kan, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) indicating practices

followed by unscrupulous used-car dealers and

(2) showing tests that the prospective buyer can

make on a used car. Should be useful in develop-

ing a critical attitude in the purchase of commodi-

ties in general.

The film presents unfair practices and consumer

tests in considerable detail. In some sequences the

commentary goes far beyond the pictorial content.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Deceptions used in the sale of used

cars and ways in which the prospective buyer may
discover them.

Scenes and commentary indicate the wide use of

used cars. The commentator says that 75 per cent

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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of used-car buyers cannot tell the difference be-

tween used and abused cars.

Practices used in concealing defects are shown.

As a man pounds out a dented fender and smooths

out a surface scar, the commentator says, "Surface

scars can be removed and painted over, but the

damage done to the chassis remains untouched."

An engine is given a steam cleaning to allay, as the

commentator explains, suspicion concerning engine

trouble. Fixing up the upholstery, painting the

body, and retreading the tires are shown as means

of improving the sales appeal of an automobile.

Practices used by unscrupulous dealers are further

shown turning back the speedometer, tightening

the brake shoes, using sawdust to stop a rear axle

grind, and placing heavy grease in the gears to

kill a noise. As a close-up is shown of an automo-

bile mortgage, the commentator indicates that the

purchaser should watch for unfair clauses in pay-

ment plans.

A young man and woman are shown in a foreign-

built car with a right-hand drive sales talk is

heard in the background. When the young man

steps on the starter, the car fails to start. A used

car is shown; the salesman is heard to say "... take

any hill in high; I guarantee it." However, when

the car attempts to climb a hill, it stalls. The com-

mentator says that no used car should be bought

without a road test.

As the commentator says that some states re-

quire periodic automobile examination, there are

views of cars being given such tests for wheel align-

ment, steering gear, kingpins, and brakes.

Some tests that should be given a used car before

it is purchased are shown. A vacuum gauge test

is made at a garage. A test that the buyer can

give the steering gear is explained. Glass is

examined to make sure that it is the safety type.

The commentator advises buyers to watch for

dents that have been hammered out, fenders that

have been welded, badly worn upholstery, and

replaced pedal pads. A man watches the smoke

coming out of the exhaust pipe at the rear of a car.

The commentator says that, if light blue smoke

comes out of the exhaust when the engine is raced,

it is a sign that oil is getting past the piston rings.

A test is shown for determining whether or not the

car has loose kingpins. As a man examines the

motor block, the commentator advises the buyer

to scrape off the grease and examine the block.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

As a man is shown looking at an oil stick, the com-

mentator advises, "Test the oil, if it is heavy, it

may have been put in to kill the rattle of loose

parts." Tests for the clutch, brakes, axle shafts,

steering gear, and the car's road-holding ability

are also shown and explained. In concluding, the

commentator enumerates points that the buyer
should keep in mind.

174. Giants of the Jungle (Magic Carpet Series)

pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd Teaching Film Cus-

todians (Twentieth Century-Fox Film

Corp.)

Other sources: Calif, 111, Mich, Minn,

OhioDptE

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing the physical

characteristics and some activities of Indian ele-

phants, (2) suggesting methods used in training

elephants, and (3) indicating the use of elephants

in transportation.

There are excellent views of elephants in action.

The work of the elephant is only briefly indicated.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The training of elephants in Assam,

India, and some of man's uses of elephants.

There are introductory close-ups of elephants.

A trainer sitting on an elephant teaches the animal

to carry a bunch of hay with his trunk. An ele-

phant is trained to lift a man to his back and to

throw a blanket up after him. The commentator

says that the elephant is the only means of trans-

portation through the deep jungle. Elephants are

shown on a practice march. They cross streams,

climb over obstacles, and batter down jungle

thickets. At the end of the day the elephants are

taken to the stream for a bath and are scrubbed by
native boys. Elephants with their heads incrusted

with jewels and their backs covered with rich

cloths are shown marching in the maharaja's

procession, as the commentator says that only well-

behaved elephants are used in these processions.

One elephant has a howdah on his back.

175. Glimpses of National Parks pri-int-jh-sh

30min si U. S. Interior 1935

Other sources: Colo, ETexBur, Ga, HI,

OhioDptE, OreSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-

sions of the natural beauty of Yellowstone, Yose-

mite, Glacier, Rocky Mountain, Grand Canyon,

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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and Lassen Volcanic National Parks. Should be

useful in (1) demonstrating the work of the United

States Department of the Interior in developing

and maintaining these areas and (2) developing

appreciations of the importance and use of national

parks.

The film is a patchwork of scenes from these

national parks. There was some student criticism

of the lack of geographic orientation.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. A rapid survey of several of the

national parks.

There are views of Yellowstone National Park,

including falls, geysers, boiling springs, Old Faith-

ful, and Washburn Mountain. In Yosemite Na-

tional Park, falls, granite cliffs, and wild animals

are shown. There are also views of Wawona, a

giant sequoia tree, through which a roadway has

been cut.

Scenes of Rocky Moutain National Park open

with a panoramic view of the town of Estes Park,

Colorado. Tourists engage in a midsummer snow-

ball fight on the side of a mountain which is nearly

two miles above sea level. There are views of the

highway at Milner Pass.

Scenes in Grand Canyon National Park are pre-

ceded by a title that describes its immense size.

Sightseers ride horses down Bright Angel Trail.

The Kaibab suspension bridge over the Colorado

River is shown at the bottom of the canyon.

Scenes of Glacier National Park begin with views

of Two Medicine Lake. There are views of Many
Glacier Hotel, Swiftcurrent Lake, Lake Josephine,

Lake McDonald, and Heaven's Peak. Lassen

Volcanic National Park is introduced by views of

Manzanita Lake and Lassen Peak as seen from the

highway. There follow views of old crater pits

and mud pots. The film concludes with scenes

in Sequoia National Park.

176. Goats pri-int lOmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, HI, Ind, Kan, Minn,

NC, OhioDptE, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for (1) telling the in-

teresting experiences of a little boy in taking care

of a herd of goats, (2) indicating the usefulness of

goats, and (3) showing the appearance and playful

habits of kids. Should be useful for stimulating

language and art activities.

The goats are appealingly photographed and

should delight children. The dialogue is somewhat

stiff in spots.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The story of Johnny and his experi-

ences with a herd of goats.

One day when Johnny goes to the pasture he

finds Nanny with two babies. Johnny takes one

of the kids under each arm and carries them to a

small pen near the barn. Nanny follows along and

soon the goats are having their breakfast of

mother's milk. Johnny tells his mother about the

new kids. She says that she saw him coming and

has prepared a warm breakfast of mash for Nanny.
While Nanny is having her breakfast, the kids get

out of the pen.

Johnny goes back to the hillside to bring the

milk goats. The sure-footed goats climb over

steep rocks. Down the path they come to the

bam. Each goat goes to her own stall where she

is fed grain. Johnny fastens the goats' heads with

a sliding bar so that they won't be able to get

away while they are being milked. Johnny's

mother wipes each goat clean and starts to milk.

When they are two months old, the kids, Billy

and Nanny, are being fed from a bottle. After

they have eaten, they begin to play on a jumping

stand built by Johnny's father. They jump over

the gate and onto the lawn where they are not

supposed to be. They nibble at the tender grass

and the low branches of a cedar tree. Billy notices

some washing left on the line and goes to investi-

gate. He pulls the line down and walks on the

clean clothes. Laddie, the farm dog, discovers

that the goats are in trouble and starts barking.

Johnny hears the noise and comes to put the goats

back in their pen.

With Old Billy hitched to a small wagon Johnny

sets out to deliver the milk. The first stop is at

the Adams' house. Johnny tells Mrs. Adams that

he has brought the milk for her baby. When he

stops at one house, a little girl asks for a ride in

the goat wagon. Johnny tells her that maybe he

will let her ride later. When Johnny and Old Billy

return home, they are met by Nanny and Billy,

the playful kids.

For explanation o {abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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177. Grasshoppers pri-int-jh-sh 21min sd U. S.

Agric. 1939

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Calif, Colo,

Fla, Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

Mich, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD,

Tenn, Tex, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) tracing

the life cycle of the grasshopper, (2) indicating the

damage done by grasshoppers, (3) showing

methods of control natural enemies, destruction

of eggs, and use of poison bait. Should be useful

in indicating the work of the government in assist-

ing the farmer to combat insect enemies.

Although the vocabulary was found somewhat

advanced, effective use was reported in grades as

low as the third. The film was particularly suc-

cessful in indicating methods of grasshopper

control.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Life cycle of the grasshopper, the

damage it does to growing crops, and ways it may
be controlled.

The commentator says that grasshoppers

threaten and destroy valuable crops in the agri-

cultural areas of the western states. Grasshopper

eggs are shown deposited in podlike masses about

one inch below the surface of the soil. Egg dus-

ters of different types of grasshoppers are shown

and a female is shown depositing eggs.

The eggs are shown hatching; the commentator

says that this development takes place in the spring

and early summer. The young nymphs are white

when they first hatch but soon turn dark. The

young grasshoppers begin to feed close to the

hatching ground. The commentator says that

they have ravenous appetites and that it is not

unusual for them to eat food equivalent to their

own weight in a single day. The six stages during

which the nymph becomes the full-grown adult by

shedding his exoskeleton are briefly indicated. A
great swam of grasshoppers is shown migrating.

They swarm through a wheat field as they feed.

There are several scenes of the damage that grass-

hoppers have done to growing crops by feeding on

the leaves and cutting the stalks.

Some of the natural enemies of the grasshopper

are shown the bee, fly maggot, blister beetle grub,

and the flesh fly maggot.

The next sequence indicates methods of destroy-

ing the grasshopper. The commentator says that

since the egg-laying period starts in midsummer
and lasts until late fall, the eggs should be de-

troyed during this period. Agents are shown mak-

ing surveys to locate egg deposits and advising

farmers on methods of control. Areas along roads

and fence lines, where many eggs are deposited, are

plowed so that the eggs will be exposed and de-

stroyed. The use of poison bait is indicated as one

of the most effective methods of control. Mixing
and spreading of the bait is shown in considerable

detail. A machine especially designed to spread
the bait quickly and effectively is shown in opera-

tion. Views of dead and dying grasshoppers indi-

cate the effectiveness of the bait.

178. Grassland pri-int-jh-sh lOmin sd U.S. Agric.

1938

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

Colo, Fla, Ga, HI, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,
Mich, NC, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD,

Tenn, Tex, TexTech, VaBdE, Vt, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) present-

ing the causes, results, and remedies of soil erosion

in the Great Plains area and (2) providing impres-
sions of the geographic characteristics of that area.

Found useful in developing an appreciation of the

problems of the people who live on the Great

Plains.

Several teachers reported the successful use of

maps in follow-up activities. It was thought that

some of the commentator's statements lacked pho-

tographic proof.

Photography is fair.

Contents. The story of the grasslands their

importance to life, the tragedy of overgrazing, and
the program of erosion control to restore the grass-

lands.

As a series of views of grass growing under dif-

ferent conditions are shown, the commentator ex-

plains that where rainfall is light and water scarce,

grass takes the place of forests. Scenes of buffalo

grazing illustrate the statement that hardy animals

have grazed the grasslands for ages. Sheep, cattle,

and horses suggest the domesticated animals that

have made man secure on the grasslands. Impor-
tance of products of the grasslands to modern life

is indicated by scenes of cloth being woven from

wool and of cattle being transported to stockyards.
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Scenes of good grassland and sheep grazing on a

good range are followed by scenes of poor grassland

and sheep grazing on a depleted range. Water

running through sparse grass, down gullies, and

into a muddy stream illustrates water erosion on

grazing lands. The effects of this erosion are

shown in deep-cut gullies and depleted grasslands.

Some of the steps taken to prevent destruction

of the grasslands are indicated by scenes of sur-

veyors at work, of tractors working on erosion con-

trol projects, of dams, and of water spreaders.

Construction of fences is shown as another method

to insure better management of the range. Sheep

grazing on good grassland and drinking at a stock

tank indicate the beneficial results of erosion con-

trol. There are dosing views of healed gullies and

restored grasslands.

179. Gray Squirrel k-pri-int-jh llmin sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SD, Tenn, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for providing a

simple and enjoyable nature study experience deal-

ing with the life habits of squirrels. Found useful

in interesting children in observing nature, and

stimulating creative expression in language and

pictorial arts.

The effectiveness of the film was reported due

largely to its story development on the children's

level of understanding. It was used successfully

through the intermediate and junior high school

grades, but with somewhat decreasing value on the

upper levels. Teachers noted good use of

close-ups.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Activities in the lives of Mrs. Gray

Squirrel and her three baby squirrels.

Mrs. Gray Squirrel is sitting on a stump eating

buds. She turns and scampers away to her nest

in a hole in an old oak tree where there are three

newborn babies. Their eyes still closed, the babies

suckle a meal of warm milk, then take a nap.

When the squirrels are 2 weeks old, they still

live inside the tree. They play with one another

and Brother Squirrel even tries to climb out of the

For explanation of abbreviations

nest. Mrs. Gray Squirrel departs, climbs high into

the tree, and busies herself in constructing a sum-

mer home with sticks, twigs, and branches. When
she has finished, she returns to the nest for her

young babies.

At 3 months of age the squirrels play in the tree

and practice hanging by their hind legs and holding

onto branches upside down. Brother Squirrel

climbs down the tree trunk to explore the world

about him and finds it filled with stones, roots,

dead branches, and small plants. Under the tree

he finds acorns which he carries away in his mouth.

When he finds a suitable spot he stops, bites a hole

in the hard shell, and eats the soft meat inside.

Then, tired and sleepy, he nestles on a tree branch

for another nap.

Autumn comes and one of the squirrels again

looks for acorns under the tree. Finding more

than he can eat, he digs holes in the ground and

buries the acorns. During the winter, the squir-

rels sleep with their tails curled around them. On
a winter day when he is hungry, one squirrel starts

in search of the acorns he had hidden hi the ground

a few months before. He digs in the snow and

uncovers a nut. As he starts to eat it, he smells

something strange. It is a red fox. The squirrel

scampers away to safety in the hole in the old

oak tree.

180. The Green Plant int-jh-sh ISmin si East-

man 1933

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Colo, 111, Ind,

IntFB, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, OhioDptE, PaMil, Syr, TexTech,

Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing (1) the

structure of the green plant, (2) plant growth from

a seed, (3) the process of photosynthesis, and (4)

the parts of the green plant in which food is stored.

Found useful in developing the concept that all life

depends upon green plants for food, and should be

useful in furthering appreciation of plants as living

things.

Teachers found the use of animation and time-

lapse photography effective, the illustrations well

chosen, and the sequence on food storage especially

clear. The explanation of photosynthesis is very

brief.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The structure and growth of plants

used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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and the process of photosynthesis, presented

through animation, time-lapse, and straight

photography.
Scenes in the mountains, desert, and tropics illus-

trate titles suggesting the universality of plants.

The first sequence is on the growth of plants. A
bean is opened, and theyoung plant and stored food

are indicated. Time-lapse photography shows a

row of beans sprounting and pushing up through
the soil. The shoot, root, and remaining stored

food of the bean plant are indicated on a diagram.
Leaves of plants are shown reaching out for sun-

light and later drooping when there is no water.

Water is sprinkled on the wilted leaves. In an

animated diagram, water passes from the soil into

the plant through the root hairs, and the wilted

leaves revive.

The next sequence is on photosynthesis. A title

states that water and carbon dioxide meet in the

leaves of plants. Animated diagrams show the

water entering the leaf through veins, carbon di-

oxide entering through stomata, and the location of

palisade cells and chloroplasts. Further animation

suggests that energy from the sun causes water and

carbon dioxide to be changed to food and oxygen
in the chloroplasts.

The final sequence is on food storage. A title

states that green plants store food for their own
use. Food storage in the root of a plant is illus-

trated by animated diagrams and a view of beets

being pulled from the ground. Storage in the

leaves is indicated by animation and views of

lettuce; storage in the stem, by animation and

views of celery and potatoes; and storage in the

seed, by views of the bean. A title stating that

colorless plants use food from green plants is fol-

lowed by time-lapse views of the growth of fungus

plants. Views of grazing dairy cows and of a

vegetable market illustrate a title stating that all

food comes from green plants.

181. Ground Water int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd Erpi 1935

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colu, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, KanCity, Ky,
LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, StAmb,
Syr, TexCW, VaBdE, Wis, WTex, WVa

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

the origin of ground water and its relation to rain-

k kindergarten; pri primary ; int intermediate grades; jh junior

fall and (2) explaining the work of ground water

in producing artesian wells, geysers, caverns, and

petrifactions, and in the depositing of stone and
mineral ore. Found useful in demonstrating the

slow continual change of the earth's physical
features.

Effective use was made of diagrams. Students

were particularly interested in the sequences on

geysers and cave formations.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Impressions of the movements and

geological effects of ground water, presented

through animation and straight photography.
Views of clouds and of rain falling to the earth

are shown. Animations illustrate the commenta-

tor's statement that a considerable part of all

precipitation seeps slowly down between soil and

rock to form ground water. Its reappearance is

indicated by views of small springs, streams, and

geysers. An animated diagram shows the fluctua-

tions of the water table with variations in rainfall.

In animation rain falls on a porous sandstone

outcrop near the Black Hills. This ground water

flows slowly downward and eastward to be im-

prisoned under pressure between impervious beds

of shale. It surges out in an artesian flow when
this underground reservoir is tapped. There are

several views of artesian wells in operation.

A sequence dealing with hot springs and geysers

is introduced by views of ground water seeping

from fractured and porous rocks. Views of hot

springs are shown as the commentator says that

they are caused by ground water that probably
came in contact with hot rock deep within the

earth. There are several views of terraces that

have been deposited at the edges of mineral-dis-

solving hot springs. The commentator says that

tiny plants which thrive at high temperatures cause

brilliant color effects upon these formations.

There are views of such deposits being cut and

quarried for use as ornamental wall finish.

Animated drawings demonstrate the operation

of a geyser. The large underground fissure tube

fills with water. Because of the great pressure at

the bottom of the tube (caused by contact of the

water with hot rock), steam pressure forms near

the surface. This expels water from the top,

lessens pressure throughout the tube, allows the

superheated water at the bottom to turn to steam,

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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and results in an eruption. There are views of

Yellowstone National Park geysers in action.

A sequence dealing with the geological effects of

cold ground water is introduced by views of Carls-

bad Caverns. Animations demonstrate the man-

ner in which the slightly acid ground water dis-

solves the limestone, slowly causing cavern forma-

tion. Stalactites and stalagmites are shown and

described as being deposited by ground water that

has lost its carbon dioxide and consequently its

ability to hold minerals in solution. Views of sink-

holes and a natural bridge indicate conditions that

may exist after limestone layers have been eroded

extensively.

Views of petrified animal and plant remains are

shown as the commentator explains that the or-

ganic materials were replaced by minerals carried in

solution by the ground water. A view of a geode

shows another aspect of the work of ground water.

Views of operations in the Great Lakes open-pit

iron mines accompany the explanation that these

deposits were left when ground water carried away
the silicate rock.

182. Hands int-jh-sh-c 5min sd WPA 1937

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Iowa, Ky, Mo, NH, Okla,

OreSt, SD, Term, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) illustrating

interdependence in our economic system, (2) indi-

cating the function of money, and (3) explaining

the economic rationale for the Work Projects

Administration. Found useful in providing the

basis for a discussion of the WPA. Should be use-

ful in drama and motion picture appreciation

classes as an example of an impressionistic

technique.

The portrayal of the subject through symbolic

pictures of hands may be confusing to students in

the lower grades. The viewpoint of the film is

favorable to the WPA and its showing was often

followed by spirited discussions.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Dramatization of the work of the

Works Progress Administration (now Work Proj-

ects Administration) through hands symbolizing
work done and the resultant flow of money.
Hands move upward across the screen in rapid

succession: hands hanging empty, whittling use-

lessly, fingers tapping nervously, thumb-twiddling

hands, all doing nothing worth while. The com-

mentator says, "Not so long ago hands were idle,

losing the skill that training had given them. . . ."

As hands pull ropes, saw wood, turn valves, sew

garments, guide draftsmen's tools, use acetylene

torches, and typewrite, the commentator con-

tinues, "Today these hands are no longer idle. . . ."

The next sequence depicts the flow of money and

the results of this increased flow. Hands receive

government checks, pass money across counters in

return for packages of food, turn the ignition keys
of new cars, point out the rooms on the blueprint

for a new house, pass money through a grill for a

ticket, hold a newly purchased fishing rod, pull on a

new pair of gloves, and feed flocks of chickens.

Further influences of this flow of money are indi-

cated as hands pass out tips in hotels, put new
insurance policies in safe-deposit boxes, pay

garagemen for gasoline, etc.

183. Harvesting the Western Pines int-jh-sh

30min sd Western Pine Assn. 1935

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing some of the

techniques and procedures employed in western

pine lumbering and milling, (2) indicating some

conservation practices now being employed, and

(3) developing an appreciation of lumber as one

of our great natural resources.

The film is one of the most complete available

on lumbering practices although some activities

are not clearly presented. The viewpoint of the

film is that of a commercial lumbering company,
and there is considerable advertising. For this

reason it might be used in connection with a

government film that presents the point of view

of the United States Forest Service.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. Operations involved in the western

pine industry from tree to finished product.

There are introductory panoramic scenes in

pine forests. Maps indicate the locations of

stands of sugar, ponderosa, and white pine in

western states. The work of bark beetles in

destroying some of the trees is shown. Lookouts

spot a fire and inform a dispatcher's office of its

location. A crew is sent to the scene to combat it.

A tank train pumps water through a long hose to

help bring the blaze under control.

Scenes in the logging camp show homes of the

loggers. Men chop a tree in such a manner that

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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its fall will not injure smaller trees in the area.

Horses and tractors snake the trees to a cleared

area where they are sawed into proper lengths by
backers who use both hand and mechanically

driven crosscut saws. Traveling over company
maintained roads, trucks haul some of the logs

to the mill. A bulldozer prepares a bed for a

logging railroad. Following scenes show ties and

tracks being laid. A trainload of logs is sent to

the mill where the logs are dumped into a pond.

From the pond they are hauled up on a conveyer,

washed, and sawed into slabs. A close-up indi-

cates the manner in which these saws are mechan-

ically sharpened. From the bandsaw the slabs

are sent to the edger where rough bark edges are

removed. They are then conveyed to trimmer

saws where the poorer sections are cut out. Fol-

lowing this, larger timbers are sent through gang
saws which saw them into smaller boards. These

are sent to the green chain conveyer where they

are graded, sorted, removed, piled, and taken to

the kiln for drying and seasoning. A view of a

stacker at work is followed by a panoramic view

that indicates the size of the yard. Some of the

lumber is sent to the planing mill where it is

planed, graded, sorted, and squared. Processes

involved in fabrication of bevel siding are shown

in some detail. A railroad freight car is lined

with paper and loaded with lumber. A trainload

of lumber leaves the mill for market.

184. Harvesting Uncle Sam's Timber int-jh-sh

22min si U.S. Agric. 1926

Other sources: 111, Minn, OhioDptE, Tex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

the conditions under which the United States

Forest Service lets contracts for the harvesting of

timber from government lands, (2) suggesting

important aspects of sustained yield forestry, and

(3) showing some lumbering operations. Should

be useful in developing an understanding of con-

servation as the wise use of our natural resources.

The most important contribution of the film is

its exposition of the government's relation to

private lumbering contractors. The lumbering

practices shown are authentic but some of the

most recent developments are not shown. A
complete coverage of lumbering operations is not

attempted.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Scientific logging of national forests.

Drawings illustrate the Grecian fable about the

killing of the goose that laid the golden egg. A
title requests that the moral of the story be kept
in mind in connection with our national forests.

Several views of forested areas and an animated

map of national forest regions are followed by a

title stating that the people of the United States

own 157,000,000 acres of such land and that,

though much timber is cut from them each year,

they are not destroyed.

A sequence deals with the manner in which the

timber harvest is managed. The forest super-

visor is at work in his office. He studies a plan

of an area that has been designated as ready for

budgeted cutting. Prospective buyers are noti-

fied that the timber will be sold to the highest

bidder. The supervisor explains the conditions

of the sale and says that only 65 per cent of the

volume will be marked for cutting. Rangers
mark the area boundaries, work out a logging

plan, and mark each live tree to be cut. In the

meantime, competitive bids are sought by adver-

tising in the newspapers. The highest satisfac-

tory bidder receives the award and his workmen

begin felling, limbing, and bucking trees. There

follow views of several practices that are cause for

penalties killing young trees, leaving high stumps,

and careless piling of brush. Logs are skidded to

loading grounds where they are scaled. The logs

are hauled to the lumber mill to be sawed into

lumber.

A sequence on lumber mill activities begins with

cookhouse scenes at mealtime. A title stating

that good mill management provides for the dis-

posal of waste materials is followed by views of a

burner. Smokestack sparks are caught by a

spark arrester. Fire tools are shown in nearby

toolboxes. Brush is burned when conditions are

such that there is no danger of the fire's spreading.

The manner in which trees re-seed and furnish

new growth is illustrated. Seed trees furnish

seeds for new growths that soon fill open land.

Several views of burned areas are preceded by a

title that points out the sterility of such land.

Several such areas that have been replanted are

shown, and a title states that forests will live on

indefinitely in spite of the fact that mature timber

is harvested from them periodically.
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185. Hawaii (The World Parade) int-jh lOmin

sd-si Castle 1938

Other sources: Calif, ETexBur, HI, Ky,

Okla, Tenn, TexTech

Appraisal. Reported good for giving random

impressions of Hawaii.

Several teachers felt that there was too much

emphasis on sports and tourist spots and that

more information on the people and industries of

the Islands should have been included.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. An impression of Hawaii with empha-
sis on landscape, recreation, and points of tourist

interest.

A ship comes into the harbor at Honolulu.

Visitors are greeted and leis are placed around

their necks. Following an aerial view of the city,

such important city buildings as the Aloha Tower,
the old palace, and the courthouse are shown.

Native royalty is recalled by a view of a statue

of King Kamehameha and by a scene showing a

royal descendant who is the Islands' "ambassador

of good will" according to the commentary. In

a brief scene tropical flowers are shown. A native

boy is pictured climbing a coconut palm and re-

turning with coconuts. As the commentator ex-

plains that the Islands were formed by volcanic

action, there are night views of glowing, molten

lava. Hawaiian girls are shown dancing the hula.

This, as most of the other scenes, has a background
of Island music. Scenes on Waikiki beach show

people bathing in the surf and basking in the sun.

Surfboard riders and outrigger canoes are shown

in a series of scenes. There are closing views of

the tropical landscape and of a ship leaving the

Islands.

186. Hawaiian Islands int-jh-sh ISmin si East-

man 1928

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, 111, Ind,

IntFB, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Mich,

Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, PaCW, PaMil, Syr,

Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-

sions of (1) the principal industries of the Hawaiian

Islands, (2) the appearance, activities, and cus-

toms of the people of various nationalities that

compose the population, and (3) the location and

topography of the Hawaiian Islands.

The film does not deal specifically with social

and economic problems. Teachers and pupils

wanted a more complete, detailed, and up-to-date
treatment of the topic but found that this film

contributed to an understanding of physical
features and industries.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents.' Impressions of the location, topog-

raphy, people, and principal industries of the

Hawaiian Islands.

There are views of waves rolling on a tropical

beach, of a boy climbing a palm tree, and of the

harbor at Honolulu. The location of the Islands

is indicated on a map of the Pacific area. Several

views of the city of Honolulu precede a title

stating that Hawaii is the meeting place of races

white, yellow, and brown. Groups of children

include those of several races. A view of a high
school is followed by scenes of girls doing rhythmic
drills. Scenes of surfboarding suggest the im-

portance of Waikiki beach as a playground.
Several views of the scenery indicate the natural

beauty of the Islands.

Panoramic views of pineapple fields introduce a

sequence on the industries of the Islands. Land is

cultivated, mulching paper is laid, and young
pineapple plants are set out. Later pineapples
are picked and carried to a cannery. Several

views of cannery operations follow.

A title stating that the sea abounds in fish is

followed by scenes of a native fishing. A title

states that poi is a favorite dish. Taro roots are

gathered, steamed, ground, and made into poi

dough. Natives eat poi with their fingers. A
title states that brown sugar for export is made
from cane. A plow digs furrows, joints of cane

are cut, machines pknt cane, and natives cover

the joints with hoes. There are views of fields

of young cane and full-grown cane. Cane is cut,

stripped of its leaves, and thrown to a flume to be

carried to the refinery. Cane is crushed, the pulp

discarded, and the juice boiled down in vats.

There are views of the interior of the concen-

trating room. Sacks of sugar leave the refinery

and are loaded on a steamer. A title states that

the crater of Kilauea is a seething mass of molten

lava. Scenes of the inside of the crater follow.

There are closing views of natives selling leis and

of a steamer leaving the harbor of Honolulu.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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187. The Heart and Circulation jh-sh-c lOmin sd

Erpi and si-sd Am. Heart Assn. 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colo, ETexBur,

Fla, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE,

Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH, NM,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, SD, Syr,

Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt,

Wis, WTex, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for explaining

the structure and the action of the heart and circu-

latory system. Found useful in developing the

concept that our organs are interdependent and

are affected in their functioning by our daily

activities. Found of some use in stimulating an

interest in problems related to personal health.

Teachers found the film to be complete and well

organized and the animated diagrams excellent.

The use of the stethoscope to demonstrate the

sound of the heart of an old man, a young man,
and a baby was particularly effective. When the

film is used below the high school level, students

should be acquainted with some of the technical

terms used by the commentator. In a few in-

stances students objected to the vivisection scenes.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The structure and function of the

heart and the circulatory system, presented

through animation and natural photography.

A doctor places a stethoscope first on a young
man's chest, then on a baby's, and finally on an

old man's. (The difference in rate of heartbeat

is clearly heard.) In the next scene the slowly

beating heart of a dog is exposed. The com-

mentator explains that the heart is a muscular

pump. The excised heart of a turtle is shown

continuing its muscular action. Animated draw-

ings show the chambers and the valves of the heart

as the commentator explains their functioning.

The effect of exercise on the rate of the heartbeat

is demonstrated by recording a man's heartbeat

before and after exercise. When a turtle's heart

is irrigated with a warm salt solution, the rate

at which it beats increases at once. Adrenalin

likewise stimulates heart action. The exposed

heart of a dog beats at a slower rate when the

vagus nerve is stimulated.

The presentation of the circulatory system be-

gins with the function of the arteries. When a

dog's artery is cut, blood flows out in spurts. In

animated drawings the flow of the blood through
the circulatory tract is traced. A microscopic

view reveals the slow movement of the blood in

the capillaries. A glass tube model is used to

demonstrate the reason blood flows more slowly

in the capillaries than in the veins. Animated

drawings show that blood vessels are able to in-

crease or decrease their caliber by constriction or

dilation. As an athlete is shown in action, the

commentator explains that the blood vessels in the

muscles dilate when the skeletal muscles are

active. Dilation and constriction are illustrated

by views of a rabbit's ear, the transparency of

which makes the blood veins observable.

The concluding section of the film deals with

various manifestations of blood pressure. A
diagram shows that low blood pressure causes the

heart to fail to force blood to the head, thus re-

sulting in fainting. The Hales blood pressure ap-

paratus demonstrates that blood pressure is par-

tially dependent upon the rate of ejection of

blood from the heart. When the vagus nerve is

stimulated, the rate slows down and the pressure

falls. Arterial pressure also falls with the loss

of blood. As a blood transfusion is made, the com-

mentator says that the transfusion of blood may
restore the pressure to its normal level. Arterial

constriction and dilation are also shown to affect

blood pressure. The automatic adjustment made

by the heart and by the capillaries following exer-

cise is demonstrated.

188. Heart Disease jh-sh-c 7min sd March of

Time 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Kan,

Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

causes, diagnosis, and care of cardiac cases, (2)

suggesting the medical research being conducted

on heart trouble, and (3) indicating that sufferers

from heart disease may by observing proper re-

strictions live normal lives.

Teachers reported that the dramatic episode in

the film interested the students. The emphasis

placed upon the development of cardiac cases

in childhood makes the film effective with children

as young as those in junior high school. When the
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film is to be used with children, it will be best to

make some preliminary study of the heart.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Important causes of heart disease,

the increase in death rate due to heart disease,

and treatments used in cardiac cases.

Opening scenes show victims of heart disease

who have collapsed at their work or on the side-

walk. The commentator says that heart disease

is the greatest single cause of death in the United

States and that it has increased rapidly in the past

25 years. Dr. Harold Stewart is shown explaining

that people should not be unduly alarmed concern-

ing the rapid rise in the death rate due to heart

disease because the life span has been lengthened

and there are, therefore, more old hearts. The

decline in deaths due to typhoid, smallpox, tuber-

culosis, and diphtheria is shown on a chart.

The commentator says that life insurance com-

panies were among the first to recognize the im-

portance of heart disease as a cause of disability

and death. A life insurance doctor is shown

advising a patient to see his own doctor and in-

forming him that he cannot be insured until his

heart is in better shape. As men are examined

for army service, the commentator explains that

at the time of the WorldWar the seriousness of the

heart disease problem was revealed. A doctor is

shown delivering a lecture in which he uses a model

of a heart.

At a clinic patients are shown seated according

to the origin and nature of their complaints. The

commentator says that 10 per cent of the cases

are due to syphilis, 35 per cent to rheumatic heart

disease, and 45 per cent to degenerate hearts.

Following the commentator's statement that

doctors today possess the knowledge and scientific

aid to detect heart disease, there are views of a

fluoroscope, an X-ray machine, and an electro-

cardiograph. A doctor holds a stethoscope first

on the chest of a man with a normal heart and then

on the chest of a man with a defective heart. The

difference in the sound made by the normal and

the defective hearts is audible.

Charlie Abbott, a 22-year-old victim of heart

disease, is shown in his hospital bed. He is then

shown as a child on a cot in his home. His mother

thought that his complaint was merely growing

pains but he was actually a victim of rheumatic

fever. Charlie went bicycling with his pals but

he tired quickly and his nose bled. When he

graduated from high school, he got a job; one day
when he was lifting a box into a truck, he suffered

a heart attack.

Young cardiac cases are shown in a sanitarium

for children. The work of the American Heart

Association is described by the commentator as

workers at the Association headquarters are shown.

Some of the important heart researchers are

shown at work in their laboratories: Dr. Homer F.

Swift of the Rockefeller Institute, New York City;

Dr. Harry Goldblatt of Western Reserve Uni-

versity at Cleveland; Dr. Milton Charles Winter-

nitz, former dean of the Yale Medical School.

The commentator says that cardiac cases can live

normal lives if they live calmly and do work ad-

justed to their abilities. A number of young
victims of cardiac trouble, including Charlie

Abbott, are shown doing various types of seden-

tary work.

189. Heredity jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ColFC, Fla, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky,

LaDptE, Mich, Minn, NC, NH, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous,

SD, Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,

Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) demon-

strating the operation of the Mendelian ratio,

(2) describing the function of genes and chromo-

somes in heredity, (3) explaining fertilization and

mitosis, and (4) explaining by diagrams the mean-

ing of dominant and recessive characteristics.

Found useful in presenting the elementary prin-

ciples of heredity.

Teachers reported that the film made excellent

use of animated charts. Best reports of film use

came from classes that had made a preliminary

study of heredity.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The Mendelian ratio of hereditary

characteristics, demonstrated schematically.

As views of black Angus cattle are shown, the

commentator says that it has long been observed

that like begets like. As Shorthorn cattle are

shown, the commentator says that there are,

however, variations within most animal groups

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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and that some of these variations have a hereditary

basis. A simple case of inheritance in Shorthorns

is demonstrated through diagrams. The sperm

containing a gene for a red coat fertilizes an egg

which carries a gene for a white coat. The com-

mentator says that every fertilized egg, or zygote,

will have one gene for a red coat and one gene for

a white coat. The zygote divides by a type of

cell division called mitosis. The chromosomes

arrange themselves along the center and duplicate

themselves, forming daughter cells. The com-

mentator says that due to the influence of the red

and white genes the calf will be roan.

In the next sequence two roan animals are

crossed. In this instance, the male roan produces

two kinds of sperm cells, one carrying the gene

for a red coat, and one the gene for white. Simi-

larly, a roan female produces two kinds of eggs.

Genes are shown combining as the commentator

explains the nature of the random combinations

that may result in one-fourth red offspring, two-

fourths roan, and one-fourth white.

Continuing the diagrammatic technique, domi-

nance of certain characteristics is demonstrated

with the use of guinea pigs. A black male is

crossed with a white female, resulting in zygotes

that have a gene for a black coat and a gene for

white. Cells divide by mitosis, giving all body
cells both a white and a black gene. But, the

commentator says, since the black gene dominates

the white, the individual will be black. Two hy-

brid black guinea pigs are crossed. The male

produces sperms half of which carry the black

gene and half the white. Similarly, the black

female produces two kinds of eggs. The union of

these heterozygous germ cells is illustrated. The

commentator says that, due to the dominance of

black, the color of the second generation offspring

will be three-fourths black and one-fourth white.

There follows a demonstration of predictable

results from the crossing of two guinea pigs,

one of which has black rough characteristics and

the other white smooth. The commentator says

that every zygote from this cross will develop into

a black rough guinea pig due to the dominance of

the black gene and the rough gene. Two such

black rough guinea pigs are crossed, and diagram-

matic explanations show black rough sperm unit-

ing with each of four kinds of eggs. Of 16 pos-

sible combinations, the commentator says that 9

will be black rough, 3 will be black smooth, 3 will

be white rough, and 1 will be white smooth.

190. Highlights of the 1936 Olympics int-jh-sh

lOmin sd-si Bell & Howell 1936

Other sources: Calif, Colo, 111, IntFB, Iowa,

Kan, NH, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing in

action some of the most prominent athletes who

participated in the 1936 Olympic games.
The film does not give sufficient treatment to

any event to make it useful in the teaching of

sport skills. A teacher reported that students

expressed disapproval when the pictures of Hitler

and the German flag were shown; this, however,
was overcome somewhat by the teacher's remarks

indicating that the film's emphasis was on sports

and good sportsmanship.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Brief sketches of the important
events of the 1936 Olympic games in Berlin.

Opening scenes show Berlin's huge stadium in

which the games were held. Streets leading to

it are lined with flags from participating nations.

Adolf Hitler rides through the streets on the way
to the arena. Athletes from 52 nations led by the

Greeks, originators of the games, enter the

stadium. The last runner in a relay of youths who
have carried a lighted torch from Athens, runs

through the stadium to an altar where he lights

the flame to officially open the games.

Hilde Fleischer, a German girl, wins the women's

javelin throw and breaks the world record. Cor-

nelius Johnson of California wins the high jump,
and Jesse Owens breaks world records hi the 100-

and 200-meter races. There follow slow-motion

views of the discus throw, the finals of which

were won by Kenneth Carpenter of California.

Forrest Towns wins the 110-meter hurdles for the

United States and secures America's ninth gold

medal. Gerhard Stoeck of Germany wins the

javelin throw, and Jack Lovelock of New Zealand

sets a new 1,500-meter record. Earle Meadows

of the United States wins the pole vault. Helen

Stephens is shown as the key member of the win-

ning American women's 400-meter relay team.

Glenn Morris wins the decathlon. America's

400-meter relay team, composed of Jesse Owens,

Frank Wyckoff, Ralph Metcalfe, and Foy Draper,

lowers the world record. Kitei Son, a Japanese,
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wins a grueling marathon. Dick Degener,

Marshall Wayne, and Al Greene, all of the United

States, win the first three places in men's diving

events. Marjorie Gestring, Katherine Rawls,

and Dorothy Poynton Hill repeat this victory for

the women. Rita Mastenbroek of the Nether-

lands wins the 100-meter women's swimming
event. The University of Washington Huskies

win the eight-oared rowing race.

191. Historical Introduction to the Study of

Chemistry jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1937

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, 111, Ind,

Ky, Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Syr,

Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-

sions of the work of Antoine Lavoisier and Joseph

Priestley and for giving impressions of their

resourcefulness and techniques of experimenta-

tion. Found useful in developing an understand-

ing of scientific method and in developing an

understanding of the conservation of matter.

Students showed great interest in the historical

approach and related the experiments performed

by Priestley and Lavoisier to the ones they had

performed in class.

The film is not adequately explained by the

titles but a complete explanation of each scene is

given in the teacher's guide that accompanies the

film.

Photography is fair.

Contents. Re-enactment of important episodes

in the development of chemistry from primitive

iron smelting to the experiments of Lavoisier.

Two savages standing in a small stream wash

iron ore in baskets. A title explains that chem-

istry as an art has been practiced for centuries.

Savages extract the iron by heating the ore in a

charcoal fire. A primitive hand bellows is used

to increase the intensity of the heat. The crude

ingot is removed from the fire and forged into a

metal blade.

The work of the alchemist during the Middle

Ages is shown. An alchemist heats a crucible

filled with chemicals. After it has been heated

the crucible is removed from the fire and smashed

on an anvil. The alchemist then displays the

contents to his spectators.

A title states, "In 1774, Joseph Priestley, an

English chemist, discovered oxygen by heating

mercuric oxide floated on mercury." Priestley is

depicted at work in his laboratory. He adjusts a

burning glass and directs the sun's rays on a

small flask of mercuric oxide that stands in a

trough of mercury. After the glass has been

heated for some time, the mercury falls to a lower

level. The film title reads, "The red powder dis-

appears and is replaced by a large volume of gas."

Priestley removes the flask and places it on a table

where he lowers a candle into it. In the flask the

candle burns more vigorously.

The film title reads, "Soon after, in Paris, An-

toine Lavoisier learns of Priestley's experiments."

Priestley, Lavoisier, and Macquer are depicted

discussing Priestley's experiments. Later La-

voisier begins his own experiment by weighing a

quantity of mercury, pouring the mercury into a

retort, then placing it on a furnace. He covers

the mouth of the retort with a bell jar, exhausts

some of the air from the jar, and applies a paper

marker to record the level of the mercury. A
title reads, "After two days, small red particles

appear on the surface of the mercury." Lavoisier

watches the contents of the flask, and the title

reads, "After twelve days, the fire is extinguished."

Lavoisier applies a second paper marker to indi-

cate the new level of the mercury and measures

the distance between the two bands in order to

calculate the displaced volume. Lavoisier inserts

a glowing candle in the gas that remains in the

flask, and this time the flame is immediately

extinguished. He then pours the mercury from

the retort into a dish and removes particles of

mercuric oxide. He weighs the remaining mer-

cury and records the results of his experiment.

Lavoisier carries the experiment further. The

equipment is again assembled and the mercuric

oxide heated. Close-up views of the retort show

that the red particles of mercuric oxide have

begun to disappear and that small globules of

mercury are forming on the sides of the vessel.

Following the title, "In the bell jar the volume of

'air' is increasing," Lavoisier indicates the lowered

level of the mercury in the bell jar. He removes

the vessel from the fire and measures the bell jar

to determine the increased volume of the gas,

weighs the recovered mercury, and records the

results. Again a taper is inserted into this gas

and it burns more vigorously. A long view shows

Lavoisier pondering the results of his experiments
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and over the scene this title appears, "In every

change there is an equal quantity of matter before

and after the operation."

192. History of Aviation int-jh-sh-c 30min sd

Bell & Howell and Gutlohn (Pathe News,
Inc.) 1937

Other sources: Calif, ETexBur, Ga, Kan,

OhioDptE, SC, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) tracing

the technical development and growth of aviation

from the first attempts of the Wright brothers to

the 1936 developments of the Autogiro and (2)

showing some of the famous personalities asso-

ciated with the development of aviation. Found
useful in (1) suggesting the commercial and mili-

tary importance of aviation and (2) illustrating the

step-by-step scientific method of progress.

Students and teachers were enthusiastic over

the actual views of famous incidents in aviation

history. At the more advanced levels there was

a demand for more technical information on the

models shown. Some students thought that the

film should have given more recognition to de-

signers and engineers.

Photography varies in quality since much of it

is newsreel material; sound is good.

Contents. The growth and development of avi-

ation from 1903 to 1937, depicted by actual

scenes of important events.

The Wright brothers are shown with their plane

which made its first flight in 1903. Bleriot is

shown crossing the English Channel in a plane

in 1909. The commentator says that this over-

water flying stimulated the development of sea-

planes. Activities of the United States Navy in

developing this new phase of flying are illustrated

by views of naval flyers preparing to take off on

a transatlantic flight to Europe.

In 1910 President Theodore Roosevelt's ride in

an airplane encouraged and stimulated progress

and growth of aviation. The first parachute

jump was made by the inventor of the parachute.

The World War in 1917 revealed the need of

maneuverability and greatly stimulated the de-

velopment of aviation.

In 1926 Admiral Byrd and Floyd Bennett re-

vived public interest in aviation by flying over the

North Pole. A bombing plane, the forerunner

of modern bombers, was tested in Great Britain.

Lindbergh flew across the Atlantic Ocean in 1927.

His arrival in Paris and also his official reception

by President Calvin Coolidge are shown. Lind-

bergh's flight created an epidemic of transoceanic

flying and in the same year Chamberlain and
Levine flew across the Atlantic to Germany.

Development in 1928 is characterized by the suc-

cessful operation of the "Flying Windmill," a

forerunner of the modern Autogiro. In Germany
rocket planes were tested. The United States

Navy built an aircraft carrier to be used as a

floating landing field for "The Eyes of the Navy."
Germany took the lead in the development of

lighter-than-air craft and the "Graf Zeppelin"
flew the Atlantic. In 1930 Kingsford Smith flew

from Ireland to the United States. Coste and
Bellonte flew from Paris to New York, and Post

and Gatty flew around the world.

In 1931 the United States built the "Los

Angeles," one of the largest dirigible balloons

in the world. The "DO-X," a German 12-motored

plane, visited America. In 1933 the Italian air

fleet of 25 huge seaplanes visited the Century of

Progress Exposition at Chicago after an epoch-

making flight. General Italo Balbo, the com-

mander of the fleet, was the man of the hour.

Development in 1935 is characterized by such

activities as Major Doolittle's record coast-to-

coast flight, and the development of the wingless

Autogiro, the flivver plane, the baby clipper, and

the "China Clipper." In 1936 the Autogiro with

collapsible wings made its appearance. It landed

on Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, D. C.

The "Hindenburg," the mammoth dirigible from

Germany, was welcomed in America. Commercial

aviation had come to the front and great steps

were being taken to perfect airplanes for com-

mercial use.

193. ErpiThe Honey Bee int-jh-sh llmin sd

1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Me,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla,

SD, TexCW, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) showing the life

cycle of the honeybee, (2) indicating the high

degree of specialization in a beehive, and (3) sug-

gesting the economic importance of the honeybee.

Should be useful in developing an understanding
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of the principles that (1) species survive by adapta-

tion to their environments and (2) plants and ani-

mals are interdependent.

Teachers may wish to point out that bees do

not "think," but work instinctively.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The life cycle of the honeybee and

the organization of a beehive.

In an apple orchard bees are collecting honey
and pollen from the blossoms. The worker bees,

which the commentator explains are females,

return to their nest hi an old tree. A worker

bee is examined under a microscope revealing the

combs on the legs, the sting, and the compound

eyes. As a drone is shown, the commentator

explains that it has no sting, and does no work

except to mate with the queen. A queen bee is

surrounded by her workers who feed and wash her.

The development of a worker begins as the

queen deposits an egg in the bottom of a cell.

After three days the egg hatches into a larva.

The commentator explains that larvae are fed

royal jelly from the glands in the mouths of the

workers. Workers open stores of honey and pollen

to be fed to larvae after the third day. After

6 days the larva spins a cocoon and passes into

the pupal stage from which it emerges after 12

days. A bee is shown emerging from a cell.

The first task of a young worker is feeding the

larvae; as she grows older, she helps ventilate the

nest by fanning her wings. When a bumblebee

tries to enter the nest, the guards attack the

intruder and sting it to death.

The development of a queen begins in the

summer when the workers select a female larva

to raise as a queen. First, they tear apart the

cell and enlarge it for a queen. The queen larva

is fed on royal jelly only. After five and a half

days the queen's cell is sealed and she goes into

the pupal stage. The old queen and her field

bees prepare to swarm. After 15 days the new

queen emerges from her cell. She discovers that

another queen has just hatched. They fight and

the rival is killed.

The old queen and her swarm search for a new

nest; they settle temporarily on a branch. The
scout bees locate a new home and soon the whole

swarm is on its way to it. After they settle, they
set to work building a new comb. As they are

shown at work, the commentator explains that the

wax used in constructing the comb is secreted by
scales on the underside of the abdomen.

The workers start gathering food for their new
nest. A magnified view shows a bee collecting

nectar from a flower. The commentator says

that the nectar is stored in the bee's body. The
bee's function in cross-pollination is also suggested.

When the worker returns to the nest, she "dances"

around a cell, and then brings up the nectar which

has been mixed with secretions to form honey and

deposits it in the cell. A worker collects pollen

and packs it into the pollen baskets on her hind

legs. When she returns to the nest, she pries off

the pollen pellets and deposits them in a cell.

The commentator explains that the pollen is used

to make beebread.

194. The House Fly int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman

1933

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Colo, 111, Ind,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE,

PaMil, Syr, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

structure, life cycle, and breeding places of the

housefly, (2) indicating the filthy habits of the fly

and its contamination of food, and (3) suggesting

methods of fly control.

The film suggests specific methods of fly con-

trol that children may put into practice.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The housefly as a menace to health,

shown by straight photography, photomicrog-

raphy, and models.

A sequence on the life history of the housefly

is introduced by highly magnified views of fly

eggs laid in an open garbage can. There are

microscopic views of hatching eggs. Maggots
are shown feeding and a title states that they will

eat continuously for about five days. Views of

maggots burying themselves in loose soil are fol-

lowed by close-ups of the pupal case. A title

states that in about 5 days the adult emerges.

Highly magnified views of emerging adults reveal

that the pupal case is broken open by a balloon-

shaped sac on the head. Close-ups show the

fly unfolding its wings.

A view of a model of a fly mounted on a turn-

table gives a general idea of the external anatomy
of the fly. There follows a highly magnified view

of the compound eye. Several fles are shown
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sucking up liquids. Highly magnified views of this

process furnish impressions of the structure of the

proboscis. A microscopic view of the leg and

foot of the housefly reveals the hairs and hooks

which, a title states, carry dirt and bacteria.

Flies are shown on a garbage dump, a garbage

bucket, and an open spittoon. There follow

views of flies on food and food utensils. A fly is

placed on a plate of gelatin and allowed to walk

around. A title indicates the passage of a few

days and microscopic views of the gelatin plate

reveal numerous colonies of bacteria. A man

places a slide under a microscope and the living

bacteria are shown.

The final sequence suggests means of con-

trolling flies. A woman dumps garbage into a

container and places the lid on tightly. Boy
Scouts burn garbage at one camp and in another

they bury it and swab out the pail. A janitor

adjusts a door and window screen. A grocery

clerk takes cookies from a glass container and re-

places the cover. A woman is shown swatting

flies.

195. The House-Fly int-jh-sh lOmin sd Erpi 1935

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, KanCity, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn,

NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt,

SC, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,
WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

structure, life cycle, and breeding places of the

common housefly, (2) indicating relationships be-

tween feeding habits of the housefly and contami-

nation of food, and (3) suggesting methods of fly

control.

Close-ups are effectively used. Some teachers

thought there should be more emphasis on the

spread of disease by the housefly. Methods of

control may be inferred from the life cycle of the

fly but are only briefly treated by the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The life cycle of the common house-

fly and methods of fly control, presented through

photomicrography and time-lapse and straight

photography.

A female fly is shown laying eggs. There are

highly magnified views of the eggs in clusters.

After several hours incubation in a manure pile

the eggs hatch into maggots. Chickens uncover

and eat many maggots; several maggots move from

the light and burrow deeper into the refuse.

Views of the fly pupa show that the skin of the

maggot shrivels, darkens, and becomes a protective

covering. The commentator says that the pupa

stage usually lasts about 5 days. Aided by its

expander, the fly escapes from the pupal case.

Close-up views of a fly's head show the compound
eyes. Magnified views showing the manner in

which flies obtain food are followed by microscopic

views of a fly's foot. A fly is allowed to walk

across a sterile gelatin plate. Microscopic views

taken a few days later show that the tracks have

become threadlike lines which are colonies of

bacteria. The commentator says that flies also

take germs into their stomachs. These germs
are later spread when flies feed on solid food. In

feeding they force up a liquid from the stomach.

Views of eggs are followed by the commentator's

statement that the best way to meet the fly menace

is to eliminate all breeding places. There follow

views of manure piles being removed, sanitary

garbage collection, and garbage incinerators.

196. Housing in Our Times jh-sh-c 21min sd U.S.

Housing 1939

Other sources: ColFC, Ga, IntFB, Minn,

OhioDptE, SC, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) present-

ing several aspects of the housing problem the

effects of slum life on the health and morale of

those who live there and the improved conditions

that are brought by improved housing and (2)

explaining the slum clearance work of the United

States Housing Authority. Should be useful as a

basis for a study of the extent of public responsi-

bility for good housing.

Since this film was made for explaining the pro-

gram of the United States Housing Authority, the

teacher may need to distinguish between the

activities of the Housing Authority and those of

the Federal Housing Administration. Films dis-

tributed by the Federal Housing Administration

may be used to present another phase of the

government's efforts to improve housing.

Photography and sound are excellent.
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Contents. The work of the United States Hous-

ing Authority in slum clearance.

There are introductory scenes of slums, garbage

heaps, squalid homes, poorly clad children at play

in filth and refuse, and crowded and unsafe living

conditions. The commentator explains that slums

are to be found not only in the big cities but in

villages and on the farms as well. The cost of

slums to the people who live in them in terms of

delinquency and sickness, and the cost to the

community in terms of additional protection

needed and of lowered property values are related

by the commentator.

The conditions under which a family lives in a

slum neighborhood in Jacksonville, Florida, are

shown in some detail the children play in a

crowded back yard; the mother draws water

from a single water faucet located on the outside

of the house; dishwater is thrown out the window;

the meal is prepared and served in an inconvenient

and dilapidated kitchen; a grown daughter returns

from work to the crowded home; the baby is

bathed in a washbasin on the porch; toilet facil-

ities are filthy; children of various ages sleep

crowded together in a single bed; and the grown

daughter is unable to bring her boy friend into

her home. The commentator says, "This is the

normal and entirely unaltered daily life of a low-

income family in Jacksonville."

The housing authority of Jacksonville meets with

the mayor to discuss plans for a low-rent housing

project. As United States Housing Authority

Administrator Nathan Straus is shown, the com-

mentator explains that the Housing Authority

will loan the local authority up to 90 per cent of

the cost of the project. As slum demolition gets

under way, the commentator explains that the

United States Housing Act requires the elimination

of one slum dwelling for every new low-rent house

that is built. United States Housing Authority

architects are shown at work and the commentator

explains that they assist the local planners in

designing homes with adequate sunlight, proper

ventilation, and open spaces.

In Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, another housing

project is under construction. Monster machines

are used in the preparation of the site. As build-

ing activities on the housing project are shown,

the commentator outlines the benefits of the

housing program in supplying work for archi-

tects, contractors, and laborers, and in providing a

market for building material.

The scene now returns to Jacksonville, Florida.

A housing investigator visits the mother of the

family previously shown. Some of the notations

he makes are: "Eight persons living in three

small rooms. Five sleep in one room. No tub

or shower. Toilet facilities inadequate and un-

healthy. Oil lamps. Unsanitary conditions detri-

mental to health and morals of children." The

postman brings a letter to the mother notifying

her that her application for a home in Brentwood

Park, the new, low-rent housing development,
has been accepted. The family moves to its new
home. The commentator explains that the United

States Housing Authority is interested in provid-

ing homes for "families living in substandard

houses who cannot afford to pay private enter-

prise for decent houses." Contrasting scenes sug-

gest the improvement in the living conditions of

the Jacksonville family in their new home. Chil-

dren are shown at play on grounds provided in

connection with the project. In closing, the

commentator makes a plea for public responsi-

bility in providing decent housing for American

citizens.

197. How Animal Life Begins int-jh-sh-c 9min

sd Am. Film Center (U.S. Agric.) 1935

(edited 1939)

Other sources: Ga, lowaA&M, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) show-

ing ovulation, fertilization, and segmentation in

the development of the mammalian egg, (2) sug-

gesting the successive steps in reproduction, and

(3) identifying the female organs of reproduction.

Teachers reported that ovulation and fertiliza-

tion are especially well shown. Unusually good
use is made of photomicrography. Some students

reported that important stages in reproduction

were omitted by the film. This film presentation

of the subject was not found embarrassing. It

was edited from the longer film, In the Beginning

which places a greater emphasis on life orientation

and laboratory procedures.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The fundamentals of reproduction

as they are evidenced in the rabbit, presented

through animation, photomicrography, and natural

photography.
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A mother rabbit and her baby rabbits are shown.

In an animated drawing the reproductive organs

of a female rabbit are identified. As the cilia

and the uterus are shown, their functions in the

reproductive process are explained.

Biologists operate on a rabbit. After they have

removed the uterus, close-up views show the

follicles, which, the commentator explains, con-

tain the eggs. A close-up many times normal

size shows a follicle bursting and releasing the

egg. As sperms are shown by photomicrography,

the commentator explains the part of the male

in reproduction. An animated drawing shows

sperm cells approaching an egg; one of the sperm
cells penetrates the egg. A scientist washes a

recently fertilized egg out of the rabbit's oviduct

in order to study the first stages of growth. Under

the microscope a fertilized egg is shown dividing

as the commentator explains this process of

growth. After a rabbit's uterus containing seven

rabbit embryos is shown, an embryo is removed

from the uterus. The embryo, the placenta, and

the umbilical cord are clearly identified. There is

a closing view of a mother rabbit and her baby
rabbits.

198. How Motion Pictures Move and Talk int-

jh-sh-c lOmin sd Bell & Howell 1939

Other sources: Calif, Mich, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) illustrating

persistence of vision and its relation to the illusion

of motion, (2) indicating briefly the development
of the motion picture, (3) explaining the operation

of the motion picture camera and the motion

picture projector, and (4) explaining the recording

and reproduction of sound on film.

Sequences on the recording and reproduction of

sound were not understood by elementary and

junior high school students; interest in the ex-

planation was high, however. College students

in physics also found this section difficult to

understand.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Principles of motion picture pro-

jectors and cameras and of the recording and re-

producing of sound on film briefly explained

through animation and straight photography.

The commentator states that the motion picture

is really a series of stills that give the illusion of

motion when viewed intermittently. Persistence

of vision is demonstrated by spinning a card with

a picture of a bird on one side and a picture of a

cage on the other. When the stick is rotated at

the proper speed, the bird appears to be in the

cage. Views of a peep show machine suggest one

of the early steps in the development of the motion

picture. Scenes of the steps in preparing ani-

mated cartoons further explain the principle of

the motion picture.

The essential parts of a projector are pointed

out on a machine. A cutaway view shows the

film-moving mechanism and the action of the

shutter. It is shown that sound film moves at

24 frames per second. The commentator says

that the camera works much like the projector,

except that the light reaches the film through a

sharply focused lens. The importance of preci-

sion of movement of the film through the camera

is emphasized.

A sequence on how sound is recorded and repro-

duced begins with views comparing the variable

density sound track with the variable area sound

track. The commentator explains that a sharply

focused beam of light coming from the exciter

lamp passes through the sound track and falls on

a photoelectric cell, producing variations in electric

current that are amplified in the audio system and

reproduced as sound in the speaker. Changing
the volume of the sound by varying the intensity

of the light from the exciter lamp is demonstrated.

The commentator says that sound is often recorded

after the picture part of the film is edited. The

steps in recording sound on film are suggested by
views of loading the sound negative, adjusting

amplifier controls, and reading the commentary.

An animated diagram shows how air particles set

in motion by the voice strike the diaphragm of the

microphone and are transformed into electric cur-

rents of variable strength which, when amplified,

regulate an iris allowing variable amounts of light

to strike the sound negative.

The sound negative is developed, edited, and

matched with the picture negative. A composite

print is made from the sound and picture nega-

tives.

199. How Nature Protects Animals pri-int-jh-sh

lOmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colo, Colu, ETexBur, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, KanCity,
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Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,

NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
SamHous, SanAnt, SC, StAmb, TexCW,

TexTech, VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for showing adapta-

tions of color, structure, and habitat by which

animals are protected. Found good in develop-

ing an appreciation of the struggle to live and of

the factors that contribute to the survival of the

species.

Teachers particularly liked the variety of ani-

mals and the variety of protective devices shown.

It was reported that the scenes were too short,

and some teachers indicated that forms of adapta-

tion other than protective coloration were not

clearly shown. A high school biology class re-

ported that this film was one of the best it had

seen.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Adaptations of color and structure

that assist in the survival of several animals.

As views of deserts and forests are shown, the

commentator states that animals feed upon or are

fed upon by other living things wherever they live;

that those fed upon must be adapted for protec-

tion; and that those that feed upon others must be

able to capture their prey. As a tiger moves

through tall grass, the commentator calls atten-

tion to the stripes that make him difficult to see.

Views of a lion are shown and the commentator

says that this animal's tawny color blends well

with his environment. The spots of the giraffe

make him difficult to see in the light and shadow

under trees or on the grasslands. There are

views of zebras and horses with their colts; the

commentator explains that these animals are pro-

tected by coloration, by speed in flight, by the

striking and kicking power of their hoofs, and by

their ability to run soon after birth. Mountain

goats are shown as the commentator says that

these animals depend on their sure-footedness to

escape from predators. The protection afforded

the baby kangaroo by its mother's pouch is indi-

cated. The commentator's statement that the

rabbit relies both on speed and coloration for pro-

tection is illustrated by a view of a rabbit crouch-

ing quietly under a bush. The mask of the

raccoon is pointed out as protective coloration;

defend itself with tooth and claw. The spiny

anteater of Australia has a long snout, strong

claws, and a sticky tongue to enable him to raid

ant colonies. He protects himself from his

enemies by rolling himself into a ball so that his

quills may drive off predators. A chameleon

catches insects with his sticky tongue as the com-

mentator says that this animal's skin changes color

to match that of the object upon which it rests.

A young magpie has no feathers and its eyes

are closed, but its nest is protected by branches

and is built in an inaccessible place. The nest

of the warbler is concealed in a thicket and that

of the woodpecker in a hollow tree. The creeper's

tail feathers serve as a prop when the bird sits

on the vertical tree trunk. A shearwater, which

is a sea bird, is taken with some of its young
from its nest in an old rabbit burrow. As a view

of a water hen's nest is shown, the commentator

says that the young of this bird leave the nest

soon after they are hatched. Young pheasants

and grouse are marked with dark bands which

makes them hard to see in the grass and weeds.

The penciled feathers of the adult grouse help it

escape detection among vegetation.

The larva of an insect looks like a curled leaf.

The caterpillar of the hawk moth is protectively

colored by white stripes. The back of the lob-

ster moth larva looks like a withered leaf. The

beehawk moth is marked like the bee and is able

to avoid danger by this mimicry. Views of groups

of looper caterpillars hanging from twigs show how

difficult it is to distinguish them from twigs.

200. How Teeth Grow int-jh 15min si Eastman

1930

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, ETexBur,

111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Ky, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, Syr, Tenn,

Tex, TexCW, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

structure and function of human teeth and (2)

tracing tooth development by type and by age

from the tenth to the fifteenth year. Found use-

ful in developing an understanding of the need

for care of the teeth, a general understanding of

their growth, and an appreciation of their com-

plex organization and structure.

Teachers liked the clear and simple organization

of the film and the use of models and animation.the commentator says that this animal can also

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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The film moves leisurely. There is little in the

film, however, which relates to personal habits of

students.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Chronological stages in the develop-

ment of the teeth from infancy to maturity and the

structure of the teeth and surrounding tissues,

presented through straight photography, anima-

tion, models, and diagrams.

One of the central incisors is removed from a

model of a set of teeth and rotated to show its

appearance from all sides. Diagrams show the

crown, root, and neck of the incisor and later the

enamel, cementum, dentine, and pulp. On the

same diagram the fibers surrounding the teeth,

and the bone, gum, nerves, and blood vessels

are pointed out. The tooth socket, central in-

cisors, lateral incisors, cuspids, first bicuspids,

second bicuspids, first molars, second molars,

and wisdom teeth are indicated on the model of

a full set of teeth. The upper left cuspid, second

bicuspid, and first molar are removed and rotated

to show their appearance from all sides. On a

diagram of the first molar the root, crown, and

neck are indicated. A diagram of a cross section

of the first molar reveals the enamel, cementum,

dentine, and pulp. On a model of the upper jaw
the cutting edges of the incisors, the holding edges

of the cuspids, and the grinding edges of the

bicuspids and molars are pointed out.

A sequence on the development of the teeth

begins with a title stating that the teeth areformed

and come through the gums in a definite order.

An animated diagram shows the degree of develop-

ment and the position of the teeth at birth.

Their development is shown through the fifth and

seventh months. Further animation shows the

development of the teeth through the fifteenth

year. Close-ups of children at various ages il-

lustrate the stages in tooth development.

201. The Human Voice int-jh-sh 9min si Bray
Other sources: Calif, Idaho, Ind, Mo

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

structure and functions of the human voice mecha-

nism and (2) illustrating the adjustment made by
the organs in speaking.

Teachers reported that the diagrams and anima-

tions were clear and simple. Both teachers and

students expressed regret that this was not a sound

film since sound is inherent in the subject. Stu-

dents, particularly girls, wished an explanation of

the growth of vocal cords and accompanying

change in voice in men as compared to women.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The structure of the human voice

mechanism and its adjustment to form certain

sounds; presented through straight photography,

animation, and diagrams.

On a profile of a man's head and shoulders there

appears a diagram of the air and food passages.

Dots in an animated diagram suggest the passage

of air through the nasal cavities. Another ani-

mated diagram shows the function of the epiglottis

in allowing food to pass the windpipe. The loca-

tion of the vocal cords in the larynx is pointed out

on a diagram. A physician demonstrates the use

of the laryngoscope to study the action of the vocal

cords. An animated diagram demonstrates that

in ordinary breathing the glottis becomes a little

wider at each inspiration and a little narrower at

each expiration. Another diagram shows that air

forced from the lungs causes the vocal cords to

vibrate. A musical scale is superimposed upon a

diagram of the vocal cords, and as each note of the

scale is indicated the vocal cords come closer to-

gether. A drawing of a harp is presented as

analogous to the human voice in that the shorter

the cords, the higher the pitch of the sound. A
title states that this fact accounts for the high

pitch of women's voices. A title states that the

passages of the head and throat form resonating

chambers which refine and modulate the sound.

There follows a diagram on which the resonating

chambers are indicated. Animation shows the

changes in the shape and size of resonating cham-

bers in the production of various vowel and conso-

nant sounds.

202. A Hurricane's Challenge ! int-jh-sh-c ISmin

sd AT&T 1938

.Appraisal. Good for showing (1) the destruc"

tion wrought by the New England hurricane in

1938 and (2) the marshaling of the facilities of a

great corporation to cope with a major disruption

of a public service. Should be useful in giving (1)

an appreciation of the necessity for cooperation in

meeting an emergency and (2) an understanding of

the importance of communication.

The film is well organized. The commentator

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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tends to be dramatic but presents factual material

pertinent to the accompanying pictures.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The disruption of communication

by the hurricane in New England in September

1938 and the work of company employees in

restoring the telephone service.

A title states that the film was made so that the

employees of the Bell Telephone System might

better understand the unparalleled disruption of

service and the cooperative efforts of all the em-

ployees who made the restoration of communica-

tion possible.

A newspaper headline tells of the hurricane in

New England on September 21. Roads are closed

in New Jersey and in New York with tangles of

poles, trees, and wires. In New England, the

commentator says, the damage was greatest, and

here scenes of destruction show trams stranded on

washed-out tracks, ocean-going vessels stranded

inland, bridges washed out, buildings collapsed,

homes destroyed, cars crushed under fallen trees,

and everywhere the telephone lines broken and

twisted by the storm.

The following sequence pictures the organization

of repair crews by the Bell System to restore serv-

ice. Repairmen arrive by train and truck and

set to work repairing the damage. The com-

mentator says that thousands of men in the Bell

organization were brought in from some 20 neigh-

boring states.

The organization of the task of providing repair

materials for the crews is depicted at the Western

Electric plants where the unusual demand for

quantities of wire and other supplies necessitated

24-hour operation. The commentary informs us

that the employees worked day and night and that

only complete standardization of all equipment

throughout the entire Bell System made the task

possible at all. In the closing sequence telephone

lines have been restored, switchboards function

smoothly, and long lines of repair trucks head for

home.

203. In Nature's Workshop int-jh-sh lOmin sd

Bray 1937

Other sources: Idaho, OhioDptE, PaCW

Appraisal. Reported good for showing (1) the

appearance of some crystals, (2) the formation of

crystals, and (3) the growth of crystals in nature.

Found useful in developing an appreciation of the

variety and beauty of geometric forms in nature.

Students and teachers were appreciative of the

use of photomicrography to show crystal forms not

visible to the unaided eye. At the intermediate

level the interest was chiefly in the variety and

beauty of the formations. The scientific informa-

tion concerning crystals was more useful on the

junior high school level and above. There is

considerable use of technical terminology.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Impressions of several crystal forma-

tions, many of which cannot be observed by the

unaided eye; presented through photomicrography,

time-lapse and straight photography.
The first sequence deals with familiar crystalline

shapes associated with winter icicles, ice, snow-

flakes, frost flowers, and hoarfrost. As skiers

cross a snow field, the commentator says that snow

is similar in structure to hoarfrost and icicles.

Some falling snowflakes are caught in a tray,

examined under a microscope, and shown to be

composed in variations on a six-bladed star

formation.

The next sequence deals with crystals in more

permanent form. There are views of quartz, lime,

amethyst, salt, and antimony crystals. The com-

mentator says that crystals are arranged in definite

manner and that crystals of the same materials

always have the same shape. Chemical materials

are examined under a microscope to demonstrate

the manner in which some crystals are formed. A
drop of heated copper sulphate is placed on a slide

and viewed under the microscope. As the sub-

stance cools, crystals form. This same process is

repeated with potassium chlorate, calcium bichro-

mate, pyrogallic acid, ammonia, and camphor.

The effect of such foreign substances as rubber and

water glass upon the crystalline formation is

demonstrated.

Liquids in which there are seemingly "living"

crystals are next examined. A benzoic composi-

tion is observed as it slowly cools, revealing mov-

ing, doll-like forms which combine rapidly.

Cinnamic acid resembles a pool of water containing

moving organisms. When this substance cools,

motion of its particles ceases; when it is reheated,

motion resumes. The film concludes with views

of snow fields and skiers.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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204. In the Beginning int-jh-sh-c 20min sd

U.S. Agric. 1935 (sound added 1937)

Other sources: Calif, ColFC, Colo, Ga, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn,

NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, Tex, TexTech,

VaBdE, WashSt, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) providing

information on ovulation, fertilization, and early

stages in the development of the mammalian egg
and (2) developing an understanding of the process

of growth. Should be useful in furthering an

appreciation of the dignity of life and the uni-

versality of its principles.

The introduction and conclusion of the film give

it a broad life orientation; the central section deals

with the scientific observation of life processes.

At the college level some instructors considered the

orientation nonessential; in the junior and senior

high school it added dignity to the subject. Mi-

tosis is particularly well shown through time-lapse

photomicrography. A shorter sound version,

How Animal Life Begins, has been edited from this

film. A two-reel silent version is available under

the title Ovulation, Fertilization, and Early Devel-

opment of the Mammalian Egg.

Photography is excellent, sound fair.

Contents. The evolution of life and the funda-

mentals of mammalian reproduction, presented

through animation, photomicrography, and natu-

ral photography.
The commentator quotes William Harvey's

statement that all animals have their origin in the

single egg cell and views of several different ani-

mals illustrate this remark. Marching cadets,

girls dressed in white marching in a religious

procession, and men at work are shown as the

commentator says,
"

all of mankind who
have lived and labored on this planet since the

beginning all have come from the microscopic

egg, many, many times smaller than a mustard

seed."

The investigation into the beginnings of life

opens with views of biologists operating on a

rabbit. Close-ups show the uterus, the ovary,

follicles, and oviduct. In an animated drawing
the reproductive organs of a female rabbit are

identified and their functions explained. Close-

ups many times normal size show a follicle bursting

and releasing the egg. A recently fertilized egg is

washed out of the rabbit's oviduct. The reel closes

with a microscopic view of the egg.

Reel 2 opens with microscopic views of sperm
cells approaching the egg. One and, as the com-

mentator explains, only one enters the egg. When
the sperm enters the egg, a membrane forms that

excludes the other sperm cells. Under the micro-

scope a fertilized egg is shown dividing into cells

as the commentator explains the process of accel-

erating growth. After a close-up of the rabbit's

uterus, which contains seven rabbit embryos, one

embryo is removed from the uterus. The pla-

centa and umbilical cord are clearly identified.

Adult animals with their young and finally a

human baby are shown.

205. In the Wake of the Buccaneers int-jh-sh

llmin sd U.S. Interior 1936

Other sources: Ga, lowaA&M, OhioDptE,

Tenn, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing some of the

geographic features of the Virgin Islands and (2)

giving impressions of native life, work, and stand-

ards of living. Should be useful as a basis for

geographic inferences concerning this area.

The film includes many beautiful scenes. The

sequence involving the mixing of the swizzle may
be objectionable but on the whole the film pre-

sents an inviting picture of the Virgin Islands from

the tourists' point of view.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. A brief visit to St. Thomas in the

Virgin Islands.

A map indicates the location of the Islands in

the Caribbean Sea. A steamer enters St. Thomas
Harbor and passengers are taken ashore in a

lighter. Street scenes and views of a hotel and

park are followed by pictures of signs that caution

drivers to keep to the left. One sign, printed in

Danish, is accompanied by the explanation that

these islands were purchased from Denmark in

1917. A native market place is shown as a spot of

interest to tourists. A native cooperative store

near the wharf displays hats woven of fiber. A
view of Lindbergh Bay is accompanied by the

statement that this is a port of call for giant air

liners. People swim in the surf as the com-

mentator says that offshore reefs protect them

from sharks.

The commentator says that coal must be brought

kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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from distant points since there is none in the

islands. Native men and women carry coal to

ships in baskets on top of their heads. Ships'

officers hand a token to each native as he passes

with a loaded basket.

Two important historic characters of the island

are indicated by scenes at Drake's Seat and Blue-

beard's Castle. Panoramic views of the St.

Thomas Harbor are accompanied by the commen-

tator's observation that it is almost completely

landlocked and a safe refuge in time of storm.

Scenes show tourists enjoying the comforts of a

resort hotel. A waiter brings several bottles to a

table and mixes a swizzle for them.

206. Induced Currents jh-sh-c ISmin si Eastman

1930

Other sources: ArkTC, Buck, 111, Ind, Ky,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, PaMil,

Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Good for demonstrating (1) the

induction of electric currents, (2) the conversion

of alternating current into direct current by means

of commutators, and (3) the operation of the

generator, the transformer, and the telephone.

The film contains several animated drawings

that are helpful in teaching principles of electro-

magnetic induction. The film seems hurried

since several aspects of the subject are treated in a

relatively short time. It will probably be most

useful when students have developed acquaintance

with the subject. Repeated showings are ad-

visable.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Principles of electromagnetic induc-

tion and their application; presented through

animation, demonstration, and actual pho-

tography.

A bar magnet is moved back and forth in a coil

of wire connected with a meter. It is demon-

strated that the stronger the magnet and the

greater the number of loops of wire, the stronger

is the induced current. The process is reversed

and the loop is moved over the magnet; this also

results in an induced current. Finally, the loop

of wire is placed between opposing poles of two

magnets, then turned with a rotary motion. A
title states that electromagnets supply the mag-

netic field for commercial generators. The mag-

nets are encircled with coils of wire carrying an

electric current.

A title states that alternating current is pro-

duced in the revolving loop. Slip rings and

brushes are added to the drawing and the current

taken from the revolving loop is passed through an

electric light bulb which lights in an alternating

pattern. The alternating current of the loop is

changed to direct current by the addition of a

commutator. A title states that the uniformity

of the current increases with the number of loops

and field poles. The loops are increased and

fashioned into an armature. More poles are

added. A title explains that a direct-current

generator called an exciter supplies direct current

to the field coils of the alternator. There are

actual views of these two generators. An ani-

mated diagram shows that in large alternators

the armature coils are stationary and the field

coils revolve.

Following an actual view of a transformer, a

drawing shows the primary and secondary coils

wrapped about an iron core. In a diagram it is

shown that the voltage ratio is 1 to 11. A title

states that the transformer has made long-dis-

tance transmission of electric current possible. A

diagram shows that the transformer steps up volt-

age for the main transmission line and reduces it

for lines to outlets.

The concluding sequence shows the application

of induced currents and the transformer to the

telephone. An animated diagram shows the cur-

rent moving through the transmitter; sound waves

striking the diaphragm cause it to vibrate, inter-

rupting the flow of current. A central plant sup-

plies direct current. The operator connects two

parties. It is shown by animation that the

transformer built in the receiver intensifies the

voice currents. Parts of the transmitter are

indicated on the diagram. The film concludes as a

telephone call is completed.

207. Inside Nazi Germany 1938 sh-c 16min sd

March of Time 1938

Other sources: Bos, Minn, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for presenting impres-

sions of (1) living conditions hi Germany in 1938,

(2) ways in which Germany's propaganda machine

is employed to mold and unify public opinion, and

(3) German-American Bund activities. Should

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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be useful in (1) furnishing a background for a study
of the present war, (2) suggesting the Nazi concept
of the relationship of the individual to the state,

and (3) raising the question of the rights of United

States citizens to organize in groups that follow

the dictates of a foreign power.
This film is a dramatic, fast-moving presenta-

tion of material, generally anti-Nazi in character.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of conditions in Germany
in early 1938 and Nazi Bund activities in the

United States.

As several scenes of Berlin are shown, the com-

mentator says that the casual visitor may be

surprised by the air of prosperity. Views of Berlin

parks reveal happy people, described by the com-

mentator as showing no dissatisfaction with the

dictatorship which controls their lives.

A map of former German possessions indicates

present colonial demands. As Propaganda Minis-

ter Goebbels is shown, the commentator describes

the manner in which he has molded German

opinion during his five years in office. Views of a

guillotine accompany the description of Nazi sup-

pression. As Christian churches are shown, the

commentator says that churches are almost alone

in offering resistance to the new order. Censor-

ship of radio, newspapers, and mails is indicated.

A title states that Hitler believes in selecting a few

simple phrases and repeating them until everyone
believes him. As Hitler addresses a Nazi gather-

ing, the commentator describes his efforts to build

up in the Germans the belief that they are a super
race.

Views within the home of a middle-class German

family are shown as the commentator says that

Hitler has given every able-bodied man a job.

Industrial scenes are accompanied by a description

of Nazi control of labor. The immense production
of war materials is illustrated. As a worker is

shown returning home after work, the commenta-

tor describes stringent economy measures required

to pay for the costs of war preparation. Market
and farm scenes accompany a description of Nazi

price control of agricultural products. Propa-

ganda broadcasts and newspaper stories lead

economizing Germans to believe that they are

living under better circumstances than are people
of other nations.

A description of the work of Nazis among the

youth of the nation begins with views of members
of low-cost excursion groups which travel through-
out the fatherland. There follow views of young
school children as the commentator describes their

early contact with Nazi doctrine. Young glider

enthusiasts are shown as the commentator de-

scribes them as a source of future pilots for German
bombers. At the age of 18, every young man must
serve 6 months in a work organization where he

labors without pay on conservation projects,

military roads, and bridges. A daily lecture after

working hours impresses him with the need for

Germany's expansion. The commentator de-

scribes the young German's final stage of training

as he enters the army of the Reich. A military

display is staged at Nuremberg to show the world

the might of German arms.

Views of Nazi publicity posters for attracting

American tourists to Germany precede views of

Fritz Kuhn, Nazi Fuhrer of the German-American

Bund. A map indicates the location of his or-

ganization's summer camps in the United States.

There follow views of uniformed Nazis on parade

protesting boycotts of German-made goods. Local

opposition to Kuhn's purchase of a site for a Bund

encampment in New England is voiced at a town

council meeting. A discouraging blow to Nazi

efforts to obtain the sympathy of the United

States comes from William E. Dodd, then retiring

ambassador to Germany. Hitler and Mussolini

are shown together as the commentator reviews

their 1938 activities.

208. Inside the White House (Washington Parade

Series) int-jh-sh lOmin sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Columbia Pictures Corp.)

1939

Other sources: Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Mich, Minn,

NC, OhioDptE, Okla, SC, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing the interior

of the White House and (2) suggesting some of the

important governmental activities which center

there. Should be useful in developing an appre-

ciation of the great traditions associated with the

office of the Chief Executive and of the setting in

which he works.

While much of the film deals with still subjects,

a sense of action is conveyed by showing some

typical activities at the White House.

Photography and sound are good.
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Contents. Views of the White House and some

activities which center there.

The south exposure of the White House is

shown as the commentator tells something of its

history. He says that the hillocks on the wide

lawn were placed there by Andrew Jackson to

remind him of the mountains of Tennessee. A
view of the west wing is shown and the commenta-

tor says that the President's office is located there.

At the back of the White House is Pennsylvania

Avenue. As the Pennsylvania Avenue entrance

is shown, the commentator says that when the

flag is flying, the President is at home. The

President's seal is on the floor of the entrance.

The East Room is the scene of many important

social events. There are views of the elaborate

chandeliers, the gold piano, the portrait of Wash-

ington saved by Dolly Madison when the White

House was burned, and a portrait of Martha

Washington. There are also views of the Green

Room and the Blue Room where the President

holds state receptions. In the Red Room hangs a

portrait of Theodore Roosevelt by John Singer

Sargent. The Oval Room on the second floor is

President Roosevelt's favorite. On either side of

the fireplace stand the flag of the United States and

the President's flag.

The entrance to the Executive Offices is shown

as the commentator says that it is to this part of

the building that the public comes most frequently.

In the reception room there is a great mahogany
table given by the Philippine Islands. There are

views of the President's office and the Cabinet

Room. The name of each cabinet member is on-

the back of his chair. Stephen Early, Sumner

Welles, Henry Morgenthau, Senator McAdoo,

Frances Perkins, and Marvin Mclntyre arrive for

conferences with the President. Newspapermen

arrive for a press conference. They gather in the

reception room where their credentials are checked.

After the conference, they leave the White House

to file their stories.

209. Interdependence int-jh 30min si Harvard

(Moses-Kimball Fund for the Promotion of

Good Citizenship) 1930

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, ColFC, Colo, Ind,

IntFB, OhioDptE

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) illustrating

the concept of economic interdependence of indi-

For explanation of abbreviations

viduals, communities, and nations and (2) indi-

cating that group life makes specialization

possible.

This film is logically organized. Much of the

film material is old.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The concept of economic interde-

pendence, presented through animation and

straight photography.
The first sequence deals with interdependence

on the farm. A title states that each person does

the work for which he is suited. One man pitches

hay, another loads it, and in an adjoining field still

another man ploughs. A girl gathers eggs and

learns to cook. A title stating that families on the

farm depend on other people is illustrated by

scenes in which a sick boy is treated by a doctor.

Cooperation among farm families is suggested by

views of a rural school. A farmer takes a wagon-

load of surplus produce to a village where he sells

it and buys needed supplies.

A title states that in the town the large number

of people make it possible for everyone to have a

special job. On a diagram of a town the location

of the shop of the butcher, tailor, blacksmith, and

cobbler is indicated. There are views of each of

these people at work, and a title states that

specialization makes it possible for each man to

produce more so that all may benefit.

A title stating that in the city each worker has a

highly specialized job is illustrated by scenes of

structural-steel workers, trainmen, switchmen, and

steam-shovel operators. A title states that with

increased specialization comes greater dependence.

There follow views of policemen and firemen at

work. Views of a public library, a university,

and a museum follow a title stating that the

cooperation of many people in a community makes

possible the many cultural advantages of modern

life.

A sequence on the nation begins with a title

stating that various sections of the nation are

dependent upon each other. Views of a dairy

herd, of milking, and of bottling the milk suggest

the dependence of the city on the country. Views

of some operations of meat packing, wheat harvest-

ing and milling, bread baking, lumbering, building,

and coal mining suggest products of various re-

gions upon which other regions are dependent.

Cattle, lumber, and cotton-growing areas are

used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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indicated on a map. On another map the rail-

roads of the United States are traced. Views of

the Capitol suggest the part of the government in

cooperative organization.

The final sequence deals with the interde-

pendence of nations of the world. A map of the

world shows that rubber comes to the United

States from the East Indies, cane sugar from

Cuba, hides from Africa, and bananas from Central

America. There are scenes of the gathering of

these products and of their preparation for ship-

ment. A title stating that in return for its imports
the United States ships products to all parts of the

world is followed by harbor scenes in which ships

are being loaded. On a map of the world are

indicated the principal railroads and steamship
lines. A title states that today nations and

individuals are highly dependent on each other and

that progress depends upon their intelligent co-

operation.

210. The International Munitions Ring sh-c 4min

sd March of Time 1935

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, Ind, Minn, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) reporting the 1935

congressional investigation of the munitions in-

dustry, (2) suggesting the international character

of the arms trade, and (3) sketching the career of

Sir Basil Zaharoff. Should be useful as a basis for

a consideration of the part played by munitions

makers in the fomentation of war.

The film reflects the thinking of persons who

place major responsibility for war on international

munitions makers. Teachers may feel that this

point of view is exaggerated. The film, however,

should serve to raise the question of the real causes

of war. It is one of the most skillfully organized

of the March of Time subjects.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The congressional investigation of

the munitions industry.

Opening scenes show soldiers of various nations

on the march. The commentator says that today
we know that war costs the lives of millions of men.

A cannon that stands as a war memorial in Bed-

ford, England, is shown. A close-up of the cannon

reveals the name of an English armament com-

pany. The commentator says that this gun,

captured from the Germans, was used against

English troops.

Following a scene of rows of white-crossed

graves, the late Sir Basil Zaharoff, "the world's

most famous armaments salesman," is shown

leaving his home in Monte Carlo. At nearby
Cannes there is a conference of the "international

rail makers," and views are shown of men about a

conference table. In Washington the munitions

investigation committee of the Senate is shown.

Senator Nye ridicules the idea that the meeting
in Cannes is concerned with rail making and says

that it is a meeting of munitions makers and war-

mongers. Attention returns to Sir Basil Zaharoff,

shown boarding a train. The commentator calls

him "The wisest and richest of the dealers in

death." The closing scene shows rows of crosses

marking the graves of World War dead.

211. Irish Pastoral (Along the Road to Romance

Series) int-jh-sh 9min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Twentieth Century-Fox Film

Corp.) 1936

Other sources: Ind, Mich, OhioDptE, Okla,

Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving impressions of rural

Ireland, its people and their homes, religion, work,

and level of technical advancement.

This film is a romantic treatment of important

aspects of rural life in Ireland. It lacks geographic

orientation and will be most useful as supple-

mentary teaching material.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Impressions of the land and people

of rural Ireland and brief impressions of Dublin.

Roadside scenes in the Killarney region are

shown. A woman prays before a roadside crucifix.

There are views of old castles and towers that are

reminiscent of Ireland's history. In a churchyard

a man kneels at a grave.

A series of scenes in Dublin include views of

government buildings, ships being loaded with

bags of grain, and statues in parks. At Limerick

there are views of churches, a stone bridge across

the River Shannon, a statue of Christ on the Cross,

St. John's Castle, and the Treaty Stone.

Canal boats and two-wheeled donkey carts are

shown in the country. Views of the landscape

include Connemara Mountain. Irish farmers

stack hay and grain. An old Irish woman sits

knitting by her cottage. A colleen sings an Irish

song; workers in the field stop to listen.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Peat is dug from a bog, stacked in dome-shaped

piles to dry, then hauled off in donkey carts.

Grain is cut, bundled, and shocked by hand.

Farmers drive donkey carts along the roads, and

children kneel at a wayside shrine.

212. Irrigation int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman 1928

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Kan, Mich, Minn, Mo,

OhioDptE, PaMil, SD, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving im-

pression of the need for and result of irrigation, and

(2) suggesting sources of water used for irrigation

and the method of its conduction to fields where it

is used. Found useful in developing an under-

standing of the relationship between moisture and

vegetation.

This film was found more useful in giving gen-

eral impressions of irrigation than in showing

specific methods of irrigation.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Irrigation projects in the south-

western United States.

Introductory scenes include views of desert

cacti and sagebrush, luxuriant crops in an irri-

gated region, the first California irrigation system

near San Diego, and construction work on a

storage dam. The first sequence deals with the

Roosevelt project near Phoenix, Arizona. There

are views of the dam, showing the powerhouse and

reservoir. Views of snow-covered mountains,

melting snow, mountain streams, and waterfalls

indicate the course of water from its source in

faraway mountains.

Irrigation activities in the Imperial Valley are

introduced by views of the Colorado River diver-

sion dam, the Imperial Valley main canal, and the

division canal. There are additional views of an

irrigation ditch leading to a rancher's land. A
ditch supervisor drives up, approaches a weir,

opens it, and measures the flow of water. A
rancher opens an earthen bank to let the water

onto his farm. There are several views showing

the irrigation of an alfalfa field. Alfalfa is cut and

baled. A combine moves through a wheat field.

Scenes of the irrigation of cantaloupes are followed

by views of men harvesting watermelons and

cantaloupes.

The third sequence deals with irrigation in the

region of San Diego. There are views of a storage

dam and reservoir, a wooden type of flume, a

concrete flume along a mountain side, and a water

tunnel under a mountain. There follow views of a

pump and water outlet. General views suggest

irrigation procedures for such crops as celery,

strawberries, currant grapes, and oranges.

213. Irrigation A Brief Outline int-jh-sh ISmin

si U.S. Agric. 1935

Other sources: Calif, Colo, Ga, 111, Ind, Kan,

Ky, Mich, NC, OhioDptE, SC, Tex,

VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) suggesting

the need for irrigation, (2) giving impressions of

steps in preparing land for irrigation, and (3) indi-

cating several methods of irrigation. Should be

useful in developing the concept of man's adapta-

tion of his environment.

The film treats a number of aspects of the topic

in a very general manner.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Steps involved in preparing land for

irrigation and several methods employed hi sup-

plying water to the land.

A title states that approximately 50 per cent of

the land of the United States gets less than the 20

inches of rainfall required for growing crops.

Views of arid desert lands are contrasted with

similar areas that have been brought under

irrigation.

As a first step in preparing land for irrigation

the sagebrush is uprooted. High spots are low-

ered with a drag. A tractor-drawn automatic

leveler prepares the land for ditches. Animations

explain the manner in which ditch systems are laid

out to assure complete coverage.

Irrigation water is traced from its source in a

mountain snow field to the river in the valley

below. Following views of an irrigation dam, a

title states that on some projects water is used to

generate power before it is sent into the irrigation

canals. Views of open canals, flumes, levees, and

siphons show how water is transported over land of

varying topography. Methods of measuring flow

of water are demonstrated.

Various types of irrigation practices are intro-

duced by animated diagrams of interval field

flooding and of single and double furrowing.

Recommended procedures for irrigating such crops

as celery and cabbage are shown.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Examples of border, check, and contour irriga-

tion, as well as subirrigation, are shown. The use

of terraces for some California orchards is indi-

cated. Pressure, basin, and gravity overflow

methods of providing water to smaller ditches are

illustrated. Views of revolving sprinklers are

shown, and a title states that they are becoming

increasingly popular for orchard irrigation.

214. Irrigation Farming pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

Harvard, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
KanCity, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, Syr,

TexCW, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) indi-

cating the need for, value of, and extent of irriga-

tion projects in the United States, (2) indicating

the relation of plant growth to moisture, (3) show-

ing a source of irrigation water and some methods

of irrigation, and (4) giving impressions of the

beet growing industry. Found useful in develop-

ing an understanding of the need for water con-

servation and the necessity for cooperative action

in assuring it.

Sequences on the beet growing industry proved

interesting to many students. Vocabulary and

titling were reported effective; teachers and older

students were, however, critical of the acting

and dialogue.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Some of the ways in which water is

used to transform arid lands into productive

areas.

On a map of the United States, regions of vary-

ing amounts of rainfall are indicated. Much of

the land is shown to have less than 10 inches a

year and the commentator says that it is worthless

for farming. As views are shown of an irrigation

canal and a thriving field of alfalfa, the com-

mentator points out the fertility of the soil when

water is brought to it.

Irrigation water is traced from its source in a

mountain snow field. Beginning with a trickle,

streams gather size and speed as they tumble down-

hill. Man's part in utilizing this water is illus-

trated by views of Boulder Dam which holds back

water to form a huge lake. The use of this water

for the generation of power and for irrigation is

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh
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indicated by views of power lines and irrigation

canals.

A map indicates areas that have been reclaimed

for agricultural enterprise. A tractor is shown

pulling an implement that makes furrows to lead

water through a sugar-beet field. An irrigation

company agent and a farmer engage in conversa-

tion concerning the cost of water. The agent

opens the head gate to allow water to flow from

the supply ditch to the farm's lateral ditch as the

farmer hastens to divert the water to his crop.

Two farmers decide upon the tune each will use

the water; they discuss the beet crop and comment

upon the fact that they are assured of a fair price

because of the stability of the price of sugar.

A farmer and a refinery plant manager discuss

the time for harvesting the crop. There follow

views of operations involved in harvesting beets

and hauling them to the refinery for processing.

Another type of field irrigation is demonstrated

as a farmer places a portable canvas dam in a

ditch, causing the water to overflow hito an adja-

cent field. In an orange grove, another farmer

employes a different method of irrigation. At

various points in his orchard, water-supply heads

feed irrigation ditches.

215. It Might Have Been You pri-int-jh-sh 15min

si U.S. Agric. 1933

Other sources: Calif, Colo, 111, Ind, Kan, Ky,

Mich, Mum, OreSt, SC, Syr, Tenn, Tex,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

carelessness as a cause of forest fires, (2) showing

the results of forest fires in terms of immediate

destruction and human suffering, (3) demonstrat-

ing some methods of fighting forest fires. Found

useful in developing individual responsibility for

careful use of the forest.

Scenes of desolation are strongly portrayed.

Teachers reported that students were impressed

by the waste brought about by a careless act.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The destruction caused by a forest

fire set by a careless smoker.

Views of farms in the Priest River country of

northern Idaho illustrate a title stating that here

pioneers are carving little ranches from the forests.

Views of campers and of a ranger who is putting
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up warning signs indicate some of the efforts to

prevent fires.

A man rolls a cigarette and carelessly tosses

away the match that starts the conflagration. A

smoldering map shows the rapid spread of the fire.

Horses are loaded with fire-fighting equipment.

Fighters plow firebreaks and pump water from a

mountain stream. Views of burned homes and

barns, and the charred remains of wild and do-

mestic animals indicate the destruction of the fire.

Titles state that 23,000 acres of timber were burned

and that 100 men, women, and children were left

homeless. Scenes of desolate, burned-over land

precede a view of the careless man flicking away
the match.

216. Italian Libya (Magic Carpet Series) int-jh-sh

lOmin sd Teaching Film Custodians

(Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.) 1937

Other sources: Bos, 111, NC, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving random impres-

sions of Libya, its cities, people, transportation,

industry, and agriculture.

dA. number of phases of life in Libya are shown;

each is developed briefly, however. The use of a

map should make the film presentation more

meaningful.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Impressions of the land and people

of Italian Libya.

Views of natives on the streets in a Libyan vil-

lage are shown. At the markets, goods are spread

in the open, camels wait for new burdens, and

urchins play jacks. The commentator refers to

the strategic position of Libya in the international

crisis.

The fact that many primitive pursuits in Libya

have never been changed by machinery is illus-

trated by views of fez making and basket making,

both of which are done by hand.

On an oasis, water is drawn from a well by a

primitive device. Wheat is flailed and winnowed

by hand. Men dance around on the wheat in

celebration of the harvest. The ruins of Leptis

Magna, a former African outpost of the Roman

Empire, are shown. In the city of Tripoli, there

are views of the busy streets, churches, and the

Bank of Italy as the commentator says that here

the Italians exercise control. The film closes with

views of the Libyan camel corps.

217. Japan int-jh-sh 30min si Eastman 1938

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, 111, Ind,

Iowa, Kan, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo,

OhioDptE, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for providing im-

pressions of Japanese cities, schools, recreation,

home life, religion, arts, agriculture, and industry.

Found useful (1) in developing an understanding

of the character of the Japanese people as it is

reflected in their everyday life and work and (2) in

contrasting the old and the new in Japan.

The film does not include material on the govern-

ment of Japan, its policies, nor its relation to the

Japanese people. Teachers reported that the

illustrative treatment of a wide variety of activities

resulted in only cursory impressions of each and

that the titles did not sufficiently clarify the

meaning of some scenes. Supplementary explana-

tions by the teacher will be necessary and may be

obtained from the teacher's guide.

Photography is good, titles fair.

Contents. Impressions of Japan and Japanese

culture cities, schools, recreations, home life,

agriculture, and industry.

Aerial views provide geographic orientation.

Views of Japanese harbors follow scenes of city

streets and a large department store. A scene in

which passers-by read a newspaper posted on a

bulletin board is followed by views of the editorial

and composition rooms in a newspaper plant. The
film title states, "Word forms of the printed

language make typesetting difficult."

The section of the film dealing with schools

opens with a view of a large public school. Within

the school some students study ideographs, others

study household arts, and still others are treated

in the school clinic. Following the film title,

"Sports are encouraged," there are scenes of somer-

saulting, foot racing, wrestling, shooting with bow

and arrows, etc.

A description of home life begins as a mother,

father, and child are greeted by servants at the

entrance of their home. The members of the

family remove their shoes at the door. In the

home the members of the family sit on the floor

where they are brought a hot towel and tea. The

father changes from Western clothes to his native

costume. The mother arranges her elaborate

hairdress. The family sits at dinner around a low

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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table, and is brought food by household servants.

After dinner the family retires to beds spread on

the floor and covered with decorated comforters.

Reel 2 opens with an example of beautiful Japa-
nese embroidery and continues with scenes repre-

sentative of the silk industry. Operators in a silk

mill wind raw silk into skeins, spool the silk, and

dip it in a dyeing vat. Operators work at looms,
some at semiautomatic and others at old-type

hand looms. One worker is doing a type of fine

handwork. The manager of the silk mill displays

large panels of silk tapestry.

The film continues with other phases of Japanese

industry. General views of a potter's shop are

followed by scenes of a potter kneading clay,

modeling a bowl, and applying glaze and decora-

tion. Laborers arrive on bicycles at an automo-

bile factory. In the factory artists prepare

designs. Laborers perform various tasks con-

nected with the building of an automobile. An
American engineer gets into the driver's seat of a

finished car. When the working day is over,

laborers leave the factory on their bicycles.

The sequence dealing with agriculture is intro-

duced by the statement that rice is the principal

crop. Workers, both men and women, cut a field of

ripened rice. The rice is placed on large bamboo

racks for drying, and later threshed with a crude,

comb device. The rice is cleaned in a primitive

separator. Millet is threshed with flails. Sweet

potatoes are washed and spread on mats to dry.

Lotus roots used for food are dug and peeled.

A series of views of a religious festival at Nikko

and of a pilgrim visiting the temple at Nara give

impressions of the religious customs of the Japa-

nese people. School children feed the sacred deer.

Some characteristics of the Japanese theater

are suggested by scenes of posters displayed at the

entrance of a theater, an actor applying make-up,
and a short sequence from a stage production.

Japanese dancers and a puppet show indicate other

features of Japanese entertainment. A film title

states that Japan has a motion picture industry of

her own. Scenes in a Japanese motion picture

studio follow.

218. Jerry Pulls the Strings int-jh-sh 45min sd

Am.Can 1939

Other sources: BoiseJC, Colo, ETexBur, Ga,

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound

Idaho, 111, Iowa, Kan, Ky, Mich, Mo, NH,
NM, Okla, PaCW, SC, Syr, Tex, TexTech,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

picking, drying, roasting, and packing of coffee,

(2) giving impressions of the conditions under

which coffee is produced, and (3) demonstrating
an interesting puppet show. Should be useful in

developing appreciation of Latin American culture

and of economic relations among the Americas,
and in stimulating interest in puppets and their

role in storytelling.

Students and teachers reported the puppet show

to be excellent technically and artistically. The
film gives a kind of romantic aura to coffee and the

coffee industry. Some students were unable to

understand the speech of the South American

coffee planter.

Photography is excellent, sound poor.

Contents. A young man's use of marionettes to

tell the story of coffee.

Matthew Atwell and his daughter are discussing

Jerry, the young man whom she wants to marry.

Mr. Atwell objects to Jerry because he wastes nis

time playing with puppets. The girl tells her

father that Jerry is coming that very day to talk

with him. In order to win Mr. Atwell's approval,

Jerry proposes to tell the story of coffee with his

puppets.

A month later Jerry is ready to present his

puppet play. The play opens as Jerry Spencer
meets a South American coffee planter who tells

him a legend of the discovery of coffee. A goat-

herd in Arabia notices that his goats dance about

after nibbling berries from a small tree. The goat-

herd eats some of the berries himself and joins the

goats in their dance.

The planter continues his story of coffee. He
states that coffeehouses have played an important

part in history and literature. In "Ye Olde Coffee

House" David Garrick and his friends congregate

for coffee. Dr. Samuel Johnson and Boswell stop

at the coffeehouse. The coffee planter states that

the French Revolution began in coffeehouses and

that many of the plans for our own Revolution

were formed there. A group of early American

patriots are shown in a colonial coffeehouse.

The planter tells Jerry about the growing of

coffee. Puppets made to resemble native workers
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pick coffee. The coffee planter shows Jerry over

the plantation and tells him about the growing and

tending of the coffee trees. When Jerry refers to

the coffee bean, the planter tells him that it is not a

bean but a cherry. A coffee tree with both

blossoms and cherries is shown as the planter

explains that, because all the cherries do not ripen

at once, it may take ix months to pick one tree.

It is further explained that, once picked, the cherry

is soaked until soft, then dried and the outer part

removed. Workers turn coffee beans over as they

dry. The planter says that this takes from 4 to 8

days. The beans are cleaned and sorted before

being shipped to the United States. The puppet

play ends as the planter says that the rest of the

story of coffee must be told by Matthew Atwell.

Mr. Atwell consents to take Jerry and his

daughter on a tour of the roasting plant. Enter-

ing the storehouse, they see many varieties of coffee

which are needed in making the various blends.

Coffee is dumped into the green chute, mixed,

cleaned, and roasted. The green and roasted

beans are compared. Mr. Atwell explains that

rating brings out the flavor, but that the coffee

begins to lose this flavor as soon as air reaches it.

The coffee is cooled, cleaned, ground, weighed, and

packed in vacuum cans.

In the final sequence Mr. Atwell, pleased with

the marionette show, consents to Jerry's marriage

to his daughter.

219. John Doe: Citizen jh-sh-c ISmin si Unit 1939

Other sources: Colo, 111

Appraisal. Good for (1) presenting a story

of political graft, (2) suggesting the operation of a

political machine run by a corrupt boss, and (3)

indicating the power of citizens to overthrow

political machines. Should be useful as a basis for

a discussion of political practices, and the responsi-

bility of citizens in combating corruption in

government.

The story is well told, although the film em-

ploys some unnecessary pictorial symbolism. It

should be noted that methods used by the political

boss are somewhat implausible, the organization

of the political forces is not clearly defined, and

federated unions are identified with corrupt

politics.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. A story of the struggle and eventual

triumph of the forces of good government over a

corrupt political machine.

The forces of good government are represented

by John Doe, and the political machines by the

political boss, Mike Hokum. John Doe is circu-

lating a petition for the repair of a damaged sea

wall. The people on whom he calls are too busy
to take the time to sign the petition. He arrives

at a newspaper office where a friend shows him

the notice of a counterproposal to build a jetty.

The counterproposal is shown to be the result of a

deal between J. J. Swindler, contractor, who wishes

to dispose of some worthless rock, and Mike Ho-

kum, who is to receive $10,000 if he succeeds in

putting the jetty deal over. A petition is posted
near the time clock where Swindler's employees

sign it after they punch the clock. Petitions are

sent to the office of Federated Unions and party

headquarters where more signatures are added.

The political boss examines the thick pile of signed

petitions. John Doe has been able to get just

enough signatures for the petition for the needed

repair of the sea wall.

The campaign activities are carried forward on

the two rival proposals a new jetty versus repair

of the damaged sea wall. The newspaper carries a

notice of a mass meeting to discuss the proposal

to repair the sea wall. When no audience arrives,

the meeting is called off. Activities of the political

boss are indicated as dollar bills are placed in

addressed envelopes, and handbills are distributed.

A newsboy delivers the evening paper carrying an

announcement of another mass meeting. One
man starts a fire with it; a woman wraps the gar-

bage in it. Swindler receives a letter from Mike
Hokum in which is enclosed a clipping telling of the

small attendance at the meeting held by the good

government forces. In the letter Hokum asks

Swindler to get ready with the $10,000. The tide

of the campaign turns against the political boss

when a child playing on the sea wall is drowned.

Again a mass meeting is called by the good govern-

ment forces; this time the hall is crowded.

On election day women leave their work to go to

vote; a sign near the time clock at the factory

instructs men how to vote; Mike Hokum buys
votes. When the votes are counted, it is dis-

covered that the political machine has been de-

feated though the vote is close.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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220. Journalism (Your Life Work) jh-sh 1 Imin sd

Vocational Guidance 1940

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, PaCW,
SamHous, SD, Tenn, VaBdE, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Good for indicating the character

of the work, the nature of the responsibilities, and

the qualifications required in several different

types of journalistic vocations.

Many types of journalistic employment are

shown in the film. It does not attempt to analyze

job opportunities in journalism.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Some jobs in journalism and the

responsibilities and training necessary for each.

As displays of magazines and newspapers are

shown, the commentator points out the great

variety of such periodicals. Writing for news-

papers is the subject of the first sequence. In a

newsroom a managing editor is at work. He calls

a reporter and tells him to cover a fire. The

commentator says that the reporter must think

fast and get his facts accurately. A map of a

city divided into zones illustrates the commenta-

tor's statement that reporters are usually assigned

to a beat. Such routine news-gathering points as

the police station, airport, railroad terminal,

hospitals, etc., are shown. A reporter telephones

his story to a rewrite man; a copyreader edits the

story and writes the headline. A linotype opera-

tor sets the story in type, and the make-up editor

decides where it will be placed in the paper. The

work of those responsible for special departments

of the newspaper foreign news, sports, finance,

society, homemaking, music, drama, and art is

depicted. The commentator says that it is in the

special departments of publications specializing

in information for and about women that girls

have their best chance in journalism. Qualifica-

tions of the editorial writer who analyzes and

interprets the news are described by the com-

mentator.

Writers who produce features for magazines and

newspapers are considered in the next sequence.

The commentator says that there are many maga-
zines that will accept articles on how to do or make

something. Columnists' work is described as very

interesting, but the commentator warns that it

takes long years of experience to become a colum-

nist. Several scenes suggest the scheme used by
syndicates to distribute special columns.

The next sequence deals with the work of the

country editor. Such an editor is shown setting

type, writing advertising, gathering news, and

running a press. The commentator says that the

country newspaper furnishes an opportunity for

the aspiring journalist to get experience in all

branches of newspaper work. The work of job

printing, which, the commentator states, forms

an important part of the country editor's work, is

briefly described. The work of the city editor is

contrasted with that of the country editor.

The final sequence suggests considerations for

students contemplating journalism as a vocation.

The commentator says that reporting is a job

requiring ambition, stamina, and intelligence, and

adds that an interest in writing is the first requisite

for success in journalism. The commentator says

that high school courses in composition and social

studies, and experience on a school paper are good

training for a career in journalism.

221. Jumps and Pole Vaults jh-sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

KanCity, Me, Mich, Minn, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, OreSt, PaCW, PaMil,

SamHous, SanAnt, SD, Tenn, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for demonstrat-

ing forms and styles used in the high jump; run-

ning broad jump; hop, step, and jump; and pole

vault. Found useful in (1) developing an appre-

ciation of the necessity for good form in athletics

and (2) stimulating an interest in track. Should

also be useful in developing spectator appreciation

of track events.

Teachers reported that the use of slow-motion

and stop-motion photography facilitated the anal-

ysis of the various forms used. Coaches using it

should call attention to the fact that the forms

shown are but a few of the many which may be used

and that strict conformity is not implied.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Demonstrations of the high jump;

running broad jump; hop, step, and jump; and the

pole vault.

High jumpers are shown using various styles
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in clearing a bar. One man doubles his legs under

him. Another brings his jumping leg up and

over. A third jumper keeps his right leg tucked

under him until he is across the bar. A fourth

jumper approaches the bar at right angles and

takes off at some distance from it. There follow

reviews of the various styles and the action of

several scenes is "frozen."

In the running broad jump, speed of running

and height of jump are emphasized. Several

jumpers are shown in slow motion as the com-

mentator discusses their style. One of them

makes two short running strides in the air.

Complete hop, step, and jump action is shown

at normal speed as the commentator says that this

event does not involve maximum running speed.

As a slow-motion view of the complete movement

is shown, the commentator analyzes the form in

some detail.

As vaulters clear a high bar, the commentator

discusses characteristics of a good pole vaulter.

Various types of approaches, pull-ups, pull-overs,

and pole releases are shown. The motion in

several cases is "frozen" for analysis.

222. Juvenile Delinquency jh-sh-c 9min sd March

of Time 1936

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, HI, Ind,

IntFB, Iowa, Kan, Minn, OhioDptE,

Okla, SamHous, Syr, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) indicat-

ing important causes of crime, (2) illustrating the

typical development of a juvenile delinquent, (3)

furnishing impressions of the social and economic

costs of crime, and (4) suggestingmeasures that will

reduce criminal delinquency.

Teachers and students liked the narrative form

of the film and its vivid realistic content, but felt

that it presented a somewhat oversimplified solu-

tion to the problem of juvenile delinquency. They

expressed a desire for a more thorough treatment

of things that might be done to combat the spread

of crime among youth. Lively discussion fol-

lowed the showing of the film, and some classes

carried on community investigations on issues

raised by the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A dramatized case history suggesting

causes of juvenile delinquency and indicating some

steps that may be taken to combat it.

As views of delinquent boys are shown, the

commentator explains that one-fifth of all persons

arrested in the United States are in their teens.

He says that in one state 4 boys have died in the

electric chair and 6 others are awaiting execution

(1936). As views of slum districts are shown, the

commentator suggests that squalid neighborhoods

are "the cradles of crime."

At Atlantic City a group of men interested in

social welfare and delinquency are in session. One

speaker places responsibility for crime upon the

community. Another says that while probation

and parole work are good crime prevention meas-

ures, the most effective way is to nip the criminal's

career in the bud.

The next sequence dramatizes the case of Joe

Krutz, described as a typical criminal delinquent.

Joe's home is in a crowded tenement district.

He plays in the streets and finally becomes asso-

ciated with a gang. There are views of gang

meetings at which boys smoke and talk over their

escapades. First there are petty thefts, such as

stealing fruit from a corner stand, or a flashlight

from a notion store. Joe is called before a judge

and placed on probation. Caught stealing goods

from a freight car, he is sent to a reform school.

Released from the reform school, he becomes a

"tough one." He enters one of the club hangouts

and starts a fight. He begins to do business with

crooked politicians. The storekeeper refuses to

pay for the protection that the boys sell for the

politicians, and, as a result, has his windows

shattered. The next step is the "stolen-car

racket." Then the big assignment comes from

the boss. Joe is given a gun and told that every-

thing will be all right, but something goes wrong

and a man is killed.

Returning to the Atlantic City meeting, the

commentator says that the 48 social welfare

agencies represented have proposed a coordination

of existing national and local welfare agencies.

As views of recreational facilities, libraries, and

medical examination are shown, the commentator

explains that the Atlantic City group is under-

taking a vigorous drive against the root of crime.

223. Key West int-jh-sh llmin sd March of Time

1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Iowa, Minn,

OhioDptE, Wis
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Appraisal. Reported good for (1) presenting

information concerning the climate, location, and

appearance of the Florida Keys and (2) showing
the cooperation of the federal and local govern-

ment in rehabilitating a stricken community.
Found useful in promoting a study of community

planning, and for developing a sense of community

pride and responsibility.

The film presents this governmental experiment

in a favorable light; some teachers felt that the

film should have included figures on costs and data

on the outcome of the experiment. Teachers

making this criticism may have overlooked the

fact that the film is the record of a particular

period in the history of a community. Students

'were able to relate the problems of Key West to

similar ones in their own community.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The cooperative effort of the federal

government and the local community to restore

prosperity to Key West, Florida.

Julius F. Stone, Jr., is shown on the steps of the

Harvard Law School. The commentator explains

that Stone, a New Deal brain-trust veteran (1938),

started his study of law at Harvard. As a map of

Florida and Key West is shown, the commentator

says that Stone was in command of the New Deal

experiment to restore prosperity to Key West.

Views of dilapidated houses, deserted streets,

and abandoned stores accompany the commenta-

tor's statement that in 1934 Key West was the

ghost town of the South. A view of the railroad

that connects the mainland with the Key is

accompanied by the explanation that even the

railroad was in the hands of a receiver. Stone

makes an airplane trip to investigate the situation.

He finds the factories closed, the Army and Navy

posts abandoned, stores and shops deserted, taxes

unpaid, and municipal employees in need of relief.

After the investigation, Stone suggests that the

tourist business might be the answer.

At a meeting of the city council it is decided to

turn the entire city over to the United States

government. Stone establishes headquarters and

takes control. Houses are painted, artists pre-

pare posters to be used to advertise the city, and

government murals are placed in the city's cafes

and restaurants. The military post is reopened

as a CCC camp, a new sewage system is installed,

and highways are resurfaced. WPA workers

remove rubbish from the streets, repair tumble-

down buildings, redecorate cottages, and clean up
the ruins of old Fort Jefferson. In order to speed

up the work, Commissioner Stone appeals to the

citizens of Key West for volunteer work. The
citizens respond by doing general clean-up and

restoration work. The Navy includes Key West
on its approved shore leave list, and sailors appear
in the streets again. Boy Scouts distribute pam-
phlets containing last-minute hints to residents

who expect paying guests during the tourist

season. The commentator says that, as the last

work was being completed, a hurricane struck.

The onslaught of the hurricane and the destruction

left in its wake are shown. The railroad that

connected Key West with the mainland is shown
in ruins.

The PWA begins building a highway over the

abandoned railroad right of way. As Stone de-

parts he warns against promoters who will want to

change Key West into a town "filled with race

tracks and honky-tonks." During the first year

cheap amusements begin to appear. The citizens

call a meeting to curb the undesirable elements of

the tourist trade.

There are views of the celebration of the opening
of the bridge that connects Key West with the

mainland. Scenes in a crowded night club are

contrasted with scenes of quiet tropical beauty.

224. Killers (Battle for Life Series) jh-sh-c lOmin

sd Bell & Howell, Pictorial, and Teaching
Film Custodians (Educational Films Corp.
of America) 1932

Other sources: Bos, Mich, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for showing structure, special

adaptations, food-getting, and defense mechanisms

of the praying mantis, hunting wasp, spider, sol-

pugid, and scorpion. Should also be useful in

developing the concepts of the struggle in nature

for survival and of the interrelation of animal life.

The major emphasis is on the battle for life.

Some scenes depict vividly the cruel and vicious

aspects of life in the animal world. There are

unusually good close-ups of the animals.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. The struggle between several forms

of life among the insects and the Arachnida.

Close-ups of the praying mantis are shown.

The commentator calls attention to the powerful
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jaws, characteristic of this formidable hunter. A
butterfly is seized by the praying mantis and the

meal is begun. The commentator says that the

praying mantis helps keep in check many insects

harmful to man.

The hunting wasp emerges from her nest in the

ground. She walks into the trap of a praying

mantis and a struggle ensues, but the wasp escapes.

The wasp returns to her nest and starts on a hunt

for game. She finds a cricket, paralyzes it with

her stinger, and drags it to her nest. A close-up

of the interior of the nest shows the body of the

cricket in a kind of crib, along with several other

crickets that have met a similar fate. The com-

mentator says the wasp lays an egg on the body of

the cricket and after the young wasp hatches, it

feeds on the cricket.

The hunting wasp flies into the spider's web and

is quickly trapped as the spider wraps it with a

silken thread. When the wrapping is secure, the

spider kills the wasp and carries it away for food.

The spider, in turn, falls prey to another insect,

the solpugid. The solpugid becomes involved in a

battle with a scorpion. The scorpion kills the

solpugid by use of its strategically placed stinger.

As two scorpions are shown in fierce combat, the

commentator says that animals not only kill

members of other species but also fight among
themselves. The animals grasp each other and

struggle to insert their stingers. The battle ends

with the death of both.

225. Know Your Money jh-sh-c 20min sd U.S.

Secret Service 1940

Other sources: Bos, Ga, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan,

NC, OhioDptE, Okla, Tex, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing
various types of counterfeit money and ways it

may be recognized, (2) suggesting steps to be taken

to apprehend counterfeiters, and (3) giving im-

pressions of the work of the United States Secret

Service in suppressing counterfeiting.

The film is unusual in that it contains close-ups

of various types of paper currency.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Work of the United States Secret

Service in apprehending counterfeiters and ways
in which counterfeit money may be identified.

Views of a portrait of Andrew Jackson and the

Treasury building are shown as the commentator

tells of Jackson's selection of the site for the build-

ing. The commentator explains that the Secret

Service is housed in the Treasury building. Chief

Frank J. Wilson is shown at his desk, and the

commentator describes him as the "nemesis of

many a notorious criminal who defied man's right

to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

An animated map indicates the 15 administrative

districts of the Secret Service.

The next sequence outlines a campaign under-

taken in 1938 to suppress counterfeiters. Chief

Wilson and his assistants confer. The commenta-

tor says that they decided to undertake a cam-

paign of publicity and education in addition to

their law enforcement duties. The commentator

describes their work with New York City bankers

and merchants and outlines proper identification

procedures in cashing government checks.

As the molds of a coin counterfeiter are shown,
the commentator says that coin counterfeiting is

not practiced to any great extent because of the

small profits. Methods of identifying counterfeit

coins are shown cutting with a knife, weighing,

feeling, examining for poor or imperfect reading,

and testing with acid.

Methods that may be used to detect counterfeit

notes are shown in the next sequence. Quick
identification of three types of genuine notes by

seal, color, and legends is illustrated. Further

identification of federal reserve notes by the re-

gional bank seal is demonstrated. Figures and

letters that identify the regional bank are pointed

out on the face of the note. Notes are also identi-

fied by the portrait on the face. The locations

of the check letter and face plate number are

indicated.

Specific instructions are given on precautionary

measures against counterfeiters. The commen-

tator says that counterfeit warning notices may
be obtained free of charge from the nearest United

States Secret Service office. The commentator

outlines steps to be taken when a stranger attempts
to pass a counterfeit note do not return it, tele-

phone police, delay the passer, etc. Rules to be

followed in identifying counterfeit notes are stated

and illustrated. Rule 1. "Compare the suspect

note with one of the same type and denomination."

Genuine and counterfeit notes are compared and

the differences noted. Rule 2. "Pay particular

attention to the portrait and to the fine cross-ruled
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lines around the portrait." The portraits on a

genuine and a counterfeit bill are contrasted.

Rule 3. "Observe the expression of the eyes."

Rule 4. "Observe the lighter portions of the hair."

Rule 5. "Examine the paper carefully." Rule 6.

"Examine the Treasury seal." Contrasting views

show that the points of the seal on the genuine note

are sharper and more distinct than those on the

counterfeit note. Rule 7. "Examine the border."

Lines on the genuine note are clear and unbroken.

The commentator explains that the fine quality of

the work on notes is largely due to the machine on

which they are made, and a geometric lathe is

shown in operation.

The film concludes with an episode in which a

passer attempts to victimize a merchant. The

merchant recognizes the note as counterfeit and

calls the police. When the police arrive, the

counterfeiter is arrested.

226. Krakatoa jh-sh-c 30min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Educational Films Corp. of

America) 1933

Other sources: Bos, Ga, 111, Mich, OhioDptE,
Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing volcanic erup-

tions and the destruction caused by them and (2)

suggesting some of the geological conditions result-

ing in volcanoes. Should be useful in developing

an understanding of the destructive force of nature.

The actual scenes of erupting volcanoes are

realistic and exciting. The geological explanation

of the causes of volcanic action is brief.

Photography and sound are good. . .

Contents. The eruptions of several volcanoes,

the damage caused by them, and explanation of

the formation of volcanoes.

As scenes of mountains, coast lines, fields, storms

at sea, and lightning are shown, the commentator

notes the beauties of nature and the power of

natural forces. Several views of an erupting vol-

cano are followed by a cross-section diagram show-

ing the composition of the earth. The commenta-

tor explains that the layer of hot basalt just below

the earth's crust becomes liquid and wells out when

pressure is relieved. He also states that, in spite

of the danger from volcanoes, people insist on living

near them to take advantage of the rich basaltic

soil. Japanese farmers flee from an eruption ;
lava

pours out of a crater; and, when the danger is over,

the refugees return to their homes. There are

views of Vesuvius and the rums of Pompeii as the

commentator describes the civilization that was

destroyed by the eruption in 79 A.D. Lava flows

down the mountainside, burns and buries trees and

shrubbery, and knocks down buildings. People

flee from the volcano. The commentator says

that the entire group of Hawaiian Islands has been

built up by volcanoes such as Mauna Loa, which,

although not a violent volcano, frequently exudes

long rivers of molten lava. Lava from Mauna
Loa runs over a highway and into a body of water.

Inside the crater, Kilauea, lava bubbles and boils.

There are views of Aetna and the surrounding

farming country as the commentator says that this

volcano, which erupts regularly every 6 years, has

never been known to be silent. Lava pushes down

bridges and buildings as natives stolidly remove

possessions from their homes.

Belts of volcanoes circling the Pacific basin and

the Indian Ocean are indicated on a globe, and the

commentator calls attention to the fact that these

belts meet in the East Indies. Dates of serious

eruptions in Java are indicated and there are views

of volcanic mountains in this area. Maps of a

small group of islands in the Dutch East Indies

indicate the change in their shape and area result-

ing from the eruption of Krakatoa in 1883. The

underlying strata of the island are diagrammed,and
the size of the crater left after the eruption is indi-

cated. Diagrams show the widespread effects of

the explosion in tidal waves, sound, air disturb-

ances, and dust clouds.

There are views of newspaper clippings predict-

ing new eruptions of the now undersea volcano.

On a nearby island, observers watch for another

eruption. There follow views of explosions that

shoot water, steam, and rocks high into the air.

227. The Land of Bengal (Fox Movietone Series)

int-jh-sh 9min sd Teaching Film Custodi-

ans (Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.)

1934

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Mich, OhioDptE,

Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving impressions of the

appearance of the city of Calcutta, and of the dress,

customs, and religion of the inhabitants. May be

useful in developing an appreciation of oriental
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culture and in contrasting it with occidental Christchurch there are scenes of busy streets,

culture.

The film centers around the people of Calcutta,

but does not identify important fundamentals in

oriental culture. There is a great variety of ap-

parently unrelated scenes.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Street scenes in Calcutta.

There are views of activity along the river at

early morning coolies loading boats, Hindus

standing in the river to pray, and crude boats

propelled by man power. Views of the streets

show the dress of the people, their methods of

transportation, and the business buildings.

A title states that Calcutta is the capital of

Bengal. Views of government buildings follow.

In contrast to the Western character of the gov-

ernment buildings are the native temples. Sacred

cows wander along the city streets, and Moham-
medans drive a herd of goats to the slaughterhouse.

A fortuneteller, a native laundry, gambling games,

and a penitent measuring the distance to the tem-

ple with his own body are shown. A man dictates

a letter to the street letterwriter; the commentator

says that this is considered good form.

Sacred relics and images are borne through the

crowded streets on the occasion of a thanksgiving

celebration. At evening Mohammedans pray,

facing toward the sacred city of Mecca.

228. The Land of Contentment (Magic Carpet

Series) int-jh-sh 9min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Twentieth Century-Fox Corp.)

1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ind, Mich, Minn,

OhioDptE, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Good for showing people, cities,

natural beauty, and industries of New Zealand.

A number of phases of life in New Zealand are

shown, all treated very briefly. Some geographic

orientation before the film presentation will prob-

ably be helpful.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Random impressions of New Zealand.

There are views in the mountainous areas where

glaciers reach down into the tropical jungle. Views

of the land, mountains, trees, and lakes are shown

as the commentator calls New Zealand the most

English of all the British colonies. In the city of

buildings, and gardens.

At the park in New Plymouth, visitors feed

swans, trout, and ducks. There are numerous

views of gannets in the sanctuary at Cape Kid-

napper. The commentator says that this is one

of the few places on earth where the gannets make
their nests and feed their young. A young gannet
receives its food from the father bird.

A village of the Maoris is briefly shown. The

village is situated in a geyser area. Native girls

weave flax with crude looms.

Views of the harvesting of a small-grain crop
and views of sheepherders watching their flocks

indicate two important economic activities of the

country. As scenes of natural beauty are shown,
the commentator calls New Zealand the outermost

rim of the British Empire.

229. Land of Mexico int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Ky, Mich, Minn,

NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz,

SamHous, SD, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) giving

impressions of the geographic regions of Mexico

and the chief products of each, (2) suggesting agri-

cultural methods in Mexico, (3) giving impressions
of materials and methods used in the construction

of an adobe house, and (4) indicating transporta-

tion methods common in rural Mexico. Should be

useful in contrasting rural life in Mexico with rural

life in the United States and in developing inter-

American understanding.

Teachers reported that the film was a good over-

view of Mexico, but that more detail would have

improved its presentation. It was successfully

used in connection with the film, People of Mexico.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Geographic features of Mexico and

economic activities of the people.

Maps show the relative positions of the United

States and Mexico. A narrow fringe of tropical

lowland along the Gulf coast is indicated on a relief

map and followed by views of palm trees and a

small village. Veracruz is located on the map.
At the docks a ship's cargo is discharged and
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freight cars are loaded with bags of sugar to be

taken to the interior.

Scenes in Mexico's steep mountains, which are

but a short distance from the seacoast, are followed

by views of waterfalls, a potential but undeveloped

source of water power, and by views of silver

mines, an actual source of great mineral wealth.

Orizaba, a peak located in these mountain ranges,

is shown.

Fertile, semiarid inland valleys are shown, and

the commentator says that it is in them that most

of the Mexican people live. The location of

Mexico City in the heart of this country is indi-

cated on a map. Views follow of various parts of

the city, stressing its many modern buildings. As

scenes in a market place are shown, the commen-

tator mentions its importance to the life of the

city. There are views of a man plowing with an

ox team, and the commentator says that Mexico

today is largely the "land of the plow." The im-

portance of corn to the Mexican economy is indi-

cated by scenes of corn being harvested, dumped
into piles, and stored in a granary. Wheat is

threshed and winnowed, organ cactus is trans-

planted to form living fences, and bamboolike

reeds are cut for use in basketmaking. A claylike

soil, adobe, is dug, mixed with straw, moistened,

molded into slabs, and carried to the site of a build-

ing under construction. There are views of farm-

ers on the road to market and of a village market.

230. Land of the Giants int-jh-sh 27min sd U.S.

Interior 1935

Other sources: Calif, ETexBur, Ga, 111, Iowa,

OhioDptE, OreSt

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

recreational facilities and the beauty of several

California park areas and (2) suggesting the char-

acter of the work done by the Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps in improving park areas. Should be

useful for developing an appreciation of the recrea-

tional advantages offered by well-planned and well-

maintained parks.

This film was found particularly valuable in

California where the parks shown were accessible

to many students.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Work of the Civilian Conservation

Corps in rehabilitating and improving various Cali-

fornia park areas under the emergency conserva-

tion work plan.

Views of Yosemite National Park and of Cali-

fornia Redwood State Park are shown. CCC
boys are shown using machinery and hand equip-

ment in constructing bridges, roads, tourist trails,

and tourist camps.

Humboldt State Park is introduced by views of

its wide roads through tall trees. Telephone lines

and roads have been constructed by CCC boys.

At Calaveras fire lanes have been cut through giant

sequoia trees. Creek banks have been improved,

white-pine blister rust is being fought, and ma-

sonry bridges have been constructed. In the San

Jacinto Mountains, the scene of another state

park, Hidden Lake, is shown. Pack trains carry

timbers and materials for the construction of a

CCC camp miles from the nearest automobile

roads.

At Rubicon Point State Park on the shores of

Lake Tahoe, CCC boys clean up the beaches and

prepare campsites. Old trees are felled to make

way for younger growth. At Prairie Creek State

Park undergrowth has been trimmed, forest trails

constructed, and paths marked with handmade

redwood signs. There are views of roads and camp
construction at Big Sur River. Cuyamaca Ran-

cho, a favorite resort of San Diego residents, is

shown to be located in a beautiful area filled with

waterfalls and luxuriant forest growth. CCC
boys are shown placing poison for the extermina-

tion of grasshoppers. Morro Bay on the seacoast

is shown as an outstanding scenic attraction in

California.

231. The Last of the Wood Engravers (Demon-

strating the Arts) jh-sh-c SOmin si Harvard

(Boston Museum of Fine Arts) 1930

Other sources: Bos, Ind, Iowa, Minn,

OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

techniques of wood engraving. Found useful in

developing an appreciation of the wood engraver's

art.

Teachers reported that techniques were well

shown by means of close-ups and magnification.

The film stimulated some students in art classes to

engage in other types of carving and cutting

work. A more complete explanation would have
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been helpful to teachers not familiar with the introduction or overview to a study of South

procedure. America.

Photography and titles are good. Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Timothy Cole in a demonstration of

wood engraving.

Titles state that wood engraving, once widely

employed to reproduce paintings, has been largely

replaced by photomechanical processes, and that,

while the latter are more accurate, the former is

more expressive. Views of Mr. Cole in his home

at Poughkeepsie, New York, are followed by titles

emphasizing his contribution to American art.

Mrs. Cole reads to the engraver as he works.

In a museum Mr. Cole studies an original por-

trait by El Greco before beginning the work of

reproducing it. Notes are made on a photograph

of the portrait. Returning to his studio, Mr. Cole

shellacs the block. A close-up reveals that it is

made of pieces of boxwood, cut against the grain

and glued together. The portrait is photographed
on the block hi reverse. With a magnifying glass,

a leather bag filled with sand, and various gravers

as tools, Mr. Cole begins his work. The photo-

graph is copied as it appears in a mirror so that it

will be reversed. The graver is held so that it may
be pushed by the palm of the hand and steadied by
the thumb. There follow several close-ups of

techniques for bringing out the values of the por-

trait. Powder is rubbed into the grooves from

time to time to check the accuracy of the work.

After several weeks of work, the engraving is nearly

finished, and Mr. Cole visits the museum to com-

pare his block with the original. Notes are made

on corrections; the film ends with a series of very

close views of a print showing various sections of

the engraving.

232. Latin America: Its Racial and Economic

Background int-jh-sh 30min si Harmon

Found. 1937

Other source: OhioDptE

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-

sions of South American industries, cities, geo-

graphic regions, and racial groups. Found useful

in developing an understanding of our South

American neighbors.

The film sacrifices clarity and continuity in an

attempt to cover many aspects of South American

We in a relatively short time. Its best use is as an

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Contents. Impressions of the principal indus-

tries, cities, geographical areas, and racial groups

of South America, presented through animated

maps and straight photography.

Reel 1, dealing with the Pacific and Orinoco

areas, begins with a map of South America. A
title describes the advanced civilization that

existed in Peru before the coming of the Spaniards.

Several views illustrate the activities of people

living there today marketing, shearing llamas,

weaving blankets, and washing clothes. Several

views of the Island of the Sun and the Island of the

Moon in Lake Titicaca are shown. A title states

that on them the Incas had their capital. Several

Peruvian Indians perform an ancient dance accom-

panied by native instruments. Chile's chief indus-

tries are illustrated by views of nitrate mining, and

copper mining and refining.

Maps introduce the region of the Orinoco River

and indicate its location. Herds of beef cattle

are corralled and driven aboard river boats to be

carried to market. Views of several types of na-

tives follow a title stating that traces of Indian,

Spanish, and Negro blood may be found among
them. Workers gather blocks of asphalt from a

natural asphalt lake on the island of Trinidad.

Views of Cartagena, an ancient Spanish city, are

shown.

Reel 2 deals with the regions of the Amazon and

La Plata rivers. The Amazon region is indicated

on a map. Several people ride horses through a

region covered with heavy tropical vegetation.

Various jungle birds and animals are shown. Na-

tive workers gather latex from plantation and wild

rubber trees. There follow several views of the

area near Santos. Brazilian coffee is picked,

soaked, dried, sorted, and sacked for shipment.

The La Plata River region is shown on a map.
A title states that scarcely a trace remains of the

original inhabitants of this area. Argentine

Gauchos are shown tending herds of beef cattle.

Large flocks of sheep and shearing operations are

shown. Argentine wheat production is indicated

by views of high-wheeled wagons hauling sacks of

wheat to river-boat landings. The film concludes

with views of Buenos Aires.
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233. The League of Nations jh-sh-c 8min sd

March of Time 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Iowa,

Minn, OhioDptE, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) tracing the rise

and decline of the power of the League of Nations

and (2) providing background for an understand-

ing of the present world conflict. Should be useful

in raising the issue as to the responsibility of the

United States for world order.

This is one of the best documents available on

European politics from the close of the World War
in 1918 to the outbreak of the present conflict.

Some of the newsreel scenes are of unusual histori-

cal interest.

Photography is of superior newsreel quality,

sound excellent.

Contents . A record of the founding of the League
of Nations and of its decline in a world about to

launch into another series of wars.

Views of newspaper headlines, ships, guns, shells,

etc., evidence the increased pace of the armament

race. Anthony Eden is shown leaving 10 Down-

ing Street. The commentator explains that Eden

has split with Chamberlain over England's foreign

policy, and goes on to say that Eden has advocated

a strong League of Nations as the cornerstone of

English foreign policy and that Chamberlain has

rejected this point of view.

The next sequence deals with the founding of the

League of Nations. There is a view of Wilson and

Pershing standing together. The commentator

tells of Wilson's part in the foundation of the

League. There are some actual views of the Ver-

sailles conference. A map of the world indicates

the countries that became members of the League.

The changes brought about in the map of Europe
as a result of the Treaty of Versailles are indicated.

As Wilson is shown as a broken and disappointed

old man, the commentator emphasizes the fact

that the United States refused to support its presi-

dent by becoming a member of the League. There

is a view of the temporary home of the League, and

views of MacDonald, Briand, and Stresemann, as

the commentator tells of the hopeful days of the

League.

The decline of the League begins. Japan in-

vades Manchuria indicated by war scenes and

views of the Emperor of Japan. Eden rises at a
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meeting of the League to urge strong action and
the Japanese delegates walk out of the League.
The League fails to take action. Germany rearms

under Hitler and deserts the League. Italy in-

vades Ethiopia suggested by a view of Mussolini

and war scenes in Africa. Again Eden urges action

and a halfhearted boycott is finally adopted.
Haile Selassie is shown before the League asking
for support but his appeal is lost in the boos of the

Italian delegation. War breaks out again in the

Far East indicated by battle scenes. The League
does nothing. Italian delegates leave the League.
This pictorial evidence is used by the commentator

to support his remarks concerning the ever-weaken-

ing condition of the League.

In England crowds are shown protesting An-

thony Eden's being forced out of the Chamberlain

government. Billboards and posters are shown

which call for the support of Eden on the basis of

his foreign policy. There are views of guns, ships,

and airplanes forebodings of the war to come

and finally a close-up of a tablet in Geneva to the

memory of Woodrow Wilson. The commentator

says that, though this League of Nations may die,

another must some day take its place if mankind is

not to perish from the earth.

234. Learn to Swim int-jh-sh-c 20min sd U.S.

Agric. 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, CenWash, Ga,

111, Ind, Kan, Ky, Minn, Mo, NH, Ohio-

DptE, SC, Tenn, Tex, VaBdE, Vt, Wis

For an appraisal and description of this film see

Swimming which presents most of the material to

be found in Learn to Swim.

235. Leather int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1929

Other sources: Ariz, ETexBur, 111, Ind, Iowa,

LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

several types of leather and some of the products

made from each type, (2) giving impressions of the

processes of tanning, and (3) showing some of the

steps involved in the manufacture of leather shoes.

Sources of leather and steps in the manufacture

of shoes were presented effectively; teachers, how-

ever, wished more detail on processes, particularly

those of tanning, and some indication of the loca-

tion of leather-producing areas. Manufacturing
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scenes were thought to be somewhat out of date.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Sources of leather and how it is

tanned and manufactured into shoes.

Views of grazing goats are followed by a scene in

which a bookbinder covers a book with leather.

The manufacture of kid gloves is suggested by
views of workmen operating a glovemaking ma-

chine. Views of a group of alligators on the edge

of a stream are followed by views of a woman in-

specting an alligator bag in a leather goods store.

A title stating that leather may be made from

snakeskin is followed by views of a python, a shoe-

factory cutting room, a snakeskin, and a woman

working on a pair of snakeskin shoes. Additional

sources of leather are suggested by views of a flock

of Australian sheep and a herd of Argentine cattle.

A sequence dealing with leather tanning begins

with views of men placing cured hides on a truck

for transportation to pits where they are soaked in

a lime solution to loosen the hair. The hides are

then unhaired and defleshed by machine and by
hand. Hides are placed in tanning drums, re-

moved, and placed under pressure. A title states

that the tanning liquid changes the hides to leather.

Some hides are shaved to make them of uniform

thickness, others are split by machines. The

leather is stretched and softened by staking

machines, placed on drying frames, heated, and

ironed.

The final sequence deals with the manufacture of

leather shoes. The technique of the old shoemaker

who, a title states, made one pair of shoes in two

days is contrasted with that of a modern shoe fac-

tory. Workmen cut out shoe tops, stitch on up-

pers, insert lasts into the finished uppers, run the

shoes through a pulling-over machine, last the side

and shank, sew the welt to the shaped shoe, and

cut out, press, and attach the outsole to the welt.

Finished shoes are shown in a store window.

236. Leaves int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd Erpi 1936

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan-

City, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo,
NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
PaKutz, SamHous, SC, Syr, Tenn, TexCW,
TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WTex,
WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing
the structure of leaves, (2) demonstrating the proc-

ess of photosynthesis by which the leaf manufac-

tures food, and (3) suggesting the manner in which

leaves conserve moisture and protect the plant.

Should be useful for developing (1) an understand-

ing of the dependence of animal life on plants and

(2) an appreciation of the complexity of plant

structure.

Teachers and students reported that the anima-

tion and the photomicrography were unusually

effective in making a clear presentation of cellular

form and photosynthesis. Teachers who used it

on the elementary level reported that the vocabu-

lary was somewhat technical for their students.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Structure of leaves and their func-

tions in manufacturing food.

On a diagram of a tree the various parts are

identified as their functions are described by the

commentator. Following views of a horse-chest-

nut bud opening in the spring, the commentator

calls attention to the leaves' velvety coating of

hair. Parts of the elm leaf are identified and de-

scribed. Simple, compound, netted-veined, and

parallel-veined leaves are shown. Additional dif-

ferences between leaves are indicated by views of

leaves with various shapes and margins.

A microscopic view of a cross section of a leaf

shows that it consists of a multitude of cells. A
cross-section diagram shows the outside layers

(waxy skin, pores, stomata), the closely fitted cy-

lindrical cells, the loosely packed spongy cells, and

the water veins. Microscopic views of the inside

of the loosely packed cells show chloroplasts in

constant motion. Animations illustrate the pas-

sage of carbon dioxide from the air through the leaf

pores, the distribution of water in the veins, and

the action of the sun's rays and the green chlo-

rophyll in changing these substances into sugar.

This same process is portrayed as being analogous

to a factory.

Accompanying views of a sharp-spined nettle,

the commentator states that leaves of some plants

have been modified until they no longer manufac-

ture food. Magnified views of such stinger spines

reveal large cells at their bases which help to press

out the poison. They are equipped with knoblike

tips which break off when anything brushes against

them. The commentator says that the stingers

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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are irritating to grazing animals who thus learn to

avoid them. Microscopic views show the poison-
ous life substance within the tube of the spine.

There follow views of plants with water cups, the

wood sorrel and the ice plant.

237. Lenses jh-sh-c ISmin si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, 111, Ind, lowa-

A&M, Ky, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Pa-

Mil, Syr, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

effect of convex, concave, and achromatic lenses on

light.

Effective use is made of diagrams and animation.

Since the film is somewhat technical, its showing
should be preceded by an introductory study of

lenses.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Principles of lens refraction, shown
in animation and straight photography.
A ladle of molten glass is removed from a fur-

nace. There are views of glass crystals, lens

blanks, and lens-grinding apparatus. A man

polishes a reading glass and uses it to read a news-

paper.

The action of converging lenses is demonstrated.

A diagram shows how individual light rays enter a

converging lens, are bent, and come to a focus at a

point beyond the lens. It is demonstrated that

converging lenses act like prisms placed back to

back. Further diagrams show the meaning of the

terms "focal length" and "principal focus." The
fact that increasing the curvature shortens the focal

length of the lens is demonstrated. The action of

converging lenses in producing images is demon-

strated by using a ground glass. Diagrams sug-

gest that light is transmitted from a source in ex-

panding spheres and show how images are formed

by converging lenses. The position of the real and

virtual images are indicated and the fact that the

image grows larger as the object approaches the

lens is demonstrated.

A sequence on the diverging lens is introduced as

a man uses a lens to examine a portion of an archi-

tectural drawing. In a laboratory it is demon-

strated that light leaves a diverging lens in a

diverging beam. This is further demonstrated in

a diagram. Other diagrams compare the action of

concave lenses with two prisms with their apexes

together.

The final sequence deals with achromatic lenses.

It is demonstrated in the laboratory that ordinary
lenses produce images with colored fringes, while

achromatic lenses do not. This is explained by
animated diagrams showing the difference in the

location of the focuses of red and blue lights. A
title states that color correction is obtained by a

combination of lenses. This fact is briefly demon-
strated.

238. Lessons of the War in Spain sh-c 6min sd

March of Time 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Iowa,

OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) giving impressions of

the military tactics used in the Spanish war, (2)

suggesting the development of the Rome-Berlin

Axis as it was evidenced in Spain, and (3) indicat-

ing observation by the United States of military

tactics in Spain. Should be useful as a supplement
to the study of the development of German,

Italian, and Russian foreign policies.

The chief value of this film is as a record of im-

portant events. Subsequent events have dis-

proved some theories expounded in the film. The

photographic elements move at a rapid pace and

are held together by the commentary.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. A record of the interests of the totali-

tarian powers in the Spanish war and the military

theories, tactics, and machines given a trial in that

war.

Scenes of the Spanish war are followed by scenes

in Washington where United States military ex-

perts are studying the tactics used. The inter-

national character of the Spanish war is suggested.

Hitler and Mussolini are shown reviewing their

troops. Italy and Germany are indicated on a

map as the commentator says that these two

"have-not" powers represent the greatest threat of

war. There are views of airplanes, guns, and

tanks, and the commentator explains that the Fas-

cist powers depend upon a "lightning" war be-

cause they do not have the resources for a long

conflict.

Military experts in the United States are shown

studying a map on which the positions of the

armies are indicated. Scenes indicate that infor-

mation on the war in Spain comes from such sources

as Claude G. Bowers, former ambassador to Spain,
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who was stationed near the Spanish border in

France, and from observers aboard United States

vessels in Spanish waters.

As a map of Spain and a view of Franco with his

Moorish troops are shown, the commentator ex-

plains that Italy is interested because of Spain's

geographic position on the Mediterranean, that

Germany is interested in the Spanish natural re-

sources, and that Soviet Russia wants a Loyalist

victory to provide a bulwark against Fascism.

Another evidence of Fascist friendship is indicated

by views of Italian and German representatives

with Franco. The commentator says that these

countries were quick to recognize the Franco

government.
The Fascist theory of a "lightning" war seemed

to be working until the attack on Madrid. Air-

planes circle over the city, and citizens hurry

through the streets. The commentator explains

that air raids did not demoralize the city, as the

Fascists had hoped, but outraged the population

and caused them to rush to the defense of the

capital. Civilians drill in the streets. That their

resistance was strengthened by aid from Soviet

Russia is indicated by views of men handling

munitions. War scenes accompany the com-

mentator's statement that the determined re-

sistance of the defenders of Madrid broke down

the Fascist theory of a "lightning" war.

George Fielding Eliot and Major Richard

Ernest Dupuy are shown at work on their book,

// War Comes. Some of their conclusions are

summarized. They state that antiaircraft guns

have kept pace with the development of warplanes,

and antitank guns with tanks, and that no new

gases exist. Closing scenes show the Loyalist

forces still holding out against Franco's army.

239. Let My People Live int-jh-sh-c ISmin sd

Nat. Tuberculosis Assn. 1938

Other sources: Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Ky,

Minn, OhioDptE, SD, Tenn, Tex, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) dra-

matically portraying conditions that lead to prev-

alence of tuberculosis among Negroes and some

of the methods used in its prevention, diagnosis,

and treatment and (2) developing the inferences

that if neglected, tuberculosis ends in death; that

tuberculosis is not inherited but is caused by

germs; that groups with low standards of living

are more susceptible to tuberculosis than more

privileged groups; that tuberculosis may be

diagnosed by the skin test and by X-ray; and

that tuberculosis discovered early and treated in

modern ways, is curable. Should be useful in

promoting racial tolerance.

Students and teachers reported that the film's

dramatic organization contributed to its effective-

ness. Students were particularly impressed with

the fact that tuberculosis can be cured. The film

may be used with any racial group.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Dramatization by an all-Negro cast

of the necessity for early diagnosis and treat-

ment of tuberculosis.

The choir at Tuskegee Institute sings "I Know
the Lord Has Laid His Hands on Me." (The

choir's singing of appropriate Negro spirituals

provides the musical accompaniment throughout

the film.) Students assembled in the chapel at

Tuskegee are addressed by Dr. Gordan, the stu-

dent medical adviser (played by Rex Ingram),

who tells the students that Negroes are particularly

susceptible to tuberculosis because of their poor

homes and poor living conditions, but the disease

can be cured. As he speaks, one of the students,

George Baxter, is called from the chapel to answer

the telephone. It is his sister, Mary, who tells

him that their mother is very sick and asks him

to come home immediately. He catches the next

bus to his home in the country. His sister rushes

sobbing into his arms. At the country church the

sexton slowly taps the bell, the hearse is drawn

up at the church door, and the choir sings "Nearer

My God to Thee."

After the funeral Mary goes to the minister's

study. Here she reveals her fear that she has

tuberculosis, the disease which proved fatal to

her mother. She is afraid she may have inherited

the disease. The minister tells her that tubercu-

losis is not inherited but is caused by germs. He

advises her to go to a doctor for an examination.

In front of the doctor's office she meets a friend

who tries to persuade her to try a kind of tea made

from herbs. Mary, refusing to take the advice

of her friend, is examined and sent to a sanitarium

for treatment.

When George visits her at the sanitarium, she

pleads with him to be examined since they have

both been exposed to the disease. George goes

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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to Dr. Gordan for an examination. He is given
an injection of tuberculin, the skin test, which

proves to be positive. This is followed by an X--

ray diagnosis. The X-ray negative shows he had

contracted the disease at one time but has over-

come it and is now in good health. The doctor

advises George to keep his good health, to eat

well-balanced meals, to get plenty of fresh air and

rest. He points out that it is very important that

tuberculosis be discovered early, that X-ray is a

matter of ordinary precaution, and that tubercu-

losis can be cured.

At the sanitarium Mary, now well on her way
to recovery, and a friend listen to the radio broad-

cast of her brother's graduation exercises at

Tuskegee Institute. The film closes with the

singing of the choir at Tuskegee.

240. Let's Study Glacier National Park int-jh

15min si U.S. Interior 1935

Other sources: Colo, Ga, 111, Iowa, Kan,

OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) explaining

the formation of rock and the folding and faulting

of mountains in Glacier National Park and (2)

giving impressions of the appearance and geologic

work of glaciers in the park. Should be useful

in developing an appreciation of the scenic beauties

of Glacier National Park.

Teachers reported animations effectively used.

The film treats many subjects briefly and is loosely

organized.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Impressions of some of the scenic

beauties of Glacier National Park and information

concerning its geological background.

There are views of several glaciers on mountain-

sides, of wild life within the area, and of some of the

park's many lakes and high mountain peaks.

A title states that parallel banding and the presence

of marine fossils indicates that these peaks were

once layers of sediment beneath the sea. Various

types of rocks within the formations are indicated

on a diagram. Animations indicate the manner

in which great pressures resulted in the breaking

of the earth's crust and the overthrust of one

section upon younger rock, and show how the

forces of erosion wore down the mountainsides.

This phenomenon is illustrated by actual views of

eroded mountainsides.

An animated relief map shows that all but the

highest peaks were covered by glaciers during the

ice age. Glaciers are shown retreating to the

mountain heights. There are views of U-shaped
basins which, a title states, have been ground from

V-shaped valleys. Deep scratches in hard rock

give evidence of the glacier's passage. Moraines

are shown and identified as piles of rock debris

resulting from glacier movements. There are

several views of tourists climbing and inspecting

glaciers which still remain in the area. Several

views of lakes and streams are followed by views

of potholes which have been worn in stream rocks.

241. Life History of the Yellow Fever Mosquito

jh-sh 14min si Eastman 1929

Other sources: Buck, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

LI, Ind, IntFB, Iowa, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, PaMil, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

stages in the life cycle of the yellow-fever mosquito.

Found useful in the study of mosquito control and

of the communication of disease to men by insects.

The film does not deal directly with methods of

control, nor with the mosquito as a carrier of

yellow fever. Some scenes appear unnecessarily

repetitious.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The life history of the mosquito

(Aedes aegypti), the carrier of the yellow-fever

virus, presented through straight photography
and photomicrography.

A sequence on the mosquito egg begins with a

view of several eggs floating on the surface of still

water. A title states that the eggs are kept
afloat by cells holding air bubbles. One of the

eggs hatches.

A title states that larvae must come to the sur-

face to breathe. There follow several highly

magnified views of larvae swimming and coming
to the surface to breathe. Larvae are shown

entering the pupal stage.

A title states that the pupae are unable to feed

but rest at the surface to breathe. Views of

pupae of different ages show that pupae grow
darker with age. There follow several views of

adults emerging from their pupal cases.

A title states that the fertilized female mosquito

feeds on blood before laying eggs. There follow

several highly magnified views of mosquitoes
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piercing the skin, sucking in blood, and withdraw-

ing the proboscis. A highly magnified view of a

male mosquito feeding on a banana skin follows

a title stating that the male cannot suck blood but

feeds on plant juices.

242. Life in the Sahara int-jh ISmin si Eastman

1932

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Ga, 111,

IntFB, Kan, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

Okla, PaMil, Syr, Vt, WashSt, Wis,

WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) furnishing

impressions of the life of the people of the Sahara

Desert, their homes, transportation, clothing, and

work and (2) suggesting the climate and appear-

ance of the Sahara Desert. Found useful in

showing adaptations of a desert people to their

environment.

Teachers reported that man's adaptations to a

hot, dry climate were clearly presented. The

film is loosely organized and would be unproved

by additional close-ups.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Some aspects of the life of the

people of the Sahara Desert.

Begins with views of a sparsely vegetated area

on the edge of the Sahara plateau. The locations

of the Arabian Desert and the Sahara Desert are

indicated on a map.
A sequence dealing with the life of nomadic

desert dwellers begins with views of goats grazing.

There are several views of nomad camps pitched

in a ravine. Sheep and goats supply milk which

is churned in a goatskin bag. Women grind

grain in primitive hand mills; dough is kneaded

in a metal pan. A woman crushes rock salt with

a wooden mortar and pestle. Cloth is hand-

woven.

The importance of the camel in the desert is

suggested in the next sequence dealing with

transportation. Several camels rest near a camp.
Families join together in a camel caravan to cross

the desert to an oasis.

Characteristics of the desert oasis are intro-

duced by views of date-bearing palm trees.

Donkey and camel caravans enter the oasis;

camels and donkeys drink at the same spring.

There are views of shops in the village, of people
on the street, and of children playing. Arabs

drink coffee in front of a native restaurant. At

the market place, people barter and trade. Dates

are packed and sold in sacks. A man displays a

camel for sale.

The religious life of these people is suggested by
views of a Mohammedan mosque. Worshippers
are called to prayer by a muezzin. An Arab faces

Mecca and bows his head. A camel caravan leaves

the outskirts of the oasis and returns to the desert.

243. The Life of Plants jh-sh 12min sd U.S.

Agric. (Italy: Luce) 1935

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, lowaA&M,
Minn, OhioDptE, Tenn, Tex, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for depicting the

germination and growth of plants, and for in-

dicating the parts of plants and their functions.

Photomicrography and time-lapse photography
contribute to the showing of germination and

growth. Fertilization is a notable omission of the

film. Sound is limited to background music.

There is also a two-reel sound version of this

film.

Photography and titles are good; background
music is good.

Contents. Stages in the growth of plants,

shown by means of photomicrography, time-

lapse, and straight photography.
Seeds fall to earth, are dampened by rain, swell,

and send out roots. Close-ups show the roots

increasing in size and pushing through the soil.

A microscopic view shows the scaly cap of mer-

istematic tissue that protects the tip of the root.

Another microscopic view shows the root hairs

which, the title states, provide for the absorption

of nutrient soil solution.

Several time-lapse views show the cotyledons

emerging from the seed, the plant emerging from

the ground, and leaves developing. Titles state

that the stem, intermediary organ between the

leaves and the roots, grows upward from the base.

The final sequence depicts the morphology of

the flower. Close-ups of the calyx are followed

by a title stating that this organ is formed of the

sepals. Time-lapse scenes show the corolla

opening. A title states that this bright and deli-

cate organ attracts insects. Following close-ups

of the sepals of a rose a title explains that although

sepals are transformed leaves, in the case of the

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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rose they do not show the structure of leaves.

As views of roses opening are shown, a title

states that the corolla expands in air and light

and thus exposes the organs of reproduction.

244. Life's Summer Camps jh-sh-c 14min sd

March of Tune 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Minn, OhioDptE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving an

understanding of the contribution of camp life

to educational experience, improved health, and

good character and (2) showing the activity pro-

gram carried on in Life's summer camps. Should

be useful for adult groups considering the practical

application of the "progressive education" point

of view, particularly as it applies to camp or-

ganization.

Students related the experiences shown in the

film to their own camp experiences. The pictures

give impressions of the types of experiences pro-

vided at Life camps; the nature of the organiza-

tion and the underlying philosophy are presented

in the commentary.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Progressive theories and practices of

the summer camps sponsored by Life magazine.

While random views of boys and girls in camps
are shown, the commentator explains the growing

popularity of such camps in this country. Typical

camp routine is shown and described by the com-

mentator setting-up exercises, wholesome food,

daily inspection, organized sports, medical in-

spection, and group singing. The commentator

says that the keynote of the daily program at

most camps is "competition and planned fun."

Life's summer camp director, Dr. Lloyd Burgess

Sharp, says, "You see, it's our belief that summer

camps fire the child's imagination by opening up

highways to adventure. Above all, they develop

his resourcefulness, not through regimented rou-

tine, but by treating him as the unique individual

every child is." Children are shown playing in

city streets as the commentator explains that, for

Life's summer camps, children are selected through

welfare agencies from the back streets of New
York. Medical examinations and interviews are

shown as part of the program to understand each

child as an individual. Children pack their

equipment and get into busses for their trip to

the camp. A map shows the location of the camps,
two for boys and one for girls. There are scenes

at both the boys' and girls' camps as young

campers arrive. After the boys have been divided

into groups and given a leader, they set out for

their own camp units.

In Reel 2 the nature of the activities in Life's

summer camps is shown in more detail. Children

build a lean-to, repair the camp, pick up rubbish,

set the table, and prepare food. A boy who is

trying to fry meat is given some advice by his

"chief." Two boys find a strange bug; two other

boys find a turtle. The commentator says,

"... the youngsters blend their work and their

play until they themselves hardly know where one

begins and the other ends." One of the leaders

teaches two younger boys to curry a horse. Boys
and girls help to prepare food as the commentator

explains that meals are supervised by trained

dietitians.

Examples of campcraft are displayed as the

commentator explains, "It is up to each boy and

girl individually to earn the respect of his fellows

by surpassing at the useful camp arts or by creating

some admired addition to the camp color and

atmosphere." Some boys are picking berries,

others are fishing. John Dewey is shown as he

discusses the importance of children's contacts

with primitive reality.

245. Light Waves and Their Uses sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Fla, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, San-

Ant, SC, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW, Tex-

Tech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WTex, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) demon-

strating principles of refraction and reflection of

light, (2) giving some understanding of the use of

lenses in controlling light, (3) giving impressions

of light interference and polarization, and (4)

indicating some practical application of methods

of controlling light.

The film was not so effective in its presentation

of polarization and interference as it was in its

presentation of the basic principles of refraction

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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and reflection. The quantum theory of light is

very briefly introduced. Use of animation and of

equipment not usually available to schools con-

tributes to the film's effectiveness. Since this is a

technical presentation, some study should be made
of the topic before the film is shown.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Properties of light, methods of its

control, and some of its industrial and natural

uses; presented through animation and straight

photography.

Views of a galaxy in Andromeda and of Brown-

ian movements of gold particles are shown as the

commentator says that it is through the control

of light that these observations are made possible.

Views of men looking at their own images as

reflected in curved mirrors introduce a sequence

on the reflection of light. In an animated diagram
of light striking a mirror, the angle of incidence

is shown to equal the angle of reflection. The

commentator explains that on a curved surface

the angle of incidence differs from point to point,

thus producing distorted images. Animation

indicates that "light waves spread out as ex-

panding spheres" and that, if "each point on the

sphere is considered a new wave source, these

waves blend together to form a new wave front."

Animation further indicates that plane wave

fronts are returned from a plane mirror at the

same angle as the original wave fronts; that curved

wave fronts are returned from a plane mirror with

the curvature unchanged except in direction;

and that plane wave fronts falling on a concave

mirror become curved, cross through a point, and

reverse their curvature. The commentator says

that all waves reflected from a concave surface

must pass through a point called the principal

focus after reflection. Animation shows that

light from outside the center of curvature is

reflected from a concave mirror to form an image
that is smaller than the object itself. Views of a

naval officer using a sextant and of the 200-inch

telescope mirror suggest applications of the laws

of reflection of light.

A sequence on refraction is introduced by
views of a pencil half submerged in an aquarium.
An animated diagram shows that wave fronts

passing from air into glass are changed in their

direction. In another series of animated diagrams
the focusing of light by passing it through a convex

lens is illustrated. Light waves from an object

outside the principal focus of the lens meet to

form an image. Diagrams of the human eye
indicate the causes of nearsightedness and far-

sightedness and suggest the correction of these

defects through the use of concave and convex

lenses. Views of objects taken with the camera

lens out of focus show how these objects would

appear to nearsighted and farsighted individuals.

The commentator says that astigmatism occurs

when the lenses of the eyes focus differently along
different axes, and that proper glasses can correct

this defect.

The control of light waves by interference is

shown by animated diagrams of Young's experi-

ment in which the effect of one light wave is re-

inforced by meeting another wave in such a manner
that trough meets trough and crest meets crest.

The action of the Michaelson interferometer is

indicated, and the use of this instrument for ex-

tremely accurate measurements is demonstrated.

The action of a polarizing crystal is diagramed and

demonstrated. The use of polarized light to

reveal the lines of stress in plastic gears is shown.

The commentator says that light, bounded by
red and violet, is only one part of a vast electro-

magnetic wave spectrum. A diagram of the

electromagnetic wave spectrum shows ultraviolet

light on the short-wave-length end and radio

waves on the long-wave-length end. Animation

shows the emission of electrons when light strikes

a photosensitive material and the decrease in

number of these electrons as the light source

becomes more distant. This suggests a basis for

the quantum theory of light.

246. Lincoln in the White House int-jh-sh 21min

sd color Teaching Film Custodians (Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc.) 1939

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, HI, Ind, Ky,

Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, Okla, SamHous, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for (1) giving an im-

pression of Lincoln's character and (2) suggesting

incidents of the Civil War the Emancipation

Proclamation, the Battle of Gettysburg, and the

Gettysburg Address.

The attention given to details of costumes and

furnishings adds much to the interest and worth of

this film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Contents. Dramatized incidents in the life of

Lincoln during the Civil War.

On March 4, 1861 Lincoln is delivering his

inaugural address. Later, in his study at the

White House, Mrs. Lincoln brings him a pitcher

of water and complains of his slouchy appearance.

His young son, Tad, comes in, followed by John

Hay with a telegram announcing the firing on

Fort Sumter. Lincoln says that it has come as

he feared it would. He gets to his knees and asks

for divine guidance. Then he explains to his

young son what a union is.

There is a brief scene of the fighting between the

North and the South. Lincoln and Seward dis-

cuss the Emancipation Proclamation. Seward

says that the South will be willing to stop the war if

Lincoln does not issue the proclamation. Lincoln,

however, is not persuaded by this argument. At

a cabinet meeting the victory of Gettysburg is

announced. Again, members of his cabinet urge

him to end the war. Lincoln refuses, saying that

his objective is to make certain of a free and

undivided nation.

At the White House Lincoln is wrestling with

Tad when Mrs. Lincoln complains again of his

careless behavior. Mrs. Scott calls on the Presi-

dent and begs him to pardon her son who is about

to be court-martialed for falling asleep on sentry

duty. Lincoln pardons the boy over Secretary of

War Stanton's strong objection.

Before leaving for Gettysburg Lincoln sits at

the bedside of his sick son. The doctor says that

the boy is so ill that Lincoln should not go to

Gettysburg. Lincoln says that he must go. On
the train he works on his speech. The commen-

tator says that he also worked on it that evening

at the home where he stayed. At Gettysburg

he asks the band serenading him to play "Dixie."

The crowd which has gathered outside the house

seems to like the southern tune.

At the battlefield Everett is delivering his long

oration. Lincoln gets a note that Tad is much

improved. Lincoln follows Everett with his

now famous Gettysburg Address.

247. The Little Indian Weaver (Children of All

Lands Series) k-pri-int 15min si Films of

Commerce (Pathe Exchange, Inc.) 1929

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, 111, Ind,

IntFB, lowaA&M, Kan, Minn, Mo,

OhioDptE, Tex, TexTech

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) telling a

story of an Indian girl and her doll and (2) showing
the appearance of Navajo Indians and some of

their customs and activities. Found useful as a

basis for language, art, and other activities in

the study of Indians.

The film was found to be strong in showing the

natural friendliness of children of different races.

The simple story which runs through the film

should make it appealing though many scenes

are very short and consequently difficult for

children to comprehend.

Photography is good, titles fair.

Contents. Story of a Navajo Indian girl and

her doll.

A title states that this is the story of Bah, the

little Indian weaver. The location of the Navajo
reservation is indicated on a map of northern

Arizona. Bah dresses a corncob doll in a little

blanket. She puts down the doll while she watches

her mother weave. A sheep comes along and eats

the doll. Bah cries but her mother suggests that

she weave a blanket to trade for a pretty doll at

the trading post. Bah weaves the blanket but

when she takes it to the trading post, the trader

refuses it. A little white boy sees Bah's disap-

pointment and buys the doll for her. When he

overtakes Bah at her home, she has made a prayer

stick and has prayed for a doll. She is overjoyed

at getting the doll.

Bah's mother tells the white boy about Indians.

She says that Navajo Indians live in hogans,

Pueblo Indians live in pueblos, and warlike

Indians live in tepees. There are short views of

each type of dwelling. There are views of a devil

dance, an Indian making fire with a stick and bow,

a brave dressing his hair, and a group smoking a

peace pipe. The mother says that "bah" is the

Navajo word for bread, and that Bah was so

named because long ago she cried for bread as she

watched her mother baking it. Grain is ground,

shaped into dough, and placed on a flat rock in an

oven. In response to the little boy's questions

the mother explains that Indian women are no

longer called squaws, but that Indian babies are

still called papooses. With a headdress of twigs,

Bah crowns the little white boy "Big-Chief-

Spot-in-the-Face." The film ends as Bah and

her friend "smoke" a chocolate pipe of peace.

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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248. The Little Swiss Wood Carver (Children of

All Lands Series) pri-int-jh ISmin si

Films of Commerce (Pathe Exchange,

Inc.) 1929

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, 111, Ind,

IntFB, Kan, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

Okla, TexTech

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) telling an

interesting story of the son of a Swiss wood carver,

(2) suggesting some of the principal industries of

Switzerland, and (3) furnishing impressions of

Swiss rural life and the Swiss countryside.

This simple story appealed to children, and,

though it was used with some success in the junior

high school, was best adapted to the elementary

school. The sequences dealing with industrial,

agricultural, and historical Switzerland are in-

ferior in technical quality and organization to the

purely narrative sequences.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Dramatization of an incident in the

life of Seppi, a little Swiss boy who aspired to be

a wood carver like his father (based on the book

of the same name).

Begins with views of the home of Joseph, a wood

carver, who lives near Wetterhorn. Seppi watches

his father as he carves a wood figure. When he

expresses his desire to do wood carving, his father

tells him that he is too young and sends him out

on the mountainside with his herd of goats. As

he sits alone watching his goats, Seppi carves a

figure similar to one that his father is carving.

When the day's work is finished, Seppi returns

home with the goats. Before eating his evening

meal he secretly compares his carving with his

father's finished one. Later Joseph wraps the

finished carving and tells Seppi to carry it to an

American lady in the village. When Seppi

pauses at a shrine, two little boys steal it. Seppi

looks at his own carving and deliberates as to

whether he ought to attempt to give it to the

American lady in place of the one that was stolen.

In Grindelwald, the American lady prepares to

leave Switzerland. When Seppi arrives, she

shows him some of the many treasures that she

is taking with her. As she shows the articles

a watch clock, music box, lacework, doilies, nut-

crackers, and wood carvings there are views of

the places of their origin. As the American lady

tells of her travels, there are views of the Lion of

Lucerne, the home of William Tell, St. Bernard

Hospice, funicular railways, and the falls of the

Rhine. When the lady asks for the carving,

Seppi gives her his own. She is so pleased with

it that he does not tell her that his father did not

do it. Later, Seppi tells his father the story and

instead of being punished is told that he will be

given an opportunity to go to wood-carving

school in Brienz.

249. Living and Learning in a Rural School c

24min sd TC Columbia 1939

Other sources: Calif, Ga, Idaho, 111, Mich,

NC, SC, TexTech

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) presenting

the procedure followed in a rural school in New

Jersey in a study of Indian life and (2) giving im-

pressions of rural school life. Should be useful

as a basis for discussions of teaching methods and

curriculum organization. Groups interested in

amateur production of films dealing with school

life may wish to study the strength and weakness

of this film.

Teachers reported that the film made a. good

presentation of the use of community resources

by the school; some felt, however, it should have

shown more of the classroom work. The film

may be used as an illustration of good teaching

practices. The film will be of value to teachers

in training and parent-teacher groups.

Photography is adequate for the subject, sound

good.

Contents. A unit on Indian life in a small rural

school in Warren County, New Jersey.

Opens with scenes showing the countryside and

the little village of Allamuchy where the school

is located. A boy, one of the pupils at the school,

drives a herd of milk cows down a lane, then

washes his face and hands on the back porch of

his home. As several children are on their way
to school, the commentator asks, "What does the

school have to offer these children today?" The

school bus picks up groups of children who have

gathered at the roadside and delivers them to the

schoolhouse.

Children enter the schoolhouse, pkce their tin

lunch boxes on a shelf, and walk informally to

the classroom. A title states that in this school

cooperative living is the theme. A boy washes

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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the blackboard, a girl waters the plants, boys

mimeograph the school paper, and a long line

of children wait to make deposits at the school

bank. Older girls prepare and serve a warm lunch

to the smaller children. Dishes are washed and
the lunchroom swept and cleaned.

At recess the teacher joins the younger children

at play. The older boys have their baseball game.
The school bell rings and the children return to

their classes.

On a field trip the teacher and her class examine

a crayfish which one of the boys caught. Another

boy discovers an arrowhead. This suggests the

study of Indians which is taken up later in the

classroom. A boy shows an arrowhead that he

has found, and a girl displays a book about

Indians. In a planning session, committees are

formed and responsibilities delegated. As the

project gets under way, the children write letters

asking for help and information. One letter goes

to the county librarian. Later the traveling

truck library arrives, and books are distributed

to the children.

In the next episode the children explore the

resources of the community. An old man ex-

hibits his collection of Indian tools and weapons;
a grandmother of one of the boys lends her scrap-

book of Indian lore; an elderly neighbor shows her

Indian curios.

The school decides to make a motion picture on

Indian life. They change the course of a small

stream in order to provide more level land for the

site of the Indian village where the film is to be

made. A boy arranges and labels the articles

that have been collected for the school museum.

Costumes and properties are prepared for use in

the film.

The children's film of Indian life opens with the

drummer beating the morning call. A brave

starts a fire with his fire-bow, and the squaws
cook over the open fire. The braves with their

weapons in their hands start on a hunt. A squaw
and two papooses who stay behind grind corn

on a flat rock. On their way home from the hunt

the braves stop at a brook for a drink. A guard
sees visitors from a neighboring tribe approaching.

When the visitors arrive, they are greeted and

offered the pipe of peace. They participate in a

tribal dance. When the visitors have said fare-

well, the tribe gathers around the evening campfire.

250. A Lost World int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman

(First National Pictures, Inc.) 1925 (edited

1938)

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Ga, 111,

Kan, Minn, OhioDptE, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Good for showing the appearance
of several different kinds of dinosaurs. Should be

useful in giving an understanding of the size and

ferocity of prehistoric reptiles.

This film is highly imaginative; prehistoric

animals are presented as still existing in one

isolated area. The fights between the animals

are stressed, and other activities are briefly sug-

gested. This film was edited from the theatrical

picture, A Lost World.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Animated models of reptilian forms

of prehistoric life.

A group of explorers in a boat move along a

river in the midst of a tropical jungle. In London,

newspaper accounts of the expedition state that

the explorers have reached the last outpost of

civilization. The exploring party sights a strange-

looking plateau "raised like an island in the air."

A birdlike creature, identified as a pterodactyl,

one of the flying reptiles, is seen flying over the

plateau. Some members of the party climb to

the top. There they find that the plateau is

divided by a deep chasm. They fell a tree to

bridge the chasm and enter the land where pre-

historic animals are presented as still living.

The first animal they see is a dinosaur Bronto-

saurus. The explorers watch Brontosaurus and

observe that he is herbivorous. Brontosaurus is

later attacked by Allosaurus which a title explains

is a carnivore. In the fight which ensues, Allcr

saurus pushes Brontosaurus over the edge of a

cliff. Allosaurus then attacks the three-horned

Triceratops, but is repulsed. Tyrannosaurus
then attacks Triceratops, finds the vulnerable

point in his armored plate, and kills him. Tyran-
nosaurus and Allosaurus then go into battle. A
title explains that a volcanic eruption has started

a forest fire. The animals flee before the raging

fire. In an effort to escape, Brontosaurus destroys

the tree bridge by which the explorers came onto

the plateau. One member of the party fires a

pistol which attracts the attention of the other

members of the party who have remained below.

Jc kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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A pet monkey ascends the cliff with a rope ladder,

and the explorers descend to their camp and

safety.

251. The Machine Maker int-jh-sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1939

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, Cen-

Wash, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind,Iowa, lowaA&M,

Kan, KanCity, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,

OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, PaMil,

VaBdE, Wash, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving im-

pressions of the work done by the machine-tool

maker, (2) indicating the tools with which he works

and the great skill and precision required in his

work, (3) suggesting the conditions under which

he lives and works, and (4) showing his relation to

mass production.

Close-ups of machine operations contribute to

the development of the concept of the skill and

precision demanded of the machine-tool maker.

The relationship of the machine maker to mass

production will need to be developed further.

The family life and social status of the machine-

tool maker are given brief treatment.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The work of the machine-tool maker

and his importance in mass production.

As men punch their timecards on entering the

machine-tool factory, the commentator says that

this factory employs skilled machinists, engineers,

designers, draftsmen, and inspectors. A bell

signals the beginning of the workday, men go to

their machines, switches are thrown, and the

machinery starts. There follow views of various

basic tools in action as the commentator describes

their purposes. A metal lathe is shown as the

commentator says that this most basic tool is

used to shape cylindrical parts. The milling

machine carves flat-surface parts, the drilling

machine forms cylindrical holes in solid metal, the

grinder employs an abrasive wheel to smooth the

surface of metal parts, the horizontal boring

mill enlarges holes to the desired dimensions, and

the planer trims the flat surface of metal parts.

There is a general view inside the factory as the

commentator says that here are produced the auto-

matic metalworking machines that are the basis

of all mass production.

Jim Turner, a master craftsman of the highest

For explanation of abbreviations

skill, works at a lathe. Another man approaches,

hands Jim a rush order for a spindle, gives him the

blueprint, and suggests that he go to the drafting

department for a dimension omitted on the blue-

print. Jim goes to the drafting department and

gets the missing dimension. Back at the shop an

apprentice finishes a lathe tool and gives it to

Jim. Jim takes a rough forging, cleans the center

to insure accurate alignment on the lathe, and

fastens it in place. He then locks the cutting

tool into position for the first rough cut and starts

the lathe. Adjustments are made, the blueprint

checked, and the forging measured with calipers.

As the spindle nears its finished form, the com-

mentator says that an allowance of TS of an inch

is made for heat-treating. The spindle is heat-

treated and the lathe is set to take a very thin

cut. Finally, Jim checks the diameter of the

spindle with a micrometer. An adjustment is

made on the lathe, and the turning operation is

completed. Transferred to a cylindrical grinder,

the spindle undergoes a final machining to remove

the slightest irregularities. There follows a view

of internal grinding operations. Rouge is applied

to the inside of the spindle and a taper gauge

inserted. The commentator says that the color

pattern on the gauge's blue coating indicates the

trueness of the machining. An inspector checks

the finished spindle for accuracy. The spindle

is put in place as a part of a machine that is

identified in the commentary as an automatic

axle lathe for use in an automobile factory.

The next sequence begins with a view of Jim

sitting at home reading the evening paper. His

daughter is playing the piano and his wife is doing

needlework. Jim goes to the kitchen, where his

son is working on a model airplane. Then he

goes to the yard where he chats with a neighbor

about the reduced price of automobile axles.

Jim says that the reduced price is made possible

by mass production.

The manufacture of automobile parts on a mass

production basis is suggested by views of automatic

crankshaft machines. The commentator says

that the operation of these machines requires little

skill, and that the machine itself provides flawless

accuracy and precision. Views of other automatic

machines are followed by views of operations on

the assembly line. The finished car emerges

from the assembly line. A view of cars on a busy

used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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highway precedes views of numerous other devices

which the commentator indicates are made possible

by mass production. Jim Turner is shown at

work as the commentator says that upon such

master craftsmen we depend for the automatic

machines that make mass production possible.

252. Magnetic Effects of Electricity jh-sh-c

ISmin si Eastman 1930

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, 111, Ind, Kan,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, PaMil, Syr, TexTech, VaBdE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

(1) some of the properties of magnetism and the

magnetic effects of electricity and (2) the opera-

tion of electromagnets, electric bells, and motors.

Should be useful in indicating the importance of

electric power in modern life.

The animation was successful in illustrating

phases of the subject otherwise difficult to present

in the classroom. Students who had had previous

instruction in the subject followed the film with

much more success than those without such

instruction.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The magnetic effects of electricity

and how they may be put to work.

An electromagnet is shown being used to load

steel rails. An animated diagram shows how the

molecules in steel line up when it is magnetized

by drawing a piece of loadstone over it. A
diagram of the earth indicates the location of the

magnetic poles and lines of force between them.

A compass needle passed over the diagram remains

parallel to the lines of force. A close-up of a

ship's compass is followed by a view of the helms-

man. To a diagram of the magnetic field of a

horseshoe magnet is added the mechanism of a

current-measuring instrument. A title stating

that permanent magnets are made from tempered
steel is followed by scenes of men working at a

furnace.

The lines of force around a current-carrying

wire are demonstrated by iron filings. Four com-

passes placed around the wire indicate that the

lines of force run counterclockwise. Animated

diagrams indicate that an electromagnet may be

made by placing a soft iron core inside a coil of

current-carrying wire. The principle of the opera -

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

tion of the electric bell is demonstrated in ani-

mated diagrams.

A sequence on meters begins with a demonstra-

tion of the rotary action between the magnetic
field of a permanent magnet and a freely suspended

loop of current-carrying wire. The essential

parts of an ammeter are added to the diagram of

a horseshoe magnet and the action of this instru-

ment is demonstrated. A resistance coil is added

to the diagram. A title states, "A high resistance

coil changes a galvanometer to a voltmeter."

A sequence on motors is introduced by views of

a demonstration motor being connected to dry
cells. Animated diagrams label the essential

parts and show how it works. Scenes in a factory

where motors are being assembled are followed by
a series of animated diagrams showing how a

4-pole motor works. The shape of the magnetic
field is demonstrated with iron filings, the path
of the electricity through the motor is traced, and

the manner in which the shortening of the flux

path pulls the armature around is indicated.

The film closes with views of a girl sewing on an

electric machine and of an oceanliner powered by
electric motors.

253. Making a V-Type Engine int-jh-sh 30min si

U.S. Bur. of Mines (Ford Motor Co.)

1936

Other sources: Bos, Colo, Fla, Idaho, IntFB,

Iowa, Kan, NH, PaMil, SC, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) furnish-

ing impressions of casting, machining, and as-

sembling a V-type engine and (2) illustrating some

of the techniques of modern mass production

including an assembly line. Found useful in

giving an understanding of the complex inter-

relationship of men and machines in modern

times.

Teachers reported that the film showed clearly

the making of the engine.

Photography and titling are good.

Contents. Steps involved in casting, machining,

and assembling a V-type engine.

The manner in which iron ore is smelted for use

in manufacturing automobile engines is illustrated.

Bucket cranes transfer iron ore from boats to bins.

Blast furnaces are charged with iron ore, limestone,

and coke; molten iron and slag later emerge from

the bottom of the furnace. Some of the molten

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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iron is cast into ingots and sent to open-hearth

furnaces where it is made into steel billets and

bars for forging. Some of the iron, instead of

being cast into ingots, is sent directly to the

foundary, thus saving heat. At the foundry, this

molten iron is held in storage until it is delivered

to electric furnaces. Alloy metal is added to

make the steel mixtures desired for casting engine

parts.

A title states that the molds used in casting

cylinder blocks are assemblies of 43 cores. The
various cores are shaped from pressed sand, as-

sembled as a single unit, and poured in one opera-

tion. Cylinder blocks are annealed in sand to

reduce cooling strains. After molds are removed,

the castings are placed on a moving belt that

carries them through rough machining, point

boring, and honing processes. The accuracy of

cylinder bores is determined with Johansson gauge
blocks. The crankshaft molds consist of 16 cores,

and are filled with a high-carbon, high-copper,

chrome-silicon alloy steel. Molds are poured and

castings are allowed to cool to room temperature.

The four crankshafts cast in each mold are sepa-

rated, casting sprues are removed, and rough sur-

faces are machined. The crankshafts are then

heated to make them stronger. Bearing surfaces

are machined, and the completed shaft is checked

in a dynamic balance tester. Camshafts are

ground to close limits and tested for accuracy.

Holes for piston pins are diamond-bored, piston

weight is determined to insure uniformity, and

piston ring and connecting rod assemblies are

matched in weight. Valves are made of high-

chrome nickel alloy steel; their ends are mush-

roomed to give more wearing surface. Hollow

valve lifts are made of extremely hard special

cast alloy iron. Exhaust valve inserts are made
of chrome-tungsten alloy steel, and shrunk in

baths of liquid air before being placed in the valve

seats.

The next sequence deals with operations in-

volved in assembling the engine. Engine parts

move along on overhead conveyers. There

follow several views of men at work along the

assembly line. Various parts are added to the

engine as it moves along the belt conveyer. Com-

pleted engines are checked to determine their

adherence to rigid power-output requirements.

Some engines are selected at random for a complete

dynamometer test. The automobile is completed

by adding the engine and the body to the chassis.

254. The Making and Shaping of Steel jh-sh

70min sd-si U.S. Steel and si U.S. Bur.

of Mines 1940. Reel 1, "Raw Materials"

(lOmin); Reel 2, "The Making of Steel"

(lOmin); Reel 3, "Flat Rolled Products"

(lOmin); Reel 4, "Bars and Structural

Shapes" (lOmin); Reel 5, "Rails, Wheels,
and Axles" (lOmin); Reel 6, "Wire and
Wire Products" (lOmin); Reel 7, "Pipe
and Tube Manufacture" (lOmin)

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Colo, Ga, 111,

lowaA&M, Kan, Minn, Okla, OreSt,

PaMil, Tex, WashSt

Appraisal. Reel 1. "Raw Materials." Good
for (1) indicating the raw materials required in the

smelting of iron, (2) showing the operation of a

blast furnace, and (3) giving impressions of the

mining of the raw materials and their transporta-
tion to the smelters. This reel presents general

processes rather than a detailed treatment.

Teachers may find that the explanations of the

blast furnace and of the coking process are not

sufficiently complete for understanding by their

classes.

Reel 2. "The Making of Steel." Good for

showing the production of steel by different

methods. Although some animations and dia-

grams are used, the reel is characterized by general

impressions rather than detailed treatment.

Reel 3. "Flat Rolled Products." Good for

showing the operation of modern rolling mills in

the production of steel pktes, strips, sheets, and

galvanized sheets.

Reel 4. "Bars and Structural Shapes." Good
for (1) showing the rolling of reinforced bars, I

beams, angles, and Z-shaped piling and (2) indi-

cating some of the uses of these steel products.
Reel 5. "Rails, Wheels, and Axles." Good

for showing processes in the production of rails,

axles, and wheels from steel ingots.

Reel 6. "Wire and Wire Products." Good
for showing processes in the manufacture of steel

wire and for suggesting several uses of steel wire

of various kinds.

Reel 7. "Pipe and Tube Manufacture." Good
for showing processes in the manufacture of

seamless steel tubes and butt-welded pipe.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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The series should be useful in developing an

appreciation of large-scale industrial operations
and the importance of steel in modern life. Each
reel of the series may be used separately. How-

ever, the showing of any one of the last four reels

should be most meaningful when used in connection

with the first two reels, "Raw Materials" and

"The Making of Steel."

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Reel 1. "Raw Materials." Impres-
sions of mining and transporting materials used

in the production of pig iron, and explanation of the

operation of a blast furnace.

A sequence on the raw materials used in steel-

making is introduced by views of an open-pit

iron mine. The ore is scooped into cars by huge
mechanical shovels and carried to a crusher.

Samples of the ore are taken from each lot. In

an underground iron mine, miners drill holes and

set charges. The ore is loaded into cars and hauled

to the top of the mine. Views of railroad cars

loaded with ore and of lake boats being loaded

suggest ways in which ore is shipped to the blast

furnaces. Views of an open quarry and of an

underground mine indicate the manner in which

limestone is obtained. Limestone is removed by
a conveyer, dumped into a crusher, screened, and

loaded into gondola cars. In a coal mine a

machine undercuts a vein of coal. Coke is

pushed from an oven into a railroad car and

quenched with water.

A sequence on smelting iron is introduced by
views of groups of blast furnaces. On a diagram

of a blast furnace a system of bell valves which

prevents the escape of gases during charging is

indicated. Charging is shown to consist of dump-

ing in layers of coke, limestone, and ore. A title

states that air preheated to about 1,400 degrees is

forced through the furnace. Drops of molten iron

and slag trickle down and form a pool at the bot-

tom of the furnace. Slag and iron are drained off,

a sample of the iron is taken, and the molten iron

is conveyed to steel mills.

Reel 2. "The Making of Steel." Production of

steel by the open-hearth, electric-furnace, and

Bessemer processes.

A title states that in the open-hearth process

both scrap and blast-furnace iron are made into

steel by eliminating impurities and excess carbon.

Scrap is charged into the furnace before molten iron

is poured in. A diagram shows the construction

of the open-hearth furnace. Samples of the molten

metal are taken for analysis. Ferromanganese
or ferrosilicon is added. The furnace is tapped,
and the steel runs into a ladle from which it is

"teemed" into an ingot mold.

A title states that in electric furnaces higher

temperatures may be obtained and controlled more

accurately. Views inside the furnace are followed

by scenes of men adding measured amounts of

ferromanganese to the molten mass. The furnace

is tapped off into a ladle and ingot molds are

poured.

The Bessemer process is introduced by a title

stating that in the converter a blast of air forced

through the molten iron burns out the excess

carbon, manganese, and other impurities. A
converter is charged with molten iron. Flames

shoot from the converter as the impurities are

burned out. After the ingots have solidified, the

molds are removed and the ingots are transferred

to a soaking pit.

Reel 3. "Flat Rolled Products." The rolling of

hot and cold steel in modern mills into plates,

strips, sheets, galvanized sheets, and tin plate.

A hot ingot is removed from a hot flame bath

and placed in the rolling mill. A man in the

operating booth manipulates the levers that guide

the steel through the mill. As the ingot moves

through each successive set of rollers, it becomes

longer and wider.

The hot metal now moves into the plate mill.

The scale breaker removes the crusted outer sur-

face. A thermometer automatically records the

temperature of the metal. The metal then moves

through the reducing mill to the leveler and trim-

mer. A rocking shearer cuts the plate into proper

lengths. A test is made to determine the hardness

of the metal. The red-hot sheet of steel flashes

out through a spray of water.

Before steel goes through the cold presses, it is

placed in an acid bath. Cold-pressing operations

are shown in progress. The metal passes through

the flying rotary shearer, which cuts it accurately

into the desired lengths. After cold-rolling, the

plates are placed in a furnace for annealing. The

commentator explains that this process is necessary

to make the metal soft enough for pressing into

shapes used in industry. The steel is given a bulge
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test. The sheets are then inspected and measured

for proper length and thickness.

Steel sheets are given their bright finish in a

tinning bath. The sheets of tin plate are carefully

inspected by girls. There are views of steel being

made into a long narrow strip. The commentator

explains that formerly the principal use for this

type of steel was in the making of barrel hoops,

but that it is now used in many different ways in

industry. Several views of galvanizing processes

follow.

Reel 4. "Bars and Structural Shapes." The

rolling of reinforced bars, I beams, angles, and

Z-shaped piling, and some of the uses to which

these products are put.

A red-hot ingot is taken out of a soaking pit.

It is placed in an ingot buggy for delivery to the

blooming mill. There the scale is removed, and

the ingot moves through the rollers and shapers

until it becomes a bloom. The commentator says

that this process takes only 45 seconds. The

imperfect ends of the bloom are chopped off and

sent back to the furnaces for remelting. The

bloom then moves through a continuous rod mill;

as it advances, it becomes longer and longer. A
5-inch steel bar is made in the vertical mill. Rods

are cooled and cut into the desired lengths.

In the next sequence an ingot is rolled and

shaped into an I beam. A saw quickly cuts the

steel beam into the desired length. The com-

mentator explains that the saw is made of much
harder steel than the beam. The structural steel

is placed on a loading platform awaiting shipment.

Views of rolling operations in an angle mill are

followed by views of construction operations sug-

gesting the uses for this type of structural steel.

In another mill Z-shaped piling is being made.

This is followed by views of this type of steel being

used in dam construction.

Reel 5. "Rails, Wheels, and Axles." The proc-

esses of making rails, axles, and wheels from steel

ingots.

The first sequence shows the rolling of steel

rails. White-hot billets are carried on conveyers

to rollers which reduce them to the desired cross

section. Men control the movement of the con-

veyers and rollers from elevated control rooms.

Circular saws cut the rails. A title states that

rails for heavy duty and high-speed traffic are

specially treated and end-hardened. Ensuing

views give brief impressions of these processes.

To test a rail for quality a weight is dropped on it

and the degree of distortion is measured.

A sequence on railroad car axles begins with

views of axles being gorged to shape under a trip

hammer. Several men manipulate the axle with

tongs; the trip hammer is controlled by levers

operated by one man; and the size of the axle is

roughly gauged by calipers. The forged axle is

conveyed to a lathe and more accurately shaped.

Car wheels are roughly shaped in huge presses.

A punch makes the hole for the axle and the wheel

is conveyed to a furnace. After the wheel is re-

heated, its tread and flange are shaped. When
final inspection and measurement have been

completed, a serial number is stenciled on the

wheel.

Reel 6. "Wire and Wire Products." The manu-

facture and some of the uses of steel wire.

Steel ingots are removed from the soaking pit.

They are rolled first in a blooming mill and then

in a billet press to reduce their cross section. As

steel billets travel through the rocking train, th3

commentator says that, as the diameter of the

piece is reduced, the speed with which it travels

increases until it reaches 40 miles an hour. When
the wire has been reduced somewhat, it passes

through several chemicals which clean it and act

as lubricants. The wire is then placed in baking

ovens to prevent it from becoming brittle.

A sequence on cold-drawing operations begins

with views of dies through which rods are drawn

cold. The commentator explains that the steel is

drawn through successive openings slightly smaller

than the diameter of the original rod. A rod is

started through a die and measured with calipers

as the commentator says that cold-drawing hard-

ens the wire and increases its tensile strength.

There are views of fine steel wire being drawn for

broom binding. Telegraph wire is run through a

bath of molten zinc for a protective coating. An

inspector examines coils of wire as the commentator

says that the quality of the wire may be judged by
its smooth "feel."

Small sample spheres of steel are flattened with a

hammer to test for cracks and seams. A steel rod

is twisted in the torsion test as the commentator

states the required standards.

The commentator says that wire is made in

square and "L" shapes as well as round and that

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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there are more than 90,000 uses for wire. There

are close-ups of the machines that make galvanized

hog fencing, barbed wire, cable, and nails. Other

views show many uses of wire.

Reel 7. "Pipe and Tube Manufacture." The

manufacture of seamless tubes, butt-welded pipe,

and cold-drawn pipe.

Steel is forced over a piercing point which trans-

forms the revolving steel billet into a seamless

tube. Views of the actual operation are followed

by a diagram and the commentator's explanation

of the process. Rolling operations are shown as

the commentator explains that this is similar to

piercing but is carried on at a much slower speed.

Tubes are passed through a straightening machine

before inspection. Inspection of the tubes includes

a hydrostatic test in which water is forced into the

tube under great pressure.

The next sequence shows the cold-drawing

process. Tube is pulled through a die which re-

duces diameter and wall thickness. The com-

mentator says that cold-drawing produces smooth-

surfaced, high-strength tubing. The actual views

of the cold-drawing process are followed by a

diagram of the process, explained by the commen-

tator. The tubing is taken to a furnace for an-

nealing in order to make it soft enough for use.

As the commentator says that tubes may be

drawn into practically any shape, there are several

views of odd-shaped tubes.

Seamed tube is produced by the butt-welding

process. A piece of hot steel is rolled together

to form a tube. A diagram shows the process in

considerable detail. Tubes are tested and pre-

pared for shipment. Tubing is shown being used

in connection with drilling for petroleum.

255. Man against Microbe int-jh-sh llmin sd-si

Metropolitan Life 1932

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

Colo, Fla, Ga, Idaho, 111, Iowa, lowaA&M,

Kan, Ky, Mich, NH, Okla, OreSt, Syr,

Tex, VaBdE, WashSt

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

significance of the microscope, (2) dramatizing the

discovery of the heat, chemical, and antitoxin

methods of controlling disease, and (3) emphasiz-

ing the desirability of immunization. Found

useful for suggesting the progress of medical

science.

Students showed considerable interest in the

film and responded to it with many pertinent

questions.

Photography and sound are fair.

Contents. Dramatization of discoveries that

have furthered the control of diseases caused by

microorganisms.

A professor lectures to his class on the history of

disease. As he describes the plague of the seven-

teenth century, there are scenes dramatizing the

horror of those times. The professor produces a

model of the first microscope and says that this

instrument is the connecting link between the

present relative enlightenment about disease and

the past dark superstition. The making of van

Leeuwenhoek's microscope is re-enacted, and

highly magnified views of water and tooth scurf

suggest some of his early observations. A scene

suggests the skepticism of medical men of the

eighteenth century about the theory that disease

is caused by microscopic life.

Some of Pasteur's experiments are re-enacted

in the next sequence. It is shown that bacteria

will not grow in a sterile flask unless they are

planted there, and that heat can be used to kill

undesirable organisms. While highly magnified

views of microscopic organisms being killed by the

application of heat are shown, the commentator

says that this is one of the three methods of con-

trolling bacteria.

Views in Joseph Lister's operating room drama-

tize the contribution of this scientist to the control

of disease by chemical means. Lister sprays his

operating room and washes his hands and instru-

ments with an antiseptic solution. Scenes in a

modern operating room suggest present precautions

against infection. The commentator says that

chemicals offer a second method of controlling

bacteria. Pasteur's discovery of the antitoxin for

anthrax is dramatized as the third method of

bacteria control. The commentator says that

Pasteur's crowning discovery was the specific

treatment of hydrophobia. Views of New York

in the early nineteenth century and of newspaper

warnings of an epidemic emphasize the need for

knowledge of diseases. Highly magnified views of

cholera, tuberculosis, typhoid, and diphtheria

organisms accompany the commentator's brief

mention of the men who first isolated them.

Von Behring's first successful antitoxin treatment
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of diphtheria is dramatized. Children are shown

receiving diphtheria inoculations.

As views of agricultural activities are shown, the

commentator says that not all microscopic life is

harmful and that some bacteria, such as soil bac-

teria, are beneficial. The commentator points out

that scientists are still working to isolate and find

means of controlling organisms that cause diseases.

256. Man against the River jh-sh lOmin sd WPA
1937

Other sources: BoSseJC, Bos, CenWash, Ga,

111, Iowa, Ky, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, SD,

Syr, Tenn, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing some

of the work of government agencies during a time

of national disaster, (2) indicating the need for

flood control, and (3) furnishing impressions of the

Ohio-Mississippi floods of 1937. Found useful in

giving an understanding of the necessity for co-

operative effort during disasters.

Several students reported that they had a better

opinion of the Work Projects Administration

(formerly Works Progress Administration) after

seeing the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Work of government agencies during

the Ohio-Mississippi River floods of 1937.

Views of swollen rivers and the dynamiting of

levees are shown. Airplane views of flooded

countrysides are followed by views of city streets

buried under a sea of muddy water. Buildings

topple and wash away as crumbled wreckage.

Rescue squads composed of volunteers and

WPA workers labor under the direction of Coast

Guard and local authorities. Imperiled families

are carried to safety in boats built and manned by
relief workers. Workers on WPA assist the Red

Cross personnel in planning an emergency food

supply. Food is brought by train and truck to

the stricken area. Outdoor kitchens are manned by
the Red Cross, local volunteers, and relief workers.

Clothing and bedding are rushed from WPA sew-

ing rooms to the flooded regions. Other WPA
workers assist doctors and nurses in administering

emergency hospital treatment for those injured or

suffering from exposure. The threat of typhoid

fever is reduced by inoculations. There follow

several views of levees built by WPA workers

along the lower Ohio and Mississippi rivers. The

commentator describes further work of the Civilian

Conservation Corps, the National Youth Adminis-

tration, and the Red Cross in combating the rising

flood waters. The President's committee, headed

by Harry Hopkins, visits the region to inspect

damage and the functioning of relief agencies.

Specific accomplishments of relief workers in

relieving flood distress are illustrated by views of

pontoon bridges and refugee tent cities. Views

of a large fire that completely destroyed a section

of Cincinnati are accompanied by the commenta-

tor's description of the important part played by
WPA workers in bringing it under control.

Workers on WPA are shown to have assisted in

cleaning up after the flood. Water is pumped
from basements, condemned structures are demol-

ished, and sanitation measures are applied. Pub-

lic buildings, schools, and parks are restored.

Fire and police alarm systems are repaired. In

rural areas dead animals are removed.

257. Man at the Wheel int-jh-sh-c 12min sd

March of Time 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, Iowa, Kan,

Mich, Minn, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for presenting

new developments in safety engineering, law

enforcement, and safety education. Found useful

in encouraging improved safety practices among
children.

Teachers reported that they preferred the intel-

ligent appeal made in this film to the horror tech-

nique often used. The scenes at the children's

traffic court appear to have been the least effective.

Since the film is general in its treatment, it is not

recommended for instruction in specific safety

problems; it is best adapted for use as an overview.

Sound and photography are good.

Contents. Action that safety organizations are

taking in "enforcement, engineering, and educa-

tion" to reduce automobile accidents.

Views of vacation spots are shown as the com-

mentator tells of the vast number of motorists on

the highways. As a motorcycle patrolman watches

passing traffic, the commentator says that the most

closely watched driver is not the fast but the

dangerous driver. Some of the most dangerous

present-day traffic hazards are demonstrated

bicyclists, pedestrians, the outmoded automobile,

and the man who is always willing to take a chance.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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The next sequence indicates some of the steps

being taken to train traffic officers. Views of

officers studying traffic problems are accompanied

by the statement that the measure of efficiency is

not the number of arrests made but the number of

accidents prevented. Lieut. Kreml of Evanston,

Illinois, head of the Safety Division of the Inter-

national Association of Chiefs of Police, comments

on a report of the year's motor casualties. He says

that engineering, education, and enforcement are

necessary to a safety program. The commentator

says that many states have sent officers to North-

western University's school for traffic police of

which Lieut. Kreml is the director. Traffic police

are shown studying specific traffic problems.

Lieut. Kreml calls "ticket fixing" a dangerous

practice.

Another important phase of the safety problem,

engineering, is presented. As Miller McClintock

of Yale, famed traffic engineer, is shown, the com-

mentator outlines some important engineering

problems related to traffic safety rerouting

traffic, installing proper signal devices, eliminating

dangerous curves, and constructing underpasses.

Some traffic safety features at Radburn, New

Jersey, are shown.

Marian Telford of the National Safety Council

is introduced as a leader in safety education. As

school children are shown studying safety, the

commentator says that safety education leaders

have worked out a program that is approved by

every major safety organization. Some of the

work of the junior safety patrol is shown. A child

who walked through a red light is brought before a

traffic court conducted by children.

At a meeting of the executives of seventeen

safety organizations, recent engineering achieve-

ments are reported, including a traffic system

designed by Norman Bel Geddes and a radio

traffic control beam. Concluding views show

cars on the highway, young people leaving a road-

side tavern, a traffic accident, and the arrival of an

ambulance.

258. Manchukuo int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1937

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

natural resources and industries of Manchukuo

and (2) suggesting the problems related to the

mixed nationalities living there.

The film does not deal directly with the manner

in which the Japanese govern Manchukuo, and

some teachers thought that it should have dealt

more critically with the problem of Japanese occu-

pation of the territory. It was rated higher by

elementary school teachers than by high school

teachers.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Some aspects of the economic, social,

and religious life in Manchukuo.

There are views of a Japanese celebration in the

streets of Dairen on the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the Japanese occupation. During the celebra-

tion Japanese dancers perform a ritualistic dance.

There follow views of the Japanese Embassy, the

Department of Agriculture, and the Department
of Education buildings. A title stating, "Japanese

interests control the industrial development," is

followed by general views of buildings under

construction. Chinese coolies are shown operating

a crude man-powered pile driver.

A title, "The country is rich in raw materials,"

is followed by a general view of an open-pit coal

mine. A workman operates a pneumatic drill,

steam shovels pick up the coal and drop it into a

car, and an electric locomotive draws a long line

of coal cars. Another valuable raw material,

iron, is shown in a series of scenes dealing with

operations in an ironworks. Following a title,

"The Asia Express connects Dairen and Harbin,"

there are views of the train, the engineer in the

cabin, and the interior of a passenger coach.

Street scenes in Harbin show a curbstone market,

a horse-drawn cart, a meat market, and signs in

Chinese and Russian. At the blacksmith shop a

horse is being shod. Japanese apartment houses

are contrasted with the poor Chinese living quar-

ters. A Chinese merchant is shown at work in his

office. At dinnertime the merchant and his

employees sit down together. After dinner the

merchant enters the living room and meets his

wife and child. The merchant's wife lights her

pipe.

The next sequence deals with Manchurian

agriculture. A title states that kaoliang grain is

used for food and the stalk for fuel. There are

views showing the harvesting of kaoliang. A title

states that horses and cattle are luxuries the poor
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farmers cannot afford. Peasant women are shown

grinding grain with a primitive millstone. Men

gather and store soybeans, which, a title states,

are an important crop. In a refinery, a sample of

soybean oil is drawn from a press.

There are views of a Buddhist monastery, of a

father and son repairing one of the idols, of a

Buddhist religious ceremony, and of children at

work in an elementary school.

259. Man's Greatest Friend (Pete Smith Special-

ties Series) int-jh-sh lOmin sd Teaching

Film Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Pictures) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Mich, NC,

OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving a dramatic account

of Louis Pasteur's work on a serum for rabies.

Should be useful in developing a realization of the

work involved in scientific progress.

The film presents the account of Pasteur's work

in a dramatic form. However, the purpose of

depicting the work of Pasteur becomes confused

with that of demonstrating the service of dogs to

man. One scene of a dog with rabies may be

frightening to young and sensitive children.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Dramatization of the work of Louis

Pasteur in developing a serum for rabies, and indi-

cation of the general usefulness of dogs to man.

Views suggest dogs' service to man: prehistoric

man's wolf dog helps him in hunting, a St. Bernard

rescues a man in the snow, a dog protects a child

from being injured in the street, a dog attacks a

burglar, and another dog rescues a wounded soldier

at the cost of his own life.

The scene shifts to a village in eastern France

in the year 1831. A mad-dog scare has driven the

people into their homes. Young Pasteur sees the

dog attack a child. Years later Pasteur is at work

attempting to develop a serum for rabies. He has

administered his serum to a dog and finds that the

serum works. His discoveries are publicized.

Pasteur contends that his experiments have been

confined to animals and that he does not dare

generalize to man.

A mother comes to Pasteur with a child that has

been bitten by a mad dog. At first Pasteur refuses

to use his serum, but, when it becomes apparent

that the child will die without the serum, he gives

it. Two weeks later the boy is cured.

There are views of a hospital and clinic named
for Pasteur. Dogs are shown in their kennels on

the roof of a large building in New York City.

The commentator says that dogs have aided in

many discoveries that have helped mankind.

260. March of the Movies int-jh-sh-c 60min sd

Bell & Howell 1936

Other sources: Calif, 111, Kan, NC, OhioDptE,

Tex, Wis

For an appraisal and description of this film, see

Evolution of the Motion Picture and Silver Shad-

ows, which in combination present most of the

material to be found in March of the Movies.

261. Market Gardening int-jh-sh 15min si East-

man 1929

Other sources: Buck, 111, Mich, Mo,
OhioDptE, PaMil, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) illustrating

the kinds of produce raised by market gardeners,

(2) furnishing impressions of greenhouse and large-

scale outdoor gardening, (3) indicating the gradual

northward progress of the market gardening area

with the approach of wanner weather, and (4)

suggesting methods of produce marketing. Found
useful in suggesting the dependence of the city

upon the farm.

Teachers reported that the map showing the

movement of the growing season northward during

spring and summer was particularly valuable.

Several teachers felt that the sequence on produce

marketing should have been elaborated.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Greenhouse and outdoor gardening

procedures.

Introductory scenes show a city market and out-

door produce stand. Interior views of a green-

house show long beds of lettuce. Men lay glass

on a greenhouse roof and secure it with putty. An
animated diagram of a greenhouse roof indicates

that the glass admits sunlight and retains heat.

There follow views of humidifiers. Insect powder
is distributed by blowers. Greenhouse workers

pull radishes, plant tomato shoots, and pick

tomatoes from string-supported vines.

The sequence dealing with outdoor gardening

begins with views of laborers harvesting tomatoes.
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Lettuce seedlings are pulled from a nursery bed,

carried to the fields, and transplanted by Negro
workers. A title states that lettuce is ready for

market in six weeks. Workers harvest and pack

lettuce in baskets. A mule-driven drag levels off

a celery field, the field is marked into rows, and

celery seedlings are transplanted and watered.

There follow views of the growing celery as it is

dusted with insecticide and banked with paper to

bleach it. The mature, white celery is cut,

trimmed, sorted, packed, and loaded on a truck.

The marketing of produce is introduced by views

of packed vegetables being unloaded from trucks.

Refrigerator cars are iced. An animated map of

the eastern portion of the United States indicates

the northward movement of the market gardening

area between the months of January and August.

Celery and cabbage are unloaded from refrigerator

cars. Retail buyers are shown at vegetable stands.

262. Master Will Shakespeare (MGM Miniature

Series) jh-sh-c lOmin sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic-

tures) 1936

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ColFC, Ga, 111,

Ind, Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla,

Tenn, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for dramatizing episodes

in the life of Shakespeare. Should be useful hi (1)

developing appreciation of his contribution to

English literature and of the tune in which he lived

and (2) tracing the development of dramatic art.

Excellently conceived and produced, this film

skillfully combines the past with the present and

conveys its meaning in vivid scenes of Elizabethan

England.

Photography is excellent. The commentator is

easily understood, but the voices of the actors are

not clearly reproduced.

Contents. Impressions of the life of Shakespeare

and of the development of the theater from his

time to the present.

Views of Stratford-on-Avon are seen from the

river Avon. There follow views of the house in

which Shakespeare was born, the grammar school

he attended, and the cottage of Ann Hathaway.

Young Shakespeare is on his way to London with

an unfinished play under his arm. In London he

gets a job tending horses outside the Blackfriars

Theater. When advanced to prompter, he wins

recognition by supplying impromptu lines to the

actors. The commentator says that, as a result,

he may have been allowed to rewrite scenes. His

rise to fame is suggested as Shakespeare signs his

name to his first historical drama, Henry VI. He
is shown instructing actors in the use of the sword

to give a touch of realism to his play.

Ordered with his troupe to perform before Queen

Elizabeth, Shakespeare wins royal approval. The

queen orders a play in which Falstaff has a love

affair, and Shakespeare writes his Merry Wives of

Windsor in fourteen days. Short scenes suggest

Twelfth Night and Much Ado about Nothing.

In a tavern Shakespeare sits apart as others drink

and make merry. When Jonson and Dekker come

in, he reveals that he is thinking about a serious

play and recites lines from Romeo and Juliet.

There follow scenes suggesting the performance of

this play, as executed in Shakespeare's time, then

as it might have been produced during the middle

of the nineteenth century, and, finally, as produced
for the screen in recent years. The commentator

calls attention to the advance made in theatrical

production.

There are views of the church at Stratford-on-

Avon and the grave located there, with the epitaph

written by Shakespeare.

263. Meat Packing int-jh 15min si Eastman 1929

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

the location of the meat-producing areas of the

United States, (2) furnishing impressions of meat

processing in a packing house, and (3) indicating

the work of the government in protecting health

through meat inspection. Found useful in indi-

cating the importance of transportation in the meat

industry and in explaining the concentration of the

packing industry in Chicago.

Teachers and students found the maps and

diagrams effective.

Photography is fair; titles are good.

Contents. Location of grazing and fattening

areas and of meat-packing industries in the United

States, and impressions of the activities in a meat-

packing plant.

Introductory views of cattle, hogs, and sheep

in stockyard pens are shown. A sequence tracing
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cattle from the ranch to the packing plant begins

with a map upon which are indicated the principal

grazing areas. Views of cattle on a range are

followed by a title stating that most beef cattle are

sent to the feeder belt for fattening. The location

of the feeder belt is indicated on a map, and arrows

suggest the shipment of cattle from west to east.

Cattle are fed in feeder pens, loaded on freight cars,

and sent to Chicago. A title states that cattle are

sold by commission men. There follow scenes of

cattle as they are driven to the killing floor.

A sequence on the dressing of beef begins with

views of the skinning operation. A diagram indi-

cates the layout of the beef killing floor. Skinned

carcasses are moved along on an overhead rail,

split, washed, inspected, weighed, wrapped, and

placed in the cooler. An examiner inspects a

carcass and stamps it condemned. Another car-

cass is passed and stamped "U.S. Inspected."

Views of workmen icing refrigerator cars and load-

ing beef carcasses suggest the manner in which

meat is shipped.

A sequence on hog dressing begins with views of

men scraping pork carcasses. The animals are

split and conveyed to the chilling room. An
animated diagram shows the construction and

operation of such a room. On coming from the

chilling room, the carcasses move along a conveyer

where they are cut into pieces. A workman trims

hams, another weighs them, and still another places

them in a pickling barrel. An animated drawing

shows the construction and operation of a brine

tank. The hams are removed from brine, placed

in cloth bags, and hung on a smoking rack. Girls

are shown wrapping hams.

264. Mechanisms of Breathing jh-sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1936

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Fla, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn,

NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SC, Tenn, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for ( 1 ) develop-

ing a better understanding of the process of

breathing and the structure and function of the

lungs, (2) showing the need for and use of oxygen
in the body, (3) demonstrating the method by

which the blood disposes of waste material, and

(4) demonstrating methods of artificial respiration.

Sequences that deal with the oxygen require-

ments of the body and with factors affecting the

rate of breathing were particularly well handled.

In some cases, laboratory experiments with oxygen

were outgrowths of the film. The film contains a

few vivisection scenes. It is an excellent combina-

tion of photomicrography, animated diagrams, and

straight photography of actual experiments.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Functioning of the breathing mecha-

nisms, presented through animated drawings,

photomicrography, and straight photography.

As views of swimmers in a pool are shown, the

commentator says that the human body requires a

continual supply of oxygen and must rid itself of

carbon dioxide. As animations of air passages,

the lungs, and the diaphragm are shown, the

commentator describes their functions in facilitat-

ing the passage of oxygen to the blood in exchange

for waste carbon dioxide. Views of hand bellows

precede animated diagrams of rib and diaphragm
movements in breathing. Breathing action is

approximated with the use of a dog's lungs and

trachea under a bell jar.

A magnified cross section of lung tissue reveals

its porous nature. Tiny air sacs are compared in

size with ordinary sewing thread. Microscopic

views show several capillaries in animal tissue in

which blood corpuscles are carried along by the

plasma. In a series of animations the exchange of

oxygen and carbon dioxide molecules in the lungs

is demonstrated. Further animations show oxy-

gen-laden blood being carried from the lungs back

to the heart, where it is pumped through the

arteries to the capillaries of the body tissue.

Following a dorsal view of a swimmer, anima-

tions demonstrate nerve messages that auto-

matically control the action of normal breathing.

That breathing is stopped when phrenic nerves are

severed is demonstrated on an anesthetized dog.

Increased rate of breathing is demonstrated when

the dog rebreathes air from a closed tank. The

dog breathes air that is low in oxygen content, and

there is no appreciable change in breathing rate.

A marked increase in the animal's rate of breathing

results when the dog breathes air that is high in

carbon dioxide but contains plenty of oxygen.

The conclusion is drawn that the carbon dioxide

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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content of the body regulates the rate and depth
of breathing.

Animations show a lung air sac filling with liquid

as during pneumonia. Another abnormal situa-

tion is illustrated as a drowning victim is given

artificial respiration. A victim of exhaust gases

is shown lying face down on a garage floor. Ani-

mations illustrate the diffusion of carbon monoxide

in the victim's lungs.

265. Men and Oil jh-sh-c 20min sd Films, Inc.

(Paramount Pictures Corp.) 1937

Other sources: Calif, 111, Ind, Mich, Minn,

Mo, Okla

Appraisal. Good for showing (1) the early

development of the oil industry, (2) the conflict

between the oil producers and railroad officials, and

(3) the difficulties encountered in constructing pipe

lines. Should be useful in (1) developing an

understanding of the struggle of business interests

in the empire-building period for control of new

industries and (2) contrasting the business ethics

of this period with those of the present day.

Human struggle and ingenuity in overcoming

difficulties of industrial development are well por-

trayed. Teachers should note that this film was

not intended as an accurate factual record of oil

production. It was edited from the theatrical

feature High, Wide, and Handsome.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Dramatization of the struggle be-

tween Pennsylvania oilmen and railroad interests

over the building of a pipe line from the wells to

the refinery.

The opening sequence deals with the attitude of

Pennsylvania farmers toward the use of oil as fuel

and the attempt to drill for oil. There are views

of a medicine show and the hawking of the healing

rock oil, as the commentator tells of the first uses

of petroleum in America. Scenes of a crude

derrick and drill are interspersed with views of

farmers and their wives discussing in derision the

notion that rock oil would bring light to the world.

The next sequence develops the historical fact

that the first oil well was drilled near Titusville,

Pennsylvania, in 1859. Scenes of the successful

drilling of this well are followed in rapid order by
views of newspaper headlines, of men drilling with

foot-operated drilling tools, of better-equipped

drilling outfits, of the spouting oil, of wagons haul-

ing the crude oil from the well, and of barrels of oil

stored on railroad sidings.

The commentator points out the new transpor-

tation problem, handicapping the rising oil in-

dustry. There follow scenes of railroad financiers

and angry oilmen arguing about the railroad's

control' of transportation, and of the oilmen's

determination not to pay the heavy tariffs de-

manded.

The next sequence pictures the execution of the

plan to transport the oil across the mountains by
means of pipe lines, independent of the railroads.

Scenes follow of owners making financial arrange-

ments to build the pipe line and of railroad officials

planning to thwart this competitive form of oil

transportation. The difficulties of constructing

the pipe line are pictured in views of sleds turning

over steep banks, wagons loaded with pipe stuck

in snow and mud, and the construction of crude

trestles across creeks. These are interspersed

with scenes indicating the railroad's fight for

control, showing locomotives hauling thugs armed

with ax handles to attack the pipe-line construction

crews and to pull down sections of the pipe line.

The oilmen are shown laboring desperately to

build their pipe line over a rocky cliff. Pumps are

installed along the pipe line, and the oilmen tri-

umph in their fight with the railroads over control

of the new oil industry.

266. Men and Ships jh-sh-c 25min sd Maritime

Comm. 1940

Other source: Calif

Appraisal. Good for suggesting (1) the work of

the United States Maritime Commission in train-

ing men for the merchant marine and (2) the type

of training offered to officers and men of the mer-

chant marine. Should be useful in developing an

understanding of the importance of the merchant

marine in national defense, and in interesting stu-

dents in the vocational opportunities in the

merchant marine.

The film moves very slowly and activities appear

somewhat repetitious. However, it gives impres-

sions of a variety of activities and contains some

beautiful marine photography.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of the United States

Maritime Commission's training program for the

United States merchant marine.
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The training of cadet officers is suggested by

views of young men standing at a ship's wheel,

plotting courses on charts, and studying the ship's

control panel. There are views of a classroom as

the commentator says that experienced older

officers also receive training.

In-service training for ordinary seamen is de-

scribed in a sequence showing government schools.

Men engage in lifeboat drill, use Lyle guns and

breeches buoys, signal with flag and semaphore,

practice gunnery, go through gas-mask drill, work

in a machine shop, and practice cooking and the

work of a steward. The commentator says that

work in the machine shop is important in order

that repairs may be made without laying the boat

up in a harbor.

A sequence on the training of inexperienced men

is introduced as the commentator indicates the

need for recruits in the service. Sailors drill on a

parade ground as the commentator describes the

importance of discipline in their training. Train-

ing in radio is indicated by views of a class of men

receiving and sending radio code. On board the

clipper ship "Joseph Conrad," a training vessel

for the Maritime Commission, sailors are drilled

in the fundamentals of seamanship. There are

views of dock activities at St. Petersburg, Florida,

as apprentice sailors prepare for a cruise on the

modern training ship "American Seaman." The

commentator says that this vessel carries 250

apprentices selected from the Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps. Out at sea the men engage in a variety

of activities: working in the galley, boxing the

compass, splicing hawser, learning flag and sema-

phore signaling, swabbing decks, etc. In Cuba

they are given a day's leave to visit town. As the

ship again leaves the harbor, the commentator says

that America is building ships and training men
to man them.

267. Men of Medicine jh-sh-c 16min sd March of

Time 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, Ga, Ind,

Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) suggest-

ing the training necessary to become a doctor, (2)

showing something of doctors' work, and (3)

presenting the attitudes of different doctors toward

the problem of payment for medical care.

The work of doctors is dramatically sketched by

the story of a young doctor's first case. Students

were impressed by the tune and money required for

medical training.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The training and work of doctors,

and the chief points of view on the question of

payment for medical care.

Medical students are shown in classrooms, lab-

oratories, and operating rooms, as the commenta-

tor tells of their training. At their graduation,

young doctors are shown taking the oath of Hippo-
crates. The period of internship is suggested by
views of young doctors about their duties at a

hospital. A title states that the doctor's educa-

tion costs $15,000.

A young doctor receives a call at night. He
arrives at the patient's bedside and makes the

diagnosis. He tells the patient's mother that her

son has a bad appendix and that it will be necessary

to operate at once. She suggests that it would be

better to wait for the return of the family physi-

cian, who is out of town, but the young doctor tells

her that the case cannot wait. The hospital pre-

pares for the patient, laboratory tests are made,
the operating room is made ready, instruments are

sterilized, the patient is anesthetized, the doctor

washes his hands and puts on rubber gloves, and

the operation begins. When the operation is

successfully completed, the boy is returned to his

hospital bed.

A title states that facing the medical profession

today is a problem that cannot be solved by either

science or skill. As patients are shown at public

clinics, the commentator tells of the rapid rise in

demand for clinical service. Scenes of rural pov-

erty accompany the commentator's report of the

high death rate among rural Negroes. Dr.

Thomas Parran, Surgeon General, is shown as he

tells of some of the important findings of a three-

year health survey. Dr. John Peters briefly states

the case for socialized medicine; Dr. Kingsley

Roberts speaks for the cooperative payment plan;

and Dr. Morris Fishbein presents the point of view

of the American Medical Association.

In the concluding sequence there are views of

equipment being used in modern diagnosis and

therapy. A mother and her diabetic son are told

by the doctor that the child must be given insulin

injections.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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268. Metal Craft int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Mich, Minn,

NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz,

SanAnt, Tenn, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

some of the techniques used in the production of

beautiful and useful objects of bronze and pewter.

Found useful in developing an appreciation of and

an interest in metal craft.

Teachers reported that the film was an accurate

step-by-step treatment of some fundamental

processes in bronze and pewter work. Both

teachers and pupils expressed a desire for a longer

film dealing with other techniques and other

metals. The film will be most useful where an

opportunity is provided for students to work with

metals.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Demonstration and explanation of

processes in the production of "beautiful and use-

ful" metal objects.

Views of finished metal pieces are superimposed
on a close-up of a designer, and the commentator

explains that back of the objects is the creative

thought of the designer. The production of a

spun pewter bowl begins with the placement of a

circular blank of pewter on a spinning lathe. As
the disk is spun around on the lathe, the metal

craftsman shapes the disk into the contours of a

bowl, then trims the edges of the bowl with a

cutting tool. A mold is selected for casting the

base of the bowl. The mold is smoked to ensure,

as the commentator explains, that the hot metal

will flow smoothly all about it. The hot metal is

poured into the mold. In a few seconds the mold

is broken and the base piece removed. The base is

trimmed and then soldered to the pewter bowl.

The finished bowl is shown on a dining-room table.

Raising is the first process shown in the making
of a bronze bowl. The raising hammer in the hand
of a skilled worker forces the metal to assume the

shape of the mold over which it is being formed.

After the bronze is beaten into rough shape, it is

placed in a forge and heated preparatory to further

working. It is again pounded with the raising

hammer. The planishing hammer erases the

marks made by the raising hammer. The bronze

bowl is polished with a mechanical buffer until it

assumes a brilliant luster. The finished bowl is

shown filled with cut flowers.

The pouring of pewter candlesticks begins with

the preparation of the mold. Wooden mold forms

are placed in sand held in an iron frame. The
forms are removed, repairs made in the sand mold,
and a gate made in the sand through which the

molten pewter may enter the mold. A core

around which molten pewter will be poured is

placed in the mold, the mold locked, and liquid

pewter poured. The candlesticks are removed

from the molds and finished on a lathe. The
finished candlesticks are shown with the pewter
bowl in a home setting.

The making of a jewel box starts with the crafts-

man's preparation of a preliminary pencil sketch.

The design is transferred by use of carbon paper
to the flat surface of the metal. By use of chisel

and hammer the craftsman chases the design on

the metal. The flat piece of metal is shaped into a

box and the edges soldered. The work is com-

pleted after the paneling and handle of the lid are

soldered in place. The final owner admires the

jewel box.

269. Mexican Children pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NM,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

SamHous, SanAnt, Tenn, TexCW,
TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) depicting

home and school experiences of children living in

rural Mexico and (2) showing customs, costumes,

architecture, and technical development in that

country. Found useful in contrasting American

and Mexican life and in developing an understand-

ing of the Mexican people. Was of some use in

studying family relations and in providing a

background for the study of the Spanish language.

Teachers in the elementary grades approved of

the film's simple childlike appeal. Several teach-

ers suggested that the standard of living of the

family shown was considerably above that of the

average rural Mexican family, and that care should
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be taken that the film is not used as a basis for

generalized conclusions regarding all Mexican

families and all parts of Mexico.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A story of the lives of two Mexican

children Aurora and Mateo.

In a small Mexican village in early morning a

woman fills a jar with water from a fountain and

carries it to her home. Mateo and his sister,

Aurora, wash their hands and faces. Mateo

finishes dressing as he drapes a joronguita around

his shoulder and puts on his sombrero. He carries

a pet chipmunk in his pocket. Aurora braids her

hair while Mateo helps his brother take the cows,

sheep, and goats to the pasture. Aurora waters

plants in the yard, and Mateo helps his father bind

the yoke on a team of oxen. Mother carries the

bedcovers into the sunshine to air. Before they

set off for school, Mateo and Aurora play with their

baby sister and a pet parrot.

Mateo and Aurora are shown in a class where the

teacher explains words and pictures on the black-

board. The teacher is heard speaking to the

children in Mexican. Aurora writes the words

gallina and olla on pictures of a hen and a jar.

At recess girls and boys are shown in the schoolyard

dancing and playing in separate groups.

After school Mateo and Aurora walk home,
where their mother is cooking tortillas for their

lunch. The mother says they will all take lunch

to father in the field. Mateo saddles the donkey,
and they set out with the food. The mother

spreads a blanket on the ground, and the family

gathers around to eat tortillas and beans. In a

very brief scene the members of the family con-

verse in Mexican.

On a holiday the family goes to the village for a

fiesta. They visit a market place where Aurora

and Mateo buy toys and see many stands at which

a large variety of Mexican products are sold.

Mateo dresses in an Aztec costume and takes part
in an ancient dance. The family returns home
in the evening.

270. Mexico int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1930

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Colo, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, LaDptE, Me, Mich,

Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, PaCW, PaMil, SD,

Syr, Tex, TexTech, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

the geographic regions of Mexico, (2) suggesting

important aspects of Mexican economic life in

each region, and (3) giving glimpses of Mexican

life.

Teachers reported that the film's presentation
of the geographic regions was particularly clear

and that good use was made of maps. Some
sections of the film seem to have been too hurried

to allow adequate time for observation, and some

teachers suggested that the film should be revised

and brought up to date.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Geographic features of Mexico and

economic and social aspects of Mexican life.

Introductory scenes suggest the manner in

which Mexico has been influenced by both Spanish
and native Indian cultures. The first sequence

deals with Mexico's location and topography.

Some of the civilizations that developed within the

tropics are pointed out on a rotating globe. These

are illustrated by views of Egyptian pyramids and

Mexico's Pyramid of the Sun. A title stating

that Mexico extends from tropical lowlands to

land of perpetual snow is followed by views of

snow-capped mountains. The direction of the

winds that blow across Mexico and the presence of

hot lowlands, warm lands, and cool lands are shown

on animated maps.
A sequence dealing with the hot lowlands is

introduced by views of coconut palms and a

banana plantation. There are several scenes of

activities in the oil industry near Tampico on the

Gulf of Mexico. In Yucatan workmen haul

henequen fiber to the processing plant where it is

crushed, cleaned, dried, and bundled. Men har-

vest a crop of sugar cane, unload and crush it at a

mill, and spread out the sugar to dry.

Activities of the region of the warm lands are

introduced by views of cattle and a Mexican

rancher on horseback. A title, "Country life,"

introduces several views of activities on a Mexican

hacienda. Natives grind corn, knead dough,
wash clothes at the river's edge, inspect cactus

fences, weave cloth on a primitive loom, make

baskets, and hitch oxen to crude plows. Life in a

provincial town is illustrated by views of the

central square and market place, a display of

Mexican straw hats, a girl doing embroidery work,
women washing clothes, and donkeys loaded with

produce.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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The final sequence is concerned with the cool

region of Mexico's high plateau. The importance
of this region as a source of mineral wealth is

illustrated by views of ore cars bringing silver ore

from the mine to a mill, where it is stamped,

crushed, washed, melted, and cast in molds.

There follow several views of Mexican dams, power

plants, and power transmission lines. Views of

Mexico City include street scenes, the floating

gardens, Viga Canal, the National Theater, and

Chapultepec Park.

the cilia of the stentor sweep food into its mouth.

There are views of the stentor dividing by fission.

The vorticella is shown to be a bell-shaped pro-

tozoan.

The film concludes with views of the rotifer, a

multicellular animal. Titles call attention to the

wheel of the rotifer and the internal jaws which

are constantly at work. It is shown that the roti-

fer has a complete digestive track. There are

views of a colony of rotifers.

271. Microscopic Animal Life jh-sh 15min si

Eastman 1930

Other sources: Buck, Calif, ColFC, Fla, Ind,

IntFB, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn,

Mo, OhioDptE, Syr, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing
structure of the amoeba, paramecium, stentor,

vorticella, and rotifer and (2) showing food get-

ting, locomotion, and reproduction by fission in

some of the forms shown.

The film contains many good microscopic views

of protozoans. Teachers thought that it should

have shown some microscopic animals harmful to

man. The film was rated higher hi senior than

in junior high school.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Several one-celled animals and one

multicellular animal, the rotifer.

A man dips up some pond water for use in the

laboratory. The water is placed under a micro-

scope for examination. A title states that the

amoeba is a simple protozoan, and views of the

amoeba follow. Titles and pictures call attention

to the fact that the amoeba is a changing mass of

protoplasm. The amoeba is shown ingesting a

particle of food.

There are views of the paramecium, which is

described as a slipper-shaped protozoan. Views

show that the beating cilia drive the body of the

paramecium through the water. When an un-

favorable stimulus is placed in the water, the

paramecium spins in a circle. Fission has been

nearly completed in one of the organisms.

Views of stentors are followed by a title stating

that they are smaller than the tip of a needle.

Attention is called to the cilia that cover the body.

The club-shaped body of the stentor becomes

trumpet-shaped when attacked. It is shown that

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c
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272. Milk and Health jh-sh-c 7min sd March of

Tune 1936

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Mich,

Minn, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing some

of the steps taken to ensure pure milk, (2) indi-

cating some difficulties encountered in safeguard-

ing milk, and (3) contrasting unsanitary condi-

tions of milk production and distribution with

sanitary procedures. Should be useful in develop-

ing an appreciation of the progress made in

protecting the public from the dangers of impure
milk.

The film forcefully presents the work of Dr.

Sedgwick, a pioneer in public health. Teachers

should note that it does not make clear the ways
in which diseases are transmitted through milk

and that it does not explain the healthful qualities

of milk.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Progress made in providing the pub-
lic with pure milk.

As milk is shown being delivered, the commen-

tator says that, although milk is the most healthful

of foods, it is also potentially the most dangerous.

School children are shown drinking milk. The

practices of the old-time dairy farmer are suggested

by scenes of a farmer who is careless in handling

milk. The commentator says, "The farmer of the

nineties and his father and grandfather before him

knew only three rules for milk: to strain it, keep it

cool, and get it to market before it sours."

A short sequence deals with the story of the

achievement of Dr. Sedgwick, who in 1892 traced

a typhoid epidemic in Springfield, Massachusetts,

to contaminated milk. Dr. Sedgwick is portrayed

receiving a request to investigate the epidemic.

After talking with the city physician, Dr. Sedgwick

decides to check the city milk supply. The

:ollege;min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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physician says that all patients were supplied by a

single milk distributor. Dr. Sedgwick and the

distributor call on the farmers who supplied the

milk. At the last farm visited, it is discovered

that the fanner's daughter has typhoid. When
Dr. Sedgwick asks to see where the milk is kept, he

is shown a large open barrel. Dr. Sedgwick's

laboratory tests prove that the milk is the source

of infection.

After Dr. Sedgwick's discovery an intensive

drive is undertaken to guard the milk supply.

One of the first steps is to stop the sale of loose

milk there are views of loose-milk deliveries and

of the first milk bottles. The commentator says

that, when dairies began to pasteurize milk, it was

hard to convince consumers that heating did not

rob milk of its healthful qualities. One store is

shown displaying a sign stating that the milk sold

is not pasteurized. Health officials are shown

destroying dangerous milk. Testing of dairy

herds is shown as another measure taken to ensure

pure milk. Irate farmers who opposed the destruc-

tion of diseased cattle are shown defying the health

officials.

A modern dairy farm is pictured. As the com-

mentator says that most milk comes from small

private dairies, there is a view of milk being de-

livered to a distribution center. There are also

views of pasteurizing and bottling processes.

In the closing sequence milk practices in this

country are contrasted with those in France. At

the dinner table a French child is shown drinking

wine instead of milk. As the commentator says

that in France milk distribution methods are 40

years behind those in this country, a French

customer buys loose milk.

273. Modern Dizie (Along the Road to Romance

Series) int-jh-sh 9min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Twentieth Century-Fox Film

Corp.) 1938

Other sources: Bos, 111, Mich, Minn,

OhioDptE, Okla, SC

Appraisal. Good for (1) giving brief impres-

sions of New Orleans and Baton Rouge and (2)

suggesting important products of Louisiana.

Should be useful in developing some appreciation

of the economic importance of Louisiana.

A great many topics are introduced, but each is

only briefly developed. There is no mention of

problems of the South and little geographic

orientation. This film will likely be most useful

for a quick overview of Louisiana.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Impressions of the cities of New
Orleans and Baton Rouge and of some important

industries of Louisiana.

Views of the sky line and of street scenes in New
Orleans are shown, as the commentator calls

attention to the rapid economic development of

the South and the importance of New Orleans as a

port. There are views of old homes in New
Orleans. The commentator describes the carry-

over in architecture and customs from the days of

the French. An old colored woman is shown

smoking her pipe and selling dolls. There is a

view of street lamps which, the commentator

states, date back to 1700. A statue of Jackson

stands in a park. Near the city are typical

southern mansions, some in disrepair, others well

kept. A former slave sits by his cabin.

The next sequence is on products of Louisiana.

A group of colored people cut cane. A Negro
woman feeds cane into a crude, mule-powered

press. Rice is cut by tractor-drawn binders,

loaded on wagons, and hauled to the thresher.

The commentator says that Louisiana leads the

nation in rice production. Spanish moss used for

packing is gathered in swamps and taken by boat

to drying rooms. Cotton is picked and weighed.

At a cabin in a cotton field, two colored boys dance

to the music of a banjo. At the wharves, 500-

pound bales of cotton are loaded on boats. There

are several views of activities on the cotton ex-

change. Before a southern mansion, a group of

girls in costumes of the Civil War period card, spin,

and weave. Cypress trees are felled, and logs are

hauled away by railroad as the commentator says

that cypress needs no outside protection from

weather.

In Baton Rouge there are views of the old capi-

tol, the state university, and the new capitol.

274. The Modern Lithographer int-jh-sh-c llmin

sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, Wis

A ppraisal. Good for ( 1 ) showing the techniques

of direct and photo-offset lithography and (2) sug-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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gesting occupational opportunities in lithography.

Should be useful in developing an understanding of

the contribution of technology to modern mass

communication.

The general character of the process is made

clear by the film, but some of the technical details

may be confusing to students unfamiliar with the

subject. The technical nature of the film makes

more than one showing desirable, particularly at

the elementary and junior high school levels.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The process of lithography by the

direct and photographic offset methods.

A sequence on the direct process begins as an

artist copies a portrait, on a specially prepared

Bavarian limestone slab, with brushes and pens

that have been dipped in an ink made of

lampblack and tallow. Water is spread on the

finished slab and an ink roller passed over it. A
sheet of paper is placed on it and an impression

made. An animated cross section of the surface of

the stone shows that the printer's ink adhered to

the parts covered by the lithographer's ink but not

to the parts covered with water. Thus, when the

paper is pressed against the stone, a reproduction

is made. The use of a thin metal plate in the place

of the stone is shown to be an advance in modern

lithography. Still another advance is indicated,

the photo-offset, which transfers the picture from

the metal plate to rubber and from rubber to the

paper. The commentator says that the photo-

offset makes possible clear reproduction on coarse

paper.

A sequence on the modern photo-offset process

is introduced by views of Frank Vining Smith

painting a marine picture. The commentator says

that an unlimited number of copies may be made

by the photo-offset process, which is used widely

in commercial art. The first step in producing a

color lithograph is photographing the subject.

Filters, which admit all but one color, are used; and

the subject is reproduced on several glass plates,

each of which then bears a negative showing one

color of the original. After the number of one-

color plates necessary to reproduce the original are

developed, they are checked and corrected by
artists. To obtain printing texture, screen nega-

tives are made by another photographer and

checked under high magnification. As highly

magnified views of the screen negative are shown,

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c

the commentator says that the dot technique is

necessary to prevent smudging in printing. A
proof plate of each negative is now photographed
on sensitized metal. The commentator says that

these plates are chemically treated so that the

minute dots will attract ink and repel water.

When proofs from these plates are printed one

upon another, a supervisor can check the accuracy
of the reproduction. Multiple prints are photo-

graphed on large sensitized plates so that several

reproductions can be made at one time. The com-

mentator says that accuracy within one-thou-

sandth of an inch in placement of these multiple

prints is made possible by precision machinery.
The multiple plates are developed and treated as

were the proof plates and are taken to the press-

room, where they are clamped in place on the cyl-

inders of a huge press. Rubber sheets are wrapped
around other rollers for the offset operation, and

the presses begin turning out reproductions. The
film closes with views of the many aesthetic and

commercial uses of photo-offset lithographs.

275. A Modern Zeus int-jh-sh lOmin sd Gen

Electric 1933

Other source: Colo

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) dispelling

superstition concerning lightning, (2) showing some

recent experimentation that has resulted in reduc-

ing damage by lightning, and (3) suggesting the

natural conditions that produce lightning. Found
useful in demonstrating laboratory experiments
with high-voltage electricity and in explaining the

value of such experimentation.

At the elementary school level the film was

chiefly valuable for reducing fear and superstition

regarding lightning; the laboratory techniques

were too advanced for most of this group to under-

stand.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Recent scientific research that has

resulted in a reduction of power line troubles due

to lightning.

Ancient Greeks are portrayed discussing light-

ning as the work of the god Zeus. An early super-

stition concerning lightning is illustrated by views

of a woman as she calls her children into the house

during a storm and forces them to go to bed. A

young wife, frightened by a storm, is assured by
her husband that no harm will come to her. The

:ollege; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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electric lights flicker and go out, and the husband

says that he will be glad when scientific improve-

ments make electric trouble due to lightning less

frequent.

The next sequence deals with developments in

the study of lightning. The work of Benjamin

Franklin in making his kite experiments is drama-

tized. There follow views of cumulus clouds and

the commentator's description of their part in

storing up electrical energy, later discharged in the

form of lightning. Views of the General Electric

laboratories atPittsfield, Massachusetts, are shown.

Here experiments are conducted to determine

methods of reducing the damage caused by light-

ning to power lines. There are views of giant

artificial-lightning generators. A 10,000,000-volt

bolt is shot between two rods. The commentator

says that with the use of giant condensers and

transformers power is built up equal to fifty times

that generated at Niagara Falls. The commenta-

tor describes the manner in which this power is

stored in capacitors and then released with the

pressing of a button. There are several demon-

strations of the effects of this man-made lightning.

The functions of lightning rods are demonstrated

by shooting lightning bolts at various targets.

The manner in which lightning sometimes disrupts

electrical service by causing insulators to flash over

and ground is illustrated. A shield is devised to

reduce this trouble. Lightning arresters ground

the excess charges brought by a lightning strike.

The woman who was afraid of lightning now

lives in a modern, well-lighted home. She laughs

at her former fear and admires the beauty of a

lightning storm raging outside.

276. Modes and Motors jh-sh-c lOmin sd Gen.

Motors 1939

Other sources: Bos, Fla, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Minn, SanAnt, Tenn, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) illustrat-

ing seven basic art forms as applied to industrial

design, (2) showing the stages through which an

article passes from design to finished article, (3)

giving impressions of vocational opportunities in

commercial art, (4) indicating the cooperation of

the artist and engineer in making beautiful and

useful articles. Should be useful in developing an

appreciation of the function of art in industry.

Students displayed high interest in the film,gll 111 LCI CS I. Ill 111C I1UU) UIUaUUUg, O.11U UHUU

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p.
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often requested a second showing, and, in some

classes, followed its presentation by a discussion of

examples of good and poor design in common, use-

ful articles. Advertising is not obtrusive.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The work of artists, scientists, and

engineers in producing better and more beautiful

products.

Views of a pianist, a violinist, and several build-

ings of modern design are shown. The commen-

tator says that there are many forms of art, that

few people think of it in connection with the prod-

ucts of industry, and that art, science, and industry

have a common goal the betterment of mankind

and man's life.

The seven elementary art shapes used since early

tunes are shown straight line, broken line, wave

line, letter "S," semicircle, circle, and spiral. The

design for an automobile radio is shown to have

been derived from the fundamental circle shape.

The next sequence is concerned with the applica-

tion of art principles to industrial design. After

the first designs have been made on drawing boards,

small clay models are constructed. Views of a

model of an electric fan are accompanied by the

commentator's description of the spiral shape used

by the designer. The broken line form is shown

applied to the grill of a modern streamlined loco-

motive. Accurately scaled, full-sized drawings

are prepared for a new automobile. Engineers

plot every dimension
;
the designer contributes the

artistry. Working drawings are prepared, engine-

less models are built, and the job is turned over to

the builder. A full-scale model of an automobile

is shown. There follow views of several additional

products that are the combined efforts of art, sci-

ence, and industry.

277. Molecular Theory of Matter jh-sh-c llmin

sd Erpi 1932

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colo, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt,

SC, StAmb, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW,
VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for presenting,

illustrating, and clarifying the molecular theory of

337.
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matter. Found useful in demonstrating the nature

of scientific procedure in the setting up and testing

of a hypothesis.

Teachers commented on the excellence of the

animation that suggested molecular motion in

solids, liquids, and gases. The use of photomicrog-

raphy in showing the Brownian movement is out-

standing. Best use of the film was reported by
classes that had made some study of the topic, and

teachers thought that it should be shown more

than once. It was rated higher in senior high than

in junior high school use.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Experimental and direct observa-

tional evidence in support of the molecular theory

of matter, presented through straight photog-

raphy, animation, and tune-lapse photography.
A bulb of bromine is broken in a closed cylinder

filled with air. It is shown that fifteen minutes

are required for total diffusion of the bromine.

The diffusion of bromine molecules through the air

molecules is shown in animation. The commenta-

tor calls attention to the fact that this process is

slowed up by the continual collision of bromine

molecules with air molecules. When a bulb of

bromine is broken in an evacuated cylinder, it

diffuses throughout almost instantaneously.

The commentator says that, if the molecules of a

gas are continually in motion, they should strike

the side of a containing vessel and exert pressure

thereon. Diagrams are used to illustrate the com-

mentator's statement that molecules are so small

that, if the number contained in a cubic centimeter

of gas were expanded to the size of grains of sand,

they would occupy a cubic mile of space. The
force of molecules striking the walls of their con-

tainer is compared by means of a pressure gauge
with the force of machine-gun bullets striking a

metal target. It is demonstrated that increas-

ing the rate of fire increases the pressure on the

target and, analogously, that doubling the mass of

air in a given volume also increases the pressure on

the walls of the container. It is further demon-

strated that decreasing the force with which the

machine-gun bullets strike the target, though fre-

quency remains the same, results in decreased

pressure and, analogously, that lowering the tem-

perature of a given mass of gas in a constant vol-

ume also decreases the pressure exerted on the

walls of the container. The existence of atmos-

pheric pressure is demonstrated by an experiment
in which one end of a glass tube is immersed in

mercury. When the tube is evacuated, the mer-

cury rises.

The commentator says that up to this point
molecules have been considered as independent of

each other. Steam condenses in a cylinder packed
with ice. This is explained by analogy with the

action which occurs when steel balls at various

speeds are rolled past a magnet. The commenta-
tor says that, just as the steel balls are more

strongly attracted by the magnet when they are

rolled close to it, so the molecules of steam are more

strongly attracted to each other when they are

forced closer together by increased pressure.

A view of a dish of evaporating water fades into

a diagram showing that in evaporation some of the

molecules overcome intermolecular attraction and

escape from the surface. A cylinder is evacuated

and, as the attached pressure gauge registers zero,

a bulb of ether is broken inside the cylinder. The

pressure rises as the ether evaporates. An ani-

mated diagram shows the molecules of ether strik-

ing the walls of the container and rebounding in

the liquid. The commentator says that, when the

number of molecules leaving the surface of a liquid

equals the number rebounding into the liquid, the

pressure will remain constant, and that such a

pressure is called the equilibrium pressure or vapor
tension of the liquid. The commentator adds that,

before the evaporation is complete, the liquid is

cooled because the faster moving molecules escape

leaving the slower moving ones behind. It is

demonstrated that water may be frozen when

methyl chloride is allowed to evaporate from it.

An animated diagram illustrates the commenta-

tor's statement that in a liquid the molecules are

far enough apart to permit the substance to flow.

An animated diagram shows the molecular ar-

rangement of a crystalline solid as the commentator

points out that in such substances the molecules

are close enough together to resist changes in

shape. A crystal of hypo is shown as evidence of

the orderly arrangement of molecules in such a

crystalline solid. Changing a solid to a liquid and

back to a solid is demonstrated by heating and

cooling hypo.

The final sequence presents direct evidence of

the motion of molecules. There is a highly magni-

fied view of the Brownian movement of camphor-
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gum globules, and an animated diagram shows that

the globules of gum move as a result of being

struck by molecules.

278. The Moon jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1936

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Kan-

City, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, NC,

OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, SamHous,

SC, Tenn, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

relative motions of the earth and moon and (2)

explaining the causes of tides, phases of the moon,

and eclipses. Found useful in giving an under-

standing of the movements of the moon and their

effects upon the earth.

Because of the abstract nature of the concepts

depicted in this film, it was best used after con-

siderable classwork on the subject. The film is not

entirely successful in adequately portraying motion

that occurs in three dimensions. Its value is en-

hanced by the use of animation and the time-lapse

telephoto views.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Demonstrations of the motions of the

earth, moon, and sun, and explanations of the

causes of tides, phases of the moon, and eclipses,

presented through animation, telephotography,

and time-lapse and straight photography.

As views of the moon and its craters are shown,

the commentator says that there is no life on the

moon and that the moon influences the earth by

causing tides. Views of a harbor at high and low

tides are followed by animation showing the moon

revolving around the earth. The commentator

says that the two high tides on opposite sides of the

earth would follow the moon around were it not for

the earth's rotation. Further animation shows

that the revolution of the moon and the rotation of

the earth cause the tides to lag. The sun is added

to the diagram to demonstrate that, when the sun,

earth, and moon are in a straight line, the tides are

higher and lower. The commentator points out

that for this reason the height of the tides is related

to the phases of the moon.

A sequence on the phases of the moon is devel-

oped by scenes taken in a planetarium. The wax-

ing and waning of the moon from new to full and

back to new is shown as a clock in one comer of the

screen indicates the time of rising and setting.

Animated diagrams show first the motions of the

moon in waxing and waning as they might be seen

from a point directly between the earth and the

moon, and later as they might be seen from a point

directly above the North Pole. The commentator

expkins that the moon's orbit is slightly elliptical

and that it completes one revolution in 27^ days.

Further animation shows that the appearance of

the moon from the earth is the result of both the

motion of the moon and the motion of the earth.

Views taken through a powerful telescope show the

changing shadows on the moon as it changes its po-

sition relative to the sun and earth. There is a

view in a planetarium of the moon passing in front

of a star as the commentator says that an hour will

pass at most before the star reappears.

The final sequence is on eclipses. Animation

shows that the earth is between the moon and sun

at full moon and that the moon is between the

earth and sun at new moon. Further animation

shows that only rarely does the conical shadow

cast by the earth pass over the moon and that of

the moon pass over the earth. The commentator

says that, when the full moon crosses the plane

of the earth's orbit, there is a lunar eclipse; and

that, when the new moon crosses the plane of

the earth's orbit, there is a solar eclipse. Fur-

ther animation shows this occurring. There is a

time-lapse view of a lunar eclipse. The path of

the moon's shadow across the earth in the solar

eclipse of 1932 is shown in animation and by

time-lapse photography. The commentator says

that solar eclipses are rare but the phases of the

moon can be observed everywhere.

279. Moths pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, Ga, Har-

vard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Ky, Mich, Minn, NC,

OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

SamHous, StAmb, Syr, TexCW, WashSt,

Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

life cycles of the wild silk moth and the tussock

moth and (2) indicating the destructive as well as

helpful work of moths. Found useful on the ele-

mentary level in developing an understanding of

the meaning of metamorphosis.

Students and teachers reported that the stages

in the development of the moth from the egg to the

adult were clearly shown. The film appears some-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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what repetitious in that it follows the identical life

cycle of two moths. Although the film was used

with some success in the lower elementary grades,

it was rated higher in junior and senior high school.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The life history, habits, and charac-

teristics of moths presented through time-lapse

and straight photography.

The first sequence shows the wild silk moth in

various stages of development. A' cluster of wild

silk moth eggs is shown on a branch. The com-

mentator says that they will hatch after a few days

in the sunshine. A young caterpillar emerges

from the eggshell. As it feeds on leaves, the com-

mentator calls attention to the manner in which

its body blends with the background of shrubbery.

There follow several views of a caterpillar larva

molting. The commentator says that, after the

last change of skin, this larva has a greenish color.

The caterpillar prepares for the third stage of its

life cycle by weaving a cocoon. After a few days

in the cocoon the skin splits and is worked back,

thus effecting the change from caterpillar to pupa.

There follow views of a cocoon as the commentator

discusses its appearance during the winter months

as it develops into an adult moth. Some time

later, the moth emerges from the cocoon, settles

near by, and awaits the flow of juices from its body

into its wings. The commentator says that at

this time the external coat of the moth is hardening.

The second sequence deals with the life cycle of

the white-marked tussock moth. Soon after the

eggs are laid, larvae emerge. Views of larvae

molting and feeding on leaves are followed by views

of cocoon construction. One larva passes through

the pupa stage and emerges as a wingless female

moth. She stays near the cocoon to await her

mate. A male tussock moth emerges, rests near

his cocoon for a while, scents his mate, and joins

her. The female lays her eggs on the discarded

cocoon, covers them with a frothy substance, and

dies.

The concluding sequence is concerned with the

destructive and helpful work of moths. Harmful

effects are illustrated by views of moth-eaten plants

and clothes. Beneficial work is illustrated by
views of a bolt of material made from silk supplied

by silkworms and by views of flowers in the cross-

pollination of which moths have aided.

280. Mountain Building jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi
1935

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colo, Colu, Ga, Idaho,

111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky, Me, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, PaMil, SamHous, SC, StAmb,
Tenn, TexCW, WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

ways, other than action by volcanoes, by which the

earth's crust is elevated and depressed and (2) sug-

gesting the relationship between mountain-building
areas and earthquake zones. Found useful in de-

veloping an appreciation of the forces that have

been and are at work changing the earth's surface.

Animation and pressure-box demonstrations

make clear the meaning of such terms as over-

thrust, fault, anticline, and geosyncline. At the

junior high school level it was reported that the

film was too technical for groups that had not made
a special study of the topic.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Forces other than volcanic that tend

to modify the earth's crust, presented through ani-

mation and straight photography.
As scenes of the heaving surface of the ocean are

shown, the commentator says that, without the

uplifting forces upon the surface of the earth, all

would have long since been eroded down to the

level of the ocean. The fact that the earth's sur-

face has been alternately elevated and depressed

is illustrated by the strata exposed in the walls of

the Grand Canyon. Here layers of sedimentary

rock containing fossils of marine origin overlie

strata containing fossils of terrestrial origin. The

commentator says that this region has been both

below and above the surface of the sea.

Animation shows the progressive sinking of the

mouth of the Hudson River, and the commentator

brings out the fact that many fine harbors have

similar geological origins.

Evidences of crustal adjustment are shown by
scenes of joints and columnar jointing in igneous

rocks. Larger fractures of the earth's crust are

called faults. By means of animation, fault ter-

minology is illustrated.

Scenes of the Glacier Park peaks and the Teton

Mountains are used to illustrate mountains built

by crustal adjustment and differential erosion.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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The peculiar Lewis overthrust is reconstructed by
animation.

A pressure box is used to show how synclines are

formed by lateral pressures. The anticline is pic-

tured by a view of a rocky mountain face.

Animation portraying a geosyncline as a basin of

deposition indicates one of the causes of sinking of

the earth's crust, that is, the overloading of one

portion of the earth's crust by the weight of the

sediments deposited upon it.

A model of the earth showing the great moun-

tain systems on the margins of the great geosyn-

clines and major earthquake zones brings out the

relationship that exists between areas of mountain

building and the frequency of earthquakes in these

areas. As a dam and a tunnel are shown, the

commentator says that the possibilities of faulting

are considered in locating these structures.

Scenes in a mine and at an oil well accompany
the comment that faulting and other crustal ad-

justments are often responsible for the concentra-

tion of mineral deposits.

As beautiful mountain scenes are shown, the

commentator says that rugged mountains seen in

some regions are evidence of the recent activity of

the forces of mountain building.

281. Mouse Control in Orchards jh-sh-c lOmin sd

U. S. Interior 1938

Other sources: Calif, Kan, OhioDptE, OreSt,

Tex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing ap-

pearance and some activities of harmful mice, (2)

showing some of their natural enemies, and (3)

demonstrating methods of controlling mice in

orchards. Found useful in showing the necessity

for careful study of the life habits of pests, and

demonstrating activities of the federal government
in pest control.

The film should be particularly useful with groups

interested in the development and care of orchards.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The control of orchard mice which

feed upon fruit and destroy trees.

Close-ups of a meadow mouse are shown as the

commentator says that this animal is fond of

apples and the inner parts of fruit trees. Charac-

teristics that distinguish this rodent from harmless

mice are indicated. The pine mouse, another de-

stroyer which digs its burrows in sandy soil, is de-

For explanation of abbreviations

scribed as having an appetite for the roots of trees.

Some of the damage effected by these two rodents

is demonstrated by close-ups of trees that have

been girdled and rendered worthless.

The next sequence deals with the natural ene-

mies of these orchard rodents. A shrew engages
in battle and kills a meadow mouse. Owls, marsh

hawks, foxes, and skunks are shown as the com-

mentator describes their value for destroying

rodents.

Preventive measures for control of orchard ro-

dents are introduced by close-ups of a common

spring mousetrap. Mouse harbors around stone

walls and stumps are eliminated. Removal of

rank grass around the bases of fruit trees is de-

scribed as being effective in reducing damage by
meadow mice during summer months. There are

views of mouse trails built through orchards. Sev-

eral nests are shown in close-ups. Meadows in

which mice breed are shown as the commentator

discusses means of destroying mice there. Wire

guards for trees are described as desirable but un-

reliable for protection against underground bur-

rowing.

The next sequence is concerned with the use of

poisoned bait in destroying rodents. Accompany-

ing views of mice feeding upon apples, carrots, and

sweet potatoes, the commentator describes efforts

of government workers to discover the most effec-

tive poison base. Methods of preparing and set-

ting poisoned apple bait are demonstrated to a

group of fanners by a government agent. The

use of poisoned oats during the fall months when

the poisoning of apples is not effective is also dem-

onstrated. As views of heavily laden apple trees

are shown, the commentator calls attention to serv-

ices rendered by the United States Biological

Survey in assuring better crops.

282. Muddy Waters int-jh-sh 12min sd U. S.

Agric. 1937

Other sources: Ariz, Bos, Calif, Colo, Fla,

Ga, HI, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC,

NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD, Tenn,

Tex, VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for presenting (1)

the effect of water erosion on the land, (2) the need

for erosion and flood control as one aspect of con-

servation, (3) the value of a watershed, and (4) the

role of grass in the conservation of moisture.

used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Teachers reported that the contrast between the

amount of soil normally carried by water and that

carried by water flowing over eroded and denuded

soil was particularly clear. There were requests

for more concrete evidence on what is being done.

It was suggested that the film should be accom-

panied by the use of maps.

Photography is good, sound fair.

Contents. The effects of overgrazing on the

lands of southwestern United States.

Scenes of forests, grassy tablelands, and desert

land are followed by views of deer and Indian

pueblos. As an Indian works on an irrigation

ditch, the commentator says that, when the white

man came, he found Indians living in pueblos on

the banks of a few rivers. He explains that the

Indians had learned to divert the waters from the

rivers for irrigation purposes. As mountain snow

scenes are shown, the commentator says that in

the spring and early summer the snow melts and

flows to the rivers below. Views of reservoirs in

which water is stored indicate the method used by
the white man to supplement the irrigation meth-

ods of the Indians. A series of scenes indicate

that water is used to irrigate orange groves, cotton

fields, truck farms, and date palm groves.

Stock grazing, another industry of the South-

west, is suggested by scenes of grazing cattle,

sheep, goats, and horses. The commentator ob-

serves that these animals harvest the grass from

millions of acres; that the grass helps to hold the

soil in place; but that man has, through the exces-

sive use of the plow and overgrazing, destroyed the

grass, and thus upset nature's balance. Scenes of

eroded land and deepening gullies where grass once

grew are shown. Rivers run high at flood stage,

carrying away the crumbling soil. A man uses a

long rod to demonstrate the depth to which the silt

has filled a reservoir.

As views of mountains, grass, and reservoirs are

shown, the commentator says that grass must

again be grown to cover the watersheds in order to

guarantee the continuance of both farming and

grazing.

283. Muscles int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, CenWash,

Colo, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, PaMil, Tex,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

structure and function of muscles, (2) indicating
the interrelation of the muscular and nervous sys-

tems, and (3) showing the results of fatigue on
muscle activity. Should be useful in helping stu-

dents understand the structure of their bodies in

order that they may use them better.

Diagrams of muscle activity are an especially

strong feature of the film. Results of fatigue

rather than its causes are treated by the film. The
film was rated higher on the high school than on

the junior high school level.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The structure, properties, and action

of muscles, presented through straight photog-

raphy, photomicrography, animation, and dia-

grams.

A sequence on the structure of muscles is intro-

duced by scenes of a man dissecting a chicken leg.

A title stating that muscles are covered by a sheath

is followed by a highly magnified view of a muscle

with its sheath covering. The nature of a single

muscle is indicated by a diagram. Muscle fibers

are separated under a microscope. Muscle fibers,

striations, and nucleuses are pointed out on a highly

magnified view of muscle tissue. An animated

diagram of muscles, showing nerve fibers and end

plates, suggests the relationship between muscles

and nerves. A title states that muscles pull on

tendons attached to bones. The movement of a

chicken's foot resulting from pulling on various

tendons of the upper leg is demonstrated. A
close-up of a man fingering a violin illustrates a

title stating that muscles that are controllable at

will are called voluntary muscles. A view of a

dissected animal's beating heart follows a title

stating that muscles that cannot be controlled at

will are called involuntary muscles.

The next sequence shows how muscles are stimu-

lated and how they are affected by fatigue. A
frog's leg twitches when the nerve is pinched with

tweezers. The demonstration is repeated by sub-

stituting an electric shock for the pinch. An ani-

mated diagram shows how the action of a muscle

may be recorded by attaching to it a lever that

marks the contractions of the muscle on a revolv-

ing drum. Use of laboratory apparatus similar to

that shown in the diagram demonstrates the effect

of fatigue resulting from continued contraction.

A sequence on the action of muscles is introduced

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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by a title stating that muscles are arranged in

groups with antagonistic action. Views of an ath-

lete dissolve to animated diagrams showing the

action of the arm and of the respiratory apparatus.

A title states that in some forms of exercise many
muscles are used. Athletes do exercises on a hori-

zontal bar and catch a basketball; each scene

dissolves into diagrams showing the muscles in-

volved. A close-up shows the fingering of a violin,

and a title states that by training and exercise

muscles are taught to perform delicate tasks.

284. Native Arts of Old Mexico int-jh-sh 20min

sd Pan Am. Union 1937

Other sources: Bos, ColFC, Colo, Ga, 111,

IntFB, Minn, PaCW, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported good for showing Mexi-

can handmade articles (figures made from reed,

baskets, furniture, scrapes, blankets, tile, embroid-

ery, and pottery) and for suggesting the processes

used in making them. Found useful in (1) stimu-

lating an interest in handicraft and (2) developing

an appreciation of the contribution of Mexican cul-

ture to American life.

The film was found especially effective in classes

that included Mexican children. Techniques of

production are not shown in detail, and the film is

not adapted to the teaching of these skills.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Impressions of some of the arts and

crafts of Mexico.

There are views of fantastic human and animal

figures made of reed. Men work in flat-bottomed

boats gathering the reeds. A weaver works with

both hands and feet as he weaves the reeds into a

design. Several of the articles made from the

reeds are then displayed.

Basketry is introduced by views of palm trees

and their leaves from which baskets are woven.

The leaves are cut in strands of appropriate width

for weaving. The weaving process is demon-

strated and the finished articles are displayed.

The next sequence is on woodcraft. A man is

shown working at a crude land lathe. Wood ob-

jects are displayed in various stages of production.

Furniture makers prepare the wooden frames for

chairs, cover then with leather, and decorate the

leather with designs produced by an electric needle.

The making of serapes and blankets begins with

the carding and separating of wool. Hand spin-

ning wheels prepare the thread, and weavers push
the threads back and forth, as the commentator

explains that the looms are often centuries old.

Serapes and blankets with their interesting and

varied designs are displayed in the market place.

Tile workers outline designs, and close-ups show

the designs in finished tile. Tile are shown in

doorways, arches, and buildings. At a toyshop

clay is rolled, shaped, molded, and painted in

quaint animal forms.

The carving of palm-root figures is explained by
the commentator as the wood is cut and an article

made from it is displayed. Beautiful embroidery
work is shown as a woman fits a customer with an

embroidered coat. A native girl displays belt,

handbag, and other beautiful handiwork.

At the potter's shop clay is ground and pow-
dered. A man works at his footpower potter's

wheel. Another worker paints ash trays that have

already been shaped. Some articles are dipped
into a glaze solution in preparation for firing. A
craftsman is shown cutting a design in the clay.

His skill is emphasized by the commentator who

explains that, in order to be able to do this work,
a man must start as a boy to learn his craft. Ob-

jects of the potter's art are displayed in a market

place.

285. Natives of Yosemite pri-int-jh 17min si U. S.

Interior 1935

Other sources: Bos, Colo, Ga, Iowa, lowa-

A&M, OhioDptE, OreSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing some of

the plants and animals of Yosemite National Park.

Should be useful for stimulating an interest in our

national parks.

This is not a scientific approach to the subject.

Color would have contributed to the effectiveness

of the flower sequence.

Photography is good.

Contents. The giant sequoias, wild flowers, and

animals found in Yosemite National Park.

Opens with views of the sequoias, some of which,
a title explains, are 4,000 years old. There is a

view of Wawona, a tree through which a road has

been built. A park ranger is shown conducting a

party through the park. In the museum a cross

section of a tree is shown
;
at various points on the

series of rings, important dates in history are

noted.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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There are views of many types of wild flowers

in the park azalea, iris, blue lupine, phlox, dog-

wood, elephants'-heads, marsh marigold. There

are several views of nature study classes conducted

by the Park Service.

Animals shown include the blue-fronted jay,

squirrel, deer, and bear. Two bear cubs wrestle

playfully. Yosemite Indians are shown entertain-

ing with a tribal dance.

286. Navajo Children k-pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1938

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Ga, Har-

vard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, NC,
NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
PaKutz, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, Syr,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing
the homes, clothing, work, and customs of the

Navajo Indians and (2) telling a simple story of the

life experiences of two Navajo children. Found
useful in contrasting the simple culture of the

Navajos with a complex industrial society, and

stimulating an interest in and an appreciation of

the culture of a minority group in our population.

Emphasis on Navajo child life and narrative

form of the film make it particularly well adapted
to use in the elementary school; its picturing of a

simple cultural organization makes it valuable at

the upper levels as well. A few teachers com-

plained that the film romanticized Navajo life.

Sound and photography are excellent.

Contents. The experiences of two Navajo chil-

dren as they move with their family from their

winter to their summer home.

There are views of sheep and goats being driven

homeward. A Navajo father loads household

goods into a wagon that stands in front of the win-

ter home. After pets and household goods have

been packed into the wagon, Little Bow, a small

boy, lets the sheep out of the pens. Inside the

house, Dark Eyes, Little Bow's sister, helps to

wrap her baby brother in a blanket and tie him

securely to a board. Then Little Bow takes his

bow and arrows, mounts his horse, and drives the

sheep and goats. The rest of the family climb into

the wagon and start their journey across the

desert.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

In the evening they come upon a campground
where other Navajo families, also on their way to

summer homes, are encamped. Later around the

evening campfire they sing one of their native

songs. After breakfast next morning, Little Bow
and some of his Navajo friends practice shooting

arrows. His father calls, and the journey is re-

sumed. When they reach their summer home, the

wagon is unloaded. Dark Eyes and her mother

plant squash seeds while the father plows and

plants corn. Little Bow pkys with his dog, drives

the sheep into a corral, and helps his father tie the

legs of sheep and goats preparatory to shearing.

Mother clips the wool and stacks it near by.

Father repairs the house, which is made of sticks

and branches. Dark Eyes and her mother weave

rugs in typical Navajo patterns ;
Father tells Dark

Eyes that she weaves a good rug. Little Bow r

perched high on a rock, watches the grazing flocks.

287. Navajo Indians int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Iowa, lowaA&M, KanCity, LaDptE,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt,

PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SD, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing some

of the life activities and customs of the Navajos,

particularly those customs related to courtship and

marriage, (2) demonstrating the primitive tools

used by the Navajos, and (3) suggesting the char-

acter and place of arts and crafts in Navajo life.

Should be useful in comparing a simple culture

with our more complex industrial society and in

illustrating the adaptation of a people to their en-

vironment.

The simple storyadded to the film's effectiveness.

Sound and photography are excellent.

Contents. Story of the courtship and marriage

of a young Navajo couple.

Two Navajo boys are riding on the reservation.

Taska, one of the boys, sees Alnaba, a shepherdess

to whom he is betrothed. She is tending a flock of

sheep that, according to Navajo custom, belongs

to her and her mother.

Inside their winter hogan, Alnaba and her

mother are preparing a meal. Her father repairs

a saddle. As Alnaba kneads bread, the commenta-

tor says that her preparation for family responsi-

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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bilities is nearly finished. At his farm Taska helps

his family harvest Indian corn, one of the Navajos'

chief sources of food. As Taska and his mother

husk the corn, the commentator explains that it

becomes the property of the mother. Another

feature of Alnaba's education is indicated as she is

shown preparing wool for weaving. Various steps

involved in spinning the wool are illustrated. As

she weaves a Navajo rug, the commentator de-

scribes its importance to Navajos as an article of

exchange at the trading post.

Taska rides to a silversmith's hogan to inspect a

necklace that he is having made for Alnaba. Sat-

isfied with its quality when it is finished, he gives

the silversmith a blanket and a deerskin as final

payment. A concluding phase of Alnaba's prepa-

ration for wifehood and motherhood is shown as

she cares for an infant brother.

At an evening social occasion a tribal dance is

performed in the open. Alnaba waits for the ar-

rival of Taska since, the commentator explains, it

is only on such occasions that lovers among the

Navajos are allowed to be together or to speak.

According to the custom that permits Navajo

women to select their partners, Alnaba asks Taska

to dance.

Near the hogan of Alnaba's parents a new home

is raised for Taska and Alnaba. The day of the

wedding arrives, wedding guests assemble, food is

brought from the wagons, and many Navajos

crowd into the hogan for the ceremony. Mush,
made of pollen meal from corn, plays a prominent,

symbolic part in the wedding ritual. When the

ceremony is over, the guests jovially partake of the

wedding feast. At early dawn the guests depart

for their homes.

288. The Negro Farmer jh-sh-c 30min sd U.S.

Agric. 1938

Other sources: Fla, 111, NC, SD, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

activities of agricultural extension workers among

Negro farmers of the South, (2) indicating ways in

which these farmers can better their living condi-

tions through improved farm practices and com-

munity cooperation, and (3) giving impressions of

living conditions among southern rural Negroes.

Should be useful in connection with a study of the

social and economic problems of the agricultural

South.

The film is constructive in that it emphasizes

steps being taken to improve living conditions. It

was reported that the film may give the erroneous

impression that poor living conditions among all

Negro farmers have been corrected.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Activities of the Extension Service of

the United States Department of Agriculture

among Negro farmers of the South.

Negro farmers are shown at work as the com-

mentator says that the majority of the South's

9,000,000 Negroes live on farms, many barely mak-

ing a living. He continues by saying that for over

30 years extension workers have labored to eradi-

cate the evils resulting from the one-crop system.

A map shows counties in which such work is being

done. As poor farmsteads are shown, the com-

mentator states that extension work here, because

of the poverty, must deal with fundamentals.

Views of a hound-dog and of a Negro hunting are

accompanied by the comment that this is a neces-

sary means of providing fresh meat. A one-room

cabin, located on a three-acre tract of land, houses

12 persons.

The "live at home" program, watchword of ex-

tension work, is exemplified by views of farm gar-

dens. An extension agent demonstrates crop

improvement practices to a group of 4-H Club

boys. As tobacco and peanut crops are shown,

the commentator says that farmers work in close

cooperation with the extension agent to learn better

farming methods. That an effort has been made

to push production of high-quality cotton is dem-

onstrated as 4-H boys bring in bales grown from

seed secured with the extension agent's help.

Another feature of the extension program is soil

conservation. Several Negroes work with simple

tools in contour cultivation, terracing, and plant-

ing leguminous crops. The farm poultry flock

illustrates other "live at home" practices. In-

struction is given 4-H boys in methods of judging

dairy cows. Hogs are inoculated against cholera.

There is a home demonstration of dairy products.

The commentator explains that this work aims to

change the southern Negro's diet from "fat back

and sorghum" to more balanced rations.

An extension agent demonstrates approved

methods of curing pork. Another part of the

"live at home" program includes the sorghum mill

where cane is pressed, boiled, and processed.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Home canning of fruits and vegetables is demon-

strated. A series of scenes shows canning opera-

tions with community equipment and homemade

canning outfits.

The fight against sickness and disease is sug-

gested in a sequence beginning with views of

cabins without screens to protect against flies and

mosquitoes. Views of poorly constructed toilets

are accompanied by the comment that they are

often breeding places for typhoid germs. An

approved outside toilet is shown in contrast. A
short sequence shows how whitewashing and land-

scaping improve the appearance of an old house.

Views of 4-H Club activities in dressmaking,

cooperative marketing, and cooperative use of a

cotton gin are followed by scenes at a country fair.

The commentator says that such events are educa-

tional as well as social, and are usually well at-

tended. There is a community exhibit in a school-

house. Scenes of activities in a 4-H camp show

boys learning to judge cattle, girls being given

first-aid instruction, and a group of club members

swimming.
As views of Booker T. Washington's statue are

shown, the commentator says that this man felt

his race would prosper if they put brains and skill

into the common occupations of life.

289. The Nervous System jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi
1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colo, ETexBur,

Fla, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE,

Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH, NM,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

SamHous, SanAnt, SC, Syr, Tenn, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis,

WVa

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) illus-

trating graphically the fundamental structure and

functions of the nervous system, (2) developing an

appreciation of the complexity of the human or-

ganism, and (3) demonstrating techniques that

scientists have used to study biological phenomena

not readily observable.

Biology teachers commented favorably on inclu-

sion of experimental evidence on both sensory and

motor functioning. At the lower grade levels the

theory of electrochemical transmission of nerve

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

impulses was too advanced for the students to

grasp. Some teachers reported that the film

moved too rapidly. There are several vivisection

scenes in the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The structure and functions of the

nervous system.

As views of a traffic hazard are shown, the com-

mentator says that all living things are continually

active and that their actions are largely determined

by stimuli to which proper responses must be made.

Sensitivity in lower forms of life is illustrated by

microscopic views of an amoeba's reaction to a

stimulus and of a sensitive plant's retreat from

injury. Higher forms of reaction are illustrated

by a frog's escape before he is touched and a cat's

capture of a mouse.

Functions of the nervous system are introduced

by scenes in which a driver reacts to changing

traffic lights. Animations of man's central ner-

vous system are shown, and the commentator

explains reflex and voluntary actions. The size of

the nervous systems of a cat, a frog, and a man are

compared. The commentator says that, even

when the systems of a cat and a frog are increased

to the same comparative weight as that of a man's

system, the cerebrums of the cat and frog are much

smaller than man's. The nervous systems of man

and frog are further compared, revealing that the

latter's has the same parts as man's, though they

differ in relative size. Following the commenta-

tor's statement that each part of the nervous sys-

tem has its own function to perform, a partially

paralyzed man is shown limping as a result of an

injury to his spinal cord.

The next sequence deals with the structure of

the nervous system. A diagrammatic cross sec-

tion of the spinal cord and axons is followed by

microscopic views of the cut end of a nerve bundle.

Functions of receptor and effector organs are ex-

plained, a cross section of the spinal cord with

dendrites is diagrammed, and elaborate connec-

tions of nerve cells are shown by photomicrography.

A cat is used in demonstrating the numbing effect

produced by severing sensory nerve fibers. Pa-

ralysis but no loss of feeling results when the ven-

tral roots of a spinal nerve in a cat are cut.

The next sequence deals with the nature of nerve

impulses. Animations illustrate nerve impulse

transmissions along axons. Views of a damaged

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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nerve are shown. The commentator says that the

magnitude of the impulse is independent of the

stimulus, but that it does depend upon the condi-

tion of the nerve through which it travels. Nerve

impulse transmission is compared to a fuse train

in which burning at one spot produces enough heat

to ignite the next. Diagrams explain the electrical

and chemical nature of nerve impulses. The elec-

trical impulses produced by a cat's brain when

hearing a sound and by a human brain at rest are

made audible with an oscillometer.

Reflex actions are shown by animations of the

spinal cord and of the reflex arc. A headless frog

hops and scratches an irritant from its side. An-

other reflex action is explained diagrammatically

as a man steps on a tack. As chess players are

shown, the commentator says that man's cerebrum

adds the judgment of intelligence to automatic

reflex coordination.

290. Network Broadcasting int-jh-sh llmin sd

AT&T 1934

Other sources: ArkTC, Kan, Mich, Mo,

Okla, SamHous, Tex, VaBdE

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) giving impressions

of the procedure of transmitting a network radio

program, (2) demonstrating the frequency range

required for adequate transmission, and (3) indi-

cating some vocational opportunities in radio.

Should be useful in developing an appreciation of

timing and cooperation required in the transmis-

sion of a network program, and in furthering an

understanding of the importance of radio as a me-

dium of mass communication.

The section dealing with sound frequencies is

especially good. Vocational information is inci-

dental to the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. How transmission lines are used to

convey network programs to radio stations located

in various sections of the country.

Opening scenes indicate the wide variety of

modern uses of the radio. There follows a scene

of an excited family listening to a radio program
in 1922. On a map the principal broadcasting

networks and lines of transmission are shown.

The next sequence shows the need for special

transmission lines to carry the wide frequency

range of radio programs. An animated diagram

indicates the frequency range of the human voice,

the bass viol, bassoon, violin, and piccolo. A brief

explanation is given of overtones. The commenta-

tor explains that ordinary communication lines are

not adequate for transmitting over such a wide fre-

quency range. An orchestra is shown playing

Schubert's Unfinished Symphony. A diagram ac-

companied by sound indicates how the music

would sound firstwithout the high notes, then with-

out the low notes, then with all notes being trans-

mitted.

On a map the number of stations carrying the

Coolidge broadcast in 1923 is contrasted with the

stations carrying a broadcast by President Roose-

velt. In a supervisory office technical experts

watch the circuits carrying a network broadcast.

A map shows an alternate circuit that was selected

when a storm made transmission over the usual

route impossible. A technician plots the stations

to be used in a broadcast and the stations are

switched onto the wires. Closing views show

broadcasts of various types, the transmission lines

across the country, and men at work at the switch-

boards.

291. A New Day jh-sh-c lOmin sd Metropolitan

Life 1937 (revised 1939)

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, Ga, Idaho,

111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Ky, Mich, OreSt,

Syr, VaBdE, WashSt

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing the impor-

tance of the work of the doctor, nurse, and labora-

tory technician in the diagnosis and treatment of

pneumonia, (2) suggesting some of the symptoms
of the disease, and (3) indicating some of the ad-

vances in the diagnosis and treatment of pneu-

monia. Should be useful in sensitizing people to

the dangers of pneumonia and to the necessity for

prompt treatment.

Some symptoms of pneumonia are suggested in

the dialogue, but most of them are presented photo-

graphically. Most of the important items of the

film are in a dramatic context. The film is inter-

esting and informative, although its purpose does

not appear to be entirely clear.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. A dramatized case history of the

diagnosis and treatment of pneumonia.

Dr. Mason is called from his bed on a cold winter

night by Tom Wilson, whose wife has been ill for

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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three days. Dr. Mason instructs his wife to call a

nurse and send her to the Wilson home.

The doctor is met at the door by the Wilsons'

small son. The boy is worried over his mother's

illness. The nurse reports that the patient has a

temperature of 104, pulse of 120, and respiration of

44. She also indicates that the patient is coughing

a great deal, breathing hard, and complaining of a

pain in her chest. Mr. Wilson tells the doctor that

his wife has had a cold for about a week and that

she has been having chills. Dr. Mason replies that

he may have been called too late.

The doctor examines the patient and says that

she has pneumonia. He warns the husband that,

since pneumonia is contagious, he and the boy
should stay out of the sickroom. Mr. Wilson is

sent to the laboratory with a sputum sample to be

typed. The nurse is instructed to order an oxygen

tent. While Mr. Wilson is gone, the doctor tells

the boy about the oath of Hippocrates.

In the laboratory, where the sputum is being

typed, a laboratory technician discusses the treat

ment of pneumonia with his young assistant. He

says that pneumonia may be treated with serum,

but that it is necessary to determine the type of

pneumonia with which the victim is afflicted, since

different types require different serums. He also

says that a new drug, sulphapyridine, is being suc-

cessfully used in treatment, and that early treat-

ment and proper nursing are important factors in

the patient's recovery. When the sputum is

placed on a slide and examined under the micro-

scope, the laboratory technician says that the pa-

tient has Type 1 pneumonia.
After a long night of waiting, Dr. Mason conies

out of the sickroom and tells Mr. Wilson that he

thinks that his wife will be all right. This an-

nouncement brings joy to the whole family, includ-

ing the dog.

292. New England Fisheries int-jh-sh 24min si

Eastman 1928. Part 1, "Cod" (16min);

Part 2, "Mackerel" (8min)

Other sources: ArkTC, Buck, 111, Ind, lowa-

A&M, Kan, Me, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE,

Syr, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-

sions of the work of New England cod and mack-

erel fishermen and the processes involved in pre-

paring fish for market. Should be useful in

furthering an appreciation of an important source

of food.

The major emphasis of the film is on fishing

operations and preparation of fish for market.

Elementary school children became concerned

over the loss of the "Columbia," at the expense of

more important elements in the film.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Part 1. "Cod." Impressions of the

work of New England cod fishermen and of the

preparation of the fish for market.

Introductory scenes show a distant schooner

under full sail and a man at the helm of a fishing

boat. A title, "Stout ships are built to brave the

storms at sea," is followed by shipbuilding scenes.

A keel is laid, sides are boarded, cross timbers put

in place, and decks floored. There follows a gen-

eral view of fishing boats at anchor in Gloucester

Harbor. The location of the Grand Banks is indi-

cated on a map. At the wharf, supplies are loaded

on a schooner, cakes of ice are transferred from the

dock to the vessel, and salt passes down a chute

into the hold. The schooner "Columbia" leaves

Gloucester Harbor.

On board the "Columbia" men hoist the sails.

There is a close-up of a coiled trawl line. Men cut

up small fish and bait the hooks. Upon arriving

at the fishing grounds, the fishermen lower a dory

from the schooner and set out the trawl line. A
title states that cod and halibut are caught on the

line. The fishermen in the dory haul in the trawl

line and remove the fish. Upon returning to the

schooner, they pull aboard the heavier fish with

lines, and pitch the lighter ones aboard with forks.

The "Columbia" starts back to port, where her

haul of fish is unloaded by hoisting them from the

hold in baskets.

The next sequence deals with the preparation of

cod for market. The fish are packed in boxes,

iced, and weighed for shipment to fresh fish mar-

kets. Cod for salting is weighed and washed. In

a drying yard, the cod are turned by workers. In

a fish-packing plant, cod are skinned and the bones

extracted with pliers. The boned fish are cut into

small pieces, packed in boxes, weighed, and

wrapped.
A title, "The Columbia sets sail again never to

return," is followed by views of the schooner leav-

ing the harbor. At the annual memorial services

for Gloucester fishermen lost at sea, a bugler blows
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taps and women cast flowers into the sea. A view

of the memorial statue to Gloucester fishermen is

shown.

Part 2. "Mackerel." The work of catching

mackerel and preparing them for market.

A fishing schooner travels on the open sea. A
man signals the location of a school of mackerel,

and a seine boat takes off from the side of the

schooner. The seine boat pays out the net, and

men in a dory tow it around the school of fish.

Men on the schooner pull the purse strings, draw-

ing in the net. The fish are dipped from the seine

and dumped on the deck of the schooner where they

are pushed into the hold. Upon returning to har-

bor, the men wash the nets and hang them up to dry.

At the pier the mackerel are unloaded into a

chute. Inside the packing plant the fish are

placed in slots on one side of a wheel and emerge on

the other side cleaned. The cleaned fish are

placed on racks and run through revolving knives

that cut them in slices. The sliced fish are packed

in small wooden boxes.

293. New England Fishermen pri-int-jh-sh llmin

sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, Cen-

Wash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt,

PaKutz, SamHous, SanAnt, SD, TexCW,
VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing

fishing methods, (2) giving impressions of ways of

living and problems of New England fishermen

and their families, and (3) contrasting modern

fishing from Diesel trawlers with older methods

from schooners.

Teachers particularly liked the dramatic organi-

zation of the film, its authentic sound effects, its

simple commentary, and the inclusion of social and

economic problems of the fishermen.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Activities of New England fishermen

aboard schooners and Diesel trawlers.

As views of a schooner at sea are shown, the com-

mentator describes the historical background of

the fishing industry. A fisherman packs his bag

and eats his breakfast as he talks to his wife about

prospects for his next trip to the fishing banks.

He discusses the price of fish and his bad luck dur-

ing his last trip. When his wife suggests that they

buy a farm and quit the sea, he replies that the sea

has been good enough for his family for six genera-

tions. He takes his leave, goes to the wharf, and

boards the schooner. Soon the sails are unfurled

and the schooner moves out to sea. A Diesel

engine supplements the sail power as it heads for

the Grand Banks.

On the way the crew puts fishing lines in shape.

After the schooner has arrived at the banks, small

fish are cut for bait, trawl lines are wound into tubs,

and dories are loaded with lines and buoys.

Manned by a crew of two, each dory is lowered

over the side. Some distance from the schooner

the men select a spot to lower the lines, toss out a

buoy to mark the end of the line, and leave an

anchor to prevent its drifting. As soon as a suit-

able catch is made, the men bring the dories back

to the schooner, toss the fish on deck, and return to

their lines.

In contrast to schooner fishing, a Diesel trawler

equipped with large, machine-operated nets is

shown. Powerful engines are used to drive the

trawler which drags the nets. A close-up of the

net's door is accompanied by an explanation of the

manner in which it functions. Fish are hauled

onto the deck, the net is tied and cast over again,

and the crew begins to clean the catch. Inside the

galley the cook prepares a meal for the crew.

Members of the crew clean fish, fork them into

holds, and sort and ice them. An oil man selects

livers for use in making cod-liver oil. At mealtime

men about to go on duty are shown eating; others

are shown resting in the forecastle. As the radio

operator is shown in his cabin, the commentator

explains his importance in an emergency or in re-

porting a sudden rise in the price of fish. The

crew continues its fishing operations, and a

net is repaired before it is cast over again. With

the holds full, the ship is turned toward Boston,

On the way back decks are cleaned and made ship-

shape. At Boston Harbor the ship docks at the

fish pier, and the commentator says that after one

night at home the crew will return to carry on the

traditions of the men who live by fishing.

294. New Roadways (The Passing Parade Series)

jh-sh-c lOmin sd Teaching Film Custodians

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 1939

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Minn,

OhioDptE, PaCW
For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing some

of the techniques used in research with mice and

(2) indicating the contribution of plastic surgery
to human welfare. Found useful in giving an ap-

preciation of the contribution of science to modern
life and in giving emphasis to the constructive

achievements of man.

Teachers may feel that the film is somewhat

flippant and superficial at points. While the

illustrations chosen to show the contributions of

science are quite unusual, they hold the interest of

the students.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Some contributions of modern sci-

ence to human welfare.

As a montage of printing presses and newspapers
is shown, the commentator says that most of the

news today is of destruction and that it is only on

the back pages of the newspaper that the news of

construction is to be found. Views of glass with

elastic qualities, perfume made from coal, and an

unbreakable watch crystal made from cotton illus-

trate the commentator's statement concerning the

achievements of science. From corn are made
ash trays, chairs, and tables; from wood the mod-
ern chemist can make sugar. The commentator

says that out of these new products arise new jobs

for America's unemployed.
There are views of the seacoast and of factories

built along the coast as the commentator says that

gold, medicine, and food are among the products
drawn from the wealth of the sea. A solar heat

engine is shown as the commentator says that man
seeks to harness the power of the sun. The engine
uses heat from the sun to run a generator for an

electric refrigerator. A man takes a bottle of beer

from the refrigerator.

The commentator tells of the similiarity of the

human organism with that of the mouse and of the

consequent value of this small animal in research.

Mice are shown running elevated, vertical, and
floor mazes. Mice are also shown being put

through a test for visual discrimination. The
commentator says that such experimental proce-
dures have been used in the study of diet.

The commentator says that the real interest of

the plastic surgeon is to restore to normal life

people who have been injured. There are views of

men in army hospitals, a girl who has been burned,
and an operating room where plastic surgery is

performed. The commentator says that a man
with an ugly face may develop an ugly soul. A
series of scenes tells the story of a young man with

an ugly face who associated with criminals. He
is sent to prison, where he is treated by plastic sur-

gery, and is released much better looking. The
commentator says that the events shown in the

film are "news of the men who build for the

future."

295. News in the Air int-jh-sh-c 25min sd YMCA
(Standard Oil Co. of N. J.) 1939

Other sources: NH, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-
sions of (1) the work of the newscaster, (2) the his-

tory of mediums by which news is transmitted, (3)

the organization behind a newscast, and (4) the

rapidity with which news is transmitted. Should

be useful in giving an appreciation of (1) the com-

plex organization of news-gathering agencies, (2)

the potential influence of the - radio on public

opinion, and (3) the American privilege of getting

news from all parts of the world without dictatorial

censorship at home.

Younger students may find some of the scenes

confusing since explanation is not always given in

complete detail. The activities of the Esso news-

caster and of the United Press shown in this film

are typical of similar functions performed by other

agencies. The advertising is unobtrusive.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. The manner in which news is gathered
and broadcast by the Esso news reporter.

Various people at their radios tune in the six

o'clock news broadcast; the newscaster stands at a

microphone and watches the clock; the radio en-

gineers stand ready to put him on the air; the page

boys rush the last-minute news to him just as the

hands of the clock touch six. There follow a series

of rapid views of newscasters in action.

The history of the methods of transmitting

news is the theme of the next sequence. Views of

primitive jungle drums, ancients using the helio-

graph, wandering troubadours, Indians sending

smoke signals, the town crier, the carrier pigeon,

and women sitting around a table chatting give

a rapid impression of some of the news dissemina-

tion techniques used through the ages. The

commentator tells how and at what period in

history each of the methods was used. As the
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commentator explains the uses and implications

of our modern methods, there are brief views of

telegraph, telephone, teletype, and radio ap-

paratus.

The organization back of the newscast is indi-

cated in the next sequence. An animated map
shows the organization plan of the United Press.

At the headquarters of the United Press the desks

are shown at which news is received from the

financial marts of the world. The commentator

explains that from these desks the news is relayed

by teletype to radio stations as well as to news-

papers. The operation of the teletype is shown

in some detail by close-up views of news being

sent and later being received in a distant radio

station. The sheet of news is taken from the

teletype machine to the news editor, who edits

it and passes it on to the newscaster.

The rapidity with which news of distant events

is transmitted is dramatized by tracing the story

of the sinking of the United States gunboat,

"Panay." The sequence opens with newsreel

views of the sinking of the "Panay." A reporter

who happened to be aboard telephones the news

to Shanghai. Animated maps show the swift

passage of the call across the Pacific to San

Francisco and New York. In the New York

office the news comes in over the teletype. The

news editor, recognizing the importance of the

item, gives it precedence over other news, and it

is "flashed" all over the country. At a radio

station the news editor receives the "flash," he

gives it to the newscaster, and the newscaster

sends it to the radio listeners.

296. Nickel int-jh-sh-c 30min si U.S. Bur. of

Mines (International Nickel Co., Inc.)

1935

Other sources: Colo, ETexBur, Fla, Idaho,

111, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NH, Okla, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) providing

impressions of the mining, concentration, and

refining of nickel ore, (2) showing the processes

involved in manufacturing copper-nickel alloy,

and (3) suggesting uses of nickel alloys. Found

useful as a basis for discussion of the complexity

of modern industry and the importance of mineral

resources.

The emphasis is on processes, but explanations

of them are somewhat vague.

Photography is fair, titling adequate.

Contents. The mining, fabrication, and uses

of nickel.

Titles describe the discovery of nickel and its

importance in the production of alloys. Ore is

drilled, blasted, loaded into cars, and hoisted to

the top of a nickel mine. It falls over a screen to

a conveyer belt. Men pick out the larger pieces

of waste rock by hand. The ore goes through a

series of crushing and screening operations, and is

carried to a flotation plant. Here the copper and

nickel sulphides are conveyed to a reverberatory

furnace from which the metals are tapped off as

matte. The matte is placed in a converter. A
title explains that no outside fuel need be added

for intense heat is generated by the burning of the

sulphur in the ore.

Copper and nickel are separated by adding

sodium sulphate to the molten mass. The mixture

is poured into a pot and allowed to cool. After

roasting and leaching, the nickel sulphite is

reduced in a reverberatory furnace, and the nickel

is cast into anodes to be further purified by elec-

trolysis. A nickel cathode is removed, and a

title states that this metal is 99.96 per cent pure.

Another method of handling purified nickel is

suggested by views of nickel shot, obtained by

pouring molten nickel into water.

At the beginning of Reel 2, a title reiterates the

importance of nickel in manufacturing alloys.

Graphs depict the effect of various amounts of

nickel on the tensile strength of iron and steel.

A title states that nonferrous alloys, to which

nickel imparts toughness, resistance to corrosion,

and other valuable qualities, find great use in

industry. There follow scenes depicting the

many uses of nickel-copper alloys.

297. 1938 A Year of Contrast jh-sh-c llmin sd

Films, Inc. (Paramount Pictures Corp.)

1939

Appraisal. Good for contrasting rights of

citizens under the United States Constitution with

restricted freedom under totalitarian govern-

ments. Should be useful in dramatizing the
'

meaning of the Constitution in contemporary

American life.

The film is developed around a father's talk to

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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his son about the United States Constitution and

Bill of Rights.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. A newsreel review of 1938, con-

trasting the American way of life with life in a

totalitarian state.

News views show Britain's royal family on their

visit to Paris, the New York and San Francisco

world's fairs, the ravages of the hurricane in New

England, and an oil fire in New Jersey. President

Roosevelt is shown assuring Canadians "that the

people of the United States will not stand idly

by if the domination of Canadian soil is

threatened."

A father explains to his son the importance of

the Constitution and the Bill of Rights in assuring

the American way of life. Newsreel views show

American and European events illustrating the

presence and absence of freedom of speech, press,

and religion. Views of regimented crowds of

listening Italians and Germans are contrasted

with views suggesting freedom of speech in our

political campaigns. Foreign newspapers with

great censored blank spots are shown in contrast

to scenes of American newspapermen and news-

reel cameramen gathering scenes of uncensored

news. Scenes of the persecution of Jews in Europe
are contrasted with typical scenes of the freedom

of worship in America. The signing of the Kellogg

Peace Pact is pictured along with scenes of the

Munich crisis and of war in Spam and China.

There follow views of the American delegation

to the Luna conference and of Secretary Hull

and ex-Governor Landon en route. As views of

Arlington Cemetery and the Lincoln Memorial

are shown, the father promises his son that he

will take the boy to Washington where in the

presence of those memorials they may "resolve to

hold these heritages not too lightly and promise
to preserve them with our lives for all generations

to come."

298. 1939 A Year of Dark Contrast jh-sh 12min

sd Films, Inc. (Paramount Pictures Corp.)

1940

Appraisal. Good for presenting an interpreta-

tion of Washington's "Farewell Address" in

terms of modern needs and problems. Should be

useful in furthering a sense of civic responsibility

and an appreciation of the American way of life.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

The film's strongest appeal is for the acceptance
of the responsibilities of suffrage. It does not

definitely argue either for or against intervention

in the European war, but warns against subversive

groups in this country and is quite anti-Nazi in

sentiment. It should stimulate discussion and

further study. The photographic composition
of the film is illustrative of the commentary.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. A dramatic interpretation of Wash-

ington's "Farewell Address" in the light of events

of 1939, emphasizing the urgent need for the de-

velopment of individual civic responsibility.

The first sequence traces the important events

of 1939 leading up to the outbreak of war in

Europe. In violation of his promises at Munich,
Hitler orders his troops to take Czechoslovakia.

President Roosevelt proposes to European nations

that they consider an exchange of nonaggression

pledges. Stalin signs a nonaggression pact with

Germany. Germany marches against Poland.

Chamberlain tells the British Empire that Eng-
land is again at war.

In an American home a father, talking to his son,

reviews and interprets the year's news in terms of

Washington's "Farewell Address." He suggests

that the forces which threatened to undermine

American democracy and involve this country in

a European war near the close of Washington's

administration are similar to forces at work today.

There are views of Hitler and of the German

Reichstag after the fire. Views of a pro-Nazi

mass meeting in New York accompany the father's

statement that Washington warned of subversive

groups in this country and spoke against either

antipathy or attachment to a foreign power.

Views of a torn copy of a constitution symbolize

the destruction of democratic rights by the over-

throw of constitutional government. Views of

refugees suggest a result of the loss of constitu-

tional rights. Views of Hitler, Mussolini, and

others at Munich serve as a background for the

father's protest against the dictatorial restriction

of religious and moral freedom.

The father says that the instruments of justice

are nullified by the loosening of religious bonds

upon which oaths and pledges are based. A
warning to guard the rights of freedom of speech

and press is emphasized by views of bombed homes

and apartment houses and the father's statement
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that the people of Europe are informed of condi-

tions only by communiques "doctored up" by
ministers of propaganda.

Views of voting booths alternating with views

of crowded beaches, race tracks, and golf courses

together with close-ups of newspaper headlines

telling of light voting in the United States suggest

the danger of public indifference to civic responsi-

bility. Scenes of youths preparing to cast their

first vote emphasize an appeal for intelligent and

active participation in self-government. The

film concludes with views of Arlington Cemetery,

the Capitol, Mount Vernon, and the Washington

Monument.

299. The Nitrogen Cycle jh-sh ISmin si Eastman

1937

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Colo, 111,

IntFB, lowaA&M, Mich, Minn, Mo,

OhioDptE, PaCW, Syr, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for presenting information

on (1) the nitrogen cycle, (2) the place of nitrogen

compounds in plant and animal life, and (3) vari-

ous sources of nitrogen. Should be useful in

developing an understanding of the importance

of nitrogen to plant and animal life, and of the

variety of forms in which it is found.

The film is well organized, but it will require

considerable introduction as well as explanation

beyond the pictorial presentation.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Various phases of the nitrogen cycle,

presented through natural photography and ani-

mation.

A man is shown preparing to blast a tree stump.

He places several sticks of dynamite under a stump
and attaches the fuse. A title reads, "Nitrogen

compounds are storehouses of energy." The fuse

is lighted and the stump is blown out by the

explosion.

In the next sequence the relationship of nitrogen

to plant growth is shown. A farmer is shown

working in the field with a cultivator that has a

fertilizer attachment. At an experiment station

plants that have received nitrogen fertilizer and

those that have not are contrasted. In the corn-

fields the farmer examines an ear of ripened corn.

Following the title, "Nitrogen compounds in

solution enter the roots of the plant," there is an

animated drawing of soil solution flowing through

a corn plant. A title indicates that nitrogen

compounds are removed from the soil with the

harvest. This is illustrated by scenes of a farmer

husking corn and throwing ears into a wagon.
The next section of the film shows the relation

of animal life to the nitrogen cycle. The farmer

feeds ears of corn to a herd of steers. A title

reads, "Nitrogen compounds in foods are changed
into animal tissue." An animated drawing

shows the muscle fibers, blood capillaries, and blood

and lymph moving through the capillaries.

Steers are shown being loaded into a cattle car.

In a butcher shop a steak is cut from a quarter of

beef, and the title "Nitrogen compounds" fades

in over the section of meat from which the steak

has been cut.

The next section of the film shows the way in

which nitrogen compounds may be returned to

the soil. Following the title "Natural fertilizers"

the fanner is shown operating a manure spreader.

The farmer then plows the fields over which the

manure was spread. By animated drawing and

straight photography the progressive stages of

the nitrogen cycle, as it relates to animals and

soil, are depicted. A view of a colony of sea

birds is followed by views of men with picks and

shovels digging and loading guano. A scientist

in an experiment station is shown removing a

leguminous plant from the soil, displaying the

nodules which appear on the roots of plants. An
animated drawing of a live plant shows that the

free nitrogen of the air enters the plant, is trans-

formed by the nitrogen-fixing bacteria found in the

nodules into nitrogen compounds, and is passed

from the nodules through the plant structure.

Following the title, "Cover crops return nitrogen

compounds to the soil," a farmer is shown plowing

under a cover crop.

Men working in an orchard use commercial

fertilizer. An animated drawing shows that free

nitrogen of the air may be transformed by lightning

into nitrogen compounds. A title reads, "Rain

washes the nitrogen compounds from the air to

the soil." An interior view of a cyanamide plant

at Niagara Falls follows the statement that man,
aided by electrical energy, produces nitrogen

compounds from the air. A close-up shows the

white-hot electrodes used in the furnaces. Work-

men are shown filling bags marked "21% Nitro-

gen."

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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300. Nurses in the Making sh-c SOmin si Harmon

Found. 1937

Other sources: Mich, Minn, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

training and work of nurses in a well-equipped

nursing school. Should be useful in developing

an appreciation of the social service performed by

the nursing profession.

More attention to the economic and social as-

pects of the nursing profession would have im-

proved the film for vocational guidance. At-

tention was called to the fact that the conditions

of training shown in the film were far superior to

those that could be expected in most communities.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The selection, training, and work of

nurses and the prerequisites of a good nurse.

Several types of nursing are shown hospital

nursing, private nursing, visiting nursing, Red

Cross nursing, frontier nursing, school nursing, and

industrial nursing. A title sets forth some of the

qualifications of a nurse health, character, in-

telligence, good cultural background, interest in

people, and high school graduation in the upper

one-third of the class.

Jane Brown applies to the New York School of

Nursing for admission. After her qualifications

are examined, she is notified of her appointment.

When Jane arrives at the school, she is introduced

to her "big sister," who will help her make ad-

justment to her new life.

The following sequence indicates the character

of the school life and the nature of the training

at the nursing school. There are views of girls

participating in social and recreational activities.

Varied aspects of the curriculum are indicated by

views of girls in bacteriology and chemistry labora-

tories and in anatomy, physiology, nutrition, and

social studies classes. The use of library facilities

is also indicated. Observation work is shown

both in the hospital and in the homes of patients.

Student nurses are supervised in their first prac-

tice. Operative techniques are carefully studied

before the nurse is permitted to assist at opera-

tions. In maternity service they are shown caring

for patients and teaching mothers the care of

infants. The nursing of children and patients

having communicable diseases is shown to be a

part of the training.

As the nurse nears the completion of her course,

she is given increased responsibility. She cares

for a patient under an oxygen tent and assists

in a pneumothorax treatment. A student nurse

being given some training in visiting nursing cares

for a patient at home. At the hospital the nurse

learns the care of psychiatric patients and the

application of occupational and recreational

therapy. As the time for graduation draws near,

the nurse consults her adviser concerning plans

for the future.

301. One-Celled Animals: The Protozoa sh-c

SOmin si Eastman 1938

Other sources: Buck, Calif, 111, Kan, Mich,

Minn, OhioDptE, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing
life functions of some of the Protozoa ingestion

of food, reproduction, locomotion, elimination of

waste, and reaction to stimuli, and (2) showing

the appearance of several different protozoans

under the microscope.

The microdissection scenes and those showing

reproduction are particularly effective. This is

not an elementary treatment and should, there-

fore, not be used without some previous study of

protozoan forms. A well-informed teacher will

be able to call attention to many things not in-

dicated in the very brief titles.

Photography is excellent, titles good.

Contents. Life functions of the Protozoa, pre-

sented through photomicrography.

The nucleus is removed from an amoeba by
means of the Chamber's microdissection ap-

paratus. It is then stretched on two microdis-

section needles to show its elasticity. To prove

the existence of a plasma membrane, a needle is

used to make a puncture through which the cyto-

plasm flows. A contractile vacuole which con-

tains water is also punctured.

Movement of the Protozoa in the food-getting

process is shown. Two Condylostoma are shown

in motion; the title points out that these pro-

tozoans move by means of hairlike cilia. Animals

of the genus Exuviella are shown moving by means

of long flagellums, whiplike structures. A view

of an Actinophrys with its raylike pseudopodia

follows. A title states, "The beat of the flexible

extension of this protozoan enables it to get food,"

and the Dileptus is shown moving rhythmically.
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A food vacuole is shown forming in a paramecium,

and a Blepharisma is shown with a small protozoan

in a food vacuole. A large amoeba ingests a

Chilomonas; later, the Chilomonas is shown

within the amoeba. In another view a Chilo-

monas escapes just as the amoeba's food vacuole

is about to form. Another amoeba is shown that

has engulfed a large protozoan, Frontonia
;
follow-

ing views show the animal in various phases of

digestion. A Frontonia with a piece of alga

protruding from the mouth is shown.

Reel 2 deals with protozoan reproduction,

elimination of waste, and reaction to environment.

Blepharisma is shown reproducing by binary

fission. A cell is shown in the process of mitosis.

There are views of Spirostomum under normal

conditions and in various stages of conjugation

and fission. Actinosphaerium reproduces through

the formation of cysts.

The function of the contractile vacuole in the

elimination of waste is illustrated in the Actino-

sphaerium, Blepharisma, and Paramecium.

The concluding sequence deals with protozoan

reaction to environment. Stichotricha are shown,

and a film title explains that some of the Protozoa

build mucilaginous cases for protection. Difflugia

is shown in a shell of sand from which its pseudo-

podia protrude. Views of Personympha and

Dinenympha follow a film title that explains that

these two protozoans live in the intestines of

termites, where they digest wood. After the film

title, "Some have a thickened flexible membrane

which enables them to squeeze past obstacles,"

Blepharisma is shown moving past an obstacle.

Another reaction to environment is demonstrated

as a colony of Zoothamnium contract after stim-

ulation. Views of various forms of protozoan

life follow the explanation that all these reactions

occur in a drop of pond water.

302. Operation of a Forest Nursery jh-sh-c 12min

sd U.S. Agric. 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Colo, 111, Kan,

Ky, Mich, NC, OreSt, SD, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for explaining the

techniques of forest nursery operations. Found

useful in developing an appreciation and under-

standing of the conservation work of the Civilian

Conservation Corps. Should be useful in de-

veloping an appreciation of the time, labor, and

skill involved in replenishing our forests.

The film shows with clarity the succession of

operations. Close-ups of some of the operations

would have improved the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Operations in a CCC forest nursery.

A stand of young trees protected by larger trees

is shown. A view of a stump area is accompanied

by the commentator's statement that, where the

forests have been completely destroyed, it is

necessary to rebuild with trees grown in nurseries.

There are several views of nurseries as the com-

mentator explains the necessity for good soil,

windbreaks, and adequate moisture. A map
shows the arrangement of a nursery farm, and the

commentator describes its layout.

The next sequence shows the collection and

processing of seeds. Cones are taken from trees

and squirrel hoards. In tune-lapse photography a

cone is shown opening and releasing its seeds.

Pine cones are placed on trays for drying and

storing. As the extraction process begins the

trays are placed in ovens where the hot air causes

the cones to open. They are then placed in a

shaker where the seeds fall out of the cones.

Wings, which are still attached to the seeds after

they leave the cone, are removed. Close-ups

show seeds of different types.

A germination test is shown being made as the

commentator explains that the test is carried on to

discover the percentage of fertility in a particular

batch of seeds.

After the seedbed has been prepared, the seeds

are planted. Then the land is rolled and sanded,

and a solution of sulphuric acid is sprinkled on it

to control weeds which might kill the tender

sprouts. Wire is placed over the beds to protect

them from rodents. Seedbeds are also protected

by lath screens. There are views of weeding and

cultivation. Young seedlings are lifted out of the

bed and taken to the sorting shed, where the weak

plants are thrown away. Seedlings are placed in

a transplanting board; a sharp implement opens

the earth in the nursery plot; the transplanting

board is inserted; and the earth is tamped around

the young plants. Another method of planting

is indicated by views of a plow breaking a furrow

into which the seedlings are transplanted. The

commentator explains that they grow for a year

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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or two before they are ready to be taken to the One evening in the Wade home the radio broad-

forest for planting. There is a view of young

trees being lifted and wrapped in moss. The

seedlings are later set out in the forest.

303. The Orange Grower int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, Iowa,

Kan, Mich, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt, Pa-

Kutz, SamHous, TexCW, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing

the processes of growing, harvesting, and packing

oranges and (2) giving impressions of life on a

citrus farm. Found useful in showing the rela-

tionship between science and food production.

The film shows a variety of aspects of the sub-

ject, but it is particularly strong in showing the

natural hazards with which the citrus grower must

contend. Teachers were favorably impressed

with the film because they said that it covered all

steps of orange growing from planting to shipping.

Students liked the sequences on smudging, pack-

ing, and shipping.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The work and care required to pro-

duce good-quality citrus fruit.

Views of an orange grove and of individual trees

with both blossoms and fruit are shown. The

commentator says that, from the time blossoms

appear, more than a year elapses before the fruit

ripens. On a map of the United States, citrus-

producing areas are indicated. The commentator

says that orange culture was introduced in Florida

about a century ago.

A sequence on the growing of orange trees is

introduced by views of budding procedures.

The commentator says that buds from trees that

bear well are placed on trees that have strong root

and trunk systems. A tree that has had two

years' growth in the nursery is set out in Mr.

Wade's orchard. The commentator says that a

tree will begin bearing fruit when it is about four

years old. Mr. Wade's son, Don, drives the

tractor which pulls the fertilizer spreader through
the orchard. There are views of the application

of both spray and dust for destroying insects.

After huge tarpaulins have been placed over each

tree, fumigating gas is released for the destruction

of insects. Mr. Wade also irrigates his orchard.

cast warns of freezing conditions. At the radio

station, the broadcaster says that firing for lemons

will begin about 9:00 P.M. Mr. Wade says,

"Well, I guess we're going to work tonight."

The thermometers in the orchards are consulted,

and Mr. Wade tells Don that it is time to light

the heaters. Don telephones the crew. The
crew arrives as the commentator says that most

of them are college boys. The lighting begins.

During the night Mrs. Wade brings hot coffee and

sandwiches to the men.

At harvest time, ripened oranges are clipped

from the trees. The commentator says that Mexi-

can help is used almost wholly. Mr. Wade super-

vises the work. The oranges are placed in boxes,

loaded on trucks, and rushed to the packing house.

There they are unloaded by automatic machinery,

sorted, washed, dried, waxed, polished, graded,

wrapped, packed, and placed in refrigerator cars.

304. Orange Packing pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd-si

School-Films 1939

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing the

steps in picking, washing, sorting, packing, cool-

ing, and shipping oranges. Found useful in

providing an appreciation of the work and skill

involved in supplying oranges to the market and

in furthering an appreciation of instances in which

machinery and scientific procedures are used in

preparing agricultural products for market.

The emphasis of this film is upon oranges and

the machinery used in processing them. Students

were particularly impressed by the speed of the

workers in wrapping and packing operations.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. The picking and packing of oranges.

Workers pick oranges as the commentator points

out the technique used in this work. Boxes of

oranges are loaded on a truck, moved to a ware-

house, placed in an airtight room, and sterilized

with chlorine gas to destroy bacteria and prevent

decay. Oranges are then started on their way

through the packing house, passing first through

an X-ray machine that detects imperfect fruit.

An endless belt takes the fruit to a mechanical

sorter. Hand inspection is made to eliminate in-

jured oranges before they pass into a hot soap bath.

The fruit is conveyed to the room where the

actual packing is done. Small oranges are re-
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moved from endless belts. The commentator

says that they will be used in making by-products.

The fruit is divided into two streams as it is in-

spected for blemishes. From the sorting tables it

is sent to a branding machine where a trade-

mark is stamped on each orange. Then the

oranges are sent along rollers which are spaced

farther and farther apart, thus allowing fruit of

various sizes to drop into separate bins.

An automatic boxmaking machine is shown in

operation. Box parts are pkced in the machine

and are nailed together in three quick movements.

There follow several close-up views of packers

quickly wrapping the oranges in thin papers and

placing them in boxes. Packed boxes are placed

on another belt that delivers them to an automatic

lidding and stamping machine. They are sent

to the cold storage room to await shipment.

Refrigerated railroad cars are loaded with boxes

of oranges.

United States harbors are indicated on a map.
An important use of rivers is illustrated by

views of dams that hold back water for generating

electricity. Some uses to which this electricity

is put are shown. Other dams create artificial

lakes, water from which is used for irrigation.

There follow

Range, from

reat Lakes to

t contrasted. Views

e Colorado, a young

A map of the Great Lakes i

views of activities in the

which ore is shipped aero

smelters and steel mills.

Types of river valleys

of the Grand Canyon of

valley, are followed by desert scenes along the

Tigris and the Euphrates, an older valley. Ma
locate the Amazon and Congo rivers, and views

environmental conditions near
th^se

rivers are

shown.

A series of scenes in variotfc regions of the world
^^^^^^

begic^huth
a hot area whejre natives weave

^In more moderate regions, garde

fc are shown to be important so

^wing a map of some o

of the moderate zone, there are vi

305. Our Earth int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, .

Tii T j T * e V v ,- .
BtheH\*n

Idaho, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, I

T T-. IT^ \r ii/r- if x-/- AT.- ^ it? WP * tne wor^
LaDptE, Me, Minn, Mo, ]SC, OhioDptE, 1

r c.. T) v *. c u c \ 4 cr globe. ttle are shown
OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, banAnt, SL,

'

Syr, Tenn, TexCW, TexTech, WashSt,

Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) locating and

giving impressions of some of the gross physical

features of the earth, (2) indicating the areas of

production of ores, rubber, cattle, and sheep, and

(3) suggesting the relation of geographic factors to

industries, crops, and ways of living.

Teachers reported effective use of animated

maps. Some felt that the film was a good over-

view, others that it attempted to be too inclusive.

Best use of the film was reported on the elementary

level.

Photography is fair, sound excellent.

Contents. A general survey of the earth's

physical features and of the ways in which they

affect man's economic life.

Animations of the courses of the Gulf Stream

and Labrador Current are shown as the com-

mentator describes their influence on the climate

of the areas near which they flow. That oceans

are used for highways is illustrated by views

aboard a passenger ship. Locations of important

t

Sfinilar

entina are

ated by vi

item United S

siberi ia, an

Uses of the plains arc indi

: elds ar.tl her<
|-of

cattle.

Important mountain ranges of

indicated on a globe and
illustrate^

vacationers skiing, climbing, anfl

portant mineral resources areJ^4|
of mine shafts a fLj3^&&4tfl
the United StatM
cated. Several ^1
particular products are indicated

illustrated by actual scenes.

kinds of transportation

tator says that not all nations \

they need to live independently and tru

must work together.

306. Ovulation, Fertilization, and Earl

ment of the Mammalian EgJKHfc-s
25min si U.S. Agric. 1935

Other sources: Calif, Ga, lowaA&M, OreSt,

TexTech, Wis
|

For an evaluation and description of contents

see the sound version, In the Beginning, .

nl
ly De

f
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307. Oxidation and Reduction sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1932

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colu, ETexBur,

Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, LaDptE, Me,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH, NM, Ohio-

DptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, StAmb,

Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing ex-

amples of oxidation and reduction reactions and

(2) demonstrating industrial applications of

oxidation and reduction. Should be useful in

demonstrating the use of the scientific method in

proving a hypothesis.

The film might have been improved by the

addition of more information on the mechanics of

oxidation and reduction reactions and by the

inclusion of illustrations of the applications of

oxidation and reduction reactions to quantitative

analysis. The film's value was greatly enhanced

by the industrial and domestic applications

illustrated.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Oxidation and reduction reactions

and their industrial and domestic uses.

Phosphorus burning in a jar filled with air and

sealed by immersion in water illustrates one form

of oxidation in which approximately one-fifth of

the air is a reactant. Iron oxidizing under the

same conditions produces similar results. Weigh-

ing the iron before and after oxidation reveals that

the iron has gained in weight. Mercuric oxide,

the rust of mercury, is heated in a retort. Metallic

mercury collects on the walls of the retort, and the

gas that evolves is collected. When an iron wire

with burning sulphur at its end is plunged into

this gas, the wire bursts into incandescence.

This proves that the gas collected from mercuric

oxide is the same substance responsible for oxida-

tion in air. The commentator says that this gas

is called oxygen. Scenes of stoking a furnace

and views of a forest fire indicate that oxidation,

when under man's control, is useful, but when

uncontrolled, it may be very destructive.

The use of an oxyhydrogen torch in cutting

through iron is shown. Water that results from

the burning of hydrogen in oxygen is seen col-

lecting on the walls of a glass. Electrolysis of

water is shown. The burning test and glowing

splinter tests identify hydrogen and oxygen re-

spectively. Copper foil burns with a flash as it

is dropped into a container of chlorine, thus

proving that chlorine as well as oxygen supports
combustion.

The process of reduction is demonstrated by
passing hydrogen over iron rust in a combustion

tube. Water forms in the tube. The formation

of metallic iron is demonstrated by showing that

it is attracted by a magnet. As a coke oven is

shown, the commentator says that coke is also

a reducing agent. An animated cross section of a

blast furnace is accompanied by an explanation of

this industrial application of a reduction reaction.

That magnesium is a reducing agent is illustrated

by igniting it in steam. In this reaction hydrogen
is liberated. The ignition of magnesium powder
in dry ice results in the reduction of the carbon

dioxide and the liberation of black atomic carbon.

Scenes of rail welding by the Goldschmidt process

illustrate an industrial application of the reducing

property of aluminum. The commentator says
that the processes of oxidation and reduction are

continually going on in the world around us and
even in our own bodies.

308. Oysters int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1932

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, 111, Ind, IntFB,

LaDptE, Mich, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

stages in the growth of the oyster, (2) giving im-

pressions of oyster culture, fishing, shucking, and

packing, (3) indicating the formation of pearls,

and (4) showing some activities of the United

States government in the conservation of oysters.

Found useful in suggesting the economic im-

portance of the oyster and developing an apprecia-

tion of the role of the government in the protection

of our natural resources.

Teachers reported a need for some means of

showing the location of the oyster industry.

Classes in biology wanted treatment of the internal

structure and internal functioning of the oyster.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. The life cycle of oysters and informa-

tion on oyster culture and fishing, presented
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through straight photography, diagrams, and

photomicrography.
A sequence on the life cycle of the oyster begins

with views of clusters of oysters. Highly magni-

fied views show oyster eggs undergoing cell divi-

sion. The oyster is shown in the advanced egg

stage, in the larva stage at the end of a few days'

growth when it is covered with thin transparent

shell, in the larva stage when it is able to crawl

about on its newly formed foot, and in the stage

when the mature larva cements itself to an under-

sea object and becomes a spat. Close-ups of

young spats disclose gills, muscle, and feeding

organs. A title stating that oysters fasten them-

selves to any rough object is followed by views of

young oysters attached to a piece of brush.

The following sequence deals with oyster culture.

An agent of the United States Bureau of Fisheries

gathers young oysters clustered on partitioned

collectors. Men seated in a boat loaded with seed

oysters break clusters apart and scatter them in

the fattening beds. Natural enemies of the oyster,

the starfish and the borer, are shown in an aquar-

ium. A view of a wire fence in the water suggests

one way in which oystermen protect oysters from

these predators.

Views of men fishing for oysters in shallow

water by means of tongs are followed by views of

a dredge in operation. A title states that dredges

are employed in deep water. A close-up shows an

inspector checking part of the catch for size.

Sailboats transport the oysters to the docks, where

they are unloaded at the oysterhouse in buckets.

The oysters are opened and packed in ice. A
title states that oysters build pearls around grains

of sand, and a cross section of a pearl shows the

layers that have been built up. A title states

that many pearls may be found in a single oyster,

and a view of a shell containing numerous small

pearls follows. Pearls are examined, graded,

drilled, and strung.

309. Pacific Coast Salmon int-jh-sh ISmin si

Eastman 1930

Other sources: Buck, Calif, 111, Ind, IntFB,

lowaA&M
,Ky , Mich, Minn, OhioDptE,Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing

the life cycle of the salmon, (2) giving impressions

of artificial methods of propagating salmon, and

(3) showing catching and canning operations.

Should be useful in developing the concept of the

strength of drive for preservation of the species.

Teachers reported excellent shots of the salmon

on their trip up the river and unusually good treat-

ment of artificial propagation.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Life cycle of the salmon and methods

of catching and canning salmon.

Fishermen examine and make nets. Following

a title stating that salmon make long journeys

from the sea to spawn, there are several scenes

of salmon struggling against the current, jumping
over waterfalls and cascades, traveling up rapids,

and going over a fish ladder. Indians spear and

net salmon as the fish struggle over rapids. Sal-

mon are shown spawning in still, shallow water at

the head of a stream. In order to estimate the

size of the salmon run, a government inspector

counts the salmon passing over a white cloth

fastened in midstream.

A sequence on artificial spawning begins as

salmon are driven into a runway and the males

are separated from the females. Female salmon

are killed and cut open, and their eggs are placed

in a bucket. Then the milt is forced from the

male salmon onto the eggs. A title states that

the eggs hatch in cold running water, and hundreds

of eggs are shown floating in the water. Views

of newly hatched salmon fry show that the yolk

of the egg is slowly absorbed by the young fish.

A title states that, when they are large enough,

the young salmon swim downstream to the sea.

There follow views of water filled with thousands

of fingerlings.

Opening the sequence on salmon fishing are

views of long nets hung out to dry on the docks.

A title states that full-grown salmon return to

spawn in rivers. Fishermen set nets near the

inlets of rivers. A seine is pulled in to shore and

the fish are dipped out and loaded into a wagon.

A trawler hauls salmon out of a fish trap. A view

into a trap shows that the water is alive with large

salmon. Fish for the fresh salmon market are

put in boxes on board a boat and taken into port

where they are hoisted onto the pier and carried

away on trucks.

The final sequence deals with salmon canning.

A barge, loaded with salmon, pulls up to a chute.

The fish are unloaded onto a conveyer, carried

to the cleaning room, and cleaned by machine

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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The cleaned fish are cut and packed in cans. The
cans of salmon are sealed and placed on a conveyer

to be taken to the cooker. Finally, the cans are

labeled, packed in cases, and loaded on ships.

310. Pagodas of Peiping (Magic Carpet Series)

int-jh-sh 8min sd Teaching Film Cus-

todians (Twentieth Century-Fox Film

Corp.) 1933

Othersources: Calif, Ind, Minn,OhioDptE,Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) giving impressions of

ancient Chinese civilization, (2) indicating some

of the types of transportation used in China, and

(3) furnishing impressions of the city of Peiping.

Should be useful in developing an appreciation of

the culture and art of ancient China.

Teachers should note that this film was made
before the Japanese occupation of the sections of

China shown in the film. The emphasis is on

old rather than modern China.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Impressions of both ancient and

modern Peiping before the Japanese invasion.

Views of the Temple of Heaven are shown as

the commentator says that emperors came here to

worship. The temple pillars are ornamented with

carvings and figures of porcelain. Near the sum-

mer palace, Chinese excursionists on a boat ride

past carved marble bridges and the great marble

boat. The commentator says that the artificial

lake was created for an emperor who had never

seen the ocean. On the palace grounds are

bronze castings of animals. The commentator

says that the Chinese had learned to cast these

bronze statues long before the Europeans dis-

covered this method of metal molding.
A sequence on modern Peiping begins with

views of the gates in the city wall. Various street

scenes show trolley cars, rickshas, wheelbarrows,
and bicycles. Streamers advertise the wares of

the shops. There is a close-up of a display of

jade. Outside the city wall, natives load a

Mongolian camel as the commentator says that

Peiping is the chief western terminus of the

caravans crossing the Gobi Desert.

311. The Panama Canal int-jh-sh 16min si

Eastman 1928

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, CenWash,
ETexBur, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,

Kan, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, Ohio-

DptE, PaCW, PaMil, Syr, Tenn, TexTech,
Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) suggesting
the difficulties involved in building the Panama
Canal, (2) giving impressions of the plan of the

Canal and some of the country around it, and

(3) showing progress of ships through the Canal.

Found useful in developing a discussion of the

commercial and military value of the Canal.

The film is old and gives very little information

on the importance of the Canal; however, teachers

reported that students were interested in the film.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The location and plan of the Panama

Canal, presented through straight photography
and animation.

Ships are shown passing through the Canal.

A map of North and South America indicates that

the journey from New York to San Francisco

takes 40 days by way of the Strait of Magellan and

only 16 days by way of the Panama Canal.

Titles state that malaria and yellow fever forced

the French to abandon work on the canal and that

the United States took up the task in 1904.

Views of the rugged country around the Canal

suggest the difficulties of construction that faced

the engineers, and scenes of oiling and draining

swamps suggest the measures taken to stamp out

disease.

A sequence on the building of the Canal begins

with views taken in 1912 of steam shovels making
cuts and loading cars with earth. An animated

diagram shows the function of the Gatun dam and

lake in the plan of the Canal. There are views of

the spillway at Gatun dam.

In the next sequence the progress of ships from

the Atlantic to the Pacific is traced. Animated

diagrams show the course of ships through the

Canal. A title stating that the locks act as

elevators, lifting ships to the level of the lake, is

followed by air views of Gatun locks. There are

views of a ship being towed through the lock

chambers by mules and views of ships proceeding

through the lake on their own power. A ship

enters the Pacific locks and is towed through.

Animations suggest the flow of raw materials east-

ward through the Canal and the flow of manu-

factured products westward.

^ kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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312. The Passenger Train pri-int-jh llmin sd

Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur,

Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, Kan, Ky, Mich,

Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) showing the opera-

tion of a passenger train and (2) giving impressions

of the experiences of a passenger traveling by
train. Should be useful in developing an under-

standing of the contribution of science to modern

transportation and in furthering an appreciation

of the high level of organization and cooperation

required in the operation of a railroad.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. An account of a train journey.

Passengers arrive by cabs at the station. After

they purchase their tickets, they pass through the

gates to the track where their train is waiting.

The streamlined Diesel-engine locomotive stands

ready for the trip. Mr. Shroder, the engineer,

checks over his controls, and his attendant in-

spects the big motors.

Final preparations are made for departure.

Baggage and mail are loaded into the cars. The

conductor calls "All aboard!" and signals the

engineer. The train doors are closed, and Mr.

Shroder opens the throttle. Sand pours onto the

rails to keep the wheels from slipping as the train

gets under way. A signal is set for "Stop," and

the engineer applies the air brakes. When the

signal changes to "Go," the train moves ahead.

In the coaches the conductor is taking tickets.

The passengers are comfortably seated. The

conductor passes through the vestibule from one

car to another.

Mr. Shroder closes the throttle to slow down for

a sharp curve. The train passes under a viaduct

and speeds on its tracks along a river. The com-

mentator explains that tracks are often built

alongside rivers. In the observation car some of

the passengers are talking, some writing, and others

playing cards. Now the train passes through a

deep cut and into a tunnel. At historic Harpers

Ferry it crosses the Potomac River.

In the dining car, dinner is being served. The

chef and his staff of cooks prepare the food which

the waiters carry on large trays. The Pullman

porters prepare the berths for the night. Some

of the passengers who are not yet ready to go to

bed read newspapers and magazines. The porter

places a ladder for a passenger to climb into an

upper berth.

While the train rushes through the night, the

engineer and his attendant are busy watching the

motors, the controls, and the track ahead. The

safety and lives of the passengers depend upon
their skill and watchfulness.

313. People of Hawaii int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi
1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur,
Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Mich,

Minn, NC, OhioDptE, TexCW, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) showing the geo-

graphic features of the Hawaiian Islands, (2)

indicating their chief agricultural products, and

(3) giving a picture of the life of native Hawaiians.

Should be useful in (1) contrasting the simple
culture of the native Hawaiians with the more

complex pattern of life brought by Captain Cook
and those who followed him and (2) suggesting
the effect of United States markets and methods
of production on the economic life of the Islands.

The sequence dealing with the life of native

Hawaiians should be of particular interest to

children since it is developed simply in terms of

children's interests.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of both modern Hawaii

and the Hawaii of the natives.

A map shows the locations of the Hawaiian

Islands. As a volcanic crater is shown, the com-

mentator explains that the Islands have been

built up by geologically recent volcanic activity.

Some of the chief agricultural activities are

shown. There are views of pineapple fields and

of canebrakes. As laborers are shown at work

cutting the cane, the commentator points out

that the laborers come from many different

nationalities and races. Modern machines are

used for loading the cane into the cars that move
it to the crushing mills. Sluices are used to

carry cane from upland fields to loading points.

The cane arrives at refineries, where it is made
into sugar. There are views of the harbor and

city of Honolulu as it is described as the scene of

large commercial operations.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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A native Hawaiian family lives much as their

ancestors have lived for centuries. Lani Kailua

returns home after a vigorous swim in the surf.

Mother Kailua, who is cooking in the lean-to

kitchen, tells Lani that he must catch more fish

for the household. Lani's uncle is shredding

coconuts. Lani's younger brother, Pauli, brings

home a load of firewood on the back of a donkey.

Pauli gives the reins to Sister Moana and joins

Lani at fishing. The boys fish with nets, as the

Hawaiians have fished for centuries. At home

Moana squeezes the oil out of shredded coconut.

The commentator explains that it is used as a

salad dressing. The boys return with their catch,

which is taken by Mother Kailua. As they sit

down to eat, Mother says a silent grace.

Father Kailua is building a sport canoe which

has been ordered by men from a neighboring

plantation. Lani and his brother and sister are

now at school where they join other children at

study and at play. Children of many different

races play together. At a launching ceremony the

canoe built by Father Kailua is blessed by a native

priest before it puts out on its maiden voyage.

After the launching, a feast is held. There is

poi, fish, roast pig, and fruits, which are eaten by
the natives in a setting of coconut palms. And

at last the refrain of "Aloha Oe" is sung.

314. People of Mexico int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi

1939

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, KanCity,

Ky, Mich, Minn, NC, NM, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) suggesting

the racial composition of Mexico and (2) giving

glimpses of Mexican family life. Found useful

in developing an understanding of the Mexican

people, an appreciation of their contribution to

our music and architecture.

The sequence dealing with the life of a rural

family was reported particularly effective in

showing family organization. Although several

of the groups that comprise the Mexican popula-

tion are suggested, only the rural group is given

extensive treatment. Teachers reported that

Mexican children in their classes greatly ap-

preciated the film. The presentation is given

color by representative Mexican music.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The work, homes, and recreation of

the people of Mexico.

There are views of pyramids, remnants of the

Toltec civilization, still standing on the central

plateau of Mexico. A view of an Aztec calendar

symbolizes another phase in Mexican history.

A Spanish-type building erected upon a ruined

pyramid indicates the conquest of Mexico by the

Spaniards. Spanish-built roads, bridges, and

aqueducts are shown in use. Three types of

Mexican inhabitants the Spaniard, the mestizo,

and the Indian are shown in close-ups. There

are views of hacienda buildings that mark an

important period in Mexican history peon

buildings, the landlord's house, and a chapel.

Peons are shown at work in the fields. The com-

mentator says that until a short time ago they

labored under a large landholding system. Views

of the Mexican Chamber of Deputies and the

presidential palace in Mexico City accompany
the commentator's statement that in 1917 the

policy of returning some of the land to the peasants

was started. Several farmers are shown working

on their own lands. A huge maguey plantation

is shown where one laborer is engaged in gathering

the juice of the plant from which a native drink,

pulque, is made.

A mestizo housewife prepares an evening meal

in an adobe house. As a grandmother cares for

a small child, she busies herself with fine needle-

work. Corn is ground for tortillas as the com-

mentator discusses its importance to the diet of

the Mexicans. After the men return from the

field, they seat themselves on the floor to partake

of the meal, which consists chiefly of tortillas and

frijoles. After they have eaten, they play

guitars and sing.

The fiesta, an important feature of Mexican

life, is indicated by brief, characteristic scenes.

Spectators watch the Dance of the Conquest,

symbolizing the conquest of Mexico by the

Spaniards.

315. A People of the Congo (The Mangbetu)

int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, 111,

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

SamHous, Tenn, TexCW, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) pre-

senting information on the sources and methods of

preparation of food eaten by the Mangbetu and

(2) demonstrating native arts and crafts. Should

be useful in suggesting the effect of climate on

cultures and in developing an appreciation for the

advanced culture of the Mangbetu.
The film makes excellent use of close-ups. It

is not a comprehensive treatment of the culture

of the Mangbetu, but offers rich opportunities

for drawing inferences.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of the culture of the

Mangbetu, a people of the Congo region, with

emphasis on food-getting and art.

The region of Africa occupied by the Mangbetu
is indicated on a map. General views of the

jungle and of native houses suggest the dense

vegetation and heavy rainfall of the region.

A sequence on preparing a meal begins with

views of a family around a fire in front of its home.

Two natives pull up cassava roots and bring them

to the father, who trims off the outsides, cuts them

up, and places them in a mortar to be pounded
into a pulp. The commentator says that tapioca

is made from cassava. Green bananas are peeled

and put in the pot. The natives sit on wooden

stools as they prepare the meal. When the cassava

has been thoroughly pulverized, it is placed in the

cooking pot with the bananas. A chicken coop

is shown standing on piles to keep it out of the

reach of jungle animals. A native cuts a piece

of sugar cane and sucks the sweet juice. Fish

are prepared for cooking. A hand-wrought knife

is used in the process. The commentator says

that the jungle offers these people materials for

food, clothing, weapons, and objects of art.

The final sequence is on native art. A mother

binds her child's head with heavy cord as the

commentator explains that this practice will

produce a long conical skull considered beautiful

by the Mangbetu. In a native beauty parlor

women have their hair dressed. There are

several close-ups of ornate hairdresses, some of

which are adorned with pins of ivory. Views of

elephant herds and of a native ivory hunter sug-

For explanation of abbreviations

gest the source of ivory. A native artisan cuts

off the hollow portion of a tusk and begins carving

with a primitive adz. A native painter ap-

proaches, admires the ivory figurine the carver is

making, and asks if he would trade it for some

painting on his house. They go to inspect the

painter's decorations and the deal is completed.

The ivory figurine is given to the painter, and work

starts on the ivory carver's house as the painter

and his assistants lay out the design. The design

is applied with brushes made from the fibers of

the banana leaf. Another native artisan makes

a banjolike stringed musical instrument. A
piece of antelope skin is stretched over the sound

box and sewed in place. Holes for tuning pegs

are burned with red-hot pieces of iron. Strings

of twisted vegetable fibers are attached, and the

carver's assistant is allowed to play the instru-

ment. Native children dance to the music of the

newly made instrument.

316. People of Western China int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur,

Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Ky,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, VaBdE,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing an ancient

city located in western China, (2) indicating the

agricultural practices of farmers in western China,

and (3) showing the ancient handicrafts of that

country. Should be useful in developing an

appreciation of the antiquity of Chinese civiliza-

tion and in indicating the influence of modern

inventions on the Chinese way of life.

A sequence showing the many uses for bamboo

suggests the ingenuity of the people in adapting

an abundant native product to their needs.

Although the film does not specifically mention

the effect of the Japanese invasion, it can very

well be used as background material for a study of

that action.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The life and work of the people who

live in a valley in western China.

Chengtu lies cradled between lofty chains of

mountains. There are views of its ancient wall,

its temples and tombs, and its streets.

Outside the city the farmers cultivate their land

as they have for centuries. An ancient irrigation

used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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system planned by Li Ping 2,000 years ago is still

in use. Grain is made into flour in an old mill

using water for power. Rice is hulled with ap-

paratus ancient in design. The products of the

farm are offered for sale in the markets of the

city.

Following views of bamboo growing in a clump,

the many uses of this product are indicated the

making of furniture, household utensils, rope,

sedan chairs, bridges, etc.

Some of the ancient crafts of China are pictured.

As a potter is shown at work, the commentator

says that the potter's wheels revolved during the

classic dynasties of Tang and Sung and Ming.

A silversmith works at his ancient trade. As

silk weavers are shown, the commentator says

that a legend claims that the Chinese have been

weaving silk for over 4,000 years. Rich silk

fabrics are displayed in the shops of the city.

There are views of the mulberry trees on which the

silkworms feed.

Modern science is changing the ancient ways
of life. Modern electric power has brought with

it the telephone, the electric light, and the motion

picture projector. The Chinese farmer working

in his fields sees modern automobiles and air-

planes. Modern medical science replaces the

herb doctor.

317. The Percussion Group int-jh-sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1938

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH,
NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
PaKutz, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, SD,

Term, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,

WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) giving

impressions of the appearance and tonal qualities

of the instruments of the percussion group, (2)

giving impressions of the techniques of playing

these instruments, and (3) illustrating the con-

tributions of these instruments to the symphonic

composition. Found useful in stimulating an

interest and appreciation of symphonic music

and an interest in learning to play an orchestral

instrument.

Teachers reported that the commentary was

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

very effective and the musical selections well

chosen.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. The part of the percussion group
in the symphony orchestra.

Following an introductory symphonic selection,

the commentator says that the timpani, or kettle-

drums, are the most important members of the

percussion group. The manner in which the

pitch of the timpani may be varied by loosening

or tightening the head is demonstrated. The
commentator explains that this instrument is

used chiefly to emphasize rhythms. The playing

of the tom-tom, the most primitive instrument, is

demonstrated. The commentator says that the bass

and snare drums are used in strong rhythmic music.

The technique of playing the tambourine is

illustrated in a selection of Spanish-type music.

In the same selection the castanets are also played.

The gong, says the commentator, is from China

and is used for weird effects. The cymbals, like

the gong, are made of thin brass. The method

of striking them together to accent peaks of

rhythm is illustrated in a short selection. The

triangle, a round bar of solid metal, is struck with

a slender metal rod. A short selection demon-

strating the musical effect of this instrument

follows. The orchestra bells, small rectangular

bars of metal forming chromatic scales, add

sparkle and brilliance to symphonic selections.

The commentator says that the celesta also

has tuned metal bars. Close-ups show the tech-

nique of playing this instrument and indicate

the resonators which enrich the tone. The chimes,

the largest of the tuned metal percussion instru-

ments, has a clear bell-like tone. A short selection

is played on the chimes. "Old Folks at Home" is

played on the xylophone. The commentator says

that the xylophone is most often used in popular

orchestras or as a solo instrument. Its hard

wooden bars and hollow cylindrical metal reso-

nators are shown in close-ups. Most of the

percussion instruments are used in a special ar-

rangement of Schubert's "Marche Militaire."

318. The Perfect Set-Up (Crime Does Not Pay

Series) sh-c 21min sd Teaching Film Cus-

todians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

1936

Other sources: Ga, Okla

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Appraisal. Good for tracing the origin and

course of a criminal career. Should be useful in

directing attention toward a consideration of the

causes of crime and their prevention.

The story is dramatically told. To be educa-

tionally valuable, this film should be carefully used

with an appropriate introduction and follow-up.

The highly dramatic character of the film makes it

necessary for the teacher to preview it before

using.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Case history of an ambitious young
man who, disappointed at his progress in legiti-

mate business, turns to crime.

Sanders, a bright young man, is working in a

radio factory. His pay is low and he thinks that

he is not making satisfactory progress. Among
other things, he resents the fact that the owner's

son, whose school record was much poorer than his

own, has been placed in a position of authority

over him. Hoping to make a contribution that

will attract the attention of his employer, Sanders

develops a television screen. He is told that his

plans are interesting but impractical.

One evening, while Sanders is feeling bitter

about his lack of recognition, an old acquaintance

asks for information about burglar alarms. From
the information that Sanders supplies, the ac-

quaintance and one of his associates are able to

rob a bank. In a conversation with his girl friend,

Sanders says that crime can be made as scientific

as can anything else.

The crooks offer Sanders a radio business in

exchange for his technical advice. Sanders

accepts and the radio store is used as a blind. With
his increased income he is able to get married.

Finally, Sanders is drawn into active participation

in the crimes and becomes the leader of the group.
At the scene of one of the crimes, Sanders shoots a

man.

After the shooting, Sanders returns to his home.

When his wife tells him that she is worried about

him, he becomes irritated and angry. The police

trace the gang to the radio shop through the num-
ber on a battery from a car used in a bank holdup.
When the radio shop is raided, Sanders escapes and
flees with his wife to another city.

The police set a trap for Sanders by having his

screen exhibited at a television show. At the last

showing Sanders and his wife attend. Sanders is

disguised, but an officer spots him and the arrest

is made. Sanders is sentenced to death.

319. The Perfect Tribute int-jh-sh-c 19min sd

Teaching Film Custodians (Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer Pictures) 1935

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE,

Okla, PaCW, SamHous, Term, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for dramatizing

Mary Shipman Andrews' story of Lincoln, The

Perfect Tribute. Found useful in developing an

understanding and appreciation of the character-

istics of Lincoln that made him great, and in

giving fuller meaning to the Gettysburg Address.

Teachers reported that the dramatic presenta-
tion of the Gettysburg Address was outstanding.
This film is not intended as an accurate documenta-

tion of historical fact and should not be used as

such. The film has an emotional appeal and is

dramatically effective.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Chic Sale in a dramatization of Mary
Shipman Andrews' story, The Perfect Tribute.

An old gentleman discovers a stone carver at

work chiseling the Gettysburg Address on a

monument. The old man says it was a great

speech delivered by a great man, and that he heard

it when he was a boy. As he says, "The war was

still going on and Lincoln was on his way to dedi-

cate a cemetery at Gettysburg," the scene changes
to the railroad car in which Lincoln rode. Mr.

Stanton reminds Lincoln that he has less than an

hour in which to prepare his speech. Lincoln

says that his heart is too full to find words. Mr.

Everett, who is to speak on the same program, is

riding in the same car. Finally Lincoln takes out

a stubby pencil and writes his speech on a piece

of wrapping paper.

The old man continues his story; he says that

Mr. Everett, who spoke first, held the crowd spell-

bound for two hours, but that, when the President

finished speaking, not a hand was lifted in applause.

Thinking his speech a failure, Lincoln paces back

and forth in his study. His wife suggests that he

take a walk. On the street he is run into by a little

boy who is looking for a lawyer to write a will for

his dying brother. Lincoln offers his services and

follows the boy to the hospital where the southern

soldier lies dying. When the will is finished, the

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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wounded boy asks his benefactor's name. The

President says that his name is Lincoln, but does

not reveal that he is the President. In a brief

conversation the dying soldier says that he has

been greatly impressed by the Gettysburg Address

delivered by the President on the previous day.

He undertakes to read it, but, when his strength

ebbs, he asks Lincoln to finish it. After reading a

few lines the President lets the paper fall and con-

tinues by memory. The wounded soldier says

that the speech has made it clear to him that both

North and South are American, and that his one

wish is to take the President's hand and tell him

how great his speech was. Just then a messenger

enters, and says that it is urgent that the President

return to the White House. The wounded boy

says, "Some day your words will be carved in

stone."

320. Peru (People of the Mountains) int-jh-sh

llmin sd Erpi 1941

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Calif, ColFC,

ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Ky, Mich, Mo, NC, OhioDptE,

SamHous, SD, Syr, TexTech, VaBdE,

Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) giving impressions

of the city of Lima, ancient Inca ruins, and the

Inca capital, Cuzco, and (2) showing the pattern

of life of a family in a communal Indian village.

Should be useful in developing an understanding

and appreciation of the culture of both ancient and

modern Peru.

The rather intimate photographic treatment

of the Indian family gives the film warmth and

character. In this film the emphasis is on Indian

life in Peru; other important aspects of that

country will need to be developed by other instruc-

tional materials.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of Peru with particular

emphasis on life in the Indian villages of the

plateaus.

As scenes in the city of Lima are shown views

of busy streets, the plaza, a bank, the telephone

company, residences, and the University of San

Macros the commentator tells of the history of

the city. There are views of Inca ruins as the

commentator briefly sketches the proud history of

that race. The markets, the monastery, and the

streets of Cuzco are shown as the commentator

says that the modern inhabitants are "hapless
descendants of a once proud Indian people."

In one of the communal Indian villages of the

plateau lives the Pachacutec family. Grand-

father Pachacutec sits listlessly in the doorway of

the adobe home. He hardly notices a village

youth who passes with a llama. In the fields the

Pachacutec family are at work. Primitive foot

plows are used to turn the earth. Oxen pull the

ancient wooden plow which makes the furrow into

which fertilizer and seed are dropped by the

Pachacutec children, Alta and Maldo. The
commentator says that corn and potatoes are the

chief crops. A water carrier brings a cool drink

for all members of the family. At mealtime

Mother serves a vegetable stew from a large

earthenware pot. The stew is eaten from plates

with the fingers. The commentator says that in

eating habits the family reflects its long life close

to the soil.

In a nearby pasture an Indian woman tends a

flock of llamas. In the village, women use spindles

and looms of traditional design. The village

butcher prepares a piece of meat. Corn is ground
and made into bread. In the market place pota-
toes and hats are the most prominent wares dis-

played. At evening the Pachacutec family, along
with other workers, returns to the village. Tools

are put away, and llamas are corralled for the

night.

As views of village streets, women at work in the

field, and women leading pack animals are shown,
the commentator says that during certain seasons

of the year the men leave the village to work on the

plantations and in the mines and that the women
are left to do the work of the village and farm. At
harvest time the men answer the "age-old call of

the clan" and return to their native village. The
harvest celebration includes a visit to Cuzco, where

there are ruins of the Inca civilization.

321. The Philippine Islands int-jh-sh ISmin si

Eastman 1928

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Colo, 111,

Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, LaDptE, Mich,

Mo, OhioDptE, Syr, TexTech, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing some

of the important products of the Philippines, (2)

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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indicating the location of the Philippines, and (3)

giving brief impressions of the city of Manila.

Found useful in stimulating a discussion of the

commercial and military relationships of the

United States and the Islands.

Teachers reported best use of the film in the

intermediate grades and junior high school where

the emphasis was on products and physical geogra-

phy. Classes, particularly at the high school

level, wished more detail concerning the various

races of people and their institutions. It should

be noted that the film was issued in 1928.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Impressions of the Philippine Islands,

its people and products.

The location of the Philippine Islands is indi-

cated on a revolving globe, and the time required

to reach them from San Francisco is indicated.

Views of Manila Bay and the Magellan Monument

follow a title stating that Manila is a modern city

with old customs. Native boats are crowded

together on the water near the markets, and street

scenes show different modes of transportation and

different races of people.

The remainder of the film deals with products

of the Philippines. Native men cut sugar cane,

strip off the leaves, haul it on carabao carts and

old-fashioned railroad trains to the mill, where

it is crushed between heavy rollers. Coconut

trees are shown along the coast. Natives bring

down coconuts with long poles and float them to

market. A title states that the dried meat of the

coconut is called "copra." Coconuts are husked,

cut open, the meat dug out, and spread to dry.

A title states that rice is grown for home use.

Rice fields are cultivated with a harrow and

carabao. When ripe, the grain is cut by hand,

threshed by tramping and by flails, separated from

the chaff by winnowing, and polished in a sort of

hand mill. A native family is shown eating a

meal of rice. Natives cut and trim abaca stalks

for hemp. Strips of the abaca are pulled between

knives to obtain the fibers. The fibers are dried,

bundled, and loaded on carts. At the wharf

inspectors grade the hemp. The film closes with

views of natives in a Manila park.

322. Pine Ways to Profit int-jh-sh 20min sd U. S.

Agric. 1939

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Fla, Ga, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC, HN,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD, Tenn, Tex, Vt,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing major uses for

southern pine, (2) indicating the value of timber

as a crop, and (3) showing the damage done by
forest fires and suggesting methods that may be

used to prevent such damage. Should be useful

in developing the understanding that timber is

one of our great natural resources.

The film is well organized and gives a rather

complete coverage of the uses of forest products.

The inclusion of good forestry practices, other

than the prevention of fires, might have strength-

ened the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Uses of southern pine, its value as a

farm crop, and methods of protecting it against

forest fires.

As a farmer goes over his accounts and an agri-

culture class studies forestry practices, the com-

mentator says that as times have changed people

have come to realize that trees are a crop. The

next several scenes suggest uses for southern

pine. The new southern pine pulp business is

suggested as pulp logs are loaded on trucks, rail-

road cars, and barges and transported to a mill.

Views of lumber mills suggest the importance of

the southern lumber industry. Other uses of

forest products are indicated by views of a dock

constructed of timber piling, and a flatcar loaded

with telephone poles. The turpentine industry is

suggested as a worker collects sap from trees.

There are views of old-fashioned and modern

turpentine stills. Railroad crossties are loaded

on flatcars. The commentator says that shingles

and box shucks are also made from southern pine

and that rayon may in the future be manufactured

from it. Home uses of southern pine are suggested

as farmers cut firewood, make shingles, and con-

struct a log tobacco barn.

The commentator says that the prevention of

fires is the most important aspect of caring for the

farm crop of trees. Tiny pine seedlings are shown,

a fire starts, and the seedlings are burned. Scenes

before and after fires show the damage caused to

mature seedlings. Views of burned-over land are

contrasted with views of land that has been

protected and is covered with a thick stand of

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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young pines. A close-up of a large tree trunk

reveals that fire damage has opened the way for

insect damage. A pile of fire-damaged logs is

described by the commentator as containing

material sufficient to build a small farmhouse. At

a pulpmill logs that have been burned are re-

jected by an inspector. The appearance of good

and poor rosin is compared as the commentator

says that fire often makes a difference of two to

three points in the grade of rosin.

The next sequence deals with the prevention and

control of forest fires. A farmer clearing land for

pasture has his men stack the brush well back from

the forest, then stations them at strategic points

to watch for sparks while the brush is being

burned. Another farmer plows a twelve-foot

firebreak around his wood lot. Still another has

planted carpet grass in his firebreak. A farmer

working in a field notices a fire, calls to his sons,

and rushes to put it out. Neighbors seeing the

smoke arrive to help as the commentator says that

in many cases community fire-fighting associations

have been formed. Speed in locating fires is

demonstrated as a lookout in a tower determines

the direction of a fire and phones into a central

office; here the operator determines the fire's

location and radios to a fire-truck crew. The

crew fights the fire with "fire swatters," hand

sprays, and water pumped from the truck. A

map indicates the public and private forests pro-

tected by fire organizations. A fanner is presented

with a certificate showing that he is a volunteer

fireguard.

323. Plant Growth int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colo, Colu,

ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky,

LaDptE, Me, Mich, Mo, NC, NH, NM,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, SD, StAmb,

Syr, Tenn, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, Vt,

WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) indicat-

ing the process of plant reproduction and growth,

(2) identifying the parts of a plant, and (3) demon-

strating the effect of some environmental condi-

tions on plant growth. Should be useful in develop-

ing an appreciation of the value of plants to man.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c
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Teachers reported the film particularly good for

showing plant reproduction. The elementary

grades found the pictorial material good but the

commentary too advanced. Excellent use is made
in the film of animation, photomicrography, and

time-lapse photography in showing structural and

growth processes which otherwise cannot be seen.

Most teachers reported that a second showing of

the film was desirable because of the technical

nature of the material. Although useful in ele-

mentary and high school, the film was rated highest

in college classes.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Stages in the growth and develop-

ment of plants, presented through tune-lapse

photography, photomicrography, and animated

diagrams.

A pea blossom is shown unfolding. A plumule

develops from the seed roots and breaks through

the soil. It sways back and forth as it grows.

The plant's tendrils contact a twig and twine

about it for support. An animated diagram of a

pea plant shows the process of pollination as the

commentator says that it is by means of flowers

that flowering plants reproduce themselves.

There follow views of an actual plant as a bee

visits it and aids in pollination.

Following microscopic views of pollen grains,

the process of fertilization is shown in animated

diagrams. Additional microscopic views reveal

the streaming protoplasm in growing pollen tubes.

As the pod grows, seeds are shown developing

inside. When the ovary is ripe and dry, the pod

splits open, curls, and shoots the seeds some dis-

tance away. One seed falls on a rock and fails to

develop; another grows rapidly in favorable soil.

324. Plant Traps int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

Colu, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky, Mich, Mo, NC,
OhioDptE, Okla, PaCW, SamHous,

SanAnt, SC, StAmb, Tenn, TexCW,
WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing

characteristics and reactions of plants that absorb

nitrogen from the bodies of trapped insects and

(2) indicating plant sensitivity to stimuli. Found

useful in developing the concept of adaptation to

environment.

:ollege; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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The unusual nature of the plants shown should

stimulate student interest. Very good use is

made of time-lapse photography.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Characteristics of plants that feed

upon insects, presented through straight and time-

lapse photography and photomicrography.
The first scene shows the boggy environment in

which carnivorous plants are found. As a close-up

of a pitcher plant is shown, the commentator

says that it is from one to two feet high and has a

dark red flower. Close-ups show the peculiar

structure of the flower. The leaves are shown to

be adapted for capturing insects and assimilating

nourishment from them. A cutaway section of the

leaf reveals the downward-pointing bristles at the

top of the leaf, and the smooth-surfaced and water-

filled lower section of the leaf. Insects are shown

being captured by the pitcher plant. The par-

tially digested remains of several insects are shown

as the commentator explains that the plant's need

for nitrogenous compounds is satisfied by the use

of insects' bodies.

The sundew is shown in close-up, and its small

size is indicated by comparing it with a man's

finger. Time-lapse views show the uncurling of

the flower stalk and the opening of the tiny white

blossoms. The commentator says that, since the

flowers do not open simultaneously, a great num-

ber of seeds are produced over a period of time.

Microscopic views of the sundew seed accompany
the statement that the balloonlike seed case is

easily carried by wind or water. Time-lapse

pictures over a 12-day period show the develop-

ment of the seed on water. Microscopic views

show the glue-tipped tentacles of the sundew

flower. The commentator says that the glistening

of this crystal-clear glue attracts insects. The

radiating tentacles of a sundew flower close on an

insect and hold it fast. The commentator explains

that the tentacles, when stimulated by the touch

of the insect, are closed by contractile cells at their

base.

325. A Planter of Colonial Virginia (1740-1765)

int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

Fla, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

Ky, Mich, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt, Tenn,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for showing costumes, hand-

crafts, and architecture of tidewater Virginia, and

some aspects of the life of a well-to-do Virginia

planter family during the late Colonial period.

Should be useful in giving the flavor of the life of

the plantation aristocracy of Virginia, the social

life and character of Williamsburg, and the begin-

nings of the spirit of the Revolutionary War.

Characterization and dialogue are excellent.

Although this film follows a family through some

of its typical activities, it is organized largely on the

basis of the buildings of restored Williamsburg.
It will probably be most useful in stimulating

interest and investigation.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Activities of the family of James

Scott, "tobacco planter of modest means and a

member of the Virginia House of Burgesses," both

at his plantation and in Williamsburg.

From views of the James River and a tidewater

inlet, the scene moves quickly to the plantation

home of the Scotts. Slaves are shown clearing

some wooded land for tobacco growing. Mr.

Scott and his overseer ride by and exchange re-

marks on the yield of the new clearings.

The Scott family prepares to move to Williams-

burg for the legislative session. Mrs. Scott is

shown in the flower garden and son Tom in the

blacksmith's shop, where he urges the indentured

servant to complete work on the coach for the

Williamsburg trip. Close-ups are shown of the

forge and of the hand-shaping of iron hinges.

Inside the plantation house, daughter Betsy preens

before her slave maid, commenting on her im-

ported dress.

At his desk, Mr. Scott takes a last-minute look

at correspondence pertinent to the forthcoming

legislative session. In the following scenes, the

British flag flies over the Williamsburg capitol, a

group of men mill around the front of the building,

townspeople exchange news and opinions, and

slaves make preparations for the banquets which

mark the legislative session and the social season

of Williamsburg.

The Scotts leave their plantation for Williams-

burg, Mrs. Scott and Betsy in the family coach,

Mr. Scott and Tom on horseback. They arrive

at the Waynes 's, where they will stay during the

sessions. The ladies chat over teacups in the

formal garden, attended by slaves. John Wayne

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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is bled by the barber for a lingering fever. Mr.

Scott joins a group discussing problems before the

legislature. The ladies visit a cobbler's shop and

discuss styles in shoes while the cobbler is busy at

his work. Tom Scott and his friend Allen Cole

leave the halls of the College of William and Mary,

pass the powder magazine and the gaol, where one

lawbreaker has been placed in the pillory and

another in the stocks.

In the evening, Betsy plays the spinet, Mrs.

Scott completes her preparations for the ball, and

Tom and John inspect dueling pistols. Before a

fire, Mr. Scott and Mr. Wayne discuss friction over

"taxation without representation" and the spirit

of liberty.

326. Plastic Art jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, 111, Ind, Iowa,

Kan, KanCity, Mich, NC, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, Tenn,

TexCW, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for indicating

the steps in creating a sculptured work, from

pencil sketch to finished bronze. Found useful in

developing an appreciation of the necessity for

preliminary work and planning in art, and in

developing an appreciation of the work of the

sculptor.

Teachers reported that the film's most impor-

tant contribution was its demonstration of tech-

niques. Casting processes are covered by the

commentary only. Students reported that they

did not understand the demonstration of the

operation of the compass calipers. The film as-

sumes that the creative efforts of the sculptor,

some of the problems of form in three-dimensional

space, and the selection of the appropriate sculp-

tural medium will be presented by other means.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Steps in the making of a sculptural

group.

A sculptor is shown as he receives a commission

to interpret in bronze the theme "progress through

man's confidence in his fellow man."

The sculptor makes a pencil sketch of a pioneer

clasping hands with a modern industrial worker.

After the sketch has been submitted and approved,

a miniature clay group is begun. As the artist

works, he compares the clay group with the pencil

sketch from time to time. When the first clay

group is completed, he builds the armature on
which a new clay group is to be made. The
armature is bent to fit the skeletal lines that the

artist has planned for his work. Referring to a

model as he works, the sculptor builds the rough

figure, traces the curves of the body in clay, and
blocks in large muscle groups. His assurance and
facile skill are demonstrated.

When the rough lines of the figure are complete,
the sculptor works from a model draped in the

approved costume of the period. The folds of the

pioneer's leather jacket are formed with a simple
wire tool, and the shoulder fringe with a small

stick. The position of the powder horn is changed
on the clay figure to give it a jauntier flare. The

sculptor surveys his work, adds finishing touches

to the pieces, and assembles the group. The com-

mentator says that from this small clay group a

plaster cast is made.

A clay enlargement is then shown being scaled

by use of calipers. A model is again used as the

artist checks on the final details of the large work.

Finishing touches are given to the arm to simulate

the texture of skin, and to a garment worn by one

of the figures to give it the quality of leather. The

large group is checked against the small one to

make sure that all details are correct. As the

camera focuses on various parts of the group, the

commentator explains the part of each in inter-

preting the sculptor's theme. Finally, the group

is shown in bronze. The commentator says that

this is the sculptor's means of perpetuating the

triumph of his creative genius.

327. Play Ball (News World of Sports Series)

jh-sh-c 9min sd Teaching Film Custodians

(Columbia Pictures Corp.) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Ga, Mich, NC, Wis

Appraisal. Good for demonstrating the train-

ing and the playing form of members of the New

York Yankee baseball team. Should be useful in

teaching baseball form and in developing an appre-

ciation of the skill and control required to play the

game well.

The film's prestige is enhanced by action views

of some of the most famous baseball stars of our

time. Coaches should recognize that the film was

not made for teaching purposes and that, if it is
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so used, adaptations and supplementation must

be made.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The New York Yankees at their St.

Petersburg training quarters together with some

scenes of the 1937 World Series.

Following views of the lockers of well-known

players, various pieces of equipment used in base-

ball are shown as the commentator tells some-

thing of the history and use of each. As a catcher

is shown signaling, the commentator says that the

signals are changed at frequent intervals to pre-

vent the opposition from learning them.

The Yankees come out of the clubhouse and go

through calisthenics while Manager Joe McCarthy

watches. There are several views of pepper prac-

tice. A close-up of the grip used by Gomez is

followed by slow-motion scenes of his windup,

delivery, and follow-through. Ruffing pitches to

Rolfe. In batting practice there are close-ups of

the grip and stance as the commentator calls

attention to the factors that make for good form.

There are medium views in slow motion of the

batting of Dickey and Gehrig.

Scenes of the 1937 World Series are shown.

Ripple, McCarthy, and Crosetti are batting;

DiMaggio hits a home run.

328. The Plow That Broke the Plains int-jh-sh-c

27min sd U. S. Agric. 1936

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, Fla, Ga, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC, NH,
OreSt, SC, SD, Tenn, Tex, Vt, WashSt,

Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing

conditions on the Great Plains both before and

after the plowing of the original grass sod, (2)

indicating the steps by which the plains were

turned into a dust bowl, and (3) showing how

settlers with homes and "roots" became migrants.

Found useful in developing an understanding of the

need for soil conservation to preserve both our

human and natural resources.

Teachers generally approved the dramatic char-

acter of the film; however, some reported that

students in the elementary grades did not under-

stand the symbolism. While the propaganda
character of the film was generally recognized, it

was not usually thought unwarranted. The major

criticism was that it failed to suggest an effective

program of action to remedy the conditions

shown.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. An impressionistic account of the

exploitation of the Great Plains and the conse-

quent devastation by wind and drought.

The Great Plains area is outlined on a map of the

United States. The map fades into wide vistas

of grass as the commentator says that this is a

country of high winds and sun and with little

water. A horseman rides to the top of a hill and

looks at cattle grazing in the valley below. The

Great Plains are described as "a cattleman's

paradise." There are views of cattle grazing,

cattle being driven into a pen, and cattle at the

railroad yard.

The covered wagon trains come with the home-

steaders. The first fences are built on the plains.

A plainsman leans on the handles of his plow. He

picks up loose dirt and looks toward the sky.

The commentator says, "Settler, plow at your

peril!" Farmhouses and fields of waving wheat

appear on the plains. Wheat, the harvest of the

plowman, pours out.

The plowman tries to turn dry soil, as the com-

mentator says "The rains failed . . . and the sun

baked the light soil." The plowman's wife sweeps

dust from the steps of the homestead. Thecom-

mentator says that many left during the hard

years. The plowman comes back for another

trial. "Many were disappointed, but the great

day was coming ..."

Tractors move in battalions across the plains.

Reapers follow, and the background music be-

comes reminiscent of the World War. Cannons

fire, wheat pours in huge streams, tanks rush

across the battlefield, plows cut new sod, and

soldiers march down the avenue.

After the war comes a period of speculation.

Combines harvest the wheat. Land syndicates

promise riches in a season. Markets soar, ticker

tape flutters, and a Negro orchestra beats out a

"hot" jazz number; then comes the crash.

Drought and deflation follow the period of wild

speculation. Skulls of animals lie on the baked

earth. Rusted plows and other farm implements

lie idle. Earth once covered with vegetation is

now hard and dry. The wind starts to blow. The

dust storms come. Children run for shelter.

Farm animals are dazed by the storm. Dust

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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sweeps across the plains, drifts against fences, and

seeps into houses. After the storm the plowman
and his family survey the disaster. Household

goods are piled on an old trailer, and the family

moves to join the tragic parade of drought refugees.

329. The Policeman pri-int-jh 1 Imin sd Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur,

Harvard, 111, Ind, Ky, Me, Mich, NC,

OhioDptE, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing some of the

duties of the policeman and the services and

organization of the police department in a typical

community. Should be useful in developing a

friendly, cooperative attitude toward law-enforce-

ment agents.

This is a good presentation with a slight nar-

rative theme that should make it appealing to

children. The policemen shown in the film appear

friendly and approachable.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Activities of policemen as seen from

a child's point of view.

Jim Barnes leaves his home for his day's work

on the police force. At police headquarters the

men report for duty and receive their assignments

for the day. Barnes is assigned to school traffic

duty.

Some activities of the police force are indicated.

The radio station at headquarters broadcasts a

notice which is picked up in a cruise car. A
policeman patrols the park, an elderly lady is

helped across the street, and traffic is directed at

busy intersections. A policewoman is shown as

the commentator says that every large city has

such officers. Two motorcycle officers are shown

on duty, and a patrol wagon goes out on a call.

An emergency car is shown, equipped with tear-

gas guns, life preservers, gas masks, oxygen tanks,

shovels, etc.

At 8:30 A.M. Jim Barnes is on school traffic

duty at the assigned corner. The children speak

to Barnes, and one boy tells Barnes that he wants

to be a policeman. Two children on bicycles are

instructed to ride close to the curb. A child who
runs in front of traffic is told by Barnes to wait for

the officer to stop the traffic.

When school has begun, Barnes takes over new

duties in a patrol car. By radio he is instructed

to go to Vine Street and rescue a cat that has been

caught in a tree. The woman who owns the cat

thanks Barnes for helping. Again in his patrol

car, Barnes finds a little boy who has wandered

away from home. The child fancies himself a

cowboy. Barnes turns on his radio. A descrip-

tion of a lost child is broadcast, and the little boy
says, "That's me."

The boy who had told Barnes that he wanted to

be a policeman takes down the number of a speed-

ing car that nearly knocks down a little girl. The

boy phones the number to police headquarters
where it is broadcast to the patrol cars. Barnes

gets the message and starts in search of the reckless

driver. After a hot pursuit, Barnes catches the law

violator and arrests him.

330. Pond Insects int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1932

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

111, Ind, Kan, Me, Mich, NC, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, StAmb,

TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing
the life cycles of the water beetle, May fly, and

dragonfly and (2) suggesting the adaptations of

these insects to their environment. Found useful

in developing the concepts of continuity of life

and balance in nature.

Teachers reported excellent use of photography
in showing parts of the life cycle difficult or impos-

sible for students to observe directly. In the

intermediate grades students were interested in

the gross features of the life cycles, while at the

more advanced levels there was more interest in

environmental adaptations.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. The life cycle and adaptations of

three common water insects the water beetle,

the May fly, and the dragonfly presented through

straight photography, photomicrography, and

tune-lapse photography.

A view of a pond is shown as the commentator

says that there are hundreds of different insects

that spend most of their time below the surface

of the water.

The life cycle of the water beetle is depicted. A
female lays her eggs by cutting a slit through the

outer rind of a reed and depositing a single egg

inside. The commentator says that the larva

will emerge in a few days. A series of views shows
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the larva struggling to escape from the reed.

Larvae are shown in the water. The commentator

says that, since they have no gills, they must come

to the surface to breathe. Adult water beetles are

shown, and the commentator explains that the

pupal stage has been passed on the bank of the pond.

Following the commentator's statement that

the eggs of the May fly are usually laid in flight,

larvae of the May fly are shown. A scene showing

fish grabbing May fly larvae indicates one of their

natural enemies. A microscopic view shows the

gills of the May fly larva. The commentator says

that the larvae attain full growth after one season.

The grebe, a kind of water bird, is a natural enemy
of May fly larvae. The nymphs are shown bur-

rowing in the sand to escape their enemies. Tune-

lapse photography shows that the nymph sheds its

outer covering twice in becoming an adult, once

under water and again after emerging from the

water. Views of fish jumping show that the May
fly is still in danger from enemies even after it has

reached adulthood. The commentator says that

the female May fly mates, lays her eggs, and dies

all in the space of a single day.

The life cycle of the dragonfly or "darning

needle" is briefly depicted in the next sequence.

Scenes of dragonfly larvae swimming about ac-

company the commentator's statement that, if

alarmed, the dragonfly larva will shoot forward

rapidly by expelling water from its gills. A micro-

scopic view shows the large spike-covered lower

lip with which the dragonfly larva seizes its prey.

Tune-lapse photography is used to show the

dragonfly molting. As the wings unfold, the

commentator says that the dragonfly is helpful to

man for it devours vast numbers of mosquitoes

and flies. In closing, the commentator says that,

with the approach of winter, pond insects of the

air die, but hundreds of eggs, nymphs, larvae, and

even adults live on in the mud at the bottom of

the pond.

331. Posture pri-int-jh ISmin si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

Colo, ETexBur, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky,

LaDptE, Mich, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla,

PaCW, PaMil, Syr, Tenn, Tex, Vt,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) demonstrat-

ing acceptable sitting and standing posture, (2)

indicating the physical effects of poor posture, and

(3) encouraging proper habits of posture.

Both students and teachers said that the out-of-

date clothing worn by the children shown in the

film detracted from its effectiveness.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Correct sitting and standing posture,

and the harmful effects of poor posture.

A tennis player and a shot putter are shown, both

of whom display good posture. A boy demon-

strates good standing posture. A title states that

habitual posture depends upon the set of opposing

muscles. The muscles controlling the position of

the shoulders are indicated on a diagram. Plumb

lines superimposed upon the figures of two boys

contrast the alignment of the parts of the body hi

good posture and in poor posture. A boy demon-

strates that the body can be put in good posture by

standing with the back against the wall.

A girl sitting at a desk demonstrates good sitting

posture, both for listening and reading or writing.

By tracing the spine on a boy sitting at a desk, the

possibility of curvature resulting from poor sitting

posture is emphasized. A girl demonstrates one

method of assuming correct sitting posture.

The next sequence deals with the importance of

good posture. Diagrams show that chest capacity

is increased by good posture. A lung-testing

machine is used further to indicate this fact. The

difference in the position of the stomach and colon

in good and in poor posture is indicated on a

diagram. Two girls demonstrate the importance
of good posture in personal appearance. Follow-

ing views of General Pershing riding in a parade, a

title states that good posture suggests personality

and poise.

332. Pottery Making int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi
1939

Other sources: Calif, CenWash, ETexBur,

Ga, Idaho, 111, Iowa, Kan, KanCity,

LaDptE, Mich, NC, NH, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, TexCW,
TexTech, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for showing the

procedures in the making of four types of pottery

the thrown vase, coil bowl, molded vase, and slab

piece. Found useful in developing an interest in

and an appreciation of pottery making as a type
of artistic expression.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Teachers reported that the processes were clearly

presented; some expressed a desire to have other

pottery processes treated by a film. It was

thought that the film could have been improved

by greater emphasis on design and function.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Steps in making a thrown vase, an

Indian bowl, a molded piece, and a slab piece of

pottery.

A vase is shaped on a potter's wheel. Spinning

the wheel with her foot, a girl with deft fingers

shapes moist clay into the form of a vase. As she

finishes the work, she checks it with compass

calipers against the original design. The edges

are trimmed, the base hollowed out, and the surface

smoothed with a moist sponge.

The construction of an Indian bowl begins with

the artist's work on the sketch. The bowl is

built up out of coils of clay, which are placed on the

unfinished run, then fastened and smoothed by
skillful fingers. The artist, using a brush dipped

in slip, applies an Indian art design to the bowl.

As a plaster mold is shown, the commentator

says that the molding process is used when exact

duplicates of pottery pieces are desired. Slip is

poured into the mold and the excess poured out.

The commentator explains that the mold is made

of porous material that absorbs moisture very

rapidly and leaves a shell-like clay vase clinging

to the interior. The mold is opened and the joint

marks erased. The vase, the commentator ex-

plains, is now ready for firing.

The making of a slab piece is explained. Clay
is rolled to an even thickness, cut to fit the sections

of a cardboard pattern, and the flat sections of clay

fitted into a rectangular space. A thin clay slip

is applied as cement to the edges and art decora-

tion is applied with a brush.

Biscuit firing begins. The clay pieces are placed

in the kiln, the cones placed for temperature detec-

tion, and the door closed. The commentator says

that firing requires about nine hours. The kiln

door is opened, the pieces removed, and the glazing

process preparatory to the final firing is shown as

some pieces are dipped, others brushed, and still

others sprayed with glaze. Again the pieces are

placed in the kiln, this time, the commentator says,

for two days, one for heating and one for cooling.

Through a spyhole the interior of the kiln can be

observed. The potter watches the pieces through

the spyhole. The firing cones collapse, the gas is

turned off, and the kiln door opened. The finished

pieces are shown in a useful setting in a home.

333. Pottery Making (The Cast Method) jh-sh-c

29min si Bell & Howell (Art Dept., Univ.

of California) 1940

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, ColFC, HI,

IntFB, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for showing some of the

processes involved in making pottery by the

porous cast method. Should be useful in develop-

ing an appreciation of the great care and work

necessary in making pottery, and in stimulating
an interest in pottery making.
The film makes excellent use of close-ups.

Photography and titling are excellent.

Contents. Steps in making pottery by the cast

method.

While she is dancing, a girl inadvertently sends a

vase crashing to the floor. When her friend says

that it took her three weeks to make it, the hapless

girl offers to buy her another. Together they look

in several stores, but are unable to find a satis-

factory vase. They examine several handmade

vases that they like but feel that the prices are

too high. They decide to make one themselves.

The two girls separate the clay and work out the

lumps and air bubbles by mixing, kneading, and

wedging. The clay is then pounded and molded

into the general shape of the design, they have

selected. It is then allowed to dry until it is firm.

After the rough form is centered on the potter's

wheel, it is revolved and shaped with cutting tools.

A wet sponge is used to smooth the form.

The next sequence shows the techniques of

making a plaster mold of the vase form. Thin

clay is spread at the base of the form to prevent it

from sticking. A coddle is placed around the form

and its joints are made leakproof with moistened

clay. The coddle is filled with water, the correct

amount of plaster is sifted in, and the mixture is

stirred by hand to eliminate air bubbles. The

plaster is then poured over the vase form and

allowed to dry. The coddle is removed, the clay

core is dug out by hand, and the plaster cast is

cleaned and dried.

Steps involved in forming the vase in the plaster

mold are introduced by views of the girls preparing

a thin clay, called "slip." Chemicals are dis-
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solved in hot water, dry ingredients are added,

and the mixture is stirred and strained to eliminate

lumps. This mixture is poured into the plaster

mold, which absorbs some of the water. The thin

layer of clay which is left is built up gradually to

the desired thickness. The residual slip is poured

out and the form is allowed to dry and harden for

24 hours. As it hardens, it shrinks away from the

mold, which may then be loosened. There follow

several views illustrating ways in which the bowl

could be finished.

The last sequence deals with the firing processes.

The bowl is hardened by biscuit firing, which, a

title states, requires about six hours. A glaze is

applied with an air gun. The bowl is made smooth

and glossy by glaze firing in the furnace. The
film closes with views of the flower-filled bowl.

334. Poultry A Billion Dollar Industry jh-sh-c

28min sd U. S. Agric. 1939

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Ky, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt,

Syr, Tex, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing (1) the pro-

duction and marketing of poultry and eggs on a

large scale, (2) new techniques in the poultry

industry, and (3) the use of modern science in

processing poultry products. Should be useful in

(1) tracing foods of the poultry industry from

producer to consumer, (2) giving an appreciation

of the size and importance of the industry, and (3)

stimulating interest in poultry raising.

The value of the film is augmented by the

variety of operations shown, good organization of

the material, and the fact that many of the activi-

ties shown are seldom photographed or seen.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Various phases of the poultry in-

dustry poultry and egg production, dressing and

packing, and marketing.

As views of numerous varieties of poultry are

shown, the commentator explains the part that

science has played in building up the industry.

There are views of poultry farms and choice brood

stock. As a trap nest is shown, the commentator

says it makes it possible to check egg production.

The use of brood hens is contrasted with modern

incubator-equipped hatcheries. Baby chicks are

sorted according to soundness and sex. Poultry-

feeding pens and portable range shelters for pullets

are shown. Cockerels are separated from pullets,

and the latter are kept in units of about the same

age. A farm upon which broiler chickens are

produced is shown as the commentator states that

scientific methods have made possible large-scale

development. In the operation of a large-scale

commercial laying house, the lighting, tempera-

ture, and ventilation are carefully checked. Birds

are arranged in laying batteries; water and feed

are kept before them at all times. Mechanical

graders sort the eggs.

The second section deals with marketing opera-

tions and begins with scenes inside the Chicago

egg board. An egg auctioneer chants the bids.

Methods used in transporting eggs to market are

indicated by views of refrigerated trucks and

freight cars. Cold-storage plants used for storing

surpluses are shown. Eggs are cartoned, and

liquid eggs are prepared for industrial use. Pan-

drying operations are shown as egg white goes

through a controlled fermentation process. Other

scenes show the processes used in drying yolks.

Laboratories are shown as the commentator says

that careful check is made of the uniformity and

purity of egg products.

A series of scenes shows poultry on the way to

market, some in crates, some on trucks, and some
in specially designed railroads cars. At a market

in New York City buyers are bargaining for birds.

Turkeys are traced from the farm to the table.

They are shown on the farm in various stages of

growth. At the packing plant they are hung,

killed, and plucked. After they have been dipped
in a tank of wax, this coating is peeled off, leaving

the carcass almost entirely clean. Final inspec-

tion removes every pinfeather. The turkeys are

wrapped, wheeled to cooling rooms, sorted, graded,

and packed in large boxes. A series of scenes

shows chickens being prepared in the same way.
The part played by the United States govern-

ment in furthering continued improvement of

poultry products is indicated by 4-H Club activi-

ties and a radio broadcast. The concluding series

of views shows the great variety of uses for poultry

products.

335. Poultry on the Farm pri-int lOmin sd Erpi
1937

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, CenWash,
For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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ETexBur, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa,

Ky, Mich, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt, PaKutz,

SamHous, TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) giving

information about various types of poultry and (2)

showing the incubation and hatching of an egg.

Found useful in stimulating an interest in poultry.

KThe simplicity of the photography and organiza-

tion made the film well suited to use in the ele-

mentary grades.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Characteristics of several types of

farm poultry in various stages in their growth.

In early morning the farmer scatters grain near

the poultry house. Hens and a rooster eat the

grain. A close-up of a hen's beak is accompanied

by an explanation of the manner in which a hen

digests food which she swallows without chewing.

A hen tips her head back as she drinks water.

Baby chicks are kept in a brooder house.

Eggs are gathered and placed in an incubator.

A close-up of a 7-day-old chick embryo reveals

a black spot, the chick's eye. At 19 days, the

chick is about ready to come out of its shell. A
series of views shows the chick pecking its way out

of the shell. Newly hatched chicks are thoroughly

dried before being taken to the brooder house.

Views of chicks show their development at various

ages.

Several ducks are shown swimming in a pond.

One sits on a nest of eggs. A mother duck leads

her newly hatched ducklings to the pond's edge.

An underwater view shows the action of the duck-

lings' webbed feet in swimming. The mother

duck scoops up food from the water in her broad,

flat bill, and the ducklings imitate the action. A
close-up of the duck's bill shows its ridges, which,

the commentator explains, are for the purpose of

holding back food while the water drains away.

Several views of the ducklings swimming, walking

on land, and eating grain accompany the com-

mentator's statement that their feet and beaks

are best suited to water.

Newly hatched goslings are shown in their nest.

In search of food, they walk down a garden path

to the meadow where they eat blades of grass.

A small flock of turkey hens is watched over by a

turkey cock. One large flock of turkeys is being

fattened for the Thanksgiving market, and an-

other for the Christmas market. As the poultry

go to roost for the night, the farmer closes the

poultry house door.

336. The Power Within: A Story of the Internal

Combustion Engine jh-sh SOmin si U.S.

Bur. of Mines (General Motors Corp.)

1937 (revision of earlier film)

Other sources: Bos, Colo, Fla, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Kan, Ky, Mo, NH, Okla, OreSt, PaMil,

SC, Syr, Tex, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) demon-

strating the principles of the four-stroke-cycle

combustion motor and (2) giving a general impres-

sion of the parts of the automobile and their

functions.

Unusually good animation and the step-by-step

development of the engine assembly contributed

to an effective presentation. Some students re-

ported the film as "too fast." Teachers said that

it was desirable to have some knowledge of the

subject previous to the film showing.

Photography is good, titles adequate.

Contents. The operation of the four-stroke-

cycle internal-combustion motor, and the function

of the principal parts of the automobile.

A title states that inventors have labored on the

internal-combustion motor for over 200 years.

Inventors are shown at work in their laboratories.

A title states that at first' they tried to use gun-

powder, but that success was not achieved until

the advent of gasoline. A chart shows that

gasoline has more potential energy than other

common explosives.

A title states that most modern engines employ a

four-stroke cycle, and that this cycle can be illus-

trated by an ancient cannon. Drawings of a

cannon in various stages of loading and firing

illustrate the four strokes intake, compression,

power, and exhaust. The drawing of the cannon

is changed to an engine cylinder and the ramrod

to a sliding piston. The conversion of vertical

action to rotary movement is indicated with the

addition of the connecting rod and the crankshaft.

A title stating that the carburetor acts as a spray

gun is followed by drawings of the carburetor and

the intake and exhaust manifolds. The opening

and closing of the valves by push rods is indicated.

The functions of the cams and camshaft, the spark

plug, and the distributor are also shown. The
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entire mechanism is shown in operation as titles

point out the various phases of the cycle. A title

states that each time a single cylinder fires, the

crankshaft makes two revolutions. Six pistons

are shown operating in an engine head; a title states

that more cylinders result in a smoother flow of

power. A contrast between smooth and knocking
combustion is made with high-speed motion pic-

tures taken through the top of a cylinder head

made of quartz glass.

The assembling of a modern automobile engine

is shown. The parts of the engine are laid out on a

table and part by part take their places in the

motor block the pistons, crankshaft, four main

bearings, connecting rod bearing, flywheel, cam

riders, springs, push rods, retainer clips, valves,

etc. After the engine has been assembled, it is

placed in the chassis. The functions of the drive

shaft, clutch, transmission, universal joint, differ-

ential, brakes, and steering gear are briefly indi-

cated. Finally, the body is added to the chassis.

337. Precious Land: A Story of Farming in Japan

int-jh-sh lOmin sd Colton (Japan Tourist

Bureau) 1940

Other sources: Calif, 111, lowaA&M, Kan,

OreSt, VaBdE

Appraisal. Good for (1) illustrating intensive

agricultural methods employed on Japanese

farms, (2) furnishing impressions of the Japanese

landscape, and (3) offering information concerning

principal Japanese crops. Should be useful in

providing an appreciation of the character of

Japanese rural life.

The film gives little indication of the limitations

on the quality of the life of Japanese fanners and

tends to support the thesis advanced in the com-

mentary that each is "assured of a maintenance for

himself and his family." It should also be noted

that this film was produced for a Japanese or-

ganization.

Photography is excellent, sound adequate.

Contents. The work of Japanese farmers, and
the economic importance of farming to that

country.

The film begins with views of terraced mountain-

sides and flooded fields. Views of several volca-

noes are accompanied by the commentator's

description of the mountainous character of Japan.

Fujiyama is shown as the commentator says that

it has been quiet for the past 200 years. While

only 15 per cent of the area may be cultivated,

farming employs 50 per cent of the population.

Population pressure upon the land is indicated by
views of hillside terraces and of farms extending to

the very edge of lakes and streams. The com-

mentator says that the moderate, humid climate

enhances the productivity of the land, sometimes

making possible two or more large harvests in a

year.

The next sequence deals with the nature of

Japanese farmhouses. Exterior views of a thatch-

roofed house are followed by interior views of its

one large room. The commentator says that

privacy is obtained through the use of paper

curtains. A meal is prepared on a charcoal fire.

Various items on the menu are identified, and the

commentator describes the Japanese dependence

upon fish as a food.

A farm laborer is shown sharpening a scythe.

The commentator says that the average holding is

half an acre per person, and that the muddy nature

of the fields renders Western agricultural ma-

chinery useless. There are views of hills covered

with luxuriant growths of trees and other vegeta-

tion. The commentator says that rice, tea, and

silk are the three main crops; of these rice is the

most important, occupying half the available land.

Horses and water buffalo are used for drawing
crude plows. Rice is planted in the soft mud,
where it sprouts. Then it is transplanted to the

field, and left to grow, mature, and ripen. Mul-

berry leaves are grown as food for silkworms.

Japanese workers unravel silkworm cocoons.

Crops of secondary importance are indicated by
views of fields of barley, rye, wheat, beans, and

sweet potatoes. Workers cut fields of wheat by

hand, and stack it on poles to dry. Later it is

threshed with a lightweight mallet, winnowed, and

spread to dry. Firewood comes from conifers

and oak trees on the wooded mountainsides.

Corn is dried in the sun, placed in a wooden mortar,

and pounded from the cob with a mallet. Farm

folk stop at a shrine to thank the gods for their

kindness in bringing a bountiful harvest.

338. Price of Progress int-jh-sh 20min sd U. S.

Interior 1937

Other sources: Bos, Ga, Okla, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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some of the conservation activities currently con-

ducted by agencies within the United States

Department of the Interior and (2) for sketch-

ing briefly the exploitation of natural resources

accompanying the nation's development. Found

useful in developing an understanding of the need

for conservation practices, and should be useful

in giving an appreciation of the extent and value

of our natural resources.

Although this film is well organized in terms of

an overview of the entire problem of conservation

of our natural resources, teachers reported that

some of the scenes were too sketchy and needed

more interpretation than was given. The film

tends to present the impression that conservation

is chiefly a matter of "saving" and fails to empha-
size the importance of "wise use."

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. An overview of the extent to which

our natural resources have been exploited and

some conservation measures now being taken.

Several scenic views of mountains, forests, and

streams suggest our heritage of resources. Views

of forest fires, floods, and eroded fields suggest the

extent to which these resources have been de-

stroyed. The exploitation of natural resources

that accompanied the march of Americans toward

the West is suggested by symbolic views of pioneers

cutting through the wilderness, crossing the

Mississippi, trekking across deserts and plains,

and reaching the Pacific Ocean. Views of lumber

sluice boxes, trainloads of logs, millponds, and

lumber mills suggest the destruction of the forests

by the lumber industry. The increased land

acreage brought under tillage is indicated by views

of primitive plows. There follow several views of

gang plows, tractors, disk harrows, seeders, and

combines. The exploitation of minerals is sug-

gested by views of a prospector panning for gold,

followed by several views of large mining struc-

tures. Views of scum on top of a stream are

accompanied by the commentator's description of

the beginning of the oil industry. There follow

views of drilling operations. There are views of

burned-over timberlands as the commentator

contrasts our original and present forest resources.

There follow several views of flooded areas, eroded

lands, and abandoned farmhouses and machinery.

Activities of the United States Department of

the Interior in conserving our remaining natural

resources are introduced by views of the Depart-
ment's main building in Washington, D. C.

Views of several national parks suggest a function

of the Department of the Interior in protecting
such areas for all the people. There are several

views of Indian reservations in various parts of the

United States. The scientific supervision of

grazing is described as another part of the Depart-
ment's work. The General Land Office of the

Department is described as "the landlord" of

pioneer America. Part of its work in assisting in

the development of the United States is suggested

by views of canals, railroads, and roads. The
work of the Geological Survey is indicated by
views of surveyors at work. Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps members are shown engaging in re-

forestation activities. The commentator says
that all of these organizations are attempting to

make up for the terrific price which America paid
for progress. Another Department of the In-

terior conservation activity is indicated by views

of cattle on a range*. The commentator says that

the Department attempts to discover areas in

which cattlemen can operate without fear of loss

or ruin. There are views of water holes placed
in desert areas for the benefit of sheepgrowers.
The functions of the Department's Office of Indian

Affairs is suggested by views of several types of

Indians, their homes, and their farms. Views of

oil fires are accompanied by the commentator's

statement that several agencies within the De-

partment of the Interior are engaged in the

conservation of oil. Government officials stop a

"bootleg" oil truck on the highway and check its

load. Another conservation activity is indicated

by views of Boulder Dam, irrigation canals, and

irrigated lands. The commentator says that much
of this new land will pay for its own reclamation in

increased tax revenue. The film closes with

several views of wasted lands and lines of unem-

ployed workers.

339. Principles of Flight jh-sh-c ISmin si Eastman

1940

Other sources: Calif, 111, lowaA&M, Kan,

Ky, Mich, NH, OhioDptE, PaCW, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) demonstrating the

forces that sustain the airplane in flight, (2) indi-

cating techniques used in experimentation in

aviation, and (3) identifying the chief airplane

control devices and demonstrating their use.
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The animated drawings are particularly good.

The presentation
: s nontechnical.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Demonstration of some of the princi-

ples of flight.

The flight of a glider is compared to the flight of

a kite. Titles and views explain that a kite is

kept in the air by air currents moving against

inclined surfaces.

A title states that a knowledge of air currents is

essential in aviation
,
and men are shown examining

apparatus used in measuring air currents. An
animated diagram shows an air current moving

against a section of a wing. A title explains that

the lift is due both to the pressure below the wing,

and to the vacuum created by the movement of the

air current above the wing. The fact that the lift

increases with the inclination of the wing is demon-

strated by suspending a miniature section of a

wing in a wind stream.

A title states that the resistance of a body to air

currents depends upon the shape of the body.

Apparatus in measuring wind resistance is shown.

Animation shows that a streamline body offers

less resistance than do other shapes. The fuselage

of the glider and the airplane are shown to be

streamline in shape.

A title states that the propeller screws its way
into the air, and a diagram shows this action.

Another diagram shows that the forces lift,

power, weight, and resistance are in balance

while the plane is in flight. There are views of

experimentation in a wind tunnel. Smoke is used

in the observation of the movements of aircurrents.

The closing sequence of the film deals with the

control of the plane in flight. An aviator is

shown at the plane's controls. A diagram shows

the control and operation of the rudder, which, a

titles states, is used in horizontal control. An-

other diagram shows the operation and function of

the elevators. The stabilizer and fins are shown

to be useful in keeping the plane in a straight line.

The function of the ailerons is also briefly indi-

cated by diagrams and actual views. Closing

views show a plane taking off.

340. Problem of Relief jh-sh-c 6min sd March of

Time 1936

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Elan,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing (1) the

political nature of the relief problem in 1936, (2)

the operation of a political whispering campaign,
and (3) the desperate plight of people on relief in

1936. Found useful in developing a realistic

concept of democracy in its definitive attitude

toward the worth of the individual, and, conse-

quently, a democratic attitude toward people on

relief.

The film is of historical value, not only for

showing in stark reality the problems of people on

relief, but also for indicating the relation of unem-

ployment to politics. It is best for the purposes
listed but can be used effectively for others. The
issue of the worth of the individual as it applies

to the relief situation must be developed out of the

film. It was interpreted differently by students

with different basic attitudes toward relief, perhaps
because of the superficial character of the film

treatment. Basic causes for the need for relief

are not treated by the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. A presentation of some aspects of the

problem of government relief for the unemployed.
Views of a political parade are shown as the

commentator points out that 1936 marked the

beginning of a feverish campaign of another

national election. Campaign buttons and meet-

ings of individuals in out-of-the-way places illus-

trate the commentator's query about the possible

use of relief funds for political purposes. Profes-

sional rumormongers talk together in subways and

spread rumors in public places.

The commentator emphasizes that relief is one

of the main problems of the campaign. Views

of political rallies and political speakers are fol-

lowed by a sequence presenting specific problems
of families on relief in New Jersey. A man and

wife are despondent when the regular relief check

fails to arrive. Hurriedly they compare notes

with other families in a similar plight. At a

meeting between a representative group of such

families on relief and the welfare officials of New
Jersey an official says, "We have no more

money . . . there is just one thing we can do, give

you licenses to beg." Men and women beg as

the commentator states that for the first time in

American history we have licensed begging. One

attempt of the people on relief to wring funds

from the legislators is depicted as they occupy the
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statehouse and the capitol of New Jersey. The

commentator compares this mock assembly to

anarchy and raises the question as to how many of

these people will work again. The film closes

with a political parade, as the commentator says

that relief has become the football in a political

campaign.

341. Problems of Working Girls sh-c 8min sd

March of Time 1936

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, Ind, Kan,

OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) depicting the

difficulties which out-of-town girls have in securing

employment in large cities and suggesting some of

the undesirable types of work they may be forced

to accept, (2) showing poor living conditions that

prevail among low-salaried working girls, and (3)

warning girls against attempting to find work in a

large city unless they have adequate financial

resources and cautioning them against unscrupu-

lous employment agencies. Found useful as a

basis for a discussion of local conditions relating

to employment of young people and of need for

training.

Teachers and students reported that, although

the scene of the picture is laid in New York, the

issues raised apply to most cities. The conditions

shown are very bad, but students did not think

that they are exaggerated.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Problems of girls trying to find work

in New York City and trying to live there on the

salary that most of them receive.

The importance of women in the modern busi-

ness world is indicated by views of girls crowding

into the subways during the rush hours, long lines

of girls working in a great office, and prominent

women who have achieved success in their respec-

tive fields. The likelihood that women will

continue to occupy a position of importance in

business is indicated by views of girls studying

commercial subjects in high school and of long

lines of girl graduates at commencement.

The difficulties girls encounter in trying to live

in a large city on a small salary constitute the

theme of the following sequence. As the com-

mentator points out what trying to live on about

$15 a week means in New York City, there are

views of a group of girls sharing a small apartment,

washing clothes in the bathroom, cooking hambur-

gers in a crowded kitchen, and eating their meal

in the living room. The best possible manner of

inexpensive living is portrayed by a girls' residence

club, girls doing routine work to pay a portion of

their expenses, and girls dancing and playing cards.

The commentator points out that the residence

clubs are overcrowded, have long waiting lists,

and are hard to get into.

The problems of working girls, the commentator

indicates, have been aggravated by the working of

a racket encouraging girls to come to the big city

through promises of jobs in return for the advance

payment of a small fee. The commentator's

statement, "Booming business in the big cities

has given life to the old swindler," introduces

scenes of several typical and depressing small

towns. The story of one victim is told in a

sequence picturing a girl arriving at the place of

her promised job, discovering that the woman

expected her to do housework for her room and

board, refusing the job, and frequenting the

cheaper employment agencies which specialize in

girls with no experience. The final outcome is

suggested by views of girls in taxi dance halls.

The commentator points out that girls in such em-

ployment "need no experience" and that some-

times the plight of such girls is discovered through

police raids. This is illustrated by a victim of a

clip joint protesting, being thrown out, and appeal-

ing to the police. Subsequently, there is a police

raid, and the girls tell their story. Robert Lane,

one of the welfare directors of New York, advises

the girls of the country that "unless you have

money enough to support yourself in the city for a

full year, stay home."

342. Prophet without Honor (MGM Miniature

Series) int-jh-sh llmin sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic-

tures) 1939

Other sources: Bos, Ind, Mich, OhioDptE,

Okla, PaCW, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for telling the story of

the life of Matthew Maury, whose work resulted

in the founding of the United States Weather Bu-

reau. Should be useful in showing man's reluc-

tance to accept new discoveries and in developing

an appreciation of a man who overcame a great
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handicap and made an important contribution to

science.

The story of Maury's life is interestingly told by
careful and sincere dramatization.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A dramatized account of the career

of Matthew Maury.
At the Hall of Fame in New York City, a bust of

Maury is shown along with those of several other

great Americans. The commentator says that

Maury was once branded as a traitor to his country.

The film story of Maury's career begins in 1825,

when he is a young midshipman. He is injured

in a coach accident and becomes a cripple for life.

Robbed of the sea life, which he loved, he is as-

signed to routine shore duty. While studying old

logs, he becomes interested in the laws of the wind

and the water.

He takes his discoveries to the Naval Advisory

Board, but the members scoff at the idea. He
takes his ideas to private shipowners, but they,

too, are not convinced. Word comes that a rud-

derless ship is lost at sea. Maury studies his

charts and offers to locate the ship. The vessel

is found at the exact spot he predicted. He con-

tinues his study of the movements of the wind and

water and becomes the father of the United States

Weather Bureau. Foreign countries recognize the

worth of his discoveries, and he becomes the most

decorated man in the United States.

The Civil War finds Maury torn between loyalty

to his native state and his pledged allegiance. He

resigns his commission from the United States

Navy and is branded a traitor. After the Civil

War, he becomes a homeless wanderer. Later, he

is pardoned and returns to teach at the Virginia

Military Institute. The film closes with views of

modern activities made possible through Maury's
discoveries.

343. Protecting the Consumer jh-sh-c 7min sd

March of Time 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Iowa,

Mich, OhioDptE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) portraying

some common practices that have been used in

deceiving the consumer, (2) showing steps that

have been taken in New York City to stop dis-

honest sales practices, and (3) suggesting problems
in consumer education. Found useful as the basis

for a discussion of ethics as they apply to business

and of the extent of government responsibility for

protecting the consumer.

Some teachers thought that the film should have

been expanded to include consumer protection by
state and national governments.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Schemes used to deceive the con-

sumer, and some steps being taken to protect the

consumer.

In a series of views women are shown shopping.

The commentator says that the American house-

wife has almost 90 per cent of the nation's spending

money in her pocketbook. D. E. Montgomery,
of the United States Department of Agriculture's

Consumers' Counsel Division, is shown as he says

that every year the family budget is the victim of

the short-measure cheats.

The next sequence shows some of the things

that have been done in New York City to protect

the consumer. As Mayor LaGuardia is shown

with the commissioner of markets, the commenta-

tor says that the commissioner rid the city's public

markets of racketeers. There are views of the fish

and poultry markets. The commentator says

that another one of the commissioner's tasks was

rounding up petty chiselers. There is a scene in

which a butcher attempts to give short weight to

a customer. The customer, who is a city inspector,

discovers the trick and gives the butcher a sum-

mons. Short views suggest other means of cheat-

ing the customer stuffing a turkey with lead

weights, selling milk in double-bottom cans, and

using short-measure yardsticks. The commenta-

tor says that misleading signs and labels are also

costly to the consumer. This is illustrated by a

can of peas only partly filled, candy in an over-

sized box, and a loaf of bread filled with air pockets.

Some of the measures now being taken in New
York to aid and protect the consumer are shown

briefly inspection of the fruit and vegetable mar-

kets, daily radio broadcasts concerning food and

food prices, and cooking classes sponsored by the

Department of Markets.

At the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh, tests are

being made on mattresses and textiles. The com-

mentator says that the problems of the manufac-

turer as well as of the consumer are studied. As

the commentator says that most companies em-

ploy technical experts to help them maintain a
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high standard of quality for their products, there

are views of food being tested, a hat being sub-

mitted to an artificial rain test, and a plate being
tested for strength. A housewife is shown engag-

ing in a long telephone conversation while the meat
which she is preparing burns; the commentator

says that there is a certain amount of waste which

cannot be eliminated due to human nature.

344. Pueblo Dwellers pri-int-jh ISmin si Eastman
1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

LaDptE, Mich, Mo, NC, OhioDptE,

PaMil, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving im-

pressions of the culture of the Pueblo Indians, their

homes, food, agricultural methods, costumes, and

crafts, and (2) giving impressions of the area in

southwestern United States where the Pueblos live.

Should be useful as a source of information in a

study of Indian policies of the federal government.
Care should be taken that the life depicted in the

film is not generalized to all Indians, or even to all

Pueblo Indians. The film emphasizes ways of

living that are different from those of the white

man. Indian education is suggested but very in-

adequately developed by the film.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Several aspects of the lives of Pueblo

Indian dwellers of southwestern United States.

Several views of canyons and Pueblo homes are

shown. An Indian man and boy climb to a village

perched at the top of a cliff. There are several

views of houses made of sun-dried bricks.

Activities within the Pueblo village are intro-

duced by views of an Indian using a stick to dig
holes for planting corn. An Indian woman is

shown preparing food. Another Indian woman
winnows and grinds grain, and kneads and molds
bread dough. An outdoor oven is heated, the live

coals are removed, and the bread is placed in the

oven. The heat of the oven bakes the bread. There
are several views of Indians weaving baskets.

Indians are shown shaping pottery jars. The jars
are fired, polished, and decorated. One woman is

given a complicated Pueblo hairdress. There are

views of groups of Indians performing ceremonial

dances. The film closes with views of students at

a government Indian school.

345. Pygmies of Africa int-jh-sh-c 22min sd Erpi
1939

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

Ga, Harvard, Ind, Iowa, Ky, Mich, NC,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SamHous, SD, Tex-

Tech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing

customs, homes, clothing, crafts, food getting,

religion, and trade of a primitive people, and (2)

indicating the influence of environment on the cul-

tural pattern. Should be useful in developing the

concept of the dependence of a primitive people

upon their immediate environment, and in provid-

ing a basis for comparing a simple culture with our

own complex society.

An outstanding feature of the film is the treat-

ment of many important aspects of primitive cul-

ture. Students reported that they would like to

have heard more of the native language, and that

they were disappointed that elephant hunting
was omitted.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A portrayal of the life, manners, and
customs of a tribe of Pygmies living in the dense

tropical forests along the Congo River.

In the dense forest a Pygmy woman is building
a shelter, using twigs for a framework and thick

magongo leaves for the covering. Pygmy women
dig roots and gather wild fruits. Men scrape
sticks for arrows and bows, make bowstrings from

twisted vegetable fiber, and prepare the poison
used on the tips of their arrows. To develop skill

in hunting, the men practice throwing their spears
at a large fruit whirled on the end of a rope. The
men and older boys of the tribe prepare to go on a

hunt; their faces are decorated by their wives to

make them look ferocious. They test their bows;

close-ups show the different shaped arrowheads

which they use. The tribal chief leads his men
into the forest. Scouts are sent out. A boy spies

a monkey and brings it down with a poisoned
arrow. Another group successfully tracks a pygmy
antelope and kills it with a well-thrown spear,

while another group finds two tortoises which are

roasted over a fire. Back in camp, the women

prepare the food for a feast.

A group of Pygmy men find a wild-bee tree,

smoke the bees out, weave a basket on the spot,

and fill it with the wild honey. The chieftain
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divides the honey among the members of the party.

A man of the tribe carefully prepares a piece of

bark cloth by peeling the mu-lum-bwa tree bark,

pounding it, drying it in the sun, and then coloring

it with a native wood color. Elephant tusks and

bark cloth are prepared for a trading trip to a

neighboring tribe. At a little shrine to Muungu,

the witch doctor prays for a safe journey and for

good trading.

The Pygmies wend their way through the forest,

led by their chieftain. When they arrive at their

destination, the men of the two tribes arrange

themselves according to custom with the articles of

barter between them. The two chieftains conduct

the trading. Elephant tusks and bark cloth are

exchanged for cultivated plantains, bananas, and

manioc roots, metal blades, etc. The Pygmies

return joyously to their village where the witch

doctor hastens to offer thanks to Muungu.

346. The Raccoon pri-int 8min si Eastman 1930

Other sources: 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Mo,

OhioDptE, PaMil, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Good for showing the appearance

of the raccoon and its climbing and fishing activi-

ties. Should be useful in stimulating language

and art work.

The film is a simple series of views of the raccoon

in a natural setting. It should appeal to small

children.

Photography and titles are fair.

Consents. Activities of a raccoon in its natural

habitat.

The raccoon is at home on an old stump. A
title calls attention to his delicate and sensitive

feet. The raccoon moves about among the leaves

and twigs. He starts a hunt for food by investi-

gating a rotten stump, but he finds nothing.

While walking around in a small stream, he catches

a crayfish and eats it. After eating, the raccoon

washes his face with his paws and goes for a climb

in the trees. The film ends as he scampers off for

home.

347. Radio and Television (Your Life Work) jh-sh

llmin sd Vocational Guidance 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, ETex-

Bur, Ga, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

Ky, Mich, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, Tenn, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) showing occupations

in radio and television, (2) giving impressions of

the nature of the work and the training required

in various radio and television jobs, and (3) stress-

ing the importance of selecting reputable schools

for training in the more technical aspects of the

field.

The film includes a great variety of occupations

from those of little skill to those requiring great

technical ability. It relies heavily on the commen-

tary for the development of concepts.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. An over-all view of the radio indus-

try, indicating some of the jobs available in the

field and suggesting the training required in each.

A young man is shown examining a radio chassis.

The commentator says that the development of

the vacuum tube enabled radio to grow into an

industry employing thousands of people. Activi-

ties of some of the people connected with radio are

indicated by views of typists, continuity writers,

bookkeepers, file clerks, news commentators, ac-

tors, sound effects men, control operators, network

engineers, and others in the headquarters of a large

broadcasting company. The work of maintaining

programs upon the networks is illustrated by views

of operators at huge control panels. Apparatus is

checked and repaired by trained men. Equip-

ment improvement is effected by a group of spe-

cialists trained in electrical engineering.

Jobs connected with radio manufacturing are

described as requiring less skill than do those pre-

viously discussed. Men and women are shown

assembling radio chassis in a factory. Radio re-

pairmen are shown at work as the commentator

says that the supply of such men generally exceeds

the need and makes it difficult for any but the best

to succeed. As salesmen demonstrate sets to cus-

tomers, the commentator says that those who have

some technical training are the ones most likely to

succeed in this occupation.

Additional occupations in radio are indicated by
views of radio operators on board ship and at land

stations. The commentator describes the training

requirement for this work. A similar aspect of

radio communication is illustrated by views of air-

plane pilots and airfield radio operators at work.

Occupations in allied fields of radio are indi-

cated by views of motion-picture and public-

address-system operators at work. The commen-
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tator says that, while public-address-system opera-

tors require some special training, there are few

really good jobs and that the best jobs are those of

installing the equipment.

The next sequence deals with television and re-

lated fields. Men are shown at work with ma-

chines that transmit photographs and other

materials by wire. Television is described as a

field requiring specially trained men who have

graduated from radio work. A television broad-

cast of a horse race is shown.

The concluding sequence describes the training

required for occupations in radio work. The com-

mentator says that the best preparation is to be

obtained in a first-class electrical engineering

school where it is possible to specialize in communi-

cations engineering, and that there are a few

vocational correspondence schools that offer some

good training. He says that a strong foundation

in science and mathematics is needed for success

in the field of radio. A young man is shown oper-

ating an amateur broadcasting station as the

commentator describes the importance of this

hobby in combining theory with practical ex-

perience.

348. Rain for the Earth jh-sh 18min sd WPA 1937

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, Cen-

Wash, ETexBur, Ga, Iowa, Ky, NH,
OreSt, SD, Term, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) present-

ing the problems of the dust bowl area of the United

States, (2) showing the efforts made by the people

of the drought area and the government, particu-

larly through the Work Projects Administration

(formerly Works Progress Administration), to

remedy conditions by water conservation. Found

useful in emphasizing the social, economic, and

political interdependence of the various sections

of the United States.

Teachers commented favorably on the film's

dramatic treatment of the subject. Vividly shown

were the desolation caused by the drought and the

constructive efforts of the WPA to rehabilitate the

land and the people. Student reports indicated

that positive attitudes toward soil reclamation

were developed by the film,

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Social and economic wastes resulting

from continued drought in the midwestern dust

bowl and efforts of the federal government in at-

tempting to remedy such conditions.

Several views indicate the condition of the land

from which much of the moisture has gone. The

commentator cites the cactus plant as having
learned an important conservation lesson, "in

time of rain prepare for drought." There follow

several views of deserted farms, scattered tufts of

scrawny wheat, empty barns, abandoned machin-

ery, and battered windmills. Accompanying
views of cattle, the commentator describes their

urgent need for water. Grasshoppers and crickets

obtain scant meals from the withered stalks of

wheat and corn. Several herds of cattle are hauled

away from the region by rail because of a lack of

forage. The commentator says that the drought

problem is regarded as being of importance to the

entire nation. The importance of water for drink-

ing purposes is illustrated by views of one well that

serves an entire community. Water is doled out

and counted by the bucketful.

The next sequence deals with efforts to remedy

drought conditions. New wells are dug and old

ones deepened, and reservoirs impound water.

The commentator emphasizes the fact that drought

in one area is the concern of the entire nation.

Federal assistance is rendered by WPA employees

who care for children in nursery schools and exam-

ine them as a precaution against diseases resulting

from dust, lack of water, and undernourishment.

Stricken farmers are given employment in road

construction. Views of contour plowing are ac-

companied by the commentator's description of its

importance in conserving both soil and water.

There are several views of Fort Peck Dam in

Montana.

349. Rain on the Plains int-jh-sh 8min sd U.S.

Agric. 1938

Other sources: Ariz, Bos, Calif, Colo, Fla,

Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich,

NC, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD, Tenn,

Tex, VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) showing

the causes and results of wind erosion, (2) demon-

strating methods used in combating erosion, and

(3) showing work of the government in reclama-

tion. Found useful in developing an understanding

of the problems of conservation and a realization

of the need for a program of land utilization.
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Teachers commented on the matter-of-fact,

reasonable presentation of results of soil erosion

and steps being taken to prevent it. The film was

found more effective in the junior and senior high

schools than in the intermediate grades.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Results of wind erosion on the south-

western Great Plains and steps taken to combat

this evil.

An animated map shows the area of the Great

Plains most affected by wind erosion. Views of

grazing and plowing activities are shown as the

commentator explains that erosion is caused by

overgrazing and unwise cultivation. Dust storms

blow across the plains; in city streets, lights are

almost obscured by the dust; a farmer plows in dry

soil; dust drifts along fence lines and piles up on

farm machinery and farm buildings. As land with

a weak stand of grass is shown, the commentator

explains that in some parts of the plains the land

is barely able to support the native grasses. A
view of a good sorghum crop is accompanied by the

commentator's statement that, when water is con-

served, crops flourish and the resulting vegetation

anchors the soil against dust storms.

The next sequence shows some of the steps taken

to combat wind erosion. Contour tilling, terrac-

ing, plowing, strip cropping, and sodding are

briefly shown and explained. In a badly drifted

area the ground is being leveled off. The com-

mentator says that, after the ground has been

leveled, it will be stabilized with a cover of grass.

One field is shown with the wheat stubble remain-

ing on it. The commentator explains that stubble

helps anchor the soil. In some sections drought-

resisting trees are planted to break the sweep of the

wind. Dams are constructed which make possible

the storing of water. Views of several growing

crops accompany the closing statement that, with

proper practice of soil and water conservation,

farmers and ranchers may look forward to profit-

able agriculture on the southwestern plains.

350. Rainbow Pass (MGM Miniature Series)

int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Teaching Film Cus-

todians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

1937

Other sources: Ga, 111, Ind, Mich, OhioDptE,
Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing character-

istics of Chinese drama the stage setting, nature

of acting, costuming, and extensive reliance on the

imagination of the audience. Should be useful in

developing an appreciation of Oriental culture and

in indicating the power and nature of suggestion

in an art form.

The Chinese play is skillfully placed in a natural

setting, and views of the reaction of the audience

provide an interesting study. The film presenta-

tion should be preceded by some study of the

Chinese theater.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A Chinese play in its native setting.

The film opens with views of the Chinese coun-

tryside and of a native celebration in gratitude to

the soil. The celebration procession leads to a

Chinese theater. There are several views of the

stage and the audience, as the commentator says

that realism exists primarily in the minds of the

audience. Hot towels are prepared for use by the

audience following tense scenes in the drama. The

property man, dressed in black, places the crude

properties on the stage. Tea is served in the

theater.

The orchestra plays the overture, and the play

begins. Each actor introduces himself and tells of

his role. A chieftain prepares to defend the Rain-

bow Pass from an invading army. The general of

the invading army engages the chieftain in a duel.

The chieftain is slain defending the pass. (The

entire play is produced in a highly impressionistic

style.) The wife of the slain man determines to

avenge her husband's death, but, while she fights

the invader, her hate turns to love, and she goes

away with him.

351. Range Sheep int-jh I5min si Eastman 1930

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Ind, Kan, Mich,

Mo, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving an

understanding of some of the activities connected

with the care of range sheep and (2) indicating the

sheep-producing and sheep-fattening areas of the

United States.

Some teachers found that the views showing the

topography of the range were valuable. The
handbook accompanying the film elaborates upon
some of the concepts sketchily treated In the film.

Photography and titling are good.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Contents. Activities involved in the care of

range sheep during the four seasons of the year.

Begins with views of sheep on a range. Princi-

pal sheep-grazing areas of the United States are

indicated on a map. There follow several views of

ewes and lambs during the spring season. Lambs

are separated from the ewes, and orphan lambs

are given special bottle-feeding.

Care of range sheep during the summer months

is suggested by views of sheep being driven into a

corral, through runways, and up to a platform on

which they are sheared. Techniques in using

hand-operated, air-driven, and electric clippers are

demonstrated. Sheared pelts are tied together,

tamped into large bags, and hauled away on trucks.

The sheared sheep are branded, counted, and

driven to their summer range in the hills.

In late fall the flocks are started down from the

mountains toward lower winter quarters. There

follow several views of sheep being driven into

stock cars. A map indicates the midwestern corn

belt where sheep are fattened before being shipped

to market.

A chuck wagon precedes a band across a snow-

covered lowland area. Sheep paw away the snow

to reach vegetation. Winter feeding activities are

illustrated by views of men distributing hay on an

open range and of sheep feeding from mangers.
A shepherd dog summons herders to the aid of a

sheep in distress. Herders clip wool from around

the eyes of sheep.

352. Reactions in Plants and Animals jh-sh-c

12min sd Harvard and Erpi 1931

Other sources: Ariz, Bos, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan,

Ky, Mich, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, SamHous, SC, Tenn, Tex,

TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for demon-

strating types of tropism and showing that irri-

tability and reactivity are common to both plant

and animal life.

Teachers found the tune-lapse photography
valuable in showing plant movements. The film

is illustrative in technique. A wide variety of

reactions in both plants and animals is shown in

a comparatively short time hi the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Several types of tropisms in plant

and animal life.

A blindfolded woman sits with her hands placed
on a table. When the end of her finger is pricked,
she withdraws her hand. The commentator says
that irritability is common to all living things.

The placing of iron filings over a magnet illustrates

directive motion in nonliving matter.

Plants exhibit negative geotropism when they
are placed horizontal to the force of gravity. A
snail crawling on a plate demonstrates that ani-

mals are sensitive to changes in position relative

to the force of gravity.

Phototropism, a reaction determined by light,

is demonstrated with oat seedlings that turn

toward the light source. Fruit flies exhibit

phototropism. Stereotropism, direct response to

contacts, is demonstrated with a young tendril

that twines about a stick. A mouse exhibits

stereotropic reactions by running along a wall.

A diagram shows that worms display a tropistic

response to electricity. Views of fish in an

aquarium show that fish face the current in the

water, thus displaying a type of tropism. The

commentator says that higher types of reaction

are a result of an interplay of stimuli. There are

views of the Venus 's-flytrap plant, which closes

when touched. Views of a mimosa further il-

lustrate plant sensitivity. A dog scratching his

side when his back is rubbed illustrates the com-

mentator's statement that some reactions are

involuntary. When a point just below the knee

of a human being is struck, another involuntary

reaction results. Eye-blinking is still another

type of involuntary reaction. A cat, dropped

upside down, lands on its paws.

353. The Realm of the Honeybee pri-int-jh-sh

60min si U.S. Agric. 1932

Other sources: Calif, Fla, lowaA&M, Kan,

Ky, NH, Okla, Tex, VaBdE, WashSt,

Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) famil-

iarizing the student with the life cycle and habits

of the honeybee and (2) developing an understand-

ing of the economic value of the honeybee in

producing honey and in cross-pollination. Found

useful in developing insight into and appreciation

of the high degree of organization and cooperation

in a bee colony.

Teachers thought that the film was complete and

well organized, its close-ups and detail exception-
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ally good. After the film presentation, students

became interested in making direct observa-

tions of bees. Since titles give only bits of infor-

mation, the presentation can be improved with

explanations by a well-informed teacher. At the

primary grade level teachers reported that the

titles required interpretation. The four reels of

the film correspond to natural divisions of the

subject and can, therefore, be used separately.

Photography is excellent.

Contents. The life cycle of the bee, the social

organization of the beehive, and the importance

of the bee to plant life.

Views of honey prepared for food are followed

by a title stating that honey is one of man's

oldest and safest foods. Bees are shown in

various flowers, and the titles explain that the bee

is not only a honey maker but nature's agent in

cross-pollination .

A postman delivers a colony of bees. The

apiarist who receives the bees assembles the hive,

inserts thin sheets of beeswax to guide the bees

in building combs, and releases the bees in the

hive. The queen bee is taken out of her separate

compartment and released. Almost immediately

after being fed, the bees go to work. Bees at a

water trough are identified by a title as young
worker bees who act as water carriers. The work

of the wax modelers or architects is exhibited in a

partially built comb. The secreted wax is shown

in small scales on the underside of a bee. The

use of wax in altar candles is shown. A title

states that wax is also used in the manufacture of

cosmetics and polishes.

Bees are shown working among the important
sources of nectar locust, linden, basswood,

clover, wild cherry, tulip poplar, gladiolus, and

apple blossoms. The work of bees in cross-pollina-

tion is suggested by a view of an orchard contain-

ing beehives.

Reel 2 opens with views of bees gathering pollen.

Close-ups show the pollen pellets carried by the

bees. They bring the pollen into the hive and

pack it into the cells. Views of a fruit-laden

apple orchard depict the result of the work in

pollination.

The part that the various types of bees play
in the life of the hive is explained in the next se-

quence. Views of the drones, the queen, and the

workers accompany titles explaining the distinct

function of each. The queen is attended by her

retinue. Titles state that she lays from 1,500

to 2,000 eggs a day for weeks at a time, and that

the eggs develop into full-grown bees within 21

days. A larva and pupa are shown in various

stages of growth. A close-up shows a larva in a

cell. Difference in structure is pointed out as

distinguishing the drone from the queen cells.

A queen and a worker emerge from their respective

cells. Nurse bees go headfirst into the cells to

feed the baby bees.

Reel 3 begins with the explanation that, when a

colony becomes too populous, it swarms. Views

of a crowded hive are followed by views of a

cluster of bees on the branch of a tree. The
branch on which the bees are clustered is cut and

placed at the entrance of a new hive. The bees

enter the new hive, and the apiarist clips the

wings of the new queen so that she will not desert

the hive.

An experiment shows that bees communicate

by a sign language. A scout bee discovers a

dish of sirup. She is given an identification mark.

After she has had her fill, she flies back to the hive

where she performs the "food dance" to tell other

bees of her discovery. The marked bee returns

to the dish with other bees.

Another phase of the work of the hive is shown

in views of field bees delivering nectar to the

hive. Fanner bees are shown at their station.

The titles explain that the fanners regulate the

temperature of the hive and move the air so that

excess moisture is evaporated. Views of drones

being driven out of the hive are accompanied by
the explanation that, when the breeding season is

over, the drones are driven out to die. The work

of the policewomen who guard the hive is sug-

gested. They demand the countersign from each

entrant. A bumblebee and a hornet attempt to

enter the hive but are overpowered.
Reel 4 opens with a demonstration of the proper

treatment of a bee sting. In a close-up a bee is

shown stinging a man's finger. The bee flies,

leaving the stinger pulsating on the finger. The

man carefully scrapes out the stinger. A title

states, "Workers sting only in defense of the

colony; the queen stings only to rid her presence

of a rival queen." A fight to the death between

two queen bees is shown.

The next sequence shows the processing of

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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honey for human food. Solid frames of honey

are removed from the hive. In the honey house

the capping is cut from the cells and the honey

is placed in an extractor. After the honey has

been extracted, it is bottled. An exhibit shows

different types of honey. The method for lique-

fying granulated honey is pictured and explained.

A number of ways in which honey may be used

as food are shown.

354. Reclamation in the Arid West int-jh-sh

llmin sd U.S. Interior 1937

Other sources: CenWash, 111, Mo, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) providing an

understanding of the extent and value of irrigation

projects in the West, (2) furnishing information

concerning the manner in which water is im-

pounded, diverted, and used for irrigation pur-

poses, and (3) presenting impressions of some

important western crops grown under irrigation.

Should be useful in furthering an appreciation of

the value of irrigation in making arid lands pro-

ductive.

The film is so organized that it gives an overview

of the importance and extent of irrigation rather

than a detailed treatment of any one aspect.

Excellent use is made of maps.

Photography and sound are fair.

Contents. The extent to which many arid

regions of the West have been made productive

by means of irrigation projects.

Views of the mountainous Continental Divide

are shown as the commentator describes it as a

source of water for the arid West. There are

further views of lakes, streams, springs, and trees

in the area. The damage wrought by uncon-

trolled rivers is indicated by several flood scenes.

Such a situation is contrasted with a regulated

flow of water made possible by the construction of

dams. The manner in which water is conserved

and fed out as needed is suggested by views of

reservoir lakes.

The extent to which the arid lands of the West
have been reclaimed by irrigation is indicated by
views of a map of western United States. The
commentator says that the hundredth meridian

divides the humid and the arid sections of the

country. Irrigation projects throughout the West
are indicated on the map. The commentator dis-

cusses the efforts of the United States Bureau of

Reclamation to make possible new sources of

water for irrigation.

The next sequence deals with the type of farm-

ing carried on by means of irrigation. There are

views of settlers living in tents, clearing away the

sagebrush, and plowing and ditching the land.

The settlers build permanent shelter to substitute

for the tents. The appearance of such land

before and after water has been brought to it is

shown. There are views of the great variety of

crops made possible by irrigation.

355. The Refugee Today and Tomorrow jh-sh-c

17min sd March of Time 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for showing the human

misery caused by hatred and intolerance. Should

be useful in providing a background for a discus-

sion of the rights of minority groups and of the

problem of caring for refugees.

Teachers who use this film should realize that

it is of a strongly anti-Nazi nature and that its

technique is somewhat propagandistic. The film

must be used with skill and care.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Refugee problems arising from the

persecution of Jews in Germany.
Views of war and destruction in China and Spain

are shown. Refugees flee from Chinese cities.

Spanish refugees seek to cross the border into

France. German refugees are shown as the

commentator calls them victims of "an intoler-

ance and persecution unparalleled since the Dark

Ages." Refugees are shown in hospital beds as

the commentator says that with them has come

evidence of torture in Germany's crowded concen-

tration camps. There are scenes of German vi-

olence against Jewish shopkeepers, and of the

destruction of the music composed by Jews and

of books written by liberal thinkers.

At a meeting of storm troopers, lists of names

are checked and victims for persecution indicated.

The commentator says, "In the Germany of Adolf

Hitler, no one, Jew or Gentile, knows when he may
be singled out as an enemy of the state." A
Jewish doctor and a Jewish professor are taken

into custody by storm troopers. A church cere-

mony is shown as the commentator says that the

Nazi party aims to destroy every established

religion. School children are shown reading
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anti-Jewish propaganda. As the commentator

says that every effort is being made to encourage

"informers," a woman is shown conferring with a

group of Nazi officials. Views of refugees in

Swiss havens accompany the commentator's state-

ment that they are without passports and must

remain in internment until the world decides their

fate.

The commentator says, "The dream of almost

every one of Hitler's victims is to emigrate to the

United States." Lines of refugees pass before

immigration officials in the United States and

England. Exiled youths are shown working on

farms. The commentator says that these youths

are being trained to make their living "in whatever

distant land is to become their future home."

An international commission in London at-

tempts to find homes for German refugees. The

commentator says that the commission is studying

carefully British-mandated Palestine. There is a

series of views of Jewish Palestine homes, labora-

tories, shops, offices, factories, farms, construc-

tion activities, and livestock. The commentator

tells of the success that has attended the Palestine

colony. Conflict between the Jews and the Arabs

is suggested. German secret agents, says the

commentator, stir up hatred of the Jews among the

Arabs.

356. Rembrandt: The History of Painting sh-c

21min sd-si French Film Ex.

Other sources: ColFC, IntFB

Appraisal. Good for (1) tracing the life of

Rembrandt and (2) suggesting some developments

in the early history of painting. Should be useful

in stimulating an appreciation of the works of a

master artist.

This film has an excellent muscial accompani-

ment. It should be noted that much of the con-

tent of the film is made up of views of still pic-

tures and that the history of painting is sketchily

treated. There is also available a one-reel version

of this film.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. Brief history of painting, dealing at

some length with the works and life of Rembrandt.

Views of crude drawings made by early cave

men are shown. There follow examples of draw-

ings and museum restorations of the Egypt of

antiquity. A re-enacted scene illustrates the old

Greek legend that the art of drawing was born of

love. A girl admires her beloved as he sleeps, is

struck with the idea of tracing his silhouette which

is shadowed on the wall, snatches a piece of char-

coal from the fireplace, and carefully traces its

outline. Her father, a potter, models the profile

with clay. Examples of Grecian art made in the

third century B.C. are shown.

As views of a painter rubbing a freshly painted

portion of a picture are shown, the commentator

says that until the advent of Raphael and Leo-

nardo da Vinci painters hid the brush strokes by

glossing the picture and blending the colors. A
portrait by Albrecht Diirer, founder of the German

school of painting, is shown. Portraits by two

illustrious Flemish masters, Rubens and van

Dyck, follow.

The account of the life of Rembrandt begins

with views of his birthplace in Leiden. There

follow views of the Amsterdam art school he

attended. His first picture, "The Money
Changer," and his picture, "The Turkish Prince,"

are shown, in both of which his father was used

as a model. There follow views of Rembrandt's

paintings of his mother, of himself, and of Saskia,

who later became his wife. His work in painting

groups is illustrated by views of "The Lesson in

Anatomy of Professor Tulp," executed at the time

he was 26 years old. His variations on a single

subject are illustrated by views of "The Philoso-

pher with the Open Book" and "The Philosopher

in Meditation." Another theme of meditation is

presented in his "Saint Paul the Apostle."

Views of a Dutch marriage certificate are ac-

companied by the commentator's statement that

in 1634 Rembrandt married Saskia. Additional

facts concerning Rembrandt's life are related by
the commentator as further examples of his

work are shown. "The Night Watch" and "The

Sortie of the Banning Cock Company," completed

in 1642, are shown. These are followed by views

of "Pilgrims at Emmaus" and "The Good Samari-

tan." The film concludes with views of several

of Rembrandt's other paintings.

357. Reproduction among Mammals jh-sh-c

llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colo, Fla, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, KanCity,

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Ky, LaDr3tE, Mich, NC, NH, NM, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt,

SC, Syr, Tex, TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) present-

ing the fundamentals of mammalian reproduction

and (2) explaining the structure and function of

both the male and female reproductive organs.

Found useful in furthering the concept of the

continuity of life processes.

Students reacted very favorably to the film, and

their answers to questions about the film indicated

that, although the pig is used as an illustration,

they readily generalized to human life. Effective

use is made of animation and dissection techniques.

Although scientific in content and method, the

film was found to be simple and understandable.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Reproduction in the pig from fertili-

zation of the egg to birth, shown by means of dis-

section, photography, and animation.

The commentator says that the pig will be used

to portray reproduction among mammals. As a

boar and a sow are shown, the commentator says

that mammalian reproduction takes place "when

the egg from an adult female unites with a sperm
from an adult male."

The functioning of the male reproductive system

is presented by animated diagrams and explained

by the commentator. The female reproductive

system is first shown by diagram and followed by
views of dissected female organs. Microscopic

views of the cross section of an ovary show the

cells, each of which, the commentator explains,

contains a potential egg. One of these eggs is

shown breaking through the walls of the ovary.

A diagram shows the sperm cells traveling

through the uterine horns to the oviduct. The

commentator calls attention to the whipping ac-

tion of the tails of the sperm and states that, if

sperms are in the oviducts when the egg leaves the

ovary, fertilization may take place. The process

of fertilization is shown by animated diagram.

Several sperms travel toward the egg, but only one

enters it. The commentator explains that the fer-

tilized egg immediately starts to divide. The de-

velopment of an amphibian egg through cleavage,

blastulation, and gastrulation is shown by means

of tune-lapse photomicrography. A drawing
shows the pig embryo moving down the oviduct

into the uterus where, the commentator explains,

it becomes implanted and undergoes further

development.
The early development of the nervous system

is presented with the amphibian as an example.
Neural folds similar to those of the amphibian
are indicated in the pig embryo. The early

development of the circulatory system is illus-

trated by a view of the heart beating in an em-

bryonic chick.

The commentator explains that certain mem-
branes develop concomitantly with the circulatory

system. The amnion and the allantois are in-

dicated on a drawing of the membranes around

the embryo. It is explained that the allantois

carries embryonic blood vessels to the uterine

walls. An animated drawing of the placenta

shows how the embryonic membrane permits

passage of food and oxygen from the mother's

blood to that of the embryo. The commentator

points out that the mother's blood never flows

through the embryo.
Models of pig and human embryos are contrasted

in various stages of development. The commenta-

tor says that up to a certain stage embryos of all

mammals are alike but that gradually differences

begin to appear. These differences are observable

as the models change. A pig embryo is removed

from the uterus as the commentator calls attention

to the embryonic membranes and the umbilical

cord. Animation of the uterine walls shows the

rhythmic movement that expels the embryo from

the uterus. The film concludes with a view of a

litter of newborn pigs.

358. Reproduction in the Lower Forms of Life

(The Science of Life) jh-sh-c 15min si

Bray
Other source : Calif

Appraisal. Reported good for showing repro-

duction by (1) fission in the Paramecium, (2)

spore formation and conjugation in pond scum,

(3) budding and simple sexual reproduction in the

Hydra, and (4) blossoming in higher plants.

Found useful in developing the concept of simi-

larity of reproductive function in both plant

and animal life.

Use of photomicrography in showing repro-

duction in the Hydra is especially good; at other

points this technique is not so well used. The
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title is somewhat misleading since reproduction

in higher forms of plant life are shown. Some

study of the topic should precede the film showing.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Types of sexual and asexual re-

production in lower forms of life, presented through

straight photography, photomicrography, and

animation.

A title stating that the one-celled animal or

plant may reproduce by simple division is followed

by magnified views of paramecia in the process

of fission. Pond scum is removed from an

aquarium, placed on a microscope slide, and

examined. A title states that by enclosing itself

in a thick wall of protoplasm a cell becomes a

spore that can resist drought and frost. There

is a view of such a spore, and a title states that,

when physical conditions are right, the spore will

grow.

A title states that pond scum may also repro-

duce by conjugation. In an animated diagram

side branches from each of two parallel threads of

pond scum approach, touch each other, and unite.

At the point of contact protoplasm flows from one

cell to the other. A title states that this is an

example of sexual reproduction. An animated

diagram suggests the development of the zygote

into a complete plant.

A sequence on reproduction in more complex
animals is introduced by views of hydras. A
magnified time-lapse view shows the development

of a bud on the side of a hydra. A title states

that in one day this bud will grow into a small

but complete hydra. There are views of the

parent and the newly formed hydra sweeping in

food with their tentacles. A later view shows the

first hydra detached from the parent and a second

developing. Sexual reproduction of the hydra
is demonstrated by diagrams of the special egg

cells near the foot and of the sperm cells in the

testes near the tentacles. A title states that when

mature the testes break, liberating-the sperm cells.

There is a highly magnified view of this process.

An animated diagram shows the breaking of the

testes, the liberation of the sperm cells, their

migration, and the fertilization of the egg cell.

Another diagram shows the resulting zygote

developing into an embryo which drops off and

forms a new hydra.

Reproduction in plants is introduced by a title

stating that in these organisms the flower is the

organ of reproduction. On a diagram the parts of

the blossom are indicated. Titles state that the

egg cell is in the ovule and that fertilization takes

place when pollen grains are carried to the stigma.

An animated diagram shows the manner in which

the bee assists in fertilization. Another diagram
shows that a long thread of protoplasm travels

from the pollen grain down the style to fertilize

the egg. Titles state that the fertilized egg de-

velops into an embryo which, together with stored

food and a covering, composes the seed.

359. Reptiles int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1932

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Colo, Harvard,

111, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich,

OhioDptE, Okla, PaMil, Syr, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing the

appearance, habitat, activities, and structure of

several types of reptiles. Found useful hi giving

an overview of the variety of reptiles and their

characteristics.

A number of teachers found the film valuable in

bringing out the difference between poisonous

and nonpoisonous reptiles. It was reported useful

in enabling the students to understand that

snakes are not the only reptiles and that many
reptiles are harmless. The value of the film is

enhanced by the use of close-ups.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Characteristics of several types of

reptiles.

A sequence on snakes is introduced with scenes

of a snake being captured with a noose. There

are views of garter snakes, water moccasins,

copperheads, rattlesnakes, and coral snakes.

Close-ups show that the skin of snakes is scaly.

A very close view of a snake's head reveals a pit

between the eye and nostril. A title states that

this is a characteristic of poisonous snakes. A
title states that, when the snake strikes, poison

pours through fangs. Close-ups show poison

being forced from the fangs of snakes. Dead

skin is stripped from a snake to illustrate a title

stating that snakes shed their skin at regular

intervals.

In a lizard sequence, chameleons, spiny

swifts, horned toads, iguanas, and Gila monsters

are shown. It is shown that the chameleon

changes color to match its background. A close-up

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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of a chameleon on a piece of glass shows the sticky

pads with which its toes are equipped. There is a

view of a Gila monster, and a title stating that it is

the only poisonous lizard in the United States.

Views of alligators in their native habitat are

followed by close-ups showing their manner of

locomotion on land. Further close-ups reveal the

bony plates protecting the alligator's back, and

the large jaws studded with teeth. A title states

that alligators lay their eggs on land. A boy
and girl remove the leaves covering an alligator

nest containing both eggs and young alligators.

A man wrestles with an alligator.

A view of a turtle eating a worm introduces a

sequence on tortoises and turtles. A close-up

shows the structure of the shell of the live turtle,

and a model shows that the upper shell is formed

by the fusion of the backbone and ribs. A turtle

lying on its back rights itself and crawls away.
A turtle starts to dig into the ground in preparation

for winter hibernation. There follow views of a

desert tortoise. A title stating that the young of

this animal hatch from eggs is illustrated by views

of several eggs being dug from the sand. Close-ups

show young tortoises emerging from eggs. Giant

sea turtles crawl across a beach. Eggs are dug
from the nest of the sea turtle, and sea turtles are

captured and brought out on the beach.

360. The River int-jh-sh-c 31min sd U. S. Agric.

1937

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colo, Fla, Ga, 111,

Ind, IntFB, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

Mich, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

SC, SD, Syr, Tenn, Tex, Vt, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) tracing

the history of the exploitation of the resources of

the Mississippi River Valley, (2) suggesting the

causes of floods and soil erosion and showing their

resultant waste in human and natural resources,

(3) indicating some governmental attempts to

correct past abuses and rehabilitate blighted areas

and their inhabitants, (4) developing an under-

standing and appreciation of some of the social

and economic problems of the Mississippi River

Valley, and (5) stimulating a sense of the danger

inherent in the destruction of our natural re-

sources.

The film blends photography, music, and com-

mentary into an effective pattern dealing with an

important aspect of American culture. The
musical accompaniment and the poetic com-

mentary heighten the emotional appeal of the

film. In some classes these elements were given

particular attention in the study of the film. Some
teachers regarded the section on the Tennessee

Valley Authority as propaganda. Teachers who
wish a purely matter-of-fact presentation of the

topic of conservation will not wish to use this film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. History of the exploitation of the

resources of the Mississippi River Valley and

indication of the work being done to reclaim the

area.

Views are shown of the Rockies in the West and

the Alleghenies in the East, and of typical scenes

of the Mississippi watershed from Minnesota to

the sea. A map shows the vast network of rivers

that flow into the Mississippi. The commentator

says that the water from nearly two-thirds of the

continent flows down the Mississippi to the Gulf

of Mexico. Along the banks of the lower Missis-

sippi levees are being built to hold the river off

the valley. These dikes, says the commentator,

were begun by the French and Spanish before the

Louisiana Purchase and were extended by us

until they reached a thousand miles to the mouth

of the Ohio.

The history of the Mississippi River, beginning

with pre-Civil War days, is traced. Before the

war, commerce of the inland states was sent in

steamboats to the sea. There are scenes of cotton

being picked, bound into bales, and rolled on

board river boats. The Civil War interrupted

that trade. Ruined southern homes symbolize

the economic collapse of the South following the

war. While the war was immediately responsible

for that collapse, the soil which had been impover-

ished by a quarter of a century of frenzied cotton

growing was a large contributing factor. Planters

from the Old South moved westward. At the

same time new industries arose lumbering in the

North, coal and iron mining in the North and

East. There is a series of views of lumbering and

mining activities as the commentator tells of the

rapid exploitation of these resources. Towns

and cities sprang up in the Mississippi Valley

and with them mills and factories and railroads.
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The results of planless exploitation began to

appear. The grasslands were plowed and the

forests were cut over. There was no covering to

hold the moisture, and more and more of the

topsoil was washed away. In 1937 the river

could no longer hold the excess water, and the

worst flood in United States history was the result.

The Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Civilian Con-

servation Corps, Works Progress Administration,

and Red Cross were all called out to reinforce the

levees and rescue the sick and drowning. The

sharecroppers of the South suffer from the waste

of the valley. They live in the richest river valley

in the world but are ill-clad, ill-housed, and

ill-fed. There are views of miserable living con-

ditions among the sharecroppers.

The final sequence suggests the program which

the government has undertaken to rehabilitate

the river valley. The Tennessee Valley Authority

is presented as a part of a program to reconstruct

and conserve the resources of the valley. Civilian

Conservation Corps boys are shown planting trees

on cutover land. A model agricultural com-

munity is built and farmers are instructed in

scientific tilling of the soil. The Tennessee Valley

Authority provides electricity at a low cost to the

people of the valley.

361. Roaming the Netherlands (Magic Carpet

Series) int-jh-sh 9min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Twentieth Century-Fox Film

Corp.) 1934

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ind, Mich, Ohio-

DptE, Okla, PaCW, SC, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) giving impressions

of the appearance, dress, and customs of the people

of the Netherlands and (2) showing some in-

dustries and geographic features of the country.

Although no aspect of the life is treated fully,

the film is fairly successful in conveying a general

impression of the Netherlands before the German

invasion.

Photography is good, sound fair.

Contents. Impressions of the Netherlands.

There are several views of city streets and build-

ings as the commentator describes the cleanliness

and independence of the Dutch.

A short sequence on the making of Edam cheese

is shown. Milk is agitated mechanically, curd

is cut in squares, and each square is placed in a

small container. The cheese is molded to spheri-

cal shape and covered. As cheese is loaded on

barges, the commentator says that the cheese is

dyed many colors by the dealers. Buyers sample

the cheese before purchasing.

There are several views of windmills as the

commentator describes their importance in grind-

ing grain, pumping water, and performing other

useful tasks. Two small boys in wooden shoes

pose by a tulip field. There are views along the

streets and wharves of a town where native

costumes are worn. The commentator says that

there are only a few towns in which these costumes

are worn.

A sequence on fishing begins with views of a

port. Men repair and launch boats as the com-

mentator discusses the importance of fishing in

the Zuider Zee. A small boat leaves the harbor

to join a fishing fleet. The commentator says

that, because the Zuider Zee is being drained, the

Dutch government has tried to interest the fisher-

folk in farming but has met with little success.

A fishing boat puts in, and herring are unloaded

and placed on racks to dry. Men and women in

their native costumes perform a wooden shoe

dance.

362. Robin Redbreast k-pri-int-jh llmin sd

Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, KanCity, Ky,

Mich, NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, SanAnt, Tenn,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis,

WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent as a children's

story of robins, how they live, what they eat,

how they grow up, and how they avoid enemies.

Found useful in (1) stimulating observation of

bird life in students' own communities, (2) de-

veloping an appreciation of and a desire to con-

serve wild life, and (3) stimulating language and

art activities.

Teachers liked the simplicity, vividness, and

dramatic appeal of the film. Both pictures and

commentary are best adapted to the elementary

school, although the film was used with some

success at the junior high school level. It is highly

appealing to children, who particularly liked the

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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scenes dealing with home building and raising the

young. Creative activities of one sort or another

were reported with each use of the film in the

elementary grades.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A children's story of robins from the

tune they come North in the spring until they go
South in the autumn.

Father Robin is greeted in the spring by fuzzy-

coated pussy willows. Soon he is joined by
Mother Robin. They start to build a nest.

Mother Robin arranges grass inside the nest for a

smooth lining; Father Robin hunts for more grass

by a pond. He flies to the nest in the tree and

shapes it by burrowing down and turning round

and round. Both the mother and father take

turns sitting on their four eggs, and soon the baby
robins hatch. Father and Mother Robin work
hard gathering earthworms, which they carefully

place in the open mouths of their hungry babies.

One day, when Father Robin is feeding his babies,

a cat leaps into the tree and climbs toward the

nest. Father Robin becomes excited, suddenly
dives toward the cat, and frightens it away.
Now the young robins are older, and they preen

their feathers at the edge of the nest. Later,

they venture from the nest. One of them finds

a nice place among the blossoms in an apple tree.

Mother Robin feeds a worm to one baby robin who
will soon be able to get them for himself.

When the robins are nearly grown, they feed

themselves on elderberries and huckleberries.

Finally, a flock of robins fly from the trees to their

winter home in the South.

363. Rocky Mountain Mammals pri-int-jh-sh

15min si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, Okla,

Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for giving impres-
sions of the appearance and habitat of several

Rocky Mountain mammals. Should be useful

in showing adaptation to environment.

Since the film does not call attention to adapta-

tions, teachers will need to watch for them and

point them out. There are some excellent

close-ups.

Photography is uneven in quality, titles are

good.

Contents. Some of the mammals of the Rocky
Mountain region and their habitats.

A title states that plants and animals of the

mountains are distributed in a series of zones.

These zones are indicated on a view of a mountain

region. A title stating that antelope are found in

the long grass of the plains is followed by several

views of antelope grazing. Another title states

that food is scarce in the winter, and there are

views of antelope attempting to find grass in the

snow. There are several views of coyotes, which,
it is stated, are found in both plain and forest

regions. A hunter digs into a coyote's den and
finds three little coyotes. Mule deer are shown to

be inhabitants of the forest region. A title states

that mule deer migrate to the slopes of the lower

valley. There are several views of mule deer

grazing. A mountain lion is shown in a tree.

A grizzly bear walks about in a shallow mountain

stream. Pack rats are shown among the rocks

of the cliffs. There is a close-up of the nest of a

pack rat. Conies, which live among the rocks

near the timber line, are shown. Views of the

dwarf timber area are followed by views of moun-
tain sheep which, a title states, come down from

the ridges to feed. Marmots and mountain goats

are shown among the rocks.

364. Rollin' Down to Mexico int-jh-sh 20min

sd Pan Am. Union 1937

Other source: Ga

Appraisal. Reported good for showing scenery

and points of interest along the Pan-American

Highway cathedrals, parks, palaces, Aztec ruins,

markets, etc. Found useful in developing an

appreciation and understanding of Mexico.

The film might have been improved by a more

intensive treatment of a few of the points of interest

shown. Both students and teachers expressed

a desire to see more of the life of the people. It

was rated highest in junior high school.

Photography is good, sound adequate.

Contents. A travelogue of points of interest

to be seen on an automobile trip through Mexico.

A young couple cross the highway bridge at

Laredo, Texas. They stop at the port of entry

to comply with immigration requirements. At

Monterey they see the beautiful cathedral, the

nearby Sierra Madre mountains, and the Horsetail

Falls. As they go down into Mexico, they pass
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through Huasteca Canyon, across the Tropic of

Cancer, and drive down the low route east of the

mountain range. Modern service stations and

tourist courts along the way indicate the facilities

available to tourists.

After passing over miles of beautiful highway,

the car descends from the mountains into the

valley of Mexico City. There the. tourists see

the Paseo de la Reforma, the statue of Columbus,

the monument to independence, Chapultepec park

and castle, the Zocalo, the Cathedral, the Munici-

pal Palace, the National Palace, the Palace of

Fine Arts, and lofty Popocatepetl.

The commentator indicates that there are many

points of interest within a few hours' drive of

Mexico City. At Cholula the travelers see the

great pyramid and church built on the site of an

old Aztec temple. At Puebla they inspect the

monument to General Zaragoza, hero of the defense

against the French in 1862; the colorful markets;

and tile and pottery. At Toluca they visit the

markets filled with scrapes, blankets, baskets,

straw hats, and other native articles. A pyramid

of San Juan Teotihuacan is shown as the com-

mentator explains that it is almost within sight of

Mexico City. Near the pyramid is the temple of

Quetzalcoatl with its beautiful carvings. Scenes

in the floating gardens of Xochimilco with its

boats and flowers are accompanied by gay Mexican

music.

At Cuernavaca, which the commentator explains

is a popular resort town, the visitors see the Borda

Garden and the Palace of Cortez with its murals

by Diego Rivera. A visit to Taxco reveals the

tile roofs, steep, winding, cobblestone streets,

and houses built on the side of the hill.

The journey continues along the coast to Aca-

pulco where, the commentator explains, Spanish

ships first set sail for the Orient. Short visits are

made to the ancient aqueduct at Los Remedies, the

Tenayuca Pyramid, and Guadalajara. The visi-

tors speed on their way across the bridge over the

Rio Grande and back to the United States.

365. Romance of Louisiana jh-sh 19min sd color

Teaching Film Custodians (Warner Bros.

Pictures, Inc.) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ColFC, Ga, 111,

Ind, Ky, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE,Okla,Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for dramatizing incidents

related to the purchase of Louisiana from France.

Should be useful in developing an appreciation of

the importance of that step to both the foreign

and domestic policies of the United States.

Careful attention to details of costumes and

furnishings add much to the effectiveness of the

film. Some incidents may be somewhat fiction-

ized, but this does not detracffrom the general

effect of the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The story of the Louisiana Purchase.

Before Congress, Jefferson is advocating the

purchase of New Orleans from the French. In a

cabinet meeting he continues the discussion con-

cerning expansion. He is warned by a cabinet

member not to exceed his constitutional power. A
bill is passed by both houses of Congress appro-

priating two million dollars for the purchase.

Jefferson confers with James Monroe, who is

being sent to France to negotiate the purchase

under the direction of Livingston, the American

minister to France. Jefferson tells Monroe that

his job is to outsmart the French.

In Paris Napoleon is discussing with Talleyrand

the possible sale of all of Louisiana to the United

States. He sets forth the military vulnerability of

Louisiana from attack by the British. When
Monroe arrives in France, he discusses plans for

the purchase with Livingston, who regards Louisi-

ana as a wilderness. Talleyrand asks 100 million

francs for Louisiana.

In London the American ambassador is warned

that, if the purchase is made, the British will re-

gard it as an unfriendly act. A dispatch to

Monroe advises that the United States seize

Louisiana without paying France. This message

is intercepted by the French. Napoleon decides

to sell for 60 million francs (15 million dollars).

In the Senate of the United States there is a violent

debate over ratification of the treaty of purchase.

Jefferson advises ratification. On December 20,

1803, Louisiana becomes part of the Union and

in New Orleans the French flag is lowered and the

United States flag raised. The film concludes

with an enumeration of the states carved out

of the Louisiana territory.

366. Roots of Plants int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi

1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,
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Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colu, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, lowaA&M,
Kan, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich,

Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaKutz, SamHous, SC, StAmb, Tenn,

TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing the

structure, function, and growth of roots.

Students and teachers commented on the good
use of photomicrography and tune-lapse photog-

raphy. The film was used with success over a

wide range of grade levels; however, the language

and content of the film indicate that it is best

adapted to the junior and senior high schools.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Growth, structure, and function of

plant roots.

As a tree is shown, the commentator points out

the general functions of the leaves, stems, and

roots. The dandelion plant is shown to have a

long taproot with small side roots. The dahlia

has a fascicled root system where food is stored in

branch roots. A cereal plant has a fibrous food

system. Time-lapse views show growing roots.

The commentator calls attention to the fact that

all main roots tend to grow downward. Dots

are placed on a growing root to show that growth
is most rapid near the tip of the root. A highly

enlarged view of a rootcap is accompanied by the

explanation that it is not a part of the root proper,

but acts as a shield. As a root pushes its way
through sandy soil, the commentator calls at-

tention to the fact that the cells of the rootcap

are worn away as it pushes through the soil

particles.

Growth characteristics of roots are further

indicated. They turn away from light, turn

downward when placed in a horizontal position,

and push their way around rocks. A copper

cartridge is placed in the path of a growing root.

Seeming to sense the poison, the root turns from

the copper; however, when the root tip is cut the

root plunges onto the copper and dies.

Main roots together with their secondary roots

are shown as the commentator says that large

roots are valuable in providing anchorage. As

close-ups of root hairs are shown, it is stated that

these never develop into larger branches. The bud

of a secondary root begins to emerge from the side

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

of a primary root which has grown thick. Magnifi-
cations of root hairs reveal that they are projections
of surface cells. A highly magnified view shows

living protoplasm flowing in the root hair. An
animated diagram shows that the roots absorb

moisture by osmosis. Osmosis is demonstrated

in an experiment in which water passes through a

piece of egg skin membrane. Further animation

shows the roots taking up moisture and dissolved

minerals by osmotic pressure, transferring the

moisture to the leaves where it is combined with

carbon dioxide to form starch, and storing starch

for future use. A carrot is shown as the commen-
tator states that such stored food is often used

by man.

367. Rubber int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1929

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

111, Ind, lowaA&M, Ky, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Syr, VaBdE, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving im-

pressions of techniques of producing, transporting,

and fabricating rubber, (2) indicating relative

importance of rubber-producing areas of the world,

and (3) showing the fabrication of some rubber

products. Found useful in suggesting the de-

pendence of the United States on European-
controlled sources of rubber.

Teachers reported that the map showing chief

rubber-producing areas was very effective, but

that the data concerning rubber production and

scenes showing the manufacture of rubber products

were out of date. Students became interested in

study of the chief sources of rubber for the United

States.

Photography is good, titles fair.

Contents. The location of principal rubber-

producing areas of the world and impressions of

the steps involved in producing crude rubber,

compounding rubber, and fabricating soft and

hard rubber products.

The initial sequence on the production of crude

rubber begins with views of a rotating relief

globe upon which are indicated the rubber-pro-

ducing areas of Africa, South America, Central

America, and Malaysia. A native taps a rubber

tree and places a cup beneath the cut. There are

views of the latex flowing into the cup and of
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natives gathering it in large buckets. Latex is

poured into pans, impurities are skimmed off,

and the coagulum is pressed into sheets and

smoked. The sheets are removed from the smoke-

house, sorted, baled, transported to the seacoast,

and loaded aboard a ship. The route of rubber

from the East Indies to the United States is in-

dicated on a globe.

A sequence dealing with the compounding of

rubber is introduced by views of bales of rubber

being unloaded from a freight car at a factory.

Thin rubber sheets are separated, washed, and

dried. There are several views suggesting the

way in which rubber is strengthened by mixing

it with chemicals.

Loosely woven cotton fabric is fed into calender-

ing machines, where it is impregnated with hot

rubber. There are views of a workman using

these sheets in making automobile tires. The

manufacture of tennis shoes is also shown in some

detail.

The final sequence dealing with the manufacture

of hard rubber products begins with views of hard

rubber coming from an extruding machine. A
title states that rubber mixed with about 35 per

cent sulphur becomes hard when vulcanized.

There are views of vulcanized hard rubber tubes

being cut into lengths, turned on a lathe, and

polished for use in the manufacture of fountain

pens. The various parts are assembled and an

inspector examines the pen.

368. Rural Quebec Folkways int-jh-sh-c lOmin

sd-si Bell & Howell 1939

Other sources: Ariz, ColFC, IntFB, Ohio-

DptE, VaBdE

Appraisal. Excellent for giving impressions of

agriculture and fishing, handicrafts, and social

and religious customs of rural Quebec. Should

be useful in (1) developing an understanding of the

life and culture of this region, (2) providing a

basis for a comparison of its simple culture with

our own more complex culture, and (3) giving a

better understanding of similar conditions of life

general in our own country until the middle of

the nineteenth century.

The film samples aspects of the culture from

economic activities to religion and recreation.

Incidental music increases the effectiveness of

the film. There is a disappointing lack of detail

in some sequences, such as the one on the operation

of the gristmill.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Glimpses of the people of rural

Quebec.
There is a view of Chateau Frontenac overlook-

ing the St. Lawrence River. As statues of Cham-

plain and Wolfe are shown, the commentator

traces the foundation and fall of Quebec as the

capital of New France. Views of narrow streets

and old houses in Quebec's lower town give

evidence of French origin.

French origin, says the commentator, is even

more obvious in the rural areas. There is a view

of a 250-year-old house of Norman design located

on the Island of Orleans. As a man is shown

plowing his field with a yoke of oxen, the com-

mentator speaks of the peoples' attachment to the

old ways and their enjoyment of the simple life.

Strawberry pickers are shown at work. A boy

brings grain to a water-powered gristmill.

As views of the Gaspe Peninsula are shown, the

commentator explains that it is a tourists' mecca.

He says that the people who live there fish as

well as farm. On board a fisherman's boat there

are views of bait-cutting, tossing out the lines, and

hauling in the codfish. On shore the fish are

gutted, split, and pkced on stages to dry. The

commentator explains that the livers are kept

apart to be sold for cod-liver oil.

The next sequence deals with life in a little

village in Charlevoix County, some sixty miles

below the city of Quebec. There is a view of the

main street of the little village. Some of the

customs of the people are indicated. A woman
churns butter in a primitive hand churn. Her

neighbor weaves a straw hat by hand. A mother

and her daughter place bread in an outdoor oven.

Flax is prepared for spinning. As a woman is

shown spinning flax, the commentator explains

that, while the spinning wheel that the woman is

using is quite old, there are factories that still

make spinning wheels. Another woman is shown

weaving flax thread into cloth. The making of

hooked rugs is shown as still another example of

folk art.

As an oxcart is shown loaded with seaweed,

the commentator explains that seaweed is used for

fertilizer. There are views of a religious proces-

sion; those persons not taking part in the pro-
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cession kneel at the roadside. The procession

ends at a home where an improvised altar has

been set up on the porch and from which the

Catholic priest blesses his flock. The commentator

tells of the important place that religion plays in

the lives of the people of rural Quebec. A fiddler

plays a lively old tune while a man dances a kind

of jig. The commentator says that these people

are carrying into the twentieth century the

traditions of the seventeenth.

369. Russia Development of Agriculture int-

jh-sh 15min si Eastman 1937

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, 111, Ind, lowa-

A&M, Kan, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

PaMil, TexTech, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving im-

pressions of collective living and working in rural

Russia, (2) contrasting primitive and modern

agricultural methods, (3) showing some of the

chief agricultural products of the country, and

(4) indicating the important part played by women
in Russian agriculture. Should be useful as a

basis for comparing and contrasting Russian

agricultural life with that in the United States.

While the film deals with an issue that may be

controversial, it contains no propaganda.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Some aspects of collective farming

in Russia, the chief agricultural products, and

the varying stages of technical development of

Russian agriculture.

The first sequence deals with the primitive

conditions under which the independent farmer

works. Views show threshing with flails, grinding

grain with crude horse-powered devices, binding

sheaves of grain by hand, and pitching grain into

the air to remove the chaff. A woman is shown

washing and rinsing clothes in a stream.

Following the title, "The government urges

people to work together," a group of peasants are

shown harvesting apples. Later, a girl is shown

arranging apples for drying. Tomatoes are sorted

and arranged in large wooden boxes. A large

group of men use walking plows to plow a field.

Grain is sowed by hand, cut with scythes, and

gathered up with a rake. A higher level of agri-

cultural production methods is shown as women
follow an old-type reaper, gather the cut grain,

and bind it into bundles. At noon men and

women eat lunch in the open field. There is a view
of the former home of Count Leo Tolstoy, which is

now a collective farm.

A section of the film dealing with a tea planta-
tion opens with a view of the main building.
Women are shown gathering tea leaves and putting
them in baskets. Large trays of tea leaves are

emptied into a drying machine. Views of the

interior of the drying house show the tea on an

automatic drier.

Views of the administration building on a large
state farm are followed by views of modern farm

machinery tractors, combines, and threshing
machines.

A title states, "Farm schools for both adults and
children are part of the government's plan."
Adult groups examine and weigh grain and work
in a chemistry laboratory. Small boys are in-

structed in the use of tools.

Types of farm livestock are indicated by views

of cattle, pigs, poultry, and rabbits. Men and
women work together filling a silo. Following
the title, "The collective farm provides work for

all types of labor," there are views of girls pushing
wheelbarrows filled with bricks, farmers building
a log apartment house, and women caring for

babies. Women are shown returning from the

field carrying their children in their arms. The
workers sit down at a meal in the central dining

hall.

370. Safeguarding the Speechways jh-sh 24min

sd Western Electric 1938

Other sources: Kan, Mo, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

processes in the manufacture of insulated copper
wire used in construction of communication lines

and (2) suggesting the great variety of material

that must be brought from all over the world

for the manufacture of insulated wire. Found
useful in developing the concept of geographic

interdependence and in furthering an appreciation

of the contribution of modern technology to

improved communication.

Only general impressions of manufacturing

processes are given. At the junior high school

level there was some objection to the technical

vocabulary. There is some advertising; however,

it is not objectionable.

Photography and sound are fair.
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Contents. Materials and procedures used in

the construction of communication lines.

Examples of insulators in nature are first shown.

Man-made insulators are indicated by views of

men roofing a house and painting it. The com-

mentator says that telephone wires, too, must be

insulated.

A short sequence indicates some of the important

materials used in the construction of communica-

tion lines and the part of the world from which

they come. As a view of a warehouse of the

Western Electric Company is shown, the commen-

tator explains that materials from all over the

world are gathered for use in construction of lines

of communication.

The procedure in the manufacture of copper

wire is briefly indicated. Copper is extracted by

electrolysis. A diagram explains the principle

of electrolysis. The copper is cast into bars of

commercial shape and placed in a furnace. After

they emerge from the furnace, the bars move back

and forth through the reducing grooves. They

are placed in water vats for cooling and sulphuric

acid vats for cleaning. There are general views

of the preparation of diamond dies to be used in

reducing the diameter of the wire. The dies are

flooded with a solution to cool them, and the copper

wire is drawn through. A diagram shows the

way in which these dies operate. The commenta-

tor says that the wire is drawn through one of the

dies at the rate of one mile a minute. A machine

that draws bronze wire is also shown in operation.

A brief scene shows wire being coated with tin

to protect it against the elements.

The processing of rubber for use in insulating

wire is shown. Raw rubber is cut into chunks,

weighed, and conveyed to a mixing machine.

It comes out of the mixer onto the rollers. From

the roller it is sent to the strainer. Chemicals

are added to speed up the vulcanizing process.

A machine builds a cotton jacket around the wire,

and in another operation the wire is covered with a

pitch mixture. Finally, the wire is inspected

and tested.

371. Safety in the Home int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

Me, Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, VaBdE,
Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing many pre-

cautions that may be taken for making the home

safe. Should be useful in directing student at-

tention to many accident hazards about them

and to the elimination of such hazards.

The development of safety in the home is shown

naturally and effectively in a family situation.

A large number of safety hints are presented.

The emphasis is on the provision of a safe environ-

ment.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Many common safety precautions,

shown in a home situation.

A clock is shown over which a shadow falls at

six-second intervals demonstrating the frequency

at which accidents occur in the United States.

A chart shows that more than one-half of the

accidents occur in the home. The number of

people injured each year is shown by comparing

that figure with the total population of several

western states.

At the Davis home, the safety campaign is

under way. Oil spots have been removed from the

floor of the basement garage. An electrician is

installing a light switch at the foot of the stairs

which lead from the garage to the first floor.

As a further safeguard, the steps have been painted

white. Junior Davis puts up a sign reading,

"Open doors before starting motor." This is to

warn against the danger from carbon monoxide.

Mr. Davis has been shopping for safety aids.

Junior hands his father a knife for opening the

package. The blade is kept pointed away from

the receiver.

In the house, Mrs. Davis is ironing. When she

hears Mr. Davis and Junior, she places the iron

on a metal stand and disconnects it. In the

children's playroom, the younger children have

scattered toys on the floor. Mr. Davis tells them

to pick up the toys. The commentator says that

toys may cause nasty falls. Mr. Davis gives the

children safety toys.

While going from one room to another, Junior

falls on a rug. Mr. Davis places a piece of nonslip

material under the rug. A metal screen placed in

front of the fireplace provides protection against

burns and flying sparks. There is a safety rail

on the stairway to the second floor, and the stair

carpet is tacked securely.

In Junior's bedroom, there is a light switch just
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inside the door. Mr. Davis places a light beside

Junior's bed so that he will not stumble when get-

ting up in the night. In the bathroom, the light

switch is located some distance from the water

faucets. A rubber mat in the bathtub, and a han-

dle on the wall near the tub, prevent falls to per-

sons while bathing. The medicine cabinet is

placed out of reach of children, and bottles con-

taining poison are so marked.

In the kitchen, a can opener of the safety type

is used, and sharp knives are kept in a jar with

only their handles exposed. When a little girl

cracks a water glass, her mother tells her that there

may be a sharp place on it that might cut someone,

so the glass is discarded. At the stove, there is a

safety line on the floor to warn children of danger.

Handles of pans on the stove are turned back out

of the reach of children. When Mr. Davis burns

his hand on the stove, Mrs. Davis has a first-aid

kit handy for treatment and bandage.

372. Safety on the Highway jh-sh-c 5min sd

March of Tune 1935

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Minn,

Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing hazards

of careless driving and for developing a genuine

awareness of the need for safe driving. Should be

useful in indicating the influence of magazines and

newspapers on the public.

This film contains little specific safety informa-

tion, but is a dramatic account of how the article,

"And Sudden Death," came to be written.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Story of the preparation of and pub-

lic reaction to the Reader's Digest article, "And

Sudden Death."

DeWitt Wallace, editor of Reader's Digest, is

shown talking to an auto mechanic who is looking

at a wrecked automobile. When Mr. Wallace

asks, "Why don't people stop driving like luna-

tics?" the mechanic replies, "Because they don't

know what smashups really are." The mechanic

continues with some of the gruesome details of an

accident.

Mr. Wallace calls J. C. Furnas to his office and

asks him to write an article dealing frankly and

brutally with the results of careless driving. In

search of information for his article Mr. Furnas

interviews doctors, nurses, ambulance drivers,

wrecking crews, and morgue attendants.

One of the cases discovered by Mr. Furnas is re-

enacted. A man and his family are shown out for

a week-end drive in a high-powered automobile.

When an officer stops them for speeding, the father

replies that he didn't realize that they were going
so fast. The officer lets them go without a ticket.

Within a short time they are again hitting 70.

The next scene shows traffic officers and a fright-

ened dog which had been riding in the car. An
officer says that all the occupants of the car were

killed.

Mr. Wallace is warned by his assistants that the

article is too horrible to print. He replies, "We'll

warn the reader it's strong stuff for weak stomachs,

but I'm going to print it."

Some of the repercussions of the article are shown

in the next sequence. Life insurance companies
and traffic officers distribute reprints of the article.

Traffic violators are required to copy the article

word for word. The commentator says that newsr

papers adopted Furnas' style in reporting traffic

accidents.

373. School Days in Japan int-jh-sh 16min sd Col-

ton (Japan Tourist Bureau) 1938

Other sources: Calif, CenWash, Ga, 111, Ind,

Ky, OhioDptE, OreSt, Syr, VaBdE,
WashSt

Appraisal. Good for (1) presenting impressions

of Japanese educational methods, (2) suggesting

the content of the Japanese curriculum and show-

ing how it relates to the activities of the com-

munity it serves, and (3) showing the appearance

and activities of Japanese children. Should be

useful as a basis for comparing and contrasting edu-

cational practices in the United States and Japan.

This film should be used with full realization

that it was made for promotion purposes for a

Japanese tourist organization. Although there are

some excellent views inside Japanese classrooms,

the film in general offers only brief and sketchy

impressions of the educational activities of Japa-

nese children.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Glimpses of modern elementary edu-

cation in Japan.

Japanese mountain children are shown on their

way to school. Arriving at school, the children
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salute their teacher as the commentator says that

courtesy is taught to children early in Japan.

Inside the school a teacher demonstrates the proper

brush strokes for writing, and the children practice

the strokes on their tablets. Outdoors the children

paint and draw; in the shop they construct small

radio sets. Views of a little girl and an old lady

listening to a radio accompany the commentator's

statement that the radio helps them to overcome

their isolation.

A sequence on education in the agricultural low-

lands is introduced by views of children coming to

school, some by foot, others by canalboat. There

are views of a reading class and of an agriculture

class on an excursion. The commentator says that

agriculture students learn to operate modern agri-

cultural machinery and get practice in all phases

of grain culture. An older student helps her small

sister with homework. Views of boys swimming

in a stream suggest the attention given to physical

development.

Views of a fishing fleet introduce a sequence on

the education of fisherfolk. The influence of the

sea is shown by scenes of students studying knots

and the anatomy of fish. The commentator says

that catching and marketing fish are studied. Sing-

ing classes learn modern adaptations of old songs.

Physical education consists of group calisthenics.

Children are shown eating their lunches as the

commentator says that teacher and parents co-

operate in preparing lunches. Homeward bound

from school, the children bow before a roadside

shrine.

A view of a large city school is followed by scenes

of girls learning to sew by machine, a teacher

demonstrating dress design, girls doing hand

needlework, and a class studying etiquette. Host

and guest relationships are demonstrated in the

class. Each member of a mathematics class com-

putes addition problems on his abacus as the

teacher dictates. A science teacher demonstrates

the spectrum with a simple prism. Geology stu-

dents study the structure and action of volcanoes.

Art classes make masks. Students play both Ori-

ental and Occidental musical instruments. Atten-

tion to the children's physical well-being is indi-

cated by views of students performing tumbling

exercises, being measured and weighed, and engag-

ing in mass calisthenics. As a series of close-ups

of the faces of Japanese children are shown, the

commentator says that Japanese education aims

at the development of intelligent, efficient citizenry

through the highest possible development of the

individual.

374. Science and Agriculture (The Soy Bean) int-

jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: Ariz, BoiseJC, Calif, Ga,

Harvard, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Ky, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing (1)

the procedure in producing and processing soy-

beans, (2) the contribution of science to industry

and agriculture, (3) the interdependence of agri-

culture and industry, (4) the use of legumes in soil

building, and (5) the role of government experi-

mentation in agriculture. Should be useful in

showing the work of the agronomist and the re-

search chemist and indicating the adjustment of

agriculture to new conditions.

The film was reported to be well organized to

show the interrelation of science, industry, and

agriculture.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The cultivation and use of the soy-

bean as an illustration of the relation of science to

agriculture and the interrelation of science, agri-

culture, and industry.

Opens with a view of an Oriental farmer begin-

ning to harvest his crop of soybeans. The com-

mentator explains that the soybean has been culti-

vated for centuries in the Orient. A map showing

first China and then the United States is accom-

panied by the explanation that the soybean has

been grown extensively in the United States since

1918. An agronomist is shown examining experi-

mental fields of the soybean as the commentator

explains that agriculture experiment stations have

played an important part in the development of the

use of the soybean in the United States. The

agronomist pulls up a plant for examination as the

commentator explains that he is interested in the

soybean as a means of conserving soil fertility.

In the laboratory the agronomist examines the

nodules which have formed on the roots of the

soybean plant. The commentator explains the

function of the bacteria-filled nodules in building

the nitrogen content of the soil. The agronomist

removes some soybean bacteria from a culture
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cabinet. The bacteria are mixed with charcoal.

Later, the bacteria-charcoal mixture is diluted

with water and sprinkled on some soybean seed,

thus inoculating the seed and making nodule

growth possible on new plants.

The agronomist decides to visit a nearby farm

where soybeans are being grown. On his way he

passes two fields of corn. One field is poor because

of improper rotation practice. The other field is

good because of the use of the soybean in a good

plan of crop rotation. The agronomist stops at the

roadside to talk to the fanner's wife, who is gather-

ing edible soybeans. When the agronomist arrives

at the soybean field, the farmer is mowing soybean

hay. They discuss the proper time for cutting

soybeans for this purpose. The fanner says that he

has another field of beans which he expects to

harvest in about a month. A combine is shown

in operation in a field of soybeans. Particular

attention is called to the fact that the combine

returns to the ground the straw containing much

nitrogen. A truck receives the beans from the

combine hopper and they are started on their way
to the processing plant.

At the processing plant the beans are dumped
out of the truck, cracked, and fed into expellers.

Soybean oil is shown trickling out of the compres-
sion chambers where, the commentator explains,

the beans have been subjected to intense heat and

great pressure. Soybean oil is also filtered. Brief

views indicate that the oil is used in paint, lino-

leum, shortening, and salad dressing. Meal, which

is fed to dairy and beef cattle, is shown coming out

of the press and being loaded into bags.

An industrial chemist is shown at work in his

laboratory as the commentator explains that such

men are working to find new uses for soybean oil

and meal. This particular chemist is striving to

improve the process by which soybean meal is

converted into a plastic. Some soybean meal is

mixed with formaldehyde, placed on calender

rolls which mix it with other ingredients, then

tested on a flow tester which records plasticity.

The mixture is placed in a mold which, in turn, is

placed in a hydraulic press, where it is subjected

to great pressure. The chemist removes a small

plastic article from the mold. Many articles made
from soybean plastics are displayed on a revolving

wheel. One finished piece of plastic material is

tested on a flexural testing machine. The agrono-

mists and the industrial chemist are shown at

work in their laboratories.

375. Science Rules the Rouge int-jh-sh 21min sd

Ford 1939

Other sources: Bos, Colo, lowaA&M, Kan,
Minn, NC, NH, Okla, SC, Tenn, VaBdE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) demon-

strating some scientific tests employed to insure

quality and uniformity in mass production of auto-

mobiles and (2) showing some aspects of the or-

ganization and operation of a factory engaged in

mass production. Found useful in developing an

appreciation of the relationship between science

and modern industry and in contrasting handicraft

methods with modern industrial production.

The film was reported as interesting and gen-

erally understandable for students. There is some

advertising, but teachers did not find it objec-

tionable.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Activities in Ford factories and labo-

ratories and some applications of science in build-

ing a modern motor car.

Opens with views of covered wagons and scenes

in a shop where wagons are made. A wagonmaker
measures a wheel and tire with a traveler as the

commentator says that craftsmen have always

appreciated the need for accuracy. As the wagon-
maker and a helper put a tire on a wheel, the com-

mentator says that in the days of hand labor a

wagon cost as much as a modern automobile.

Views of industrial plants, ore boats being un-

loaded, steel in a rolling mill, and a research labo-

ratory suggest some of the raw materials as well

as the complex industrial organization required to

produce an automobile.

A sequence on testing materials and insuring

uniformity of parts is introduced by the commen-

tator's statement that there are more than 15,000

parts in a Ford car. Upholstery fabric is tested

for color fastness in a device that intensifies the

effect of sunlight, and for wearing quality in a

machine that repeatedly rubs the fabric under

pressure. Noncorrosive qualities of stainless steel

are tested in a salt-spray room. The smoothness

of objects is measured by a profilograph. Crank-

shafts are X-rayed and cogs are tested in a com-

pression and tension machine. Axles are tested
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in a machine that twists them through nine rev-

olutions. Springs are tested for flexibility.

The commentator says that modern industry

depends largely on iron and steel and that metal

qualities must be uniform. A sample of steel is

taken from an open-hearth furnace, put in a high-

voltage spark gap, and the resulting spectrum

photographed. The commentator says that the

spectroscope analysis can be completed in eight

minutes. Tires are tested by dropping them on a

round knob. Fan belts are tested for wearing

qualities.

A sequence on measuring parts for uniformity is

introduced by views in the gauge room which, the

commentator says, is air conditioned to prevent

inaccuracies in the instruments due to changes in

temperature. Views of a piston-pin testing ma-

chine accompany the commentator's statement

that this machine tests hardness, roundness, finish,

taper, and absolute diameter to an accuracy of

25 millionths of an inch. Crankshafts are tested

for balance. The principle of the bounce test

machine for testing valve seats is illustrated when

a man bounces two ping-pong balls, one of which

is broken. The commentator says that in the

Ford laboratories more than 38,000 gauges are

used and that most of them are accurate to one

ten-thousandth of an inch.

Tests given finished cars are the subject of the

next sequence. A car is placed on a treadmill,

and the motor is checked while running wide open

under extreme conditions of temperature, dust,

wind, precipitation, humidity, and air pressure.

The amount of air drag offered by a car is deter-

mined in a wind tunnel. The efficiency of radia-

tors and batteries is checked in a cold room. The

degree of sound insulation is measured by checking

driving noise on several kinds of road surface at

different speeds. The ability of cars to stand up
on rough roads is tested by driving them over

"torture sections" at high speeds.

376. Seed Dispersal pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi
1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, Colu, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

El, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE,
Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil,

SamHous, SanAnt, SC, SD, StAmb, Syr,

Term, Tex, TexCW, VaBdE, Vt, WashSt,

Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing

ways in which the seeds of several plants are scat-

tered, (2) showing the germination of seeds, and

(3) indicating the effect of moisture on seed dis-

persal and germination. Should be useful in de-

veloping the concepts of struggle for survival in

the plant world.

Teachers and students reported that the methods

of seed dispersal were shown with unusual clarity.

Some of the seeds shown were not familiar to the

students. Successful use in the primary grades

was preceded by considerable study of the topic.

When used at the elementary school level, there

was much less emphasis on the technical aspects

of the presentation. The use of tune-lapse pho-

tography and photomicrography may confuse

young children unless this device is explained

to them.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. How seeds of plants are scattered.

An enlarged view of a poppy seed pod is accom-

panied by the comment that, when this pod is

shaken by the wind, the seeds are scattered like

salt from a salt shaker. Several plants are shown

to be adapted to use the wind as an agent for seed

dispersal. The seed of the goatsbeard is shown

to have a parachute-like attachment. A micro-

scopic view of the seed of the common thistle

shows that it is equipped with a trigger-like device.

Animation shows that the seed will be dropped
when the trigger is tripped by striking any ob-

struction.

The burdock seed is shown as an example of the

type of seed that depends upon hooks and spines

for dispersal. The commentator says that some

burrs are equipped with spines which irritate the

animal to which the seeds may cling and cause it

to scratch the seeds out. Some wool is shown

clinging to a seed.

The commentator says that warmth and mois-

ture are necessary for seed germination. The seed

of the porcupine grass with its corkscrew-like ap-

pendage is shown by photomicrography. The

commentator indicates that with alternate desic-

cation and humidification this appendage will curl

and straighten, thus boring the seed into the soil.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 33
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A time-lapse view demonstrates this process. The

germination of dandelion and cucumber seeds is

also shown by time-lapse photography. A micro-

scopic view of a sprouting sunflower seed accom-

panies the commentator's statement that this

plant uses the old seedcase as a shield as the young

plant pushes up through the soil.

Views of sprouting water cress and less sturdy

plants illustrate the statement by the commentator

that, when many different kinds of seeds sprout

at the same place, there ensues a struggle for

existence hi which the best adapted plants survive.

Where other plants die, grass is shown to be able

to survive because of food stored hi its root system.

Views of tame and wild oat seeds contrast their

ability to adapt. The commentator states that

the tame oat's inability to survive is due to the

influence of man.

377. Seeing Salem int-jh-sh I5min si Bell &
Howell (Paramount Pictures Corp.) 1937

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, Ind, IntFB,

Kan, Minn, Mo, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the arti-

facts and customs of New England colonists.

Found useful in (1) furnishing a basis for discussion

of the influence of the Puritans on American life

and (2) developing an appreciation of the hardi-

hood of New England colonists.

Teachers reported that the rich detail in the film

gave students a "feeling" of the life of the period.

Both teachers and students were particularly im-

pressed by the scenes of candlemaking and of reli-

gious activities. This film was edited from the

theatrical film, Maid of Salem. The presence of a

well-known actress increased student interest.

Photography is excellent; titles are adequate.

Contents. Glimpses of life in the New England

colony of Salem.

In a New England colonial kitchen a woman is

dipping candles. Candles are packed in hand-

woven baskets for delivery to customers. A girl

(Claudette Colbert) takes up the basket, passes

through the street, crosses the common where

soldiers are drilling, and delivers candles at a fisher-

man's cottage. Returning to the village she comes

upon a crowd gathered around the town crier, who
announces that a new cowherd has been appointed
and that the old one is to be placed in the stocks

for neglect of duty. A close-up reveals the word-

ing of the proclamation. The old cowherd is

arrested and placed in the stocks. The new cow-
herd takes over the rod of office. When the girl

delivers candles to the doctor, she finds him treat-

ing a boy's black eye with a leech. After the boy
leaves, the doctor gives her a lace-trimmed bonnet
and says, "You may wear it to church tomorrow
if you dare."

The sexton tolls the bell calling the colonists to

worship. During the service an officer patrols the

aisles, wakening those who fall asleep. The stern-

faced minister exhorts his flock to beware of the

frivolity
(

of women who bedeck themselves with

lace bonnets. Leaving the church the girl is

snubbed by all, for she has worn her new bonnet.

Families set out for home with the father in the

lead carrying his musket. A view of the selectmen

and deacons of the church is followed by a

title stating that, frivolity rebuked, they discuss

something more important, a house-raising. There

follow views of the men of the community building
a house while the ladies prepare food. Titles state

that the colonists "built their homes," "built

citizens," and "built early America."

378. Sentinels of Safety int-jh-sh llmin sd Aetna

1937

Other sources: OreSt, VaBdE

Appraisal. Reported good for showing some

common causes of home accidents and suggesting

ways of avoiding them.

Some of the accidents shown appeared "staged"
and caused some amusement; this did not, how-

ever, appear to detract greatly from the effective-

ness of the film. An analogy is made between

safety in the home and the safety provided by the

police force, the fire department, the army, and

the navy.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Dramatization of some common
causes of household accidents and ways to avoid

them.

Views of battleships, military parades, coastal

defense guns, and charging cavalry are shown as

the commentator says that millions of dollars are

spent each year to guard against outside invasion.

Police officers, firemen, and ambulance drivers are

called "sentinels of safety." Members of all these

groups, says the commentator, are employed to

protect the welfare of the nation. The commenta-
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tor also says that there are dangers in the home

that claim thousands of lives each year.

A man falls when he steps on a toy that has been

left on a stairway. A man carrying a trunk falls

through a step on his basement stairs. Another

man coming downstairs bumps his head on a low

beam. The commentator suggests that basements

should be well lighted and the light switch conven-

iently placed. When a man searches for a gas

leak with a lighted match, an explosion results.

The commentator says that gas leaks should be

located and repaired by a plumber.

A woman washing clothes in the kitchen sink

spills water on the floor on which she is standing.

When she turns on a light with a chain switch,

she gets a shock. The commentator suggests the

wearing of rubber galoshes for this type of work.

Another woman washes clothes in gasoline in her

kitchen where a stove is being used. An explosion

results. The commentator suggests that clothes

be sent to a reliable dry-cleaning establishment.

After a little girl removes her roller skates and

leaves them on the stairs, her mother comes and

makes her put them in a safer place. The com-

mentator says that one-third of home accidents are

due to burns. A child who is playing on the floor

pulls on the tablecloth and causes a pot of hot

coffee to fall on him. A safer procedure is demon-

strated when the same child is shown in a small pen
on the floor. A woman carrying a tray of food

falls when she slips on a throw rug on a polished

floor. The use of a skidproof pad to prevent such

accidents is demonstrated. The commentator

says that falls cause more than 40 per cent of the

accidents. A man trips over a loose stair rug and

falls downstairs. The commentator says that such

loose rugs are a common cause of accidents. A
woman drops grease on the floor, steps on it, and

falls. Means of preventing such accidents are

demonstrated. Pans on a stove are turned so that

their handles are in such a position that they can-

not be easily struck. The commentator suggests

that, when grease is spilled on the floor, it should

be cleaned up immediately. A man sets up a

ladder in the loose soil of a flower bed. When he

climbs it, the feet of the ladder sink and he is thrown

to the ground. This may be prevented by placing

a small board under the feet of the ladder.

As a man answering the door in bare feet steps

on a tack, the commentator says that stepping on

sharp objects with bare feet often has serious conse-

quences. Starting a fire in a cookstove with kero-

sene causes an explosion. A hand reaches for two

bottles on a shelf. The one labeled "Poison" has

several pins in its stopper so that it may be detected

in the dark. Proper care in opening canned goods
is demonstrated. Right and wrong methods of

sharpening pencils with knives are demonstrated.

The use of a mat to prevent falls in getting in and

out of a bathtub is shown. A man who has left

a hoe and a rake lying on the ground trips on them
as he goes indoors to answer the telephone. An-

other man falls when he leans back in a broken

chair.

Several ways to prevent household accidents are

suggested. A man repairs a chair. Another re-

pairs an electric switch. Still another puts up a

rake and a hoe. A woman hands clothes to a de-

livery boy and indicates that they are to be sent

to the cleaners.

379. Servant of the People int-jh-sh 21min sd

Teaching Film Custodians (Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer Pictures) 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ColFC, Ga, Ind,

Mich, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, PaCW,
Tenn, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) suggesting

the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation,

(2) showing the drafting and signing of the Consti-

tution, and (3) indicating the important contro-

versies that arose and compromises made at the

convention. Found useful for developing an ap-

preciation of the Constitution and of the men who
drafted it.

Students and teachers were almost unanimously
enthusiastic about this film. They reported that

the dramatization was simple and effective.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. The drafting and signing of the

United States Constitution.

Under the Articles of Confederation states are

legislating against each other, and the weak central

government is powerless to act. Farmers from

Vermont attempt to cross the Massachusetts state

boundary with their produce and are stopped by
state officials. New Yorkers refuse to accept
Rhode Island money. Washington, Hamilton,
and Madison discuss the chaos that has resulted

from the weakness of the Articles of Confederation.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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It is decided that a meeting will be called to revise commentator says that the New Deal stepped in

the Articles.

At the convention it is discovered that a revision

of the Articles is not enough, that there must be a

new constitution. The convention meets behind

closed doors. There are heated debates over im-

portant issues. Paterson of New Jersey supports

a plan by which all of the states will be represented

equally. Randolph of Virginia proposes a plan

providing for two houses with representation

favorable to the large states. The slavery ques-

tion is debated. Benjamin Franklin urges com-

promises, and agreements are reached on the major
issues. Members of the convention affix their

names to the completed document.

380. The Sharecroppers jh-sh-c 8min sd March of

Time 1936

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ColFC, Ga, 111,

IntFB, Kan, Minn, OhioDptE, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) present-

ing important economic problems resulting from

the one-crop system of the South and (2) dramatiz-

ing the resistance made to the effort to organize

southern tenant farmers and sharecroppers.

Should be useful in developing an appreciation of

the urgency and importance of economic problems
of the South.

The points of view of both the landowner and

the tenant are presented. Dramatic and fast-

moving, the film does not attempt to tell a complete

story but merely indicates the more salient

features.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Factors behind the plight of the

southern tenant farmers.

As laborers gathering cotton are shown, the com-

mentator says that this crop holds the South in

economic bondage. There follows a series of rapid

views of tenant farmers' homes and of the people

who live in them. The commentator says that

5,500,000 whites and 3,000,000 Negroes are victims

of the one-crop system, that they own no land for

themselves but farm 60 per cent of the South's

cotton acreage. A planter landlord talks with his

tenant farmer and contends that he is not making
much money either. In a cotton warehouse are

stacked thousands of bales of surplus cotton.

As a farmer plows under a row of cotton, the

and ordered acreage reduction. As a result, he

says, many people were let off the land.

The commentator says that much money was

paid out in benefits, but that some sharecroppers

failed to receive their share. Reporters interview

a Washington official who lost his job because of

farmers' protests. Scenes that follow indicate the

growth of a union for tenant farmers. There are

cries of, "We ain't got a thing to show for it!" and

"Join the tenant farmers' union and make our

country worth while to live in!" At union head-

quarters in Memphis, farmers wait in line, join up,

and pay dues. Handbills indicate the union's

demands.

As weary, disheveled people trudge along coun-

try roads, the commentator says that they are

homeless because of curtailed production and their

participation in union activities. Union sympa-
thizers incite farmers to strike. The landowners

discuss plans to combat the strikers. Armed with

clubs, they climb aboard cars and rush to the scene

of disorder.

A southern woman union organizer and a

preacher start to investigate the killing of a Negro

sharecropper. The car in which they are riding is

overtaken by several planters who order the driver

to continue down the road. They stop, pull the

man out, and administer a whipping as the woman
watches from the car. She is pulled out of the car

as one of the mob says, "Come on, sister, you're

next!"

The governor of Arkansas says that he is not in

sympathy with outsiders in the role of agitators.

The commentator explains that observers agree

that the economic distress is not the fault of the

planters but of the one-crop system.

A graph showing world cotton production and

exports from the various countries is accompanied

by the comment that other countries have taken

away much of the foreign market. A map of

southern United States appears as the commenta-

tor says that cotton's traditional boundaries are

moving westward to Texas and Oklahoma where

large-scale industrialized methods produce cheaper

cotton.

381. Shell-Fishing pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi

1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Mich,
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Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
SamHous, Syr, TexCW, VaBdE, WashSt,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for providing

information on the catching, canning, packing, and

marketing of clams, oysters, crabs, and lobsters,

and good for demonstrating the need for conserva-

tion laws that regulate shellfishing. Found useful

in developing appreciations of the economic value

of shellfish, the work and organization required to

supply us with an important food, and the effects

of invention on a very old industry.

Use of maps and of voices characteristic of the

various fishing regions was generally liked by

teacher and students. In the lower elementary

grades some teachers found the vocabulary some-

what advanced, and a few teachers reported that

the use of different voices was confusing. Teachers

should note that not all important varieties of

shellfish are shown in the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Activities of people engaged in east-

ern seaboard shellfishing as they work with clams,

oysters, crabs, and lobsters.

Clam digging on the Massachusetts coast is

shown. Several men dig young clams for replant-

ing in less crowded areas. Mature clams are dug,

sold to buyers, and sent to a shucking house. Here

they are trimmed, cleaned, washed, and packed

for market. Several ways in which they are pre-

pared for table use are shown.

Principal oyster beds of Long Island Sound and

of Chesapeake and Delaware Bays are indicated

on a map. There follow scenes on a Virginia oyster

farm where seed oysters are transplanted to feeding

grounds. Full-grown oysters are harvested by a

dredge boat which scoops them off the bottom. A
5-year-old and a 2-year-old oyster are compared in

size. After a boat has been loaded, it returns to a

shucking house where the oysters are dumped into

hoppers, shucked, washed, and packed in cans.

Some are packed in baskets with ice for shipment

to distant points.

Middle Atlantic tidewater crab areas are shown

on a map. Views of activities there follow. A
long line is baited and lowered into the water.

Crabs that hold on to the baited line are hauled

into the net. Close-ups of big crabs are followed

by scenes at a packing house where meat is picked

off, packed in cans, iced, and shipped to market.

A map of eastern United States indicates the

location of lobster grounds along the Maine and

Massachusetts shores. Views of a lobster boat are

followed by close-ups of several lobsters as they
are measured to determine their fitness for market.

Some are thrown back to grow larger; several of

suitable size are placed in a basket and taken to a

company plant. Here some are boiled and cut;

others are shipped to market in barrels containing

nests of seaweed and ice.

382. Shelter int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, LaDptE,

Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NM, OhioDptE

Okla, OreSt, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous,

SanAnt, SC, Syr, Tenn, TexCW, TexTech,

VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

various types of shelter found the world over and

(2) indicating many of the materials and skills re-

quired in the construction of modern buildings.

Found useful (1) in stressing the cooperation which

is necessary between the various occupations and

industries responsible for the construction of

modern buildings, (2) in suggesting the progress

which has been made in providing shelter, (3) in

leading into a discussion of the problem of poor

housing, both rural and urban, and (4) in develop-

ing the concept that housing requirements differ

with the culture and climate.

Teachers reported that it served to give an over-

view of the topic rather than a detailed treatment

of any one aspect.

Photography is uneven in quality, sound good.

Contents. Types of shelter found the world over

and materials and skills used in their construction.

As many types of buildings are shown, the com-

mentator says, "Wherever people live, they must

have shelter from heat and cold and storm." A
home, factory, school, museum, apartment build-

ing, and skyscraper are presented as specific types

of shelter built to meet particular needs. Simple

types of shelter used today are indicated by views

of a cave used by campers, a Boy Scout's tent, a

mountain climber's cabin, and a tent rolled and

strapped to the side of an automobile. An auto

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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trailer is shown in some detail as a newer type of

shelter.

Forms of shelter used in cultures other than our

own are illustrated. A close-up of permanent
Eskimo dwellings reveals that they are made of

pieces of wood and skins. Another scene shows

an Eskimo constructing an igloo of ice and snow.

Some of the natives of Siberia build cone-shaped
huts on stilts above snow level. Houses of Central

Africa also are built on stilts in order, the com-

mentator says, to avoid wet ground and wild ani-

mals. Palm leaves are laid by natives as a roof

covering. Hopi Indians are shown making adobe

bricks of clay and straw.

In the following sequence, materials used in

modern construction are indicated. A mason con-

structs a wall of regular bricks. Several scenes

suggest the procedures in the making of bricks.

Stone is quarried and polished, and cement is mixed

and carried in trucks to be poured into forms of a

new house under construction. Several modern

concrete buildings are shown, as the commentator

says that many buildings are shaped around a

framework of steel to make them stronger. The

process of steelmaking is followed from a Minne-

sota iron mine, through the mills, to a finished

girder. The production and use of glass as a build-

ing material is also suggested.

As primitive workmen are shown constructing an

arch of rough stone, the commentator says that

today we employ many different kinds of workers

to construct our houses. There follow views indi-

cating the parts played by architects, truck drivers,

carpenters, plasterers, electricians, plumbers, and

painters in construction work. Inside a well-built

modern home, a family gathers at the radio. Chil-

dren play on the lawn, which is neatly landscaped.

In contrast to such surroundings, there follow

views of old, weather-beaten farmhouses and

crowded tenement houses. The commentator says

that all homes today are not the best and that

some should be torn down and replaced.

383. Shep The Farm Dog pri-int llmin sd Erpi

1939

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, Ky, Me,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) telling

the story of a farm dog and his young master, (2)

showing some of the habits and characteristics of

farm dogs, and (3) indicating some of the work of

farm dogs. Found useful in (1) stimulating inter-

est in pets, (2) developing an appreciation of dogs
as friendly and useful animals, and (3) serving as a

basis for language and art activities.

Teachers reported that the film's value was
enhanced by excellent photography, appealing boy
and dog characters, and naturalness and simplicity
of story. Students' responses to the film were

unusually favorable.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Story of a farm dog and his master.

In the farmyard, Shep is waiting to perform his

morning chores. The cows emerge from the barn

and Shep starts them down the lane. Tommy,
Shep's master, follows in a leisurely fashion as the

commentator says that Shep does all the work.

When the last cow has entered the pasture gate,

Tommy puts the gate rails in place, and he and

Shep return to the farmhouse. Lying on the lawn,

Shep licks his paws to remove irritating small clods

of earth. He also removes prickly burrs from his

fur with his teeth. Suddenly he hears the chickens

in the garden and runs to drive them out. The

commentator says that this is one of Shep's most

important jobs. Tommy comes out of the house

with Shep's breakfast of beef scraps and eggs. He
conceals a bone which he has brought as a surprise

for Shep. When Shep has finished his breakfast,

Tommy makes him sit up for the bone. There are

close-ups showing that the dog uses his back teeth

to gnaw the bone and his front teeth to pick off

fragments of meat. Shep digs a hole in the soft

earth at one corner of the garden and buries the

bone.

The commentator says that in early afternoon

Tommy and Shep have time for play. They pass

through a cornfield; Tommy climbs the rail fence,

and Shep leaps gracefully after. Shep hears a

woodchuck, but it runs into its hole before Shep

can catch it. He tries to dig it out, but Tommy
says, "We can't get him now." As they continue

through the woods, Tommy throws a stick for Shep

to retrieve. When they reach a pond, Tommy
throws the stick in and Shep plunges in after it.

Peeling down to his swimming trunks, Tommy
dives into the pool. Shep stands in the shallow

water and laps up a drink. Tommy pretends to be

drowning, and Shep jumps in and tows him out.
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The commentator says that Shep could save

Tommy's life if he had to. While Tommy dresses,

Shep shakes himself and rolls in the grass to get

dry.

In the evening Shep runs around the chicken

coop and the farmhouse. The commentator says

that it is Shep's job to guard the farm from night

prowlers. Finally, Shep goes into his kennel and

lies down to sleep.

384. Siberia int-jh-sh 30min si Eastman 1937

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, 111, Ind, lowaA&M,

Kan, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) suggesting

the topography, climate, vegetation, and resources

of Siberia and (2) giving impressions of the customs

of some of the different peoples who live there.

Should be useful as a basis for contrasting the tools

and customs of a simple culture with those of our

more complex way of life.

The scenes dealing with the life of the Tungus

people are particularly good. Teachers should

consult the teacher's handbook accompanying the

film since the titles do not always clarify the scenes

and action.

Photography is good.

Contents. Impressions of the land and the

people of Siberia.

A view of a Siberian landscape with a train in the

distance is followed by the title, "The Trans-

Siberian Railroad is nearly 5,000 miles long." An

interior view of a dining car on the Trans-Siberian

Railroad shows a waiter serving food to the passen-

gers. In contrast to the modern railroad there is a

view of a wagon road with its mud and deep-cut

ruts. A view of the Alexandrovski Prison is fol-

lowed by views of men identified by the fihn title

as former political exiles. In Irkutsk children are

shown playing in the street. Other scenes in

Irkutsk include the government gold institute and

government-built apartment houses. A news-

paper is posted on a bulletin board where it is

read by passers-by. Workers are shown partici-

pating in outdoor sports.

Life on a typical homestead is suggested by views

of members of a family performing simple tasks

about the home. At a government school there

are views of children in class and at play. Another

government service is illustrated by views of pa-

tients at a sanitarium. In the kitchen of the

sanitarium large kettles of food are being cooked.

Views of horses, goats, sheep, and yaks follow a

title stating that the steppes are ideal for grazing.

Primitive transportation is indicated by horse-

drawn vehicles. Scenes of antiquated agricultural

methods a crude horse-drawn reaper, a man cut-

ting grain with a hand scythe, and workers binding

grain into bundles are followed by scenes of

modern tractors. Food for the workers is pre-

pared in the field over an open fire. People are

shown looking at pictures of famous farmworkers.

Close-ups of Buriats show another type of racial

group found in Russia. The religion of the Buriats

is indicated by views of a Buddhist temple and of

religious ceremonies.

Reel 2 is concerned with remote parts of Siberia

and their primitive inhabitants. It opens with

views of fishermen at work on Lake Baikal. Fish

catching, smoking, drying, and packing operations

are shown. Primitive methods of extracting gold

sluicing and panning are shown in contrast

with modern gold dredging. A title indicating

that the government is introducing modern ma-

chinery is followed by views of a cream separator
on the porch of a log cabin and of a woman operat-

ing a sewing machine. The title, "Shamanism is

the native religion," is followed by views of a group
of people gathered in front of a Buriat Mongolian

yurt and of a religious ritual.

The concluding section of the fihn is descriptive

of the life of the Tungus people who live north of

Lake Baikal. A tribe is shown in its summer quar-

ters. Shelter is furnished by wigwam structures.

One woman is shown eating a meal inside a wig-

wam. As the tribe prepares to move to winter

quarters, the wigwam's covering of birch bark

is removed and rolled into a bundle. The equip-

ment is packed on the back of reindeer. At the

winter quarters, which are more substantially con-

structed, a man brings home a large fish and gives

it to a woman for cooking. A man trims a rein-

deer's horns, a mother reindeer nurses her young,

and children play with a pet reindeer. A man

lights his pipe by striking a flint with a piece of

steel. One woman is softening animal skins and

another is sewing a birch-bark basket. There are

views of a government-operated school, a sani-

tarium, and a government store.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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385. Silver Shadows int-jh-sh-c 23min sd Bell &
Howell 1936 (edited 1940)

Other sources: OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing some

examples of early motion pictures and for suggest-

ing some of the improvements that have been

made. Found useful in acquainting students with

some of the stars and motion pictures of the silent

period.

Teachers may find that the somewhat facetious

commentary detracts from the film's educational

value. The film is mainly composed of bits from

silent films showing famous stars of the past. It

was edited from the longer film March of the

Movies.

Photography is good for the periods represented;

sound, good.

Contents. The history of the silent motion pic-

ture in the United States, sketched through the use

of bits from several old silent films.

A title sets the date at 1896. There follow views

from some of the first motion pictures Coney

Island, elevated trains, New York's police depart-

ment on parade, the Cakewalk, horse-drawn fire

engines, and an Easter parade on Fifth Avenue.

A title states that the first open-air motion pic-

ture studio was built on the roof of a New York

building in 1897. Scenes follow from Sister's Beau,

the first comedy produced there. The first news-

reel service is inaugurated in 1898. J. Stuart

Blackton and Albert E. Smith, early motion picture

producers, show how they used miniatures in

making Dewcy's Victory at Manila Bay. Trick

photography appears in 1900 with A Visit to the

Magician. The electric nickelodeons, which first

appeared in 1902, are patronized by large audi-

ences, who watch Clara Kimball Young and Syd-

ney Drew burlesque movie melodrama.

The next sequence presents many movie stars

of the past in bits of the films that made them

famous. Actors and actresses presented include

Blanche Sweet, Henry Walthall, Lillian Gish,

Maurice Costello, Lionel Barrymore, Rudolph

Valentino, Milton Sills, Tom Mix, Francis X. Bush-

man, Wallace McDonald, Mary Pickford, Charlie

Chaplin, William S. Hart, Richard Barthelmess,

Mae McEvoy, Victor McLaglen, Marguerite De
La Motte, Harold Lloyd, Gary Cooper, Dolores Del

Rio, Bebe Daniels, Esther Ralston, Norma Shearer,

Dolores Costello, Louise Fazenda, Buster Keaton,
Lon Chancy, and Douglas Fairbanks. Some
scenes are taken from such films as Pollyanna,
Power of the Press, The White Sister, ToVabk

David, The Birth of a Nation, The Hunchback of

Notre Dame, The Mark of Zorro, and Monsieur

Beaucaire.

386. Simple Machines jh-sh ISmin si Eastman

1929

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

Colo, Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

PaCW, PaMil, Syr, Tenn, TexTech,

VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

the basic principles of the lever, wheel, and inclined

plane and suggesting practical applications, varia-

tions, and combinations of these simple machines.

Found useful in showing the relation of simple to

complex machines, and should be useful in develop-

ing an appreciation of the importance of applica-

tions of scientific principles in daily life.

Animated diagrams illustrating scientific prin-

ciples are followed by scenes showing the applica-

tion of these principles.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Principles and practical applications

of the lever, wheel, inclined plane, and combina-

tions of these simple machines.

A sequence on the lever begins with views of two

boys on a seesaw and of a woman drawing water

with an old-fashioned sweep. An animated dia-

gram shows the fulcrum, effort, and resistance.

The next sequence illustrates the three classes of

levers. There are views of a crane unloading ore

from a lake boat. A man moves a timber by using

a bar as a lever. Titles show the location of the

effort, resistance, and fulcrum. A diagram of the

man's arm illustrates another type of lever. A
simple scale used to weigh a piece of steel and a

platform scale used to weigh truckloads of material

are shown as examples of other levers. A title

states that dial scales have curved levers, and a

diagram shows this.

A sequence on wheels begins with views of a

rotary pump and of a girl drawing water with an

old-fashioned windlass. There is an animated dia-

gram of a windlass showing that it is a lever of the

first class. A factory machine and a well pulley
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illustrate a title stating that a fixed pulley changes

the direction of a force. A wrecking car with a

derrick illustrates the use of block and tackle and

wheel and axle. An animated diagram shows that

the movable pulley operates like a lever of the

second class and thus produces a mechanical

advantage. Another animated diagram shows the

operation of a four-pulley eight-rope system.

Views of automobiles ascending a steep hill and

of a man climbing a circular staircase introduce a

sequence on the inclined plane. An auger and a

jack suggest two practical applications of the in-

clined plane. Animation of an airplane in flight

shows that the propeller in pulling the airplane

through the air works in a manner analogous to

that of a rotating screw. Views of the prow of a

boat and of a cutting tool suggest the work of the

wedge.

The final sequence is on combinations of simple

machines. A steam shovel bites into the earth

and loads a truck. A diagram points out the parts

of the steam shovel that utilize the principles of

the wedge, pulley, lever, and wheel and axle. A
loaded truck drives out of the pit, and an animated

diagram shows that the roadway is an inclined

plane.

387. Sinews from the Soil int-jh-sh lOmin sd U. S.

Interior 1935

Other sources: Ga, 111, OreSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving im-

pressions of products, industries, transportation

facilities, and scenic spots of Minnesota and (2)

showing the work of the Civilian Conservation

Corps in Minnesota.

The organization of the film is somewhat con-

fused; after starting to give a documentary treat-

ment of the state of Minnesota, it turns to an expo-

sition of the work of the Civilian Conservation

Corps.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Impressions of the resources, indus-

tries, and cities of Minnesota; and activities of the

Civilian Conservation Corps in that state.

There are views of lakes, lumber mills, dairy

herds, hayfields, and threshing operations as the

commentator says that Minnesota, once third in

the production of lumber, is now more important
for dairy products and hardy grains. There are

several views of open-pit mining operations, and

the iron deposits of Minnesota are located on a

map. The commentator says that Hibbing, the

main ore center, is an ultramodern town. There

are views of Ribbing's business and residential

sections, its high school, and its old residential

sections which have been abandoned.

A sequence on the commercial resources of Min-

nesota begins with views of canal locks. The com-

mentator says that although some iron is smelted

in Minnesota, most of it is shipped out over the

lakes. There follow several views of ore-loading

operations and dock facilities at the harbor of

Duluth. The commentator says that Duluth

ranks second only to New York in tonnage of com-

mercial freight. Several scenes of the city of

Duluth are shown along with views of the lift

bridge over the ship canal.

A sequence on the work of the Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps in Minnesota begins with a map locating

some CCC projects. There are views of bridges,

picnic grounds, roads, trails, park shelters, and

guard walls which have been built or repaired by
the Civilian Conservation Corps. There are also

views of the reconstructed John Jacob Astor

trading post.

388. Ski Flight (Vitaphone Varieties Series) int-

jh-sh-c lOmin sd Teaching Film Custodians

(Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.) 1938

Other sources: Bos, OhioDptE, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for demonstrating the

Hannes Schneider skiing technique. Should be

useful in developing an interest in and an apprecia-

tion of this sport.

Use of slow-motion and stop-motion photog-

raphy makes careful observation of form and tech-

nique possible. The photography gives a feeling

of the beauty of the sport.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Fundamentals of skiing technique,

demonstrated by Otto Lang.

Lang places sealskins over the surfaces of his

waxed skis, then fastens them firmly to his feet.

He walks across the snow as the commentator says

that walking on skis should be "a gliding, sliding

over the snow surface." The first demonstration

is of the Schuss, a direct descent on the fall line.

The second is of the snow plow, which follows the

fall line but with the skis placed in a V-shaped

position. The third is of the snow plow turn, in

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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which the skier crosses and recrosses the fall line

by shifting body weight. The fourth is the stem

turn, in which the transverse course of the run is

of greater length than the downward. The fifth

is the stem Christiania, which depends upon the

motion of the body to balance the turn. The

sixth is the high-speed parallel Christiania. Slow-

motion as well as stop-motion photography is

used for the techniques demonstrated.

In the concluding sequence Lang does a beauti-

ful and spectacular downhill ski flight.

389. The Skin int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1930

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Buck, Calif,

Colo, Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, PaMil,

Tenn, Tex, TexCW, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

structure and growth of the skin, hair, and nails

and (2) suggesting the desirability of keeping the

skin clean. Should be useful in developing habits

of cleanliness.

Teachers reported that diagrams showing the

structure of the skin were clear.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The structure of the skin and the

importance of keeping the skin clean.

A man picks up a fish and starts to scale it.

A close-up shows the scales of the fish. Other

skins are shown in views of a crocodile, an ostrich,

an elephant, and a black bear. A young lady

examines her skin with a reading glass. There

are highly magnified views of human skin.

A sequence on the structure of the skin begins

with a diagram of a cross section of the epidermis.

The horny layer, clear cells, granular cells, and

growing layer are pointed out. The cells of the

growing layer are seen to divide and push outward,

flattening as they go. To the original diagram is

added a cross section of the derma. Connective

tissue fibers, subcutaneous fat cells, blood vessels,

and touch corpuscles are labeled. There is a

close-up of a forearm being jabbed with a rod,

and a diagram shows how the touch corpuscle is

stimulated by the pressure. An animated dia-

gram of a sweat gland suggests the formation and

secretion of sweat.

A sequence on the hair and nails begins with a

diagram of a cross section of the skin showing a

hair follicle. A diagram of the follicle itself shows
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nerves encircling the hair shaft, blood vessels, and

the hair muscle. An animated diagram shows that

a hair stands on end when the hair muscle con-

tracts. A title stating that contractions of skin

muscles produce goose flesh is followed by a

close-up of this phenomenon. A diagram of the

skin shows the sebaceous glands, and a diagram
of a sebaceous gland suggests the manner in which

it secretes wax and oil. A title states that nails

are outgrowths of the epidermis, and diagrams
show the parts and structure of the nail. A
superimposed title states that the nail grows by
division of the living cells at the root.

A sequence on the care of the skin is introduced

by a close-up of a pimple, and a title stating that

lack of cleanliness allows infection. An animated

diagram of a hair follicle shows that bacterial

growth is likely to attack the skin when the hair

follicles become plugged with dirt. A title states

that thorough washing keeps the skin clean. A
boy who has been working on his bicycle examines

his dirty hands, then goes and washes them. A
boy raking dry leaves stops and examines his

blistered hand. An animated diagram shows that

a blister forms between the horny layer and the

growing layer of the epidermis. A title states that

it is better to leave a blister unopened, but, if it

breaks or is opened, it should be protected.

390. The Snapping Turtle int-jh-sh 1 Imin sd Erpi

1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Mich, Minn, NC,

OhioDptE, SD, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal Excellent for showing the repro-

duction, hibernation, and food getting of the

snapping turtle. Should be useful in the ele-

mentary grades in stimulating interests and ac-

tivities related to the film.

This film is a photographic nature record and

succeeds in being both interesting and scientific.

Careful photographic treatment is largely responsi-

ble for the success of the film.

Photography and sound are technically ex-

cellent.

Contents. Life activities of the snapping turtle.

In the pond where the snapping turtle lives

there are many other animals. Minnows dart

about in search of food, a snail stretches out of

its shell, an eel glides by, bullheads swim about,

:ollege; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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and a dragonfly nymph moves through the water.

At the bottom of the pond the snapping turtle

has begun to crawl about. As it swims up through

the water, the commentator calls attention to the

fact that the bottom side of its shell is clean,

while the top side is covered with algae. When
the turtle comes to the surface to breathe, the

commentator calls attention to the fact that it

has lungs, and is really a land animal. As a

close-up of the eyes is shown, it is stated that the

turtle's eye has two eyelids and a thin transparent

membrane to protect it. The commentator says

that, while snapping turtles may eat small ani-

mals, most of their diet is made up of water plants.

A female snapping turtle crawls out of the pond
and trundles along on the land. Near by there

is a painted turtle. The two turtles meet but

are not the least bit interested in each other.

The commentator says that the snapping turtle

may find a mate at any time during the summer.

The snapping turtle digs a nest in the warm loose

soil and lays her eggs. The egg-laying process is

speeded up in the film. When the last of the

eggs is laid, the turtle scoops soil over them with

her hind legs, and starts back for the pond. On
her way she meets a dog. The dog barks at her,

and she strikes at him, but the dog keeps his dis-

tance.

A skunk discovers the nest of turtle eggs. He
uncovers and starts to eat them, but is frightened

away by a barking dog.

After three months the eggs begin to hatch. A
young turtle pushes its way out of the shell. At

first the young turtles practice walking about the

nest, then they find their way to the pond. In

the pond they begin to search for food. One

snaps at a back swimmer, but it gets away. A
dragonfly nymph is caught and eaten. Mother

Snapper passes by one of her young, but she gives

it no attention. The commentator explains that

turtles do not protect their young. A crayfish

passes near Mother Snapper. She strikes, but the

crayfish escapes.

In late autumn the snapper digs a burrow at the

bottom of the pond. The pond freezes over dur-

ing the winter while the turtle hibernates.

391. Social Security Benefits jh-sh-c 18min sd

Social Security Bd. 1939

Other sources: Calif, Minn, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for explaining the

purpose, provisions, and operation of the Social

Security Act as it pertains to old-age and survivors

benefits. Found useful as a basis for a study of

the responsibility of the government in providing

for the aged.

The film traces a case from the time applica-

tion for benefit is made to the payment of the

claim. It was thought that this organization re-

sulted in a more technical and detailed treatment

of that aspect of the subject than is required for

general education purposes. Teachers said that

they would like to have had more emphasis placed

on the reasons for the Social Security Act.

Photography is good, sound fair.

Contents. Steps involved in obtaining old-age

or survivors insurance benefits under the Social

Security Act.

Typical clients of the Social Security Board are

shown in interviews. A widow whose husband

had been receiving retirement benefits is told

that she may qualify for half the benefits as his

survivor. An aged man whose sole means of

support had been his now deceased daughter is

told he is eligible for assistance under old-age

insurance. A young widow with a dependent

child is given financial benefits under the survivors

insurance provisions.

Joe Johnson's case serves as the basis for a

dramatization of the steps involved in obtaining

old-age benefits. In an interview, Joe learns that

he must first fill out an application for old-age

benefits. The Social Security interviewer tells

him that this application must include verification

of his age and eligibility for benefits. When Joe

asks how much his monthly benefits will be, the

interviewer makes an approximate calculation

based on Joe's past earnings. Joe learns that he

may earn as much as $15 in any month without

losing that month's benefit.

A sequence dealing with the manner in which

social security accounts are kept begins with

panoramic views of the Baltimore office of the

Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance.

Inside views of the receiving section are accom-

panied by the commentator's statement that an

advance notice of a claim is sent to this office to

expedite payment. Scenes of various offices,

clerks, and machines are shown as the com-

mentator describes the steps in checking and

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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totaling the wage record, determining the validity

of the claim, calculating the amount of the benefits

to be paid, and preparing and signing the voucher

for the Treasury Department.
Scenes in the Treasury Department show the

checking of the voucher. The steps in actual

payment of the claim are illustrated by views of

clerks at the addressograph machine, the check-

writing machine, the check-signing machine, and

the machine that places each check in an envelope

and seals it. Joe Johnson receives his first old-

age benefit check.

392. Soil Erosion jh-sh 6min sd March of Time

1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Minn,

OhioDptE, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving a vivid

impression of the results of soil erosion, (2) il-

lustrating some of the techniques of erosion

control, and (3) showing the cooperation between

the federal government and the community in

combating soil erosion. Found useful in show-

ing the relation of vegetation, precipitation, and

erosion and in indicating the relation of human

welfare and natural resources.

The film was particularly effective in showing

the havoc and desolation caused by dust storms.

The film seems best as an introduction to the

subject, since it does not give much detail.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The ravages of soil erosion in the

dust bowl of the Southwest, and some of the

measures taken by community leaders and the

federal government to stop erosion and restore

fertility to the soil.

A view of a wind-eroded field is followed by
scenes in the Chicago Board of Trade. The

commentator says that, while grain prices have

advanced 300 to 600 per cent above depression

levels, many of the farmers who should benefit

from such an increase in price are destitute.

Farmers, victims of the dust bowl, are shown with

furniture loaded on trucks and wagons as they

prepare to abandon their farms. Farm imple-

ments, half-covered with sand, stand idle.

At Dalhart, Texas, a publisher is shown organiz-

ing a "Last Man Club." "Are we going to stay

here until hell freezes over?" he thunders to the

club members as they cheer loudly. After the

publisher has made a tour of the devastated areas,

he tells a reporter to write a story that will make
the front page of every newspaper in the country.

A group of irate citizens gather in the publisher's

office protesting the frank statement of soil condi-

tions. He answers their protests: "All right.

But, if something isn't done about this land, hi a

few years you'll find out." Scenes of black,

choking dust storms accompany the commentator's

explanation that, three years after the publisher's

warning, conditions had become even worse and

that at least nine and one-half million acres had

succumbed to the dust menace.

A close-up of a newspaper headline indicates

that the first emergency federal grant for dust bowl

reclamation went to Dalhart, Texas. Surveyors

and soil experts are shown at work. Reservoirs

are dug to conserve the scanty rainfall. Land

is terraced and contoured to prevent the spread
of erosion. Sod is stripped from grassland and

transplanted to barren land. Trees are planted

to act as windbreaks. Scientific strip planting is

undertaken in some areas. H. H. Bennett, of the

United States Department of Agriculture, says

that overplanting has contributed largely to wind

and water erosion. As the commentator says

that the Department of Agriculture has undertaken

a program to educate landowners concerning the

proper care of the land, there are views of printing

presses, pamphlets, and posters. The film closes

with views of new dust storms sweeping the plains

of the Southwest.

393. The Solar Family jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi

1936

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

Fla, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, KanCity,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, SD, Syr,

Tenn, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) presenting

the principal features of the planetesimal hypothe-

sis, (2) indicating the motion and position of the

planets relative to each other and to the sun,

(3) identifying and giving some explanation of

planetoids, Jupiter's moons, Saturn's rings, and

Halley's comet. Found useful in developing an

appreciation of the vastness, complexity, and

orderliness of the universe.
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The use of animation in the film was particu-

larly useful in enabling students to understand

the motions of the planets.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The nature and motions of the mem-

bers of the solar system.

An animated drawing of the sun and a "passing

star" illustrates one hypothesis of the origin of

the planets. The revolution of the planets is

demonstrated as the commentator calls attention

to the fact that the more distant the planet the

longer its period of revolution. Arrows indicate

the lines of vision between the earth and Venus

and between the earth and the sun, and the ap-

parent motions of the interior planets are indi-

cated. A similar technique is used to demonstrate

the apparent motions of exterior planets. The

phases of Venus are depicted.

A telescopic view of Mars shows the seasonal

changes of the polar cap and the dark bands which

are thought to be vegetation. As Jupiter with

its moons is shown, the commentator says that

Galileo discovered four moons, and that five

additional moons have been discovered. Saturn's

rings are shown as they would appear to observers

on the earth over a period of thirty years.

Many planetoids are seen between the orbits

of the earth and Mars as the commentator says

that these bodies are of particular importance in

measuring the scale of the solar system. The

orbits of Eros and Anteros are indicated. The

commentator points out that Anteros' orbit ac-

tually loops that of Mars, the earth, and Venus.

The orbit of Halley's comet is indicated as the

commentator states its period of revolution and

calls attention to the fact that the tail is always

pointed away from the sun. The commentator

says that in 1910, when it was last easily visible,

the tail of Halley's comet swept the earth with

no noticeable effect.

A view of the solar system is accompanied by
the commentator's statement that Pluto, the most

distant and the most recently discovered planet,

was first observed in 1930.

394. Some Friendly Birds k-pri-int-jh ISmin si

Eastman 1930

Other sources: ArkTC, Buck, Colo, 111,

Ind, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE,

PaMil, Vt, Wis, WTex

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) show-

ing chickadees, nuthatches, bluebirds, wood-

peckers, and flickers and (2) showing nests, eggs,

young birds, and feeding habits of some of these

birds. Found useful in furthering the protection

of birds rather than their destruction.

In the elementary school, teachers reported

warm student response to the film. In several

classes the film presentation motivated the con-

struction of birdhouses. The film is impres-

sionistic in character and does not attempt to

tell the complete story about any one bird.

Photography is fair; titles are good.

Contents. Some of the common birds, and ac-

tivities of children in building birdhouses and

feeding birds.

Several boys are shown at work building bird-

houses. There are several views of chickadees

and nuthatches. A title suggests that the chicka-

dee may be identified by its black cap. A wren

is shown building its nest in a birdhouse. One

side of the roof is removed revealing a nest of

small, speckled eggs.

There are several views of two children with a

family of bluebirds that have become very tame.

The birds perch on the children's hands as they

are fed. A title states that boiled eggs and oat-

meal make a good breakfast for birds. The young
birds are shown as they begin to get their com-

plete coat of feathers.

A woodpecker is shown making its home in a

dead tree. A female woodpecker feeds her

young by inserting her long bill into the open
mouths of the young birds. There are also views

of the flicker, a member of the woodpecker family.

One view suggests the way in which the flicker

uses its tail feathers as a prop while it feeds.

Following the title, "The spring dance of the

flicker," two flickers are shown hopping about.

395. Some Seashore Animals int-jh-sh 12min si

Eastman 1930

Other sources: Buck, Calif, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Mich, Minn, Mo, OhioDptE,

PaMil, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing some-

thing of the appearance and habits of the crab,

sea anemone, marine tube worm, sea urchin, and

starfish. Found useful in developing an interest

in animals of the beach.
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The film contains good close-ups of animals

under water. Teachers reported that the scenes

of locomotion and feeding were especially effective,

but that the life functions of the animals should

have been more completely developed.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Impressions of the appearance and

habits of several animals common to the seashore.

Opens with views along the seashore. A stone

is removed, revealing a crab. A sequence on sea

anemones begins with views of several of these

animals attached to rocks in shallow water. In

one of several close-ups of the mouth of the sea

anemone, the tentacles convey a bit of food in-

ward toward the stomach. There are also views

of the sea feather which, a title states, is a relative

of the anemone.

A sequence on marine tube worms or feather

dusters is introduced by views of these animals

with their gills emerging. A title explains that

the "feathers" are the gills of this animal. A view

of a worm out of its tube follows a title stating

that a worm taken from the lime tube in which

it lives is helpless. A title stating that old worms
live in long tubes is followed by a view of such a

tube.

A sea urchin in an aquarium carries a bit of

food to its mouth. A close-up shows the sucker-

tipped feet.

The starfish's method of locomotion is suggested

by a view of one of these animals crawling up the

glass side of an aquarium. Starfish are shown

feeding. A title states that the number and shape
of rays vary with the species. Several different

species are shown.

396. Some Water Insects int-jh-sh 12min si

Eastman 1930

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Ind, lowaA&M,
Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, Okla, PaMil, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing water

striders, water bugs, scorpions, dragonflies, and

damsel flies, and for suggesting their life activities.

Should be useful in developing the concept of the

interdependence of animal life.

There are many good views of insects. The
teacher may wish to call attention to adaptations.

There is only very sketchy treatment of the

stages of development of the insects shown.

Photography and titles are good.
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Contents. Impressions of the appearance and
habits of several water insects.

A water strider skimming on the surface of the

water seizes an ant. A giant water bug lies in wait

for its prey. A minnow swims by and is seized

by the water bug. The water bug goes to the

surface of the water to breathe.

Following a title stating that the water scorpion
breathes through its tail, there are views of this

insect sticking its tail above the surface of the

water.

There are several views of dragonflies. Young
dragonflies are shown living in the water. Close-

ups reveal that the mouth parts are well adapted
to biting. A young dragonfly captures a minnow
and begins to eat it. An adult dragonfly is shown

laying eggs.

There are views of adult damsel flies and damsel

fly nymphs. A title stating that the tail helps in

breathing is followed by close-ups of the tail and

head. There are views of a damsel fly emerging
from the nymph case.

397. The Song of a Nation int-jh-sh 19min sd

color Teaching Film Custodians (Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc.) 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Ky,

Minn, OhioDptE, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) telling an interesting

story concerning the writing of "The Star-Spangled

Banner," (2) providing background for the study
of the War of 1812, and (3) showing costumes and

home furnishings of the period. Should be use-

ful in developing an appreciation and respect

for our national anthem.

The quarrel between the husband and wife, and

their subsequent reconciliation, seem extraneous

to the main purpose of the film,

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. A story of the writing of "The

Star-Spangled Banner."

A musicale is in progress at the Francis Scott

Key home. It is during the time of the War of

1812, and between musical numbers the conversa-

tion turns to the war. Key speaks very critically

of the American conduct of the war. Several

officers who are guests become offended at his

remarks and leave. When they get a moment

alone, Mrs. Key tells her husband that she too

thinks that his remarks are unpatriotic. The
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guests ask Mrs. Key to sing. She starts to sing

a love song, but is overcome with emotion and

is unable to finish.

When all the other guests have left, an old friend

remains to tell Key that he understands his posi-

tion. They both agree that the American people

need something to make them feel as one people.

While they are talking, a messenger arrives. He
asks that Key and his friend act as the intermedi-

aries for the release of an American doctor who

has been captured by the British. They agree to

help.

They arrive on board the British vessel and

make arrangements for the release of the American

doctor. The commanding officer tells Key and

his friend that they will not be permitted to return

to shore until after the attack on Fort McHenry.
In the distance they can see Fort McHenry with

the American flag flying over it. They wonder if

the flag will still be flying at dawn. Through the

night the battle continues. At dawn the flag

is still there. Inspired by the sight, Key writes

the words to "The Star-Spangled Banner" on the

back of an envelope. As he speaks the words,

there is a musical background.

Back in his home, Key is lonely and sad be-

cause his wife, thinking him unpatriotic, has left

him. The friend who had been with him when he

wrote the song comes to tell him that it is a great

success. Mrs. Key also returns and asks her

husband to forgive her for doubting him. Mr.

and Mrs. Key stand at the window of their home

while a crowd outside sings "The Star-Spangled

Banner."

398. Sound Waves and Their Sources jh-sh-c

llmin sd Erpi 1933

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, Colo, Fla, Ga,

Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan,

KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NC, NH, NM, ChioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous,

SanAnt, SC, StAmb, Syr, Tenn, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis,

WTex, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) showing
the origin and transmission of sound waves and

(2) demonstrating the fundamentals of the human
voice. Should be useful in developing an appre-

ciation of the instruments and techniques used

in the study of sound.

Clear explanation of frequency, pitch, ampli-

tude, and harmonics was reported. Use of ani-

mated diagrams and the oscilloscope made the

presentation simple and effective. Teachers noted

that the sound film was particularly well adapted
to the subject.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Sources of sounds and characteristics

of sound waves, shown by means of oscilloscopes

and animated diagrams.

As bass viol strings are shown vibrating, the

commentator says that sound originates in vibrat-

ing objects that set up waves in surrounding air

or in other mediums. A tuning fork is released,

setting up sound waves in the air. Animation

shows the resulting condensation and rarefaction

of air surrounding the tuning fork. Longitudinal

sound waves are shown, and the commentator

says that the wave length is the distance between

two adjacent regions of maximum condensation.

Means of measuring sound waves are demon-

strated by a simplified diagram of an oscillograph

in which alternate condensations and rarefactions

cause a stylus to move up and down. Amplitude
is demonstrated as sounds of varying loudness

result in oscillograph recordings of varying heights.

Frequency is described by the commentator as the

number of complete vibrations a second. Tuning
forks of different frequencies are used to demon-

strate this fact. The oscillograph is used to

demonstrate how two separate waves may unite

to form a combined wave.

As a string vibrating in one segment is shown,

the commentator says that only one tone called

the "fundamental" or "first harmonic" is pro-

duced. This same technique is used to demon-

strate second and third harmonics alone and a

compound wave form in which the fundamental

wave tone is supplemented by the second and

third harmonics. Characteristics of saxophone
and violin sounds are shown on the oscilloscope.

Vowel sounds and noise characteristics are also

shown.

As a vibrating diaphragm is shown, the com-

mentator describes it as a source of sound. An-

other sound source, the vibrating column of air,

is suggested by animated drawings of an organ

pipe. The commentator briefly explains its opera-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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tion. The human vocal system is shown in a

cross-sectional diagram of the head. The vocal

cords are shown in some detail. Animated draw-

ings demonstrate the origin of speech as air is

forced from the lungs through the glottis, causing

the cords to vibrate.

As various views of sound sources in everyday

life are shown, the commentator says that minute

differences in sounds enable us to gather meaning

from a complex maze of invisible vibrations.

399. Sounding the Alarm int-jh-sh 9min sd Aetna

1937

Other source: OhioDptE

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) demonstrat-

ing the proper procedure in turning in a fire

alarm, (2) pointing out some bad practices of

motorists and pedestrians in hindering the work

of firemen, and (3) dramatizing the disastrous

results of turning in a false alarm. Found useful

in developing an awareness of safety problems in

the community.
Teachers reported that, after seeing the film,

children discussed the location and operation of

fire alarm boxes in their own districts. The nar-

rative about the youngsters who sounded a false

alarm was effective.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The folly of turning in false fire

alarms, and proper procedures in turning in a

fire alarm during an emergency.

There are views of several calamities a racing

car rolling over, an airplane crashing to the

ground, a railroad engine ramming a freight car

on a siding. As views of a fire alarm box are

shown, the commentator says that it may be used

or misused. Titles indicate the need for everyone

to know how to sound the alarm properly. A
man sees smoke emerging from his neighbor's

house and runs to the fire alarm box. A title

states that everyone should know the location of

the alarm box nearest his home. The man breaks

the glass, pulls down the hook, and thus notifies

the fire department.

There are views of members of the fire depart-

ment as they prepare to rush to the scene of the

fire. The commentator says that the person who

turned in the alarm should always stay at the

box and direct the firemen. Other methods of

reporting fires are indicated by views of a Boy

Scout riding to a fire station and of a woman

calling the fire department over the telephone.

A title, "Death Rides with the Fireman," is fol-

lowed by several views indicating dangerous prac-

tices cars staying in the middle of the street

when the fire truck wants to get around them,
cars stalling in front of trucks, pedestrians in the

street, motorists following too closely behind the

truck, cars parked in front of fireplugs, and curious

spectators blocking the paths of the firemen.

The folly of turning in false alarms is treated

in the next sequence. There are views of two

small children turning in a false alarm to "watch

the trucks go by." The commentator says that

men may be killed or that a real fire may start

while the firemen are answering a false alarm.

These two boys are apprehended by the firemen.

Several young people ride from alarm box to

alarm box, breaking the glass and turning in

alarms. There are several views of firemen re-

sponding to the calls. A housewife sees the law-

breakers turning in an alarm near her home, checks

the license number of their car, and reports it to

the police. The fire chief is killed when he swerves

his car and crashes through a bridge rail to avoid

striking a child. Police apprehend the thrill-

seeking young people, take them to the police

station, and obtain a conviction.

400. Speaking of Safety pri-int-jh 15min si

Films of Commerce (Highway Education

Board; Dept. of Visual Instruction,

National Education Assn.) 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, Colo,

Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich,

Mo, OhioDptE, OreSt, PaMil, Syr, Tex,

TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

good and bad safety practices on the street.

Found useful for calling students' attention to

their own safety problems and encouraging them

to be more careful.

In many classes the film was followed by an

enthusiastic discussion of safety. Some teachers

thought that the animation which gave human

facial characteristics to automobiles was amusing

and effective; others thought that the humor of

the situation detracted from the film's effective-

ness.

Photography and titles are fair.
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Contents. Automobiles are made to come to

life in the form of animated cartoons and to talk

to children concerning safety.

A boy darts out from between two parked cars

into the pathway of an approaching automobile.

The automobile strikes the boy but does not

injure him. The front of the automobile dis-

solves into a cartoon face with a large mouth in

which the title appears, "I'm sorry I bumped into

you, Bob, but you suddenly appeared from be-

hind that parked car." Bob replies, "But you're

dangerous." The automobile answers, "I'm not

dangerous myself, Bob. The thoughtlessness of

people makes the danger."

Statistics concerning automobile accidents are

presented by the use of an animated clock which

shows that every three minutes somewhere in this

country' a child is injured in an automobile acci-

dent and that every two hours a child is killed.

In the next episode, which uses a treatment simi-

lar to that in the opening scene, a girl attempts to

cross a street without looking in both directions;

she is directed to return and cross the street prop-

erly. A boy who is playing in the street is struck

by an approaching automobile. Again, the ani-

mated face of the automobile is used, and the

title reads, "Children shouldn't play in the streets,

but always in safe places, like playgrounds."

The purpose of traffic lights is explained and

illustrated as children cross the street according

to the signals. When a boy attempts to hook a

ride on a truck, he is almost hit by another auto-

mobile, and the cartooned face of the automobile

reads, "Hooking rides is always dangerous, Dick.

Don't ever do it again."

A girl riding a bicycle escapes being hit by an

automobile when she swerves out into the center

of the road. The importance of playing in safe

places is again brought out as children coast down

a hill where there is no automobile traffic. A girl

who jaywalks is hit by an automobile; just at the

moment of impact the picture is wiped from the

screen. Children who have been victims of acci-

dents are shown in hospitals along with the appeal,

"Don't get hurt." Several boys stand at the

window of the home of an injured playmate and

urge him to come out to play, but he shakes his

head. After each episode the slogan, "Remember

not to forget to be careful always," emphasizes the

safety lesson.

401. Spiders int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1931

Other sources: Buck, Calif, Colo, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, OhioDptE, TexTech, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Good for showing appearance,

habits, and adaptations of nursery-web, orb-web,

trap-door, and wolf spiders. Should be useful in

stimulating more careful observation of spiders in

their natural habitat.

The sequence dealing with trap-door spiders

should prove to be very interesting.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Several different types of spiders and

some of the characteristics and habits of each.

The film opens with a view of a spider's web.

Drawings follow on which the various parts of the

spider are indicated. A spider is shown wrapping

its prey in threads of silk. A diagram shows the

construction of the web of the orb weaver. There

are also views of the spider in its web. A butter-

fly is caught in the web. The use of the trap

line to catch prey is indicated.

The next sequence deals with the life cycle of

the spider. There are views of eggs being sealed

in a silk-lined cocoon, and of an open cocoon with

the eggs exposed. A family of nursery-web

spiders are shown. Young wolf spiders crawl

on their mother's back.

The trap-door spider crawls into its nest. This

spider is shown weaving the door for which it is

named. Close-ups show the spinnerets in action.

There are also views showing the interior and ex-

terior construction of the tunnel in which this

spider lives.

402. Spiders int-jh-sh llmin sd Erpi 1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, Ga, Idaho, HI, Ind, Kan,

LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW, SamHous,

SC, StAmb, Syr, Tenn, TexCW, TexTech,

VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing the

habits, life cycle, and adaptations of nursery-web,

orb-web, funnel-web, and trap-door spiders.

Found useful in developing an interest in nature

study.

Teachers reported that the film contained good

scenes on spinning, food getting, and reproduc-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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tion. In several instances students were stimu-

lated to bring in specimens for further study.

The value of the film is augmented by the use of

photomicrography and tune-lapse photography.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Characteristics of several types of

spiders.

The first scenes show the habitat of spiders as

the commentator says that spiders feed mainly on

insects which they capture by webs or by hunting.

The life and habits of the nursery-web spider are

shown. The relative size of the male and female

of the species is indicated as the commentator

says that the female is somewhat larger than the

male. The male is shown molting while the com-

mentator explains that at first the eight legs of

the spider are jointless but that as the exoskeleton

hardens the joints form. The male spider wraps
a captured fly in silk and offers it to the female.

The female weaves a cocoon for her eggs and

builds a platform upon which to place them so

that they may be hatched by the sun. Time-

lapse views show the eggs hatching. The female

spins a silken chamber to enclose the spiderlings.

The young spiders are shown molting, and the

commentator says that after about five days the

mother spider will bite a hole in the chamber and

allow the young to emerge and go their way. A
young spider spins a thread which, when carried

by the wind to a nearby bush, serves as a highway.
The orb weaver is shown as an example of web-

spinning spiders. The male is shown to be smaller

than the female. A close-up shows the distinc-

tive white cross on the back of the female orb-

web spider. The commentator says that the

female wraps the male in silk after mating and

later eats him. The female spins her web; a

microscopic view shows the beads of sticky ma-

terial on the spiral strands. The female spider

also spins a cocoon. The commentator says that

the eggs laid in it will not hatch until spring.

The conical shape of the funnel-web spider's

lair is shown. The ferocity of this spider is indi-

cated in a scene which shows it rushing out to

grasp prey caught in its web.

The trap-door spider's habitat is described by
the commentator as a cutaway section of its foot-

long silk-lined tunnel is shown. The commentator

says that the trap-door spider is not a web spinner

k kindergarten; pri primary ; int intermediate grades; jh jur

but a hunter. Several views show the construc-

tion of the trap-door spider's nest.

403. Spinning Spokes int-jh-sh 18min si Bell &
Howell (Rufus King High School, Mil-

waukee) 1937

Other sources: Calif, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing safety

practices hi bicycle riding. Should be useful for

making students conscious of theirown carelessness.

This is one of the very few films available on

bicycle safety, a topic important to students.

It is somewhat amateurish, and teachers report

that students at the junior high school level con-

sidered the story unrealistic. In spite of obvious

faults, teachers found the film worth showing.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The story of a high school boy who
learns to ride safely.

A title states that Jack is a boy whose code is

"Go as you please; rules are for saps." Jack
saunters into the bicycle shed and reappears rid-

ing his bicycle. Instead of pushing it out to the

street as the other boys and girls do, he rides and

nearly collides with others. Several bicyclists

stop at a stop sign before entering a busy street,

but Jack rides on through and is hit by an auto.

He is slightly hurt, but his bicycle is demolished.

A messenger boy rides up and says, "We have to

ride carefully hi our business." At home, Jack's

father says that he is not going to think about

buying Jack a new bicycle until Jack learns to be

more careful. Jack stalks off angrily.

The next morning students gather around a

poster announcing a contest for devising safety

rules for bicycling. Jack walks by and registers

disgust. After school Jack's girl friend invites

him to visit her aunt, who has been in an accident.

The aunt tells him that she was struck by a

bicyclist while walking on the sidewalk. As they

leave, the girl suggests that Jack enter the contest

for writing safety rules so .that he may win back

his father's confidence. Jack agrees to enter the

contest.

A title states that, since becoming safety-

minded, Jack sees the world from a new angle.

While riding in a car, Jack sees two bicyclists rid-

ing close to the curb, a group doing stunts on their

bicycles as they ride along the street, a boy fall-

ing when his wheel gets in a streetcar track, a boy

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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hitching a ride from the rear of a truck, and two

boys racing against traffic. When his father

stops at a Western Union station, Jack meets his

messenger friend, who invites him to observe their

daily bicycle inspection. Jack watches the in-

spection. The various points of inspection are

indicated by titles. The inspector gives a safety

talk in which he uses posters showing bicycle

accident figures for 1936.

Jack submits his safety rules to the teacher.

The committee judges Jack's rules to be the best.

At a bike carnival, where there are bicycle

races and stunts, Jack reads his rules for bicycle

riders. The rules are presented by titles, and

illustrated by brief scenes. A Kiwanis official

presents Jack with a plaque. Jack's father buys

him a new bicycle, and Jack rides off with his

girl friend.

404. The Spirit of the Plains int-jh-sh lOmin sd

Bell & Howell (Paramount Pictures Corp.)

1937

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Ind, IntFB,

lowaA&M, Kan, Mo, Okla, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) summarizing

the history of the settlement of the Great Plains

and (2) showing the historical sequence in which

different types of inhabitants came to the plains

country. Found useful in (1) developing an ap-

preciation of American pioneer life and (2) sug-

gesting the social problems arising with a de-

veloping nation.

Teachers generally agreed that the film was very

sketchy. It was, however, reported as "vivid"

and "dramatic."

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Dramatization of incidents in the

settlement of the Great Plains of the United States.

Cowboys gathered about a campfire sing at the

close of day. The commentator says that these

men are well fitted for the work on the plains be-

cause they are descendants of sturdy pioneers who

were led into the new land by adventurous plains-

men. There follow views of great buffalo herds

grazing on the grassy plains as the commentator

says that Indians resented the white man's in-

trusion. Views of Civil War soldiers are followed

by a scene in which Abraham Lincoln says that

he hopes to attract returning soldiers to the lands

of the West.

At a steamboat landing, crowds of people are

shown who are on their way to the West. Across

the Missouri River prairie schooners move over

the arid plains. Plainsmen who had pioneered

the prairies guide them into the new land. Scenes

depicting the work of famous scouts Kit Carson,

Wild Bill Hickok, Buffalo Bill Cody, and General

George Custer are followed by close-ups of

two pioneers talking about the vastness of the

plains. Two plainsmen discuss the values of a

"six-shooter" as protection against raiding bands

of Indians.

Foliowhig views of an Indian war dance, one

chief states his grievances against the white man
for taking his land and for failing to provide the

food that was promised. There follow scenes of

Indians attacking camps and wagon trains.

The next sequence portrays some of the changes

effected in the plains with the passing of the

buffaloes and the coming of cattle. Cowboys
are shown rounding up and branding beef cattle.

The conflict between the farmer and the cattle

rancher is discussed as scenes of barbed-wire

fence construction are shown. The steel rail

and the "iron horse," which bridged the gap be-

tween the Atlantic and the Pacific, spelled the

doom of the cowboy. The film concludes with

views of prairie farming activities and of the wind

erosion which followed the plowing of prairie

grasslands.

405. Steel Man's Servant int-jh-sh 38min sd

color U. S. Steel 1938

Appraisal. Reported excellent for giving a

vivid impression of the steps in the making of

steel. Should be useful in developing apprecia-

tions of (1) the importance of steel in our civiliza-

tion and (2) the extent of machine operation in

modern industry. In art courses it might be

used to stimulate an interest in beauty in industry.

The unusual beauty of the color photography
makes an important contribution to the film's

effectiveness. The emphasis is on the process

rather than the human element.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. An impression of steel production

processes.

In open-pit mines, steam shovels lift the red

ore as the operator manipulates the controls.

Underground mining is suggested by a mining

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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shaft and railroad cars loaded with ore. The

ore boats used on the Great Lakes are shown;

ore rushes down the loading chute into the boat;

the boats are unloaded by clamshell buckets.

Steel mills are seen in outline against the sky.

Raw ore is dumped into the blast furnace; the

furnace is tapped and the molten metal flows

out; some of the metal is poured into a waiting

thermocontainer. An open-hearth furnace is

charged with scrap iron. Great ladles of "soup"

are moved by a cranelike conveyer as a supervisor

directs the activity. A sample of the liquid metal

is taken; the commentator says that it is to be

analyzed in the laboratory. Men shovel man-

ganese into the blazing hot furnace; the furnace is

tapped as men remove the plug with a blowtorch

and open the furnace with a ram. Molten metal

pours into the ladle with showers of sparks and

leaping flames. A large crane moves the ladle of

metal and pours it into molds as a young apprentice

watches the operations.

In an electric furnace there is a spectacular

flame and spark display when the current is

turned on. The commentator says that this

furnace is used in the production of stainless steel.

Bessemer converters are charged; later they shoot

flames into the night sky.

When molds are removed from the ingots, a

glowing column of steel is revealed. The ingots

are placed in soaking pits, then removed and placed

on conveyers where the scale is cracked off.

Operators watch the process and manipulate the

controls as the ingot moves along through a series

of rollers until it is flattened into a plate. A

rocking shearer cuts the steel plate. Workers

stop for rest and refreshments.

Steel rails are shaped as they move through a

series of rollers. A large beam is made when an

ingot is rolled and pressed into shape; a saw cuts

the beam to the appropriate length. A huge axle

is shaped as men maneuver it under a large trip

hammer. A block of steel is pressed into the shape

of a wheel for a railroad car. Steel billets are

transformed into wire as they are rolled, and later

drawn through dies. Seamless tubes are made as

steel cylinders are pierced and shaped by machine.

In the laboratory, analytic processes are shown.

Tensile strength is tested and samples analyzed

under a microscope. The use of steel is

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

indicated in trains, ships, automobiles, telephones,

power lines, tractors, oil derricks, cooking utensils,

hammers, nails, etc.

406. Stone Carving (Demonstrating the Arts)

jh-sh-c ISmin si Harvard (Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston) 1929

Other sources: Bos, ColFC, IntFB, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving impressions of the

steps in making a marble carving. Should be

useful in developing an appreciation of sculpture.

The film emphasizes the mechanics of stone

carving rather than the creative process. There

is some indication of the types of work to which

stone is suited, but this is only briefly developed.

Photography is fair; titles are good.

Contents. Impressions of some of the steps

involved in producing a stone carving copied from

a bronze model.

A title states that the composition is first worked

out in clay by the sculptor and that either the

plaster or bronze model of the subject may serve

as the model for the stone carving. Anna Hyatt

Huntington, the sculptress, is shown describing to

her assistant the manner in which she desires her

model of the "Jaguar" cut in stone. Two carvers

are engaged to do the initial work. They take

rough measurements and chip off large chunks of

stone. A pointing machine is shown and identi-

fied in titles as "the stone carver's guide." The

men are shown taking measurements on the

model and plotting them on the stone block.

Close-ups indicate the manner in which the ma-

chine's measuring needles function. After points

are established, the cutting continues with hand

chisels.

The next sequence begins with views of the

carving after it has been "blocked out." A
toothed chisel driven by compressed air is used.

A diamond-pointed buffer cuts down the ridges

left by this chisel. After the entire surface is

pointed again, the assistant carves the work down

to the measurements indicated. Anna Hyatt

Huntington applies the finishing touches with

small hand tools. Oil is rubbed on the carving

to bring out the richness of the marble. A title

states that marble is well suited to the carving of

objects that have roundness of form, mass, and

no detached parts.
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407. Stop Forest Fires! pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd

U.S. Agric. 1936 (revised 1939)

Other sources: Ariz, Bos, Calif, Colo, Fla,

Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich,

Minn, NC, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, SC,

SD, Syr, Tenn, Tex, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

destruction of life, property, and soil resulting

from carelessness with fire in forest areas, (2)

giving impressions of the efforts of the govern-

ment to combat and prevent forest fires, and (3)

suggesting the relationship between forest, soil,

and water. Should be useful in developing an

appreciation of the forests as a great natural re-

source, furthering the realization of the necessity

for their conservation, and developing an attitude

of individual responsibility.

Teachers reported that the filmwas dramatic and

forceful and that it was particularly effective in

showing the destruction that results from forest

fires. While it was used with success on the

primary grade level, its organization and commen-

tary indicate that it is best adapted to use with

older groups.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The destructive force of forest fires.

As a series of forest scenes are shown, the com-

mentator says that in such places man has found

shelter, rest, and inspiration and that animals

make their homes there. Views of sawmills,

pulp mills, and woodworking operations indicate

the importance of forests as producers of wealth.

Another function of the forests is treated in a

series of scenes showing the relation between

forests and water supply.

A man is shown smoking a cigarette. As he

starts to walk away, he flips it, unthinkingly,

upon a bed of dry leaves. Soon a blaze starts as

the commentator says that millions of acres of

green forests have been burned as a result of such

carelessness.

A series of views of burned-over areas in various

sections of the United States accompanies the

commentator's observation that year after year

the smoke of forest fires goes up to darken the sun.

Views of lookouts spotting a fire are followed by a

sequence in which a dispatcher locates the fire on

a map and sends a crew to fight it. The men

desperately endeavor to bring it under control.

This sequence finally gives way to scenes of desola-

tion, with views of bodies of dead animals, ruins of

burned houses, and denuded mountain slopes.

Rains then beat on the areas stripped by fire.

Small streams increase to rushing torrents that

wash away unprotected topsoil and cut gullies

and canyons.

The great loss of human life is indicated by a

series of titles giving dates, locations, and fatalities

of forest fires in the United States. Near the end

of this series the commentator quotes Schiller,

"Fire is the best of servants but the worst of

masters."

There follow a series of forest views, as the

commentator says that it is the duty of every

citizen to be careful with fires and to teach others

to be careful.

408. The Story of a Storage Battery jh-sh 30min

si U.S. Bur. of Mines (Willard Storage

Battery Co.) 1924

Other sources: Bos, Colo, Fla, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Mich, Minn,

Mo, NH, Okla, OreSt, PaMil, Syr, Tex,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

steps involved in the construction of storage

batteries, (2) furnishing information concerning

the operation of a storage battery, and (3) suggest-

ing proper care of storage batteries.

The film is well organized and makes excellent

use of close-ups. Students liked the scenes show-

ing Volta's experiments upon which the develop-

ment of the storage battery was based. Several

teachers expressed regret that the film did not show

the everyday uses of storage batteries.

Photography is good, titling fair.

Contents. Dramatization of the development

of the storage battery; its operating principles;

and its production in modern factories.

Alessandro Volta is shown at work in his

laboratory. A title states that he discovered that

dissimilar metals in contact produce electrification.

He demonstrates his findings to friends with the

help of an electroscope and a compound bar of

zinc and copper. He generates larger quantities

of electricity by means of alternate silver and zinc

disks, separated by brine-moistened leather disks.

Further experimentation is conducted by sub-

merging dissimilar metals in a brine solution.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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The work of Gaston Plante a half century later is

indicated by views of early storage batteries.

A sequence dealing with the development of the

modern storage battery is introduced by a title

stressing its function in the automobile engine.

The structure of a storage battery is shown as

one is taken apart. The paste that is compressed

into the grid is shown by several close-ups. There

follow views of steps involved in fabricating a

battery plate. The grid is cast, cooled, trimmed,

inspected, and filled with paste. Laboratory

tests are made of the oxides used in the paste.

Plates are dried in ovens before they are treated

by an electrochemical process. A title states that

this process changes the positive plate into peroxide

of lead and that the negative plates are changed to

a grayish sponge lead. The plates are then

divided into units, straps and cell connectors are

added and burned into place, and battery sepa-

rators are put between the plates. There are

several views of operations involved in treating

separators. There are magnified views of insu-

lators made by inserting threads through rubber.

Insulators are inspected and placed between

plates. Cases and covers are tested, tops are

fitted, and connector plates are welded to ter-

minals. Individual cells are tested for leaks

after the final pitch seal has been made. Batteries

are filled with acid, cased for shipment, and placed

in freight cars.

In the next sequence animated drawings show

action taking place during actual charge and dis-

charge of batteries. When discharge occurs, the

plates become practically alike. In the recharg-

ing action the metals again become dissimilar.

The final sequence deals with the care of stor-

age batteries. A title stating that many batteries

die of thirst is followed by views of storage bat-

teries in need of water. Titles state that batteries

should be tested with hydrdmeters, checked fre-

quently to determine the water level, cleaned of

corrosion, and greased at proper intervals.

409. The Story of Alfred Nobel (The Passing

Parade Series) jh-sh-c llmin sd Teaching

Film Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Pictures) 1939

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Mich,

Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, Tenn, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving a brief account of

the life of Alfred Nobel and of his decision that

war can be prevented only by the study of the

arts of civilization.

The dramatization is good, although quite

sketchy. The film will be useful in connection

with both science and social science classes.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Dramatization of Alfred Nobel's

discovery of dynamite and of his subsequent

efforts to bring peace to the world.

The opening sequence shows the various

Nobel awards for physics, chemistry, literature,

and medicine. In his laboratory Nobel is work-

ing with nitroglycerin, attempting to find a way
to harness its tremendous power. The com-

mentator says that Nobel's brother was killed

while experimenting with nitroglycerin but that

Alfred Nobel is determined to continue his work.

While tense with excitement over his work, he

drops a bottle of the dangerous liquid into a box

of clay particles in which the bottle had been

packed. He watches the liquid soak into the clay,

expecting an explosion. When nothing happens,

he gets the idea for dynamite. The many uses

for dynamite are indicated in a series of brief

scenes.

From all over the world comes honor for his

discovery. In Paris he receives the decoration

for the Legion of Honor. A woman dressed in

black comes to him and asks that he go with her

to an army hospital to visit her son. She leads

him to the room where her son lies horribly dis-

figured by the explosive discovered by Nobel.

(The son is not shown.) Nobel is shocked by

the experience and determines to find a way to

bring peace to the world.

Again at work in his laboratory he thinks that

he can find a new instrument for creating terror

that will make the world afraid to go to war.

In the midst of his work death begins to creep

upon hun. His doctors tell him that his blood

pressure is high and that he has only a short time

to live. While making a peace talk, he is stricken.

In his study he thinks about his life purposes and

decides that he has been mistaken in thinking

that peace can come as a result of instruments of

terror. With war drums rolling in his ears he

decides to leave his fortune to humanity, to award

prizes to the men who have contributed most to

the arts of civilization.
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410. The Story of Asbestos int-jh-sh 30min si

U.S. Bur. of Mines (Johns-Manville)

1938 (revision of earlier film)

Other sources: Bos, Colo, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Mo, Okla, OreSt, PaMil,

Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving infor-

mation concerning the source, mining, manufac-

turing, and uses of asbestos in modern industry

and (2) demonstrating some of the physical

properties of asbestos.

Teachers reported that students were highly

interested in the film and that it stimulated ques-

tions and further discussion. Several students

brought to class samples of the ore, and one

group demonstrated the fireproof qualities of

asbestos webbing by placing it over a gas flame.

Teachers felt that the close-up views of the ore

were especially good.

Photography is fair; titles are adequate but

somewhat difficult for elementary school children.

Contents. The mining of asbestos, the manu-

facturing of asbestos products, and the uses of

asbestos.

Close-ups show the appearance of asbestos ore.

Its noninflammable quality is indicated as a piece

of asbestos is held over a flame. A view of a

tensile strength testing machine is accompanied

by a title stating that asbestos fibers have been

found that resist stresses of 400,000 pounds a

square inch. A title states that small but valuable

deposits of this mineral are located in Arizona.

Views of blasting and cobbing asbestos ore in

a mine at Asbestos, Quebec, are followed by scenes

showing the transportation of the ore to the mill.

The ore is crushed in a rotary crusher and the

fibers are removed by a vacuum apparatus. A
title stating that the final processes are carried on

in the United States is followed by scenes of

further crushing and rolling of the fibers.

A title calls attention to the fact that asbestos

fabrics are made in the same manner that fabrics of

cotton or wool are made. The carding, spinning,

and weaving of asbestos are shown. The use of

asbestos fabrics for fireproof clothing, rope, pack-

ing, and brake lining is illustrated. The processes

involved in making brake lining are indicated.

Vats of asbestos pulp and the rollers of a paper
mill depict the manufacturing of asbestos paper.

A title stating that fireproof roofing is manufac-

tured from alternate layers of asbestos paper and

asphalt is followed by views of roofing being placed

on a building. A machine that makes asbestos

pipe insulation is shown. The processes of manu-

facturing tile from asbestos and asphalt are indi-

cated. Scenes in a modern home suggest that

this product is beautiful as well as durable.

A title states that asbestos finds its most ex-

tensive use when combined with Portland cement.

There follow scenes of the manufacturing of

pipes of this material. Several scenes indicate

the uses of this pipe for sewers, water mains,

electrical conduits, flues, vents, and drafts. As-

bestos and cement mixtures are pressed into both

flat and corrugated forms for use as roofing and

siding, partitions, and fireproof panels. Scenes in

a home indicate the use of cement and asbestos

mixtures for a decorative finish. Shingles manu-

factured from a mixture of asbestos, cement, and

water are shown.

411. The Story of Bananas int-jh-sh-c 20min sd

Pan Am. Union (United Fruit Co.) 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, Ind, Iowa,

Kan, Mich, Minn, NM, Okla, OreSt,

SD, Tex, TexTech, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing the proc-

esses involved in the production and transporta-

tion of bananas. Should be useful in giving an

appreciation of the work involved in providing

tropical fruit for northern markets.

The film is very well organized; the subject is

developed step by step from the planting of the

bananas until they are ready for consumption.

Advertising is unobtrusive.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Processes in growing and cutting

bananas and in transporting them to market.

Opens with a map of Central America. This

area, the commentator says, is the chief source of

bananas. A crew of men make a soil test as part

of the procedure in locating a new plantation. At

district headquarters a draftsman lays out the

new plantation. Men with machetes clear away
the tropical undergrowth. Steam shovels dig the

drainage ditches. A skilled worker and his ap-

prentice stake out the location for new plantings.

The rootstocks from which the young plants grow
are planted and covered. The commentator ex-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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plains that the planters are careful to see that

each rhizome has at least two eyes.

A banana plant is shown after three months'

growth and after six months' growth. Two

plants, one of which has been cared for and the

other allowed to grow without care, are con-

trasted in size. The plant that has received care

is much the larger. The shoot of a banana plant

is cut open. In the stem the embryo bananas

are revealed. Later views show the ripening

stalk of bananas.

Reel 2 deals with cutting and transporting the

bananas. At a radio station shipping orders are

sent and received. Cutters, packers, and mule-

men are shown at work cutting the bananas and

fastening them on the backs of mules. At the

tram station the bananas are unloaded from the

mules' backs, loaded on the tramcars, and pulled

to the railroad siding. After the railroad car is

padded to prevent damage to the bananas, the

newly cut stems are placed in the car. When the

cars reach the ship dock, the bananas are un-

loaded and placed on automatic conveyers which

carry them into the hold of the boat. As they

move along on the conveyer each stem is inspec-

ted. After the boat has sailed, a sailor is shown

examining a thermometer. The commentator

explains that the temperature must be watched

very carefully so that the bananas do not ripen

aboard. When the boat has reached its destina-

tion, the unloading machine is lowered into the

hold, and the stems of bananas continue on

their way to the consumer. Again, they are

inspected. Then they are transferred to a railroad

car. An automatic counting device registers the

number of stems as men carry the bananas into

the car. Heating equipment is provided for

cold weather and ice for warm weather to keep

the bananas at the proper temperature. A vari-

ety of ways in which the banana may be used for

food is shown.

412. The Story of Doctor Carver (Pete Smith

Specialties Series) int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd

Teaching Film Custodians (Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer Pictures) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Okla,

Appraisal. Reported excellent for telling the

story of the useful and unselfish life of George

Washington Carver. Found useful in (1) de-

veloping an understanding of and respect for the

achievements of an individual belonging to a

minority group and (2) indicating the way in

which the South met an important agricultural

problem through scientific research.

Teachers reported that the film told a simple and

vivid story. Students were impressed by the

great value of peanuts and the many things which

can be made from them. The film treats Dr.

Carver as a great scientist, not as an unusual

Negro.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The story of a little slave boy who

became an outstanding scientist and one of the

South's greatest benefactors.

The story of Carver begins in his parents'

slave cabin. Night raiders seize the family and

take them away to be sold. The sickly child is

considered worthless, but is traded to a man

named Carver. In the home of Carver, the child

regains his health and shows great interest in

study. Carver gives the boy his own name and

encourages his study. The Negro lad works his

way through college, where he majors in agri-

culture.

After he leaves school, Carver becomes inter-

ested in the cotton crisis resulting from depleted

land. He urges farmers to try rotating peanuts

with the cotton. At first they refuse, but later

try it after Carver demonstrates that it will work.

When the boll weevil strikes, farmers grow more

and more peanuts. The resulting surplus de-

presses the market.

Carver begins to experiment with new uses for

the peanut. Working in his laboratory he dis-

covers that peanuts can be used to make oil,

wallboard, shaving cream, axle grease, salad dress-

ing, face cream, milk, etc. Prices advance but

Carver refuses to take profit for himself.

He is offered many positions but prefers to

devote his life to the study of the peanut. A vic-

tim of paralysis is shown as the commentator

says that Carver is attempting to develop a

massage oil which may restore the muscles of

such victims.PaCW, SC, Tenn, Wis
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413. The Story of Gasoline jh-sh-c 30min si U.S.

Bur. of Mines (Standard Oil Co. of Indiana)

1939 (revision of earlier film)

Other sources: Bos, Colo, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, Minn, Mo, PaMil

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) explaining

oil refining by the fractional distillation, cracking,

and polymerization processes and (2) suggesting

some of the units required in transporting, stor-

ing, and distributing oil. Should be useful in

giving appreciations of (1) the importance of

science in modern industry and (2) the complexity

of industrial organizations.

Animation explaining the refining processes

contributed to the clarity and effectiveness of the

film. Since the film is technical, it should not be

used without some previous study of the topic.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Processes in recovering gasoline from

crude petroleum.

A diagram indicates the location of oil wells,

field storage tanks, pipe lines, pumping stations,

and refineries. Views of actual developments are

shown. A title states that the first step in re-

fining crude oil is to separate it into its component

parts by fractional distillation. A diagram shows

the percentage of each fraction in a barrel of

crude oil. An animated diagram shows the opera-

tion of a pipe still in which the gasoline passes

off at the top as vapor and the lower fractions are

taken off at various temperatures as liquids.

Gasoline is collected in condensing coils.

The next sequence deals with the production of

gasoline by the cracking process. A diagram
indicates that the yield of gasoline from crude

oil is more than doubled by cracking. A title

states that in the cracking process oil is subjected

to high pressure and temperature causing chem-

ical and physical changes. An animated dia-

gram shows the breakdown of a dodecane to a

hydrocarbon of the gasoline range and lower

hydrocarbons. A title states that the cracking

process often is combined with other processes in

refineries. There follow views of cracking appa-

ratus in a refinery.

The next sequence deals with the production of

gasoline by the process of polymerization. A
title states that this process is just the reverse

of cracking. An animated diagram shows how

dry gas hydrocarbons are combined by heat and

pressure to form liquid hydrocarbons in the gaso-

line range. A title states that both cracking and

polymerization contribute to the conservation of

petroleum resources. Views of a polymerization

plant follow. Titles indicate hydrogenation and

vapor recovery are other methods by which greater

yields of gasoline from crude oil may be obtained.

The final sequence deals with the further purifi-

cation, blending, and testing of gasoline. A title

states that refining and careful distillation are

necessary to insure the proper volatility required
for different weather conditions, and there follow

views of cars being driven in winter snow and
summer heat. A diagram indicates that gasoline

produced by any process must be treated chem-

ically to remove corrosive sulphur, bad odor,

gum-forming substances, poor color, and unstable

materials. A title states that certain substances

are added to gasoline to improve its performance,
and the addition of tetraethyl lead to gasoline is

shown. Tests to which gasoline is subjected are

suggested by laboratory scenes. Storage and

distribution are suggested byviews of storage tanks,

breather bags, ocean-going tankers, tank cars,

and tank trucks. A map shows the location of

existing gasoline pipe lines in the United States.

There are views of bulk stations and retail dis-

tributing stations.

414. The Story of Our Flag (Knowledge Builders)

int-jh-sh lOmin sd McCrory 1939

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, ETexBur,

Fk, HI, Ind, IntFB, lowaA&M, Kan,

LaDptE, Me, Minn, Mo, Okla, SD, Syr,

Tenn, Tex, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) giving the

historical background of the development of our

flag and (2) developing an appreciation of the flag

as a symbol of the nation.

This film should be particularly valuable for use

in connection with Flag Day and other patriotic

occasions. It contains much still photographic

material, as might be expected from the nature

of the subject. Color would have greatly im-

proved the film. The commentary is interesting

and informative.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. Origin and development of the United

States flag.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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As views of a castle and an old crest are shown,

the commentator explains that man through the

ages has sought to distinguish his castle, his clan,

or his country by means of a crest or a flag pro-

claiming his ideals.

Animation is used to show the uniting of the

crosses of St. Andrew and of St. George into the

Union Jack, and the commentator explains the

latter's importance to the origin of colonial

American flags. Other forerunners of the Stars

and Stripes pictured in the film are the red ensign

flag, the Taunton flag, the Bedford flag, the Moul-

trie flag, the Bunker Hill flag, the pine-tree

flag, the rattlesnake flag, the Rhode Island flag,

and the Grand Union or Cambridge flag.

Importance of the flag during the American

Revolution is indicated. General Washington
orders the Grand Union flown in honor of the

signing of the Declaration of Independence. A
facsimile is shown of the original resolution passed

by the Continental Congress, June 14, 1777,

adopting the flag of the United States. The

commentator explains that the stars were originally

arranged in a circle, symbolizing a union without

end. The Stars and Stripes are carried in a battle

of the Revolution and are displayed on the occa-

sion of Cornwallis' surrender.

Vermont and Kentucky were added to the Union

in 1791 and 1792; two stars and two stripes were

added to the flag to represent the new states. A
map indicates the expansion of the nation after

the Louisiana Purchase. The addition of Ohio,

Indiana, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Louisiana is

shown. The commentator describes an act passed

by Congress providing that the number of stripes

should be the original thirteen and that a star

should be added for each state admitted. Scenes

of railroad construction and Indian attacks on

wagon caravans symbolize the period of west-

ward expansion. The addition of Arizona and

New Mexico in 1912 is shown on the map. As
the commentator says that the parade of the

Stars and Stripes is now complete, the map fades

into the United States flag.

President Wilson is shown signing the act of

May 30, 1916, which established June 14 of each

year as Flag Day. A map shows all of the states,

together with United States possessions. The
film closes with views of battleships, airplane

carriers, airplanes, and the United States flag.

415. Street Safety For Primary Grades k-pri

8min si Eastman 1933

Other sources: Buck, 111, Ind, Iowa,

lowaA&M, Kan, LaDptE, Mich, Minn,

NC, OhioDptE, PaMil, Tenn, TexTech,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

good safety practices for small children on the

street. Found useful in making students con-

scious of safety problems in their own neighbor-
hoods.

Teachers reported that the use of a dog actor

interested the students. The titles were easily

ready by primary children.

Photography is fair; titles are good.

Contents. Street safety practices for small chil-

dren, demonstrated by a friendly dog.

The dog is shown as he waits for the policeman's

signal before crossing at an intersection. Several

children also wait for the whistle. The dog
and several children wait for the "Go" light. A
title states, "If there is no signal, wait until the

streets are clear"; the dog and the children look

up and down the street and wait until traffic has

cleared. The danger involved in running in and

out between parked cars is similarly demon-

strated. A small boy looks both ways before

retrieving a ball from the street. Two small

boys are saved from harm when a companion

stops them from walking into the path of a truck

backing out of an alley. A title, "Street accidents

are serious," precedes views of an ambulance that

has been summoned to the scene of an accident.

The film closes with the alphabetical admonition,

"A-B-C Always Be Careful."

416. The String Choir pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity,

Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC,

NH, NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SC,

Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,

WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) fur-

nishing impressions of the appearance, tonal qual-

ities, and comparable sizes of the instruments of
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the string choir, (2) demonstrating the bowing and

fingering techniques of playing each of these in-

struments, and (3) showing the function of the

string choir in a symphony orchestra. Found

very useful hi developing an understanding and

appreciation of symphonic music, and an interest

in learning to play a musical instrument.

Teachers reported the selections used for il-

lustrative purposes and their execution to be

excellent. In some instances students requested

the playing of records of the entire composition

of which a part had been presented in the film.

There was some disappointment because the harp

was not included. Close-ups enhance the effec-

tiveness of the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The parts of the violins, violas,

cellos, and contrabasses in the symphony orchestra.

The entire symphony orchestra is shown as it

plays a portion of Schubert's Rosamunde. There

follow views of members of the string choir as the

commentator says that they compose the largest

and most important group in the symphony
orchestra. The manner in which these instru-

ments are played by pulling the bow across or by

plucking the strings is demonstrated.

The next sequence deals with the characteristics

of instruments that compose the string choir.

The commentator says that the first violins play

a soprano part and that they are sometimes as-

sisted by the second violins. He also says that

the second violins may play an alto part; the

violas, alto or tenor parts; the cellos, tenor or

bass parts; and the contrabasses, deep bass. The

tonal quality of the violin is demonstrated. The

viola is compared in size with the violin and its

tone is described as softer and more melancholy

than that of the latter. The size of the cello

is compared with that of the violin and viola.

The commentator says that cellos are pitched an

octave lower than the viola and achieve distinc-

tion as tenors in the music ot the symphony
orchestra. Celloists play a portion of Rossini's

overture to William Tell. The deep basses of the

string choir are compared in size with other mem-
bers of the choir and are described as furnishing

good harmonic foundation. Their qualities are

demonstrated as the orchestra plays part of

Schubert's Unfinished Symphony.

417. Sugar: Rebuilding an Island Industry int-

jh-sh-c 20min sd U.S. Interior 1936

Other sources: Bos, Ga, Ind, Mo, Okla

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

rehabilitation work of the United States govern-

ment in the Virgin Islands and (2) showing briefly

the steps in planting, harvesting, and refining sugar

cane. Should be useful in giving impressions of

the geographic features of the Virgin Islands.

The value of this film may be enhanced by
current interest hi the Caribbean area as it is

related to national and hemisphere defense.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The work of the United States

government in rebuilding the sugar industry hi

the Virgin Islands.

Several scenes symbolize the wide use of sugar.

A map indicates the location of the Virgin Islands

and the water routes to several United States

cities. Scenes depict the poor living conditions

of the inhabitants of the Virgin Islands prior to

government intervention.

Scenes of the rebuilding of factories and of the

clearing of land indicate the first steps toward

rehabilitation. Views of tractors pulling plows
and other cultivating equipment are followed by
scenes of natives planting sugar cane. The com-

mentator says that cane grows from the joints

in the stalk. A close-up indicates the size and

proportions of stalks cut for planting. Several

stages of the growth of the cane are shown as the

commentator says that the mature cane is about

7 feet tall and 2 niches hi diameter. Views of

oxcarts hauling cane to the refinery are accom-

panied by the commentator's statement that,

although some trucks are used, the main hauling

is done by primitive means. The commentator

says that the government is encouraging the people

to take up 6- to 8-acre homesteads which are

financed on a long-term plan.

A sequence shows cane being weighed, unloaded,

and fed to a conveyer that carries it to the grind-

ing machinery. The commentator says that only

the first refining processes are completed in the

islands. Other crops are indicated by scenes of

the packing and shipping of tomatoes and limes.

The commentator says that the government-

controlled farms are setting an example for the

care of livestock. Scenes of natives driving ox-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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carts accompany the commentator's statement

that oxen are most commonly used as beasts of

burden. Several scenes on the government ex-

periment station indicate the work that is being
done to find new tropical crops that have com-

mercial possibilities.

Views of natives receiving their wages at the re-

fining plant are followed by carnival scenes.

Several scenes suggest improved living conditions,

including better housing. The commentator says

that under the present program one-tenth of the

island of St. Croix will be utilized for agricultural

production.

418. Swimming int-jh-sh-c 18mm sd Am. Film

Center (U.S. Agric.) 1938 (edited 1939).

Reel 1, "The Beginner" (6min); Reel 2,

"Getting Afloat" (6min); Reel 3, "Ad-

vanced Strokes" (6min)

Other sources: ColFC, Ga, HI, Ind,

OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reel 1. "The Beginner." Re-

ported good for demonstrating to beginning

swimmers (1) proper method of entering and be-

coming accustomed to the water, (2) good breath-

ing technique, and (3) floating.

Reel 2. "Getting Afloat." Reported good for

showing the fundamental arm and leg motions in

swimming and their combination in beginning

strokes.

Reel 3. "Advanced Strokes." Reported good
for showing the three fundamental arm and leg

strokes and their combination into the more ad-

vanced strokes used in swimming.
The three films were found useful in stimulating

interest in swimming as a sport. Both teachers

and students reported that the underwater action

views greatly increased the value of the films.

These films were edited from the film Learn to

Swim.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Reel 1. "The Beginner." A film

lesson in swimming for the beginner.

As boys dive and swim about in an outdoor pool,

the commentator says that there are three steps

in learning to swim: first, to get confidence; sec-

ond, to learn the fundamentals; and, third, to

practice. Boys jump in the water and walk out

to chest depth. The commentator discusses

"getting the feel" of the water, the lower tempera-

ture, the wetness, the buoyancy. In shallow

water a boy sits down, puts his hands on the

bottom, lets his legs and hips float, steadies him-

self, and starts kicking. The commentator says
that this helps the swimmer get the feel of the

kick.

The lesson on proper breathing begins as a group
of boys take a breath, put their faces in the water,
count five, bring their faces out of the water,
breathe again, etc. In the next step they learn

how to breathe and how to exhale under water.

They take a breath, put their faces under water,
exhale through the mouth, roll their faces out of

the water, inhale again, and repeat the process.

Underwater views show the boys exhaling, as the

commentator directs, "Keep it up until you're

good at it." In the next step the boys bob up
and down in the water, using the fundamentals of

breathing they have already learned but in more

rhythmic fashion.

The next section of the lesson deals with learn-

ing to float. A boy is shown floating. The com-

mentator says that, if you can float, your buoyancy
will keep you on top when you learn to swim, and

your strokes will be used to drive you forward.

One swimmer floats in a balanced position, another

floats with toes out of the water, and still another

floats almost vertically. These floating positions

are shown by underwater photography. One
swimmer who is unable to float supports himself

with a few gentle kicks. To prove buoyancy, one

boy tries to retrieve a stone from the bottom of

the pool but finds it difficult because of the

buoyancy of his body. Swimmers demonstrate

the jellyfish float, the hip float, the supported

float, and the back float.

Reel 2. "Getting Afloat." The fundamentals

in the use of arms and legs and the combination of

arm and leg movement in the development of

simple swimming strokes.

Swimmers are shown pushing off from the edge

of the pool, face down, and gliding through the

water. Following the instructions given by the

commentator, they repeat the glide and add a

kick to keep going. An underwater scene shows

a boy kicking as he swims on his back. A swim-

mer demonstrates the first arm movement in the

dog-paddle stroke. In an underwater view the

swimmer is shown combining arm and leg strokes,

as the commentator instructs, "Try to time it so
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that the right leg kicks as the left arm pulls, and

left leg kicks as the right arm pulls." The com-

mentator is careful to indicate that these begin-

ning strokes should be tried in shallow water.

The lesson advances as a boy begins to convert

the beginning strokes into a simple crawl. Finning

and sculling are demonstrated in underwater views.

A boy practices turning in the water as the com-

mentator expkins the procedure. The swimmer's

first test is shown as a boy jumps into the water,

swims out, turns around, and swims back. The

commentator is careful to explain that this test

should be taken only under expert supervision.

Reel 3. "Advanced Strokes." Demonstration

of the fundamental arm and leg strokes and the

combination of those fundamentals into the more

advanced swimming strokes.

Opens with demonstrations under water of the

flutter, scissors, and frog kicks. Attention is

turned to the arm strokes, and the hand-over-hand,

side, and breast strokes are demonstrated. A
swimmer using a kick board is shown practicing

the flutter kick. The commentator explains that

these strokes are the foundation of good swimming
and must be practiced over and over until they

are strong and efficient.

The next section of the film deals with the more

advanced strokes which are photographed both

under and above water. The elementary back-

stroke and the inverted breast stroke are demon-

strated and explained. The breast stroke is

demonstrated by both a boy and a girl. The

side stroke, back crawl, and crawl are similarly

demonstrated and explained. The film closes

with underwater views of Ross Allen, the under-

water swimmer.

419. The Symphony Orchestra pri-int-jh-sh lOmin

sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, Colo, ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity, Ky,

LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH,

NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,

PaKutz, PaMil, SamHous, SanAnt, SD,

Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE,

Vt, WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) suggest-

ing the work of the orchestra and director in inter-

preting an orchestral score, (2) showing the usual

orchestral seating arrangement, and (3) indicating

the general appearance and musical contribution

of each family of instruments in the symphony
orchestra. Found useful in developing an in-

terest in and appreciation of symphonic music,

and an interest in learning to play a musical

instrument.

Reports indicate that this simple, effective

presentation held student interest. Although the

compositions used are not thought of as "chil-

dren's music," even the students of the primary

grades responded favorably to the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The functions of the composer, the

conductor, and the orchestra in the production of

symphonic music.

The entire orchestra is shown playing the

prelude to Act III of Lohengrin. Views of a

composer at work on his manuscript are fol-

lowed by views of the orchestra's conductor as he

interprets the complete orchestral score.

Various families of the orchestra are introduced.

As views of the wood-wind instruments are shown,

the commentator describes these instruments as

having a "pastoral" quality. There follow views

of the brass choir, and the commentator says that

they are prominent in strong, stirring passages.

Their tonal qualities are demonstrated. Several

percussion instruments are heard as the com-

mentator says that they are employed to empha-
size rhythms. The stringed instruments are

shown and their tonal qualities demonstrated.

The commentator says that these instruments

form the largest and most expressive group in

the orchestra.

A diagram indicates the usual seating arrange-

ment of the various instrumental groups in the

orchestra. There follow several views of indi-

vidual members of the orchestra, who watch the

conductor as they play. Various techniques of the

conductor are demonstrated as he leads the en-

tire orchestra in a portion of the scherzo from

Mendelssohn's Midsummer Night's Dream. The

commentator says that there is pleasure in seeing

as well as in hearing a symphony orchestra.

420. Tambo: Rice Fields int-jh-sh 30min si

Harmon Found. 1936

Other source: Calif

Appraisal. Reported good for showing some

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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of the processes involved in rice cultivation and

offering impressions of life in rural Japan. Should

be useful in indicating some of the steps in the

care of silkworms and in providing a basis for the

discussion of the relationship between the geo-

graphical conditions of Japan and its intensive

farming methods.

Titles are often too brief to explain the signifi-

cance of the pictorial material.

Photography is good; titles are fair.

Contents. Work of Japanese farmers in pre-

paring rice beds, planting and transplanting rice

shoots, and caring for silkworms.

Several views of the Japanese landscape suggest

the arrival of spring. Soil of the seedbeds is

thoroughly churned into a smooth, muddy texture;

low dikes are built around the fields to impound
the precious water. Seeds scattered on the sur-

face are covered and left to sprout. Japanese
farmers are shown picking tea from garden hedges,

cutting mulberry branches, and feeding and car-

ing for silkworms.

The larger rice fields are prepared for planting.

Horses and water buffaloes are used in leveling the

surface. The importance of maintaining soil

fertility in a multiple-crop system is emphasized

by views of workers tramping in rice straw and

adding dry fertilizer. When the rice shoots of

the seedbeds have sufficiently matured, they are

transplanted to the larger fields. There follow

several views of farmers scattering fertilizer

among the growing plants. City dwellers come

to the country for an outing. Several Japanese
children are shown in the rice fields.

421. Teddy Bears at Play k-pri-int Smin sd Bell

& Howell (Australian National Travel

Assn.) 1940

Other sources: ColFC, ETexBur, Mo, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for showing the Aus-

tralian koala. Should be useful in stimulating

language and art activities, as well as in provid-

ing a pleasant experience for children.

The bears are appealingly photographed, and

the musical background establishes a playful

mood.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Some of the characteristic activities

of Australian koalas.

A title states that koalas, found hi New South

Wales, are unique to Australia. There follows a

series of scenes in which koalas climb eucalyptus

trees, eat leaves, and rest on the branches. One

young koala climbs upon his mother's back and
rides pickaback while she climbs the tree; on the

ground, two little bears buffet each other. The
rest of the film deals with similar actions with

slight variations, all of which are accompanied by a

song about the "teddy bears."

422. Television jh-sh-c lOmin sd Ganz (National

Broadcasting Co., Inc.; Radio Corp. of

America; RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.)

1939

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, Colo, Ga,

Idaho, HI, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, SamHous, SC, Term, Tex,

VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing how
a television program is broadcast, (2) indicating

some of the equipment necessary for such a broad-

cast, and (3) suggesting some vocational opportuni-

ties in the technical division of television broad-

casting. Should be useful as a basis for discussion

of the social implications of television as a medium
of mass communication.

Both teachers and students in the intermediate

grades reported that the commentary was too fast

and the scenes too short for clear understanding.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Activities involved in broadcasting

television programs.

People in a home are gathered about a television

receiver set watching a program. In an RCA labo-

ratory some of the apparatus that goes into one

of these receivers is explained in some detail.

Accompanying views of the Empire State Building

and of the transmitting aerial located in its tower,

the commentator explains that television waves

travel in a straight line and only as far as the eye

can see on a clear day. Two mobile television

units mounted on trucks are driven to a race track,

equipment is set up and tested, television cameras

are mounted above the tracks, and the race is

broadcast. A studio is shown where a television

program is being broadcast. The orchestra is

seated under special lights; and cameras, under the

supervision of the program director, move in and

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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out for close-ups and views from different angles

to relieve monotony. The commentator says that

television is one of the radio marvels of today and

has made a reality of the age-old dream of "pictures

from the sky."

423. Temples and Peace jh-sh-c 19min sd U. S.

Interior 1937

Other sources: Ga, Mo

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) furnishing

impressions of the work of archaeologists and (2)

giving some information on the civilization of the

Mound Builders. Found useful in developing an

interest in the study of ancient civilizations, and

should be useful in developing an appreciation of

the work of the Civilian Conservation Corps at

Moundville State Park.

Students reported that the strong points of the

film were the excavation activities and the excel-

lent views of the artifacts.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Impressions of the archaeological

work being done at Moundville, Alabama.

An anthropologist is shown at work as the com-

mentator suggests the contribution of his science

to modern life. Maps and commentary suggest

the theory that man originated hi central Asia and

that some early men migrated across Bering Strait

and spread over the Americas shortly after the

final retreat of the continental ice sheets. The

commentator says that it is thought that the

civilization at Moundville was an offshoot of one

that originated in Mexico.

There are several views of the country around

Moundville as the commentator says that the

physical environment has not changed greatly

since the time of the Mound Builders. A map
shows the location of the mounds for which Mound-

ville is named. The commentator says that the

entire group covers about three hundred acres and

that it is under the control of the state of Alabama.

There is a view of one of the 28 remaining mounds.

A model shows the original appearance of the

mounds. The commentator says that there was

usually a temple at the top, and that they were not

burial mounds.

The construction of the dwellings of the Mound
Builders is suggested by a model. Green saplings

were imbedded in the earth and drawn together

at the top. The roof was of thatched reeds and

grass. Mud was used to plaster the lower parts

of the dwelling and to make the circular bowl-

shaped fireplace found in the center of the hut.

The method of excavation is the subject of the

next sequence. There are several views of excava-

tion activities. There are several close views of

skeletons, pottery, and artifacts as the commenta-

tor explains their significance in reconstructing the

culture of the people. The commentator says

that the first remains were accidentally turned up

by a plow about 50 years ago and that now the

study of the region is going on systematically.

There are several views of excavations showing

fireplaces, a cache of mussel shells, and a group of

graves. The commentator says that, at present,

there is a small building over some of the excava-

tions but that it is planned to make a much larger

structure in the future to protect the remains and

preserve them for future observation.

The final sequence suggests the work of the

Civilian Conservation Corps at Moundville. The

boys assist with the excavations and serve as guides

for visitors.

424. Tennessee Valley Authority jh-sh-c 9min sd

March of Tune 1936

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ETexBur, Ga,

Minn, Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for indicating

briefly (1) initial construction activities on the

Tennessee Valley Authority project, (2) the opposi-

tion of the private utility companies, and (3) the

proposed objectives of the project. Found useful

in presenting some of the important issues raised

by the project.

The film suggests the magnitude of the project,

both in physical terms and in terms of its meaning
for social and economic policy. In several classes

the film led to a more complete study of the issues

raised.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The effect of the Tennessee Valley

Authority on the region in which it is located, and

some of the issues involved in government owner-

ship and operation of a power project.

The way of life in eastern Tennessee before the

Tennessee Valley Authority is briefly indicated by
views of an old water wheel, desolate shacks, large

kettles over an open fire, etc. The commentator

says that these people lived much as their grand-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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fathers and great-grandfathers lived before them.

A group of men are shown at the country store as

the commentator explains that in 1933 they became

aware that the President had mentioned their area

hi his message to Congress.

Engineers arrive and begin to survey the land.

Then, says the commentator, the people of the

river valley realized that their timeless way of life

was doomed. Appraisers come to fix the price of

the land, and people begin to move out of the

Clinch River Valley. Coffins are dug up and

moved. Fields are burned over, and homes razed.

Blasts of dynamite and steam shovels tear their

way through the Tennessee hills. The town of

Norris is built.

In the next sequence the conflict between private

utility companies and the Tennessee Valley Au-

thority is presented. As an electric plant is shown,

the commentator explains that already in the Ten-

nessee Valley there were large private companies

with tremendous investments. Wendell L. Willkie

of the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation,

one of the companies most affected by the Tennes-

see Valley Authority, is shown speaking to a small

group of men. He complains that the government

is using public money to destroy private business,

and contends that, if the Tennessee Valley Au-

thority is held constitutional, the government may
invade every sphere of private enterprise. The

TVA board is shown along with a map of the area.

As views of a flood are shown, the commentator

explains that flood control is one aspect of the

project. A map indicates the rivers that are to be

deepened for river boat transportation. Erosion

control and the manufacture of phosphate fertilizer

are briefly explained. The scope of the project is

further indicated by views of Norris Dam, Wheeler

Dam, and the power lines built to carry electricity.

The effect of the Tennessee Valley Authority on

the people of the area is suggested by views of

these people using various kinds of electrical

equipment.

Views of the Supreme Court Building in Wash-

ington accompany the commentator's brief account

of the TVA case before the Supreme Court. As

farmers are shown deserting the valley, the com-

mentator says that the Tennessee Valley Authority

is "the most ambitious experiment in national

planning ever attempted in the United States."

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

425. Territorial Expansion of the United States

from 1783 to 1853 int-jh-sh-c 22min sd

Bell & Howell and Int. Geographic 1938

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, ColFC, Colo,

ETexBur, Ga, 111, Ind, Kan, Ky, LaDptE,
Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, SC, Tenn, TexTech, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) provid-

ing a brief chronological review of events in the

expansion of the United States from 1783 to 1853,

(2) indicating some of the political and economic

forces that caused the United States to expand, and

(3) locating the territorial acquisitions of conti-

nental United States and indicating means by
which they were acquired.

Teachers generally favored the use of the film in

connection with introduction and review. Stu-

dents reported that they would like to see the

film more than once. Teachers approved the

manner in which maps were used. Some teachers

and pupils thought that the film was weak in cer-

tain sections because of the lack of pictorial mate-

rials to support the commentator's statements.

Photography is uneven, sound excellent.

Contents. The territorial expansion of the

United States from 1783 to 1853, reviewed by
means of animated maps, photographic records of

historical events, and compact narration.

Opens with a map of the thirteen original

colonies and brief scenes depicting the Revolu-

tionary War. Another map shows the American,

Spanish, French, and British claims to territory

west of the Alleghenies. The commentator says

that each nation sought control of the Great Lakes

and the source of the Mississippi River. A map
indicates the western boundaries of the United

States as fixed by the Treaty of Paris.

The acquisition of the Louisiana territory is de-

scribed. A map shows the territory of the United

States and the vast Spanish domain lying beyond
the Mississippi. As a map of the Louisiana terri-

tory is shown, the commentator describes the

wealth of the western territory and the difficulty

of transporting goods across the Appalachian

Mountains. On a map it is shown that goods could

be shipped to the eastern seaboard after being

floated down the Mississippi. The acquisition of

the Louisiana territory from France is shown by

map. The commentator says that the West

high; sh senior high; c college;min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Florida territory dispute was settled by occupation

of the territory by federal troops. The sequence

closes as the addition of new territory following

the discovery of the source of the Mississippi in the

Red River basin is shown by map.
The addition of Florida to the territory of the

United States is described. Scenes of Seminole

life in the Everglades illustrate the commentator's

discussion of events leading to the acquisition of

Florida. The added territory is shown by maps.

The story of the annexation of Texas begins with

a map of New Spain and Mexico. There are

scenes of wagon trains and frontier cattle towns.

The commentator explains the formation of the

republic of Mexico and the action of Mexican

officials in closing the border to American immigra-

tion. The story of Sam Houston and the annexa-

tion of Texas is told by the commentator.

The next sequence deals with the settlement of

the Oregon territory dispute. A map of the Ore-

gon territory and scenes suggesting exploration and

surveying activities are shown as the commentator

tells of events that led to the Oregon dispute.

Another map shows the Spanish, Russian, and

English claims to this territory and indicates the

final compromise with England.

Our next acquisitions came as a result of the

Mexican War. A map shows the basis of the

dispute with Mexico over the Texas boundary.

Clippings from contemporary newspapers carry the

stories of Buena Vista, Veracruz, and other inci-

dents of the Mexican War. The commentator

recites treaty provisions. A map of Mexican ces-

sions is shown.

The discovery of gold in California, the building

of a transcontinental railroad, and the Gadsden

Purchase are described. A map shows the need

for a transcontinental railroad and the proposed

route across the Mexican territory. The Gadsden

Purchase is shown by map as the commentator

tells how this purchase assured the construction of

the Southern Pacific Railroad. The film con-

cludes with a review of events in the territorial

expansion of the United States during the seventy

years from 1783 to 1853.

426. Territorial Possessions of the United States

int-jh-sh 22min sd Bell & Howell and Int.

Geographic 1939

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, CenWash, ColFC,

ETexBur, Ga, LI, Ind, IntFB, Kan, Ky,

Me, Mich, Minn, NC, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
SC, Tenn, TexTech, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) giving

the time, location, terms, and circumstances of

acquisition of the possessions of the United States

and (2) showing some general characteristics of

these possessions. Found useful in furthering an

understanding of an important period in our his-

tory, and in indicating the importance of our pos-

sessions in national defense.

The film contains many newsreel scenes impor-

tant as documents in American history. Exten-

sive use is made of maps. The dramatic quality

of the film rises out of the materials and their

organization rather than the photographic treat-

ment. This film brings together a connected story

of the territorial possessions of the United States

and will probably be used best as an introduction

or summary.

Photography is uneven in quality, sound good.

Contents. A historical sketch of the acquisition

of the United States possessions, told by use of

maps, scenes of incidents related to acquisition,

scenes characteristic of the possessions, and the

commentator's explanatory remarks.

The first sequence is an account of the purchase

of Alaska in 1867. A map of Russia identifying

Alaska as a part of her territory is shown as the

commentator explains Russia's desire to negotiate

a sale to the United States. Senate scenes are

used to indicate opposition to Secretary Seward's

purchase plan. Views of Alaskan products indi-

cate the profits from the Alaskan purchase.

A map indicates the location of the Midway
Islands as the commentator tells of their discovery

in 1867. Importance of the islands for transpacific

aviation is illustrated by views of the "China

Clipper."

The story of the annexation of the Hawaiian

Islands is introduced by a map showing the location

of the islands. Characteristic Hawaiian scenes

form the background for the commentator's ac-

count of events leading to annexation.

The next sequence deals with the territory ac-

quired as a consequence of the Spanish-American

War. The possessions that Spain lost are indi-

cated on a map. The commentator tells how news-

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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papers played an important role in swaying public

opinion to a position favorable to war with Spain.

President McKinley's part in the affair is recalled

as he is shown in an old newsreel. The fall of

Santiago to American forces is depicted. A very

early newsreel scene shows Theodore Roosevelt

riding with his troops. There is another newsreel

view of the victorious forces marching up Fifth

Avenue. As the provisions of the Treaty of Paris

are outlined by the commentator, a map shows the

territorial losses suffered by Spain as a result of the

war. Short sequences on Puerto Rico, Guam, and

the Philippine Islands indicate the location and

character of the new possessions. Conquest of

the Philippines and the signing of the Tydings-

McDuffie Act are briefly reviewed. Acquisition of

Wake Island and the Samoan Islands is shown by

maps and explained by the commentator.

The next sequence deals with the Panama Canal

Zone. A map indicates the journey made by the

battleship "Oregon" around South America during

the Spanish-American War. A line across the

Isthmus of Panama indicates that the journey

could be shortened by a canal at that point. The

negotiations preceding the construction of the

canal and the uprising that finally made it possible

for work to be started are reported by the com-

mentator. Several close-ups of PresidentTheodore

Roosevelt are shown as his efforts on behalf of the

canal are described. Dredges are shown workingon

the canal, and finally the canal isshown inoperation.

The story of territorial acquisitions is completed

with the report of the purchase of the Danish West

Indies, including St. Croix, St. Thomas, and

St. John, in 1917. The chief possessions are re-

viewed as the commentator specifies the year in

which each became a United States possession and

the country from which it was acquired.

427. That Mothers Might Live (MGM Miniature

Series) jh-sh-c lOmin sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic-

tures) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Mich,

Minn, OhioDptE, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for telling the

story of Dr. Ignaz Philipp Semmelweiss and his

fight to introduce standards of cleanliness to pre-

vent childbed fever. Found useful in (1) suggest-

ing social resistance to new ideas and (2) posing

problems of life values.

This is a moving and dramatic portrayal rather

than a strictly factual one. Some study of the life

of Dr. Semmelweiss should make the film more

meaningful.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Dramatization of Dr. Semmelweiss'

famous discovery which was a forerunner of the

sanitary precautions taken in our modern hospitals.

As views in a modern hospital are shown, the

commentator points out that such equipment to-

day is taken for granted.

Dr. Semmelweiss goes into the maternity ward

for final examination of a young mother. To his

horror he discovers that she has childbed fever.

He knows that, instead of going home, she will die.

Semmelweiss ponders over this unnecessary loss

of life. Suddenly, the idea comes to him that it

may be the doctors themselves who are spreading

the disease. He thinks that they may be spreading

it by failing to take proper precautions in washing

their hands. He rushes to the director of the hos-

pital and gets permission to require that doctors

scrub their hands before examinations and opera-

tions. The doctors begrudgingly consent to the

plan. One doctor, who is irritated by the plan,

quarrels with Semmelweiss.

A year later there is a meeting of the hospital

staff at which Semmelweiss announces that deaths

due to childbed fever have dropped decidedly. The

director, instead of recognizing the achievement,

says that the experiment has made the hospital

the laughingstock of the profession. Semmel-

weiss is asked to hand in his resignation.

Semmelweiss writes a book on childbed fever.

He mails copies to publishers and to members of

the medical profession, but they reject it. Des-

perate, he goes to the people with pamphlets on

his discoveries, but they, too, reject him. Frantic

because his ideas are not accepted, he goes insane.

Present-day hospitals are shown where surgeons

scrupulously wash before operating. The com-

mentator says that Semmelweiss' book gave doc-

tors the idea for the clean hospitals of today.

428. Thermodynamics sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho,

111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Mich, Minn, NC,

OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz,

SamHous, SanAnt, Tenn, TexCW, Wis
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Appraisal. Reported good for presenting and

illustrating the laws of thermodynamics. It in-

cludes demonstrations of the kinetic theory of

molecular action, the chemistry of combustion, and

the operation of steam engines, steam turbines,

gasoline engines, and Diesel engines.

While the less complex 'Aspects of the subject

have been selected, the material is accurate and

logically developed. Teachers reported good use

of animation.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The laws of thermodynamics, pre-

sented by means of animated drawings and natural

photography.
A blacksmith heats an iron rod at his forge and

removes it red-hot from the fire. Animated

drawings show the movement of the molecules,

at first rapid, then slower as the iron cools.

Again the forge is shown with a steam turbine,

tractor, locomotive, and automobile superimposed

on the glowing coals as the commentator indicates

that heat is the source of all these power mani-

festations. In animated drawings of the forge,

symbolic dots are used to indicate the chemical

action which results in combustion.

Explanation of the operation of a steam locomo-

tive is introduced with natural photography.

Cross-section drawings show the firebox, boiler, and

cylinder. In the animation, steam is shown com-

ing through the intake valve and forcing the piston

to move. Near the end of the stroke the exhaust

valve is opened on one side and the intake on the

other so that new steam drives the piston in the

opposite direction. Animation is accompanied by
the commentator's explanation.

The photograph of a wheel with vanes being

turned by a blast of air opens the explanation of

the operation of the steam turbine. An animated

drawing of the interior of a steam turbine shows

the steam turning the rotor, striking the stator,

turning the second rotor, etc. A steam turbine

and generator are shown in a large electric gen-

erating plant.

The explanation of the internal-combustion

engine begins with actual views of an automobile

engine. The carburetor, the cylinder, ignition,

and cooling system are indicated on a drawing.

Animation is used to show the intake, compression,

explosion, and exhaust strokes of the four-stroke-

cycle gasoline engine. The Diesel engine is shown

in a similar fashion. The commentator points out,

as he explains its operation, that it has neither a

carburetor nor an ignition system.

As a tractor pulls a plow, the commentator says

that a given amount of heat can always be ex-

changed for a known amount of work. The two

laws of thermodynamics are stated diagrammati-

cally: (1) when heat is transformed into work, the

amount of work done is equal to the amount of

heat transformed and (2) useful work can be done

only when heat at high temperature is changed to

heat at a lower temperature.

429. They Do Come Back sh-c 17min sd Nat.

Tuberculosis Assn. 1940

Other sources: Ind, Ky, VaBdE

Appraisal. Good for (1) suggesting the proce-

dures used in diagnosis and treatment of tuber-

culosis, (2) indicating the problem of vocational

rehabilitation of tuberculosis victims, and (3) show-

ing some of the procedures used in rehabilitation

work. Should be useful in encouraging young

people to seek treatment for tuberculosis as soon

as symptoms appear.

The film story is interesting and organized

around important aspects of the lives of young

people. The acting is convincing. The film's

treatment of the process of rehabilitation is

idealized.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Dramatization of the recovery and

rehabilitation of two young people stricken by
tuberculosis.

There are views of sky lines, busy streets, homes

and buildings in "Everytown." The commentator

says that the happiness of those who reside in

Everytown is challenged by an enemy, tuber-

culosis.

Roy, a young man, is shown working hi one of

Everytown's industrial plants. In a textile fac-

tory near by works Julie, Roy's fiancee. At the

end of the working day, Roy and Julie meet and

drive off together. Roy stops the car and kisses

Julie.

Roy and Julie go swimming together. While at

the beach, Roy picks Julie up and whirls her over

his head. Suddenly, he stops and sinks to the

ground, stricken with a lung hemorrhage. He is

taken to a sanatorium in an ambulance. There

examining physicians make notations on lung

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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charts. Roy's blood and sputum are tested and

his lungs are X-rayed. Active and advanced

tuberculosis is indicated. The commentator says

that if Roy "plays the game" his chances for re-

covery are still good. Roy is taken to a sana-

torium for treatment and rest.

The next scenes depict the efforts of health offi-

cials to find out from whom Roy got his tubercular

infection and to whom he may have transmitted it.

A case worker talks to a group of men who worked

with Roy. One brings her a picture of Julie. The
case worker visits Julie and tells her that since she

has had "lip contact" with Roy, she should be

examined. Following a routine examination of

the chest, the doctor gives Julie a skin test which

proves to be positive. Later, the X-ray reveals

that Julie has tuberculosis in an early stage. She

is sent to a sanatorium where she receives the very
best of care.

A sequence on the organizations combating tu-

berculosis is introduced here. The commentator

points out that hospitals, health departments, and

schools cooperate in combating tuberculosis. The
work of the National Tuberculosis Association in

disseminating information by printed matter,

radio, and motion pictures is described.

After several weeks an X-ray reveals an unhealed

cavity in Roy's lung. A physician gives him a

special treatment, pneumothorax. A local anes-

thetic is administered, then the chest cavity is

punctured and air is allowed to enter and collapse

the lung. An animated diagram explains the

operation.

The sanatorium staff holds a meeting to consider

Roy as a person. The librarian reports on Roy's

preferences in reading material, the occupational

therapist reports Roy's interest in draftsmanship,

and the nurse tells about Roy's plans for marrying

Julie. From the state rehabilitation agent the

doctor learns about Roy's former work. When

Roy has partly recovered, the state rehabilitation

agent administers a mechanical aptitude test.

With the results of the test at hand, the rehabilita-

tion agent, the doctor, and Roy work out a plan
for aeronautical training. Roy takes up photog-

raphy as a hobby. The commentator says that

leisure-time activities play an important part in

the patient's recovery and rehabilitation. While

still in the sanatorium,Roy begins to studydrafting.

Meanwhile,Julieisreceivingtraininginhomemaking.

When Roy's condition finally allows him to leave

the sanatorium, he enrolls in an aeronautical

school. During the training period the state re-

habilitation agent checks on his progress. From
time to time he is examined to make sure that he

does not have a relapse. Finally Roy gets a job
in aviation mechanics. After work one day he

meets Julie and they drive to their new home.

430. This Is America jh-sh-c 60min sd Bell &
Howell (Beekman Film Corp.) 1933

Other source: IntFB

Appraisal. Reported good for giving a review

of some of the interesting as well as important
events in American history from 1917 to 1933.

Found useful in (1) developing critical thinking

concerning current problems and providing back-

ground for understanding them and (2) providing

opportunity for the study of propaganda.
Teachers reported that some of the events shown

required interpretation since students did not have

the background for understanding them. Student

interest was high and investigation was stimulated.

The film is a somewhat pessimistic picture of man's

ability to deal intelligently with his affairs. Some
teachers questioned the desirability of presenting,

somewhat superficially, such a mass of events, did

not agree with the commentator's interpretation,

and thought the film contained propaganda.
The newsreel photography is uneven in quality;

the sound is good.

Contents. Some of the important as well as

trivial events in the history of the United States

from 1917 to 1933, presented chiefly through news-

reel scenes.

Opens at the time of the entrance of the United

States into the first World War. There are views

of parades, troopships, and meetings held to pro-

mote the sale of Liberty bonds. Other important
concomitants of the war are indicated the work

of the Red Cross, women in industry, food ration-

ing, munitions manufacture, and shipbuilding.

The armistice is signed and Wilson sails to France

to help make the peace.

Following the war, labor trouble breaks out and

troops are called to quell strikes. The government
comes out against profiteers. Stores of leftover

war supplies are distributed to the unemployed
and sold on the open market. The United States

begins its experiment with prohibition. The
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Senate foreign relations committee blocks this

country's adherence to the Versailles Treaty.

Wilson plans to take the issue of the League of

Nations to the people. In the election of 1920,

Cox and Roosevelt are nominated by the Demo-

crats, and Harding and Coolidge by the Repub-
licans. The victory of the Republicans puts an

end to the policies Wilson had supported. In

Washington, the Unknown Soldier is buried, and

a conference is held to consider limitation of

armaments.

Eugene V. Debs is released from prison, radio is

invented, and the Ku Klux Elian with its program

of intolerance and terror rises to power. The pros-

perity of the middle twenties blossoms. Women
are given the right to vote, beauty shops do a

rushing business, and bathing beauties parade on

the boardwalks. Dr. Coue, the French psycholo-

gist,brings Americans the optimistic "getting better

and better.
' ' The Teapot Dome oil scandal smears

the Harding administration. Harding dies in San

Francisco before the expiration of his term; Calvin

Coolidge becomes president. Coolidge prosperity

and the Florida real-estate debacle follow. Ger-

trude Ederle swims the English Channel. Ru-

dolph Valentino dies at the height of his cinematic

popularity.

In 1924, Davis is nominated by the Democrats

and Coolidge by the Republicans. In Tennessee a

trial is held to determine the right of a high school

instructor to teach evolution. Air-mail service is

inaugurated, the German "Graf Zeppelin" comes

to the United States, and the United States Navy
builds and launches the ill-fated "Shenandoah."

Lindbergh flies the Atlantic and is received by

jubilant crowds in both France and the United

States. Coolidge announces that he "does not

choose to run" in the 1928 presidential race. Jazz

music and night clubs are a part of the "mad

twenties."

In 1928, Hoover defeats Smith in a bitter cam-

paign. Bootleggers contend for power and control

in gangland. The Lindbergh baby is kidnapped.

Machines throw men out of work on the farm and

in the factory; mass production rises to new

heights of efficiency. Automobiles, houses, cloth-

ing, and other articles are bought on the install-

ment plan. Skyscrapers are built, and specula-

tion runs rampant. The stock market crashes,

in Washington. Business leaders are perplexed

with economic conditions; Billy Sunday recom-

mends a "tidal wave of the old-time religion."

The Army is called out against bonus strikers in

Washington. Farm strikes spread through the

Middle West. Unemployment increases and men
stand in bread lines and live in hovels in the very

shadows of the skyscrapers. The film ends on a

hopeful note as President Franklin D. Roosevelt

is inaugurated.

431. Three Counties against Syphilis sh-c 19min sd

U.S. Agric. (U.S. PublicHealth Service) 1939

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, Colo, Fla, Ga,

m, Ind, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD, Term, Tex,

VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

the type of work being done by the United States

Public Health Service in cooperation with county

governments in an attempt to stamp out syphilis

in Georgia and (2) suggesting the modern means

of detecting and treating syphilis. Should be

useful in removing the social stigma which makes

progress difficult in the control of the disease, and

in developing a greater sensitivity to public health

problems in general.

Students were interested and wanted to know if

there were other similar projects in the United

States.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. An account of the organized attempt

to stamp out syphilis in three counties in Georgia.

Several scenes depict the geographic charac-

teristics and industries of the area in Georgia

treated in the film. A close-up of an arm into

which an arsphenamine injection is being made is

shown as the commentator says that the United

States Public Health Service has joined with the

state and county in the antisyphilis program. As

a doctor is shown placing packages on an office

shelf, the commentator says that private doctors

are given free drugs to treat their cases of syphilis.

A white doctor is shown treating a white patient,

and a Negro doctor treating a Negro patient. A
view of a white clinic is shown as the commentator

says that 275 cases are treated free of charge each

week. A group of Negro school children are

shown, as the commentator says that they have

all been tested.and Hoover calls a conference of big-business men

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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As men are shown at work in the woods, the

commentator explains that in the rural areas, dis-

tant from the town clinics, the trailer clinic is

being used. As Negro people, who constitute the

bulk of laborers in these three counties, mill

around the trailer clinic, the commentator explains

that the treatment renders the patient noninfec-

tious and stops the spread of the disease. Negroes

travel to the clinic for treatment. Views of the

interior of the trailer clinic show a sterilizer, a

refrigerator, and other equipment. As the com-

mentator explains that the clinic serves as a health

center, a boy is shown receiving typhoid fever

immunization. Other patients are treated for

syphilis with arsphenamine. A blood specimen

is taken from one patient's arm.

At the health department headquarters in Bruns-

wick, the dark-field, Kahn, and Wassermann labo-

ratory tests for syphilis are shown. In connection

with the dark-field test, there is a microscopic

view of syphilis germs.

As workers are shown entering cabins in rural

districts, the commentator explains that a house-

to-house canvass has proved effective in getting

blood specimens. The educational features of the

campaign are treated briefly instruction of mid-

wives, distribution of leaflets, and posting of an-

nouncements. Blood tests are taken from men at

work in the turpentine forests, on the shrimp

wharves, at the country dance hall, and even at

the church. The film closes with a series of views

of the country and its people. The commentator

says, "Syphilis will be the next great plague to go."

432. Three Little Kittens k-pri-int llmin sd

Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

ETexBur, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Iowa, Kan, Ky, Mich, Minn, NC,

NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz,

SamHous, SanAnt, Tenn, TexCW, VaBdE,

WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) telling

the story of the experiences of three little farm

kittens and (2) furnishing the basis for oral and

written expression and other creative classroom

activities. Found useful in (1) encouraging better

care of pets and (2) instilling a desire to play

together.

Teachers noted that the film was within the

k kindergarten; pri primary ; int intermediate grades; jh junior

realm of children's experiences, was not senti-

mental, moved at a rate suitable for children, and

did not "talk down" to the young audience.

Student responses to the film were described as

enthusiastic. A showing before a slow primary

group, where the teacher had been unable to

arouse interest or initiative, left the children

eager to participate in classroom activities and

initiated a change in class attitude. Slow groups

in more advanced grades showed similar interest.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The story of three little kittens from

shortly after the tune they are born until they are

old enough to "work."

A farm wife finds a mother cat with three new-

born kittens in their nest in the barn. After the

kittens have had their breakfast of mother's milk,

the mother cat goes to the kitchen door, climbs up
on the screen, and is rewarded with a breakfast

of cream. Then she carefully washes her face

and goes to the cellar where she sometimes catches

mice.

When the kittens are two weeks old, their eyes

are open and they are still living on a pile of hay

in the barn. A hen scratches and pecks near

them, so mother cat moves her family one at a

time to a sunny spot on the seat of an old buggy

outside. When one of the kittens, Curly Tail,

is left alone, he is threatened by the hen, but he is

soon rescued by the mother cat.

After three more weeks have passed, one of the

kittens attempts to get milk from the mother

cat and is refused. But a pan of milk set on the

floor furnishes them all with so large a meal that

their sides bulge. After dinner, the mother cat

washes the kittens' faces, and then they frolic with

each other and play with a ball of yarn.

At the age of two months, all the kittens have

learned to wash their own faces after each meal.

When the mother cat goes for a walk, all three

follow. On the soft bark at the base of an apple

tree, the mother cat sharpens her claws. Then

she looks up and leaps into the lower branches.

By this time the kittens are far behind, but they

soon catch up and all but Curly Tail join their

mother in the tree. Left alone on the ground,

he stiffens and spits when a big dog comes close.

Curly Tail is brave, but finally decides to climb the

tree to safety.

When the kittens are old enough to work, there
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is not enough for all of them to do. So the farm

wife takes two of them to town to give them

away one to a shoemaker and the other to the

postmaster. After they have been received into

their new homes, the farm wife returns to the

farm and picks up the third little kitten. The

commentator says that this is the luckiest kitten

of all.

433. Thrushes and Relatives pri-int-jh-sh llmin

sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Iowa, lowaA&M, Ky, Mich, Minn, NC,

NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz,

SamHous, SanAnt, SC, TexCW, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

physical characteristics, range, natural habitats,

and some life activities of several North American

birds. Found useful in stimulating students' in-

terest in the birds in their own community.

Teachers reported good presentation of each

species in its natural setting. At the primary

grade level the film seemed to present too many
different birds in a short period of time. Some

bird calls are included but they are not very dis-

tinct. There are many good close-ups.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The following birds in their natural

environment: bush tit, chickadee, hermit thrush,

russet-backed thrush, robin, bluebird, and water

ouzel. A short sequence is devoted to each bird,

and on a map of the United States the range of

each is indicated.

Bush tits are shown by the nest, and later feed-

ing their young. The chickadees are shown

getting food and feeding their young. The com-

mentator says that it is a beneficial bird because it

feeds on harmful insects and caterpillars. The

hermit thrush is shown nesting near the water

and feeding its young. The russet-backed thrush

is also shown in nesting and feeding activities.

The robin is shown with its nest of four eggs; both

parents search for worms to be fed to young robins;

the robins attack and drive off an owl which comes

too close to the nest. Adult bluebirds are shown

sitting on a pole; in the nest are six small eggs;

slow-motion photography shows the birds' wing

action; the young are fed. There are several

views of both young and adult water ouzels, and

the commentator calls attention to their peculiar

bobbing action.

434. Timber-r-r! int-jh-sh ISmin si U.S. Agric.

1931

Other sources: Calif, OreSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) indi-

cating the value of the forests to man as a source

of raw materials, (2) illustrating the damage
caused by forest fires, (3) contrasting modern

methods of timber conservation with former waste,

(4) illustrating modern procedures in forest utiliza-

tion. Found useful in developing an attitude of

cooperativeness toward conservation programs.

Teachers noted that the film was particularly

strong in showing the results of human carelessness

with fire. The procedures in lumbering were re-

ported as being clearly presented. Teachers sug-

gested that the film suffered from omission of

scenes of forest nurseries and the actual trans-

planting of small trees in reforestation of cutover

areas. However, it should be noted that these

subjects are considered in other films.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Growth of the timber industry, to-

gether with resulting destructive practices, and

some of the steps taken recently to keep forest

lands productive.

Panoramic views of forest regions are shown,

and a title states that people have long considered

forests inexhaustible. Scenes of logging opera-

tions in earlier times follow. A title states that

in 1931 this industry employed 30,000 people and

yielded products valued at $75,000,000 annually.

Lumber mills are shown, followed by views of

some of the conditions under which lumberjacks

and their families live.

Trees are cut, sawed, and felled. There follow

scenes of cutover, wasted lands. A title states,

"When the ax was ringing through the last great

bodies of virgin timber, the lumber industry

awoke." Young growth and small trees are

shown being protected by improved logging meth-

ods. The practice of leaving four or more large

trees per acre to furnish seed for reproduction is

shown. Where fire has destroyed young growth,

new trees are planted.

To prevent forest fires, fire arresters are clamped
on donkey engine stacks, railroad rights of way
are cleared of brush, oil-burning locomotives are

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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used, fire crews are placed at strategic points,

snags are felled, slash is piled and burned during
the winter, old logging roads are kept clear of brush

to serve as firebreaks, and signs warn smokers.

A hunter carelessly drops a match which starts a

fire. It is prevented from becoming a serious

fire by the arrival of a ranger.

435. Tin int-jh-sh 15min si Eastman 1930

Other sources: Buck, ETexBur, 111, Ind,

Iowa, Mich, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing some

of the steps involved in mining tin ore and manu-

facturing tin products, (2) indicating the loca-

tion of a principal source of tin ore, the Federated

Malay States, and (3) indicating a few of the im-

portant uses of tin in industry. Found useful as

a basis for discussing our dependence upon distant

places for some important raw materials.

The value of this film may be augmented by the

current concern for supplies of tin for use in na-

tional defense. The film does not show the smelt-

ing of tin ore in detail and makes only a few

references to its usefulness in industry.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. The mining of tin ore, the manufac-

ture of tin plate, and some uses of tin in the manu-

facture of commercial and industrial products.

Begins with views of coolies working in an open
tin mine. A map of the Federated Malay States

indicates the location of some of the richest tin

mines in the world. Chinese coolies dig out the

tin-bearing ore and carry it up a ladder to a sluice.

A dredge equipped with a continuous line of buck-

ets is shown in operation. Concentrated tin ore

is smelted and cast in bars. A title states that

great quantities of tin are sent to the United

States. There is a view of a boat loaded with tin.

The second sequence deals with the making of

tin plate. Several exterior views of a steel-rolling

plant are followed by interior views showing men

putting hot steel plates through a rolling mill.

These sheets are then cut, rolled to proper size,

separated for an acid pickling bath, conveyed to

the tinning department, and run through a tin-

coating machine. Animations indicate the opera-

tion of the feed rollers. As the tinned plates come

from the machine, they are inspected for quality.

The final sequence illustrates the uses of tin.

A tinsmith makes a tin cup by hand. This is

contrasted with modern machine methods of

manufacturing tin cans. The use of cans for

preserving foods is illustrated by views of a food

cannery. In the manufacture of Babbitt metal for

bearings, molten tin is stirred in an open cast-iron

pit, a mixture of tin and copper is put in, and

antimony is added. Molten Babbitt metal is

poured into a bearing mold. After the bearing

hardens, it is removed from the cast, reamed out,

and fitted to a crankshaft. Workmen are shown

mixing, casting, rolling, and stamping britannia

metal.

436. Tiny Water Animals jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi
1931

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Ga,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Elan, Mich, Minn, Mo,
NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
PaKutz, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, StAmb,

Tenn, TexCW, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis, WVa

Appraisal. Reported excellent for showing the

structure and some of the life processes of several

lower animal forms commonly found in pond
water. Found useful in developing an apprecia-

tion of the variety and nature of animal life too

tiny to be observed without a microscope.

Teachers commented upon the excellent photo-

micrography and the variety of forms and func-

tions shown. Tune-lapse scenes of reproduction

by cell division in the Amoeba are very good.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The life processes of several pro-

tozoans and other simple water animals, shown by
means of photomicrography and time-lapse pho-

tography.

As a pond is shown, the commentator tells of the

innumerable tiny animals that make their home

there. A drop of pond water is placed under a

microscope.

Microscopic views show a group of rotifers as the

commentator explains that these animals move by
the action of circlets of cilia on their heads. More

highly magnified views show their pincer-like jaws

rapidly opening and closing.

There are views of a ciliate protozoan whose

body is covered with hairlike structures called

cilia. The undulating motions of these cilia

move the organism through the water and also

sweep its prey toward it. As a nematode worm
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is shown making its way through the tangle of As views of a spring are shown, the commentator

plant stems, the commentator says that the Pro-

tozoa prey on smaller forms and, in turn, are

preyed upon by larger forms.

The swan animalcule is shown to have a necklike

elongation which it extends to seize its food. A
group of trumpet-shaped stentors and volvox

are shown.

A highly magnified view of a single paramecium
shows the nucleus of this organism. A mounted

slide shows the paramecium in the process of

reproducing by cell division.

A magnified view shows a shapeless, jelly-like

amoeba as it flows along. Views showing food

particles in the amoebic protoplasm are accom-

panied by the commentator's explanation that

digestive fluids are found in the small bubble-like

structures seen in the amoeba. A highly mag-
nified view of human blood showing red and white

corpuscles is accompanied by the commentator's

statement that the higher animals, including man,
are made of many cells, each of which resembles the

single-celled protozoan. The commentator further

compares the white corpuscle with the amoeba in

manner of movement and shape. Time-lapse

views show the amoeba reproducing by cell

division.

437. To! Cil! (Water! Grass!) int-jh-sh 28min sd

U.S. Interior 1936

Other sources: Bos, ETexBur, Ga, OhioDptE,

Tenn, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) sketching the his-

tory of the federal government's policy toward the

Navajos, (2) giving impressions of the life and

activities on the Navajo reservation homes,

agriculture, customs, and schools, and (3) sug-

gesting the types of plants and animals of the

desert lands of the Southwest. Should be useful

in (1) demonstrating how people who live in a

simple culture adapt themselves to their environ-

ment and in turn adapt the environment to their

needs and (2) developing an understanding of a

minority group.

Best use of this film requires some knowledge of

the changing character of Indian We in America.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Brief history of the Navajo Indians

and of the efforts being made on the reservation

to improve their way of life.

says that Navajos consider such sources of water,

essential to their life, as sacred. There follow

views of records of their war activities as the com-

mentator says that federal authorities finally called

for their complete subjugation. As Kit Carson's

picture appears, the commentator explains that he

was selected for the task. Views of Canyon de

Chelly are accompanied by the commentator's

description of the manner in which these Indians

were finally forced to surrender. There are views

of several old Navajos who remember how they
were taken to Fort Wingate and then forced to

walk 300 miles east to Fort Sumner. The com-

mentator says that several chiefs were later per-

mitted to travel to Washington, where they were

successful in obtaining new treaties which allowed

them to return to their land, and that each Navajo
was given a goat and two sheep. There follow

views of grazing sheep. Close-ups of Navajos
dressed in their ancient costumes are followed by a

scene of a squaw weaving a rug.

A map of the reservation is followed by scenic

views of various sections of the reservation.

That erosion is the reservation's most dangerous
marauder is indicated by views of eroded rocks,

gullied land, and exposed tree roots. A typical

Navajo family travels by wagon. The commenta-

tor says that, although the Indians are opposed to

highways which might bring droves of curious

tourists, they do favor a system of all-weather dirt

roads. There are views of men at work construct-

ing such roads.

There are views of a cornfield and of wagons
loaded with corn waiting in line at a shelling mill

at Shiprock, New Mexico. At the Shiprock

greenhouse and nursery, seedlings and plants are

grown for Indian farmers' use on their irrigated

lands. A modern dairy, which supplies the com-

munity with milk, is shown.

Activities at Kayenta, reservation medical and

educational center, are shown. Here Navajo
adults are given medical care and their children

are taught to knit, spin wool, string beads, weave,

sew, iron, and cook. English, clay modeling,

carpentry, and football are also included in the

school program. The Navajo's fear of the dead

is demonstrated as a hogan is burned after a mem-
ber of the family has died. Government relief

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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activities among the Navajos are shown as several

indigent Indians are given supplies.

Reclamation of desert land at Fruitland shows a

squadron of tractors leveling off the land. This

is followed by views of canals in which water is

carried to the fields. Views of Navajo Lake and

a newly constructed dam are accompanied by the

statement that water is of great importance to the

Navajo economy.
The problem of private sheepherders who bring

their flocks across reservation lines to pre-empt

reservation grasslands is dealt with as the com-

mentator says that the reservation has a capacity

of only 560,000 sheep but labors under a load of

a million. The development of better pastures

through irrigation is indicated by views of good

and bad grazing lands.

A sequence dealing with the Fort Wingate

Indian school begins with scenes in a wool labora-

tory. Men test the quality of wool samples. An

experimental flock is shown in which, the com-

mentator states, crossbreeding has been effected

to produce a better stock. In a class in leather

tanning, old tanning methods are contrasted with

improved methods. Girls prepare yarns and

weave them into cloth. Models of new-type

hogans, still employing the familiar circular

style, are shown as the commentator says that the

government is attempting to influence the Navajos

to build with more durable and sanitary materials.

Carpentry students repair and paint a wagon,

and girls sew and construct toys for reservation

children.

438. Today We Build jh-sh-c 30min sd Federal

Housing 1938

Other sources: OhioDptE, VaBdE

Appraisal. Very good for (1) contrasting well-

planned housing with that which has been poorly

planned, (2) showing some of the developments in

housing in foreign countries before the outbreak

of the war, and (3) explaining and illustrating the

procedures followed by the Federal Housing

Administration in stimulating the production of

good housing units through private enterprise.

The film treats the economic as well as social

implications of housing. Although originally

produced for use with adult groups interested in

housing investments, it is well adapted to school

uses. In connection with the showing of this film

k kindergarten; pri primary ; int intermediate grades; jh junior

teachers may wish to use Technical Bulletins Nos.

1-7, published by the Federal Housing Administra-

tion and available from the United States Govern-

ment Printing Office.

Photography and sound are fair.

Contents. The work of the Federal Housing
Administration in promoting the construction of

both individual- and multiple-unit housing in the

United States.

As views of houses of various types are shown,
the commentator discusses both the social and

economic importance of housing. There are

views of housing in depressed industrial districts.

An animated graph shows the volume of home

construction from 1920 to 1933. As the com-

mentator further stresses the need for better hous-

ing, there are views of houses in both urban and

rural areas. Animated diagrams show the number

of owner-occupied homes as contrasted with the

number of rented homes. Rented homes are

classified as to the amount of rent; the owner-

occupied homes are classified according to their

value. Views of slums followed by views of slum

clearance activity accompany the commentator's

discussion of the work of the United States Hous-

ing Authority. The commentator goes on to say

that the work of slum clearance "leaves unim-

proved the status of the great body of economically

independent families." Some houses are shown

to be badly located, inadequately ventilated,

poorly lighted, and lacking in privacy. The

commentator says that many of these houses are

worth less than the ground they occupy and that

they are liabilities to both the landlord and tenant.

These conditions, says the commentator, are a

challenge to private enterprise.

The next sequence deals with housing develop-

ments in other countries. The commentator's

discussion of Sweden's approach to the housing

problem is accompanied by views of some of the

newest housing developments in that country.

Most of the views are of a cooperative housing

project in Sweden. The operation of the coopera-

tive plan as it is applied to housing in Sweden is

explained by the commentator. German multiple-

family housing is shown, as well as single-fam-

ily dwellings. The commentator tells of the aid

which the German government gave the housing

industry prior to 1930. Swiss housing is repre-

sented by both one-family dwellings and multiple-
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dwelling developments. There is an example of

the work of Franz Trachsel, who, the commentator

says, is among the world's leading community-

planning authorities. A brief presentation is

made of housing of modern design in Jewish
Palestine. The section dealing with English

housing opens with views of industrial processes as

the commentator explains Britain's mass produc-
tion of housing materials. Some exterior and

interior views are included of Dorset House,

Dolphin Square, Letchworth Village, and the

Round House. The commentator describes the

methods of financing housing in Britain. There

follows a brief talk by John W. Laing, one of Eng-
land's most successful builders.

The establishment and operation of the Federal

Housing Administration is explained. There are

views of the United States Capitol and Federal

Housing Administration building. A view of the

House of Representatives accompanies the com-

mentator's explanation of the action of Congress

in 1938 in providing more liberal terms for bor-

rowers. As a conference is shown between Ad-

ministrator McDonald and Chairman Jesse Jones

of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the

commentator tells of the founding of the Federal

National Mortgage Association. Titles give the

major provisions of the act governing insurance of

long-term investments in housing. The work of

the Federal Housing Administration is further

shown in the service given by FHA inspectors.

The closing section of the film shows housing

projects, two of which were constructed under the

FHA by private enterprise. The first is Chatham

Village in Pittsburgh. As the homes of the com-

munity are shown, it is explained that the village

was launched by the Buhl Foundation as a busi-

ness enterprise. Scenes from the Falkland de-

velopment in Silver Spring, Maryland, are ac-

companied by a discussion of the community and

financial planning features of that project. There

follow scenes of Colonial Village Apartments and

Buckingham Community, two large-scale housing

projects in Arlington County, Virginia, which have

their own shopping centers, children's playground,

etc. One of the special features of the Bucking-

ham development is its architectural variety.

The commentator stresses the widespread finan-

cial benefits to be expected from an expanding

housing program.

439. Toward Unity jh-sh llmin sd Garrison (Pathe

News, Inc.) 1935

Other sources: Calif, BoiseJC, IntFB, VaBdE,
Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) suggesting

basic similarities of members of different races and

nationalities and (2) furnishing impressions of the

customs and living conditions of many different

peoples. Should be useful in furthering the de-

velopment of racial and national tolerance.

Teachers reported that the variety of cultures

shown was a strong feature of the film. Several

teachers thought that the film was too brief and

the scenes too choppy. The commentator speaks

very rapidly and his statements are often unre-

lated to the pictorial content.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. The basic similarities of activities of

man the world over and the need for racial and na-

tional tolerance in the modern world.

There are views of homes of people of different

nations Fiji Islanders, Americans, Newfound-

landers, Moroccans, Eskimos, Chinese, Dutch,
and Zulus. The commentator says that funda-

mentally the homes of each differ but slightly.

Various forms of dancing are introduced by
views of Italians performing intricate steps.

Views of Hungarian dancers, Japanese geisha

girls, and American chorus girls are accompanied

by the commentator's statement that people the

world over dance because they are happy. There

are views of Moroccans dancing to tom-tom

music, whirling dervishes, and Indo-Chinese girls

executing a ritualistic temple dance.

Markets in which people of the world shop for

food and other necessities are depicted in views of

Moroccan bazaars, French markets, and American

curb or pushcart stands. The commentator's

statement that man must work in order to eat is

followed by views of clothmaking in various parts

of the world. A Navajo Indian weaves intricate

designs in rugs, a Canadian woman cards wool,

and an Egyptian weaves with equipment that has

been in use for hundreds of years. A French

grandmother spins with a spinning wheel; an

American tends a machine that does similar work.

Eskimos soften moccasins by biting the leather

with their teeth.

The similarities of mankind in times of want

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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and tragedy are illustrated by views of bread lines

and lines of unemployed workers in England and

the United States. Man's inhumanity to man is

suggested in views of Cuban and French riots.

Children of several nationalities are shown play-

ing together as the commentator says that here is

a happiness man is capable of continuing or of

destroying.

440. Tracking the Sleeping Death (MGM Mini-

ature Series) jh-sh-c lOmin sd Teaching
Film Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Pictures) 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Mich,

Minn, OhioDptE, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for telling the story of

David and Mary Bruce's search for the cause of

sleeping sickness. Should be useful in developing

appreciation of the contribution of medical science

to the relief of human suffering and an apprecia-

tion of the personal sacrifice often necessary in

making contributions to knowledge.

The story is vividly and dramatically told by the

film. While it is not predominantly scientific,

it is enough so to make it of interest to science

students.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A dramatization of David and Mary
Bruce's discovery that the tsetse fly is the carrier

of sleeping sickness.

The Bruces are in their rose garden when a tele-

gram arrives asking them to go to Uganda to in-

vestigate sleeping sickness. They take the first

available ship to Africa. They travel by river

boat to a point in the interior where the death rate

is high. Other Englishmen stationed at the post

are horrified when they discover that Bruce has

brought his wife with him.

The sleeping sickness has taken its toll in na-

tive villages. The witch doctor urges the natives

to drive out the white man who has angered the

gods. Bruce uses another approach. He takes

fluid from the spine of a stricken native. When
it is placed under the microscope, he discovers that

it contains trypanosomes, the same organism that

he had found in his research on another disease

in another place where the tsetse fly had been the

carrier.

Bruce continues his laboratory work. Fluid is

taken from the spines of many healthy natives,

but no trypanosomes are found. Two monkeys,
one ill with sleeping sickness, are placed in the

same cage, but the sick one does not transmit the

disease to the other. One night in his tent Bruce

hears a fly buzz, and an idea comes to him. He
decides that it must be the tsetse fly which is

transmitting the disease. After a long search in

the jungle, the Bruces discover the fly. The fly

is taken back to the laboratory and examined

under the microscope. It, too, contains trypano-
somes.

Bruce and his associates make a map of the

region showing the areas in which the tsetse fly

is found. He calls a meeting of the tribe and

urges that they move to localities where there are

no flies. The witch doctor declares that the white

man and not the tsetse fly is the cause of the

sleeping death. Bruce has a box of flies with him.

He asks the witch doctor to stick his hand in the

box and allow himself to be bitten. This the

witch doctor refuses to do. The chief believes

Bruce and moves with his tribe.

441. The Tree of Life int-jh-sh 19min sd U.S.

Agric. 1938

Other sources: Ariz, Calif, CenWash, Colo,

Fla, Ga, 111, Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

Mich, Minn, NC, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt,

SD, Tenn, Tex, Vt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) developing

an appreciation of the value of our forest resources,

(2) tracing the government's conservation policy

in developing the national forests, and (3) indi-

cating the procedure followed in scientific lumber-

ing. Found useful in developing concepts of group
and individual responsibility for the preservation

of our resources.

Teachers thought that the film was a strong

appeal for conservation. It suggests a number of

areas for further investigation.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Brief history of the development of

forest conservation in the United States, impres-

sions of the operation of the United States Forest

Service, and development of the concept of intelli-

gent conservation and use of this valuable natural

resource.

After a tree has been felled, a man counts the

rings on the tree stump. The commentator ex-

plains that each ring represents a year and that
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the tree dates back beyond the coming of the

Pilgrims.

The great demand for timber which came as the

result of industrialization in the development of the

nation is indicated by views of large sawmills, a

printing press, railway tracks with their wooden

ties, telegraph poles, and timber props in a mine

tunnel. An animated drawing shows the increas-

ing population and the dwindling timber stand.

Devastation and waste due to unwise lumbering

practices are shown in scenes of cutover land,

devastated forests, abandoned railroads, and

deserted towns. One of the results of unintelligent

lumbering is indicated by flood scenes.

A section of the film dealing with the govern-

ment's interest in conserving our forests opens with

views of the Capitol and the Washington Monu-

ment. The part of Theodore Roosevelt in the

movement is indicated by the commentator as

Theodore Roosevelt is shown speaking to a crowd.

A map of the United States shows the national

forest areas. The commentator explains the ef-

forts of the government to provide a sustained

yield. Men measure a tree and study tree growth

by boring into the tree and removing a small core.

In a supervisor's office a Forest Service officer dis-

cusses sale with a qualified private millowner. In

the forest where timber is being offered for sale,

trees are selected and marked for cutting.

Reel 2 opens with views of a forest fire, which

the commentator identifies as the forest's "prime

evil." Views of a lookout tower and of a guard

at work in the tower accompany the commentator's

explanation of the need for vigilance in the detec-

tion and control of fires.

Some of the benefits of government forestry

activities are pictured in a view of a section of a

forest where trees are shown in various stages of

growth. Recreation opportunities, made possible

by proper care of forests, are illustrated by picnic

grounds and swimming holes. An animated draw-

ing compares the area of the thirteen original states

with the area of the present national and private

forests. The fact that land is still being denuded

is illustrated by views of devastated timber areas,

flooded sections, and abandoned mills.

The film continues by showing the added se-

curity that comes to lumber workers under the

government's plan of sustained timber yield. As

an old woman feeds her chickens, the commentator

explains that small farm incomes may be supple-

mented by income from seasonal work in the for-

ests. As an old man sharpens his ax, the com-

mentator explains that sustained yield may pre-

vent unemployment that comes as a result of de-

pleted forests. Lumbering activities are pictured

as a trainload of logs arrives at the mill. Logs
are unloaded from the train, pulled up the jack

ladder (a kind of conveying device), cut into

mill length, and shaped for further sawing. At

the lumber company's office a long line of men

passes through the office, each man receiving his

pay check. The commentator tells of community

advantages that follow a policy of planned timber

production.

Some of the far-reaching benefits that result

from sustained timber yield are pictured. Trucks

and trains are shown that provide transportation

for lumber. Scenes in a steel mill indicate the

materials from which axes and grinding wheels

are made. Several uses for wood are shown.

The film closes with views of our national forests.

442. Trees and Men int-jh-sh-c 40min sd Weyer-
haeuser 1938

Other sources: Bos, Colo, ETexBur, Fla,

Idaho, Ind, Mich, Minn, OreSt, WashSt

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing

logging and milling operations, (2) suggesting

consequences of forest exploitation, and (3) giving

an impression of the development of the forest

conservation program in the United States.

Should be useful in developing an appreciation of

the place of the lumbering industry in the de-

velopment of America.

The film presents lumbering and conservation

from the lumberman's point of view. Another

approach to this problem may be made through

the use of films of the United States Department
of Agriculture dealing with the problems of the

conservation of our natural resources. A one-

reel version of Trees and Men is also available.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Some of the processes involved in

modern large-scale lumbering activities in the

Pacific Northwest and some steps now being

taken to conserve timber.

In a modern logging camp men gather to see a

motion picture Timber Is a Crop. This film within

a film begins with titles which state that for 300

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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years Americans have looked to the West. Views

of a water wheel are accompanied by the explana-

tion that water power was first harnessed in

America by sawmill men. As a clipper ship is

shown, the commentator says that industry was

important in supplying lumber for these vessels.

Pioneers are shown moving westward in covered

wagons. The help of forests in facilitating this

expansion is suggested by views of forest prod-

ucts being used in frontier homes and being sold

in eastern markets. The development of the rail-

roads through grants of public lands is suggested.

Results of speedy exploitation of forests are

indicated by views of a deserted steam engine,

cutover land, and broken-down wagons. The

commentator says that in opening up these do-

mains it was only natural for the lumbermen not

to listen to voices of the few men who thought the

time might come when all the trees would be cut.

He continues by saying that during the administra-

tions of Harrison and Cleveland some land was set

aside as Federal Forest Preserves. Views of

Theodore Roosevelt are shown as the com-

mentator says that during his administration more

land was set aside. The national forest areas

are contrasted with desolate, cutover areas, and

the commentator explains that we have lost much

time in learning that timber is a crop. Seed

areas in cutover land are shown. Here clumps of

trees have been left to supply seed for new growth.

Views of large trees accompany the commenta-

tor's explanation that trees, like any other crop,

grow to maturity and die. Such trees are called

overripe. After such an overripe tree is felled,

men examine its base and find rot.

A sequence showing forest logging operations

follows. Cruisers estimate the amount of lumber

in trees, logging railroads are built, and high-

climbers top trees for use as spars. Fallers cut

and fell a tree, and buckers saw it into correct

lengths. A steam engine pulls the cut logs to the

railroad, where they are loaded onto cars. Trac-

tors and horses pull out cedar logs which are

suited to use as telephone poles.

There follow views of a logging railroad as it

winds its way downhill. Debris left on the ground

is carefully burned as a fire protection. Railroad

speeders bring loggers down out of the hills.

Scenes of the town in which many of the loggers

live show pleasant homes, churches, schools, and

other community buildings. Some of their re-

creational activities are shown.

A trainload of logs is run out on a dock near a

lumber mill. A powerful machine nudges the

logs into a pond where they are sorted. A sprayer

washes the logs as they move up a conveyer and

into the mill. Inside the mill a large band saw

operated by the head sawer cuts them into slabs.

After they are edged, a trimmerman cuts them

into economical lengths. Outside, large overhead

cranes place the lumber in various piles.

In a pulp mill, hemlock logs are followed through

cutting, knotting, and chipping operations. The

chips are run into huge digesters, made into a pulp,

screened, cleaned, dried, and pressed into sheets

which are wrapped for shipping. There follow

scenic views of full-grown timber and healthy

stands of second-growth trees in mountain areas.

Forest recreational values are suggested by views

of men fishing in mountain streams, and of wild

game.

443. Trees to Tame the Wind int-jh-sh-c 12min

sd U. S. Agric. 1940

Other sources: Calif, Colo, Fla, Ga, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC,
NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD, Tenn,

Tex, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

uses and value of shelter belts and (2) suggesting

the procedures in establishing a shelter belt.

Found useful in giving an understanding of how

controlled plant growth can help man.

The film provides a good contrast between

conditions before and after planting shelter belts.

Teachers regretted that the type of trees used in

shelter belts was not indicated in the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The use of shelter belts in combating

wind erosion on the Great Plains.

Opening scenes suggest the plight of Great

Plains farmers during the drought years. The

commentator says that the farmer could not re-

main on his land and could not leave it without

losing everything. A farmer is interviewed by a

Forest Service official on the subject of planting

windbreaks. He agrees to allow the tree strips

to be planted on his land. The value of shelter

belts is suggested by views of poor crops on the

windward side of a windbreak and good crops on
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the lee side. The way a shelter belt functions

is demonstrated with a model.

The next sequence deals with the planting of

shelter belts and their care. Seedlings are selected

from Forest Service nurseries. Soil tests are

made to determine the suitability of the soil,

trenches are plowed, and seedlings set out. The

seedlings are protected by fences and are culti-

vated from time to time. A 5-year-old shelter

belt shows rapid growth under proper care. The

effect of neglect is shown by views of another

shelter belt the same age that has not been cared

for properly. There are several scenes of shelter

belts of various ages. The commentator explains

that the work of cultivating will decrease as the

trees grow.

The final sequence depicts the advantages of

shelter belts. Cattle feed in the lee of a shelter

belt as the commentator says that in winter the

protection will allow them to burn less food for

keeping warm. Shelter belts furnish cover for

pheasants and partridges. Work of enthusiastic

farmers to promote the spread of shelter belts is

indicated by views of farmers' committees at work

in cooperation with county agents and Forest

Service officials. Following views comparing the

size of a seedling with that of a 5-year-old tree,

there are scenes of a farmer removing trees to be

used for posts. Aesthetic values of shelter belts

are suggested by views of houses surrounded by

evergreens. A family has a picnic in their shelter

belt. A boy demonstrates how well the shelter

belt stops the wind. He holds a flag first on the

windward side and then on the lee side of the

windbreak. There are views of crops being har-

vested and later marketed at a roadside stand.

444. Trees to Tribunes jh-sh-c 26mm sd Chicago
Tribune 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Colo, ETexBur,

Fla, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M,
Kan, Ky, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH,
Okla, OreSt, PaCW, SC, SD, Syr, Term,

Tex, VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) tracing

the steps in pulpwood logging and the production

of newsprint and (2) briefly sketching the mechani-

cal work involved in producing a newspaper.

Found useful in developing an appreciation of the

complex organization of the newspaper industry.

Teachers reported that various processes were

covered from beginning to end in logical sequence,

but some felt that the mechanical operations could

have been given more detailed treatment. Stu-

dents were interested hi learning that some news-

papers log their own lumber and make their own

paper. The frequent interjection of Chicago

Tribune advertising was objectionable to a few

teachers. A one-reel version of this film is also

available.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Some of the activities involved in

pulpwood logging, making newsprint, and printing

a large metropolitan newspaper.

A map indicates the location of Chicago Tribune

timberlands in the Canadian province of Quebec.

Supplies are brought by boat from Quebec to

Shelter Bay, where they are transferred to trucks,

sleds, and wagons and carried to various logging

camps in the vicinity.

There are several views of a logging camp.
Trees are cut, trimmed, and sawed into 4-foot

lengths. Some logs are sledded to rivers and

lakes; others are transported on ice slides. Logs
are stacked in piles on the ice, awaiting warmer

spring weather. When the ice melts in the spring,

great log drives are started downstream. Oc-

casional jams are freed by dynamiting. Near

river docks the logs are fed into revolving drums

which remove the bark. They are then loaded

for shipping to the pulp mills.

The sequence dealing with the manufacture of

newsprint begins with views of the Tribune pulp

mill. The logs are cleaned in washing drums and

defective wood is removed. Some of the logs are

sent through chippers and made into chemical

sulphite pulp ;
the majority are ground for mechan-

ical pulp. Mechanical and sulphite pulps are

mixed before they are run through a series of rolls

and converted into newsprint. The finished paper

is loaded into Tribune ships, transported to

Chicago by way of the Great Lakes, and stored hi

the Tribune warehouse.

The concluding sequence deals with the work of

producing a large metropolitan newspaper. There

are several views of the editorial rooms in the

Tribune Tower. An engraving is made of a

cartoonist's drawing. Linotype operators are

shown at work at their machines. Pages of type
and engravings are assembled, matrices are molded,

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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and the stereotype plates are cast and locked onto

rotary presses. Paper from the warehouse is

fed to the presses as the work of printing the paper

begins. Papers are cut, folded, and conveyed to

the shipping and mailing rooms. Several views

indicate the operations involved in distributing

the newspapers to street newsstands and to the

homes of subscribers.

445. Trip to the Sky jh-sh-c llmin sd-si French

Film Ex. (France: L'Institut de Cine-

matographic Scientifique)

Other sources: Ariz, OhioDptE, VaBdE,
Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) giving impressions of

the relationship of the earth in space to the solar

system, (2) giving glimpses of probable conditions

upon the surfaces of the moon and several planets,

and (3) demonstrating methods employed to

estimate astral distances.

The film's unusual photographic effects impart

a strong feeling of movement through celestial

space and enhance its beauty and effectiveness.

It should be noted that not all planets of the solar

system are mentioned in the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. An imaginary expedition into celes-

tial space showing various planets, the moon, and

distant galaxies.

Opening scenes illustrate man's early belief

that the earth was the center of the universe.

Accompanying views of large telescopes, the

commentator describes their part in changing

earlier concepts and in enlarging man's knowledge

of the universe.

An explanation of the method used to estimate

astral distances accompanies scenes illustrating

the apparent positions of two gargoyles when

viewed first with one eye and then the other.

This triangulation technique is illustrated by the

measurement of the distance between the earth

and the moon.

The imaginary voyage into space begins as the

earth is left far behind and as the surface of the

moon is approached. There follow pictures of

the earth as viewed from the moon. As views of

the moon's crags, mountains, and crevasses are

shown, the commentator says that it is without

atmosphere or water.

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

The next planet visited, Mars, is described by
the commentator as possessing an atmosphere.

There follow views of desert areas and regions

which the commentator says are probably covered

with vegetation.

Leaving Mars, the journey continues on toward

Saturn which, the commentator says, forms a

world of such dimensions that the earth could

easily pass between the ring and the planet itself.

There follow views of the ring around Saturn as

the commentator describes its formation. Views

of Saturn's boiling surface are accompanied by
the commentator's statement that it illustrates

what the earth must have been like thousands of

millions of years ago.

As the journey continues, constellations begin

to lose their form. The commentator says that

many stars are composed of several suns, each of

which probably has its own system of planets

invisible from the earth, and some of which may
shelter beings whom earth residents can only

imagine. Alpha of Centaurus is shown to be

made up of two stars. Following views of nebu-

lous gas, the commentator says that stars may be

formed from its condensation.

The film concludes with views of various parts

of the earth as the commentator describes it as an

infinitesimal part of a great universe.

446. The Truck Farmer pri-int-jh-sh llmin sd

Erpi 1939

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, Calif, ETexBur,

Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, KanCity,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt,

PaKutz, SamHous, Tenn, TexCW, Wash-

St, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) in-

dicating the chief truck-farming areas in the

United States, (2) showing the steps in vegetable

production, packing, and transporting, (3) demon-

strating the interdependence of the producer and

the consumer, and (4) showing something of the

life of the truck farmer. Found useful in develop-

ing appreciations of the importance of agriculture

and of the effect of modern transportation and

refrigeration methods on our diets, and should be

useful in supplying background for a study of

agricultural labor practices and land economics.

Teachers reported that the simple step-by-step

sequence made the film easily understood. Some
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felt that there was an unnecessary emphasis on

the regional aspect of the subject.

Photography and sound are excellent, except

for the direct dialogue sequences in which the

sound is only fair.

Contents. Activities on a truck farm in the

Rio Grande Delta.

Rows of plants are shown covered with a light

blanket of snow. The principal truck-gardening

regions of the United States are located on a map;
the last to be indicated is the Rio Grande Valley.

A typical large-scale truck farmer, Mr. Andrews,

tells a visitor from Minnesota how he happened
to buy land in Texas and how truck farming in the

Rio Grande Delta has developed. Mr. Andrews

says that he is from Ohio and has farmed in Texas

only 10 years. His story to the Minnesota visitor

is illustrated by views of land-clearing activities,

the purchase of land, irrigation developments,

Mr. Andrews' prosperous-looking home, the

business district of Brownsville, the school, and

the ship canal to the Gulf.

As planting machines are shown in use, the

commentator indicates that February farm opera-

tions begin with the planting of beans, tomatoes,

and sweet corn. The irrigation valve is opened,

water pours through the gate and into the ditches

in the fields. Plants are sprayed to protect

them from insects. There are views of mature

beets, squashes, and cabbages ready for the

harvest.

In the living room of the Andrews home the

family discusses farm problems. Mr. and Mrs.

Andrews talk of market conditions. Their son

inquires of his father how much was paid for the

farm. When the father replies $300 an acre,

the son discloses that he and a friend are thinking

of buying some uncleared land at $50 an acre.

Father and mother warn that he should investigate

such matters as availability of water and fertility

of soil before purchasing new land for fanning.

The story of truck-farming operations is con-

tinued as harvesting, packing, and transporting

activities are shown. Mexican workers pick

beans, cabbages, and potatoes. As a boy of about

8 is shown on his knees picking beans, the commen-

tator says that he works from early morning until

sundown. Men arrive in trucks and go to work

in a carrot field. As the crop buyer is shown giving

directions, the commentator says that crops are

usually sold before harvesting. Carrots are

pulled, tied into bundles, inspected, and loaded into

a truck. At a plant fresh squashes are unloaded

from a truck. Mexican workers are shown being

returned in trucks at the end of the day to their

"simple houses with thatched roofs." Back at the

plant, carrots are washed, packed, and iced with

the aid of mechanical packers, conveyers, and

other modern machinery. In refrigerator cars a

stream of chopped ice plays over the packed

vegetables. Finally, a housewife in a northern

community selects fresh vegetables at a market.

447. Tuberculosis, Its Diagnosis, Treatment and

Control jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1941

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ETexBur,

Fla, Ga, Harvard, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, Sam-

Hous, WVa

Appraisal. Excellent for (1) suggesting the

manner in which tuberculosis is transmitted, (2)

indicating conditions that may bring on the disease,

(3) showing how the disease attacks the lungs

and indicating the resistance which the body cells

offer the bacilli, (4) showing the various methods

used to diagnose tuberculosis, and (5) suggesting

the procedures that must be followed if the patient

is to recover from the disease.

Although the film has a slight story element, it

is given a very unemotional treatment. The

tone of the film is scientific, although generally

optimistic, concerning the chances for recovery.

Good use is made of animation and photomicrog-

raphy.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The ways by which tuberculosis is

transmitted, its effect on the human lungs, and

the procedures used in its diagnosis and treatment.

An opening sequence contrasts localities with

fresh air and sunshine with those in dirty sur-

roundings. The commentator suggests that dirt

and dust may contain tuberculosis germs. Chil- >

dren are shown at play. One of them is licking a

dirty lollipop, and another is playing a harmonica.

At high school Mary Smith is taking the tuber-

culin test. Two days later her arm shows no

reaction, indicating that she is not infected. One
of her schoolmates is not so fortunate. His arm
is swollen and red at the point where the tuber-

culin
1

was injected.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Mary's aunt, who has an advanced case of

tuberculosis, comes to live with the Smiths.

She and Mary are shown together. The aunt

sneezes. A photograph shows that the spray

from a sneeze contains countless droplets. When
one of the droplets is placed under a microscope,

it is shown to contain tubercle bacilli.

Diagrams show the lungs, the bronchial passages,

and the tiny air sacs. When bacilli get into the

air sacs, they are attacked by disease-fighting

cells. Large body cells also aid in destroying the

invading bacilli. It is shown that after a time the

infected section may be walled off from the rest of

the lung, or the bacilli may be carried to the lymph
nodes.

Mary Smith finishes high school and goes to

work. In an effort to keep slender she is eating

too little and getting too little rest. She becomes

reinfected. An animated diagram shows rein-

fection and the formation of a cavity. An X-ray
reveals the infected area.

Mary goes to her doctor, who sends her to a

tuberculosis clinic. There she is given the skin

test, a sample is taken of her sputum, and her

lungs are X-rayed. When she returns to the

clinic several days later, she is told that she has

tuberculosis. However, the doctor tells her not

to be alarmed because it has been discovered in

time. She is sent to a sanatorium where she gets

plenty of rest, good food, fresh air, and sunshine.

At the same sanatorium Mary's aunt is being

given the pneumothorax treatment used in ad-

vanced cases of the disease. The treatment is

explained by diagram.

After the disease has been arrested, Mary leaves

the hospital and returns home. The commentator

says that at home she must duplicate sanatorium

conditions as nearly as possible for many months

before she will be confident of victory.

448. Turkey int-jh-sh 30min si Eastman 1938

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, Ga, 111,

IntFB, lowaA&M, Mich, Minn, Mo,

OhioDptE, OreSt, PaCW, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving an impression of

industry, agriculture, education, and city life in

Turkey. Should be useful in showing the effect

of the modernization movement in Turkey since

there are some interesting contrasts between old

and new methods in agriculture and some indica-

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior

tion of the extensive development made in the

school system.

Since a great deal is covered in the film in a

relatively short time, much of the detail must be

supplied by teacher explanation and supple-

mentary material.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. An impression of both urban and

rural life in modern Turkey.
The first reel, which deals with urban life,

opens with a panoramic view of the harbor at

Istanbul and is followed by typical street scenes

in that city. Views of urban life show Turkish

stevedores at work, the Galata bridge, subways,
a streetcar, and a train. There are views of the

St. Sophia Mosque and the Mosque of Sultan

Ahmed. Some of the commercial life of the city

is indicated by views of shops, markets, and out-

door restaurants.

At Ankara there is a view of the statue of

Ataturk. Several general views of Ankara show

typical street scenes. There are contrasting views

of old- and new-type housing.

Turkish industry is represented by the textile

and beet sugar industries. At a textile factory

cotton moves from the bale breaker to the combers,

to the twisters, to the spinners, and into the weav-

ing room. The cloth is ironed, stretched, in-

spected, folded, and labeled. Scenes of the beet

sugar industry begin with views of peasants un-

loading sugar beets from a wagon. The beets

are transported by rail to the factory. There

they are unloaded, washed, shredded, and placed

in digesters. Experts make tests at various points

in the procedure. Finally, the sugar is packed
in boxes and labeled.

A section of the film dealing with the progress

made in education opens with a scene of a new

elementary school in Istanbul. Study and play

activities, which include music, reading, and draw-

ing, are shown. At a trade school for boys, stu-

dents are shown at work on the construction of

a new building. In a trade school for girls, in-

struction is given in millinery and sewing. At a

commercial school there are classes in shorthand

and typing, as well as a student-operated co-

operative store. There are a few scenes of a

teacher training school. Following the title,

"Physical training is compulsory," students are

shown in various athletic activities.

high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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Reel 2, which treats of agriculture in Turkey,

opens with a view of a tractor pulling a seeder.

A title states that machine tools have only re-

cently been introduced. Some of the more

primitive farming methods are indicated horse-

powered threshers, winnowing grain by hand

power, etc. Following the title, "Turkish tobacco

is famous throughout the world," there are views

of oxen being used to plow a tobacco field, women

picking and sorting tobacco leaves, workers

threading the leaves on steel needles, and tobacco

being dried in the sun. The title explains that,

after the leaves have dried, they are sorted and

stored until properly aged. There are views of

the interior of a warehouse where leaves are being

sorted, racked, and sprayed.

Fig production is shown in the next section of

the film. Workers are shown picking figs. Women
are shown sorting and packing dried figs. Men

remove figs from a large machine, which the title

indicates is used in a chemical treatment process.

There are views of boxes of figs being loaded for

shipment to foreign ports.

Another agricultural product is indicated with

views of raisin vineyards. Workers pick the

grapes and place them in baskets. The baskets

are emptied into trays. After women have

examined the grapes, a tentlike canvas is pulled

over them. Workmen are shown carrying large

trays of dry raisins. There are several views of

seed-removing machines in operation.

Following a view of the Turkish Agricultural

Institute at Ankara, a title states, "The state is

interested in improving the livestock." There

are views of cows, sheep, chickens, and turkeys.

In a veterinary school, students are shown studying

livestock. There are views of the school's radio

station and library. The film closes with scenes

of the annual agricultural fair at Izmir.

449. U. S. Neutrality and Ethiopia jh-sh-c Smin

sd March of Time 1935

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Minn, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for giving impressions of

the attitude in the United States on neutrality at

the time of the Ethiopian war. Should be useful

in (1) indicating the risk of financial involvement

in war and (2) providing a point of reference for

a study of the changing attitude toward neutrality.

The film moves at a rapid pace and is organized

about the commentary. It should be used as a

historical document.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The Japanese reaction to the Ethio-

pian war, the effect of the United States Neutrality

Act on trade with belligerents, and American

public opinion regarding trade with nations at war.

In a Japanese restaurant a Japanese student is

masquerading as an Ethiopian in order to gain the

favor of a waitress. The commentator explains

that the Ethiopians are popular in Japan (1935)

because they furnish a large market for Japanese

cotton goods.

Views of Italian troops boarding a boat for

Ethiopia and of British battleships moving toward

the Mediterranean indicate increasing tension.

Men are shown walking about in a corridor of the

League of Nations building. The commentator

indicates that the League is contemplating evoking

economic sanctions against the aggressor.

President Roosevelt is shown saying that we

must avoid perils that will endanger our peace

with the world. Views of the U.S.S. "Houston"

accompany the commentator's explanation that

while at sea the President evoked the Neutrality

Act. Secretary Hull is shown explaining United

States foreign policy as it relates to the war

situation. He warns that businessmen who insist

on trading with the belligerents must do so at

their own risk. Views of the Ethopian trade

bureau in New York and of ships being loaded

are shown as the commentator explains that many
businessmen were continuing to trade in spite of

the warning. Scenes of wheat, cotton, and

steel are shown as possible sources of profit in

war trade.

In the closing sequence of the film, a barbed

wire manufacturer in Janesville, Wisconsin, is

shown talking to one of his salesmen. When the

salesman suggests that the company may be able

to sell barbed wire to Italy and to Ethiopia, the

manufacturer replies that he wants no war

business. A placard posted in the plant states

that the company will make "barbed wire to

keep American cows where they belong."

450. Uncle Sam The Good Neighbor jh-sh-c

18min sd March of Time 1938

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, Ind, Iowa,

Kan, Mich, Minn, NH, OhioDptE, Syr,Wis

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) suggesting

the important role of the Department of State in

maintaining friendly relations with foreign nations,

with particular emphasis on the "good neighbor"

policy, and (2) indicating the principles of United

States foreign policy and duties of the Foreign

Service personnel. Found useful in a study of

United States participation in world affairs.

The film is valuable as a historical document

since it is a statement of our position in world

affairs in 1938. Some of the diplomatic officers

shown in the film have been replaced or withdrawn,

and teachers should be prepared to point out these

facts and make corrections.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Some of the activities of men engaged
in the work of the United States Foreign Service.

Begins with views of foreign ports, flags of

foreign offices, and men commissioned to represent

the United States. Cordell Hull is shown in his

office. The commentator says that the Nine-

Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact have both

been violated during his term of office. In an

interview Hull says that the aims of United States

foreign policy are to maintain peace and a free

flow of international trade by stabilizing relations

with other countries, to eliminate crises, and to

remove causes of friction.

The work of recruiting able men for foreign

service is indicated. Applicants write examina-

tions and face grueling oral tests before examining

boards. Following the commentator's statement

that each year only 25 men are successful in

obtaining appointments, one vice-consul is shown

starting his probationary service. After serving

a trial term in the field, he is ordered back to

Washington where he attends a postgraduate

training school. At a banquet for men in the

training school, G. Rowland Shaw, chief of Foreign

Service Personnel, describes their responsibilities

as diplomats. There follow views in foreign

countries as the commentator describes the consul's

duties in maintaining his country's prestige and

hi securing fair treatment for United States

citizens abroad. The commentator says that a

consul's performance as a "good neighbor" is an

important consideration in foreign service pro-

motions.

There are views of American embassies and

legations in foreign countries. Hugh Wilson,
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William Phillips, Joseph Kennedy, William C.

Bullitt, George Wadsworth, Joseph C. Grew,
and Nelson T. Johnson are shown at work in

troubled areas of the world.

Following views of a map of the Latin American

republics, the commentator discusses the vigorous

"good neighbor" policy being conducted by the

Department of State. There follow views of

German-manufactured products as the commenta-

tor discusses barter policies followed by Germany
to force its surpluses upon Latin American coun-

tries. President Vargas of Brazil is shown in his

office as the commentator describes his opposition

to Nazi activity. United States concern over

German inroads in Latin America is voiced by
Sumner Welles, undersecretary of state. There

follow views of one of the three ships of the "Good

Neighbor Fleet" which have been refitted for

South American service. The Department of

State sends an official mission on the inaugural

trip. The presidents of Argentina, Uruguay,

and Brazil pledge support to the new policy.

In the last sequence, the work of the Department

of State during the 1938 international crisis is

outlined. Secretary Hull redefines the nation's

foreign policy as he says that his country wants

peace and security. The American ambassador

to Berlin is ordered home to confer with govern-

ment officials concerning conditions abroad.

451. Under-Sea Life int-jh-sh 8min si Eastman

1932

Other sources: Buck, Colo, 111, Ind,

lowaA&M, Kan, Mich, Minn, Mo, Ohio-

DptE, Syr, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing a num-

ber of different forms of undersea life.

Teachers reported that the film was very short

but that it stimulated considerable interest.

Photography is fair; titles are good.

Contents. Impressions of the appearance of

several marine animals.

A hermit crab disappears into an empty shell.

A conch, the largest of North American snails,

glides along the bottom of the aquarium.

Close-ups reveal the manner in which the conch

travels by contracting and extending its "foot."

Fishermen lift a skate from a net and display its

ventral and dorsal sides. Close-ups reveal the

dorsal valves, through which water reaches the

ilent; sd sound
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gills, and the gill outlets on the ventral side. The

sting ray has a valve system similar to that of the

skate and a barbed spine on its whiplike tail.

There are several views of remora swimming about

sharks and fastening themselves on various

parts of a shark's body. Close-ups of the remora

show its sucking disk. Several views of sea horses

suggest their manner of locomotion and show how

they cling to bits of seaweed with their tails.

Puffers or swellfish feed in an aquarium. A man
handles one which puffs itself out to grotesque

proportions. A title states that this is done by

swallowing water through a valve in its throat.

Views of the sea robin reveal its winglike fins

and the rays with which it feels its way along the

bottom.

452. Under Southern Stars jh-sh-c ISmin sd

color Teaching Film Custodians (Warner

Bros. Pictures, Inc.) 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Ind, Ky,

Minn, OhioDptE, Okla, SamHous, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) dramatizing some of

the events connected with the battle of Chan-

cellorsville and (2) giving an impression of Stone-

wall Jackson's character. Should be useful in

giving an appreciation of Jackson's value to the

Confederacy.

Some aspects of the love story around which the

plot is built are rather confusing. This does not,

however, greatly affect the general usefulness of

the film.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. A love story of the Civil War period

in United States history.

A party is in progress in an aristocratic Southern

home. A handsome young soldier is singing. It

is said among some of the guests that he is sus-

pected of northern sympathies. Stonewall Jack-

son is a guest at the party.

Outside the mansion, the sweetheart of the

soldier who is under suspicion tells Jackson that

she knows the young soldier is not disloyal. She

asks Jackson to help her prove his loyalty. When
the soldier comes out of the house, Jackson sends

him to General Lee with a humorous message
as a test of his loyalty. Jackson tells the girl to

dry her eyes, and suggests that there is nothing

like a kiss to spur a man to duty.

General Lee arrives at the house and after some

formalities retires to the study with Jackson. Lee

tells Jackson to get ready for immediate action

against a large Union force.

At Lee's headquarters Jackson and Lee discuss

the strategy of the coming battle. It is agreed

that Jackson will signal Lee when he wants him

to attack.

Jackson and his soldiers pray, mount their

horses, and move into position. Lee, awaiting

Jackson's signal, stands on a hill overlooking the

battleground. Jackson is mortally wounded,
but from his deathbed orders the suspected soldier

to ride to Lee with the signal to attack. After a

dramatic ride through the Union lines, he delivers

the message to Lee. The order to attack is

given. A title states that, although the battle

of Chancellorsville proved a great victory for the

South, the loss of General Jackson was a blow

from which it never recovered.

After the battle General Lee meets the young
soldier and rewards him with a captaincy. The

soldier returns home where the girl is waiting for

him. With the girl beside him he sings "Under

Southern Stars."

453. Vanishing Herds pri-int-jh 22min sd U. S.

Agric. 1940

Other sources: Calif, Colo, Fla, Ga, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SC, SD, Term, Tex,

VaBdE, Vt, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Very good for (1) suggesting the

work of the Forest Service in preserving wild life

and (2) showing wild animals of the United States

in their natural habitats. Should be useful in

developing the concept of the balance in nature

and in indicating some ways in which man may
help to preserve that balance.

There are many excellent views of wild game.
The fact that the film story is told to two children

may increase interest in the film at the elementary

school level.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Illustration of a grandfather's con-

versation with his grandchildren concerning wild

life conservation in the United States.

The grandchildren are in the library of their

home. Junior finds the word "extinct" in one

of the books and asks his mother its meaning.
She says that Grandfather will tell them. When

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Grandfather comes in, he tells the children about

prehistoric life which is now extinct. There are

views of dinosaurs. There are several views of

buffaloes as Grandfather explains that these animals

as well as wild turkeys, mountain sheep, and elk

might also have become extinct if the United States

government had not intervened. There are

also views of ranger stations.

The methods of wild life conservation are ex-

plained in the next sequence. Grandfather

explains that space for wild animals to live in

became a problem as the country became more and

more thickly settled but that this problem was

solved by using the national parks. There are

views of settlers' cabins, towns and villages, farm-

land, and national forest signs. Scenes of deer

and bears in the woods and streams accompany
the statement that the best way to keep animals

in one place is to make sure they have plenty of

natural food and good places for hiding, sleeping

and resting, playing, and bringing up families.

Views of deer browsing on low branches of trees

and elk migrating in whiter snow suggest problems
of providing sufficient food for game. Grand-

father explains that artificial feeding is sometimes

used but that it tends to make the animals lazy

and weak.

A sequence on predatory animals begins with

views of a coyote at a deer carcass. Grandfather

explains that coyotes kill deer, that mountain

lions have been known to kill coyotes, and that

men and dogs kill both. He then describes an

incident he once witnessed in which a fawn strayed

from its mother, was pursued by a coyote, and

was rescued by a farm hound. Here, as in other

sections of the film, Grandfather's remarks are

illustrated with action scenes. He explains that

this illustrates how nature tries to keep a balance,

because, it the fawn had been sickly or weak, the

coyote would have caught it before the hound

appeared. Junior asks what happens when the

animals become "overbalanced." There are views

of deer being trapped, later to be released in

understocked areas.

454. Velocity of Chemical Reactions sh-c llmin

sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Ga, Har-

vard, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, LaDptE,

Mich, Minn, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous, San-

Ant, Tenn, TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for explaining the

effect of the character of the substance, concentra-

tion, and temperature on the velocity of chemical

change.

The animations of molecular motion were be-

lieved to have aided the students considerably.

The film makes extensive use of symbols. It is

likely to be most useful after the student has made
an introductory study of chemical reactions.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The velocity of chemical reaction as

affected by the nature of the reacting substance,

concentration, and temperature.

Several examples of chemical change a smolder-

ing log, a flashlight bulb, and a burning building

are shown. The difference in burning rate of a

heated iron wire is demonstrated first in air and

then in a cylinder of oxygen. Animation accom-

panies the commentator's explanation that, since

there are more oxygen molecules in the oxygen

cylinder, there are more opportunities for contact

and for reaction between oxygen and iron. This

principle is further illustrated by the closing of the

draft on a furnace.

The effect of concentration or the rate of a reac-

tion is next demonstrated. Two vessels are shown,

each containing the same amount of sulphurous

acid and starch. To one vessel 50 cubic centi-

meters of iodic acid are added, and to the other 100

cubic centimeters. The measured reaction time

of 23 seconds for the first, and 12 seconds for the

second, demonstrates the fact that doubling the

concentration of the iodic acid doubles the reaction

speed.

In the next sequence reversible action is demon-

strated. When steam is forced over metallic iron,

the steam and iron react to form iron oxide and

hydrogen; likewise, when hydrogen is forced over

the iron oxide, metallic iron and steam are regen-

erated. Equilibrium is demonstrated by an

animated diagram the reacting substances are

steam and carbon monoxide. The products of the

reaction, hydrogen and carbon dioxide, cause a

reverse action
;
at equilibrium both reactions take

place but no change occurs in concentration. The

effect of increasing the concentration of the steam

and hydrogen is demonstrated.
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The effect of temperature on the velocity of

chemical reaction is next demonstrated. The pre-

vious demonstration with sulphurous acid and

iodic acid is repeated, this time with the tempera-

ture as the variable. The commentator explains

that velocity may be changed by changing the

temperature and that a rise in temperature greatly

increases the reaction. Velocity distribution is

illustrated as the commentator says that, while

the average velocity may be increased only 4 per

cent, the number of molecules having velocities

great enough for reaction is increased 100 per cent.

This phenomenon is further explained by animated

diagrams of the sphere of influence of the molecules

of two substances. When the spheres of influence

move at a velocity below that necessary for reac-

tion, they rebound and no chemical reaction takes

place; but, when the velocity is increased, they

strike each other with such force that interpenetra-

tion accomplishes chemical reaction. The effect

on chemical change of the vibrations of the atoms

within the molecules is demonstrated by animation.

455. Vitamin BI (Food Series) jh-sh-c ISmin si

Eastman 1940

Other sources: ArkTC, 111, IntFB, lowaA&M,
Kan, LaDptE, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for showing the importance o*

vitamin BI in the diet and for indicating food

sources of this vitamin. Should be useful in (1)

illustrating a method of diet research and (2) sug-

gesting the importance of science in the conserva-

tion of human resources.

The film is well organized and portrays vividly

the effects of vitamin BI deficiency and the im-

provement that results from its addition to the diet.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Sources of vitamin BI, and its effect

on the diets of men and animals.

The first sequence illustrates food sources of

vitamin BI. A title states that vitamin BI is found

in whole-grain products. There follow views of

oatmeal, shredded-wheat biscuit, brown rice, and

whole-wheat bread. Eggs, peas, tomatoes, cab-

bage, spinach, oranges, pineapples, bananas, milk,

liver, and kidneys are shown as examples of foods

containing vitamin BI. A title states that scien-

tific research has made possible the large-scale

synthetic production of vitamin BI. Laboratories

where this product is synthesized are shown.

The next sequence is on the effect of vitamin BI

in the diet of animals. A pigeon that has been

deprived of this vitamin is shown to be unable to

move. It is fed a water extract of rice polishings.

Its improved condition is shown at different time

intervals until recovery. When fed on a diet of

unpolished rice, dried beans, and green vegetables,

the pigeon remains healthy. Two white rats are

used to demonstrate the effect of vitamin BI in the

diet. Placed in separate cages, their diets are

identical except that the rat named Plus has whole

wheat to supply vitamin BI, while the one named

Minus has none. After 21 days Plus is found to

have gained weight steadily, while Minus has

started to lose. In addition, Minus is unable to

move around easily. When Minus is fed vitamin

BI extract, he improves. Whole wheat is added to

the diet fed Minus, and his growth, as shown on a

chart, nearly overtakes that of Plus in 14 days.

The final sequence is on vitamin BI deficiency in

man. A title states that beriberi is a deficiency

disease. Inside a home of the tropical type a man
lies ill on a pallet. He refuses food, polished rice,

and is very feeble. A native woman helps him get

on an ox-drawn conveyance and takes him to a

United States Public Health Clinic, where he is

examined by a doctor. A title states that a diet

of brown rice, fruits, and vegetables will cure the

disease. After several weeks the man eats vigor-

ously. A close-up shows that his food consists of

brown rice. Having finished eating, he goes to

the field to work. A title states, "Vitamin BI

promotes good appetite and digestion." The film

closes with a view of a family around a breakfast

table on which toast and cereal are prominently

displayed.

456. Volcanoes in Action int-jh-sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1935

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, Colu, ETexBur, Ga,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky, Me, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous, SC,

StAmb, Syr, Tenn, TexTech, VaBdE,
WashSt, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) explaining

the formation of several geologic features of vol-

canic origin, (2) illustrating the formation of dif-

ferent types of volcanic cones, and (3) giving an

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources." see p. 337.
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impression of the earth's internal structure as it

relates to volcanoes. Found useful in stimulating

local observation of geologic features and in

developing an appreciation of the instability of

the earth's crust.

Teachers reported that the animated diagrams
were very helpful in explaining processes that could

not otherwise be demonstrated. Almost invari-

ably students liked the excellent views of volcanic

eruptions.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Explanation of the causes of vol-

canoes and the effect of volcanic eruptions on the

structure of the earth.

Views of a volcanic eruption and flowing lava

are shown as the commentator says that volcanoes

are manifestations of natural forces within the

earth's crust. Animated diagrams illustrate the

formation of a batholith, a dike, a sill, and a

laccolith. An actual example of each of these

formations is shown. The commentator says that,

where magma has intruded into sedimentary rock,

concentrations of minerals may result. Views of

fine- and coarse-grained granite are shown, and

the commentator explains that the fine-grained

granite resulted from rapid cooling of magma.
An animated diagram illustrates the commenta-

tor's statement that, when magma gets near

enough the surface of the earth and when it con-

tains enough compressed gas, an explosion may
result, and thus a volcano may be formed. The

formation of composite, lava, and cinder cones is

illustrated by animated diagrams, followed by
views of each type of cone. The formation of

Crater Lake in Oregon is illustrated by animated

diagrams.

Maps indicate the location of extinct volcanoes

in the United States and the concentration of active

volcanoes around the rim of the Pacific. Anima-

tion reconstructs the destruction in 1883 of the

volcanic island of Krakatao. The fissure lava

flows of the Pacific Northwest are shown by anima-

tion. As scenes of volcanoes in action are shown,

the commentator says that volcanic eruptions are

almost constantly occurring somewhere in the

world.

457. Wading Birds pri-int-jh-sh 12min si Eastman

1931

Other sources: Calif, 111, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing
characteristics and some adaptations of sandpipers,

snipes, plovers, stilts, avocets, phalaropes, and

herons. Should be useful in stimulating more care-

ful observation of bird life.

Although titles and photography call attention

to some of the adaptations, teachers will wish to

point out still others. The number of birds shown

necessarily results in a sketchy treatment of each.

Photography and titles are good.

Contents. Several beach and marsh birds in

their native habitats, including views of nests,

eggs, and young birds.

Views of several different types of sandpipers are

shown. Adult snipes, their nests, eggs, and young
are shown. The plover or killdeer is shown.

A title states that the killdeer builds its nest in

sand, gravel, or sticks. Views of the killdeer's

nest and young follow. A stilt is shown on its nest

on the ground. There are views of avocets, their

nests, and young. A title calls attention to the

sweeping motion of the beak of the avocet in

searching for food in the water. A male phalarope

is shown sitting on the nest. Views of herons

accompany a title stating that the legs of the heron

are adapted to wading and the feet to perching.

There are views of heron nests and young herons.

458. The War on Insects int-jh-sh 6min sd March

of Time 1937

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Iowa,

Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) indicating

the necessity for insect control, (2) suggesting some

of the techniques used in controlling insects, and

(3) showing some of the work of the United States

Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine.

The pictorial elements of the film moved very

rapidly. At the elementary grade level it was

reported that the vocabulary was somewhat

difficult.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Some of the dangerous insect pests

in the United States, the damage they do, and

some of the steps being taken by the federal gov-

ernment to destroy them.

As autogiros are shown, the commentator ex-

plains that the United States Department of Agri-

culture uses them in watching for signs of the

k kindergarten; pri primary; int intermediate grades; jh junior high; sh senior high; c college; min minutes; si silent; sd sound
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plague that is threatening the American elm.

Views of village streets lined with elm trees, elm

trees infected by the elm bark beetle, and trees

being pulled down are accompanied by the com-

mentator's remarks that in many towns precau-

tions are being taken to save the elm trees. A
man examines twigs for traces of the elm bark

beetle. Crews of men are shown destroying the

infected trees.

As insects are shown swarming over plants, the

commentator says that the fight against the elm

bark beetle is only one minor phase of the great

struggle to outwit the insect army that threatens

agriculture. A map of the United States is shown

on which the principal insect areas are located.

Some of the measures taken to combat the insect

army are indicated. There are views of activities

at the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quaran-

tine. Traps are used to destroy Japanese beetles.

Boys of the Civilian Conservation Corps are shown

destroying the eggs of the gypsy moth with a

creosote spray. Farmers are shown spraying their

trees and examining their cattle for parasitic pests.

The commentator says that the cost of this service

amounts to 12 million dollars annually. Henry A.

Wallace speaks: "For each one dollar spent in

combating bugs and disease, the nation has saved

in terms of increased crops at least ten dollars;

and, furthermore, if we don't dispossess the bugs,

they are going to dispossess us."

Amateur entomologists are shown collecting

insects. At the Bureau of Entomology and Plant

Quarantine in Washington the specimens arrive

from all over the country. An insect received

from Alabama is identified as a dangerous South

American insect called the white fringed beetle.

The quick action of the government in combating

this insect is indicated by views of farmers digging

trenches in which to trap the beetles, and of

trapped beetles being destroyed with insecticide.

An inspector stops a car at a highway inspection

station to make sure that the car contains no

plants which might be infected by the beetle.

459. Washington, D.C. (Washington on Parade

Series) int-jh-sh 9min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Columbia Pictures Corp.) 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, ETexBur, 111,

LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE,

Tex, TexCW, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Good for giving glimpses of govern-

ment buildings in Washington, D. C., and sug-

gesting important governmental functions carried

on there. Should be useful in furthering an appre-

ciation of the importance and variety of govern-

ment service.

The material included in the film is interesting

but is largely still in character.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Several government buildings lo-

cated in Washington, D.C.

Aerial views of Washington are followed by
views of the Union Station. At the Capitol, the

President is delivering a message to a joint session

of the House and Senate. There are views of the

congressional restaurant and Capitol subway.

The Lincoln and Washington monuments are

shown. Colored boys play along the pool between

the two monuments. There are views of the

White House and the Supreme Court Building.

Following views of the Department of the Inte-

rior Building, there are views of the operation of

testing machines at the National Bureau of

Standards.

Before the Treasury Building stands a statue of

Alexander Hamilton. Dies are made, and print-

ing presses turn out large sheets of paper money.

Old money is checked, cut in half, and burned.

In the Department of Justice Building there are

views of the crime laboratory and of the target

range. The film concludes with several rapid

views of government buildings.

460. Water Power int-jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ETexBur, Ga, Harvard,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, LaDptE, Me,

Mich, Minn, NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt,

PaCW, SamHous, SanAnt, SC, Syr, Tenn,

Tex, TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt,

Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Reported very good for (1) indicat-

ing the potentialities of water power, not only in

the United States but hi the world, (2) explaining

hi some detail the operation of a hydroelectric

plant, and (3) showing some improvements in

methods of harnessing water power. Found useful

in giving an appreciation of the vast amount of

potential water power in the United States and in

the world.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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The scenes of foreign countries are inferior in

quality. The film was used with greater success

in the elementary and junior high school than at

higher levels.

With the exceptions noted, photography is good;
sound is excellent.

Contents. The development of water power in

the United States, its comparison with that of

other areas of the world.

Mountain rivulets are traced as they form larger

and larger streams. Waterfalls are shown as the

commentator says that early man regarded them
as a hindrance to progress and that it was some
time before man began to use waterfalls as a source

of power. Views of millstream dams and water-

falls are shown in connection with their use as

power for colonial gristmills. A map shows the

streams of eastern United States on which power
was developed.
A change in source of power is indicated as the

commentator says that the rise of industry made

greater power necessary and that as a result many
millstreams were abandoned in favor of steam.

Scenes of coal mining and hauling are followed by
a map of coal fields in eastern United States. The
commentator says that the country's supply of

coal has rapidly diminished, that men are search-

ing for newer sources of power, and that they are

turning again to the streams. Views of a Niagara
Falls hydroelectric plant are followed by anima-

tions which illustrate the way in which it operates.

Some present-day uses of electricity are indicated.

Following views of Boulder Dam, other large dam

projects are indicated on a map of the United

States.

The commentator says that the United States

has developed only one-fourth of its potential

water power. Water power and its use in other

countries are indicated. A map of South America

shows many undeveloped rivers, while in Europe
water power has been developed even more inten-

sively than in the United States. A view of a

Dnieper River hydroelectric plant is shown. The
commentator says that Africa has more potential

water power than any of the other continents, al-

though almost none of it is now being used. A
map of Africa's rivers is followed by views of Vic-

toria Falls on the Zambezi River. A map of Asia

shows rivers with many possible power sites. That

they are undeveloped is illustrated by views of

natives doing work by hand with crude tools. The
film concludes with views of sea waves as the com-
mentator indicates that some day a way may be

found to harness this wasted power.

461. The Watussi of Africa (An Advanced Native

Culture) jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1939

Other sources: BoiseJC, Bos, Calif, Ga, Har-

vard, 111, Ind, Iowa, Mich, NC, OhioDptE,
OreSt, SamHous, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing physical char-

acteristics, dress, tribal customs, agriculture, and
home life of the Watussi. Should be useful for

developing an appreciation of the relatively high
cultural level of the Watussi.

The intimate treatment of a family gives the film

warmth. Scenes of tribal ceremonies are particu-

larly good, and the meaning of such ceremonies in

terms of the total culture is indicated. The
social and economic structure of the Watussi so-

ciety are briefly indicated.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Many aspects of Watussi tribal life.

The place where the Watussi live is indicated on

a map of Africa. There is a view of the stockade

in which the family of Prince Muikarago lives.

Members of the family wash before eating break-

fast, using palm leaves for towels. Breakfast is

served at a low table. As close-ups are shown of

the members of the family, the commentator speaks
of the close relationship between the father and

son and says that the son will some day inherit the

family properties. The commentator calls atten-

tion to the unusual height of the prince and his

son.

When breakfast is over, the prince's mother

starts weaving an ornamental wall mat. The

young daughter plays with her toys. A servant

girl brings in a tray of coffee for inspection. Churn-

ing is done in wooden jugs. The commentator says

that the Watussi depend heavily on dairy products
for food.

The prince and his son inspect the royal herd.

One of the cows is sick, so the prince begins an in-

cantation to restore it to health. The young

prince joins other boys in games. A messenger

brings news that a leopard has been seen, and the

boy hurries to tell his father of the news. The

chief hunter is notified and a party is organized to

search for the leopard.
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Some of the tribal dances are briefly shown.

The son gets his costume for the page boys' dance,

but is called to observe the hoe dancers. The hoe

dance is executed by the farmers of the tribe. The

page boys are instructed in their dance by the court

dancing teacher. When the hoe dance is over, the

dancers drink a fermented liquid from a hollow

log. The young prince and his companions watch

the drinking ceremony. The hunters return, and

the young prince is delighted to discover that they

have killed the leopard. At evening, a servant

washes the feet of the members of the family, who

go to bed as the fire burns low on the clay hearth.

462. We Drivers jh-sh-c llmin sd-si Gen. Motors

1936

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, Idaho, 111,

Ind, Ky, Minn, NH, OhioDptE, Okla, Syr,

Tenn, Tex, VaBdE, WashSt

Appraisal. Reported very good for illustrating

safe driving practices. Found useful in giving

students an appreciation of the automobile driver's

responsibilities.

Teachers reported that the animated figures

representing man's dual personality were very

effective, and many students reported that they

liked this type of presentation.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. An appeal for safe driving practices.

Opens with an animation of a prize fight be-

tween two cartoon characters, Reckless Rudolph
and Sensible Sam. In the scenes that follow, the

figures of Reckless Rudolph and Sensible Sam are

superimposed on views of a real driver. Reckless

Rudolph offers bad counsel, and Sensible Sam
counteracts it with his good advice. A driver

passes a car and almost collides with an oncoming
vehicle. The commentator says that passing a

car at 40 miles per hour is like passing 18 cars

parked bumper to bumper and urges that drivers

make sure they have sufficient clearance before

passing. A giant character, Old Man Momentum,
is introduced to symbolize the need for slackening

speed at turns and descending hills in a lower gear.

An airplane following a car around a curved speed-

way illustrates the need for banking roads to over-

come centrifugal force.

A sequence on night driving is introduced by
views of a man driving at high speed at night.

Lights are dimmed in meeting cars. An animated

diagram explains the term "overdriving your

light." After a sleepy driver nearly collides with

a parked truck, Sensible Sam prevails upon him to

stop for the night. Need for special precautions

under conditions of unusually low visibility is illus-

trated. In a fog a good driver reduces his speed,

dims his lights, sounds his horn periodically, and

keeps close to the right side of the road.

The commentator says that friction is an enemy
of most moving parts of the automobile, but that

it is necessary for stopping and starting. Sensible

Sam cautiously feels his way along an icy sidewalk

while Reckless Rudolph, proceeding carelessly,

falls. A driver demonstrates "easy braking" in

engaging the clutch in icy weather.

The significance of traffic signs is demonstrated

by views of signs, each of which dissolves to an ani-

mated diagram of the situation it denotes. A
motorist slows down on seeing a school-crossing

sign and is able to avoid hitting a tardy child who
dashes across his path. After the commentator

says that the driver must never try to predict what

the "other fellow" is about to do, a pedestrian

walks out from between parked cars, is nearly hit,

and is about to protest vigorously when he notices

that he is driving the car himself. Animated dia-

grams explain the term "margin of safety." A
daydreaming driver nearly collides with a car

ahead.

The scene returns to the prize fight as Sensible

Sam knocks out Reckless Rudolph. The referee

enumerates ten safety rules.

463. The Wearing Away of the Land int-jh-sh

llmin sd Harvard and Erpi 1931

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Kan, Kan-

City, Ky, LaDptE, Me, Mich, Minn, Mo,
NC, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz,

SamHous, SC, Syr, Tex, TexCW, VaBdE,
WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for identifying some

agents of erosion: chemical decomposition, gla-

ciers, wind, and waves. Found useful in develop-

ing the concept that natural forces are constantly

at work changing the physical features of the earth.

Teachers reported that the various agents of

erosion were well differentiated, and students com-

mented favorably on the choice of illustrative

material.

Photography and sound are good.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Contents. Impressions of some agents of ero-

sion, and some examples of their work.

As views of a valley are shown, the commentator

says that mechanical crumbling of rocks usually

works in combination with chemical decomposi-

tion. He defines decomposition as the breaking

down of rocks by the chemical action of acids in

water. A piece of marble decomposes when

strong acid is poured over it. There follow exam-

ples of chemical decomposition and mechanical

crumbling in nature. The commentator says that

water trickling through decayed matter becomes a

weak acid and that rocks are eroded unevenly by
the agent because they offer varying resistance.

Views of springs suggest that water frequently seeps

along underground, and animated diagrams demon-

strate the formation of caves and sink holes.

Inside a limestone cave are stalactites and stalag-

mites.

A sequence on the work of glaciers begins with

an animated map of North America and Greenland

showing the advance of the continental ice sheets

which, the commentator says, occurred about

30,000 years ago. There are views of the crumb-

ling edge of the Greenland ice sheet and views of

icebergs. The commentator says that snow and

ice may collect on high mountain peaks and flow

down to the valley, carrying rocks and eroding a

path as they go. Several valley glaciers are shown.

A model of a glacier shows that cracks result from

differences in rate of flow in its various parts; views

of an actual glacial crevasse follow. The deposi-

tional action of glaciers is suggested by views of

several moraines. The sequence closes with views

of glacial striations, broad moraines of continental

glaciers, and a countryside where hills have been

rounded off by glaciers.

A sequence on the work of winds begins with

views of wind-swept mountain tops. Sand dunes

along the beach are shown as the commentator

says that rocks have decomposed into sand which

is swept along by the wind. The movement of

sand dunes is suggested by views of ripple marks

and of vegetation being covered by sand. Several

old stumps between sand dunes are described by
the commentator as the remains of a forest that

was covered by traveling dunes.

Views of waves beating on the shore accompany
the commentator's description of their powerful

erosional force. An animated diagram of an

island in the North Sea shows how it has been

progressively eaten away by the waves. The

appearance of coast lines that have been changed
by the action of waves and the sinking and rising
of land is shown by several aerial views.

464. Weather Wizards (Pete Smith Specialities

Series) int-jh-sh 9min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic-

tures) 1939

Other sources: Bos, 111, Minn, NC, Ohio-

DptE, Okla, Wis

Appraisal. Good for (1) dramatizing the

importance of the service of the United States

Weather Bureau to citrus growers and (2) sug-

gesting one of the great natural hazards the fruit-

grower faces. Should be useful in developing an

appreciation of the importance of the service of

the Weather Bureau and the risk taken by growers
of crops easily damaged by unfavorable weather.

The dramatic organization of the film con-

tributes to its effectiveness, although some of the

acting appears overdramatic.

Photography is excellent, sound good.

Contents. Dramatization of the service of the

United States Weather Bureau to California

fruitgrowers.

Several views of extreme weather conditions are

shown, together with views of equipment used in

modern weather bureaus. The commentator

suggests some of the uses for the information the

weather man supplies. The film then moves

specifically to the service of the Weather Bureau

to California citrus growers. At the office of the

Weather Bureau, reports indicate that a large

mass of cold air is moving down from Alaska.

There are views of a weather map on which the

high-pressure area is indicated. A warning is

broadcast to the citrus growers.

When the growers learn of the approaching cold

wave, they hurriedly pour fuel oil in their orchard

stoves and place thermometers in some of the

fruit as it hangs on the tree. The Morgan family

gets ready for the freezing temperature. While

Mr. Morgan works in the orchard, Mrs. Morgan
takes down her curtains to protect them from the

smoke that will be produced when the smudge

pots in the orchard are lighted. Back at the

Weather Bureau more information is received and

further warnings are sent out. That night the
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thermometer drops to the freezing point and an

alarm is sounded to warn the growers. Mr.

Morgan is aided by his wife and son in lighting the

smudge pots. By daybreak, smoke is all over the

countryside and no relief from the cold is in sight.

When the cold wave continues, a shortage of

stoves develops, so holes are dug in the ground

and fuel oil is poured into them. The local supply

of oil begins to run low. The smoke slows down

traffic, making it even more difficult for fanners

to get the needed oil. The Morgan fuel supply

is gone. At the Weather Bureau, a radio trans-

mitter attached to a balloon is sent into the upper

atmosphere to flash back reports concerning con-

ditions. When the balloon reaches a certain

altitude it bursts, and the transmitter descends by

means of a tiny parachute. Experts interpret

the reports and declare that clouds are in sight

which will bring relief.

The Morgan family takes new hope. Old tires

and pieces of wooden fence are put on the fires.

The thermometer rises, and the fruit crop is

saved.

465. Weight Events jh-sh-c llmin sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Mich,

NC, NH, OhioDptE, OreSt, SamHous,

Tenn, TexCW, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for demonstrating

some techniques and forms used in the shot-put,

and in the discus, javelin, and hammer throws.

Found useful in giving some impressions of highly

skilled athletic performances and stimulating

interest in field events; should be useful in de-

veloping an appreciation of these sports.

Teachers reported that the slow-motion pho-

tography enhanced the value of the film. Several

said that there was a noticeable improvement in

student performance in some events after seeing

the film. Students reported that they gained an

appreciation of the coordination needed in the

various weight events. Since few alternative

forms for each event are offered, the teacher should

not fail to mention that those shown are but a few

of many in use and that conformity is not implied.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Various techniques used in shot-

putting, and in discus, javelin, and hammer

throwing.

An athlete is shown putting a 16-pound shot

as the commentator discusses the strength, skill,

and coordination required. The position in which
the shot is held, the hop across the 7-foot circle,

and the European method of delivery are demon-
strated in both normal and slow motion.

In the discus throw an athlete stands with his

back toward the direction of the throw. The

grip of the discus, preparatory movements, and
the spin on the left foot in making a turn are

illustrated. Another type of delivery is shown in

slow and normal motion.

In the javelin throw, the approach, high carry,

and throw are illustrated. A close-up of the hand
shows that the javelin is firmly gripped on the

binding with the second finger and thumb. Be-

fore the throw the javelin is pulled back to arm's

length. Complete running and throwing action

is demonstrated in slow motion.

Throwing the 16-pound hammer begins with

views showing proper grip. The complete throw-

ing action swinging the missile around the head

and pivoting on the ball of the left foot is

shown. Close-ups indicate correct positions of

the legs in pivoting and throwing. A throw from

the 7-foot circle is shown.

466. Wheat int-jh-sh ISmin si Eastman 1928

Other sources: Ariz, Buck, Calif, ETexBur,

111, Ind, IntFB, Mich, Mo, OhioDptE,

Syr, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) contrasting

old with new methods of wheat farming and (2)

furnishing impressions of work and machines

used in cultivating, harvesting, storing, and

transporting wheat. Found useful in developing
an appreciation of (1) the work of wheat farmers,

(2) the influence of science and invention on

agriculture, and (3) the vastness of our agricul-

tural resources.

Teachers commented favorably on the amount
of detail in the film. The film is largely concerned

with the machines and procedures of wheat

farming.

Photography and titles are fair.

Contents. Old and new methods of wheat

farming, and some of the work and machines

involved in producing wheat.

Begins with scenes of fields of ripening wheat.

A map indicates the areas growing winter and

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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spring wheat. There are views of men plowing

with a hand plow, scattering the seed by hand,

cutting the wheat with cradle scythes, binding it

by hand, hauling it to the barnyard, threshing it

with flails, and separating the chaff from the

wheat by winnowing all suggestive of old methods

used in the production of wheat.

The next sequence deals with modern wheat

farming. A title states that horse-drawn machin-

ery made possible the cultivation of larger farms.

A farmer dismounts from a drill, fills a pail with

seed wheat, and pours it into the drill. Drills

are shown in use in a field. Binders are then shown

in use while a man shocks the grain. A stationary

thresher is moved into a field and threshing begins.

Bundles are loaded on a wagon and taken to the

thresher. Here the threshed wheat flows into a

bulk wagon. A title states that motor-driven

machines speed up the work on a large farm.

Tractors are shown pulling gang plows, drills,

binders, and combines.

The final sequence is on storing and marketing

wheat. A truck drives up to an elevator and

dumps its load. A pipe conveys the wheat into a

freight car. A title states that grain is stored for

future use at central elevators. At a large elevator

a grain barge is loaded by means of conveyer

pipes.

467. The Wheat Farmer k-pri-int-jh-sh llmin

sd Erpi 1938

Other sources: ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos, Calif,

CenWash, ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard,

111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, KanCity, LaDptE,

Mich, Minn, NC, NM, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaKutz, SamHous, Syr, Tenn,

TexCW, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported very good for showing

how wheat is produced the type of land used,

methods of planting and harvesting, the effect of

climatic conditions, and the work of the farmer.

Found useful in (1) developing an appreciation of

the progress that has been made in agricultural

methods and equipment, (2) showing the life of a

wheat farmer and his family, and (3) stimulating

an interest in the farmer's problems.

The film is organized about the life of a single

family, uses characters and dialogue effectively,

and tells its story clearly. In the elementary

school, teachers were well pleased with the manner

in which the film shows the cooperation of the

entire family in the farm enterprise. At the

junior and senior high school levels there was some

criticism of lack of emphasis on problems of the

small farmer.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The story of the growing of wheat

and of some aspects of life on a large-scale wheat

farm.

Preparation of the soil is the theme of the first

sequence. As the commentator informs us that

Mr. White is "a typical wheat farmer," Mr. White

plows his field with a tractor and gang plow.

After a brief conversation concerning the progress

of the work, the farmer's son, Tom, exchanges

places with his father and the plowing continues.

The gram drill is filled, and the tractor pulls the

drill across the field. Close-ups show the manner

in which the drill plants the seed. The com-

mentator's explanations of climatic requirements

and hazards of wheat fanning are illustrated by
brief scenes of storm clouds, of rain falling on a

field of growing wheat, of poor wheat in rain-

soaked soil, and of scattered stalks of wheat bend-

ing before blasts of wind.

The activities of the White family are sketched

in the next sequence. As Mr. White milks his

cows and repairs his fence, the commentator ex-

plains that the farmer's work is varied. Tom
White is repairing the tractor when his sister

brings him the announcement of a 4-H Club

meeting. At the meeting a boy explains how he

planted and cared for the family strawberry

patch, a girl tells of baking a cake, and Tom
White explains his care of a prize steer. The

talks of the 4-H Club members are illustrated by
views of the activities described.

The story of harvesting the ripened wheat,

hiring and feeding harvest hands, and marketing

the grain is told in the last portion of the film.

Mr. White walks into the field and tests the ripe-

ness of the wheat by crushing a few heads in his

hands, blowing off the chaff, and examining the

grains. He calls a neighbor on the telephone and

asks him to operate the combine. In town he

hires two men who are loafing on the street to

help with the harvest. The harvest begins as the

combine lumbers across the field. Cutter bars

flash in the sun, the reel throws the grain onto the

conveyer, and the grain pours into the hopper, as
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the commentator explains the operation of the

combine.

Then comes the harvest dinner. Mrs. White

finishes cooking dinner, and Mr. White calls,

"Time for dinner." After drawing water at a

windmill pump, the harvest workers wash, then

sit down and eat from a food-laden table. After

dinner the men return to the field, and again the

combine cuts its way through the ripened wheat.

A truck pulls alongside the combine, receives a

load of grain from the hopper, and drives away.
The grain is unloaded at the local grain elevator.

Alternate views of a bread sign in a bakery window,
a machine kneading dough, a baker weighing and

rolling dough, and people eating bread emphasize
the importance of wheat as a food.

468. Where Mileage Begins jh-sh 19min sd

Gen. Motors 1937

Other sources: Calif, Fla, Ga, 111, Ind, NH,
SanAnt, Syr, Tenn, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) demon-

strating the principles of the four-stroke-cycle

internal-combustion motor and (2) giving a gen-

eral impression of the parts of an automobile and

their functions.

Teachers reported the film makes excellent use

of animation and time-lapse photography. At

the junior high school level it was reported that the

sequence on the gear system was a little too com-

plicated and the vocabulary somewhat difficult,

and that some preliminary study of the subject

was desirable. This film is very similar to the

silent film The Power Within, distributed by the

United States Bureau of Mines.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The operation of the four-stroke-

cycle internal-combustion engine and the func-

tions of the principal parts of the automobile.

A title states that man's invention of the wheel

put civilization in low and second speed and that

the invention of the internal-combustion engine

shifted it into high gear. An animated chart

shows that gasoline has more potential energy
than other common explosives. As scientists

are shown at work in laboratories, the commentator

describes man's efforts to manufacture a successful

internal-combustion engine. There follow several

views of inventors who have been associated with

internal-combustion engines.

The principles of the internal-combustion engine

are presented hi the following sequence. The

commentator says that most modern engines em-

ploy the four-stroke cycle, and that this cycle can

be illustrated by an ancient cannon. Drawings
of a cannon at various stages of loading and firing

illustrate the four strokes intake, compression,

power, and exhaust. The drawing of the cannon

is changed to an engine cylinder and the ramrod

to a sliding piston. The conversion of vertical

action to rotary movement is indicated by the

addition of the connecting rod and the crankshaft.

Following a comparison of the carburetor's

action with that of a spray gun, there are ani-

mated drawings of the carburetor and the intake

and exhaust valves. Animation also shows the

opening and closing of the valves by push rods.

The functions of the cam and camshaft, the spark

plugs, and the distributor are also shown. The
entire mechanism is shown in operation as the

commentator describes the various phases of the

cycle. The commentator explains an animated

chart dealing with the compression ratio the

difference in the volume of the vaporized gas

mixture before and after the compression stroke.

Six pistons are shown in operation in an engine

head as the commentator describes the smoother

flow of power resulting from the addition of

cylinders. A contrast of smooth and "knocking"
combustion is made by means of high-speed

motion pictures taken through the top of a cylin-

der head made of quartz glass.

Part 2 deals with the assembling of a modern

internal-combustion automobile engine. The

parts of the engine are laid out on a table and

part by part take their place in the motor block

the pistons, crankshaft, main bearings, connecting

rod bearings, flywheel, cam riders, springs, push

rods, retainer clips, valves, wrist pins, connecting

rods, etc. After the engine has been assembled,

it is placed in the chassis. The functions of the

drive shaft, clutch, transmission, universal joints,

differential, brakes, and steering gear are briefly

indicated and explained by the commentator.

The body is added to the chassis.

469. White Fringed Beetle int-jh-sh-c 20min sd

U.S. Agric. 1940

Other sources: Calif, Fla, Ga, HI, Ind, Kan,

Ky, Mich, NC, OreSt, SC, Tex

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Appraisal. Good for (1) showing the habits,

appearance, and life cycle of the white fringed

beetle and (2) indicating the activities of the gov-
ernment in developing an understanding of its

work in the scientific study of agricultural pests.

The vocabulary used by the commentator is

sufficiently nontechnical for the film to be useful

with elementary school children.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The life history of the white fringed

beetle, the destruction caused by it, and some of

the methods being employed to control it.

Several close-ups reveal the appearance of the

beetle as the commentator says that it was first

discovered near Florala, Alabama, in July 1936.

Views of infested cotton, corn, and peanut fields

accompany the commentator's statement that the

larva of the beetle is responsible for most of the

damage, although the adult is also destructive.

A map indicates the counties in Louisiana, Mis-

sissippi, and Alabama where the white fringed

beetle has been found.

Close-ups of egg clusters on twigs are accom-

panied by the commentator's explanation that

one beetle may lay more than 800 eggs which

will hatch in from two weeks to six months.

Time-lapse photography shows the eggs hatching.

A cross section of soil reveals beetles in all stages

of development. There are several close-ups of

the larva, pupa, and newly emerged adult. A
very close view of an adult beetle shows the extra

pair of teeth which the beetles are believed to use

in digging their way out of the ground. Views of

the roots of corn and cotton and of infested

potatoes and turnips suggest the damage done by
the larva. A close-up of a dissected beetle shows

that this insect has only a rudimentary wing and

therefore cannot fly. The commentator says that

this characteristic, which should make the control

of this pest easy, is offset by the fact that,

since it is asexual, each insect is capable of starting

a new infestation. A close-up of beetles on the

underside of a cotton leaf accompanies the com-

mentator's explanation that the insect seeks

shelter from the sun during the day.

The next sequence deals with research into

methods of controlling the white fringed beetle.

There are general views of the field laboratory at

Florala, Alabama, where specimens are classified,

types of poisons are tested and evaluated,

methods of eradication are developed, and in-

tensity of infestation is determined. Scouts search

an area to determine whether or not it is infested.

There are views of several types of barriers and

traps used to prevent the spread of the pest.

Methods of disking that have been found to be

effective control measures and methods of dis-

tributing poison are demonstrated. Fence rows

are cleaned
; swampy and other uncultivated areas

are sprayed with oil and burned over; vegetation
around lumberyards and railroad rights of way
are sprayed. The commentator says that a

major hazard in the control of the beetle is the

shipment of soil and nursery stock. Methods of

soil sterilization to prevent the spread of the pest

are demonstrated. As views of migrating beetles

are shown, the commentator says that the complete
elimination of the beetle is difficult and will require

the cooperation of everyone involved.

470. Wild Fowl Conservation int-jh-sh 7min sd

March of Time 1935

Other sources: Bos, Calif, Ga, 111, Iowa,

Mich, Minn, OhioDptE, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing
factors that result in the depletion of wild fowl,

(2) indicating some measures being taken by the

United States government to conserve wild fowl

and to apprehend hunters who violate game laws,

and (3) suggesting the necessity for cooperation

between the individual and the government in

wild fowl conservation. Should be useful in

developing an appreciation of all wild life and an

awareness of the need for its conservation.

Teachers reported that the illegal practices used

by some hunters are well shown but that the film

should have been longer and contained more detail.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Illegal and unsportsman-like prac-

tices used in hunting and trapping wild fowl, and

steps being taken by the federal government to

preserve wild fowl.

There are several scenes showing various types

of wild ducks. As ducks flying high in the air are

shown, the commentator says that each fall

hundreds of thousands of ducks pass down the air

lanes of North America. Men purchasing equip-

ment in sporting goods stores, thumbing mail-

order catalogues, and examining guns at a cross-

road store are shown as the commentator says that
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more than $160,000,000 a year are spent on

duck shooting. As sportsmen are shown be-

hind duckblinds, the commentator says that this

year (1935) duck hunting has been almost entirely

closed. Some of the causes responsible for the

duck shortage are shown to be the draining of the

land, which robbed ducks of feed and water, and

a disease that has attacked ducks on western lakes.

As the cartoonist, "Ding" Darling, then chief

of the United States Bureau of Biological Survey

(now merged into the Fish and Wildlife Service)

is shown, the commentator explains the sale of

duck stamps, the proceeds of which are to be used

to create new sanctuaries and breeding grounds.

A map shows the location of the new wild fowl

sanctuaries.

Some of the illegal methods used by the market

hunters are shown in the next sequence. Food is

used to lure ducks into a deathtrap. A flock

of ducks is mowed down by men using a small

cannon. Slaughter-pen operators dig a shallow

pit and fill it with water, place decoys in the water,

and sprinkle food liberally about. The duck

butchers wait behind blinds until a flock of ducks

has landed on the pool, then open fire. Scores of

ducks are killed.

The concluding sequence is an interview with

Darling, who is at work on a cartoon. The car-

toon shows the referee blowing the whistle in a

football game. Darling explains that this year

it is necessary for the referee to blow the whistle

to give the ducks a breathing spell.

471. Wildwood, A 100 Per Cent Mechanized

Mine int-jh-sh 45min si U.S. Bur. of

Mines (Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.)

1930

Other sources: Bos, Kan, PaMil, Tex

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

efficiency of a mechanized mine and (2) demon-

strating the use of modern machinery in the coal

industry. Should be useful as the basis for a dis-

cussion of the place of machinery in modern life.

Teachers reported that the film gave a complete

picture of the mining operations but that explana-
tion by a commentator would have increased the

value of the presentation.

Photography and titles are generally good.

Contents. The operation of a mechanized coal

mine.

A map of the state of Pennsylvania shows the

location of the Wildwood mine. There are in-

terior and exterior views of the mine. An in-

spector tests for gas and loose rock. After the

fire boss reports that the mine is safe, the men
enter the mine. In the mine, electric trains haul

empty cars to be filled with coal. Two men are

shown operating an electric drill in preparation for

the placement of dynamite charges. A 9-foot hole

is drilled in 1 i minutes. A pattern of eight holes

is drilled in the "face" and then another machine,
called the cutter, is used to cut back into the face.

This drilling and cutting is so arranged that, when
the charges of dynamite are exploded, the coal is

broken up in large chunks and not pulverized.

After the dynamiting is over, a monster-like ma-
chine called the "loader" goes into action. It has

a long lip which picks up the coal, places it on a

conveyer belt, and dumps it into a waiting car.

A title states that loading is occasionally stopped
to test the roofing in order to assure safety from

cave-ins. Empty cars are shifted about in the

mine on their way to and from the loader. From
the loader the cars are hauled to the rotary tipper.

The coal is dumped onto a conveyer belt which

carries it to a series of screens. On the screens,

which are perforated with 4-inch holes, the

lumps are separated from the fine coal. On the

blowing tables the coal is cleaned and passed on to

picking tables where slack and other foreign

particles are removed. A title says that the entire

plant is controlled by one man. A man is shown

at a large electric control board. Next the coal

is shown being transported by a conveyer belt

to the retail bins where it is deposited for shipping

by rail or truck. After the coal reaches the retail

bins, samples are taken to the laboratory for

testing.

Some of the services to employees are briefly

indicated. There are views of showers, lavatories,

and racks where clothing may be aired. In-

struction is given in first aid and rescue work.

An animated diagram shows future plans for

working the mine.

472. With These Weapons The Story of Syphilis

sh-c 11 min sd Am. Social Hygiene Assn.

1939

Other sources: Ind, Mich, OhioDptE, Tex,

WashSt, Wis

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Appraisal. Excellent for indicating (1) the

scientific advances in the diagnosis and treatment

of syphilis, (2) the extent and seriousness of the

disease, (3) the importance of early discovery and

treatment, and (4) agencies that can cooperate

to combat the disease. Should be useful in

developing an understanding that syphilis can

not only be arrested and made noninfectious but

can be cured with early and appropriate treatment.

Although the film covers many aspects of the

problem in a rather cursory manner, it is an

effective presentation of a neglected area in health

education. With groups unfamiliar with the

subject of social diseases, some preparation should

be made for the film presentation.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Modern methods used in the diag-

nosis and treatment of syphilis.

Laboratory scenes are re-enacted, depicting

scientists who have made important discoveries

concerning syphilis. Fritz Schaudinn is shown

discovering the spirochete, the first great step in

the conquest of syphilis. Von Wassermann is

shown developing the first blood test for this

disease. Paul Ehrlich is shown working on his

experiment that produced salvarsan, which, when

injected into the body, kills the syphilis germ.

Another scientist discovers bismuth; another aids

in the cure of syphilis. Rapid scenes of physicians

and scientists in many localities are shown as

the commentator says that today the effective

diagnosis and treatment of syphilis are procedures

known to physicians everywhere.

An animated bar diagram shows syphilis to be

a leading cause of sickness and death. The

commentator says that in the United States more

than 6,000,000 people have the disease and that

there are a million new cases every year. Scenes

in rapid sequence show some of the ravages of

syphilis.

Against a photographic background of war, the

commentator says that syphilis kills more people

than do wars, and carries the comparison further

when he says that the disease costs more than

fires, floods, or famine. He then queries, "Why
do we permit syphilis to continue its devastation?"

He concludes that the answer is ignorance. A

young man appears at a doctor's office for a medi-

cal examination. The patient's history is studied
;

a physical examination is made; and a blood sample

is taken, placed in sterile tubes, and sent to the

laboratory where tests reveal a positive reaction.

The doctor proceeds with the treatment as the

commentator explains that it usually consists of

injections of some form of arsphenamine and

bismuth which can be taken without interfering

with the patient's daily work. After the doctor

makes injections, he prepares a card on which are

outlined directions the patient must follow re-

garding food, proper rest, and precautionary

measures to protect the health of others. The
infectious nature of the disease is illustrated by
means of a pictorial graph on which the spread

of the disease is traced. The commentator says

that treatment makes syphilis noninfectious.

The commentator says that the medical pro-

fession is more alert than ever to discover and

treat infections hi all persons under its care.

Hospital scenes and commentary indicate that

care is made possible to those who cannot afford

it through health agencies and free clinics. A
map of the United States indicates the states in

which expectant mothers and prospective brides

and grooms are required to submit to blood tests.

The commentator says that millions now spent

for support of institutions for victims of syphilis

can be saved. An industrial plant and a school

are shown as the commentator indicates the part

they are taking in the fight against syphilis.

There is a view of a pastor in his pulpit as the

commentator indicates that churches can help

in the fight by instilling high ideals. A home

scene with father and mother and children sug-

gests the family function in guiding, protecting,

and instructing growing children. Views of a

community playground accompany the statement

that communities should provide facilities for

wholesome play and enforce the laws that protect

youth from degrading conditions.

473. The Woodwind Choir int-jh-sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1937

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, Calif, Cen-

Wash, ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, 111, Ind,

Iowa, KanCity, Ky, LaDptE, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, NH, NM, OhioDptE,

Okla, OreSt, PaCW, PaKutz, SamHous,

SanAnt, SC, Syr, Tenn, Tex, TexCW,

VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for (1) furnish-
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ing impressions of the appearances, tonal qualities,

and techniques of playing various instruments of

the wood-wind choir and (2) illustrating the types

of music commonly played by these members of

the symphony orchestra. Found useful in stim-

ulating an interest in and appreciation of sym-

phonic music, and an interest in learning to play

a musical instrument.

Teachers reported that the close-ups of the

instruments and the clear views of the fingering

were particularly effective, and that the music

was well selected to demonstrate wood-wind

instruments.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The appearances, tonal qualities,

and techniques of playing various instruments in

the wood-wind choir.

A full symphony orchestra is shown as it plays

a portion of Brahms' First Symphony. There

follow close-ups of the wood-wind section. The

commentator describes the flute as the "coloratura

soprano" of the wood-wind section. The English

horn and the flute play a passage from the over-

ture to Rossini's William Tell. Accompanying
views of a piccolo, the commentator says that it

is an octave higher than the flute and is used for

high and brilliant passages. Its tone and playing

technique are demonstrated.

The clarinet is described as the dramatic

soprano of the orchestra. The clarinet is demon-

strated in an excerpt from the overture to von

Weber's Der Freischiitz. Close-ups reveal the

bamboo reed attached to the solid portion of the

mouthpiece. Demonstrations of the oboes, called

the "lyric singers" of the orchestra, reveal their

reedy, penetrating tones. There follow close-

ups of the oboe's double-reed mouthpiece. The

English horn, an alto oboe, is played.

The bass section of the wood-wind group is

introduced by views of the bassoon, a large, double-

reed instrument. Its versatility is demonstrated

by the playing of grotesque music as well as

smooth, pleasant melodies. The contra bassoon

is described as capable of playing the lowest notes

of all instruments of the orchestra. Its tonal

qualities are demonstrated by the playing of a

portion of Beethoven's Third Symphony. There

follows a demonstration of the French horns,

members of the brass family, whose tonal quality

combines well with that of the wood-winds.

474. The Woodworker (Your Life Work) jh-sh

llmin sd Vocational Guidance 1940

Other sources: Bos, Calif, ETexBur, Fla,

Ga, HI, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky,

Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, OhioDptE, OreSt,

PaCW, SamHous, SD, Wis, WTex

Appraisal. Good for showing the following

fields of woodworking and some typical jobs con-

nected with them: carpentry, millworking, furni-

ture making, and patternmaking.

The film suggests some of the high school sub-

jects that contribute to preparation for wood-

working vocations. It is well organized for use

as a broad orientation to the subject of woodwork-

ing as a vocation. Much pertinent information is

presented in the commentary. The pictorial

content is generally illustrative.

Photography is good, sound excellent.

Contents. Impressions of various woodworking

jobs and the training and qualification required to

enter them.

As views of large buildings are shown, the com-

mentator says that, although these structures were

made of stone and cement, woodworkers have

played an important part in their construction.

Types of rough carpentry work are suggested as

workmen erect scaffolding and build concrete

forms. Farm buildings and a frame house are

also shown as examples of rough carpentry.

Carpentry requiring higher skill and accuracy is

illustrated by views of carpenters fitting windows

and doors, laying hardwood flooring, assembling a

kitchen workbench, etc. The commentator says

that the need for cabinetmakers has been reduced

by the use of materials other than wood for in-

terior furnishings and by machine prefabrication

at the mills.

A sequence on the woodworking mill begins with

a view of a man at a planer. The commentator

says that the men working here are machine

operators as well as woodworkers. In the as-

sembly department the workmen put together

window sashes and doors. Workmen are shown

building stairs, running sanders, and carving

door panels as the commentator describes the

wide range of skills needed in woodworking.

A sequence on furniture making is introduced by
views of a furniture maker at work. The com-

mentator says that, although most furniture is

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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made by machine, some employment is furnished

by the demand for made-to-order furniture, that

furniture makers are usually older men, and that

apprenticeship is the best training for entering the

field. The use of veneer in furniture making is

indicated. A machine peels off thin slices of wood

from a log. These slices are matched and glued

to pieces of cheaper wood. Finally, a finished

cabinet of matched veneer is shown.

Patternmaking is the subject of the next se-

quence. A wooden pattern of a finished flywheel

is shown as the commentator says that the pattern

is used to make a form in sand for casting. A

patternmaker shapes the wood both by hand and

by machine, assembles the parts, rounds the

corners, and shellacs the whole pattern. A
finished pattern is placed in a sand mold, sand is

packed around it, the pattern is removed and the

metal poured. After the metal has cooled, the

sand is removed.

The final sequence begins with views of drafts-

men at work as the commentator describes the

need for carefully made blueprints. The com-

mentator further points out the possibilities of

advancement to foremanship, shop owner, and

contractor. Finally, there are scenes of mechan-

ical drawing, mathematics, and woodworking

classes as the commentator says that these high

school subjects are useful to those planning to be

woodworkers.

475. The Work of Rivers int-jh-sh-c lOmin sd

Erpi 1935

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Calif,

CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Ga, Idaho,

111, Ind, Iowa, lowaA&M, Kan, KanCity,

Ky, LaDptE, Mich, Minn, Mo, NC, NH,
NM, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaCW,
PaKutz, SamHous, SC, Syr, Tenn, Tex,

TexCW, TexTech, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for showing the

work of running water in wearing down, trans-

porting, and depositing earth materials. Found

useful in stimulating discussion of flood control

as a means of conserving natural resources.

Teachers commented on the valuable use of

models and animation. Students were particu-

larly impressed by the rapid erosive action at

Niagara Falls. Below the senior high school

level, parts of the vocabulary were found too

difficult. In several cksses this was remedied by

vocabulary study before showing the film.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. The gradational effects of running

water, shown through animation, straight photog-

raphy, and models.

A brief presentation of the main features of the

water cycle introduces running water as the most

powerful erosional force. Detailed consideration

of erosion by running water begins with scenes

showing gully formation in unwisely cultivated

fields. Miniatures show the progressive head-

ward erosion of gullies. This erosion, says the

commentator, increases their drainage area and

thus provides more water by which they are eroded

even deeper. A further result of the growth of a

gully is that the stream becomes permanent.

A view of a dry stream bed reveals the cutting

tools of the stream sand, gravel, and boulders.

There are views of a young river valley in which

the greater part of the erosion is on the stream

bed. It is shown that, as the stream becomes

older, more erosional action is directed at the

banks, and the valley widens. As tributaries

age with the main river, a broad flood plain

develops. As time goes on and as more and more

of the drainage area is leveled off, the river may
meander across a broad peneplain. The com-

mentator explains that all these changes take

place very slowly. Animation shows how Niagara

Falls' rocky rim has been receding at the average

rate of five feet a year.

A model shows how a river may cut across

meanders leaving a crescent-shaped lake called

an oxbow. Such a lake is shown in an airplane

view.

Rejuvenation of a mature river is shown to

occur when the land over which it flows is elevated.

Intrenched meanders formed in this manner are

shown. An airplane view of the Delaware Water

Gap shows what happens when mountains are

elevated across a river's path.

Three types of alluvial deposits are illustrated

by models in the final sequences of the film. When
the stream's course flattens out rapidly, it drops

some of its sediment in the form of an alluvial fan.

When the current slows on the inside bend in a

stream, sediment is deposited to form a sand bar.

When the current of a stream flows into a body of

still water, it drops its sediment in a fan-shaped
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structure called a delta. Scenes of agricultural

activities suggest the economic importance of

deltas. The use of the levee as a flood precaution

is shown, and its importance is emphasized by

scenes of floods.

476. The Work of Running Water int-jh-sh

llmin sd Erpi and Harvard 1931

Other sources: ArkTC, Calif, CenWash,

ColFC, Colo, ETexBur, Ga, Idaho, II),

Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky, LaDptE, Minn, NC,

NH, OhioDptE, Okla, OreSt, PaKutz,

SamHous, SanAnt, Syr, Tenn, Tex, Tex-

CW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing how

running water changes the surface of the earth

and (2) providing specific examples of stream ero-

sion and deposition. Found useful in developing

the concept that the surface of the earth is con-

stantly changing.

Teachers and students reported that the scenes

of the model stream were very helpful. Students

were impressed by the great cutting power of

streams.

Photography is fair, sound good.

Contents. The manner in which running water

both wears down and builds up the earth's sur-

face, demonstrated by models and straight pho-

tography.

Scenes suggest that rivers originate in the melt-

ing snow of mountain peaks and that they begin

as small trickles and gradually gather other streams

until they become large rivers. The commentator

says that, as the water tumbles down from the

higher levels, it wears away its bed and forms

valleys. This process is called stream erosion

and is the most important erosional agent. A

close-up of an actual stream shows its cutting

tools: sand, pebbles, and boulders. Views of

water-formed valleys and of potholes suggest two

of the results of stream erosion. A view of a

very narrow, steep-walled valley accompanies the

commentator's statement that in soft material

streams cut wide valleys, and in hard material

the valleys are likely to be narrow. Differences

in hardness of rock strata cause waterfalls, says

the commentator as falls in a brook are shown.

The commentator says that the erosional power of

a stream is greatly increased by an increase in

speed of flow. There are views of steep-walled

valleys and of pinnacles caused by differential

erosion.

Erosion on the plains is treated in the next

sequence. The commentator says that rain

provides sufficient water for rivulets. There are

several views of gullies and temporary streams as

the commentator explains that in the soft soil

of the desert erosion proceeds rapidly when the

streams flow. A model shows that streams tend

to lengthen their gullies headward.

A sequence on stream deposits begins with a

model showing the development of an alluvial

fan. There are actual views of a delta as the

commentator says that this deposit results from

a stream flowing into a body of still water. There

are several aerial views of flood plains as the com-

mentator explains that this fertile formation is

the result of repeated floodings of a large river.

Several views of vegetation growing along the

uneroded banks of a river are contrasted with the

erosion that has taken place when the riverbanks

were not protected by vegetation. An air view of

a meandering stream is followed by a model

showing how meanders may be cut across and the

course of the stream straightened. The com-

mentator says that meanders occur when the

stream has cut down as far as it can. Another

model shows that, when the surface of the earth

is uplifted under a river, the river tends to cut

down again to base level. An aerial view of the

Grand Canyon in Arizona provides an example
of this phenomenon. Views of Niagara Falls are

shown as the commentator suggests the wearing

down and building up of the earth's surface that

have been taking place there.

477. The Work of the Atmosphere int-jh-sh-c

llmin sd Erpi 1935

Other sources: Ariz, ArkTC, BoiseJC, Bos,

Calif, CenWash, ColFC, ETexBur, Ga,

Idaho, 111, Ind, Iowa, Kan, Ky, Me, Mich,

Minn, Mo, NC, NH, OhioDptE, Okla,

OreSt, PaKutz, SanAnt, SC, Syr, Tenn,

TexCW, TexTech, VaBdE, WashSt, Wis

Appraisal. Reported excellent for showing the

work of the atmosphere in erosion, soil transporta-

tion, and soil formation. Found useful in develop-

ing an understanding of man's dependence upon
the atmosphere and of the need for soil conserva-

tion.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Teachers found the animated diagrams very

helpful. Students reported that the film gave
them a realization of the power and variety of the

atmosphere's erosive forces.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The work of the atmosphere in

erosion, soil transportation, and soil formation.

The function of wind in forming and transporting

clouds which precipitate their vapor in the form of

rain or snow is demonstrated. The work of water

and snow in aiding mechanical disintegration of

rocks is indicated. As frozen soil is shown, the

commentator describes the function of freezing

in prying up and loosening soil. The spalling of

rocks due to alternate baking by day and cooling

by night is indicated by views of desert rocks and

mountainous areas in Yosemite Valley.

The results of erosive action of wind are in-

dicated by views of The Needles. The com-

mentator describes The Needles' formation as due

to inequalities in rock resistance at various points.

Highly magnified views of grains of sand are fol-

lowed by animations showing their abrasive action

on rock surfaces. Views of trees with exposed
roots and eroded bark illustrate further wind and

sand action.

The transportational function of the atmosphere
is introduced by several views of sand dunes.

The commentator describes their formation and

movement. Views of loess banks are described

as containing ancient cross-bedded dune struc-

tures, the sand of which was lifted into the air,

carried for some distance, and deposited by the

wind. Further instances of the transportational

function of wind are illustrated by maps indicating

the areas affected by a Midwest dust storm. A
Sahara desert storm and a volcanic eruption in

Alaska are shown.

The function of the atmosphere in connection

with the gradational work of water is shown in

the next sequence. Moisture-laden clouds are

carried high into the atmosphere, where cooling

and condensation take place. When the rain falls

to the earth, the gradational work begins. A
feldspar rock is shown as the commentator ex-

plains that carbon dioxide and water chemically

alter the rock to form clay. Microscopic views of

feldspar and clay contrast the former's coarse

crystalline quality with the latter's fine powdery
texture. An animated diagram shows how water

carries clay

coarser soil.

particles downward through the

478. The Work of the Kidneys jh-sh-c llmin sd

Erpi 1940

Other sources: BoiseJC, Calif, ColFC,

ETexBur, Fla, Ga, Harvard, Idaho, 111,

Ind, lowaA&M, Kan, Ky, Mich, NC, NH,
OhioDptE, Okla, Tenn, Tex, VaBdE, Wis

Appraisal. Excellent for showing the struc-

ture of the renal system, the formation of urine,

the regulation of the composition of the blood, and
the functioning of the bladder.

Animated drawings are expertly used to explain
the complicated processes shown. The film show-

ing should be preceded by some study of the

kidneys since familiarity with the vocabulary will

promote an understanding of the explanations

given. Repeated showing will be advisable be-

cause the film is somewhat technical.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. The structure and functioning of the

kidneys, shown by animated drawings and labora-

tory demonstrations.

An analogy is made between the kidneys and a

sorting machine, both of which operate to produce

uniformity. The commentator says that the

kidneys maintain uniformity in the blood and

tissues. Diagrams are used to show the kidneys
and the attached arteries and veins, the connec-

tion between the kidneys and the bladder, the

renal system, and the internal structure of the

kidney. The unit in which urine is formed is

shown diagraiumatically. As the glomerular cup
is indicated, the commentator says that here the

formation of the urine begins. He also says that

the unit shown is actually microscopic.

A demonstration with a reservoir, tube, and

membrane is used to show the filtration process of

the glomerular membrane. It is demonstrated

that small salt molecules pass through the mem-

brane, while large molecules like the proteins of

the normal blood will not filter through. A
sample of glomerular fluid is taken with the small

pipettes used under a microscope. The com-

mentator says that this fluid is a protein-free

filtrate of the plasma. A sample is also taken of

the tubular fluid in which sugar and water have

reabsorbed. The commentator explains that

urea and other waste products of metabolism are
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not reabsorbed. An animated diagram shows the

composite action of the tubules. When an ana-

lytical balance is made of equal volumes of urine

and glomerular nitrate, the urine proves to be the

heavier of the two.

Some of the factors affecting urine formation are

shown by demonstrations with anesthetized ani-

mals. Collecting tubes are inserted in each ureter

of an animal, and a device set up by which each

drop of urine is recorded. Blood pressure is also

recorded. When a quart of blood is removed from

the animal, both the blood pressure and the rate

of urine formation fall. When urine is injected

into the animal, the urine flow is increased. A
living kidney that has been removed from the body
is shown to function, in a limited way, when per-

fused with blood.

Two healthy dogs are shown. A sugar solution

is injected into the veins of one of the dogs. It is

shown that the urine formation increases after the

injection. An analysis of the urine of the two

dogs reveals sugar in that of the experimental dog

but none in the urine of the other dog. The com-

mentator says that the excess blood sugar has been

washed out of the body of the latter. A horse is

shown as it is stated that in such herbivorous

animals the formation of alkaline urine helps

maintain the essential neutrality of the blood. A
bear is shown as an example of a carnivorous

animal in which the acid urine counterbalances

the effect of the strong acid diet.

It is demonstrated that excess water intake is

removed by the kidneys rather than through the

lungs or sweat glands. It is further demonstrated

that under high temperature the amount of water

lost through sweating is increased. Two young
rats are shown. A kidney is removed from one of

them. After two months both rats are equally

healthy and vigorous.

Stop-motion photography is used to show the

filling and emptying of the bladder. The com-

mentator explains that nerve impulses control the

sphincter and bladder muscles. Finally there is

an analogy between the gyroscope and the kidneys,

both of which maintain dynamic balance.

479. Work Pays America jh-sh-c 37min sd WPA
1937

Other sources: ArkTC, Bos, CenWash,

ETexBur, Ga, Iowa, Ky, Mo, NH,
OhioDptE, OreSt, SD, Syr, Tenn, Tex, Wis

Appraisal. Reported good for (1) showing the

types of activities carried on by the Work Projects

Administration, (2) indicating the relationship

between the Work Projects Administration and

the conservation of both human and natural

resources of the nation, (3) developing insight into

the governmental program of social and economic

rehabilitation by means of the Work Projects

Administration. Found useful in promoting a

sympathetic attitude toward the WPA and in

developing the concept that the government must

step in to protect the health and future of its

citizens when private enterprise fails.

Teachers reported that students were surprised

at the wide range of activities carried on by the

WPA. Some teachers regarded the film as propa-

gandistic.

Photography and sound are good.

Contents. Activities of the Works Progress

Administration (now Work Projects Administra-

tion), and work being done on various types of

projects.

In the opening sequence, workingmen are shown

as the commentator explains why the Works

Progress Administration came into existence and

something of its plan of work.

The first activities presented are those of road

construction. Without an attempt to give infor-

mation as to processes, general scenes of road

construction operations are shown. The com-

mentator explains the need for secondary roads

from farm to market as muddy rural road condi-

tions are pictured. The use of local raw materials

is suggested in a short scene of quarry operations.

Views of graveling operations are shown, and the

commentator refers to roads that are being built

at centers of attraction for tourists.

The work of the Works Progress Administration

in improving city water-supply systems is indi-

cated by scenes of reservoir construction at

Atlantic City. The commentator explains that

there exists a large group of projects to provide

facilities for public gatherings, and there is a short

scene of construction work on a community sta-

dium. General scenes show improvements being

made at the Brooklyn Navy Yard and construction

work on bridges and sewers. The commentator

says that there is need for better airport facilities,

and the film shows WPA work in building and

improving airports. There are scenes of airport

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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construction at Newark, Cleveland, Detroit,

Chicago, and Philadelphia. Scenes of buildings

being torn down are accompanied by explanations

concerning slum clearance work.

Reel 2 deals with white-collar jobs. Work in

the traffic survey is suggested as men are shown

making traffic counts. Work to decrease auto-

mobile accidents is indicated by views of a girl

taking a driving test and WPA workers testing

cars. Sewing projects are explained by the com-

mentator as women are shown cutting and sewing

garments. Activities in dress designing and

textile weaving are shown. As women are pictured

working in a kitchen, the commentator says that

school lunches are prepared for undernourished

children of needy families. A traveling library is

shown as the commentator describes the extent of

this kind of work. Public nursing projects are

presented in a few scenes of nurses examining

babies. Braille maps and books are prepared for

the blind. Victims of trachoma, a dread eye

disease, are taken to a clinic for treatment. In a

therapeutic pool for infantile paralysis victims, an

attendant aids a child to exercise his crippled

muscles. Children are shown eating, playing, and

sleeping at a WPA nursery. Adult education

activities are shown in a class where foreign-born

men and women are learning to read and write

English. Vocational training is offered in a mil-

linery class, a tailoring class, and a household arts

class. As the commentator explains that the

Works Progress Administration cooperates with

the National Youth Administration in providing

work for young people, girls are shown canning

fruit and boys are shown restocking fishing

grounds.

Reel 3 presents the work of the theater and art

projects. A WPA orchestra is playing a concert.

A Negro choir sings. Work in painting is indi-

cated as an artist is shown at work. The murals

on the mess hall at West Point and a stained-glass

window at the same institution indicate another

phase of the work. A commemorative tablet is

shown as the commentator tells of the work in

sculpturing. Fine work done for museums is

depicted by scenes of work on the reconstruction

of a Persian ceiling and the mounting of fossils

and animal skeletons. The Federal Theatre

Project is represented by short scenes from Pina-

fore, It Can't Happen Here, and the all-Negro

production of Macbeth.

Reel 4 deals with the work of the Works Progress

Administration in tunes of disaster. As flood-

devastated areas are shown, the commentator

explains the activities of the WPA in such emer-

gencies. Women and children are rescued from

rising waters. Food distribution and hospital

work are shown. Men carry sandbags and other

materials to be used to raise the levees above the

crest of the flood waters. Harry Hopkins inspects

levee work. Men are shown clearing up the debris

left by the flood. Workers on WPA are shown

distributing food and administering medical care

to victims of the dust storms. As road-building

operations are shown, the commentator explains

that this work provides employment for farmers

deprived of a livelihood. Dams are constructed

to correct drought conditions. Scenes of a forest

fire and of WPA workers fighting fire are shown.

Reel 5 shows work in constructing, improving,

and maintaining recreational facilities, parks, and

places of historic importance. Scenes at a zoo

show children watching animals, and playground
scenes show children playing on swings, slides,

etc. Views of a swimming pool in which boys and

girls are swimming and diving are accompanied

by the explanation that WPA labor has been used

in constructing pools and bathhouses. At a toy

lending library a child selects a toy. Views of

camp life, sleeping quarters, playgrounds, and a

swimming hole illustrate efforts of the WPA
in providing country camps for city children.

Work in repairing and maintaining historic places

is illustrated by scenes of the stockade at old Fort

Niagara and of the reconstructed village of New

Salem, Illinois.

480. Yankee Doodle Goes to Town jh-sh-c 30min

sd Crowell and 11 min sd Teaching Film

Custodians (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic-

tures) 1938

Other source: NC .

Appraisal. Reported good for offering brief

impressions of important phases in the develop-

ment of the United States. Found useful in

indicating the influence of the press on public

opinion and of advertising on the standard of

living.

Students reported that the sequences dealing
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with prohibition and the adoption of the Constitu-

tion were outstanding. Some teachers felt that

the film contained too many views of drunken

people and too much advertising.

Photography and sound are excellent.

Contents. Impressions of the influence of na-

tionally circulated magazines, particularly

Collier's. (The longer version is described here.)

Early Americans are shown rejoicing over the

end of the Revolutionary War. Men shake their

heads, saying that, although the war is won, the

thirteen states will never be united under one

government. The Constitution is drafted. The

problem of bringing Americans to accept the

Constitution is suggested by views of men dis-

cussing its content. A storekeeper finds a use for

printed copies of the document as wrappers for

cheese. Statesmen, including Washington and

Franklin, discuss means of bringing about the Con-

stitution's adoption. John Jay and Alexander

Hamilton write for newspapers of the day under

the name of "Publius." Virginians discuss the

document and are surprised when one of their

number reads Publius' statement that the central

government guarantees the citizens of each state

the same rights and privileges as those of other

states. The Constitution is ratified.

Further influences of magazines and writers in

molding the course of the nation are suggested.

A frontier housewife is finishing a bonnet. Her
husband enters, sees the bonnet, and believes it to

be for a baby. He discovers his error when he

spies a copy of Godey's Lady's Book, containing

pictures of fashionable ladies' bonnets. When
he states that he thinks it is foolish for her to want

fine clothes, she explains that women's desire for

fashionable clothing increases his own market for

furs. The magazine serial Uncle Tom's Cabin is

described as important in bringing about the Civil

War and the Negro's freedom. The commentator

says that many people thought the states could

never be reunited. The spirit of Yankee-Doodle

triumphs as transcontinental railroads link the

Atlantic to the Pacific. Magazines are delivered

to every part of the country. Magazines, by
building up demand, are held to be partially re-

sponsible for lowering the price of early auto-

mobiles.

Newspaper headlines announce the sinking of

the "Lusitania." The United States goes to war.

When the armistice is signed, soldiers return to

America to find that the Eighteenth Amendment
has been ratified and that prohibition is going into

effect. Several people voice disapproval of the

act as they partake of their last legal drink. But

prohibition fails to cure the liquor evil, and boot-

leggers and speak-easies do a thriving business.

A Collier's editor confers with a college professor

concerning a proposal to stop gang killings and the

decline of American morals resulting from prohibi-

tion. His idea, "Amend the amendment," be-

comes the subject for a Cottier's editorial. The

prohibition era gives way to legalized drinking.

With the decline in the cost of automobiles, there

is an increase of their number on the roads. Traf-

fic accidents mount. Several magazine articles

launch a campaign for safety on the highways.
The Black Death of the Middle Ages was com-

bated by nailing up the doors of the houses in

which the diseased lived. This method is con-

trasted with the attack which modern magazines
are making on social diseases.

Magazine circulation figures climb. The com-

mentator says they employ the best artists, edi-

tors, and writers of sports, fiction, and news. The

prediction by Collier's of war in the Orient is

verified by views of the sinking of the U.S.S.

"Panay." Yankee-Doodle's luck is illustrated by
views of trains, boats, planes, dams, highways,

automobiles, oil fields, and skyscrapers. The

ghost of the early American skeptic voices amaze-

ment at Yankee-Doodle's accomplishments.

For explanation of abbreviations used for "other sources," see p. 337.
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Sources of Films Appraised and
Described

(The film sources listed below include libraries sponsored by educational

institutions, as well as producers, distributors, and sponsors from whom

films described in this volume may be obtained. It is not a complete

list of all film sources.)

Aetna Aetna Life Affiliated Companies, Safety Education Department, Hartford, Conn.

Aluminum Aluminum Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Am. Airlines American Airlines, Inc., 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.

Am. Brass American Brass Company, General Sales Department, Waterbury, Conn.

Am. Can American Can Company, Home Economics Department, 230 Park Avenue, New York City.

Am. Film Center American Film Center, Inc., 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.

Am. Heart Assn. American Heart Association, 1790 Broadway, New York City.

Am. League American League of Professional Baseball Clubs, 310 South Michigan Building, Chicago, 111.

Am. Social Hygiene Assn. American Social Hygiene Association, 1790 Broadway, New York City.

Ariz University of Arizona, University Extension Division, Tucson, Ariz.

ArkTC Arkansas State Teachers College, Department of Public Relations, Normal Station, Conway, Ark.

Distribution restricted to state.

AT&T American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Information Department, 195 Broadway, New York

City. Requests should be sent to local operating telephone companies.

Bell & Howell Bell and Howell Company, 1801-15 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, DL; 716 North LaBrea Avenue,

Hollywood, Calif.; 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.

BoiseJC Boise Junior College, Instructional Sound Film Library, Boise, Idaho. Distribution restricted to Idaho

and eastern Oregon.

Bos Boston University, School of Education, Division of Teaching Aids, 84 Exeter Street, Boston, Mass.

Bray Bray Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Buck Bucknell University, Class Room Library, Lewisburg, Pa. Distribution restricted to Pennsylvania and

neighboring states.

Calif University of California, Extension Division, Department of Visual Instruction, 301 California Hall,

Berkeley, Calif.; 813 South Hill Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Calvin Calvin Company, 26th and Jefferson Streets, Kansas City, Mo.

Castle Castle Films, Inc., Wrigley Building, Chicago, 111.; RCA Building, Rockefeller Center, New York City;

Russ Building, San Francisco, Calif.

CenWash Central Washington College of Education, Office of Public Service, Ellensburg, Wash.

Chicago Tribune Chicago Tribune, Speakers Bureau, Tribune Tower, Chicago, HI.

ColFC College Film Center, 59 East Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

Colo University of Colorado, University Extension Division, Bureau of Visual Instruction, Boulder, Colo.

Colton Wendell P. Colton Company, Chanin Building, 42nd Street at Lexington Avenue, New York City.

Colu Columbia College, The Business Office, Dubuque, Iowa.

Crowell Crowell Publishing Company, Advertising Manager, 250 Park Avenue, New York City.

Dart Dartmouth College Films, Hanover, N. H.

Eastman Eastman Kodak Company, Teaching Films Division, Rochester, N. Y.

Erpi Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., 1841 Broadway, New York City.

ETexBur East Texas Bureau of Visual Education, Kilgore Junior College, P.O. Box 1382, Kilgore, Tex. A
cooperative library; distribution restricted to members.

Federal Housing Federal Housing Administration, Radio and Motion Picture Section, Washington, D. C.

Films, Inc. Films Incorporated, 330 West 42nd Street, New York City; 1709 West 8th Street, Los Angeles, Calif.;

64 East Lake Street, Chicago, 111.; 314 S. W. Ninth Avenue, Portland, Ore.; 305 W. 10th Street, Austin,

Tex.

Films of Commerce Films of Commerce Company, Inc., Division of Instructional Films, 21 West 46th Street,

New York City.
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Fisher Body Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation, Advertising Department, Detroit, Mich.

Fla University of Florida, General Extension Division, Gainesville, Fla. Distribution restricted to state.

Ford Ford Motor Company, Department of Photography, 3674 Schaefer Road, Dearborn, Mich.

French Film Ex. French Film Exchange, 545 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Ga University System of Georgia, Division of General Extension, Audio-Visual Extension Service, 223 Walton

Street, N.W., Atlanta, Ga.

Ganz William J. Ganz Company, 19 East 47th Street, New York City.

Garrison Garrison Film Distributors, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York City.

Gen. Electric General Electric Company, Visual Instruction Section, Schenectady, N. Y.

Gen. Motors General Motors Corporation, Director of Public Relations, Broadway at 57th Street, New York

City.

Gutlohn Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West 45th Street, New York City.

Harmon Found. Harmon Foundation, Inc., 140 Nassau Street, New York City.

Harvard Harvard University, Harvard Film Service, The Biological Laboratories, Cambridge, Mass.

Idaho University of Idaho, Southern Branch, University Cooperative Educational Film Service, Pocatello,

Idaho. A cooperative library; distribution of some films restricted to members.

Ideal Ideal Pictures Corporation, 28 E. 8th Street, Chicago, 111.; 2402 W. 7th Street, Los Angeles, Calif.; Ber-

tram Willoughby Pictures, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York City; 18 S. 3rd Street, Memphis, Tenn.

Ill University of Illinois, Visual Aids Service, Urbana, 111.

Ind Indiana University, Extension Division, Public Welfare Service, Visual Instruction Bureau, Bloom-

ington, Ind.

IntFB International Film Bureau, Inc., 59 East Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

Int. Geographic International Geographic Pictures, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York City.

Iowa The State University of Iowa, Extension Division, Department of Visual Instruction, Iowa City, Iowa.

lowaA&M Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Visual Instruction Service, Ames, Iowa.

Kan University of Kansas, University Extension Division, Bureau of Visual Instruction, Lawrence, Kan.

KanCity The University of Kansas City, Business Manager, Kansas City, Mo. A cooperative library; dis-

tribution restricted to members.

Ky University of Kentucky, Department of University Extension, Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids, Lexington, Ky.

LaDptE State of Louisiana Department of Education, Director of Audio-Visual Education, Baton Rouge, La.

Distribution restricted to state.

Lenauer Lenauer International Films, Inc., 357 W. 55th Street, New York City.

March of Time March of Time, 369 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

Maritime Comm. United States Maritime Commission, Division of Information, Washington, D. C.

McCrory McCrory Studios, 130 W. 46th Street, New York City.

Me University of Maine, School of Education, Orono, Me. Distribution of some films restricted.

Metropolitan Life Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Welfare Division, One Madison Avenue, New York

City.

Mich University of Michigan, Extension Service, Bureau of Visual Education, Ann Arbor, Mich. Distribution

restricted to state.

Minn University of Minnesota, General Extension Division, Bureau of Visual Instruction, Minneapolis, Minn.

Mo University of Missouri, Extension Division, Visual Education Service, Columbia, Mo.

Museum of Modern Art The Museum of Modern Art Film Library, 11 West 53rd Street, New York City.

Nat. Tuberculosis Assn. National Tuberculosis Association, Director, Public Relations, 1790 Broadway,
New York City. Requests should be directed to state and local tuberculosis associations.

NC University of North Carolina, University Extension Division, Bureau of Visual Instruction, Chapel Hill,

N. C.

NH University of New Hampshire, General Extension Service, Visual Education Service, Durham, N. H.

NM University of New Mexico, Extension Division, Audio Visual Bureau, Albuquerque, N. M.

OhioDptE State of Ohio Department of Education, Division of Visual Instruction, Columbus, Ohio. Dis-

tribution restricted to state.

Okla University of Oklahoma, Extension Division, Norman, Okla.

OreSt Oregon State College, Extension Service, Department of Visual Instruction, Corvallis, Ore.

PaCW Pennsylvania College for Women, Film Service, Pittsburgh, Pa.

PaKutz Pennsylvania State Teachers College, Cooperative Film Library, Kutztown, Pa. A cooperative library;

distribution restricted to members.

PaMil Pennsylvania State Teachers College, Millersville Film Library, Millersville, Pa.
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Pan Am. Union Pan American Union, Washington, D.C.

Pictorial Pictorial Films, Inc., 1650 Broadway, New York City.

Port of N. Y. Authority The Port of New York Authority, Bureau of Commerce, 111 Eighth Avenue, New York

City.

SamHous Sam Houston State Teachers College, Department of Public Service, Huntsville, Tex. Distribution

restricted to state.

SanAnt University of San Antonio, Film Library, San Antonio, Tex. Distribution restricted to state.

SC University of South Carolina, Extension Division, Audio-Visual Aids Bureau, Columbia, S. C.

School-Films School-Films, Inc., 7936 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.

SD University of South Dakota. Extension Division, Department of Visual Education, Vermillion, S. D.

Social Security Bd. Social Security Board, Informational Service, Washington, D. C.

Spot Spot Film Productions, Inc., 339 East 48th Street, New York City.

StAmb St. Ambrose College Film Library, Davenport, Iowa. Distribution restricted to schools in immediate

area.

Syr Syracuse University, School of Education, Cooperative Educational Film Library, Syracuse, N. Y. Dis-

tribution restricted to state.

TC Columbia Teachers College, Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, New York City.

Teaching Film Custodians Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., 25 West 43rd Street, New York City.

Tenn University of Tennessee, Division of University Extension, Department of School and Community Serv-

ice, Knoxville, Tenn.

Tex The University of Texas, Division of Extension, Visual Instruction Bureau, Austin, Tex.

TexCW Texas State College for Women, Division of Visual Instruction Service, Denton, Tex.

TexTech Texas Technological College, Division of Extension, Department of Visual Instruction, Lubbock, Tex.

Unit Unit Film Company, 1211 Redondo Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.

United Air Lines United Air Lines Transport Corporation, 5959 South Cicero, Chicago, 111.

U. S. Agric. United States Department of Agriculture, Extension Service, Division of Motion Pictures, Wash-

ington, D. C.

U. S. Bur. of Mines Bureau of Mines Experiment Station, United States Department of the Interior, 3800

Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

U. S. Housing United States Housing Authority, Informational Service Division, Federal Works Agency, Wash-

ington, D. C.

U. S. Interior United States Department of the Interior, Division of Information, Photographic Section, Wash-

ington, D. C.

U. S. Secret Service United States Secret Service, Treasury Department, Washington, D. C. Requests should

be sent to the Office of Supervising Agent of your district.

U. S. Steel United States Steel Corporation, Advertising Department, 436 Seventh Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

VaBdE Commonwealth of Virginia, State Board of Education, Supervisor of Audio-Visual Education, Rich-

mond, Va. Distribution restricted to state.

Va. Conservation Comm. Virginia Conservation Commission, Division of Publicity and Advertising, 914 Capitol

Street, Richmond, Va.

Visual Library Visual Library, 1600 Broadway, New York City.

Vocational Guidance Vocational Guidance Films, Inc., Old Colony Building, Des Moines, Iowa.

Vt University of Vermont, Robert Hull Fleming Museum, Classroom Film Library, Burlington, Vt. A co-

operative library; distribution of some films restricted.

WashSt State College of Washington, Division of General College Extension, Bureau of Visual Teaching, Pull-

man, Wash.

Western Electric Western Electric Company, Inc., 195 Broadway, New York City.

Western Pine Assn. Western Pine Association, Yeon Building, Portland, Ore.

Weyerhaeuser \Veyerhaeuser Sales Company, Trade Promotion Department, St. Paul, Minn.

Wis University of Wisconsin, University Extension Division, Bureau of Visual Instruction, Madison, Wis.

World World Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

WPA Work Projects Administration, Division of Motion Pictures, Federal Works Agency, Washington, D.C.

WTex West Texas State Teachers College, Bureau of Public Service, Canyon, Tex.

WVa West Virginia University, Visual Education Service, Morgantown, W. Va. Distribution restricted to

state.

YMCA Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau, 347 Madison Avenue, New York City; 19 South LaSalle Street,

Chicago, 111.
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Subject Classification of Films
(The entries wider the various subject classifications are titles of the

alphabetically arranged films which are appraised and described in

this volume}

Agriculture

Aphids
Beetles

Blessing of Grass

Cooperative Wool from Fleece

to Fabric

The Corn Farmer (Corn, Hogs,
Beef Cattle)

Grasshoppers

Grassland

Irrigation

Irrigation A Brief Outline

Irrigation Farming
Mouse Control in Orchards

The Negro Farmer

Operation of a Forest Nursery
Pine Ways to Profit

The Plow That Broke the Plains

Poultry A Billion Dollar In-

dustry

Rain on the Plains

The Realm of the Honeybee
The River

Science and Agriculture (The

Soy Bean)

Soil Erosion

The Story of Doctor Carver

Trees to Tame the Wind
The Truck Farmer

The War on Insects

Wheat
The Wheat Farmer

White Fringed Beetle

Art

Arts and Crafts of Mexico

Broad Stroke Drawing
The Etcher's Art

From Clay to Bronze

The Last of the Wood Engravers
Metal Craft

Modes and Motors

Native Arts of Old Mexico

Pagodas of Peiping

Plastic Art

Pottery Making

Pottery Making (The Cast

Method)
Rembrandt: The History of

Painting

Stone Carving

Astronomy
The Earth in Motion

Exploring the Universe

The Moon
The Solar Family

Trip to the Sky

Biology

The Alimentary Tract

Aphids
Bacteria

The Battle of the Centuries

Beach and Sea Animals

Beavers

Beavers at Home
Beetles

Beneath Our Feet

Bird Homes
Birds of Prey [Eastman]
Birds of Prey [Erpi]

Birds of the Seacoast

Body Defenses against Disease

Butterflies

The Carbon-Oxygen Cycle
Cicada [Am. Film Center]

The Cicada [U. S. Agric.]

Circulation

Desert Demons
The Development of a Bird

Embryo
The Dodder

Digestion

Digestion of Foods

Endocrine Glands

Fingers and Thumbs
Flowers at Work
The Frog

Frogs, Toads, and Salamanders

From Flower to Fruit

Fungus Plants

Game Birds

Grasshoppers

The Green Plant

The Heart and Circulation

Heredity

The Honey Bee

The House Fly [Eastman]

The House-Fly [Erpi]

How Animal Life Begins
How Nature Protects Animals

In the Beginning

Killers

Leaves

Life History of the Yellow Fever

Mosquito
The Life of Plants

A Lost World

Man against Microbe

Mechanisms of Breathing

Microscopic Animal Life

Moths

Mouse Control in Orchards

Muscles

The Nervous System
The Nitrogen Cycle

One-Celled Animals: The Pro-

tozoa

Ovulation, Fertilization, and

Early Development of the

Mammalian Egg
Oysters

Pacific Coast Salmon

Plant Growth

Plant Traps
Pond Insects

Reactions in Plants and Ani-

mals

The Realm of the Honeybee

Reproduction among Mammals

Reproduction in the Lower

Forms of Life

Reptiles

Rocky Mountain Mammals
Roots of Plants

Seed Dispersal

The Skin

The Snapping Turtle

Some Friendly Birds

Some Seashore Animals

Some Water Insects

Spiders [Eastman]

Spiders [Erpi]

Thrushes and Relatives

Tiny Water Animals

Under-Sea Life

Vanishing Herds

Wading Birds

The War on Insects

White Fringed Beetle

The Work of the Kidneys
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Chemistry

Alloy Steels A Story of Their

Development
Aluminum: Mine to Metal

Catalysis

Chemistry and a Changing
World

Colloids

Common Salt

Electrochemistry

Energy and Its Transformations

The Fourth Kingdom: The

Story of Bakelite Resinoid

Fuels and Heat

Historical Introduction to the

Study of Chemistry

In Nature's Workshop
Molecular Theory of Matter

The Nitrogen Cycle

Oxidation and Reduction

Science and Agriculture (The

Soy Bean)

The Story of a Storage Battery

The Story of Asbestos

The Story of Gasoline

Velocity of Chemical Reactions

Crafts

Arts and Crafts of Mexico

Furniture Craftsmen

Jerry Pulls the Strings

The Last of the Wood Engravers

Metal Craft

Native Arts of Old Mexico

Pottery Making

Pottery Making (The Cast

Method)
Economics

Alloy Steels A Story of Their

Development
Aluminum: Mine to Metal

Canals of England

Chemistry and a Changing

World

Conservation of Natural Re-

sources

Design and Construction of

Three Small Homes

The Development of Transpor-

tation

The Evolution of the Oil In-

dustry

From Mine to Consumer: The

Story of Anaconda

Getting Your Money's Worth,

No. 3

Harvesting the Western Pines

Harvesting Uncle Sam's Tim-

ber

Housing in Our Times

A Hurricane's Challenge!

Interdependence
The Machine Maker

Making a V-Type Engine
The Making and Shaping of

Steel

Meat Packing
Men and Oil

Men and Ships

Nickel

Pine Ways to Profit

The Plow That Broke the Plains

Price of Progress

Problem of Relief

Problems of Working Girls

Protecting the Consumer

Reclamation in the Arid West

The River

Science and Agriculture (The

Soy Bean)
Science Rules the Rouge
Shelter

Social Security Benefits

Steel Man's Servant

The Story of Asbestos

The Story of Bananas

The Story of Gasoline

Sugar: Rebuilding an Island

Industry

Tin

Trees and Men
Trees to Tame the Wind

Wildwood, A 100 Per Cent

Mechanized Mine

Work Pays America

Yankee Doodle Goes to Town
General science

Air Waves

Alloy Steels A Story of Their

Development

Aphids

Atmospheric Pressure

Bacteria

The Battle of the Centuries

Beach and Sea Animals

Beavers

Beavers at Home
Beetles

Beneath Our Feet

The Beneficent Reprobate
Bird Homes
Birds of Prey [Eastman]

Birds of Prey [Erpi]

Birds of the Seacoast

Butterflies

Carbon Monoxide: The Unseen

Danger
The Carbon-Oxygen Cycle
Carlsbad Caverns

Catalysis

Chaparral

Choose to Live

Cicada [Am. Film Center]

The Cicada [U. S. Agric.]

City Water Supply
Clouds

Clouds and Weather

Common Salt

Conquest of the Air

Conquest of the Hudson: The

Story of the Lincoln Tunnel

Conservation of Natural Re-

sources

Construction That Endures

The Development of a Bird

Embryo
Diesel The Modern Power

Distributing Heat Energy
The Dodder

The Earth in Motion

Earthquakes
The Earth's Rocky Crust

Electrochemistry

Electrodynamics

Electrons

Electrostatics

Empire of the West

Energy and Its Transformations

Evolution of the Motion Picture

The Evolution of the Oil In-

dustry

Exploring the Universe

Flood Weather

Flowers at Work
Formation of the Soil

Four-Stroke-Cycle Gas Engine
The Fourth Kingdom: The

Story of Bakelite Resinoid

The Frog

Frogs, Toads, and Salamanders

From Flower to Fruit

From Mine to Consumer: The

Story of Anaconda

Fuels and Heat

Fundamentals of Acoustics

Fungus Plants

The Geological Work of Ice

Getting Your Money's Worth,
No. 3

The Green Plant

Ground Water
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General science Continued

Heredity

Historical Introduction to the

Study of Chemistry

History of Aviation

The Honey Bee

The House Fly [Eastman]

The House-Fly [Erpi]

How Animal Life Begins
How Motion Pictures Move and

Talk

How Nature Protects Animals

In Nature's Workshop
In the Beginning
Induced Currents

Irrigation

Irrigation A Brief Outline

Killers

Krakatoa

Leather

Lenses

Let's Study Glacier National

Park

The Life of Plants

Light Waves and Their Uses

A Lost World

Magnetic Effects of Electricity

The Making and Shaping of

Steel

Man against Microbe

Man's Greatest Friend

March of the Movies

Microscopic Animal Life

A Modern Zeus

Molecular Theory of Matter

The Moon
Moths
Mountain Building

The Nervous System
Network Broadcasting

New Roadways
The Nitrogen Cycle

One-Celled Animals: The Pro-

tozoa

Operation of a Forest Nursery

Oxidation and Reduction

Oysters

Plant Growth

Plant Traps
Pond Insects

Principles of Flight

Reactions in Plants and Ani-

mals

The Realm of the Honeybee

Reproduction among Mammals

Reproduction in the Lower

Forms of Life

Reptiles

Roots of Plants

Safeguarding the Speechways
Science and Agriculture (The

Soy Bean)

Science Rules the Rouge
Seed Dispersal

Simple Machines

The Solar Family
Some Water Insects

Sound Waves and Their Sources

The Story of a Storage Battery

The Story of Asbestos

The Story of Doctor Carver

The Story of Gasoline

Television

That Mothers Might Live

Thermodynamics
Timber-r-r!

Tin

Tiny Water Animals

Tracking the Sleeping Death

The Tree of Life

Trees to Tame the Wind

Trip to the Sky
Under-Sea Life

Volcanoes in Action

Wading Birds

The War on Insects

Water Power

The Wearing Away of the Land

Weather Wizards

White-Fringed Beetle

Wildwood, A 100 Per Cent

Mechanized Mine

The Work of Rivers

The Work of Running Water

The Work of the Atmosphere

Geography
Adventure Bound
Alaska

Alaska's Silver Millions

Aluminum: Mine to Metal

Animals in Modern Life

Argentina

Argentina (People of Buenos

Aires)

The Arid Southwest

Arts and Crafts of Mexico

A Backward Civilization (The
Berbers of Northern Africa)

Blessing of Grass

Bolivia

Brazil (People of the Planta-

tions)

Canals of England
Carlsbad Caverns

Cattle

The Cattleman

Central America

Children of China

Children of Holland

Children of Japan
Children of Switzerland

Chile (People of the Country

Estates)

China and America

Clouds

Clouds and Weather

Coffee

Coffee From Brazil to You
Common Salt

Conquest of the Hudson: The

Story of the Lincoln Tunnel

Conservation of Natural Re-

sources

The Continent of South America

Cooperative Wool from Fleece

to Fabric

The Corn Farmer (Corn, Hogs,
Beef Cattle)

Cotton Growing
The Development of Trans-

portation

Earthquakes
The Earth's Rocky Crust

The Elephant Devil or God

Empire of the West

Exploring the Coffee Continent

Exploring the Universe

Farm and City

Fire Weather

Five Faces

Formation of the Soil

French-Canadian Children

From Mine to Consumer: The

Story of Anaconda

The Geological Work of Ice

Giants of the Jungle

Glimpses of National Parks

Grassland

Ground Water

Harvesting the Western Pines

Harvesting Uncle Sam's Timber

Hawaii

Hawaiian Islands

In the Wake of the Buccaneers

Irish Pastoral

Irrigation

Irrigation A Brief Outline

Irrigation Farming
It Might Have Been You
Italian Libya

Japan
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Geography Continued

Jerry Pulls the Strings

Key West

Krakatoa

The Land of Bengal
The Land of Contentment

Land of Mexico

Land of the Giants

Latin America: Its Racial and

Economic Background
Let's Study Glacier National

Park

Life in the Sahara

The Little Swiss Wood Carver

Man against the River

Manchukuo

Market Gardening
Meat Packing
Mexican Children

Mexico

Modern Dixie

Mountain Building

Muddy Waters

Native Arts of Old Mexico

Natives of Yosemite

Navajo Children

Navajo Indians

The Negro Farmer

New England Fisheries

New England Fishermen

Nickel

The Orange Grower

Orange Packing
Our Earth

Pacific Coast Salmon

Pagodas of Peiping

The Panama Canal

People of Hawaii

People of Mexico

A People of the Congo (The

Mangbetu)

People of Western China

Peru (People of the Mountains)
The Philippine Islands

Pine Ways to Profit

The Plow That Broke the Plains

Precious Land: A Story of

Farming in Japan
Price of Progress

Pueblo Dwellers

Pygmies of Africa

Rain for the Earth

Rain on the Plains

Range Sheep
Reclamation in the Arid West

The River

Roaming the Netherlands

Rollin' Down to Mexico

Rubber

Rural Quebec Folkways
Russia Development of Agri-

culture

School Days in Japan
Science and Agriculture (The

Soy Bean)

Shell-Fishing

Shelter

Siberia

Sinews from the Soil

Soil Erosion

Steel Man's Servant

Stop Forest Fires!

The Story of Asbestos

The Story of Bananas

Sugar: Rebuilding an Island

Industry

Tambo: Rice Fields

Temples and Peace

Tennessee Valley Authority
Territorial Possessions of the

United States

Timber-r-r!

Tin

To! Cil! (Water! Grass!)

The Tree of Life

Trees and Men
Trees to Tame the Wind
Trees to Tribunes

The Truck Farmer

Turkey
Water Power

The Watussi of Africa (An Ad-

vanced Native Culture)

The Wearing Away of the Land

Wheat
The Wheat Farmer

The Work of Rivers

The Work of Running Water

The Work of the Atmosphere

Geology
Adventure Bound
Carlsbad Caverns

Earthquakes
The Earth's Rocky Crust

Formation of the Soil

The Geological Work of Ice

Ground Water

Krakatoa

Let's Study Glacier National

Park

Mountain Building

Volcanoes in Action

The Wearing Away of the Land

The Work of Rivers

The Work of Running Water

The Work of the Atmosphere
Government and civics

The American Way
The Bill of Rights

Blessing of Grass

The Child Labor Amendment
The City

City Water Supply
Crime and Prisons

A Criminal Is Born

Declaration of Independence
Flood Weather

Hands

Harvesting Uncle Sam's Timber

Housing in Our Times

Inside the White House

John Doe: Citizen

Juvenile Delinquency

Key West

Know Your Money
Man against the River

1938 A Year of Contrast

1939 A Year of Dark Contrast

The Plow That Broke the Plains

Price of Progress

Problem of Relief

Protecting the Consumer

The River

Servant of the People

Sinews from the Soil

Social Security Benefits

Soil Erosion

Tennessee Valley Authority

Trees to Tame the Wind

Uncle Sam The Good Neigh-

bor

Washington, D. C.

Weather Wizards

Work Pays America

Health and hygiene

Behind the Shadows

The Beneficent Reprobate

Body Defenses against Disease

Body Framework

Breathing

Britain's Undernourished

Cancer Its Cure and Preven-

tion

Carbon Monoxide: The Unseen

Danger
Care of the Teeth

Choose to Live

Circulation

Cloud in the Sky

Digestion

Digestion of Foods
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Health and hygiene Continued

Endocrine Glands

Enough to Eat?

First Aid Control of Bleeding

First Aid Life Saving and

Resuscitation

The Heart and Circulation

Heart Disease

The House Fly [Eastman]

The House-Fly [Erpi]

How Teeth Grow

Let My People Live

Life History of the Yellow Fever

Mosquito
Life's Summer Camps
Man against Microbe

Man's Greatest Friend

Mechanisms of Breathing

Men of Medicine

Milk and Health

Muscles

The Nervous System
A New Day
Posture

The Skin

They Do Come Back

Three Counties against Syphilis

Tracking the Sleeping Death

Tuberculosis, Its Diagnosis,

Treatment and Control

Vitamin Bi

With These Weapons The

Story of Syphilis

The Work of the Kidneys

History

Abraham Lincoln

Angel of Mercy
The Bill of Rights

Colonial Children

Conquest of the Air

Declaration of Independence

Early Settlers of New England

(Salem 1626-1629)

Evolution of the Motion Pic-

ture

The Expansion of Germany,
1870-1914

George Washington, His Life

and Times

George Washington's Virginia

Germany Invades Austria

Inside Nazi Germany 1938

Inside the White House

The International Munitions

Ring
The League of Nations

Lessons of the War in Spain

Lincoln in the White House

Man's Greatest Friend

Master Will Shakespeare

Men and Oil

1938 A Year of Contrast

1939 A Year of Dark Contrast

The Perfect Tribute

A Planter of Colonial Virginia

(1740-1765)

The Plow That Broke the Plains

Problem of Relief

Prophet without Honor

The Refugee Today and To-

morrow

The River

Romance of Louisiana

Seeing Salem

Servant of the People

Silver Shadows

The Song of a Nation

The Spirit of the Plains

The Story of Alfred Nobel

The Story of Our Flag

Territorial Expansion of the

United States from 1783 to

1853

Territorial Possessions of the

United States

This Is America

Trees and Men
U.S. Neutrality and Ethiopia

Under Southern Stars

Washington, D.C.

Yankee Doodle Goes to Town
Home economics: child care

Child Care Bathing the Infant

Child Care Feeding the In-

fant

Early Social Behavior

Home economics: clothing

Clothing

Cooperative Wool from Fleece

to Fabric

Cotton Growing
From Flax to Linen

Home economics: food

Alaska's Silver Millions

Britain's Undernourished

Coffee

Coffee From Brazil to You

Enough to Eat?

Jerry Pulls the Strings

Market Gardening
Meat Packing
Milk and Health

New England Fisheries

New England Fishermen

The Orange Grower

Orange Packing

Oysters

Pacific Coast Salmon

Poultry A Billion Dollar In-

dustry

Protecting the Consumer

Shell-Fishing

The Story of Bananas

The Truck Farmer

Vitamin Bi

Industrial arts

Alloy Steels A Story of Their

Development
Aluminum: Mine to Metal

The Builders

Construction That Endures

Design and Construction of

Three Small Homes
Diesel The Modern Power

The Evolution of the Oil In-

dustry

From Mine to Consumer: The

Story of Anaconda

Getting Your Money's Worth,
No. 3

The Machine Maker

Making a V-Type Engine
The Making and Shaping of

Steel

The Modern Lithographer

Modes and Motors

Nickel

The Power Within: A Story of

the Internal Combustion En-

gine

Safeguarding the Speechways
Science Rules the Rouge
Steel Man's Servant

The Story of Gasoline

Trees to Tribunes

Where Mileage Begins

Wildwood, A 100 Per Cent

Mechanized Mine

The Woodworker

Literature

Cover to Cover

Found in a Book

March of the Movies

Master Will Shakespeare

Rainbow Pass

Silver Shadows

Music

The Brass Choir

Fundamentals of Acoustics

The Percussion Group
The String Choir
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Music Continued

The Symphony Orchestra

The Woodwind Choir

Nature study

Adventures of Bunny Rabbit

Animals in Modern Life

Animals of the Zoo

Baby Beavers

Beach and Sea Animals

Beavers

Beavers at Home
Beetles

Bird Homes
Birds of Prey [Eastman]

Birds of Prey [Erpi]

Birds of the Seacoast

Black Bear Twins

Butterflies

Carlsbad Caverns

Cicada [Am. Film Center]

The Cicada [U. S. Agric.]

Clouds

Clouds and Weather

Common Salt

Desert Demons
The Dodder

The Elephant Devil or God

Elephants

Flowers at Work
Formation of the Soil

The Frog

Frogs, Toads, and Salamanders

Fungus Plants

Game Birds

Gardening

Giants of the Jungle

Glimpses of National Parks

Goats

Gray Squirrel

The Honey Bee

How Nature Protects Animals

In Nature's Workshop
Land of the Giants

Let's Sjtudy Glacier National

Park

A Lost World

Natives of Yosemite

Oysters

Plant Traps
Pond Insects

Poultry on the Farm

The Raccoon

The Realm of the Honeybee

Reptiles

Robin Redbreast

Rocky Mountain Mammals

Seed Dispersal

Shep The Farm Dog
The Snapping Turtle

Some Friendly Birds

Some Seashore Animals

Spiders [Eastman]

Spiders [Erpi]

Teddy Bears at Play

Thrushes and Relatives

Tiny Water Animals

Under-Sea Life

Vanishing Herds

Wading Birds

The Wearing Away of the Land

Wild Fowl Conservation

Occupations

Alloy Steels A Story of Their

Development
Aluminum: Mine to Metal

Automotive Service

The Builders

Chemistry and a Changing
World

Choosing Your Vocation

Coast to Coast by Plane

Conquest of the Air

The Corn Farmer (Corn, Hogs,

Beef Cattle)

Design and Construction of

Three Small Homes

Finding Your Life Work

Furniture Craftsmen

Journalism

The Machine Maker

Men and Ships

Men of Medicine

The Modern Lithographer

Modes and Motors

Network Broadcasting

Nurses in the Making
Radio and Television

Science and Agriculture (The

Soy Bean)

Science Rules the Rouge
Television

Uncle Sam The Good Neigh-

bor

The Woodworker

Physics

Atmospheric Pressure

Conquest of the Air

Diesel The Modern Power

Distributing Heat Energy

Electrodynamics

Electrons

Electrostatics

Energy and Its Transformations

Four-Stroke-Cycle Gas Engine

Fuels and Heat

Fundamentals of Acoustics

How Motion Pictures Move and

Talk

Induced Currents

Lenses

Light Waves and Their Uses

Magnetic Effects of Electricity

A Modern Zeus

Molecular Theory of Matter

Network Broadcasting

The Power Within: A Story of

the Internal Combustion En-

gine

Principles of Flight

Simple Machines

Sound Waves and Their Sources

The Story of a Storage Battery

Thermodynamics

Physiology

The Alimentary Tract

Behind the Shadows

The Beneficent Reprobate

Body Defenses against Disease

Body Framework

Breathing

Cancer Its Cure and Preven-

tion

The Carbon-Oxygen Cycle

Care of the Teeth

Choose to Live

Circulation

Digestion

Digestion of Foods

Endocrine Glands

Fingers and Thumbs

First Aid Control of Bleeding

First Aid Life Saving and Re-

suscitation

The Heart and Circulation

Heart Disease

How Animal Life Begins

How Teeth Grow

The Human Voice

In the Beginning

Man against Microbe

Mechanisms of Breathing

Muscles

The Nervous System

Ovulation, Fertilization, and

Early Development of the

Mammalian Egg

Reproduction among Mammals

The Skin

Vitamin Bi

The Work of the Kidneys
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Primary grades

Adventures of Bunny Rabbit

An Airplane Trip

Animals of the Zoo

Baby Beavers

Black Bear Twins

A Boat Trip

Children of China

Children of Holland

Children of Japan
Children of Switzerland

Elephants

The Farm
Farm Animals

The Fireman

Friend Indeed

Gardening
Goats

Gray Squirrel

The Little Indian Weaver

The Little Swiss Wood Carver

Mexican Children

Navajo Children

The Passenger Train

The Policeman

Poultry on the Farm

The Raccoon

Robin Redbreast

Shep The Farm Dog
Street Safety For Primary

Grades

Teddy Bears at Play

Three Little Kittens

Safety

Bicycling with Complete Safety

Carbon Monoxide: The Unseen

Danger
Fire Weather

First Aid Control of Bleeding

First Aid Life Saving and

Resuscitation

It Might Have Been You
Man at the Wheel

Safety in the Home

Safety on the Highway
Sentinels of Safety

Sounding the Alarm

Speaking of Safety

Spinning Spokes

Street Safety For Primary
Grades

We Drivers

Social studies

Abraham Lincoln

Adventure Bound

Air Waves
An Airplane Trip

Alaska

Alaska's Silver Millions

Aluminum: Mine to Metal

The American Way
Angel of Mercy
Animals in Modern Life

Argentina

Argentina (People of Buenos

Aires)

The Arid Southwest

Arts and Crafts of Mexico

A Backward Civilization (The

Berbers of Northern Africa)

The Bill of Rights

Blessing of Grass

A Boat Trip

Bolivia

Brazil (People of the Planta-

tions)

Britain's Undernourished

The Builders

Canals of England
Cattle

The Cattleman

Chaparral

The Child Labor Amendment
Children of China

Children of Holland

Children of Japan
Children of Switzerland

Chile (People of the Country

Estates)

China and America

The City

City Water Supply

Clothing

Coast to Coast by Plane

Coffee

Coffee From Brazil to You
Colonial Children

Conquest of the Air

Conquest of the Hudson: The

Story of the Lincoln Tunnel

Conservation of Natural Re-

sources

The Continent of South America

Cooperative Wool from Fleece

to Fabric

The Corn Farmer (Corn, Hogs,
Beef Cattle)

Cotton Growing
Cover to Cover

Crime and Prisons

A Criminal Is Born

Declaration of Independence

Design and Construction of

Three Small Homes

The Development of Trans-

portation

Early Settlers of New England
(Salem 1626-1629)

Empire of the West

Evolution of the Motion Pic-

ture

The Expansion of Germany,
1870-1914

Exploring the Coffee Continent

The Farm
Farm and City

Fire Weather

The Fireman

Five Faces

Flagships of the Air

Flood Weather

Forest Fires Or Game?
French-Canadian Children

Friend Indeed

From Flax to Linen

From Mine to Consumer: The

Story of Anaconda

George Washington, His Life

and Times

George Washington's Virginia

Germany Invades Austria

Grassland

Hands

Harvesting the Western Pines

Harvesting Uncle Sam's Timber

Hawaii

Hawaiian Islands

History of Aviation

Housing in Our Times

A Hurricane's Challenge!

In the Wake of the Buccaneers

Inside Nazi Germany 1938

Inside the White House

Interdependence

The International Munitions

Ring

Irrigation Farming
It Might Have Been You
Italian Libya

Japan

John Doe: Citizen

Juvenile Delinquency

Key West

Know Your Money
The Land of Bengal
The Land of Contentment

Land of Mexico

Latin America: Its Racial and

Economic Background
The League of Nations

Leather
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Social studies Continued

Lessons of the War in Spain

Life in the Sahara

Life's Summer Camps
Lincoln in the White House

The Little Indian Weaver

The Little Swiss Wood Carver

Living and Learning in a Rural

School

Making a V-Type Engine
Man against the River

Manchukuo
Man's Greatest Friend

March of the Movies

Market Gardening
Meat Packing
Men and Oil

Men and Ships

Men of Medicine

Mexican Children

Mexico

Milk and Health

Muddy Waters

Navajo Children

Navajo Indians

The Negro Farmer

New England Fisheries

New England Fishermen

News in the Air

Nickel

1938 A Year of Contrast

1939 A Year of Dark Contrast

Operation of a Forest Nursery
The Orange Grower

Our Earth

Pagodas of Peiping

The Panama Canal

The Passenger Train

People of Hawaii

People of Mexico

A People of the Congo (The

Mangbetu)

People of Western China

The Perfect Set-Up
The Perfect Tribute

Peru (People of the Mountains)

The Philippine Islands

Pine Ways to Profit

A Planter of Colonial Virginia

(1740-1765)

The Plow That Broke the Plains

The Policeman

Precious Land: A Story of

Farming in Japan
Price of Progress

Problem of Relief

Problems of Working Girls

Prophet without Honor

Protecting the Consumer

Pueblo Dwellers

Pygmies of Africa

Rain for the Earth

Rain on the Plains

Rainbow Pass

Range Sheep
Reclamation in the Arid West

The Refugee Today and To-

morrow

The River

Roaming the Netherlands

Rollin' Down to Mexico

Romance of Louisiana

Rubber

Rural Quebec Folkways
Russia Development of Agri-

culture

School Days in Japan

Seeing Salem

Servant of the People

The Sharecroppers

Shell-Fishing

Shelter

Siberia

Silver Shadows

Sinews from the Soil

Social Security Benefits

Soil Erosion

The Song of a Nation

The Spirit of the Plains

Steel Man's Servant

Stop Forest Fires!

The Story of Alfred Nobel

The Story of Asbestos

The Story of Bananas

The Story of Doctor Carver

The Story of Our Flag

Sugar: Rebuilding an Island

Industry

Tambo: Rice Fields

Television

Temples and Peace

Tennessee Valley Authority

Territorial Expansion of the

United States from 1783 to

1853

Territorial Possessions of the

United States

That Mothers Might Live

This Is America

Three Counties against Syphilis

Timber-r-r!

Tin

To! Cil! (Water! Grass!)

Today We Build

Toward Unity
The Tree of Life

Trees and Men
Trees to Tame the Wind
Trees to Tribunes

The Truck Farmer

Turkey
U.S. Neutrality and Ethiopia
Uncle Sam The Good Neigh-

bor

Under Southern Stars

Vanishing Herds

Washington, D.C.

The Watussi of Africa (An Ad-

vanced Native Culture)

Weather Wizards

Wheat
The Wheat Farmer

Wild Fowl Conservation

Wildwood, A 100 Per Cent

Mechanized Mine

Work Pays America

Yankee Doodle Goes to Town

Sociology

Angel of Mercy
Britain's Undernourished

The Child Labor Amendment
The City

The Corn Farmer (Corn, Hogs,
Beef Cattle)

Crime and Prisons

A Criminal Is Born

Early Social Behavior

Enough to Eat?

Evolution of the Motion Picture

Five Faces

Friend Indeed

Hands

In the Wake of the Buccaneers

Juvenile Delinquency

Key West

The League of Nations

Living and Learning in a Rural

School

Man against Microbe

Men and Oil

Men of Medicine

Milk and Health

Navajo Indians

The Negro Fanner

People of Hawaii

People of Mexico

A People of the Congo (The

Mangbetu)

People of Western China

Peru (People of the Mountains)
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Sociology Continued

The Perfect Set-Up
The Plow That Broke the Plains

Problems of Working Girls

Pueblo Dwellers

Pygmies of Africa

The Refugee Today and To-

morrow

The River

Rural Quebec Folkways

The Sharecroppers

Social Security Benefits

The Story of Alfred Nobel

The Story of Doctor Carver

Temples and Peace

Tennessee Valley Authority

This Is America

Three Counties against Syphilis

Today We Build

Toward Unity

The Watussi of Africa (An Ad-

vanced Native Culture)

Work Pays America

Yankee Doodle Goes to Town

Sports

Aquatic Artistry

Bicycling with Complete Safety

Dashes, Hurdles and Relays

Distance Races

First Aid Control of Bleeding
First Aid Life Saving and Re-

suscitation

First Century of Baseball

Football Giants

Highlights of the 1936 Olympics

Jumps and Pole Vaults

Learn to Swim

Life's Summer Camps
Play Ball

Ski Flight

Swimming

Weight Events
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Index of Film Contents
(All references are to film numbers.)

Abaca, 321

Acid, phosphoric, manufacture of, 64

Acoustics, effects of resonance, refraction, and reflection

of sound, 164

Adaptations

of amphibians to their environment, 157, 158

of animals to environment, 104, 363

of birds of prey, 37, 38

of color and structure in animals, 199

of plants to environment, 19, 324, 376

protective, of beach and sea animals, 27

Advertising, 480

Aerodynamics, 91, 339

Africa

Berbers of northern, 24

elephants in, 123

Libya, 216

Mangbetu of the Congo, 315

Pygmies of, 345

Watussi, 461

Agriculture. See also Farms

in Brazil, 47

cattle raising, 60, 97

contribution of science to, 374

cooperative marketing of wool, 96

in the corn belt, 97

diversified, 97

gardening, 168

hogs, 97

insect control, 458

interdependence with industry, 374

irrigation, 213

irrigation farming, 214, 354

in Japan, 337, 420

orange growing, 303

problems of Negro farmer, 288

protecting citrus fruit from freezing, 464

range management, 41

in Russia, 370

sharecropping in the South, 380

sugar production in the Virgin Islands, 417

truck farming, 261, 446

in Turkey, 448

wheat farming, 466, 467

Agronomist, 374

Aircraft. See Airplanes; Balloons; and Dirigibles

Air currents

applications, 21

cyclone, true, 83, 84

movements, 21

temperature, effect of, 21

Air pressure, 21

Air transportation

history, 91, 192

in U. S., 85, 146

Airplanes. See also Aviation

development, 91

duties of personnel, 5, 85

flight principles, 339

history, 192

trip by, 5

use in passenger transportation, 146

Alabama, Moundville State Park, 423

Alaska, 6, 7

acquisition by U. S., 426

Alcohol, ethyl, 33

Alimentary tract, 8, 109, 110

Alligators, 359

Alloys

copper, making, 9; uses, 162

steel, 9

Alluvial deposits, 475

Alps, Swiss, 71

Aluminum, milling, mining, reducing, and uses, 10

American Revolution

Declaration of Independence, 103

George Washington, 170

uprising in Virginia, 35

Amoeba, 436

Amphibians

frogs, 157, 158

salamanders, 158

toads, 158

Animals. See also Birds; Marine and fresh water

animals

adaptations of color and structure, 199

amphibians, 158

antelopes, 363

badgers, 104

of beach and sea, 27

bears, 14, 40, 363

beavers, 23, 28, 29

bison, 14

camels, 242

conies, 363

conservation of wild, 453

coyotes, 363

of desert, 19

dinosaurs, 250

dogs, 383

domesticated, 13

elephants, 14, 123, 124, 174

of farm, 137

frogs, 157, 158
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Animals Continued

Gila monsters, 104

giraffes, 14

goats, 176

gorillas, 14

hippopotamuses, 14

insects, 224

kittens, 432

koalas, 421

lemurs, 14

lions, 14

lizards, 104

mountain sheep, 363

mule deer, 363

one-celled, 271

orchard mice, 281

pack rats, 363

prehistoric, 250

Protozoa, 301

rabbits, 3

raccoons, 346

reaction to stimuli, 352

rhinoceroses, 14

salamanders, 158

sea lions, 14

snakes, 104

of southwestern United States, 19

spiders, 104, 401, 402

squirrels, 179

tigers, 14

toads, 104, 158

tortoises, 104

wolves, 14

of zoo, 14

Antelopes, 363

Antibodies, 43

Antiseptics, 255

Antitoxins, 255

Ants, 26, 32

Aphids, 15

Arabs, 242

Archeology

excavations of mound-builder village, 423

expedition in Monument Valley, 2

Architecture

colonial, 171, 325

housing projects, 438

low-cost homes, 105

multiple dwellings, 196

Oriental, 310

White House, 208

Argentina, 17, 18, 232

Art

broad-stroke drawing, 50 ,

etching, 129

history of painting, 356

in industry, 276

of the Mangbetu, 315

metal crafts, 268

Mexican, 284

pottery, 332, 333

Rembrandt, work of, 356

sculpture, 159, 326, 406

Arteries

bleeding, control of, 142

function in circulation of blood, 78, 187

Asbestos, 410

Assembly line production of automobile engines, 253

Athletics. See Sports

Atmosphere, 477

Atmospheric pressure, 21

Atomic theory, 121

Austria, invasion by Germany, 172

Automobile

design, 276

driving rules, 462

engines, 153, 253, 336, 468

science in production, 375

service, 22

used, 173

Aviation. See also Air transportation; Balloons; and

Dirigibles

commercial, 91

contributions to modern living, 91 146

history, 192

principles of flight, 339

scientific advancements, 91, 192

vocational opportunities, 85, 91, 146

Avocets, 457

Axles, manufacture from steel, 254

Bacteria, growth, laboratory techniques in studying,

and types, 25

Badgers, 104

Bakelite, production and uses, 154

Balance of nature, preservation in wild life, 453

Balloons, 91

Bananas, 411

Bars, manufacture from steel, 254

Barton, Clara, 12

Baseball

history, 144

New York Yankees' training, 327

stars, 144

Basketry, Mexican, 20

Bass drum, in symphony orchestra, 317

Bassoon, in symphony orchestra, 473

Batteries, storage, 408

Bauxite, milling, mining, and reducing, 10

Bears

grizzly, 363

story about cubs, 40

at zoo, 14

Beavers

babies, 23

care of young, 29
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Beavers Continued

homes, 28

use in conservation, 28, 29

Beef production, 60, 61, 97

Bees, 193, 353

Beetles

control, methods of, 30

elm bark, 458

Japanese, 30, 458

ladybird, 30

larvae of ladybird beetle, 32

life cycle, 30

tiger, 30

white-fringed, 458, 469

Bells

electric, 252

in symphony orchestra, 317

Berbers of northern Africa, 24

Bicycle safety, 34, 403

Bill of Rights

adoption, 35

rights of American citizens, 297

Birds

avocets, 457

black skimmers, 39

bluebirds, 394, 433

bobolinks, 36

bush tits, 433

chickadees, 394, 433

conservation, 470

coots, 167

cormorants, 36, 39

crows, 36

cuckoos, 36

duck hawks, 36

ducks, 167

eagles, 36, 37, 38

embryo development, 106

flickers, 36, 394

gallinules, 36

game birds, 167

geese, 167

grebes, 36

grouse, 167

gulls, 36, 39

hawks, 37

hermit thrushes, 433

herons, 457

horned larks, 36

humming birds, 36

killdeers, 36

mallards, 167

marsh hawks, 36

meadow larks, 36

murres, 39

nests, 36

nuthatches, 394

owls, 37, 38, 104

pelicans, 39

phalaropes, 457

pheasants, 167

plovers, 457

of prey, 37, 38

puffins, 36

quail, 104, 167

red-eyed vireos, 36

red-shouldered hawks, 36

redstarts, 36

robins, 362, 433

russet-backed thrushes, 433

sandpipers, 457

of seacoast, 39

sharp-shinned hawks, 36

snipes, 457

snowy herons, 36

spotted sandpipers, 36

stilts, 36, 457

terns, 36, 39

turkeys, 167

veeries, 36

vultures, 37, 38

wading birds, 457

water ouzels, 433

wood thrushes, 36

woodpeckers, 394

yellow warblers, 36

Black skimmers, 39

Bladder, structure and function, 478

Bleeding, control of, 142

Blind, Seeing-Eye dogs for the, 156

Blood

circulation, 78

control of bleeding, 142

function, 78

pressure, 187

work in carrying oxygen from lungs, 264

Bluebirds, 394, 433

Boats. See Ships

Bobolinks, 36

Body. See Human body

Bolivia, 45

Boll weevils, life cycle and damage of, 98

Bones, growth and repair, 44

Books, history and production of, 99

Boulder Dam, construction, 125

Brass, 162

Brass choir, in symphony orchestra, 46

Brazil

agricultural products, 47

cities, 47

coffeegrowing, marketing, and processing, 86, 87, 232

geographic features, 95

life on plantations, 47

racial composition, 47

schools, 47
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Breathing

circulation and, 264

mechanisms, 264

structure and functions of organs, 48

Bricklayers, 51

British Empire. See also British Malaya; Canada;

England; and Ireland

rivalry with Germany (1914), 132

British Malaya, 145

Broadcasting, 290

news, 295

program production, 4

television, 422

as a vocation, 4, 347

Bronze, use in metal craft, 268

Bronze casting, demonstration of techniques, 159

Bruce, David and Mary
discovery of cause of sleeping sickness, 440

Buenos Aires, Argentina, 17

Building materials

concrete, 94

lumber, 183, 184, 322, 434, 442

steel, 254, 405

use in construction, 51, 105, 382

Building trades, 51, 105

Burke, Edmund, 35

Bush tits, 433

Business ethics

consumer protection, 343

pipe-line vs. railroad fight, 265

Butterflies, life cycle of, 52

Cacao, 62

Calcutta, 227

California

chaparral, importance in water supply, 63

Metropolitan Water District, 125

orange growing and packing, 303, 304

parks, 230

Camels, 242

Camps for children, 244

Canada

Gasp6 Peninsula, 368

Quebec, rural life in province of, 155, 368

Canals, life on English, 53

Cancer, 54, 74

Capillaries, function in circulation of blood, 78, 187

Carbon dioxide, 56

Carbon monoxide, poisoning from, 55

Carbon-oxygen cycle, its importance, 56

Card catalogue, 152

Carlsbad Caverns, 58

Carpentry, as a vocation, 474

Cars. See Automobile

Carver, George Washington, 412

Castanets, in symphony orchestra, 317

Catalysis, 59

Cattle

in the corn belt, 97

grazing ranges, 41

raising of on a Western ranch, 60, 61

Cattlemen, cooperation with government rangers, 41

Caves, 58

Celestas, in symphony orchestra, 317

Cell division, in bacteria, 25

Cellos, in symphony orchestra, 416

Cement, 94

Cement finishers, 51

Censorship in Nazi Germany, 207

Centipedes, 32

Central America

banana plantations, 411

geography of, 62

Ceramics, 332

Character traits, for vocational success, 138

Cheese production

in Holland, 361

in Switzerland, 71

Chemists, work of, 374

Chemical energy, transformation of, 119

Chemical engineering, 64

Chemical equilibrium, 454

Chemical reactions

catalysis, 59

colloids, 88

in combustion, 163

electrochemistry, 119

nitrogen cycle, 163

oxidation, 307

reduction, 307

velocity, 454

Chemical research, 64

Chemistry

history, 191

importance in modern life, 64, 154, 408, 413

Chickadees, 394, 433

Chickens, 335

production and marketing, 334

Child care

bathing infants, 65

feeding infants, 66

Child development, social behavior in infancy, 115

Child labor, 67

Children

camps for underprivileged, 244

Chinese, 68

colonial, 89

Dutch, 69

French-Canadian, 155

Indian, 247

Japanese, 70. 373

Mexican, 269

Navajo, 286

Swiss, 248
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Chile

geography, education, people, and products, 72

mineral resources, 72, 232

Chimes, in symphony orchestra, 317

China

agriculture, 68, 316

ancient culture, 73, 310

art, 310

changes brought by science and engineering, 316

children, 68

contrasted with the United States, 73

crafts, 316

customs, 68, 316

family life, 68

industrial development, 73

irrigation system, 316

Peiping, 310

resources, 73

schools, 68

theater, 350

village life, 68

Chromosomes, 189

Cicada, life cycle, 76, 77

Circulatory system

arteries, 187

bleeding, control of, 142

capillaries, 187

course of, 78, 187

function in defense against disease, 43

organs, 78

relation to respiratory system, 264

veins, 187

Cities

criminal environment in slums, 101

dependence on farms, 136

employment problems for girls, 341

industrialization, results of, 79

life in modern city, 79

planning suburban communities, 79

slum areas, 79

traffic problems, 79

water-supply systems, 80

Citizenship, responsibilities of, 219, 297, 298

Citrus farming

dependence on Weather Bureau, 464

orange growing and packing, 303, 304

Civil liberties

guaranteed by Bill of Rights, 35, 297

suppression in Nazi Germany, 207

violation by British, 35

Civil War

Chancellorsville, 452

Emancipation Proclamation, 246

Gettysburg, 246

Lincoln during, 1, 246

Surrender of Lee, 1

Civilian Conservation Corps
forest nurseries work, 302

in park areas, 230, 387

Clams, 383

Clarinets, in symphony orchestra, 473

Clay modeling, 159, 326

Climate

adaptations of man to hot, dry climate, 242

clothing, influence on, 81

Cloth manufacture

linen, 160

wool, 96

Clothing

effect of culture, climatic conditions, and modern

inventions on, 81

manufacture, from animal products, 13; from

variety of materials, 81

Clouds, types of, 83, 84

Coal

conservation, 93

formation, 163

mining, 471

Coconuts, 321

Coffee

in Brazil, 47

in Central America, 62

growing, 86, 87, 133, 218

history of use, 218

marketing, 87

processing, 86, 87, 133

roasting and packaging, 86, 133, 218

Colloids, properties and uses, 88

Colonial agriculture

in New England, 114

in Virginia, 325

Colonial architecture, 170, 171, 325

Colonial furniture, 89, 170, 171, 325

Colonial life

in New England, 89, 114, 377

religion, importance of, 114, 377

in Virginia, 325

Colorado River, 125

Combustion, 428

Comets, 393

Communication

books, 99, 152

history of, 99

human voice, 201

lithography, 274

magazines, 480

news broadcasting, 295

newspapers, 220, 444

radio, 4, 290

science, contribution of, 370

telephone and telegraph lines, 370

television, 422
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Community planning

Key West, 223

need for, 79

Conch, 451

Concrete, 94

Concrete workers, 51

Congo, 315

Conies, appearance and habitat of, 363

Conservation

beavers, use of, 29

forest fires, prevention of, 215

of forests, 140, 150, 183, 302, 338, 407, 434, 441, 442

of grass, 338

of grasslands, 41

history in United States, 441

of minerals, 338

in Mississippi River Valley, 360

of oysters, 308

shelter belts, use of, 443

of soil, 63, 282, 328, 348, 349, 392, 443

of water, 125, 212, 214, 338

of wild life, 29, 150, 470

Conservation of mass, law of,

experiments of Priestley and Lavoisier, 191

Constitution. See United States Constitution

Constitutional Convention, Washington's role in, 170

Construction materials. See Building materials

Consumer education, 173, 343

Contra bassoons, in symphony orchestra, 473

Contrabasses, in symphony orchestra, 416

Cooperative marketing, 96

Coots, 167

Copper

alloys, 162

extraction by electrolysis, 370

mining and refining, 162

uses, 162, 370

Cormorants, 36, 39

Corn, 97

Cotton, 98

Coulomb's law, 122

Counterfeiters of money, 225

Cowboys, life and work of, 61

Coyotes, appearance and habitat of, 363

Crabs, 27, 381, 395

Crafts

furniture making, 166

metal, 268

Mexican, 20, 284

pottery making, 332, 333

puppets, 218

wood carving, 248

wood engraving, 231

Crickets, 32

Crime

case histories, 101, 318

causes of, 101, 222, 318

counterfeiting, 225

among juveniles, 101

prisons in U. S., 100

unemployment, relation to, 341

Crows, 36

Crystals, formation of, 203

Cuckoos, 36

Cuttlefish, 27

Cyclone, true, 83, 84

Cymbals, in symphony orchestra, 317

Czechoslovakia before German invasion, 172

Dams, 125

Damsel flies, 396

Declaration of Independence, story of adoption, 103

Deer, 150, 363

Delinquency. See Juvenile delinquency

Dentition, tooth structure and growth, 200

Desert

animals, 19, 104

Indian life, 19

plants, 19

Sahara, life in, 242

of southwestern United States, 19

Diesel engines, 108

Diet

deficiencies, common, 128

health and growth, effect on, 128

of infants, 66

promotion of better dietary practices, methods of, 128

vitamin Bi, 455

Digestion

alimentary tract, 8

chemical processes of, 109, 110

organs of, 109, 110

Dinosaurs, 250

Dirigibles, development of, 91

Disease

body defense against, 43

cancer, 74

caused by contaminated milk, 272

development of prevention and control, 255

immunizations, 43

pneumonia, 291

sleeping sickness, 440

spread by housefly, 194, 195

syphilis, 472

tuberculosis, 31, 82, 338, 429, 447

yellow-fever mosquito, 241

Diving, 16

Division of labor, 209

Doctors, 267

Dodder, a parasitic plant, 113

Dogs
farm dog, 383

rabies, development of serum for, 259

Seeing-Eye, 156

usefulness, 156, 383

Dragonflies, 330, 396
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Drama

Chinese, 350

Shakespeare, 262

Drawing, 50

Drums, in symphony orchestra, 317

Duck hawks, 36

Duck

farm, 335

pintail and teal, 167

Dust storms, efforts to control, 392

Dynamite, discovery of, 409

Eagles, 36, 37, 38

Ears, 164

Earth

atmosphere, work of, 477

changing features, 151

cooling and contraction, 118

earthquakes, 117

erosion, by ice, 169; by water, 476

motion, 116, 278

mountain formation, 118, 280

physical features, general, 305

relation to the moon, 278

solar system, place in, 445

surface erosion, 118

Earthquakes
causes and recording of, 117

zones, 280

Editor, work of, 220

Education

in China, 68

of consumers, 173, 343

of doctors, 267

in Japan, 373

in Mexico, 269

of nurses, 300

rural, 249

summer camps for underprivileged children, 244

in Turkey, 448

unit of study on Indian life, 249

Eggs, mammalian

fertilization and mitosis, 189, 197, 204, 306, 357

ovulation, 197, 204, 306, 357

Eggs, production and marketing, 334

Electric currents, 206

Electric generators, 206

Electricians, 51

Electricity

application to motors and bells, 252

conduction in liquid, gas, and vacuum, 121

currents, 206

direct and alternating, 206

generation, 120, 206

magnetic properties, 252

production by water power, 460

properties of current electricity, 120

research, 275

static, 122

storage batteries, 408

transformers, 206

transmission, 206

Electrochemistry, 119

Electrolysis

application of electrochemistry, 119

principles, 121

uses, in purification of nickel, 296; in recovery of

aluminum, 10

Electromagnets, 120

Electrometer, Compton's, 122

Electrons, theory of, 121

Electroplating, 119

Electrorefining, 119

Electroscope, 122

Elephants, 14, 123, 124, 174

Embryo development, 106, 357

Employment, for girls in cities, 342

Endocrine glands, 126

Energy

conservation, law of, 127

definition, 127

heat, 163

kinetic, potential, and radiant, 127

sources, 127

transformation, 119, 127, 163

Engineering, chemical, 64

Engineering projects, 125

Engines

Diesel, 108

manufacture of automobile engines, 253

principles, of gasoline, 153, 163, 336, 428, 468; of

steam, 163, 428

England. See also British Empire

canals, 53

dietary practices, 128

Elizabethan, 262

the undernourished of, 49

English horn, in symphony orchestra, 473

Engraving, wood, 231

Enzymes, 110

Erosion

by atmosphere, 477

by chemical action, 463, 477

control, 392

of earth's surface, 118

by glaciers, 463

by ice, 169

of rocks, 151

trees, use in prevention of wind erosion, 443

by water, 282, 463, 475, 476

by wind, 178, 348, 349, 392, 463, 477

Eskimos, 6

Etching, 129

Ethics, in business, 265, 343

Ethiopian War, 449

Evolution of the human hand, 139
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Family life

in China, 68

French-Canadian, 155

in eighteenth-century New England, 89

Hawaiian, native, 313

in Holland, 69

Japanese, 70

Mexican, 269, 314

Swiss, 71

Faraday's principle, 120

Farms. See also Agriculture

activities on, 135, 136

animals, 135, 137

cattle, 60, 61

citrus, 303

corn, 97

farm dog, 383

importance, 136

Negro farmer, 288

poultry, 334, 335

products, 135

wheat farm, life on, 467

Federal Housing Administration, 438

Fertilization of mammalian egg, 189, 197, 204, 306, 357

Figs, 448

Films. See Motion pictures

Fire alarms, 399

Fires. See also Forest fires

work of fire department, 141

First aid

bleeding, control of, 142

carbon monoxide poisoning, 55

lifesaving, 143

Fish. See Marine and fresh water animals

Fishing

cod, 292

mackerel, 292

New England, 292, 293

oysters, 308

salmon, 7, 309

shell-fishing, 381

Flag, United States, story of, 414

Flax, 160

Flickers, 36, 394

Floods

control, 256, 360, 475

damage, 147, 256

relief, 256

weather conditions favorable to, 147

Florida Keys, 223

Flowers

function of, 148, 161, 358

parts of, 148, 161

Flute, in symphony orchestra, 473

Flies. See Houseflies

Foods

bananas, 411

codfish, 292

coffee, 86, 87, 218

dietary deficiencies, 128, 455

containing vitamin Bi, 455

digestion, 109, 110

fish, 7, 292, 293, 308, 309, 381

for infants, 66

meat, 263

milk supply, protection of, 272

mutton production, 351

oranges, 303, 304

oysters, 308

poultry, 334

relation, to health and physical fitness, 49; to income,

128

rice, 420

shellfish, 381

vegetables, 261, 446

Football, 149

Foreign Service of U. S. Department of State, 450

Forest fires

causes, 140, 215

damage, 150, 215

fighting, methods of, 140, 215

prevention, 63, 140, 407, 434

Forest rangers, 41

Forests

conservation, 93, 140, 183, 302, 407, 434, 441, 442

fish and game, 150

nurseries, 302

uses, 183, 230, 434, 441

4-H Clubs, 467

Freedom of press. See Bill of Rights

Freedom of religion. See Bill of Rights

Freedom of speech. See Bill of Rights

French horn, in symphony orchestra, 46

Frogs, 157, 158

Fruits

bananas, 411

citrus, 303, 304, 464

Fuels, 112, 163

Fungus plants, 165

Furniture

colonial, 171, 325

design, 166

making, as a vocation, 166, 474

Galaxies, 134

Gallinules, 36

Galvani's principle, 120

Game. See Wild life

Gardening
for children, 168

market gardening, 261

Gasoline, 413

Gasoline engines

cooling, fueling, and ignition system, 153

principles, 153, 163, 336

Gasp6 Peninsula, 368
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Geese

domesticated, 335

wild, 167

Generators, electric, 120, 206

Genes, 189

Geological change

earthquakes, 117

erosion, 463

ice, 169

ground water, 181

rocks, formation and erosion of, 1 18

soil, formation of, 151

Geological formations

anticlines, 280

Carlsbad Caverns, 58

faults, 280

geosynclines, 280

Glacier National Park, 240

mountain building, 118

rocks, 118

running water, 475, 476

stalactites, 58

stalagmites, 58

synclines, 280

volcanoes, 226, 456

Germany
conditions in Nazi, 207

civil liberties in Nazi, 297

economic rivalry with Great Britain (1914), 132

expansion of to 1914, 132

invasion of Austria, 172

refugees from Nazi, 355

Germs, development of control of, 255

Gettysburg Address, 1, 246

Geysers, 181

Gila monsters, 104

Giraffes, 14

Glacier National Park, 240

Glaciers, 169, 240, 463

Glands, endocrine, 126

Glassware, Mexican, 20

Goats, 176

Gold mining in Alaska, 6

Gong, in symphony orchestra, 317

Gorillas, 14

Government. See United States government
Grand Canyon National Park, 175

Grass

areas in U. S., 178

conservation, 41

in watershed protection, 282

Grasshoppers, 177

Great American Desert, 19

Great Britain. See British Empire and England
Great Plains

cattle ranches, 60. 61

history, 328

settlement 404

soil erosion, 328

wind erosion, 348, 349

Grebes, 36

Ground water, geological work of, 58, 181

Grouse, 167

Guam, acquisition, 426

Gulls, 36, 39

Hair, 389

Hand, human

development of, 139

Handicaps, overcoming of

Matthew Maury, 342

Seeing-Eye dogs, 156

Handicrafts. See Crafts

Hawaii, 186, 313

Hawks, 37

Health, relation to national defense and unemploy-
ment, 49

Heart

diseases, 188

stimulation, 187

structure and functioning, 78, 187

Heat, 163

Heat energy, 112

Heating systems, 112

Helictites, 58

Hemp, 321

Henry, Patrick, 35

Heredity, 189

Hermit crabs, 451

Hermit thrushes, 433

Herons, 457

Highway, Pan-American, 364

Hippopotamuses, 14

Hogs, in the corn belt, 97

Holland. See Netherlands

Homes. See Family life and Housing

Honey, 193, 353

Honeybees. See Bees

Horned larks, 36

Horses, on cattle ranch, 61

Hospitals, development of modern, 427

Houseflies, 194, 195

House of Burgesses, 35

Housing

adaptation to environment, 382

adobe, 229

building materials, 382

in cities, 79

construction, Federal Housing Administration, 105

and Federal Housing Administration, 438

in foreign countries, 438

slum clearance, 196

in suburban communities, 79

and U. S. Housing Authority, 1%
Human body

alcohol, effect on, 33
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Human body Continued

alimentary tract, 8, 109, 110

bleeding, control of, 142

circulatory system, 78

defense against disease, 43

dependence on carbon and oxygen, 56

endocrine glands, 126

hair, 389

hands, 139

heart, 187, 188

kidneys, 478

lungs, 264

muscles, 283

nails, 389

nervous system, 289

posture, 331

respiration, organs of, 48

skeleton, 44

skin, 389

teeth, 57, 200

vocal cords, 201

Humming birds, 36

Hunting. See Wild life

Hurricanes, disruption of telephone service by, 202

Hydra, 358

Ice, geological work of, 169

Images, focusing, real, and virtual, 237

Immunization, 255

Inclined planes, 386

India

Calcutta, 227

elephants hi, 123

Indians

of British Malaya, 145

Incas of Peru, 320

Monument Valley, tribes of, 2

Navajo children, 247

Navajo reservation, 437

Navajos, 19, 247, 286, 287

on the plains, 404

Pueblos, 344

of southwestern United States, 19

story of an Indian girl and her doll, 247

Industrial design, 276

Industrialization, effects of

on canal transportation, 53

on living conditions, 79

Industry

and agriculture, 374

alloy steels, 9

aluminum, 10

asbestos, 410

automobiles, 253

bakelite, 154

Bell Telephone Co., 202

cement, 94

copper, 162

and design, 276

nickel, 296

oil, 131, 413

and science in automobile production, 375

steel, 254, 405

Infants

bathing, 65

feeding, 66

social behavior, 115

Insects

ants, 32

aphids, 15, 32

bees, 353

beetles, 30, 469

butterflies, 52

cicadas, 76, 77

control, 458

crickets, 32

damage, 458

damsel flies, 396

dragonflies, 330, 396

grasshoppers, 177

larvae of ladybird beetles, 32

May flies, 330

moths, 279

pollination, work in, 148

striders, 396

termites, 26

water beetles, 330

water bugs, 396

Interdependence

of animal life, 26

of building trades, 51

economic, 182, 209

of farm and city, 136

regional, 446

Internal-combustion engines. See Engines

Intestines, structure and function, 8

Inventions, contributions to human welfare, 294

Ireknd, 211

Iron, 254, 405

Irrigation

in arid West, 354

in China, 316

farming, methods of, 214

methods, 212, 213

need, 213

Jackson, Stonewall, 452

Jamestown, 171

Japan

agriculture, 217, 337, 420

arts, 217

customs, 337

family We, 70, 217

homes, 70

industry, 217
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Japan Continued

rice farming, 420

religion, 217

rural life, 337

schools, 70, 217, 373

sports, 217

theater, 217

Jefferson, Thomas
Bill of Rights, 35

Declaration of Independence, 103

Louisiana Purchase, 365

Jews, 355

Journalism, 220

Juvenile delinquency

campaign against, 222

case history, 101

causes, 101, 222

responsibility of parents, 101

Key West, Florida, 223

Key, Francis Scott, 397

Kidneys, structure and function of, 478

Killdeers, 36

Kinetic theory, 428

Kittens, 432

Krakatoa, volcano, 226

Laboratory techniques, 25

Land. See Soil

Land reclamation

in arid West, 354

by irrigation, 212, 213, 214

Lassen Volcanic National Park, 175

Latin America. See South America

Lavoisier, Antoine, 191

Law enforcement, city police department, 329

League of Nations, 233

Leather, 235

Leaves, function of (photosynthesis), 163, 180, 236

Lee, Robert E., 452

Leeuwenhoek, Anton van

microscope, 355

Legumes, 374

Lemurs, 14

Lenses, 237

Levers, 386

Library, use of, 152

Libya, Italian, 216

Lifesaving, 143

Lift pumps, 21

Light waves, 245

lenses, effect on, 237

Lightning, 122, 275

Lincoln, Abraham

assassination, 1

birthplace, 1

during Civil War, 1

Douglas debates, 1

Emancipation Proclamation, 246

at Gettysburg, 1

Gettysburg Address, 246, 321

in Illinois, 1

The Perfect Tribute (by Mary Shipman Andrews),
319

as President, 1, 246

in the White House, 246

Linen, 160

Lions, 14

Lister, Joseph, 255

Lithography, 274

Lizards, 104, 359

Lobsters, 27, 381

Locust. See Cicada

Louisiana, 273

Louisiana Purchase, 365

Lumbering

history, 442

regulated, 184, 441

southern pine, 322

sustained yield, 434

Lungs, structure and function of, 48, 264

Lymphatic system, function in defense against disease,

43

Machine tools, 9, 251

Machines

importance in modern industry, 251

operation of simple, 127, 386

Madison, James, 365

Magazines, 480

Magnetism, relation of electricity to, 120, 252

Mahogany, 62

Malaya. See British Malaya

Mallards, 167

Mammals

reproduction, 197, 204, 357

of Rocky Mountains, 363

Mammary glands, 126

Manchukuo, 258

Mangbetu, 315

Mantis, 224

Marine and fresh water animals

cod, 292

conches, 451

crabs, 27, 381, 395

cuttlefish, 27

hermit crabs, 451

lobsters, 27, 381

mackerel, 292

marine tube worms, 395

octopuses, 27

oysters, 308, 381

prawns, 27

remoras, 451
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Marine and fresh water animals Continued

salmon, 7, 309

scallops, 27

sea anemones, 395

sea crayfish, 27

sea cucumbers, 27

sea horses, 451

sea robins, 451

sea urchins, 27, 395

sharks, 451

shrimps, 27

skates, 451

snails, 27

starfish, 27, 395

sting rays, 451

swellfish, 451

whelks, 27

Marine tube worms, 395

Marionettes, 218

Marsh hawks, 36

Mass production

of automobiles, 253, 375

effect in standardization of clothing, 81

and machine tools, 251

and science, 375

Matter, molecular theory of, 277

Maury, Matthew, 342

May flies, 330

Meadow larks, 36

Meat packing, 263

Medical research

cancer, 54, 74

contributions of Joseph Lister, 255; Louis Pasteur,

255; Ignaz Semmelweiss, 427

heart disease, 188

hospitals, modern, 427

microscope, importance of, 255

pneumonia, 291

rabies, 259

sleeping sickness, 440

syphilis, 472

Mendelian ratio, 189

Merchant marine, 266

Metal

alloy steel, 9

aluminum, 10

copper, 162

craft, 268

nickel, 296

steel, 254, 405

tin, 435

Metal craft, 268

Metallurgy, 9

Metamorphosis of amphibians, 157, 158

Mexico

agriculture, 229

arts and crafts, 20, 284

children, 269

fiesta, 269

geographic regions, 229, 270

history, 314

Mexico City, 229

Pan-American Highway, 364

people, 314

products, 270

rural life, 269, 270

Mice

control in orchards, 281

use in research, 294

Microscope, use of, 25, 255

Midway Islands, acquisition of, 426

Military tactics, 238

Milk

of goats, 176

protection of supply, 272

Millikan's oil drop experiment, 121

Minerals

alloy steel, 9

aluminum, 10

asbestos, 410

coal, 471

copper, 162

gold, 6

iron, 254, 405

nickel, 296

oil, 131

petroleum, 413

salt, 90

tin, 145, 435

Mining

aluminum, 10

asbestos, 410

coal, mechanized, 471

copper, 162

gold, 6

iron, 254, 405

nickel, 296

salt, 90

tin, 145, 435

Minnesota, products and scenery, 387

Mississippi River Valley, 360

Mitosis, 197

Mold, 165

Molecular action

in chemical change, 454

kinetic theory, 428

relation to temperature, 163

Molecular arrangement in solids, liquids, and gases, 277

Molecular theory, 277

Money, counterfeit, 225

Monument Valley, 2

Moon, 278

Moraines, terminal, 169

Mosquito, yellow fever, 241

Moths, 279
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Motion pictures

camera, 198

history, 130, 260, 385

projector, 198

sound, 198

stars of silent screen, 385

technical advances, 130, 260

Motors. See also Engines

electric, 252

Mound builders, 423

Moundville State Park, 423

Mt. Vernon, 170, 171

Mountain sheep, 363

Mountains

Atlas (Africa), 24

erosion, 118

faulting, 240

formation, 118, 240, 280

Rocky, 175

Swiss Alps, 71

Mucous membranes, function of, 43

Mule deer, 363

Munitions, international ring, 210

Murres, 39

Muscles, 283

Mushrooms, 165

Music

acoustics, 164

brass choir, 46

percussion group, 317

string choir, 416

symphony orchestra, 419

wood-wind choir, 473

Nails of human body, 389

National anthem, 397

National forests. See Forests

National parks. See Parks

Natural resources. See also Conservation

aluminum, 10

coal, 471

copper, 162

destruction of, 338

distribution over earth, 305

forests, 183, 184, 230, 302, 407, 434, 441, 442

grasslands, 41, 178, 348, 349

iron, 254, 405

of Mississippi Valley, 360

nickel, 296

petroleum, 131, 413

protection, government, 338

scenic, 175, 240, 285

timber, 184, 322

value of, 93

wild life, 150, 453, 470

Navajo Indians

agricultural methods, 437

arts and crafts, 287

children, 286

homes, 437

marriage customs, 287

reservation, life on, 286

schools, 437

Negroes

problems of southern farmers, 288

tuberculosis among, 239

work of George Washington Carver, 412

Nervous system, 289

Netherlands, 69, 361

New England
children in eighteenth-century, 89

colonial, 89, 114,377

fisheries, 292, 293

New York City water-supply system, 80

New Zealand, 228

Newscasting, 295

Newspapers

newsprint, production of, 444

printing of, 444

vocational opportunities, 220

Nickel, making of copper-nickel alloy, 296

Nitrogen, 299

Nobel, Alfred, 409

Nursing, 300

Nuthatches, 394

Nutrition

diet deficiencies, 128

importance in national defense, 49

relation to income, 128

vitamin BI, importance of, 455

Oases, in Libya, 216

Oboe, in symphony orchestra, 473

Occupations. See Vocations

Octopus, 27

Oil

conservation, 93

drilling, 131

formation, 163

history of petroleum industry, 131, 265

refining, 131

transportation problems, 265

Olympic games (1936), 190

Oranges, 303, 304

Orchestra

brass choir, 46

percussion group, 317

seating arrangement of symphony, 419

string choir, 416

woodwind choir, 473

Ovulation, 197, 306, 357

Owls, 37, 38, 104

Oxidation, 163, 307

Oxygen

discovery of, 191

importance of, 56
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Oysters, 308

fishing, 381

Pack rats, 363

Painting

history, 356

Rembrandt, life of, 356

Palestine, Jewish refugees, 355

Panama Canal, 311

Panama Canal Zone, acquisition, 426

Pancreas, 126

Paper, making of newsprint, 444

Paramecium, 271, 358, 436

Parasites, aphids, 15

Parasitism

dodder, 113

ichneumon fly, 52

Parathyroid glands, 126

Parker Dam, 125

Parks

California, 230

Carlsbad Caverns, 58

Glacier National, 240

Grand Canyon, 175

Lassen Volcanic, 175

Rocky Mountain, 175

Yellowstone, 175

Yosemite, 285

Pasteur, Louis

- antitoxin, development of, 255

microorganisms, heat control of, 255

rabies serum, 259

Patternmaking, 474

Peace

arts of, 409

League of Nations efforts for, 233

Peanuts, 412

Pearls, formation of, 308

Pelicans, 39

Penologists, work of, 100

Percussion group, in symphony orchestra, 317

Peristaltic action, in alimentary tract, 8

Personality, development of in infancy, 115

Peru, 320

Pests

beetles, 30

control of insects, 458

white-fringed beetle, 469

Petroleum. See Oil

Pets

farm dog, 383

kittens, 432

Pewter, use in metal craft, 268

Phagocytic cells, 43

Phalaropes, 457

Pheasants, 167

Phenolic resinoids, 154

Philippine Islands, 321

acquisition, 426

Photoelectric cells, 121

Photosynthesis, 163, 180, 236

Physicians, 267

Piccolos, in symphony orchestra, 473

Pilot, airplane

training, 91

work, 85

Pine

growing for profit, 322

uses, 183

uses of southern, 322

Pineapples, production in Hawaii, 186, 313

Pipe, manufacture, 254

Pipe lines, early development, 265

Pituitary glands, 126

Planets

planetesimal hypothesis, 393

position and movement, 393, 445

Plant pests. See Pests

Plants

cactus, 19

dependence upon nitrogen, 299

of desert, 19

dodder, 113

flowers, 148

fungus plants, 165

growth of, 323

insect traps, 324

leaves, 180, 236

mimosa, 352

parts, 243

photosynthesis, 163, 180, 236

pitcher, 324

pollination, 148, 323

reproduction, 323

roots, 180, 243, 366

seeds, dispersal of, 376; germination of, 243

sensitivity to stimuli, 352

sundew, 324

Venus's-flytrap, 352

Plasterers, work of, 51

Plastic surgery, 294

Plastics

bakelite, 154

made from corn, 294

Plovers, 457

Plumbers, work of, 51

Pneumonia, 291

Police departments, 329

Political machines, 219

Politics, 219

1936 election, 340

Pollination, bees' part in, 193, 353

Pond scum, 358

Posture, 331
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Pottery

cast method, 333

making, 332

Mexican, 20, 284

Poultry, 335

production and marketing of, 334

Power. See also Engines

definition, 127

hydroelectric, 460

Prawns, 27

Priestley, Joseph, 191

Primitive peoples. See Berbers, Eskimos, Indians,

Mangbetu, mound builders, Pygmies, and Sakai

Printing

bookmaking processes, 99

lithography, 274

Prisms, 237

Prisons, need for reform, 100

Propaganda, German techniques of, 207

Protozoa

ingestion and locomotion, 436

life functions, 301

reproduction, 436

types, 271, 301, 436

Public health

cancer, 54, 74

milk supply, protection of, 272

syphilis, 431

tuberculosis, 31

Public utilities, Tennessee Valley Authority, 424

Pueblo Indians, 344

Puerto Rico, acquisition, 426

Puffins, 36

Puppets, 218

Pygmies, African, 345

Quail, 104, 167

Quebec, 368

Rabbits, story about, 3

Rabies, serum for, 259

Raccoons, 346

Radiation, 112

Radio

broadcasting, 4

frequency range, 290

network broadcasting, 290

newscasting, 295

use in fighting forest fires, 140

vocational opportunities, 4, 347

Railroads

opposition to pipe lines, 265

trip by train, 312

Rails, making from steel, 254

Ranches, 60, 61

Ranges, 41

Reclamation of land, 354

Red Cross, work of Clara Barton, 12

Red-eyed vireos, 36

Red-shouldered hawks, 36

Redstarts, 36

Reduction, 307

Refugees, 355

Regional planning

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California,

125

Tennessee Valley Authority, 424

Relief

in campaign of 1936, 340

plight of persons on, 340

through Work Projects Administration, 182, 479

Rembrandt van Rijn, 356

Remoras, 451

Reporter, work of, 220

Reproduction
bird embryo, development of, 106

by conjugation, 358

by fission, 358

in flowering plants, 148, 161

heredity, 189

in lower plants and animals, 358

mammalian, 189, 197, 204, 306, 357

of plants, 243, 323

Reptiles

alligators, 359

Gila monsters, 104

lizards, 104, 359

prehistoric, 250

snakes, 359

snakes, king, 104

turtles, 359, 390

Research

chemical, 64, 191

in industry, 375

medical, 54, 74, 427, 440, 472

in metals, 9

Resources. See Natural resources

Resuscitation

from carbon-monoxide poisoning, 55

from drowning, 143

Revolution, American, 170

and Virginia, 35

Rheumatic fever, 188

Rhinoceroses, 14

Rice growing
in Japan, 420

in Malaya, 145

Rivers

alluvial deposits, 475, 476

erosive action, 475, 476

flood damage and control, 256, 360

Hudson, trip on, 42

Mississippi, 360

transportative action, 475
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Robins, 362, 433

Rocks

erosion, 118

faulting, 240

folding, 240

formation, 118, 240

structure, 118

types, 118

weathering, 151

Rocky Mountain National Park, 175

Rodents, orchard mice, 281

Roots, plant

function in food storage, 180

growth and function, 366

Rotifers, 271, 436

Rubber, 367

in British Malaya, 145

Rural education, 249

Rural life

in Brazil, 47

on cattle farm, 61

in China, 68, 316

in corn belt, 97

in Holland, 69

in Japan, 337

in Mexico, 269

of Negro farmer, 288

in Peru, 320

in Quebec, 155, 368

in Russia, 369

in Switzerland, 71

on truck farm in Texas, 446

on wheat farm, 467

Russet-backed thrushes, 433

Russia, 369

Siberia, 384

Safety

automobile, 257, 372, 462

bicycle, 34, 403

carbon monoxide, danger of, 55

education, 257

engineering, 257

fire alarms, 399

in the home, 371, 378

street, 400, 415

Sahara Desert, 242

Sailors, merchant marine, 266

Sakai, 145

Salamanders, 158

Salmon

Alaska, 7

Pacific Coast, 309

Salt, 90

Sandpipers, 457

Scallops, 27

Schools

in China, 68

in Japan, 217, 373

in Mexico, 269

rural, 249

vocational training, 138

Scientific methods

alloy steel, development of, 9

chemical experiments, early, 191

in industry, 64

in laboratory, 25

Scorpions, 224, 396

Sculpture

clay models cast in bronze, 159

steps in creating, 326

stone, 406

Sea anemones, 395

Sea crayfish, 27

Sea cucumbers, 27

Sea horses, 451

Sea life. See Fresh water and marine animals

Sea robins, 451

Sea urchins, 27, 395

Seasons of the year, 116

Seeds

dispersal, 148, 376

germination, 148, 243, 376

Seeing-Eye dogs, 156

Semmelweiss, Ignaz P., childbed fever, 427

Sex, structure and function of organs in mammals,

197, 306, 357

Shakespeare, William, 262

Sharecroppers, 380

Sharks, 451

Sharp-shinned hawks, 36

Sheep, growing and marketing of, 96, 351

Shell-fishing, 381

Shelter belts, 443

Ships

merchant, 266

river boats, 42

canalboats, 53

Shoes, manufacture of, 235

Shrimps, 27

Siberia, 384

Singapore, 145

Skates (fish), 451

Skeleton, 44

Skiing, 388

Skin, 389

function of, 43

Skyscrapers, construction of, 51

Sleeping sickness, 440

Slum

clearance, 79, 196

and juvenile delinquency, 222

Snails, 27

Snakes, 359

king snakes, 104
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Snipes, 457

Snow, crystal forms, 203

Snowy herons, 36

Social diseases, 431, 472

Social security, old-age and survivors benefits, 391

Socialized medicine, opinion of doctors on, 267

Soil

conservation, 29, 63, 93, 178, 328, 348, 349

erosion, 63, 178, 282, 328, 360

formation, 151, 477

Solar system

planets, 393, 445

relation of Earth to, 116

Solpugids, 224

Sound

acoustics, fundamentals of, 164

amplitude, 398

frequency, 398

frequency range in broadcasting, 290

harmonics, 398

human voice, 398

for motion pictures, 198

pitch, 398

Southern states

agricultural problems, 412

during Civil War, 452

economic problems, 360, 380

Louisiana, 273

Negro farmers, problems of, 288

South America, 232

Argentina, 17, 18

Bolivia, 45

Brazil, 47, 133, 232

Buenos Aires, 133

Chile, 72, 232

coffee production, 86, 87, 218

commercial relations, 17, 18

geographic regions, 95, 232

Orinoco River, 232

Peru, 232, 320

racial composition, 232

resources, 232

Rio de Janeiro, 133

Southwestern United States

animals, 19

arid regions, 19

Indian life, 19

Metropolitan Water District of Southern Cali-

fornia, 125

Monument Valley, 2

plants, 19

Soybeans, 374

Spanish War, 238

Spectrum, 245

Spiders

funnel-web, 402

nursery-web, 401, 402

orb-web, 104, 401, 402

tarantulas, 104

trap-door, 32, 401, 402

wolf, 401

Spores, fungus reproduction, 165

Sports

baseball, 144, 327

diving, 16

football, 149

Olympic games, 190

skiing, 388

swimming, 234, 418

track and field events, 102, 111, 221

Spotted sandpipers, 36

Squirrels, 179

Stalactites, 58

Stalagmites, 58

Starfish, 27, 395

"The Star-Spangled Banner,'? story of, 397

Stars, motion of, 134, 445

State Department, U. S., Foreign Service, 450

Steam engines, principles of, 163, 428

Steel

bars and structural shapes, 254

drawing, 405

flat-rolled products, 254

forging, 405

making, 254, 405

pipe and tubes, 254

pressing, 405

rails, wheels, and axles, 254

raw materials, 254

rolling, 405

uses, 405

wire and wire products, 254

Steel workers, 51

Stentors, 271, 436

Stilts, 36, 457

Sting rays, 451

Stomach, structure and function, 8

Storage batteries

discovery, 408

principles and construction, 119, 408

Striders, 396

String choir, in symphony orchestra, 416

Study techniques, 152

Sugar production

in Brazil, 47

in Hawaii, 313

in Philippine Islands, 321

in Virgin Islands, 417

Sun, source of energy, 163

Suspensions, 88

Survival of fittest, 26, 32, 104, 199, 224

SweUfish, 451

Swimming
advanced strokes, 234, 418
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Swimming Continued

beginning, 234, 418

diving exhibition, 16

simple strokes, 234, 418

Switzerland

agriculture, 248

cheese making, 71

children, 71, 248

dairy farming, 71

family life in rural, 71

industries, 248

Symphony orchestra. See Orchestra

Syphilis

diagnosis, 472

among Negroes, 431

tests, 472

treatment, 431, 472

Tambourines, in symphony orchestra, 317

Tarantulas, 104

Teacher training, 249

Teddy bears, 421

Teeth, 57, 200

Telephone

principles of, 206

service restoration following hurricane, 202

wire, manufacture of, 370

Telescopes, principles of, 134

Television

broadcasting, 422

vocational opportunities, 347

Temperature, relation to molecular activity, 163, 277

Tennessee Valley Authority, 424

conservation activities, 360

Termites, 26

Terns, 36, 39

Texas, truck farming in, 446

Textiles

manufacturing processes, 81

use in clothing, 81

woolen manufacture, 96

Theater

Chinese, 350

Elizabethan, 262

Thermodynamics, laws of, 428

Thyroid gland, 126

Tigers, 14

Timber. See Forests

Tin, 435

in British Malaya, 145

Toads, 104, 158

Tobacco, production in Turkey, 448

Tolerance, racial, 412, 439

Tools, machine

improvement in, 9

making, 251

relation to industrial progress, 9

Tortoises, 104

Track and field events

dashes, 102

distance races, 111

hammer throw, 465

hurdles, 102

javelin throw, 465

jumps, 221

pole vaults, 221

relays, 102

shot-put, 465

weight events, 465

Trade practices, unfair, 343

Trades

automotive service, 22

building, 51, 105

Traffic. See Safety

Train, trip by, 312

Transformers

for electric currents, 206

principles of, 120

Transportation

air, 5, 85, 91, 146, 192

animals for, 13

canals of England, 53

development of in U. S., 107

Diesel engines, 108

elephants, 174

Panama Canal, 311

trains, 312

Trees. See also Forests

shelter belts, 443

Triple Alliance, 132

Triple Entente, 132

Trombone, in symphony orchestra, 46

Tropisms in plants and animals, 352

Truck farming, 261, 446

Trumpet, in symphony orchestra, 46

Tuba, in symphony orchestra, 46

Tuberculosis

causes, 82, 239, 447

diagnosis, 31, 82, 239, 429, 447

among Negroes, 239

among Spanish-speaking people in U. S., 82

transmission, 31, 447

treatment, 31, 82, 239, 429, 447

vocational rehabilitation, 429

Tungus, of Siberia, 384

Tunnel, construction of Lincoln, 92

Turbines, steam, 428

Turkey, 448

Turkeys, 335

production and marketing, 334

Turtles, 359, 390

Tympani, in symphony orchestra, 317
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Unemployment
in England, 49

relief of and 1936 election, 340

and undernourishment, 49

Works Progress Administration, efforts of, 182, 479

Union, tenant farmers, 380

United States Constitution, 11, 35, 67, 297, 379

United States geography

agriculture in southern states, 288

Alaska, 6, 7

aluminum mining, 10

Atlantic coast, shell-fishing on, 381

California parks, 230

Carlsbad Caverns, 58

cattle-growing areas, 60, 61

citrus-growing areas, 303, 304

corn-growing area, 97

cotton-growing area, 98

forests, 184, 322

Glacier National Park, 240

grasslands, 41

Hawaii, 185, 186, 313

Louisiana, 273

Minnesota, 387

Mississippi River Valley, 360

Monument Valley, 2

national parks, 175

Navajo Indian reservation, 286, 287

New England fishing, 292, 293

nickel mining, 296

Pacific Coast salmon fishing, 309

pine forests, 322

Pueblo Indian reservation, 344

South, 98, 322

Southwest, 19

truck-farming areas, 261, 446

Virgin Islands, 205, 417

West, 125, 183, 348, 349, 354, 437

wheat-growing areas, 466, 467

Yosemite National Park, 285

United States government
Civilian Conservation Corps, 302, 387

conservation activities of, 306, 338, 348, 392, 443,

see also Conservation

Federal Housing Administration, 438

Forest Service, 434, 441

grasslands in national forests, control of, 41

insect control, 458

Interior, Department of the, 338

Maritime Commission, 266

Public Health Service, 431

Secret Service, 225

Social Security Board, 391

State, Department of, 450

United States Housing Authority, 1%
Virgin Islands, rehabilitation of, 417

Weather Bureau, 140, 147, 342, 464

Work Projects Administration, 182, 256, 479

United States history

Bill of Rights, 35

Civil War, 452

Constitution, drafting and signing, 379

Declaration of Independence, 103

flag, story of, 414

Lincoln, Abraham, 1, 246, 319

Louisiana Purchase, 365

Mississippi River, 360

New England, colonial, 89, 114, 377

from 1917 to 1933, 430

"The Star-Spangled Banner," 397

Virginia, colonial, 325

Washington, George, 170

western plains, 404

Urine formation, 478

Vacuum tubes, 121

Valence, 121

Veeries, 36

Vegetables, 261

Veins, function of, 78, 187

Venereal diseases, 431, 472

Violas, in symphony orchestra, 416

Violins, in symphony orchestra, 416

Virgin Islands

acquisition of, 426

geographic features, 205

history, 205

rehabilitation by government, 417

sugar production, 417

Virginia

colonial, 35

colonial Williamsburg, 325

scenes in historic, 171

Vitamin Bj, 455

Voice mechanism and operation, 201, 398

Vocations

automotive service, 22

aviation, 85, 91, 146

building trades, 51

carpentry, 474

furniture making, 474

journalism, 220

machine toolmaking, 251

medicine, 267

merchant marine, 266

patternmaking, 474

radio, 4, 347

selection, 75, 138

television, 347, 422

woodworking, 474

Volcanoes, 456

Krakatoa, 226

Volta, Alessandro, discoveries in electricity, 408

Volvox, 436

Vorticella, 271
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Voting, responsibility of citizen, 298

Vultures, 37, 38

War

causes, 210, 449

food imports, importance to British, 49
German invasion of Austria, 172

German preparation for, 207

in Spain, 238

Washington, D. C., 459

Washington, George

boyhood, 170

as commander in chief during Revolution, 170

at the Constitutional Convention, 170

Farewell Address, interpretation in terms of modern

problems, 298

as frontier fighter, 170

House of Burgesses, as member of, 170

home in Virginia, 171

as President, 170

as a surveyor, 170

Wasps, 224

Water

conservation, 93, 212

erosion, 463, 475, 476

geological work, 58, 181

use in irrigation, 212, 213, 214

Water beetles, 330

Water cycle, 475

Water ouzels, 433

Water power, 460

Tennessee Valley Authority, 424

Water-supply system

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California,

125

protection from pollution, 80

Watershed

covering for, 63

value of, 282

Watussi, 461

Weather, 83, 84

and citrus farming, 303, 464

and floods, 147

and forest fires, 140

Weather Bureau, 342, 464

Weaving

linen, 160

in Mexico, 284

Westward movement, 107, 404, 425

Wheat, 466, 467

Wheels

applications and uses, 386

manufacture of, 254

Whelks, 27

Whiskey. See Alcohol

White-fringed beetle, 469

White House, 208

Wildlife

conservation, 29, 453, 470

destruction by forest fire, 150

game birds, 167

Williamsburg, Virginia, 35, 325

Wind erosion, 348, 349, 463, 477

Wire manufacture

insulated, 370

from steel, 254

Wolves, 14

Women
employment problems in cities, 341

struggle for recognition, 12

Wood engraving, 231

Wood pulp, 444

Wood thrushes, 36

Woodpeckers, 394

Woodwind choir, in symphony orchestra, 473

Woodworking, 474

Wool, 96, 351

Works Progress Administration, 182, 256, 348, 479

World War, causes of, 132

Xylophones, in symphony orchestra, 317

Yellow-fever mosquito, 241

Yellow warblers, 36

Yellowstone National Park, 175

Yorktown, Virginia, 171

Yosemite National Park, 285

Zoos, 14
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THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

George F. Zook, President

The American Council on Education is a council of national educational associations;

organizations having related interests; approved universities and colleges, technological

schools, and private secondary schools; state departments of education; and city school

systems. It is a center of cooperation and coordination whose influence has been

apparent in the shaping of American educational policies as well as in the formulation

of American educational practices during the past twenty-five years. Many leaders

in American education and public life serve on the commissions and committees through

which the Council operates.

Established by the Council in 1936, the Committee on Motion Pictures in Education

consists of the persons whose names appear on a front page of this publication. It

operates through a staff under the supervision and control of a director responsible to

the Committee.












